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CHAIRMAN’S PREFACE:
‘Becoming Roman in south-west Wales’

When John Wacher produced the first edition of his classic work on The Towns of Roman Britain
(1974), Carmarthen figured but briefly in his penultimate chapter on Hadrianic Stimulation
(pp. 389–93).Therein, despite lingering doubts about its true status, he felt inclined to identify
it as the civitas centre of the local tribe of the Demetae, influenced no doubt by the pioneering
excavations of Barri Jones between 1968 and 1971. By the time of the second edition (1995)
the situation had changed, and Wacher was able to draw on a series of large-scale excavations
directed, on and off between 1978 and 1993, by Heather James and her colleagues from
Cambria Archaeology, Dyfed Archaeological Trust. Their work has effectively transformed our
understanding of the site, now clearly identified as a town, whilst at the same time providing a
rich assemblage of material from a region not otherwise well represented in the Romano-British
literature. From a personal perspective, as the current Chair of the Dyfed Archaeological Trust,
it is a particular pleasure to be allowed to introduce the resulting report; I hope it is also in order
to make some personal observations on its wider implications.

The broad sequence is now increasingly clear. The first Roman presence took the form of a
fort, founded in A.D. 75 on a site west of the later town, at the lowest bridging point across the
River Tywi; traces of a possible annexe have also been located. Like other forts in Wales it was
later reduced in size, before being abandoned altogether by A.D. 120 at the latest. If there was
ever an associated vicus it remains poorly known, though the discovery of a Romano-Celtic
temple at the eastern end of the town clearly suggests some level of development during the
later first and early second century. Little of this early fabric was incorporated into the later
town, however, so we remain remarkably ignorant of the processes by which the site came to be
selected as the location of a future civitas centre, beyond the established fact that such military
to civilian transitions are not unusual elsewhere, as the evidence from Wroxeter and Cirencester
makes clear (cf. Webster 1988).

It is only from the mid second century onwards that things become clearer within the town
area proper, with the discovery of several discrete lengths of street all of which clearly derive from
a co-ordinated layout at the heart of the site. Such elements of planning clearly align Carmarthen
with the better-known ‘planned’ towns of Britain and the other western provinces (Wacher 1995;
Bedon et al. 1988), as does the presence of various public buildings and amenities, in the form
of the theatre-amphitheatre east of the defended area, and the bath-house and possible mansio,
both in the south part of the town; nothing is yet known, however, about the critical central area
where we might have expected the forum-basilica, that self-evident indicator of self-governing
status. Further evidence of the site’s status is provided by the construction of the town’s
earthwork defences, probably towards the end of the second century.These enclosed an area of
c. 13.2ha (33 acres), making it the smallest of the planned tribal centres of Britain.

Besides the obvious public buildings, excavation has also identified a range of other structures,
the majority of which obviously conform to the typical pattern of shops and workshops known
from other provincial towns (even if they are somewhat small and unprepossessing by normal
standards), together with a small number of larger stone or part stone-built town houses of the
third and fourth centuries. In this respect Carmarthen seems to follow what Millett (1990a) sees
as a late trend in other centres, apparently alongside a decline in the level of economic capacity,
though none of the known examples come up to the standards of the courtyard houses so typical
of the later plan at Caerwent (cf. Brewer 1993). Quite how these different structures and the
town as a whole fared beyond the last quarter of the fourth century remains difficult to assess,
though this is not unusual in the trajectory of most Romano-British towns.

Such a significant transformation in our knowledge of Roman Carmarthen leaves little room
for doubt that we are dealing with a self-governing civitas centre, the general character of which
accords well with the model of urban development so familiar to us from elsewhere in the
western provinces. As such it is symbolic of the wider process of ‘romanisation’ as defined by
Millett (1990a; 1990b), whereby the native élites came to negotiate their place within the wider
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imperial system, by taking up the reins of local self-government in the newly emerging civitates,
whilst at the same time focusing their personal patronage on the development of the resulting
civitas centres in the form of monumental public architecture and various associated amenities.
This model has been much discussed and elaborated at an empire-wide level, whether in the
guise of a process of ‘becoming Roman’ (Woolf 1998) or in the context of elite
negotiation/convergence (cf. Terrenato 2001), emphasising in the process the complex ways in
which such élites came to adopt and adapt a range of shared values and customs, and to employ
a rich new assemblage of material culture and building styles, ultimately derived from the
milieu of a wider empire, to enhance their status and power through a medium of urban
patronage and monumental display.

Within the context of such a rich debate the current volume provides us with an important
opportunity to compare the process recognisable at Carmarthen with better-known sites
elsewhere in Britain and beyond. Comparisons are possible not just at the level of the actual
morphologies, buildings and facilities, but (equally importantly) at the level of the finds
assemblages, the rich potential of which has recently been emphasised in the literature (see for
example Evans 1995; 2001; Burnham et al. 2001, 74–5).That there are recognisable differences
in character and scale is to be expected, but here for the first time we have a significant corpus
of new material from one of the less well-known civitas centres of western Britain which can be
directly compared with those in the south and east, where more developed infrastructures had
emerged on the eve of the conquest. Useful comparisons might also be sought in other peripheral
areas as a means of exploring the processes of élite convergence across the wider empire.

With such an emphasis on the way in which the élites ‘became Roman’ by becoming
incorporated into new provincial and imperial networks, we are apt to forget that recent years
have seen considerable dissatisfaction with the traditional underpinnings of the process we have
come to know as ‘romanisation’, to such an extent that some have come to doubt its value
altogether (for a representative range of literature see Freeman 1993; Hingley 2000; Mattingly
1997;Webster and Cooper 1996;Woolf 1992; 1997). A particular concern throughout has been
the notion of the ‘trickle-down’ effect implicit in the traditional model of romanisation, whereby
the process effectively started with the élites and gradually percolated down the social order (cf.
Millett 1990b; Burnham 1995); this has rightly been criticised on several grounds, not least
because it potentially reduces the scope of enquiry to little more than measuring the relative
levels of ‘romanisation’ on a simple linear scale extending from high to low (for which read
more civilised and potentially backward).

No new consensus has yet emerged in place of this (cf. Keay and Terrenato 2001), but much
has been written about the ways in which different groups ‘experienced Rome’ (e.g. Huskinson
2000) and negotiated new sets of identities for themselves in the new circumstances generated
by incorporation within the Roman world (e.g. Laurence and Berry 1998). Alongside this,
Woolf (1995) has emphasised that the imperial system created a whole new series of interfaces
between the different local communities and various groups of incomers, whilst at the same
time providing a rich new vein of material culture which could be used in the creation of new
identities and statuses. Such shifts in emphasis do not necessarily diminish the importance of
understanding how the elites might have ‘become Roman’, rather they place such concerns
alongside a multitude of processes by which all segments of society (individually and in various
combinations) came to shape their place in a new and shifting world through the mediation of
new forms of material culture.

Such vibrancy within Roman studies, coupled with a greater awareness of the potential of
material evidence to the study of culture change within society at large, clearly raises interesting
questions, not just for our understanding of a town like Carmarthen but also for the wider
penetration of material goods across its urban and civitas hinterland. Too often the result has
been represented in terms of a restricted level of romanisation along the simple linear scale
already outlined, a result of the relative poverty of the region, the geographical fragmentation
of its rural communities, and a restricted level of economic integration (cf. Manning 2001).
Modern research should now make us more aware of other possibilities, which clearly locate
the acceptance (or otherwise) of material goods firmly within the realm of local cultural
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attitudes and diverse popular traditions, wherein their meaning may have little or nothing to do
with imported values or identities (cf. Metzler et al. 1995; James 2001). From this perspective
the publication of the current volume on Carmarthen, set alongside the results of work
elsewhere within the territory of the Demetae, affords a very real opportunity of placing west
Wales within the mainstream of recent Roman scholarship. For this Heather James and her
colleagues are to be heartily congratulated.

Barry C. Burnham,
University of Wales, Lampeter

July 2002
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS OF EXCAVATIONS 1978–1993

Three small-scale excavations established the location of an auxiliary and a reduced fort in the
King Street/Spilman Street area. There were traces of an orderly clearance of earlier buildings
to construct the smaller fort within the area of the larger, making partial use of the earlier
defences. A tanning pit was identified within the reduced fort. Although the sample is small, the
current indications from the finds are of a relatively short occupation span from c. A.D. 75–110.

A series of fenced and ditched enclosures were identified to the east of the fort at Church
Street, possibly part of a fort annexe. They were out of use by the early second century. There
was then little evidence of occupation of the area prior to the construction of timber buildings
in the mid to late second century. Some of these buildings were slighted to make way for the
construction of town defences.The first phase of defences was of late second-century date at the
earliest and consisted of a clay bank fronted by two, possibly three, ‘V’ profiled ditches. A second
phase of defences could not be closely dated and may have been as early as the mid third century.
The middle Phase 1 ditch was cleared out to take the foundations of a stone wall with a much
wider and lower clay bank behind and a new wide shallow ditch dug outside.There was evidence
of continued use, if not occupation, of the Church Street site through the third century into the
fourth, although it is likely that any buildings were sited north of the area excavated.

The earliest structure from the largest of the excavations, to the rear of 105–111 Priory
Street, was part of a Romano-Celtic temple, unfortunately heavily robbed. A ‘T’ junction of two
Roman streets was shown to have been laid out between A.D. 120 at the earliest and A.D. 150 at
the latest. After a slightly faltering start, the streets were flanked by a succession of rectangular
timber buildings, combining shop/workshop and domestic functions. A period of abandonment
and site clearance at the end of the second/early third centuries is probably contemporary with
the construction of the first phase town defences. Renewal of occupation in the third century
was less intense and different in character from what went before. A large, part stone-built
house may have been occupied for a century or more and underwent numerous alterations.
Small timber workshops scattered over other areas continued the pattern observed in the
second century of iron-smithing and of baking in large, freestanding, clay ovens. The latest
activity recorded on site was continued resurfacing and maintenance of the streets into the mid
to late fourth centuries. Surprisingly, a similar pattern of early timber ‘workshops’ and a later,
larger, part stone-built house was evident from smaller scale excavations to the south. Since this
area abutted the main axial road through the town, a better quality of early building and a
different alignment of property boundaries had been expected.

Small-scale excavation in the south of the Roman town, at The Parade, recovered part of a
large courtyard building, possibly a mansio, with evidence of occupation from the early second
to the fourth centuries.

CARMARTHEN: TOPOGRAPHY, RELIEF AND DRAINAGE

The Roman fort and town of Moridunum were sited, like the medieval and modern towns, on
the north side of the Tywi valley at a junction of three valleys (FIG. 1.1; PL. 1.1). Though the
recent recognition of a Roman road heading west from Carmarthen (T.A. James 1990; Page
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INTRODUCTION 3

PLATE 1.1. (Top) Aerial photograph of Carmarthen, looking east (DAT AP85-94.30) 
(Bottom) Outline of streets and buildings drawn as an overlay to the aerial photograph above



2000) indicates a route corridor, it is not without some natural obstacles. For in this area the
River Tywi was deflected in post-glacial times from its original westward course by moraines. It
cut a new course for itself southwards to the sea, some 11km or 7 miles distant from the town.
The Tywi is a mature river, as the present position of its developed meanders across a broad
floodplain shows (Lewin and Hughes 1976). We do not know what the course of the river was
some two thousand years ago; we must assume, however, that it is unlikely to have occupied its
present position.

The Roman fort and town were sited on a broad terrace between the 15 and 30m contours,
overlooked by rounded hills to the north. This terrace consists of fluvio-glacially deposited
gravels, sands and boulder clay to a considerable depth (Strahan et al. 1909). There is no
outcropping rock within the area of the Roman, or medieval towns. These materials were
deposited by the melt waters of a greatly enlarged precursor to the Tywi. They left a sharply
defined, steep edge to the terrace above the floodplain that is now covered in alluvial deposits.
As discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 on the topography of the fort site, it is certain that the
original profile across the gravel ‘terrace’ was more ridge-like than today. Close on two
thousand years of occupation have flattened and levelled off the spine of the ridge and built up
material either side of it to create a fairly level, although southward-sloping, terrace (see profiles
in T.A. James 1980, 2).

The principal stream incising its course though the terrace was the medieval ‘Wynveth’
brook, located west of both fort and town. This is now culverted below Blue Street (FIG. 1.2).
It is possible that the slight ‘indentation’ in the edge of the gravel terrace now occupied by
Parade Road, which separates the site of the fort and the later town is a palaeochannel for a
now vanished stream. The small valley now occupied by Old Oak Lane and Old Priory Road
(FIGS 1.1 and 1.2) may have a similar origin and a stream is thus marked on FIG. 1.1. Certainly
springs rise in the area immediately outside the north-east corner of the Roman town. Any
stream issuing from there may have been stopped up and diverted, as the nineteenth-century
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name of Fishpond Terrace suggests. It is also clear, from excavation of a Roman well at Church
Street in 1976 (H. James 1978, 72) and from partial excavation and observation of other
Roman and medieval wells, that a fluctuating water table and the compacted clays and gravels
makes it relatively easy to reach water within the fluvio-glacial deposits.

Although the River Tywi is tidal above Carmarthen, the narrowing of the valley between the
rocky foot of the Llangunnor and Babell hills on the south bank of the river and the edge of the
gravel terrace to the north has determined the position of the lowest bridging point, and with
that the navigational limit for sea-going vessels. Even today the new A40 bypass bridge is just
upstream of the medieval and early modern bridge. A timber precursor to this present town
bridge was certainly in existence by the early thirteenth century. There are good grounds for
supposing it to be on the Roman crossing (if not bridging) point. The estuary mouth has
changed considerably since the Roman period, when it was more open to the sea (T.A. James
1991a). But the tidal range and cycle of springs and neaps is the same and it is likely that
Roman shipping, like medieval, came up to the town only on spring tides and at other times
used the deep water anchorage at Blackpool down river and transhipped cargoes on barges.The
medieval quays and wharves were in the tidal creek at the confluence of the Wynveth brook and
the Tywi. There is no evidence as yet for any Roman quays or shipping, but it is reasonable to
assume their existence at Moridunum, in the broader context of what is known of Roman
shipping around the Welsh coasts and the Bristol channel in particular.

HISTORIOGRAPHY OF ROMAN CARMARTHEN

The development of medieval and modern Carmarthen
An assessment of the sample of Moridunum provided by excavation needs to be considered in
terms of known and likely survival of Roman deposits.The archaeological traces of the Roman
town and fort do not of course occupy a ‘greenfield site’. The medieval town of ‘New
Carmarthen’, centred on its castle, was sited to the west of the area of the former Roman town
(FIG. 1.2).The early expansion of the medieval walled borough from the castle to the east along
King and Spilman Streets (themselves enclosed by walls in the fifteenth century) has meant that
most of the site of the Roman fort has been continuously occupied and built over for at least
700 years. Many of the buildings along these streets are cellared.

East of the medieval walled town was ‘Old Carmarthen’, under the rule and jurisdiction of
the Prior of the Augustinian house of St John and St Teulyddog (T.A. James 1980). This area
encompassed the former defended enclosure of the Roman town and land to the east. It
included St Peter’s — the parish church for the whole of medieval Carmarthen — which may
be of pre-Norman foundation. There may be some significance in its location hard by the
western defences of the Roman town and close to the probable site of a west gate. What little
documentary evidence exists for the density of occupation in medieval Old Carmarthen
suggests that it was concentrated around St Peter’s church and at the eastern end of the town
outside the gate and enclosure of the medieval priory. The Priory Street excavations (see
Chapter 3, Streets) revealed stray finds of medieval pottery and a fragment of floor tile in
hollows in the uppermost surfaces of the Roman Street 1, suggesting that this was visible
enough to be worth piecemeal quarrying for gravel. Similarly, thirteenth-century coins in
robber trenches in the Roman town defensive walls and of the large building at The Parade
indicate medieval robbing of Roman stonework.

It is probable that Priory Street did not achieve its present continuously built-up frontages
until the later eighteenth century.Though valuable in other respects, the 1786 map of the town
(FIG. 5.1) cannot be used to indicate the extent of building within Old Carmarthen, since it only
shows those properties and curtilages belonging to John Vaughan of Golden Grove. Some
indication of the acceleration of building and extension of housing — together of course with
the beginnings of antiquarian interest — is the discovery in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries of two Roman altars, a fragment of an inscription, and a bronze
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TABLE 1.1: GAZETTEER OF CASUAL FINDS AND SMALL-SCALE EXCAVATION/RECORDING (SEE FIG. 1.3)

Map no. PRN Date Brief description

1 17 1768 Bronze dodecahedron found in or near St Peter’s churchyard.

2 30 before 1804 Inscribed ‘Nato’ stone commemorating a fourth-century emperor.

3 45690 noted in 1804 Stone Roman altar noted in the vicarage garden.

4 45691 noted in 1804 Stone Roman altar noted in the vicarage garden.

5 14 1861 Bronze chatelaine, now in Carmarthen Museum, from North Parade.

6 45692 1871 A well was sunk behind 136 Priory Street and a possible building consisting of
a N–S aligned wall and tessellated floor, prn 8508, was found.

7 45693 1897 During the construction of the house ‘Bryn Roma’ part of probable bath-
house, prn 11, was discovered.

8 45694 1905 During the construction of St John’s Church, Priory Street, a possible Roman
stone building, prn 12, was seen.

9 29 before 1908 Coin: Antonius A.D. 140–146.

10 32 before 1908 Coin: Domitian A.D. 81–96.

11 20 1922 Excavation by Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society revealed segment of
Roman road surface.

12 28 before 1924 Coin: Probus A.D. 276–282.

13 40 1927 Coin: Nerva A.D. 96–98.

14 16 1954 Salvage recording at St Peter’s churchyard. Samian: Flavian to Antonine, early
second-century brooch and a bone handle carved as a helmet and visor,
possibly that of an auxiliary cavalryman (Boon 1971).

15 22 1961 A small excavation revealing a stone-lined drain and second–fourth century
finds, also box flue tiles, in garden of Dyffryn House.

16 24 1966 Part of a pipeclay figurine of Venus (Boon 1971; see also D.R. Evans, Ch. 8).

17 70 1967 Upper half of quern.

18 214 before 1968 Carmarthen ‘trumpet brooch’ found in a workman’s trench somewhere in
Priory Street.

19 8509 1979 Coin: Nerva A.D. 96–98.

20 11611 1981 Four test pits in Vicarage Gardens, now Ger-y-llan, to establish depth of
Roman ground surface.

21 45688 1981 Trench in Vicarage Garden to establish line of Roman street.

22 11090 1983 Seven coins ranging in date from A.D. 253 to 278.

23 35237 1984 Recording of spread rampart clay during work on foundation and drainage
trenches for two new doctors’ surgeries, St Peter’s Car Park.

24 45695 1991 2m² test pit revealed stone rubble and painted plaster at 1.5m depth behind
frontage of 142 Priory Street.

25 45100 1998 Recording of a street (Street 1), burnt clay and a possible timber building on
its north side during work on drainage trenches at Carmarthen Town Football
pitch.

26 39116 2000 Salvage recording of spreads of burnt material and possible timber building
adjacent to Priory Street during construction of supermarket.

27 42599 2001 Excavation of a cremation burial to the west of amphitheatre. Dated to late
first–early second century.

– 43503 2001 Cremation burial at Allt-y-Cnap, Council Depot. Associated with two pottery
oil lamps. Dated late first–early second century. (NB outside area of map.)

28 45736 2001 Recording of possible road surface during work on a water main in Church
Street.

29 45099 2001/02 Recording of spreads of burnt material, cobbled surfaces and cut features to
rear of Priory Hospital.



dodecahedron (see FIG. 1.3 and TABLE 1.1). Even though the northern frontage of Priory Street
was completely infilled by the mid nineteenth century with houses and yards and workshops,
most of the area to the rear, stretching up to the developing Richmond Terrace, was wholly
occupied by enclosed gardens. From the late eighteenth century, therefore, considerable depths
of garden soil formed over Roman levels.

The southern half of the Roman town, south of Priory Street, has its line of defences covered
by the roads and houses of The Parade and The Esplanade. By the late nineteenth century
virtually the whole of this area had been covered in residential development on three new
streets linking Priory Street and The Esplanade (FIG. 1.3). An infirmary, school, chapel and new
church were also built.Their construction was accompanied by regrettably few and inadequate
antiquarian records of Roman structures.

The discovery of Roman Carmarthen

William Camden (Walters 1984), in his 1586 Britannia, grouped English and Welsh counties
within what he perceived to have been, from classical sources, the tribal territories of Britain.
Carmarthenshire, Pembrokeshire and Ceredigion had formed the territory of the Demetae. He
was the first to recognise that this tribal name was perpetuated in the name of the early
medieval, pre-Norman kingdom. It was revived in 1974 for the new county of Dyfed. He cited
both surviving classical forms of the Roman name, Ptolemy’s Maridounon and, from Iter XII
of the Antonine Itinerary, Muridunum, which he firmly identified with Carmarthen. The
medieval form of the name — ‘Caermarden’ — perpetuated the Roman element with the
common prefix of ‘caer’. But the Welsh name ‘Caerfyrddin’ (given by Camden) is derived from
that of Merlin (Myrddin), by a convoluted process explained by Professor Jarman (Jarman
1986).

The classical name means ‘sea-fort’ and Rivet and Smith note another Moridunum in Britain,
arguably located at Sidford, Devon, and also other Continental parallels (Rivet and Smith
1981, 421–2). Whilst it is recognised that parts of Ptolemy’s coastal survey was based on pre-
Flavian sources, the inclusion of Moridunum cannot in itself be a proof of a pre-Flavian military
base. Nevertheless the name must be that originally given by the Romans to the fort and, as in
many other instances, later transferred to the town. It is a simple, functional name that may also
perhaps suggest that there was no native settlement on the site preceding the fort.
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Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century antiquarians and travellers recognised and described
surviving defensive banks and ditches, but considerable confusion was caused by an inability to
distinguish Roman defences from those which still survived of the Civil War enceinte near
Richmond Park (T.A. James 1980; 1991b), see FIG. 1.2. But in all cases the finds and physical
traces were assumed to be those of a Roman military site. The formation of the
Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society in 1905, the publication of its Transactions and the
beginnings of a collection (including earlier finds of Roman material from Carmarthen) that
developed into Carmarthen Museum were all driven by the enthusiasm of George Eyre Evans.
He produced the first plan of Roman Carmarthen in the Royal Commission’s Inventory for
Carmarthenshire in 1925, defining a small rectangular area bounded by The Avenue, Priory
Street, the footpath Llwybr yr ardd, and The Esplanade (FIG. 1.3), and placing within it
findspots and observations, not all of which can be so precisely located (RCAHMW 1917, 249,
fig. 193a). This area was considered to be the site of a fort. The location was repeated by
Mortimer Wheeler in the County History, and was perpetuated by the Ordnance Survey
(Wheeler 1935). The fort was still thought to lie in this area in the 1960s (St Joseph 1961).
Wheeler dismissed Haverfield’s percipient observation that Carmarthen had been ‘a tiny
country town, possibly the capital of the Demetae’ (Haverfield 1910) and saw it as ‘a bastion
facing the Pembrokeshire peninsula just as in the north the fort of Segontium at Caernarfon
confronted the peninsula of Lleyn’ (Wheeler 1935, 95).

The then Borough Surveyor, George Ovens, himself an amateur historian, was the first to
identify the large oval hollow cut back into the hill slope at the eastern end of Priory Street as
a Roman amphitheatre — fortunately in time to prevent its disappearance beneath council
housing (Ovens 1951).

A priority for the newly established Dyfed Archaeological Trust in 1975 was the
establishment of a County Sites and Monuments Record. Records (given sequential ‘prns’ or
primary record numbers) for early finds and observations and more recent excavations in
Roman Carmarthen were among the first to be created. Much of this work in Carmarthen
resulted in the publication in 1980 of Carmarthen: an Archaeological and Topographical Survey by
T.A. James. The brief list given in TABLE 1.1 with accompanying map (FIG. 1.3) is an updated
version of that published in 1980. It should be supplemented by the location map of the
excavated areas (FIG. 1.4), the location map of the Roman streets (FIG. 1.6) and also by Edward
Besly’s coin report in Chapter 8. I am grateful to Jenny Hall, Sites and Monuments Officer of
the Dyfed Archaeological Trust for editing this table and providing up-to-date information for
this report at the time of going to press. But this can be no substitute for the consultation of
the SMR itself, which is a dynamic database with GIS capabilities.

To summarise what is most significant from these early finds, observations and more recent
work is not easy. The bronze dodecahedron (prn 17), now in the possession of the Society of
Antiquaries, is probably the most exotic of the early finds. It has recently been re-examined,
together with other similar finds, by Hill (1994) who expresses a preference for seeing these
enigmatic objects as astrological or cosmological models rather than measuring devices. The
two Roman altars recorded in 1804 in the vicarage garden could have come from anywhere in
Old Carmarthen but are nevertheless valuable indicators of religious practice, albeit in either
military or civilian contexts. The ‘Nato’ stone, found before 1800 in the vicinity of St Peter’s
Church, remains the only inscribed stone from the town. The inscription may be extended as:
[B]O[NO] R(EI) P(VBLICAE) NATO, ‘born for the good of the state’ listed as R.I.B. no. 412
(Collingwood and Wright 1965). Other examples are known from Britannia, including one
from Wroxeter, and it is possible that some may be milestones.The formula does not include a
specific emperor’s name but was, according to Collingwood, current from the reign of
Constantine (A.D. 306–337) until the very late fourth century. It is valuable evidence for fourth-
century official occupation of Moridunum.

The most significant casual find is the silver and parcel-gilt Carmarthen trumpet brooch
probably from Priory Street (Boon and Savory 1975). Recent work by the Megaws gives a
longer date range for the brooch than Boon and Savory’s second quarter of the first century
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(Megaw 1989, 230). This, as the Megaws observe, is of some significance because the earlier
pre-Flavian date had been taken by some (though not by Boon) to indicate a possible high-
status late Iron Age site in Carmarthen.

Undoubtedly the most important structural evidence from essentially ‘antiquarian’
discoveries is that from ‘Bryn Roma’, 9 The Esplanade, during its construction in 1897 (prn
11). Although there are copious descriptions from numerous sources and a pencil sketch
(TCASFCb 1910, 66–9), relevant information can be briefly summarised. Excavations for the
cellar of the new house in 1897 revealed part of a ‘cement-lined’ tank with steps going down
into it.To the west was a larger room, with flues entering on three sides.This suggests that there
was originally a raised floor and what was found was part of the caldarium of a bath-house.
Small scale but deep trenching in the lawn of Dyffryn House next door to the west of Bryn
Roma confirmed earlier observations of significant structural remains on the site (Morris
1962). A 6.7m length of stone-lined drain, aligned north–south, was exposed, joined at its
southern end by a smaller drain from the east — presumably from Bryn Roma. A considerable
quantity of box-flue tiles were among the finds (Carm. Mus. Accession no. 77.935) as well as
two third-century coins. There was first- and second-century pottery, but also third- and
fourth-century Black Burnished vessels and mortaria.

In 1871, while a well was being dug in the garden to the rear of 136 Priory Street, The
Welshman (a local newspaper) reported the discovery of ‘a foundation wall running north–south
18 inches below the surface, and 6 inches below this was a curiously paved floor of squares of
brick about one inch square’ (DAT SMR prn 33). There is some doubt, however, whether the
fine fragment of tessellated floor in Carmarthen Museum is from this site (Carm. Mus., Doidge
colln). A small-scale test pit, dug as part of an archaeological assessment at 142 Priory Street
in 1991, located tumble from a wall, a beaten earth and clay floor and small fragments of white
and red painted plaster, but unfortunately no other datable material. These two locations are
both in the centre of Moridunum where one would expect to find the forum and basilica.

Roofing tiles, together with a well-made road surface, were recorded in 1922, during the
Carmarthen Antiquarian Society’s rather poor-quality trenching on the site of the new Nurses’
Home to the rear of The Infirmary (Notes in Carm. Mus. Accessions Register). Spreads of
burnt material and possible timber buildings were recorded during salvage from two adjacent
sites (the new Lidl’s supermarket (Crane 2000) and the site of the former Carmarthen
Infirmary) fronting onto Priory Street between 2000 and early 2002. In April 2001 a cremation
burial was recorded during an archaeological evaluation of land between Park Hall and Priory
Street in the area between the eastern defences of the Roman town and the amphitheatre
(Crane 2001).The greyware vessel containing the cremation deposit was dated to the late first
or early second century and it was associated with the rim of a glass flask or bottle. Later the
same year a second cremation burial was recorded to the west of the town at the County
Council’s depot at Allt-y-Cnap. This cremation deposit was associated with two pottery oil-
lamps, one of which was stamped Fortis and probably dates to between A.D. 90 and A.D. 150.

The most significant group of pottery recovered before the excavations detailed in the section
below, and from the excavations reported upon in this volume, was recovered by J.F. Jones after
the eastern end of St Peter’s churchyard was cut back for road widening. The samian was
examined by Grace Simpson and the relatively high proportions of South Gaulish ware were
taken not just to indicate the existence of a fort but its probable location close to the church —
as has subsequently proved to be the case (Simpson 1963).

Excavations, 1968–1971
Major advances in the archaeology of Roman Carmarthen and Roman Carmarthenshire were
made by Barri Jones of Manchester University, and John Little, then Curator of Carmarthen
Museum between 1968 and 1970 (G.D.B. Jones 1969; 1970). Although it is unfortunate that
those excavations have not yet been published in detail, it remains the case that much of the
work reported upon in this volume must be assessed in terms of whether it substantiates or
extends Professor Jones’ hypotheses. Professor Jones’ excavations in St Peter’s Car Park and in
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trenches behind Richmond Terrace recovered evidence for two phases of construction of the
Roman town defences, an internal east–west aligned street fronted by a sequence of timber
buildings and a stone-built town house of second- to fourth-century date.The projected course
of these defences and examination of existing topography allowed a plan to be made of the
extent of what was firmly identified as ‘Moridunum Demetarum’. This neologism for the
probable civitas capital has now entered the scholarly literature.

A small trench behind 16 Spilman Street produced first-century samian from what was
claimed as the butt end of a ditch, but may have been a pit. This evidence suggested that the
fort might lie west of the town in the Spilman Street area. In 1968 and 1970 excavations at the
amphitheatre established the course of the arena wall and traces of the seating arrangements on
its banks, giving an estimated seating capacity of 4500–5000 (Little 1971).

LOCATION, CIRCUMSTANCES AND NATURE OF EXCAVATIONS 1978–1993

The only archaeological excavation whose location was chosen on research grounds is that of
Professor Barri Jones in 1969 and 1970, within what is now St Peter’s Car Park. But even here
the primary consideration was the availability of open ground (back gardens) where owners and
the local authority were prepared to allow excavation. The excavations reported upon in this
volume have all been ‘rescue’ excavations in advance of development (FIG. 1.4). Much of that
development has taken place over former long, narrow gardens behind the street frontages of
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Church and Priory Streets. Sheltered housing has been built in the south-west of the Roman
Town at Church Street (St John’s Court). A greatly extended St Peter’s Car Park now contains
two doctors’ surgeries at its northern edges. What were the gardens of 105–111 Priory Street
now contain a new primary school (Richmond Park School) and more sheltered housing on the
street frontage. In the south of the town, demolition of Grade II listed nos 1–5 The Parade was
permitted for the construction of a private retirement housing development.

Protection of remaining open areas of the Roman fort, town and even the amphitheatre, by
designation as Scheduled Ancient Monuments came fairly late to Carmarthen.The open space
areas of the amphitheatre were not scheduled until 1986 (Cm. 206). A large area over the
northern half of the Roman town was scheduled in 1988 (Cm. 234) together with remaining
garden areas within the Roman fort (Cm. 235).The only surviving undeveloped stretch of town
defences on the south-east side of the Roman town were scheduled in 1990 (Cm. 243). The
delay was partly due to reservations about the effectiveness of scheduling within urban areas
and attempts, ultimately unsuccessful, to extend the designation of archaeological areas, as
defined by the 1979 Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act, to Wales, by
designation of the Roman town of Moridunum. The planning background, therefore, for most
of the period covered by the excavations in this report, were the policies for protection and, if
necessary, for ‘preservation by record’ within Dyfed County Council’s Structure Plan (Policy
EN1A) and commitments within Carmarthen District Council’s Local Plan. Ironically, the
only occasion where large-scale developer funding might have been applicable following the
issue of the Welsh Office Planning Policy Guidance 16 ‘Archaeology and Planning’, was in the
redevelopment of the Carmarthen Journal site on Spilman Street in 1992, but unfortunately the
scale of the work proposed was not recognised until after planning permission had been given
and only a watching brief and salvage recording was possible.

It is fortunate, therefore, that most of the excavations have taken place on land owned, or
being acquired by, the former Carmarthen District Council and Dyfed County Council (now
Carmarthenshire County Council) who have maintained a policy of active interest in and
support for archaeological work in the Roman town. Absolutely essential too, however, has been
the financial support of Cadw, and its predecessor, The Ancient Monuments Branch of the
DoE, through its Rescue Archaeology funding which, since 1974, has been principally deployed
by the four Welsh Archaeological Trusts. Cadw funding has also sustained all the post-
excavation work. However, particularly for large-scale excavations, first at Church Street in
1978 and then at Priory Street 1980–1984, government funded Job Creation programmes
provided the bulk of the labour, and indeed of supervision, on site.

Work in the gardens to the rear of Church Street began in 1976 with the excavation of trenches
to the rear of nos 6 and 9, which demonstrated the existence of Roman deposits and established
the southern line of the town defences.The gardens of what had been nos 1–5 were sampled by
a grid of 12m square hand-dug test-pits and a series of areas cleared of garden soil by machine.
Demolition of the frontages did not take place until four years later in 1982 and new buildings
were re-erected to similar designs on existing foundations, giving little opportunity for any
archaeological observation. Useful additional information was gained on the location of the
Phase 2 defences outer ditch when a new access road was constructed across the area of the
Roman defences to the new sheltered housing complex. A total of 1422m² was excavated.

Excavations in the gardens of 105–111 Priory Street also began well in advance of proposed
re-development in 1980, thanks to the co-operation of the tenants, Mr and Mrs Rees (who no
longer ran their market garden business from the site) and with permission from the then site
owners, Jesus College Oxford.The projected primary school for Dyfed County Council for the
site was redesigned, which allowed time for the final excavation of four contiguous areas. An
extension was dug in 1984 eastwards into the garden of 104 Priory Street, by kind permission
of Mr N. Davies, to gain more information on the Roman temple. A sondage was cut westwards
to try to establish the extent of the western addition to Building B5. A total of 2700m² was
excavated at Priory Street. Access well in advance of development was not possible at The
Parade, although Carmarthen District Council had included a condition in the planning
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consent requiring adequate archaeological investigation prior to construction. Until the Listed
Building consent for demolition was upheld at a Public Inquiry, the developers did not intend
to acquire the site. Time for excavation was thus limited.

At Spilman Street in 1985, salvage excavations took place in Carmarthen District Council’s
Car Park, in less than ideal conditions, following a sudden decision to construct an
underground emergency centre. However, with the existence of Roman military deposits firmly
established on the site, a longer period of excavation was allowed and part-funded by
Carmarthen District Council in 1988/9, during demolition and rebuilding of the street frontage
of 5–8 Spilman Street. The results from these two excavations provided an interpretative
context for the salvage recording by Neil Ludlow in 1993 on the Carmarthen Journal site.

EXCAVATION AND RECORDING TECHNIQUES AND SITE ARCHIVES

As mentioned above, the two large-scale excavations at Church Street and Priory Street took
place in former long-cultivated gardens whose origins probably lay in the burgage plots of Old
Carmarthen. Garden soils of depths of 1 to 1.5m were encountered and earthmoving
machinery was used to remove this overburden. Sample pits and trenches had been used to
establish the depths of the top of Roman levels below garden surfaces.They were also important
in establishing whether medieval horizons had survived. Medieval material, other than in
rubbish pits at Church Street, was very sparse in these cultivated soils and in many instances
post-medieval material was found to be incorporated within the uppermost horizons of Roman
levels. Disappointingly, no traces of medieval, let alone elusive post-Roman features, were
found. It was therefore felt justified, in view of the large areas to be redeveloped and available
for investigation, to machine off garden and ploughsoils to the top of Roman levels.

Open area excavation was employed throughout. At Church Street, overall plans were drawn
at successive levels, mainly at scales of 1:20 on large A1 gridded film sheets. Individual features
and sections of them might, if sufficient detail was required, be drawn at 1:10. Single context
recording forms were employed from 1978 onwards on the Church Street excavations. These
were closely modelled on those in use by the then Central Excavation Unit of the DoE, as
outlined in their manuals. Phasing of the Church Street site was principally established by
compiling Harris matrices of stratigraphic sequences in key areas and redrawing plans at 1:100
scales to cover the whole site.

Similar methods were used for the first Priory Street excavation (Area A). A fuller description
of the order of excavation of that site and how the overall phasing was achieved is given at the
beginning of Chapter 3. From 1982 onwards, single context recording forms were accompanied
by single context planning on A4 sheet(s) which were filled in by the site workers themselves.
Close supervision was needed and a large and cumbersome overall paper Harris matrix
maintained in the site office. The strength of this method was in training and developing the
excavation skills of site workers, most of whom were on various job-creation schemes. A
constant work rate could be maintained over large areas with large numbers of people. The
disadvantages lay in the large amount of redrawing to produce overall site plans and grouping
individual context records into meaningful units. A record through photography of large areas
of the site was made more difficult since work proceeded at different rates across the site.

At Church Street the sides of the excavation areas provided the main vertical sections for
recording, at 1:20 scales, the stratigraphic sequences. No baulks were left across the sites so two
cumulative section lines were maintained. This was even more necessary on the Priory Street
excavations since the whole site was dug in four successive areas and the sides of the excavation
areas did not provide the best location for cumulative sections. Most of these techniques were
developed from those pioneered in the late 1970s and early 1980s by Barker and Rahtz (Barker
1982).

Vertical photography of 4 metre square areas using a photographic tower was employed at
Church Street, in addition to colour and black and white photography. This was not found to
be productive at Priory Street over most of the site, since the spreads of weathered earth and
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timber buildings encountered did not show up well in vertical photographs. It could, however,
have been used, and was not, to record the part stone building in Area B.

The record forms used were designed for computer input and this was done as part of the
post-excavation process using the Delilah programme written by J. Jefferies for the Central
Excavation Unit. Among its many benefits, this programme made possible computer checks on
stratigraphic relations. All finds had individual record numbers assigned and were cross-
referenced to their contexts.

The excavation archive is thus principally a paper one of plans on permatrace and record
sheets, together with photographs and a database. A copy of the database is held by both the
County Sites and Monuments Record, maintained by the Dyfed Archaeological Trust and
Carmarthen County Museum. All paper and photographic records and other elements of the
site archives are deposited, together with the finds themselves, at the Carmarthenshire County
Musem, Abergwili.

THE ROMAN FORT

The earliest Roman advance into south-west Wales seems to have been the result of forward
campaigning beyond the upper Usk valley across the watershed into the upper Tywi valley.The
marching camps at Arosfa Garreg Llwyd and Y Pigwn high on Mynydd Trecastell and Mynydd
Du between the two valleys are thought to indicate campaigning between A.D. 50 and A.D. 75
(FIG. 1.5). Two relatively small-scale excavations (Jarrett 1969, 95–6 and James et al. 1983)
showed that an earlier fort, on a different alignment, lay below the earthworks of a probable
Flavian auxiliary fort at Llandovery (Alabum). Although a Neronian base at Carmarthen
cannot be ruled out, there is insufficient evidence for it.There is no reason, therefore, to doubt
that the establishment of a fort at Carmarthen was part of a network established during the
rapid conquest of north central and west Wales by Julius Frontinus, Governor A.D. 74–77
(Davies 1980). We cannot know whether it was established by means of an advance down the
Tywi valley or by a seaborne invasion force, perhaps from Loughor or directly from the
legionary base at Caerleon — or by both in a pincer movement. The forts of south and west
Wales are generally sited to control valley junctions, river crossings and estuary mouths (FIG.
1.5) and, in so far as the constraints of Welsh terrain allow, their linking roads have a preference
for valley floor lines (H. James 1991). It is assumed that the fort at Carmarthen was of a size
and shape comparable to other Flavian forts in west, south and central Wales (TABLE 1.2).
Projections from excavated alignments to indicate the possible location of the fort have been
made on this basis.

A Roman road proceeding westwards from Carmarthen was discovered  initially from air
photographs (T.A. James 1990). It has subsequently been surveyed on the ground and
sectioned at various points (Page 2000). At present it can certainly be traced as far west as
Wiston having crossed the eastern Cleddau 1.5km north east of Llawhaden. It is most likely to
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TABLE 1.2: FORT SIZES IN WEST, SOUTH AND CENTRAL WALES

Fort Internal area (ha) Internal area (acres)

Penllwyn 2.65 6.5
Trawscoed 2.1 5.4
Llanio 1.55 3.84
Pumsaint 2 4.75
Llandovery 2.4 5.8
Loughor 2 4.75
Neath 3/2.2 7/5.5
CARMARTHEN 2? 5?



be military in origin and therefore we must expect further forts to be discovered along its
length. In terms of distance and a concentration of Roman finds, one such fort is likely in the
Whitland area.

Roman material has been recorded at different dates and in different locations within
Dinefwr Park, Llandeilo. Most recently, in 1993, a small amount of first- and second-century
material was recovered during fieldwork for Llandeilo’s northern bypass and a proposed golf
course close to Dinefwr Home Farm, which might suggest a location for the long-sought
Roman fort at Llandeilo mid-way down the Tywi valley (Crane 1994). To the north of
Carmarthen, a renewed interest in Roman roads may produce new fort sites through fieldwork
and re-examination of antiquarian finds.

All this demonstrates that the present picture of Roman military dispositions in west Wales is
an evolving one. This is important because of the inferences that are made from the numbers
and location of Roman forts regarding tribal territories and the nature of native power structures.
In the case of the Silures of south-east Wales, the complex pattern of Roman military sites and
the historically attested record of some 20 years campaigning, with reverses as well as advances,
has been taken to indicate prolonged resistance in a decentralised territory with a terrain suited
to guerilla warfare. A relative absence of forts and an apparent rapid (and therefore unopposed?)
conquest further west has been used to suggest a peaceful, pro-Roman, Demetic polity. This is
looking increasingly unlikely. The most obvious immediate Roman objectives are likely to have
been the mineral resources of north Carmarthenshire, the gold of Dolaucothi and possibly the
silver/lead of Rhandirmwyn. A recent preliminary assessment of the Dolaucothi site by French
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archaeologists (Ancel et al. 2000) sees the undoubtedly Roman hydraulic systems of leats and
tanks as post-dating the numerous open-casts. Extensive late Iron Age working is postulated
involving hard rock mining and underground work, not just panning rivers and working alluvial
deposits.This was succeeded by equally massive Roman hydraulic techniques designed to wash
down soils and filter out gold particles from an already well-worked mine.

As a strategic objective, therefore, control of those resources would have been most easily
achieved from the upper Tywi valley where, as we have seen, the earliest evidence of Roman
military activity is located. Control of the lower Tywi valley, if not irrelevant, was certainly not
essential to that objective.With the growing recognition that Roman forts might often be sited
in proximity to existing tribal centres of power, the choice of site at Carmarthen has been
viewed in relation to the hillfort of Merlin’s Hill.This is the third largest hillfort in Dyfed, some
4km east of Carmarthen, in a commanding position on the northern side of the Tywi valley. It
is the westernmost of a zone of large hillforts in the Tywi valley.West of Carmarthen, into west
Carmarthenshire and Pembrokeshire, lies a zone of smaller, more densely distributed, defended
enclosures. It is suggested therefore that Merlin’s Hill might have functioned as a trading centre
at the interface of two or more territories whose boundaries can be deduced from the
distribution and morphology of middle and late Iron Age hillforts and enclosures. No area
excavation has taken place on Merlin’s Hill, but radiocarbon dates obtained from a section of
the second phase defences suggest a middle Iron Age date for their construction (Williams
1988b, 11).

Since the further course of the Roman road west of Carmarthen beyond its present
established line to the eastern Cleddau remains uncertain, Roman strategic objectives in what
is now Pembrokeshire can only be guessed at. Fieldwork recently undertaken suggests a
possible bridging point of the western Cleddau close to Treffgarne Gorge on the north side of
Haverfordwest heading to a projected destination(s) in north-west Pembrokeshire. It would be
ironic if, having finally excised the eighteenth-century forger Bertram’s spurious Via Julia
Maritima from the literature, the new line should in fact head for a landing/embarkation point
at Whitesands Bay, St David’s, site of his ‘Menapia’! (H. James 2000, 34). Primarily, however,
the overall distribution and siting of forts in west and central Wales in the putative territory of
the Demetae is best explained as a part of a broader network controlling supply lines.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TOWN

Was there a Vicus?
Although there has been considerable reassessment of Graham Webster’s seminal thesis on the
origins of civitas capitals in the vici that developed outside forts, the model is still thought
relevant for north and west Britain (G.Webster 1966). Recent work on vici in Wales shows that
such settlements closely attached to forts were the norm, however remote the position. But
equally the study reinforces the essentially symbiotic nature of the relationship. When the
garrison was withdrawn, the vicus had no further raison d’être and withered away (Davies 1991).
Whilst recognising that a relatively small sample of the archaeologically relevant areas has been
excavated, there is as yet at Carmarthen no convincing evidence for a late first/early second-
century vicus attached to the fort. It is unlikely that any vicus settlement was located on the
western side of the fort. Finds of Roman material within that area (the core of the twelfth-
century Norman borough) are very sparse, whereas there are two concentrations of
Flavian/Trajanic samian east of the fort within the area of the later town.

As discussed more fully in Chapter 6, the late first-century/early second-century features at
Church Street do not seem part of a vicus settlement but more of some kind of fort annexe. It
is possible that there may have been occupation of that date alongside the ‘military road’ north
of the excavated area, which would provide a context for the Flavian and Trajanic samian
(together with later second-century samian) recovered by J.F. Jones during cutting back into the
eastern end of St Peter’s Churchyard (J.F. Jones 1961).
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The other concentration of late first/early second-century material is from the eastern end of
the later town. As detailed in his report in Chapter 7, Peter Webster considered that the high
proportion of residual Flavian/Trajanic samian must indicate some focus of settlement of that
date close by.This supposition was independently borne out by the identification of the earliest
structure partly uncovered in the Priory Street excavations as a temple.The temple was set back
from the ‘military road’, which at this point underlies the present day Priory Street. But if its
entrance was on the south side it would have been approached from that road. In the 1987
Priory Street excavation, there was a surprising lack of close-packed ‘ribbon’ development
alongside the early Roman road of late first or early second-century date that could be
interpreted as part of a vicus.

The street plan
It is generally agreed that civitas capitals, in contrast to other urban centres, will display a
planned layout, generally in the form of a street grid, and will contain certain types of public
buildings, notably a forum and a basilica, the latter located in the centre of the settlement
(Wacher 1975b, ch. 1). Modern building on Priory Street makes archaeological access to the
probable location of a forum and basilica unlikely on anything other than a ‘keyhole’ basis.The
burden of proof therefore on the status of Moridunum rests on the type of street plan of the
town. The lengths of street excavated at Priory Street 1980–1984 are described in detail in
Chapter 3. The overall picture, and the gaps in our knowledge are discussed here.

In its purest form a regular street plan, based on the intersection of two axial streets, the cardo
from north to south and the decumanus from east to west, was laid out as a whole from the
beginning. Secondary streets were laid off at right angles and at regular intervals to form
insulae. In Britain, it is argued, the plans and the units of measurement in legionary fortresses
influenced later towns, since simple units and multiples can be detected — notably at
Silchester, Cirencester, Caerwent,Verulamium and Caistor-by-Norwich (Crummy 1993). Area
excavations of Streets 1 and 2 at Priory Street between 1980 and 1984 suggested that they were
constructed c. A.D. 130 on the basis of the dating of occupation on all sides contemporary with
them. Street 1 is undoubtedly the same as that encountered further west in St Peter’s Car Park
by Professor Barri Jones in 1969–1970. This street is often revealed in dry conditions as a
parchmark across the centre of the Carmarthen Town Football pitch, mid-way between the two
excavation areas. In his interim report Jones (1970) termed it a decumanus and gave a late
second-century date for its construction based on the discovery of ‘a worn coin of Aurelius
Caesar’ from the primary street level. It is the certain demonstration, however, from the Priory
Street excavations that Streets 1 and 2 were contemporary and laid out at the same time in the
early to mid second century that provides the strongest argument against the otherwise
attractive possibility that Street 1 was also the original ‘military road’ down the Tywi valley to
the first-century fort, sited west of the later Roman town.

The present day housing either side of Priory Street between the amphitheatre and Old Oak
Lane is sited on a wide terrace formed partly by cutting back into the rising ground to the north.
No firm identification of the exact location of a Roman road across this area has yet been found.
FIGURE 1.6 shows, in a schematised form, probable Roman street surfacing observed at the
eastern end of Priory Street during a watching brief of a gas mains trench in 1988. Further west
there was no trace of any continuous street metalling, but possible side streets were intersected.
This suggests that the line of Priory Street diverges from the line of the Roman road as it crosses
the former area of the Roman town, no doubt deflected from its Roman course in post-Roman
centuries by the foundation of St Peter’s Church and its churchyard close to the centre of the
western line of Roman town defences, perhaps close to a former west gate. In 1990, a probable
Roman road surface below St Peter’s Street on the north side of St Peter’s Church was recorded
in the side of service trenches across the road and through the churchyard wall. Linked to the
longer, continuous stretch seen at the eastern end of Priory Street, a reasonably secure location
and alignment for the central Roman street through the town can be put forward.This is the most
likely candidate for the first-century military road approaching the fort from the Tywi valley.
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A projection of the Roman line westwards from the north side of St Peter’s Church runs
between the present day King Street and Woods Row (see FIGS 2.1 and 2.9). No evidence has
been forthcoming but such a location is the preferred position for the as yet unlocated line of
later medieval town defences, perhaps utilising a terrace on the slope.This is a densely occupied
area, with a considerable build up of garden soils behind the King Street frontages and few
developments within these former gardens have provided even archaeological watching brief
opportunities.This supposed line might have led across the north side of the original fort. From
there a not untypical sharp angled change of direction to ford the medieval Wynveth Brook and
a north-westward course along what became the medieval Lammas Street would accord well
with what is known of the course of the Roman road west of Carmarthen.

It is evident that Street 1 and the ‘military road’ through the town are not parallel.
Excavations at Priory Street in 1980–1984 and 1987 uncovered lengths of a shorter side street,
Street 2 joining the two.This probably led off from the main street at a right angle, but the angle
of junction with Street 1 — shown to be an integral and original feature — was at an obtuse
angle. Although the evidence is less secure for the southern half of the town, there seems to be
a similar alignment on a likely third east–west street across the town. As detailed in Chapter 4,
the construction of the town defences in the south-west corner of the town at Church Street
blocked off any exit for the cross-site Street 12,511 recorded there.This may be the same street
as that noted by the Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society during very limited observations on
the construction of a hospital wing to the rear of Carmarthen infirmary in 1922. The evidence,
therefore, is far less for the southern cross-town street, but here too there is the suggestion of
an alignment that is not parallel to the main central street.

The overall street plan put forward in FIGURE 1.6 is therefore hypothetical — the result is a
possible gridded layout to the town’s street plan whose elements could all have been in place
before the construction of the town defences at the end of the second century — or later. The
trapezoidal shape of the town defences, where the western defensive line is longer than the
eastern, seems to reflect this suggested street pattern.

The defences
It will be argued in Chapter 4 (p. 176) and in Chapter 5 (p. 196) that the construction of the
town defences must have been later than the construction of Streets 1 and 2. Therefore, while
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FIG. 1.6. Projected lines of streets in Moridunum together with the proposed location of the fort and
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the existing street pattern influenced the course of the defences, topographical constraints were
perhaps of greater importance.The northern line of the defences was certainly laid out parallel
to Street 1 across the gentle slope below a steeper rise to the hills north of Carmarthen. The
course of the southern line was mainly dictated by topography, following the edge of a steep
slope above the floodplain.The eastern defences respected the gully now occupied by Old Oak
Lane. The western were on the edge of an area of poorly drained, marshy land and the hollow
way or former stream bed, now Parade Road. There is no reason to doubt that the defences
enclosed most of the occupied area. Excavations at Church Street (see Chapter 4)
demonstrated that the western rampart bank of the first phase town defences was partly built
over a late second-century timber dwelling. However, rather than taking this single instance as
an indication of a densely occupied town constrained by its defences, it is more likely to have
been a localised adjustment of a property boundary. Certainly to the east of the Church Street
site in the former Vicarage Gardens, now occupied by sheltered housing for retired clergy (Ger-
y-llan), test pitting in 1977 revealed no traces of Roman occupation suggesting open areas or
gardens.

The construction of the first phase bank and ditched defence can be seen as the final
component of an ordered layout; it gave structure and shape to the settlement. The idea that
town defences in Britain were constructed as a result of a central government directive in
response to specific political or military requirements has been repeatedly assailed in recent
years (see Hobley 1983 for a summary of the arguments).Town defences are now seen as local
initiatives stimulated by civic pride and competition (Millett 1990). Millett also suggests that
this ‘fashion’ ‘may be the result of a continuation of the prehistoric tradition of defining a
settlement’s status by the provision of earthen ramparts (ibid, 139). Certainly the provision of
defences and elaborate funnelled entrances and gateways is seen as a mark of status in the Iron
Age defended enclosures excavated at Llawhaden west of Carmarthen (Williams and Mytum
1998). Constructing town defences may thus have been a congenial aspiration for the local
tribal élites who constituted the governing ordo in Carmarthen. But the shape, the construction
techniques and the further development of the defences were, however, wholly within Roman
fortification practices.There would have been no reason for the provincial government to have
discouraged such an enterprise which gave protection to the administrative functions the town
continued to perform.

There is no information on gateways. It is just possible that the slight ‘pinching in’ observable
half-way across the eastern line of defences, at the point where the present Priory Street enters
the town, might indicate a pre-existing gate accommodated within the defensive bank. If the
central, north–south street at present only identified from pipe trench observations is
substantiated, north and south gates at the point where it intersected the defences would give
a symmetrical form to the whole with a central gate on each side of the defensive quadrilateral.

Public buildings: the amphitheatre and a possible Mansio
The only surviving above-ground Roman monument at Carmarthen is an amphitheatre,
located some 250m north-east of the eastern boundary of the Roman town defences, on the
north side of the busy A40 trunk road into the modern town. A trial trench in 1968 was
followed by more extensive trenching in the following year but the call by the excavator for
further work in advance of consolidation has not been taken up (Little 1971). The arena wall
and eastern entrance passage has been reconstructed in perhaps a somewhat free fashion by the
local authority and a replica put in place of the wooden seating on the cavea following the
excavator’s reconstruction. The site is grassed over with a small interpretative board near the
entrance (FIG. 1.7). It is now scheduled and it is the local authority’s long-term intention,
supported by Cadw, to extend public ownership westwards into private gardens to encompass
the whole of the monument.

The choice of the site and the method of construction is not in doubt. Advantage was taken
of a steep hillside in a roadside location. This, it is suggested, was cut back to form a more
regular ellipse and the spoil used to construct the southern half of the amphitheatre.That bank
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is much eroded and cut back for housing; it may be doubted, taking up a suggestion made some
years ago to this author by the late G.C. Boon, that it ever existed in a form that corresponded
to the dimensions of the northern cavea. It would have involved extensive revetment to hold the
rear of the southern bank in place, since there is no suggestion that the arena was formed by
lowering the interior ground level, a more common practice in British amphitheatres (Fulford
1989). Carmarthen amphitheatre should thus more correctly be termed a ‘theatre-
amphitheatre’ that, as Boon reminds us, ‘was a feature of the public architecture of the north-
west’ (Boon 1990, 398). Current thinking on the links between theatres and temples and the
use of the former for religious processions and ceremonies, as well as the use of amphitheatres
for entertainments and as the focus for fairs and markets has been summarised by Wacher
(1978, 255–7). Such a monument of simple construction and perhaps multiple functions seems
more appropriate for second-century Carmarthen (admittedly allowing for the lack of any close
dating). The possibility of the large building partly revealed at The Parade being a mansio is
discussed in the conclusion to Chapter 4. Some more general considerations are discussed here.
Recent work by Burnham has demonstrated the rôle the cursus publicus, the Imperial Post,
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FIG. 1.7. Artist’s reconstruction from a bird’s eye perspective of Carmarthen’s Roman amphitheatre,
taken from the site display panel (artist Neil Ludlow)



played in stimulating the growth of small towns on main roads, centring on a mansio or official
inn (Burnham 1988; Burnham and Wacher 1990). Such official buildings were also of course
to be found within civitas capitals. The location of the Parade Road building close to a bath-
house and its position adjacent to a putative south gate can be paralleled in more certainly
identified mansiones such as that at Silchester and possibly Caerwent (Black 1995).

The nodal position at a junction of four routes which the fort at Carmarthen occupied can
be paralleled by many other forts. But with the reduction and withdrawal of garrisons (Davies
1980) those few route foci left assumed greater importance.There is evidence for continued use
and official maintenance of three of the four routes from Carmarthen in the third and fourth
centuries (H. James 1991). They were the arteries of administration, together with
Carmarthen’s fifth route — the sea-borne coastal one. It is altogether likely, therefore, that
there was a mansio at Moridunum.

Conclusion
In sum, the following hypotheses are advanced to interpret the excavated evidence for the
establishment and development of the Roman town. It is certain, however, that more excavation
is needed to substantiate or modify them and alternative explanations could well be put
forward.The Roman fort may have been out of use by the early second century and with it the
enclosures on its eastern side at the Church Street site. Evidence for a vicus in the expected
position east of the fort flanking the ‘military road’ has not been recovered.Two structures seem
to date from the early second century, namely a temple some distance east of the fort on the
north side of the military road and a large stone building, possibly a mansio and a bath-house
well to the south of it, on the edge of the terrace above the floodplain of the River Tywi. There
is insufficient evidence to date the construction of the amphitheatre. Perhaps the initial
accommodation to Roman ways for the local tribal élites was best accomplished by the
adaptation and relocation of a native cult centre. Whatever cult or ritual focus may have
remained in the large hillfort of Merlin’s Hill could have been relocated to the temple alongside
the military road to the fort. The possible mansio may indicate another locus of official
functions.

The possible absence of a conventional vicus, that might have survived the removal of the
military garrison, is matched also by the lack of evidence for a Hadrianic foundation. Not then
for Moridunum the civic initiatives stimulated by Hadrian which produced the swiftly erected
yet imposing forum at Wroxeter with its triumphant dedicatory inscription of A.D. 130 (G.
Webster 1991, 51), nor the construction of a forum and basilica on a new ‘greenfield’ site at
Caerwent in the early second century, probably during the reign of Hadrian (Brewer 1993, 65).
In areas of dispersed settlement, with possibly predominantly pastoral economies and
fragmented political power which could describe the territory of the Demetae, Salway’s
observation that Hadrian’s impetus ‘started developments that may only show up in the
archaeological record in the succeeding period’ may be closer to reality (Salway 1981, 188).

The construction of Streets 1 and 2 on the Priory Street site and the development of a busy
artisan area seems to have been nearer to A.D. 150 than A.D. 130 and is set back from the
‘military road’. Possibly the construction of the theatre-amphitheatre dates to the same period.
Such structures were used for religious ceremonies as well as secular and political events and
any cult centre functions of the settlement may have been transferred there. It is possible that
Street 1 may have led directly to the amphitheatre before the construction of the defences.

Changes may have been accelerated by, or led to, the construction of the first phase of
defences around the town echoing existing street alignments and resulting in a compact, well-
defined enclosure. There is no reason to suppose that they did not enclose virtually all the
occupied area.They may well have altered the use of some of the streets and other areas of the
town. It is likely that they constituted a barrier at the eastern and western ends of Street 1.They
certainly involved some adjustment of property boundaries at Church Street and may have had
the effect of blighting development in the south-western corner of the town. The evidence
suggests that the ‘mansio’ and the Bryn Roma ‘bath-house’ continued in use to the third
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century at least. The net result of the construction of the defences may well have been to
reassert the primacy of the axial ‘military road’ as the main road through the town, probably
with gates at either end. We may postulate northern and southern gates mid-way along the
northern and southern lines of defence. There is some indication of a central north–south
street. The defences of Roman Carmarthen then imposed the final element of regularity and
planning to a settlement form which was evolving through the second century.

MORIDUNUM AND ITS CIVITAS

Moridunum as a civitas capital
To paraphrase Dr Johnson’s misogynistic remarks about women authors, the most significant
feature about Moridunum is not so much how successful a town it was, but that it existed at all.
The most westerly town in Britain was a long distance away from its only neighbour at
Caerwent, and there were few companions in the south-west of Britain and none in north
Wales. Much of this region is thought to have remained under military rule.Within it there are
only three ‘civitas’ capitals — Caerwent (Venta Silurum), Exeter (Isca Dumnoniorum) and
Carmarthen itself. Carmarthen is much the smallest with an internal area within its defences
of 13.2ha (33 acres) compared to Caerwent’s 18ha (44 acres) or Exeter’s estimated 37ha (91
acres). Other small towns, some defended, some not, on the eastern boundaries of the region
— Kenchester, Cowbridge, Ilchester — can furnish useful comparisons of size.The defences of
Kenchester enclose an area of 9ha (22 acres) (Burnham and Wacher 1990, 70) and Ilchester
8.9ha (22 acres, but with occupation outside the defended area) (Millett 1990, table 6.4). The
comparison with the 80ha (200 acres) of Wroxeter is marked (G. Webster 1991, 52).

However, it is argued throughout this chapter that Moridunum did possess, however
provincial in style, homespun in appearance and relatively late in date, those Romanised urban
phenomena which define the administrative centres of civitates: a regular, planned street layout,
Roman style public buildings — baths, temple and amphitheatre — and a range of building
types and defences. Nor is the slow, even intermittent, development of town life in Carmarthen
outlined above surprising.The provision of town defences is not, in itself, proof of, or restricted
to civitas capitals, though there are none known in Britain without defences. Characteristic too,
of many towns in Roman Britain, is the dominance of timber, ‘artisan’ type buildings and
industrial or craft activities in the second century and the change to larger stone or part stone
built ‘town houses’ in the third and fourth (Millett 1990, 134).What is striking, however, about
the Carmarthen buildings is their small size and generally undeveloped plans.

Even though complete plans and therefore exact measurements are not available for most of
the strip buildings in Welsh vici like Trawscoed (Davies 1984) or Caersws (Britnell 1989), it is
apparent that most were larger than the second-century Carmarthen buildings from the Priory
Street site. There are no timber buildings for example in Carmarthen with central corridors as
at Caersws. At the opposite end of the spectrum, comparison with the late first/early second-
century ‘strip’ buildings from Newgate Street, west of the Walbrook in Roman London, is also
instructive (Perring and Roskams 1990). Building K, for example, at Newgate Street was some
30m long with six rooms and can be closely compared to buildings in Italian cities — e.g.
Herculaneum (ibid, 103). The longest building at Priory Street, D1, was, however, 19m, but
around 10m was the norm (see plans and discussion at the end of Chapter 3).

Carmarthen, like London, made increased use of ‘clom’ or mass earth construction for
building. In London such buildings developed into a tripartite division between a shop at the
front, backed by workshops and then living quarters to the rear, but in Carmarthen such formal
divisions were few. Although Priory Street timber buildings were in the main set end-on to the
streets (although in a street corner position, as with buildings C1 and B4, one long side was
perforce aligned parallel to the street), only in excavation Area B could the buildings be said for
a brief period to be set cheek by jowl. On the northern side of Street 1, where a degree of
stability and continuity in the position and thus the width of ‘plot’ boundaries is evident
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between the early and later Roman periods, buildings were well spaced and often set back some
distance from the street.

The evidence for persistence of plot boundaries is presented in Chapter 3, where it can be
shown that they were re-established in similar positions even after all traces of former fence
lines or ditches must have gone. Perring and Roskams consider that similar evidence in London
at least raises the possibility of ‘some form of record of measurement’ if not plans and central
‘planning control’. Something a little less sophisticated might be envisaged for Carmarthen
with measurements perhaps from street intersections. Certainly, as argued in Chapter 3, plot
boundaries seem to be marked out soon after street construction.

The later buildings in the town also appear to be relatively unsophisticated in plan by
comparison with those at Caerwent, for example, although there is only one (B5) at
Carmarthen, whose complete plan is known. No courtyard buildings, for instance, have yet
been found. Yet it would be unwise to be too dismissive of the level of sophistication of the
inhabitants of the second-century Priory Street timber buildings. The evidence of the bronze
seal boxes (see bronze report) and of samian inkwells at least hints at literacy, even if it cannot
prove it. In the end, the small size of buildings and their relatively undeveloped plans might
reflect the relative poverty of the region rather than any resistance to Romanised structures or
even lifestyles.

The economy and trading patterns of Moridunum
The evidence to date indicates production of basic goods — ironwork, possibly hand querns
and perishable foodstuffs that are most likely to have had a fairly restricted marketing range —
neither particularly high-grade nor specialist. It is likely that Carmarthen functioned as a
market centre for a relatively small area of perhaps 15–20 miles radius (FIG. 1.8). Most Roman
material found on native sites west and north is likely to have arrived there either through
coastal trading or alternative processes of exchange.

There is to date only a hint of archaeological evidence for the location of the forum and
basilica which are assumed to have existed in Moridunum. But there can be no doubt that in
the second century at least there were numerous shops/workshops in the northern part of the
town, perhaps covering a substantial area if there was the same density observed between that
at the Priory Street excavations and on Professor Jones’ 1969 excavations, some 200m apart.

The two crafts for which there is good evidence are blacksmithing and baking. The
relationship between the timber buildings and smithing areas is not always clear. There seems
to be something of a preference for using semi-derelict buildings, or flimsy shelters in ‘vacant
lots’ for possibly short lived and small-scale production. It is possible that this is evidence for
itinerant blacksmiths, setting up their forges as and when required. The closest sources to
Carmarthen of easily won iron ore are the clays within the lower and middle Coal Measures
some 20km south-east of the town. Ironstone occurs as nodules or in bands within this clay and
has been extensively worked (George 1970). There is certainly little to indicate much iron-
smelting within the town. This must mean that the primary processes were carried out
elsewhere and that local smiths either transported or bought iron in blooms or billets. Nor
should we expect anything other than small-scale production, on demand as it were, in towns.
A contrast can always be made with the much larger production over a shorter period within
forts — as for example between the 100kg of smithing slags recovered from the Priory Street
excavations and 700kg from the fort at Loughor (Crew 1991). The Priory Street excavations
demonstrate very clearly that smithing is an activity taking place throughout the whole
occupation span of the town. Much must have been for very local needs, if not exclusively for
town-dwellers.

The unexceptional range of artefacts is dominated, as elsewhere, by large quantities of nails
and other building fastenings. It argues for a fairly heavy local, even town only, use of iron in
buildings and for everyday tools. No iron objects were found at the Penycoed site (Murphy
1985).There is some suggestion in the form of waste and sheet offcuts for lead-working.There
is no evidence for any mining earlier than the eighteenth century but there are lead deposits in
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the valley sides of the Tywi close to Carmarthen (Hall 1993). Although of more relevance to the
question of pottery supplies and value of objects, it is worth noting here that a fairly large
number of vessels had breakages repaired with lead rivets, not just for tablewares like samian
bowls but also for cooking and food preparation vessels such as Black Burnished jars and
mortaria. Some bronze slag and waste was recovered from Church Street and, more
interestingly, associated with iron-smithing slags and features at Priory Street. This may mean
no more than the smith (or tinker?) turning his hand to small-scale repair work. Janet Webster
notes some repairs and alterations (see Chapter 8, p. 318).

There is a firmer link between the shops/workshops/houses and the provision of fairly
substantial clay ovens than in buildings associated with smithing.The number of ovens suggest
production for more than purely domestic use, even if for a market within the town and its
immediate environs, albeit one periodically increased during markets or fairs. The granary on
the south side of the third-century house, Building B5, does seem larger than necessary for
purely domestic use. The deposit of charred grain found close to the granary is identified by
Caseldine (Chapter 8) as mainly spelt wheat which had been through the entire cleaning and
sorting process. It is possible, therefore, that Building B5 might, in origin at least, have been the
house of a grain merchant or perhaps grain was stored for the payment of tax. The quite high
numbers of quernstones from the Priory Street site and their date range from early through to
late Roman forms, although found as broken, discarded fragments, suggests that grain was
converted to flour in home-milling. It might also suggest the production of flour for the bakery
trade rather than simply for domestic use.
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As the report on the querns makes clear (pp. 354–67), virtually all were made from country
rocks and it seems most likely that they were finished in Carmarthen. Quarry sources are
notoriously difficult to pin down but one at least is certain, close to Llangynog, some 9km
south-west of Carmarthen and very close to Penycoed (see no. 11, Quern report, Chapter 8).
Not surprisingly, a quernstone from the farmstead at Pen-y-Coed (Marshall 1985) is of that
local conglomerate. Other finds of quernstones from the north and west of Carmarthen,
unfortunately very poorly provenanced, may have come from the town’s workshops.

Pottery and trade
The interest of the coarse and fine ware assemblages from Carmarthen lies not in their
quantity, or variety of forms or in significant imports but in the fact that they may have been
‘at the end of the line’ in marketing terms. The pottery thus provides a good picture of the
marketing range and quantity of different wares. This picture is all the clearer because the
region was largely aceramic, a deep-seated and persistent cultural feature, although there were
some locally produced wares in the late Iron Age tradition (Williams and Mytum 1998, 102–3).
There was some attempt in Moridunum to produce local imitations of South Wales Grey Wares
and Black Burnished vessel forms, but the quantities were small.

The origins, development and decline of ceramic supplies, production and marketing within
Roman Wales have recently been summarised by Webster (P.V.Webster 1991). A very large share
of the Carmarthen market was taken by the reduced (and to a lesser extent the oxidised) ‘South
Wales Grey Wares which continued the ‘family of forms ‘ first developed at Neronian Usk (P.V.
Webster 1993). Also marketed with these products were the Caerleon red-slipped wares. It is
reasonable to suppose that these wares reached Moridunum by sea, through coastal trade. If this
was so there is no reason to suppose that such cargoes were necessarily redistributed through
Carmarthen alone. The nature of the trade is as yet imperfectly understood.

Rural settlement and economy
The boundaries of the territory of the Demetae, like many of the tribal groups named by the
Romans, cannot be precisely established. But different ‘economic zones’ within what is
considered to be their territory have been identified on the basis of dominant settlement
morphologies (Williams 1988a). A hierarchy of sites in inland and upland areas which included
hillforts might indicate production of surpluses based on ample upland grazing (FIG. 1.9). At
lower altitudes but still inland there is a proliferation of small defended enclosures. Larger, and
more elaborately defended sites in coastal locations might indicate greater wealth based on
more arable production and control of coastal trading. Trade in such embedded economies is
likely to have taken the form of exchanges of surpluses at seasonal fairs located at the interfaces
of  ‘territories’ mediated, if not controlled, within a framework of tribal dues and renders (James
and Williams 1982). Such networks also account for the sparse finds of imported pottery,
jewellery and coinage from such sites. Changes, it is asserted, were due to internal factors of
population pressure perhaps and inheritance systems, or environmental stimuli, largely
independent of Roman rule. But recent work calls for a reassessment of what the distribution
of imported goods might mean and what changes Roman intervention might have precipitated
in the rural settlement and economy.

There is a growing body of evidence for coastal trading that may have had its roots in the late
Iron Age but which was undoubtedly intensified by the extension of Roman rule. Much of this
trade was organised independently of Moridunum whose administrative territory was
undoubtedly much larger than its commercial one. Large scale excavations of defended
enclosures have produced much more complete assemblages of material to correct the earlier
impressions of only a small quantity of Roman goods that small-scale trenching and casual finds
gave. Even so, it is still only a handful of sites that have been investigated.

The promontory fort of Castell Henllys near Newport on the north Pembrokeshire coast is
accessible from the estuary mouth of the River Nyfer within the shelter of Newport Bay. Late
Iron Age occupation within the hillfort gave way to a Romano-British farmstead in an attached
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annexe.This site has produced considerable quantities of pottery, both table and kitchen wares
predominantly of second-century date but also Black-Burnished vessels of fourth-century
forms. The excavation is still on-going so no detailed report has yet been produced. The
excavator, H. Mytum (pers. comm.), has suggested that these large quantities (in west Wales
terms) are the result of some local trading from Roman supply ships moving goods from the
south coasts of Britain around the western seaboard to garrisons on the northern frontier of
Hadrian’s Wall. This may have been through the medium of a high status individual with
privileged access to ‘prestige goods’.

Away from a coastal location, sites like Dan-y-Coed have also produced similar material,
although not in the same quantity. It is assumed that this reached the site from coastal
distribution points but by ‘internal’ redistribution mechanisms. The picture of imports is very
clear because within the inland area at least there was no local pottery produced. Pottery from
Dan-y-Coed is predominantly of late first to early second-century date, with South Wales Grey
Wares well represented (Brennan 1998, 98). This is as much a reflection of the total quantities
of pottery imported or produced in south Wales as an absolute indication of the site’s date range.

Moridunum must be seen as but one, albeit the largest, destination of coastal traders mainly
operating from south-east Wales. It is, therefore, likely that other wares besides the locally
produced greywares from different production centres in the province, Severn Valley wares,
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Oxford wares, even the commoner Black Burnished products may, in the main, have reached
the Carmarthen market as part of general cargoes transhipped from their south Wales point of
import. In a later era, this is a familiar phenomenon when it is impossible to tell whether the
products of the medieval Saintonge industry in south-west France are reaching west Wales ports
like Carmarthen or Tenby through direct trade or via Bristol.

It is in fact the western sides of Carmarthen Bay and its hinterland which have produced the
best evidence of Romanisation of a coastal zone (see below for sites).The finds associated with
the Romano-British occupation at Coygan camp include a higher proportion of bronze
jewellery and vessels than any comparable site. Even if an heirloom, an object like the Kyngadle
patera (Wainwright 1967, 85–8) testifies to considerable wealth. This suggests that power still
revolved around ‘native’ sites. It is possible that the easily procured coastal outcropping seams
of anthracite coal at beaches in and around Amroth were a focus of trade. Phyllite slate in the
make-up of the third-century quays at Caerleon is thought to have come from the production
area in the southern foothills of the Preselis via coastal trading in the western side of
Carmarthen Bay, specifically in the Saundersfoot/Amroth area. This was a low value cargo of
roofing slates, if not simply ballast (Boon 1978).

Distribution of the pottery, and the beverages and foodstuffs it contained, may well have been
restricted to high-status defended sites. The small farmstead of Penycoed just south-west of
Carmarthen is interesting in this context (Murphy 1985). It is virtually the only rural
settlement within a 20 or 30 mile radius of Carmarthen to be excavated. Radiocarbon dates
suggest occupation during the Roman period but there is no Romano-British pottery. There
were, however, a few sherds of ‘Malvernian’ wares and the limestone-tempered jars of south
Wales (Spencer’s class 3c) to hint at some traces early in the occupation sequence of pre-
existing Iron Age imports.

The coastal trading pattern therefore, even if greatly increased in quantity, should not be seen
as the only factor in precipitating the changes that are increasingly becoming apparent in the
rural settlement and economic pattern of west Wales. Potentially more fundamental social and
economic changes might be set in train by Roman military and political actions. These do not
leave the artefactual ‘trails’ in the archaeological record, hitherto taken as the only indicator of
‘Romanisation’. The recent identification of a Roman road west of Carmarthen may cause a
shift in emphasis in our views on the cause and nature of changes in Demetia between the first
and fourth centuries A.D. It must be military in origin, with possible fort locations in the
Whitland area and Haverfordwest. We do not know its course beyond the eastern Cleddau at
present but a coastal destination in north-west Pembrokeshire cannot be ruled out. Sudden
increased demands for grain, for cattle as meat or hides, exploitation or prospecting for
minerals by military garrisons, even if they were shortlived over a generation or so, could act as
a catalyst for change and a longer term integration into a Roman market economy (Manning
1975b; R.F.J. Jones 1990). Later an increase in agricultural production, even if not
accompanied by increased productivity or changes in the relative arable/pastoral balance, might
be necessary to meet demands for taxation.

Sequences recorded in those few native sites that have been excavated show continuity in
location of occupation but change in its nature. Defences are neglected and single farmsteads,
of varying levels of sophistication, occupy the interior. At Castell Henllys, the defended enclosure
was abandoned altogether and a Romano-British farmstead constructed within an annexe. A
similar sequence has been well demonstrated at recent large-scale excavations of a group of
defended Iron Age settlements at Llawhaden. The two ‘paired’ ringforts of Woodside and Dan-
y-Coed are considered to be high status sites since they possess elaborate funnelled entrances;
within the enclosures were a mixture of roundhouses and four-post structures. Woodside went
out of use in the early Roman period, but Dan-y-Coed developed into an unfortified farm with
a sunken yard and a rectangular building of house and byre type (Williams and Mytum 1998).
At Walesland Rath a defended enclosure with a substantial entrance contained similar evidence
of close packed internal occupation from the first century B.C. to the first A.D. Thereafter the
interior was remodelled with a single, rectangular farmstead and yard (Wainwright 1971).
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Similar developments to single farms within former defended enclosures have been recorded
in south-west Carmarthenshire. But here a greater impact of Romanised lifestyles is evident. At
Cwmbrwyn, a rectangular, mortared stone building was put up within the denuded defences of
a circular Iron Age defended enclosure. The building had a hypocausted room, there were
traces of painted wall plaster and it was probably of third-century date (Ward 1907). Similar
rectangular buildings have been recorded from nearby enclosures at Trelissey and
Merryborough (Williams 1978; 1979).

In contrast to the developing picture of abandonment of some late Iron Age/early Romano-
British defended enclosures, and marked changes in the type of occupation in others, the
known examples of sites which might be termed villas has remained static. It has been
suggested that they might have been the residences of government officials, placed in a few key
locations to monitor local tribal gatherings or movements.The ‘villa’ at Llys Brychan in the mid
Tywi valley is one such example, sited close to the hillfort of Garn Goch (James and Williams
1982).

It is difficult to draw general conclusions from environmental work carried out to date on
what the settlement changes described above indicate in terms of farming (Caseldine 1990).
There seems to have been an arable element even to predominantly pastoral régimes. Spelt
wheat is the predominant cereal wherever samples have been taken. At its most basic, the
artefactual evidence in the form of querns and even the wooden ploughshare from Walesland
Rath indicates arable cultivation. But, unlike other areas of Britain, we do not yet have any
definite evidence for west Wales of an overall increase in area cultivated.

What is being suggested here is that the external catalysts for change — military conquest
and supply demands and, later, taxation — may well have set in train quite major changes in
settlement, rural economy and cultural, or consumer, aspirations. These may not be wholly
apparent from the date, quantity or nature of ‘Roman finds’ from ‘native sites’ either because
there has been insufficient excavation or because we do not appreciate their context. The
periodic addition of a few amphorae of wine to established patterns of communal feasting at an
inland high-status site may have served exactly the same function of demonstrating prestige and
largesse as a whole cargo load at a similar function in a wealthier site open to coastal trading.

As Hanson has pointed out ‘Roman authorities dealt exclusively with local élites’ (Hanson
1988, 65). In the absence of centralised power structures and in a conservative and inward
looking society, ‘acculturation’ to Roman ways by tribal leaders may have been slow and partial.
In overall surveys of Roman Britain, west Wales is generally characterised as being only lightly
Romanised. But there is another side to the coin of such conservatism and resistance to outside
influences: cultural changes once made are not easily abandoned and possibly persist longer
than in other areas.

THE LATE AND POST-ROMAN PERIOD

Since this introduction is written from the standpoint of an archaeologist and historian with a
regional perspective, not a period specialisation, it may be useful to first consider what
assumptions about late Roman Carmarthen and indeed Demetia as a whole underpin current
ideas about the nature of fifth- and sixth-century society and settlement in west Wales. These
have been most recently stated by Thomas (1994) in a study based on the Early Christian
Monuments of fifth- to seventh-century date and centre on the survival of Latin, of
Christianity, and of the Demetian polity itself. In the north and west of Britain Demetia was
one of a number of Roman civitates whose territorial/tribal name survives into that of a small
post-Roman kingdom (Dimet or Dyfed).Whether the immigrant Déisi from south-west Ireland
arrived in the later fourth or early fifth centuries, it seems certain from the use first of ogam,
then of ogam and Latin then finally of only Latin and overtly Christian formulae on the Early
Christian monuments, that this new ruling dynasty was converted to Christianity in Dyfed by
the late fifth century. Presumably, they had reached a series of accommodations or alliances
with native Demetian ruling élites and absorbed their sub-Roman cultural milieu.
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Returning to Moridunum, Evans, in his examination of the origin, development and shifting
foci of the cult of Teilo in south-west Wales, argues that its earliest centre may have been in or
adjacent to the Roman town itself (J.W. Evans 1991). Similar grants of defended Roman sites
to religious communities are postulated at Holyhead and Caerwent. Further, he suggests, ‘the
dynasty to which Voteporix belonged granted the abandoned Roman town to Teilo in order that
he might exercise an episcopate from there, perhaps in the knowledge or belief that there had
once been an episcopate there in late Roman times’ (ibid, 251).

What support for these ideas is provided by the archaeological evidence? At the most basic
level there is sufficient fourth-century material — coinage, bronzes and pottery — to take
occupation, of whatever kind, down to the last quarter of the fourth century. Two mid-fourth-
century issues (Magnentius and Decentius A.D. 350–353) were reported from ‘the foundation
level of a large, robbed stone building with rooms with tessellated floors and a hypocaust at the
1968 St Peter’s Car Park site (G.D.B. Jones 1970, pl. G and 13). Besly considers (see Chapter
8, p. 286) that the coin list does ‘provide indubitable evidence of activity down to the later
fourth century’ even though reservations remain about the late Constantinople mint coin of
Honorius as a genuine ancient loss.Too little of the large building on the Parade Road site was
excavated to be sure of its function or indeed whether the dereliction and probably mid to late
fourth-century robbing of part of its walls applied to the whole of the building or just a part.
Fourth-century pottery (see Chapter 7) was virtually all un- or only broadly stratified at the
Priory Street excavations (Chapter 3). Nevertheless the latest buildings, though small and little
more than sheds, and thinly spread across the site, were in use in the first half of the fourth
century and even after their demise the streets continued to be surfaced and maintained, telling
evidence of the continuation of some form of civic administration.

The second phase of town defences resulted in a fortification, which reinforced rather than
in any way altered the shape and size of the town. Unfortunately its construction cannot be
closely dated. Nor has there been any opportunity, even supposing that comparable evidence
survives, for the refinements of chronology and identification of late phases of work to be
worked out as at Caerwent (Casey 1983). The possibility that military requirements were
paramount for the later defences must at least be entertained. Having judiciously weighed the
evidence, Janet Webster concludes that the presence of a cross-bow bronze brooch (no. 36, A.D.
350–360) and of a propeller-shaped stiffener from a military belt (no. 50, A.D. 300–360) ‘hint
at a considerable level of official interest in Carmarthen’ in the fourth century even ‘a military
presence … however small’.
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CHAPTER 2

THE ROMAN FORT AT CARMARTHEN

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Two sites in the then Carmarthen District Council’s Spilman Street car park were excavated in
1985 and 1988–89 (see Chapter 1: p. 12 for details), a total of 750m² in all (FIG. 2.1). The
Roman features recorded are interpreted as part of an auxiliary fort, which later underwent a
reduction in size. The finds suggest a Flavian foundation (c. A.D. 74–76) and an early second-
century abandonment. A hitherto unknown system of fortification of between fifth- and eighth-
century date was found to cut across the car park site, destroying and disturbing Roman levels.

29

FIG. 2.1. Location of the 1985, 1988–9 and 1993 excavations
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FIG. 2.2. Plan of main features from the 1985 and 1988–9 excavations at Carmarthen District
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Evidence of medieval occupation along the street frontage was slight, destroyed, like some of
the Roman deposits, by the truncation of ground levels and the construction of deep cellars in
the post-medieval period.

More recently, the evidence for the location, alignment and phasing of the Roman fort was
both confirmed and extended by salvage recording between March and April 1993 by Neil
Ludlow during rebuilding of part of the Carmarthen Journal offices sited between King Street
and Spilman Street 100m north of the 1988–1989 Spilman Street site.

The archaeological evidence from the 1985 and 1988–89 Spilman Street sites (FIG. 2.2)
relating to the fort comprised:

1. Early timber buildings, interpreted as part of the original fort.
2. Demolition of those buildings and the construction of a gravelled road and a clay bank over

their site, interpreted as the rampart and intervallum road of a reduced fort. Associated
with this reconstruction were further timber buildings and in the 1985 area a possible
tanning pit and ancillary buildings.

3. Demolition of buildings, clearance of their sites and the spreading of the rampart. These
activities are thought to indicate an organised withdrawal of the garrison and slighting of
defences.

4. A 6m wide, 4m deep, ditch of ‘V’ shaped profile with a 2 sigma range radiocarbon date of
between the fifth and eighth centuries A.D., derived from charcoal half-way up its fill (CAR-
1284 CSS 88/9, 10,360, 1560±60 bp).

Most of the evidence from the 1985 excavation came from sections and the base of deep
features that had survived the removal without record of most of the Roman levels. In 1988–9,
due to the need to store spoil within a small area and to accommodate the contractors’ access
requirements to parts of the site during excavation, the site was dug in three successive areas,
Cuttings A, B and D (FIG. 2.3).

At the Carmarthen Journal site, observations and recording were, in the main, limited to the
construction trenches for the new rear of the building. Nevertheless, as FIG. 2.8 shows, these
provided a useful series of north–south and east–west aligned sections across the site.The main
evidence there may be summarised and interpreted as:

1. Spreads of clay and indications in section of a truncated bank across the north of the site
sealing burnt material and heat-reddened layers above the remains of a buried soil.This was
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interpreted as the northern line of the rampart of the reduced fort whose western edge had
been established in the 1988–89 Spilman Street excavations.

2. Longitudinal and transverse sections of a north–south aligned gravelled road which
continued across the area of spread clay and was not sealed by it. This was interpreted as
one of the principal axial roads of the earlier fort that continued in use in the reduced fort.
The breach in the spread clay area is interpreted as a fort entrance.

WESTERN HALF OF THE 1988–9 SPILMAN STREET SITE

Early timber buildings
The deepest Roman stratification was found on the western side of the site at the southern end
of Cutting A. Part of a timber building(s) was found sealed by redeposited soil, which was itself
below a gravelled road surface.The building(s) were evidenced as soil marks of wall trenches at
subsoil level; no floor surfaces were identified.The excavated area was too small for a complete
plan to be recovered and in any case much had been truncated by later Roman features or
wholly dug away by nineteenth-century rubbish pits. As the plan shows (FIG. 2.4), there was
some variation in size of wall trenches but all were straight, vertically sided, flat-bottomed cuts,
between 0.3 and 0.45m wide and 0.3 to 0.4m deep. In all but the most substantial trench
(10,281) there were the impressions of rounded stakes, averaging 0.15m in diameter, some
0.8m apart, driven down below the base of the trenches.

The area had been de-turfed before the trenches were dug. This was evident from the
position of part of a burnt piece of wall panelling — interwoven laths covered in heat-reddened
clay daub. It lay on the surface of the subsoil having collapsed from trench 10,290 — thus
indicating the contemporary ground level for the building(s).

The building(s) seem to have been dismantled and their site cleared. The amounts of burnt
débris were too small to be the result of total destruction by fire. The somewhat random
survival of post impressions in the trenches may be the result of most uprights being removed.
Only a few were cut off at ground level and left to rot in situ, resulting in distinctive soil marks.
The alignment of the building(s) — north-north-west and south-south-east — was perpetuated
by all later Roman buildings on the site.

There were more timber buildings in the north-west corner of the site, below the former no.
5 Spilman Street, which may have been contemporary with those described above. These are
shown on the detailed site plan, FIG. 2.5 and in Section 2, FIG. 2.6. Only a small area was
available for excavation in the north-west corner of the site although soilmarks, possibly of
internal divisions to those buildings, were briefly visible at subsoil level during a watching brief
after the excavation (FIG. 2.5). Like the early buildings to the south described above, the site
had been deturfed in advance of construction, although in the north-west corner there was no
complete removal of the buried soil down to the subsoil.The alignment of the wall trenches of
the building or buildings was the same as those at the southern end of Cutting A.

There were two parallel trenches — 10,293 and 10,294 — on the eastern side of the early
timber building in the north-west corner of Cutting A. No post or stake impressions were
identified along the exposed lengths of trenches of the eastern and southern wall lines, other
than a 0.18m square impression of a corner post at the junction of the two. An internal partition
wall trench, 10,321, preserved better evidence for the nature of the wall construction with four
substantial post impressions regularly spaced some 0.8m apart along its length. A thin gravel
floor surface abutted this trench on its northern side. This was heat reddened and hardened,
with scatters of charcoal close to the section (see FIG. 2.6), which suggested the presence of a
hearth just north of the area excavated.

Sufficient stratigraphic evidence to demonstrate which of the trenches was the earlier
survived only in a small area at the possible southern end of the building(s). Here a short length
of trench (10,322) of a possible southern wall line was cut across by trench 10,293. Assuming
that trench 10,294 represents the eastern wall of a rectangular timber building and trench
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10,322 its southern cross wall, then trench 10,293 indicates a further phase of activity, if not of
construction, following after the earliest timber building, yet pre-dating the raising of levels by
the dumping of layer 10,304. This in turn preceded the construction of the rampart.

As with the buildings further south there was evidence of both levelling up over the site of
the early buildings in the form of dumped soil (layer 10,304 in Section 2, FIG. 2.6) and of
structural activities (trench 10,293 and a posthole cutting layer 10,304) before the next major
phase of rampart and road construction. At the southern end of Cutting A there was also an
isolated structural feature (post-setting 10,280) cut into the dumped soil yet sealed by the road
surface that indicates a further phase of activity between the early buildings and rampart and
road construction.

Road and rampart bank
A road surface (10,252) made up of at least five compact layers of gravel was constructed over
the, by-then, well-sealed areas of the early buildings at the southern and northern ends of
Cutting A.The road had a rather irregular western edge marked by a plank-lined drain and had
other timber structures built upon it which are described below. Its eastern edge was not
exposed in the area excavated.The plan in FIGS. 2.2 and 2.5 and Section 2 in FIG. 2.6 show that
it must have extended a little to the east of the cellar wall of 6 Spilman Street and have been
wholly removed there. The width of the road is thus estimated at 7m.
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It was not possible to strip off all the length of road exposed along Cutting A in 1988–9.
Examination of sections, the sides of later intrusive features, and a series of test cuts showed
that some areas of soil below the road over the northern half of the cutting were disturbed and
trampled. A foundation trench (10,311) discovered between cellars in Area B may have
extended westwards below the edge of the road. It was visible in section behind the west cellar
wall of 6 Spilman Street. But the evidence overall suggests that, at the northern end of the site,
the area later covered by the road had been open ground with buildings to the east, west and
south (PLATE 2.1).

The evidence for a bank, interpreted as the rampart of a reduced fort, came from a small area
excavated in the north-west corner of the site on the western side of the road described above
(FIG. 2.5 and FIG. 2.6, Section 2). This consisted of a truncated block of clay (10,251). There
was similar material to the east sealing many Roman features. These latter deposits were
interpreted as spread rampart material. The inner face of the bank appeared to have been
revetted by turves. The rampart itself, which, like the road, was of secondary construction, is
thought to lie just to the west of the area excavated, below the then District Council offices and
car park access road.

Levelling for the construction of 5 and 6 Spilman Street in the late eighteenth/early
nineteenth centuries, and for the more modern extensions to the rear of no. 5, had removed
much of the presumed rampart. There was a sharp junction observable in all sections between
the truncated rampart clays and gravels and the mixed modern deposits of ash, building débris
and dark soil. Nevertheless Section 2 (FIG. 2.6) along the line of the former house frontages
shows that the spread clay, though extending over the Roman road, thinned out just beyond its
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eastern edge. Excavation at the southern end of Cutting A also indicated that the rampart
material was spread from the western side of the site.

Structures contemporary with road 10,252

At the southern end of Cutting A, as shown in FIG. 2.5, were two substantial post-settings
(10,278 and 10,255) 1.2m and 1.05m deep respectively, set 3.5m apart on the western side of
the road. They seemed to be contemporary with the primary road surface. Direct evidence for
this had been removed later in the Roman period, when the posts were taken out and the
postholes backfilled and capped. A third post-setting was partly exposed in the south-east
corner of Cutting A, 3.2m east of 10,278. There were suggestions of a fourth posthole in the
eastern section of Cutting A. A deep, straight-sided, flat-bottomed trench (10,263), 1m to the
west, was possibly associated with the post-settings. The trench terminated alongside the
northernmost of the two post-settings, and seemed to be rising to a butt end just behind the
southern excavation baulk (FIG. 2.6, Section 1). No traces of its original contents remained.

Another feature likely to be associated with the post-settings and trench was a slot (10,258)
cut across the road surface between uprights in 10,278 and 10,255 (FIG. 2.5). The slot was
partly filled with burnt daub and twigs, a fill which was also spread out across the surrounding
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uppermost of the gravel road surfaces. At least two road surfaces had been made up against the
timber emplacement that the slot originally contained.This was initially interpreted as one wall
of a building, but no trace of any corner junctions was found. Alternatively therefore, all these
features at the southern end of Cutting A may be part of a timber gate structure, but insufficient
area was exposed to be certain.

A rather irregular, shallow trench (10,270) was traced along the whole of the western side of
the road exposed in Cutting A. Surviving intermittently along the base of the trench were
parallel, straight lines of small stake impressions some 0.4 to 0.5m apart. These may be
interpreted as remains of wooden pegs holding the planked sides of a wooden drain in position.
Although the drainage trench had cut the edge of both of the large postpits and was thus later
in construction, the drain and the uprights could have been in contemporary usage.

EMERGENCY CONTROL CENTRE EXCAVATION, 1985

The only feature that might link the sequences in the 1985 and 1988/9 excavation areas was
the road (10,252) described above (see FIG. 2.2). Part of a road surface was removed by the
contractors at the western end of the 1985 cutting but an eastern edge and some 3.5m of width
were recorded in section (FIG. 2.6). The 8m width of the cutting provided sufficient distance
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between the north and south sections to allow a reasonably accurate projection of the line of
the eastern edge of the road. Thus projected, the line corresponds with the suggested eastern
edge of the road in the 1988–9 excavation.

There was some evidence to suggest an earlier sequence of features below the road in the
1985 cutting. A shallow gully and other slight features were recorded in section as being sealed
below it.There were also indications in section that the ground surface below the road had been
deturfed. There was a fall in level of some 0.5m from north to south over the area of road
recorded in the 1985 cutting, a steeper fall than that of 1.4m over a 29m length recorded at the
northern and southern ends of Cutting A in 1988–9.

The main surviving feature of the 1985 site was a rectangular pit, 7.7 × 4.9m, which had been
timber-framed and clay-lined and was interpreted as a tanning pit (PL. 2.2). It seemed likely that
this was contemporary both with the road and with timber buildings to the east and south,
although the evidence was only in section and not wholly conclusive. The timber buildings
evidenced in section by postholes and floor surfaces were sealed by thick spreads of heavily
charcoal-stained soil. It was also apparent that they were of more than one phase of build.

A deep feature was briefly observed on the north side of the tanning pit before destruction
by the contractors. Only the bottom 0.2m or so of the sides and fill of the tanning pit survived
the contractors’ machinery to allow archaeological excavation. It had been cut from the level of
a buried soil representing the Roman ground surface that indicated an original depth of 1.8m.
At the base of the pit was a rectangle of straight-sided, narrow and shallow soil marks, some
with darker stained edges, indicating the former presence of a timber surround. All four sides
were enclosed and within there were three regularly spaced cross beams, creating four
compartments. The cross impressions stopped just short of those around the side, perhaps
indicating mortice joints.
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The timber impressions in the porous gravel subsoil were sealed by a layer of clean yellow
clay. This would seem to indicate that the timbers had been carefully removed. A clay lining,
which had originally abutted the timber sides and cross members to create a watertight
compartment, had spread into their empty slots shortly after their removal.The other structural
feature associated with the pit was a deep, narrow, clay-lined trench at its south-western corner,
some 0.8m wide and 1.8m deep. It sloped down to the base of the pit, clearly a feeder rather
than a drain. The internal dimensions of the pit were calculated to have been 7 × 4.3m, giving
a holding capacity of 54,180 litres. It is uncertain as to whether the cross-timbers were for
internal divisions or a boarded floor on the clay lining.

A close parallel is provided by a smaller, stone-edged pit, with timber emplacements across
its base, at the early second-century fortlet of Brithdir, Gwynedd (White 1978). This was
interpreted as a tanning pit with a boarded floor. At Brithdir the tanning pit was part of a more
extensive complex of workshop features. The most straightforward explanation for the 1985
Carmarthen features is that they too were part of a fabrica within a reduced fort, or fortlet.

The southern end of the 1985 Control Centre cutting was the only part where Roman deposits
remained reasonably intact after the contractors’ initial machining. Although the area was too
small to make much sense in plan terms, it gave useful information on where any southern fort
boundaries might or might not be. As Section 3 in FIG. 2.6 shows, two gullies, probably drains
(contexts 30 and 31), one later than the other, were cut across and down the beginnings of a
noticeably steeper slope to the surface level of the buried soil. In the south-east corner there was
the butt end of a substantial trench (65) some 1.5m wide and 1.2m deep with a post impression
in it. Immediately to the south there was a steeper break of slope. There were no traces of any
defensive bank along the crest of the slope and it must be assumed that the southern bank of the
original, and also therefore of the reduced, fort lay at a lower level across the slope.

EASTERN HALF OF THE 1988–9 SPILMAN STREET SITE

Structural evidence
A further group of Roman features were excavated in 1988–9 over the eastern half of the site
(FIG. 2.5). Medieval, and more extensive modern, disturbance had removed all but the most
tenuous stratigraphic links between the eastern and western halves of the site. Although
excavation conditions did not permit absolute certainty, it was thought likely that the eastern
area had been deturfed in advance of construction of the earliest Roman timber buildings like
the areas to the west.

A complicated sequence of narrow, vertical-sided, flat-bottomed trenches were discovered,
manifest as soil marks in the surface of the clay and gravel subsoil. Stratigraphically, five
separate phases of structures were recorded, but little sense can be made of most of the trenches
in terms of building plans. The persistence of similar alignments from the earliest to the latest
features is striking, alignments that were identical with the earliest timber buildings on the
western side of the site.

It is likely, though not proven, that the earliest elements in the eastern half of the site were
part of structures contemporary with the early pre-road and pre-bank buildings in Cutting A.
As noted above, trench 10,311, visible in section on the eastern and western sides of the cellar
of 6 Spilman Street, may have extended below the road surface. These trenches will have been
part of the original fort. The sketch plan (FIG. 2.7) shows the structural elements probably
contemporary with the road and bank — part of the reduced fort.

There were at least two phases of building represented there. Latest in the sequence was a
group of seven parallel trenches that may have been part of a granary. The widths and depths
of the trenches averaged between 0.4 and 0.5m and they were, on average, 1.5m apart, centre
to centre. Only in two instances did both ends of the trenches survive, giving a length of 7.5m.
The dimensions can be paralleled in the analysis of military granaries by Manning (1975a).The
trenches were dug to contain the grid of posts on which the raised floors and walls of the timber
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granaries were set. The width of the trenches themselves, and the precise distances between
their edges, is largely irrelevant.What is functionally important is the distance between the lines
of posts (ibid, 106). Unfortunately very few post impressions were identified in the trenches at
Spilman Street; insufficient to work out a standard spacing. The width of the postulated
granary, at 7.5m, is slightly less than many of the examples given for Flavian auxiliary forts —
which might be expected in a reduced fort.

Clearance and demolition
The latest Roman activities on the site may be interpreted as constituting an organised
withdrawal of the garrison and slighting of the fort. In the eastern half of the site there were
three low, spread, dumps of heat-reddened clay containing charcoal and, in one instance, a large
charred timber. All had been truncated by post-medieval house foundations or cellars but were
seen to overlie Roman foundation trenches.The latest Roman features were two pits, surviving
in a small intact area between the cellars of 6, 7 and 8 Spilman Street, 10,300 and 10,303 on
plan (FIG. 2.5). The gravelly fill of pit 10,303 was flecked with charcoal and burnt daub; the
finds from the two are discussed below.

At the southern end of Cutting A, 1988–9, there was sufficient sealed depth of Roman
deposits to indicate that the planking of the roadside drain was removed and the ditch roughly
backfilled.Whatever stood in trench 10,263 was also dismantled, and the trench backfilled with
similar material to that in drain. The upright in post-setting 10,278 may have been sawn off at
ground level, for the post had slowly decayed in situ to leave a deep void below the rough clay
capping (FIG. 2.6, Section 1). By contrast, the upright in 10,255 had been dug out and the pit
systematically backfilled with a large, rounded boulder, tightly rammed down.

The standing timbers in the slot, 10,258, set across the road surface were also removed.
Some of its timber contents had been burnt, but as with similar, though earlier, spreads of burnt
clay and charcoal, it seems to have been lath and daub wall panels, rather than large structural
wall timbers, which were fired. It is reasonable to assume that the clearance work evidenced
above was the immediate precursor to the final slighting and spreading of the rampart.The clay,
which was spread across the whole of the road surface, was most probably derived from a bank
to the west, an interpretation supported by Section 2 in FIG. 2.6. If there had been any
significant interval of time between the demolition activities described above and the slighting
and spreading of the rampart, it is hard to see how the collapsed charred remains of the wall
infill from slot 10,258 at the southern end of Cutting A (FIG. 2.5) could have remained intact.
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Medieval and modern disturbance over the northern end of Cutting A was too extensive for
evidence of any clearance activities to be discernible, other than the spreading of rampart clay.
There was every indication in the sections of the 1985 cutting for more extensive in situ
burning of timber structures. As noted, the timber contents of the tanning pit had been
removed. Above the spread clay lining was a thick layer of heavily charcoal-stained occupation
debris (layer 10,046), which produced a modest amount of pottery. This layer was similar to
that sealing the two areas of timber buildings exposed in section north-east and south of the
tanning pit.

The Roman levels in the 1985 cutting were sealed by a spread of mixed clay and soil. Finds
from the clay layer were sparse but they were all of Roman date.The clay thinned out over the
southern half of the area but was as thick on the eastern side of the cutting as the western.This
suggested that it had been spread from the north of the cutting. Before the 1988–9 excavation,
it was possible to suggest that the features found in 1985 were within an annexe on the southern
side of the fort. This hypothesis accounted for the location of a tanning pit, unlikely to have
been within the main fort, as well as the spreads of clay then believed to derive from a slighted
rampart to the north.

However, the spread clay over the 1985 cutting was a much more mixed material than that
observed in the north-west corner of the 1988–9 excavation, where evidence of a rampart was
more convincing. If the road seen in the two areas was indeed the same, then the tanning pit
and ancillary buildings would be part of the reduced fort. Less is known of the layout of such
secondary forts, so it is possible that a tanning complex might lie within it. The quite
unexpected discovery of a large, post-Roman defensive ditch (described below) which lies
between the areas excavated in 1985 and 1988–9 might provide a context for the spreading of
the mixed clayey soil sealing the Roman deposits in the 1985 cutting.

POST-ROMAN DITCH 10,337

Post-medieval truncation of medieval levels, even of Roman, had been expected on the site
prior to excavation. Quite unexpected, however, was the discovery of a large ‘V’ profiled ditch
(6m wide, 4m deep) which was aligned across the site from north-north-west to south-south-
east. This cut through all adjacent Roman features. It was partly sectioned in Area B and a
separate cutting was then opened in an attempt to get a complete section. Unfortunately time
was limited, the depth of the ditch required shoring and Cutting D had in any case been deeply
disturbed by post-medieval pits and a cellar. It was barely possible to keep the ditch drained so
in the event only its profile was established and a series of samples taken of its fill, in addition
to a bulk sample taken for radiocarbon dating. Dr J. Crowther undertook to analyse the
sediments (see Chapter 8, pp. 370–74).

Only small amounts of abraded Roman material came from its fill and the ditch was sealed
by the very disturbed remains of a medieval soil. The radiocarbon date of 1560±60 bp (CAR-
1284) was derived from charcoal half-way up the fill of the ditch. Dr Crowther’s analysis
suggests an initial fairly rapid filling of the ditch, then a period of slow sediment accumulation
before the deposition of the organic material from which the radiocarbon date was derived. In
other words, the ditch might be of late fourth-century date in construction. Its broader
significance as a sub- or post-Roman defensive system has been discussed in the Introduction.
It seems likely that whatever fortifications or defences the ditch might be part of, they did not
respect the alignments or the position of the Roman fort. Its relevance, therefore, to
considerations of the archaeological evidence for the Roman fort and fortlet lies in the further
spreading and levelling of Roman defences at a sub- or post-Roman date which the
construction of the ditch, and perhaps an associated bank, must have entailed.
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CARMARTHEN JOURNAL SITE 1993

Circumstances of recording

Street side) of the Carmarthen Journal offices in March 1993 nor during the below-ground work
for the ‘link’ area between the old and new offices. There was only time for rapid recording of
the sides of the construction and service trenches (FIGS 2.1 and 2.8).The preliminary levelling
was not deep enough to have damaged surviving Roman deposits. Earlier levels in Trench D
and to a lesser extent in Trench A had been either removed or truncated by the construction
trenches for the east and west sides of the early twentieth-century building, now replaced by
new offices. The only substantial loss of archaeologically significant deposits, therefore, has
been within the construction and service trenches. The only recent internal feature cutting the
post-medieval and possible medieval deposits, now sealed below the new building’s floors, was
an 11 × 4m machine pit. A full descriptive record with plans and sections by Neil Ludlow is
deposited in Dyfed Archaeological Trust’s Sites and Monuments Record, prn 14,697. However,
there is no doubt that an area excavation would have revealed a great deal more.

Earliest features

A full and, in parts, truncated, buried soil profile was noted in different trench locations across
the site. This was the characteristic reddish-brown clay loam over a fluvio-glacially deposited
mixture of stiff clays and gravels familiar from all excavations of Roman levels in Carmarthen.
It was noted along the lengths of Trenches A, B and C and also in Trenches E and F (FIG. 2.8).
Over the southern half of the site, the top of the buried soil (i.e. the original Roman ground
level) was recorded at depths of 0.7 and 0.8m below the prepared surface level for the floor of
the new building, a level comparable to the previous floor levels of the demolished printing
works. The bottom of the construction trenches across the southern half of the site were cut
into subsoil clays and gravels, but these were not visible over the northern half. This reflected
the former degree of slope dipping to the south from a ridged crest of high ground, now wholly
levelled off, between King and Spilman Streets (see Chapter 1, p. 4, for an overall description
of topography and below on fort topography).

Features noted at buried soil level included a charcoal-filled stakehole in Trench C, close to
a shallow clay-lined pit, with a clay loam fill containing charcoal and burnt clay.There were two
recorded areas of compact gravel either laid down over the buried soil or directly onto a subsoil
base, implying stripping off of soil for a firmer foundation, the first at the northern end of
Trench A, the second in Trench C. This latter deposit might be part of an east–west road.

Road surface

The most significant early feature recorded was, however, a series of compact, superimposed
gravel layers. This was sectioned along its length by Trench B and transversely by Trenches E
and F. It is hard to interpret this as anything other than a road surface. The maximum depths
recorded were 0.9m and the minimum, at the northern end of the trench, 0.45m. The
transverse sections of this road seen briefly in Trenches E and F did not provide conclusive
information on the edges of the road to allow its width and precise alignment to be recorded
and plotted, but the varying depths recorded undoubtedly reflect the edge and centre of a
substantial, frequently resurfaced road. In Trench E, the western edge of an approximately 3m
width of road surfacing was deposited over the edge of an infilled linear feature which might
have been a marking-out ditch.The same feature was also observed in Trench F where a better
profile of the 3m wide ditch was recorded.This gives some indication of the line of the western
edge of the road. Apart from the series of surface levels there were other indications that the
road was not all of one phase of construction since a layer of charcoal was sealed between two
gravel surfacings at the northern end of the trench.The lens of burnt material appeared to mark
the limit of a much more extensive layer extending further north and east.
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Clay bank
Truncated remains of a substantial clay bank were recorded in Trenches A and C, though not,
significantly, in Trench B. In Trench A clay deposits over the edge of the gravel noted above
occurred over a 10m length of trench, albeit truncated and cut through by later features. A clear
sloping edge to the stiff yellow clay deposit was observed on its southern side. In Trench C
similar spreads of clay were noted over an 11m length again considerably truncated. But the
same rising slope from south to north was noted, best interpreted as the weathered profile of
the rear or interior face of the bank.

Burnt deposits
Burnt layers, either predominantly of charcoal, or of clay loam, heavily flecked with charcoal
and heat-reddened clays, occurred across the site and at different levels. The circumstances of
observation and recording could not provide a complete account of their character and inter-
relationships. However, the most extensive areas observed were located over the northern half
of the site and recorded in Trenches A, B, C, and E and F. The key stratigraphic relationships,
however, were the relationship of the burnt material to the north–south road and to the clay
bank.Thin lenses of burnt and disturbed material lay over the edges of the road. Only in Trench
C was a limited ‘keyhole’ view available for the relationship between burnt material and the clay
bank and the position was not entirely clear. It was, however, concluded, on balance, that the
burning was secondary to the bank.

Interpretation
The interpretation of the sequences of what was undoubtedly Roman activity on the
Carmarthen Journal site (though diagnostic material was very sparse) was made in the light of
the Spilman Street excavation results. There was evidence across the whole site of an initial
phase of occupation whose principal feature was a north–south aligned road. This may be
interpreted as one of the main axial roads of the original auxiliary fort (see below for further
discussion).The clay bank was secondary to this phase of occupation. It was not, however, built
across the north–south road and it is reasonable therefore to conclude that the gap marked an
entrance to a smaller area of defended enclosure, namely the reduced fort clearly evidenced at
Spilman Street from the 1988–89 excavations. The large amounts of burnt material within a
build-up of material above the buried soil were concentrated over the northern part of the site.
They may be traces of the deliberate slighting and clearance of the superfluous defences and
interior buildings of the auxiliary fort occasioned by the construction of a reduced fort. The
uppermost levels were very disturbed and widely spread but burnt material was again present,
perhaps indicating a final slighting and clearance when the reduced fort was itself abandoned.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE FORT SITE

General considerations of relief, drainage, geology and soils of both Roman fort and town sites
have already been discussed in the Introduction. The following section will consider how
Roman preferences in fort sites and the topographical constraints at Carmarthen, taken with
the excavation evidence, may more precisely locate the fort. The assumption has been made
that the initial fort at Carmarthen was likely to have been of a size and plan comparable with
other early Flavian auxiliary forts in Wales (see TABLE 1.2, Chapter 1) of about 2ha or 5 acres
(M. Jones 1978).

The fort location plotted in FIG. 1.6 and FIG. 2.9 can only be provisional. To be certain,
information is required on the gate positions as well as the defences and internal roads and
buildings. All that is at present available for Carmarthen is the alignment of a presumed reduced
fort rampart and of early and late interior buildings from Carmarthen District Council Car Park
and the possible site of a north gate to the reduced fort and perhaps an indication of alignment
of the original via praetoria from the Carmarthen Journal site. Nevertheless some help is at hand
from topographical constraints, which restrict the number of possible locations and alignments.
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Probably the key factor in the general location of the fort was the position of the river
crossing. It is likely that the medieval, and indeed the modern, bridging point was the successor
to the Roman. Although the precise course of the Roman road from Loughor to Carmarthen
is not known, its inclusion in Iter XII of the Antonine Itinerary makes it certain that such a
route existed (H. James 1991). The immediate approach to the medieval bridging point was
along a causeway over the low-lying ground at the foot of Babell Hill, the area being known as
Pensarn (lit. ‘head of the causeway’). Alternative possibilities are discussed in Chapter 1. Of
equal importance as an approach road was the route down the Tywi valley from the east, partly
underlying the modern Priory Street. In origin a military road, all the available evidence
suggests that it continued in use as the main through road of the later Roman town. If the
Roman road lies below the present day St Peter’s Street on the north side of the church (see
Chapter 1 for evidence), a westward projection might lie a little to the north of the medieval
King Street (see Chapters 1 and 3 for further discussion of the Roman road system and the
street pattern of the Roman town). Such a Roman road line could have passed on the northern
side of both the original and the reduced fort.

According to orthodox Roman military planning, a fort faced the direction of the enemy
and/or east.This allows the fort at Carmarthen to be sited either across or along the ridge with
the porta praetoria on the south side in the former case and east or west in the latter. FIGURE

2.9 shows the long axis of both the original fort and the reduced fort along the flank of the
south-facing ridge. However, the Carmarthen Journal observations of 1993 make it equally
possible that the original auxiliary fort was aligned with its long axes across, rather than along
the ridge.This is suggested by the road, which was interpreted as belonging to the original fort
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and continuing in use over its southern two-thirds or so as a principal road of the reduced fort.
If the original fort had been aligned along rather than across the ridge the via quintana’s
surfacing might well have continued beyond the gateway but would not have been flanked by
buildings but by the fort ditches. Although the evidence was limited, the Phase 1 features over
the northern half of the Carmarthen Journal site are more likely to have belonged to the interior
of the original auxiliary fort.

The late first-century sequences of fenced enclosures and a possible watercourse from the
Church Street site (described in Chapter 4) make it certain that the fort(s) did not extend that
far east. The features there were probably part of some kind of annexe to the fort(s).
Observations in 1991 during the digging of supporting pillars within the front of the rebuilt no.
15 Spilman Street (see FIG. 2.1) provided a useful ‘keyhole view’ of the original topography of
the area and the depth of surviving Roman levels below present day surfaces. In the eastern half
of the interior of that building, behind the walls of a former cellar, it was clear that, as at 5–10
Spilman Street, truncated Roman levels were within 0.5m of the present day ground level. But
in the western half of the building, the sections observed in the foundation cutting for a large
support pillar, showed that there was originally quite a pronounced break of slope at this point.
This indicates the edge of a ditch or ditches.These would presumably have been infilled in the
Roman period, perhaps as late as the construction of the town defences. The effect of all this
human activity has been to create a more level area at the eastern end of Spilman Street that
masks the original topography.

The former marshy ground on the north side of today’s Woods Row must have acted as a
northern boundary. To the south, beyond Spilman Street, there is a very pronounced break of
slope and drop in level from the edge of the fluvio-glacially created gravel terrace down to the
floodplain of the river.To judge from the few remaining areas where this break of slope has not
been accentuated by later building, the original profile was fairly steep. It was clear, however,
from the sections at the southern end of the 1985 Spilman Street site that the construction of
the second phase of medieval town walls involved cutting back the southern edge of the terrace
to its present vertical face. Only the beginnings of a downward slope were visible at the far
southern end of the sections of the Emergency Control Centre cutting (see FIG. 2.6).The edge
of the trench was only 3m away from the present boundary wall, itself on medieval foundations.
It is possible, therefore, that a southern rampart to the original, and indeed the reduced, fort
might lie half-way down the slope, and not at its crest where no evidence was forthcoming.

CHRONOLOGY

The finds are discussed here solely in terms of dating the fort’s construction, duration and
abandonment. More detailed description of the different wares and small finds follows in
Chapters 7 and 8. Peter Webster suggests a relatively short occupation period of between A.D.
75–95 from the date ranges of the samian. However, he is careful to point out that this is on the
basis of only a small sample (81 vessels), itself derived from a small area of the original and
reduced forts. Only a small percentage of this sample came from stratified contexts but there
was no discernible difference in date between them and the residual or unstratified pieces.The
date ranges of the smaller numbers of coarse wares are consistent with the picture provided by
the samian.

The latest Roman levels, let alone any post-Roman or medieval, were extensively disturbed
or truncated. Nor is their survival likely to be any better in other areas of the fort, which are
also covered by the heavily built-up frontages and rear premises of King and Spilman Streets.
So it is difficult to evaluate the significance of the few second- and third-century sherds.These
include Black Burnished vessels and a late third-century product of the Oxfordshire kilns. But
they were few and it is likely that second-century occupation, and certainly third and fourth was
further east in the area of the later defended town, the fort site being left abandoned.

None of the other finds, which were sparse in quantity, contradict a late first-century date for
the foundation of the fort and an early second-century abandonment. But neither do they
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furnish absolute chronological proof. None of the three coins (nos 13, 16 and 30 in the Coin
Report, Chapter 8) came from well-sealed contexts or the earliest levels. An as of Domitian
came from burnt material overlying the timber buildings associated with the ‘tanning pit’ in
1985. Of the two coins from the 1988–9 excavations, a corroded Flavian as came from the fill
of one of the eastern group of wall trenches (10,328) but the as of Titus was from a post-
medieval context in the same area. No datable material was recovered from the salvage
observations at the Carmarthen Journal site.
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CHAPTER 3

105–111 PRIORY STREET 1980–1984 
AND 1987

INTRODUCTION 

ORDER OF REPORT

The Priory Street site (1980–1984) was by far the largest of the excavations carried out by
Dyfed Archaeological Trust in Carmarthen in the period covered by this report. In addition,
the Priory Street frontage excavation of 1987, although limited by time and developer’s
constraints, provided sufficient information to compare and contrast with that recovered from
the area excavations to the north (FIG. 3.1). The results and the conclusions to be drawn from
them are presented in the following order:

• a summary of the results in terms of evidence on urban origins, development and decline
• a description, phase by phase, of the changing use of the areas on the north side of Street 1,

and the two street frontages east and west of Street 2 with a simplified plan of the whole site
to accompany each phase. Each phase plan is accompanied by a reconstruction of the whole
site. The dating evidence for each phase is summarised with cross references to the more
detailed descriptions of the pottery and artefact reports

• a separate description of the successive phases of street layout and maintenance. Since this
process was organised by the governing ordo for the town as a whole, it needs to be treated
separately from the more localised sequences of site occupation

• descriptions of each building, with any internal features, such as ovens or hearths and
ancillary working areas, arranged in order of excavation areas (A–D)

• a phase by phase description of the 1987 Priory Street frontage excavation and its relevance
to the better established sequences from the 1980–1984 excavations

• classification of the timber buildings on the Priory Street site.

A correlation between the sites phases and the street phases is given in TABLE 3.1.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The overall implications of the archaeological evidence from the Priory Street excavations for
the history of Moridunum have already been discussed in the Introduction.The main results are
briefly summarised below.

It is likely, although not absolutely certain, that the temple partly exposed (though
unfortunately very heavily robbed) in the south-east corner of the site pre-dated the laying out
of the streets.Together with the date range of some of the samian from the Priory Street site, it
suggests a settlement focus of Trajanic date at what was to become the eastern end of the
defended town, well away from the site of the first-century fort. The juxtaposition therefore of
the temple site and the new streets reinforces the change in the status of the settlement, since
it is argued that the construction of a new, regular, street layout was a consequence of the town
becoming the administrative focus for the civitas in the early to mid second century.

It was demonstrated conclusively that both streets were laid out at the same time and there
continued to be major periods of resurfacing of both streets at the same time. Inferences are
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also drawn about central organisation and maintenance of the municipal ‘infrastructure’ from
the slight surviving traces of sub-division and boundaries of areas laid at right angles to the
streets and their persistence into the third century. However, it was also plain that areas on the
north side of Street 1 and those to the south, east and west of Street 2, were subdivided in
different ways.

There was a marked change in the character and density of occupation on the Priory Street
site between the second century and the third and fourth.The most intensive occupation of the
site took place between A.D. 150 and A.D. 200 and was of a uniform character across the site,
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suggesting the area shared a common status and function. After a period of abandonment, on
renewal of occupation, buildings diverged in quality between a ‘high-status’ stone and timber
building, a few rectangular timber buildings of second-century type and several short-lived
workshops and sheds enclosing ovens and smiths’ hearths.

However, the activities of iron-smithing and baking, as evidenced by hearths and ovens, were
shown to have taken place both early and late in the occupation of the site. Often they appeared
to be closely related activities, most often in the sense that smithing preceded or post-dated
baking within the same structure or area ancillary to that structure. The question of whether
smithing activities were seasonal, or practised by itinerants, or took place as and when
opportunities allowed in ‘vacant lots’ is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 1.

Sufficiently large an area was excavated to allow the process of abandonment of the site in the
late second or early third centuries to be better understood.The process is shown to have been
both considered and quite complex; evidence more of a change in, rather than a breakdown of,
town life. The evidence for the withdrawal of occupation, the dismantling or abandonment of
buildings, the clearance and cultivation of some areas, the abandonment or dumping over others
was only perceptible because it was recovered from a large area-excavation.

Again, only because extensive lengths of streets were excavated over a large area was it
possible to establish that their maintenance and resurfacing continued after all but the most
intermittent and small-scale occupation of the Priory Street site. The implications of this in
terms of continuation of ordered town life until well into the fourth century are discussed in
Chapter 1.

OVERALL DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE, PHASE BY PHASE

PHASE 1 (FIGS 3.2 and 3.3)

The occupation and development of the greater part of the Priory Street site began with the
laying out and construction of two Roman streets: Street 1 east to west and Street 2 extending
southwards from a junction point in the middle of the area excavated. The soil profile of the
buried soil forming the early Roman ground level suggested an area already cleared, perhaps
cultivated (P. Wright, then of the Soil Survey, pers. comm.). Although the evidence is not
conclusive, it is likely that the temple in the south-east corner of the site pre-dated the street
layout. But it is also possible, as detailed below, that the building was not completed.This might
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TABLE 3.1: PRIORY STREET: SUMMARY OF SITE PHASING

Suggested date range Site phase Street phase Principal buildings and structures

Mid–late 2nd century A.D. Phase 1 Street Phase 1 ?Temple; Building B1; Building C1; pond

Phase 2 Street Phase 1 Building A1; Building C1; Building C2 (smithy)

Phase 3 Street Phase 2 Building A2; Building B2; Building B3; Building B4;
Building C1; Building C2 (bakery); Building D1

Late 2nd–early 3rd century A.D. Phase 4 Street Phase 3 Abandonment of buildings; oven in Area D

Phase 5 Street Phase 3 Building C3 (amithy); ovens in Area D
Street Phase 4

Mid–late 3rd century A.D. Phase 6 Street Phase 4 Building B5; Building C4; Building D2; Building D3;

Street Phase 5 Building B5; Building D2; Building D3;

Street Phase 6 Building C5; Building C6

Late 3rd–early 4th century A.D. Phase 7 Street Phase 6 Building B5; Building D4; Building D5;
abandonment of Area C

Phase 8 Street Phase 7 Building B5; Building A3

Phase 9 Street Phase 8 Building B6; Building D6; well
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suggest that the imposition of a street grid, and developments based upon it, caused a change
in plans resulting in the abandonment of the temple. Yet development of the newly available
street frontages was initially rather faltering and piecemeal. Only in Area C was a substantial
and long-lived timber building put up at the same time as the streets were being surfaced.

Where not truncated or wholly cut away by later Roman features, interesting evidence
survived to show that the street frontage areas were fenced off prior to development. Only on
the northern side of Street 1 was there good evidence for the persistence, until late in the
Roman period, of property boundaries between narrow strips of land end-on to the street.The
gap in the quarry ditches (235 and 9592) on the northern side of Street 1 marked a division
between two building plots which happened to fall into Areas A and D. Plot boundary markers
continued to be constructed in successive phases. Although not thus demarcated from the very
beginning, an early ditch, succeeded by fence lines, marked a boundary area on the western side
of the plot in Area A (see FIG. 3.4, for Phase 2). The eastern boundary of the plot in Area D
was never so clearly marked off but, overall, the evidence suggests plots some 14m wide, whose
length was finally determined by the construction of the northern line of the town defences. As
such they are very reminiscent of medieval burgage plots.

Different and less persistent property boundaries characterised Areas B and C on the western
and eastern sides of Street 2; indeed they underwent quite different types of development.
Although the whole of Area B had, by the late second century, filled up with close-packed
rectangular timber buildings, there seems to have been no substantial construction immediately
following the surfacing of the streets. However, there is evidence for the area being fenced and
ditched off from the streets.The slightly obtuse-angled quarry ditch, 3061, on the south side of
Street 1 in Area B seems to have served as a guide for the angle of junction of Streets 1 and 2.
The ditch was short-lived. Interior to it, albeit truncated at either end, the angled turn of a fence
line made up of close-set stakes exactly echoed the 105° of the quarry ditch and street junction.
This could indicate that the street corner area was fenced off at virtually the same time as the
streets were being finally surfaced. Perhaps individual owners fenced off areas preparatory to
development or the civic authorities might have divided up and fenced off individual blocks.

The foundation trenches of a third-century stone and timber building (B5) cut away much
of the earliest Roman occupation in Area B. However, it is likely that there was an early timber
building at the southern end of the site, the only surviving evidence of which were two lengths
of narrow wall trenches, described below as Building B1 (FIG. 3.27). This was probably a
rectangular timber building set end-on at right angles to Street 2, like its successors in the same
area. It was also fenced off from the street, if fence line is the correct interpretation for two
truncated post-settings and a shallow stake-filled trench alongside Street 2. There was also a
fence line made up of stakes on the southern side of Building B1, at right angles to Street 2.

On the east side of Street 2, Building C1 was the earliest and one of the most substantial and
long-lasting of the second-century timber buildings on the site. It was constructed as the streets
were being surfaced. A layer of fine, but close-set, stone and gravel (7306), was laid down which
sealed the postpits of at least three of the post-settings of the building’s northern wall line.This
layer formed a floor surface to the building and extended south of the corridor area alongside
the street. It was thus laid down as the building was being constructed and its western edge was
sandwiched between the primary gravel layer over Street 2 and the denser stone and gravel layer
above it that together made up the first street surface. Another indication that the building was
going up as the streets were being laid out is that the southern edge of the street in Area C
seems to have been laid out parallel to the northern wall line of Building C1 rather than
continuing the alignment of Street 1 seen in excavation areas A and B. Building C1 seems in
fact to have been aligned more on the temple than set at right angles to Street 2.

The irregularly shaped ‘pond’ (7312) at the southern end of Area C was in origin a natural,
damp hollow.The western temple wall was built over its edges.The base of a possible drainage
gully (7372) leading to the ‘pond’ was another early feature which was also aligned on the
temple rather than Street 2. Following the construction of the streets, the central area of the
hollow was deepened and its edges cut back either to act as a more efficient open sump for
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drainage or to provide a pond, perhaps for watering animals.There was a complex sequence of
interleaved gravel, stone and gravel and clayey dumps covering the southern two-thirds of Area
C. They were deepest alongside the street and the western edge of the pond, and in fact
provided hardstanding up to its edges. The dirty, leached silts (7376) filling the hollow are
further evidence that it remained open for a period after the construction and surfacing of the
streets. South of the pond there was, for a short period, a fence line (7266) alongside the street,
perhaps demarcating an area whose southern boundary lay outside the area excavated.

Chronology
The temple itself was so disturbed and destroyed by post-medieval pits and trenches, let alone
earlier, piecemeal, Roman robbing, that no dating evidence for its construction was recovered.
The surrounding stratigraphic evidence, however, suggested that the temple pre-dated the
street layout. It is the best candidate so far identified for a focus of Trajanic activity at the
eastern end of the town, postulated by Peter Webster on the basis of the composition of the
samian assemblage from the main Priory Street site (see Chapter 7).

The ‘pond’ was in existence before the layout of the streets, and material from its primary fill,
7376, gives a terminus ante quem for the streets. The latest material from this small group could
extend into the second quarter of the second century but most was of late first to early second-
century date (see Chapter 7, Coarse Pottery Report, nos 99–104, and Samian Report no. 50). A
South Wales Grey Ware platter (no. 107 in the Coarse Pottery Report) from layer 7164, the final
infill of the pond, had a similar late first to early second-century date range.To the north-east of
the pond were a series of layers (7010 and 7109) perhaps built up against the temple wall
(though a later Roman robber trench prevented certainty on this point). There were few finds
from these layers and a wide Hadrianic to Antonine date range is assigned by Webster to a
samian sherd from 7109 (no. 49 in the Samian Report). These layers were clearly cut through
by a wall trench of Building C1 whose construction, as detailed above, was contemporary with
the streets. Datable material from the quarrying or marking-out ditches for the streets was sparse
and not much more plentiful from primary floor 7306 of Building C1. A date range of A.D.
150–200 is assigned to a Black Burnished bowl from this layer (no. 105 in the Coarse Pottery
Report). A shorter mid second-century date range applies, however, to a Black Burnished dish
(no. 108) from layer 7272, a small surfacing layer laid over 7306 and itself soon sealed.

The suggested date therefore for the street layout cannot be precise; some time within the
second quarter of the second century is likely — certainly no earlier.

PHASE 2 (FIGS 3.4 and 3.5)

Area C continued to be the most intensively utilised part of the site at this early stage of overall
occupation, with no signs of the subdivision characterising Area B, at least in the second
century. The ‘pond’ was back-filled. This was necessary preparation for an overall raising in
height of the ground surface over the whole of Excavation Area C south of C1. The level was
raised some 0.2m on average by a massive dump of mixed stone, earth and gravelly clay (layer
6949).This took place at the same time as the small timber street-side workshop — C2 — was
being constructed because the dump layer was made up around the uprights in its eastern wall
trench, although other constructional features were cut into the dump. It seems unlikely that so
extensive a layer was put down for the sole purpose of providing a firm, level and dry surface
for a small workshop. Perhaps there were other structures further south and the area formed an
ideal dumping ground for spoil from construction in other parts of the town — a fact which
has to be borne in mind when assessing the finds from the layer.

Dump layer 6949 lapped up against the south wall of Building C1; there was no sign of any
fenced division between the building and the area to the south. There was a steady process of
resurfacing and levelling up around the building, most particularly in the southern ‘corridor’,
suggesting considerable traffic to and from the street and the area to the south. The fact that
the whole of Excavation Area C south of Building C1 was surfaced at one time may imply that
it was all part of one property.
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FIG. 3.4. Overall plan of Phase 2
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There was a continued effort in Building C1 to raise and keep dry the internal floor surfaces,
notably on its southern side where there was probably an entrance from the side corridor. An
area of stone was laid in a shallow rectangular cut to form a threshold at this point. Another
addition to the building, constructed at an early stage, was a large clay oven (6881) only partly
exposed in the excavated area. It faced east and was probably close to the eastern end of
Building C1.

To the south, although most of its internal features were truncated by the construction pit of
a later oven, enough remained, together with the evidence of slag and hammerscale, to indicate
that Building C2 was built as a smithy. The smithing hearth, 7197, on the northern side of
Building C1, alongside the street, demonstrates that some iron-working activity took place
related to that building at a fairly early stage in its occupation. Perhaps the construction of the
smithy, Building C2, indicated an intention to expand the scale of iron-working activity.

Across Street 2, in Area B, Building B1 was no longer in existence. There were a number of
features — postholes, trenches and gullies and slots — which might have formed part of timber
buildings, but these were so truncated by later foundation trenches that no coherent plan was
apparent. However. it is more likely that these features represent a sequence of fencing off and
sub-division of the area into smaller ‘plots’, and perhaps preparatory work for the three
subsequent close-packed timber buildings which were to fill this site. Part of this ‘laying out’
involved a change in boundary fence alignments.

The line of the early quarry/marking out ditch 3061 which seems to have silted up fairly
rapidly and been backfilled, was echoed by a smaller, narrower drain (2802) alongside Street 1,
partly cut into the earlier feature. A line of stakeholes (2483), interior and parallel to this
successor ditch, were probably the remains of a fence. Both were overlain by what seems more
like a trench (2987) for a palisade than a ditch, but this was aligned at right angles to Street 2,
not parallel to Street 1 and set the pattern for the alignment of all the subsequent boundary
features and buildings in Area B. There were two groups of fairly hefty post-settings at the
northern and southern ends of Area B, the remains most probably of fences alongside Street 2.
A line of stakes (3136) may also form part of this separation of Area B from Street 2.

A rectangular timber building (A1) was built on the northern side of Street 1. Much of the
evidence for this building had been cut away by its more substantial successor that occupied
virtually the same site. The line of postholes forming the western and southern wall lines of
Building A1 were sealed by a thin but dense gravel and pebble surface (197) built up around
the walls of the successor building. Moreover the deep palisade trench forming the northern
and eastern wall lines of A1 was almost wholly cut away by a similar later trench. So the
stratigraphical evidence demonstrated conclusively that there were two distinct buildings, A1
and A2. Although aligned at right angles to the street edge, Building A1 was set some distance
back from it, separated by the silted-up Phase 1 quarry ditch 235. There was little to indicate
the function of the building, but with a possible open porch at the front, a shop and store, or
shop and residential unit may be suggested.

A ditch (257), which was succeeded by a fence line, was dug on the western side of Building
A1, the first of a series of features seemingly marking a property boundary, made necessary with
the construction of Building A1. It is also clear that the building in Area A pre-dated any
development of the area to the east. The close-set gravel and pebble surface mentioned above,
which sealed elements of the earliest building in Area A and formed an exterior surface to its
successor, also extended east into Excavation Area D (197/9109) where it was contemporary
with a large timber building, D1 of Phase 3. Although likely to have pre-dated the construction
of Building D1, early features in Area A were scattered and amorphous. The more definite
traces close to Street 1 were probably the remains of fences.

Chronology
Although difficult to demonstrate, it was felt during excavation that the development of the
whole site evidenced in Phase 2 took place fairly soon after the laying out of the streets. Not
surprisingly, therefore, in view of both the sparse amount of pottery from Phase 1 and the
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impossibility of closely dating most of it, there was little difference apparent between it and the
much larger assemblage from Phase 2.The latest dates for the Phase 2 material — which extend
into the fourth quarter of the second century — could also be taken to indicate that the layout
of the streets took place closer to A.D. 150 than A.D. 120.

Most of the pottery, as might be expected, came from Area C. Accumulations of soil, stone
and gravel between Street 2 and the ‘pond’ (7312), were all sealed by the extensive dump layer
(6949). Dump layers 7164 and 7184 were deliberate and final backfilling of the ‘pond’ and
sealed by 6949. From the samian (for Phase 2 as a whole see nos 53–75) we can single out 61
from 7164, and 58 from 6949, with a date range of A.D. 140–160.There is ample demonstration
from the potters’ stamps identified for a mid to late Antonine date for this phase, see especially
75, a stamp of Carussa 3a, dated by Dickinson to A.D. 160–190, from layer 7184, sealed by
dump 6949. The coarse wares also support this dating, see nos 109–112 for 6949, especially
the latter, an Oxford red colour coat bowl, in a form which Young dates to the last quarter of
the second century. There was less material, and less activity for other areas of the site, but in
Area A from the final silting of quarry ditch 235, samian no. 53, from a decorated Central
Gaulish Form 37, is dated by Webster to c. A.D. 150–180. In Area B, samian no. 56 from a
posthole within fence line 3161 is dated to c. A.D. 140–160.

PHASE 3 (FIGS 3.6 and 3.7)

During this phase, which can be dated to the late second century, the site filled up and was,
overall, more intensively built upon and utilised than previously or subsequently in the Roman
period. Although they differed in size, plan-type and constructional method, all the buildings
were of timber and the site seems to have been given over to a mixture of living
accommodation, shops, stores and workshops and possibly ‘agricultural’ buildings. Leaving
aside the question of whether the temple was ever completed or not, it was certainly out of use
by this time and a process of piecemeal robbing had begun that continued through the Roman
period. Indeed, only in Area C was there any degree of continuity of earlier structures.

As explained in detail in the section below on Street Phase 2, the overall level of Street 2 had
been raised some 0.2m by resurfacing, accentuating problems of run-off from the street into
any street-side buildings unless diverted by drains. This was particularly marked on the north-
west corner of Building C1. Perhaps for this reason, Building C1 was virtually rebuilt after
having its internal and external levels at its western street corner end raised by a massive dump
of gravel, layer 6885.

A small timber building (6420), no more than a shed, was built south of C1, alongside the
street. Unfortunately there was so much later disturbance of the walls and interior of this
structure that no evidence survived to indicate its function. By contrast, further south, there can
be no doubt that Building C2 changed from use as a smithy to a bakehouse with the
construction of a large clay oven (6339). The building itself was virtually demolished in the
process; all that remained was a slight wall across the former southern porch and slighter,
resited, uprights at the southern ends of the east and west wall lines, probably to support a
‘lean-to’ roof over the oven.

There were a number of other amorphous features south of the oven and on the hardstanding
alongside the street that seemed to extend southwards outside the area excavated. Since the
surfaces at this end of the site comprised many separate layers of gravel and sandy soil,
interspersed with trenches and post-settings, it was possible to distinguish between those layers
and features contemporary with the smithy in Building C2, those relating to the oven 6339 and
those associated with hearths in use after the oven had been abandoned. Only the first and third
of these sequences produced iron slag to indicate smithing. So, for a period, iron-working in
Area C, in both Building C1 and the area of C2 was replaced by baking as the two substantial
ovens, 6881 and 6339, demonstrated.

The most intensive occupation was in Area B where three close-packed timber buildings were
put up alongside and fronting Street 2.The location of the three buildings in Area B strengthens
the otherwise rather thin evidence of the lines of early fences and ditches. Taken together, they
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FIG. 3.6. Overall plan of Phase 3
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FIG. 3.7. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 3 (Neil Ludlow)



suggest that Area B had been subdivided into three small units from the beginning. The
southernmost building, B2, was the first to be built, its constructional technique being similar
though not identical to A2. It was built alongside, rather than end-on to Street 2. Its eastern
wall was constructed on an area of hardstanding alongside the street but no doubt run-off of
water from the street forced this wall line to be rebuilt. A length of drain was then dug, parallel
to the building, to keep the run-off from the wall base and floors of the building itself. There
was no firm evidence on the function of the building, but its internal layout was unlike any of
the other buildings on site. If not, therefore, a shop/workshop or residential building we may
suggest stables or some kind of byre.

Building B3 was of a more standard plan form, divided into a semi-open room, fronting the
street and a larger room or rooms to the rear with entry down a corridor along its northern side.
The western end of Building B3, in the middle of Area B, lay outside the area excavated and
later deep foundation trenches had truncated or wholly removed structural elements of the
building so the plan is incomplete. It was built directly over the site of the earlier Building B1.

Building B4 occupied a street corner position at the junction of Streets 1 and 2, but was
firmly aligned at right angles to Street 2. Its site too seemed to have been earlier demarcated by
fence lines. It was a substantial timber posthole building. It functioned both as a bakehouse and
as a smithy, as the oven at its western end (2168) and a smithing hearth (2280) and associated
features at its eastern end indicated.

On the northern side of Street 1 two new buildings were put up, more or less at the same
time. Building A2 used the same site as its predecessor, and was also aligned at right angles to
Street 1, though set back from its edge. It was built of close-set, stake-sized timber uprights in
deep, continuous foundation trenches (PLATE 3.1). The area between the front of the building
and the street was now surfaced with a thin but compact and even surface of pebble and gravel
(197/9109) which abutted low, narrow, gravel banks put down around all four walls, all no
doubt intended to allow easier and drier access between the building and the street.
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trench; Street 1 to left of view



This gravel and pebble surface (197/9109) also extended eastwards and was made up over
the foundation trenches and around the standing uprights of the semi-open western side of the
large new timber building in Area D (D1), which thus demonstrated the contemporaneity of
the two structures in Areas A and D. Interestingly the same street-side pebble and gravel surface
also extended westwards, beyond the area excavated. This hints at an element of overall
planning and development with a common surface between Street 1 and buildings in at least
three adjacent properties on this northern side of Street 1 — a more coherent and intensive
development in fact succeeding the early, somewhat faltering and patchy occupation following
the initial street layout.

The narrow ditch or gully on the western side of Building A1 (257) had by this phase silted
up. The boundary between the site of A1 and A2 was overlain by a narrow band of heavily
charcoal-stained soil with a straggle of stones at its northern end (261). This lay over the
postpits that had formed the western wall line of Building A1, although it diverged slightly from
its alignment.The line of charcoal-stained soil also overlaid the edges of the street side surfacing
so had evidently formed, by a process not understood, during the lifetime of Building A2. The
significance of this feature is simply that it is one of a sequence of markers in the boundary zone
between two property blocks in Area A demonstrating a persistent and stable property
boundary throughout the Roman period in this area of the site. By contrast, there was no sign
of any boundary between the buildings in Areas A and D at this stage.

Building D1, described in detail below, was the largest of all the timber buildings excavated
and was unique in its plan.The large area to the rear, evidently approached on the western side
and entered through wide openings there, is suggestive of some kind of barn or store supplied
and unloaded by carts or wagons. The small rooms at the front of the building may have been
used for quite different purposes.

Chronology
Stratified material was recovered from the wall trenches, post-settings and from internal floor
surfaces of the several buildings of this phase. In addition, particularly in Areas A and C, there
were well-sealed external surfaces producing pottery.There is, therefore, a much greater quantity
of pottery from this, the period of the most intensive occupation of the site in the Roman period.
However, the latest material from this phase is no later in date ranges than that from Phase 2. In
other words the difference in time between the two phases is too short to be apparent in the
pottery. Nor is it valid, statistically, to compare the composition of the assemblages directly, since
there is a much greater quantity from Phase 3. Nevertheless some trends were apparent. The
quantities of Black Burnished vessels seemed to increase and there was less residual first-century
South Gaulish samian. But the overall dominance of red and grey wares of late first/early second-
century dates, persisted, mostly assumed to be residual in their contexts.

It is possible, therefore, that the timber buildings of Phase 3, flanking the two streets, may
have originated, developed and gone out of use in a relatively short space of time. Given the
probability of a date closer to A.D. 150 than A.D. 120 for the actual layout of the streets and
earliest developments flanking them, the time span for Phases 1, 2 and 3 may have been no
more than 50 years.

From the published samian, nos 91 and 94 from surfaces inside Building C1 have date ranges
of A.D. 160–195 and A.D. 150–170 respectively; no. 93 from the street surface 6776 of this
phase is dated to A.D. 160–180. The identified potters’ stamps relating to this phase, nos
101–104, have date ranges of A.D. 140–180, 150–180, 145–175 and 135–160 respectively.The
latest Black Burnished form (no. 115 in the Coarse Pottery report) is dated to the mid second
century, but the South Wales bowl (no. 113) and a Caerleon red slip ware beaker (no. 117) have
date ranges which could extend to the end of the second century.

PHASE 4 (FIGS 3.8 and 3.9)

By the late second century, buildings were in decay; abandoned and demolished to the point
that the whole site underwent a period of clearance and then disuse.The possible causes of such
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FIG. 3.8. Overall plan of Phase 4
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FIG. 3.9. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 4 (Neil Ludlow)



a dramatic change in this part of the Roman town are discussed in Chapter 1. It is tempting to
associate the evidence from the site of virtual cessation of occupation with major reorganisation
in urban layout caused by the construction in the late second century of the town defences. A
close examination of the various stages and nature of this abandonment does not give the
impression of collapse of the urban infrastructure, rather one of changing use of certain areas
implying a different social and economic structure to the town.

As we have seen with earlier site phases, the rate and nature of development in different areas
of the site varied, but there were sufficient common factors in types of buildings, their
chronology and associated activities to suggest a degree of overall control and planning, and a
common status and purpose to the area as a whole. Despite the localised variations in scale and
rate of decay, abandonment and demolition of the late second-century timber buildings over
the site, the common pattern of disuse and withdrawal was sufficiently marked also to give the
impression of overall control and common purpose. The succeeding later Roman occupation
was quite different with greater variation both in building type and in intensity of land use.

In Area A, the evidence suggests that Building A2 was abandoned and possibly the roof
timbers removed; some of the wall uprights decayed in situ and then the site was cleared and
some remaining timbers fired. There was insufficient charcoal debris present to conclude that
the whole building had burnt down.To the east in Area D, the rear part of the large semi-open
timber building, D1, had either decayed or been dismantled, perhaps at the time when its use
changed with the construction of a large clay oven (9603) in one of the smaller front rooms of
the building. This, of all the large clay ovens on the site, underwent the most changes and
rebuilding, its use, like other ovens on the site, outlasting the building within which it was built.
Between the oven in Area D and the site of Building A2 there was an unusual sub-circular,
stake-walled structure (9568) enclosing a large pit. Its function was uncertain and it was
evidently quite short-lived.

Across Street 1, the long-lived timber building, C1 went out of use and its oven with it. Not
all the timber uprights forming and supporting its walls had decayed in situ. If, as argued below,
the southern wall at least of the building was of ‘clom’ construction, the removal of the roof
would cause it to collapse fairly rapidly and spread to form the low earthwork bank which was
first encountered in excavation. It would seem as though remaining timber elements protruding
through the collapsed walls were finally fired.There was a layer of charcoal (6434), and patches
of reddened earth and clay over the site of the building, but not of a density to suggest that the
whole structure burnt down — more a suggestion of final site clearance prior to abandonment,
as with Building A2.

By the time Building C1 was abandoned, the area between it and the various
workshop/metalworking activities to the south had been levelled up with numerous dumps of
earth and gravel.The whole remaining part of Area C — almost identical to that covered earlier
by dump layer 6949 (see FIG. 3.4) — was covered by a deep mixed dump of material (5871)
which included quite large concentrations of building rubble. Similar material was dumped
inside the temple and the whole site of that building was then covered over.This great mass of
unsorted material, whose southern boundary lay outside the area excavated, was not derived
from any area on the site itself, nor does it seem to have been an accumulation of topsoil and
organic refuse brought to the site to allow garden cultivation. Again, such dumping is not the
sort of activity to be associated with sudden abandonment.

Across Street 2 in Area B, all three timber buildings went out of use. The loss of evidence
occasioned by the intrusive foundation trenches of the early third-century stone and timber
building (B5) resulted in a less complete picture of the processes of abandonment, decay and
clearance than we have for other areas of the site. Most of the post impressions within the post-
settings of the individual buildings were not disturbed in any way, suggesting that either the
uprights were left to decay in situ or were cut off at ground level rather than levered out. Nor
was there any sign of the buildings being fired.

The site of Building B2, which may have been the first to go out of use, was covered over by
a well-laid stone and gravel surface (1910) that extended to the edge of the street and continued
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under the southern and western baulks of the excavation. The northern half of the site of the
middle building (B3) was sealed by a series of small dump layers suggesting an area used for
piecemeal ‘tipping’. The presence of a reasonable quantity of smithing slag on this surface
suggests that it was used for discarding debris from the smithy in Building B4 as well as for
dumping from the street. Building B4 was thus the last of the three buildings in Excavation Area
B to go out of use.There was no sign of the timber uprights forming its northern wall line being
levered out, but the post impressions were firmly sealed by spreads of stone and gravel put
down to edge Street 1. The oven (2168) within this building was repaired, suggesting a
continued use even within a fairly derelict Building B4. It was left to decay after its last firing,
an uncleared spread of spent fuel around its mouth.The ‘smithy’ too at the opposite end seems
to have ceased to be used at about the same time and simply abandoned.

Chronology
This is discussed in conjunction with Phase 5, below.

PHASE 5 (FIGS 3.10 and 3.11)

The changes and activities on site in this phase, following the decay, abandonment and
clearance of all the timber buildings of Phase 4, were, when taken individually, slight and
seemingly insignificant: together they signal an ordered withdrawal. However, cessation of
occupation did not take place at exactly the same time across the site, rather the impression is
of ‘winding down’.The intention to use some areas of the site for cultivation and the continued
traffic along the streets crossing the site suggests continuing occupation in its environs.

The length of time involved in the piecemeal but fairly purposeful cessation of occupation on
the site is difficult to gauge, but it was sufficient to allow soils to develop on parts of the site.
In Area A, the site of Building A2 survived as a low rectangular earthwork of gravel banks;
inside, lapping up over the edges of the banks, a thin clay loam soil (174) had formed, surviving
as a grey, leached turf line. On the outside of the banks, to the west and south, a similar but
deeper soil developed (166). This was homogeneous, stone-free, well-sorted and not quite as
acidic as the thinner gravelly soils that were the norm on the site. Animal bone survived in soft
lumps; teeth, mainly of sheep, were common and the soil was heavily charcoal-flecked. Other
debris, beside pottery fragments, brick and tile, included smithing slag. There was no
occupation on the site when this soil was forming. Perhaps its build-up was partly the product
of mainly organic refuse being tipped alongside Street 1 in a vacant property — such activity
being one of the constants of urban behaviour of any age, including our own.

Another explanation, since such a base-rich soil formation was unusual on the Priory Street
site, is that organic refuse and topsoil may have been brought to the site to develop an area
suitable for garden cultivation. The subsequent activities within excavation Area A lend some
credence to this interpretation of the soil build-up. Four pits, two close to the street and two at
the northern end of the site, seem to have been dug simply to bury large stones and clear the
site. Moreover, the process of soil formation was not a continuous one through to the reuse of
the site in the early third century because at the southern end of Area A there was a fairly thick
spread of fine sand and silt (198) derived from the street, forming a layer over it. Although the
area remained open for a period after the deposition of this layer there was no continued soil
build-up above it.

Subsequent to both the process of soil build-up and silting from wash off Street 1, a long
narrow ditch (91) was dug at right angles to the street edge marking off the eastern boundary
of the property within Area A. A more amorphous feature (171), a straggling line of small
stones, might simply be the result of surface clearance of stone within the supposed plot to the
west of Area A outside the excavation, against the still visible low gravel bank on the western
side of the site of Building A2. A number of post-settings and slight gullies (185 and 189) cut
into the soils formed over the site of Building A2 may be interpreted as traces of garden
cultivation — there was little pattern to them. However, these three features: stone line, gullies
and boundary ditch indicate a piece of property demarcated and in use, if only as a garden.
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FIG. 3.10. Overall plan of Phase 5
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FIG. 3.11. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 5 (Neil Ludlow)



In Area D to the east, timber Building D1 and its oven (9604) were left to decay. Some
continued maintenance of the property is implied in the pebble and gravel surfacing (8962) laid
down along the western site of the derelict D1. In addition, the slight remains of another oven
(8977) cut into its western edge, further suggest a revival of use of the site, preceding the more
general renewal of occupation in the early to mid third century.The track (8962) may have been
intended to give access to cultivated areas to the rear of the street frontage, by now perhaps
bounded to the north by the earth and timber first phase town defences.

Even less activity was taking place during this phase south of Street 1 in Areas B and C. In
Area B the oven (2168) and hearth (2280) were no longer in use. A drain (1702) was cut along
the southern side of Street 1, evidence more of continued street traffic than any use of Area B.
Some of the deposits belonging to this phase within Area B, such as two heaps of large stones,
were perhaps the unused remains of building material brought to the site preparatory to the
construction of B5. Some surfacing however continued in the middle of Area B. At the southern
end of Area B, where a gravel surface had sealed the site of B2, another line of fence posts was
put up to separate what seems to have been treated as a discrete block of property once again
from the street.

In Area C the shell of Building C1 had been fired, but it was partly rebuilt in a makeshift
fashion as a smaller structure (Building C3) to house the smithing activities focused on hearths
6827 (see FIG. 3.45). At the southern end of Area C, only partly exposed within the excavation,
was a rectangular area of hardstanding (6643) alongside and at the same level as Street 2, which
may have been intended as a stance for a timber-framed building.

Chronology

The deposits comprising Phases 4 and 5 were essentially of three kinds: those produced by the
decay of the buildings, those soils which developed over their sites and dumped material
brought onto the site from elsewhere in the town. Residual material was evident in all three
deposits. But there were differences between them in the quantities and types of pottery.These
may indicate the duration of the periods of abandonment and greatly reduced use of the
Priory Street site in the later second century. In Area B finds were sparse and not closely
datable from the latest stages of Buildings B2, B3 and B4. There was a slightly larger amount
from the deposits around the oven (2168) and smithing hearth (2280) but it was virtually all
residual, early to mid second century in date. The situation with the decayed and part
demolished Building A1 and Building D1 was similar. But for Areas A and D there was
material from the soils which developed over and around the sites of the buildings. In Area B
this evidence had been removed by the extensive intrusive foundation trenches of the
successor building, B5.

The thin soil (174) which developed over the interior of the site of Building A1 produced
little pottery but there was a good sealed assemblage from the deeper soil (perhaps with
dumped material), layer 166, which extended eastwards into excavation Area D (there recorded
as 9004).The decline in production, supply and use of samian is evidenced in layer 166 by the
fact that its latest date as a group is within the third rather than the fourth quarter of the second
century (see samian nos 107–111).

Further evidence for the duration of Phases 4 and 5 came from the extensive dump deposit
(5871) sealing most of excavation Area C.This was not a completely sealed context but possibly
intrusive material from those areas not sealed by later Roman deposits can be separated from
the main body of finds. There was a much higher proportion of late second-century Black
Burnished wares from this layer than from others on the site. It seems likely that supplies of
Black Burnished to the Carmarthen market increased in the later second century. Their
increased quantity in layer 5871 compared to the others on the site not only suggests that the
deposition of layer 5871 may have been among the latest of the activities and processes taking
place in Phases 4 and 5, but it may also indicate that a period of some twenty years or so could
be considered for the duration of these two phases.
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PHASE 6 (FIGS 3.12 and 3.13)

The revival of occupation on the Priory Street site was heralded by the resurfacing of Streets 1
and 2 (see Street Phase 4 below) and a better provision, for a while at least, of street-side drains.
But undoubtedly the main event on the site as a whole in this phase of third-century
‘reoccupation’ was the construction in Area B of Building B5, a timber-framed house on dwarf
stone walls, with a timber annexe to the north and a separate large granary to the south. This
was by far the most sophisticated building of the Roman period on the site, which underwent
a number of changes and may well have been in existence for a century or more. It contrasted
markedly with the poorer quality timber buildings, intermittent metalworking activities and
areas of dereliction over the rest of the site in the later Roman period.

As suggested in earlier phase descriptions, Area B seems to have been divided into three
smaller properties in the mid to late second century. These were occupied by three separate
timber buildings.The new building occupied the sites of all three but it may be significant that
the three divisions of the new structure — the wholly timber annexe, the stone and timber
house and the separate granary to the south — fall within these earlier properties.

A further indication of the status of Building B5, as detailed in the description of Street
Phases 4 and 5, is that for the first and only time in the occupation of the site street, re-metalling
took place only alongside the frontage of an individual property. Unfortunately, archaeological
evidence alone cannot establish whether this was at the cost to an individual owner or whether
civic resources were diverted to an individual’s benefit! Alternatively, this may have been an
‘official’ structure of some kind.

To the north, across Street 1 in Area A, a large quantity of stone (layer 170) was spread over
the site, raising the ground level by some 0.2 to 0.3m. The stone was almost entirely angular,
medium-sized sandstone blocks, spoil perhaps from a demolished building in the vicinity,
transported along the street and dumped on an empty property. The need to dispose of the
rubble and the desire to build up an area of hardstanding both perhaps accounting for the
dumping and spreading of the stone, for the layer was by no means randomly deposited on the
site. On the western side of Area A the edges of the dump formed a fairly straight line, which
lay over the thin straggling stone line interpreted as a boundary marker in Phase 5. It is unlikely
that this line was still visible when layer 170 was dumped yet it was a boundary still recognised
and respected.

On the eastern side, the dump was revetted by flatter slabs possibly to prevent it covering up
the partly silted, but still visible, boundary ditch between the two properties in Areas A and D.
A carefully laid path across the street end of the boundary ditch linked to the street and some
dump material extended into Area D alongside the street.

The dump may have been intended to form the base for another building in Area A, but one
was not constructed there for some time. A thin gravelly soil (48) developed over the stone
dump and a hearth (103) was constructed away from the street edge. It may have replaced an
earlier, similar, structure and it is difficult to estimate how long it was in use.There was, as with
the other examples, no substantial structure enclosing or covering it.

Lack of stratification prevented absolute certainty on the contemporaneity of hearth 103 and
a small ‘bakehouse’ (D3) sited 15m to the north-east at the northern end of Area D. Building
D3 was a semi-open structure built simply to provide a shelter for oven 8242.There were other
features just to the south, a clay-lined pit and a possible well probably associated with the opera-
tion of the oven.

The most substantial structure in Areas A and D, and very probably the longest lasting, was
Building D2. This was built directly over the site of the almost wholly ruinous D1 (see outline
of layer 8860 on the Phase 5 plan; FIG. 8.10) and may have been constrained by the surviving
outlines of the larger, earlier structure. There was at least one oven within the building (9604)
suggesting that it too functioned as a bakehouse, but there was also a rear room to the building
so it may have had a residential function as well.

To the south, across Street 1 in Area C, there were numerous iron-working hearths in the
northern half of the site. It is likely that the smithy in Building C3 continued in operation.
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FIG. 3.12. Overall plan of Phase 6
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FIG. 3.13. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 6 (Neil Ludlow)
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FIG. 3.14. Overall plan of Phase 7
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FIG. 3.15. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 7 (Neil Ludlow)



Subsequently, another lightly built, large semi-open structure was put up against the western
wall of Building C3. This building (C4) enclosed a large rectangular area of stone and gravel
surfacing, in effect a raised platform separated only from Street 2 to the west by wall lines, and
open at its northern end giving direct access onto Street 1.The only activity within the building
that left any trace in the archaeological record was iron-working. Unusually, there was a large
amount of iron ore associated with two very spread and eroded clay-walled hearths so it is
possible that ore was roasted here prior to being made into small blooms. But it is hard to
conceive of this being the sole function for such a large structure.

There were other small hearths and possible ovens to the south of Buildings C3 and C4, on
the north side of the larger, more regularly constructed, C5.There was insufficient evidence to
suggest that all these working areas were roofed over; some may have been simply enclosed by
fences. The other difficulty caused by lack of stratification is in deciding which of these
numerous features were in contemporary operation and for how long. If short-lived and in
successive use, then the scale of metalworking activity is correspondingly less.

Timber building C5, set narrow end on to Street 2, was the last Roman building of any
substance to be built in Area C. It contained little trace of any domestic occupation, nor any
other evidence of function but may perhaps have been a storehouse. At the southern end of
Area C, south of Building C5, there was further activity, though perhaps less intense than that
on its northern side. The rectangular street-side platform continued to be surfaced, which
suggests that any structure placed on it had gone. But to the east of it was a small shed
(Building C6) and outside that the eroded remains of an oven.There was no evidence for iron-
working.

Chronology
Unfortunately, there was little stratified material that could be used to date the construction,
let alone the duration of the various stages of additions and alterations to Building B5, the
principal late Roman building on the site.This is partly because its internal surfaces were kept
very clean.The best dating came from Area A.Within stone dump 170, albeit from the northern
edge of the deposit and not so well sealed by later soils, was a Black Burnished bowl with an
early fourth-century date range (no. 128). However, a Black Burnished jar (no. 129), with a
long date range down to the end of the third century, possibly provides a better indication.
From soils around hearth 103, which overlaid dump 170 were sherds from at least three Oxford
mortaria (Young’s forms M17 and M18, see Mortaria Report, no. 49) with a date range of A.D.
240–300. We may therefore conclude that the activities and buildings of Phase 6 were broadly
of mid to late third-century date.

PHASE 7 (FIGS 3.14 and 3.15)

Building B5 remained the most substantial structure on the site; its major change in this phase
was the abandonment of the timber annexe on its northern side adjacent to Street 1 and the
development of a new ‘west wing’.The large granary on the south side of the building also went
out of use and was probably dismantled. Internally, Building B5 underwent a fairly continuous
series of changes with new floors, renewed hearths and room entrances. It is not possible to
correlate, other than within a broad band of contemporaneity, these external and internal
alterations within Building B5 with the various features and covered structures relating to food
preparation and iron-working processes across Street 2 in Area C. However, such a correlation
would probably have little significance in any case. Building B5, whilst not at the highest level
of housing in Moridunum (no underfloor heating, no tiled roof, no plastered walls) was still by
far the most developed structure on the Priory Street site. For much of its occupation, it was
fenced off from adjoining areas and probably in domestic use, having little connection with the
various craft processes and their rather ramshackle buildings in the vicinity.

To the north of Building B5, across Street 1 in Areas A and D, the association of baking
(suggested by oven 8469) and smithing (suggested by hearth 9596 and smithing slag)
continued. A poorly built structure (Building D4) was put up, utilising part of what remained
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of the earlier east wall of Building D2. The site of the oven within D2 was also reconstructed,
this time to serve as an enclosed hearth to heat up bar iron for smithing. The smith’s working
area seems to have been closer to the street in the front half of Building D4.

Oven 8469, located to the west of Building D4, survived in a very eroded condition. It was
fuelled and loaded from the north, a fact rather difficult to reconcile with the existence of a
small structure (Building D5) attached to its south-east corner which did not have direct access
to the oven from its well-surfaced gravel and pebble floored interior. Oven 8469 and the
attached structure D5 were constructed later than Building D4 and had only a short period of
use.

Area C, the first to be built upon and used in the early second century on the Priory Street
site, was also the first to go out of use. There was a marked reduction of activity compared to
the previous phase. A well (5565) was dug in the centre of the site, set back from Street 2.
Continued street maintenance, however, is evidenced by fresh digging of lengths of drain
(5320) on the southern side of Street 1 in Area C, but the buildings of the previous phase and
most, if not all, of the activities carried out within them had ceased.

Chronology: Phases 7–9
Phases 7–9 are grouped together because there was virtually no material that could be securely
stratified to just one of these phases. Pits and wells in excavation Area D contained third-
century Black Burnished forms no later than those of the preceding Phase 6. Yet there was
fourth-century material from the latest three phases that, taken with the demonstrable
succession of buildings and deposits, allows reasonable certainty that occupation extended well
into the fourth century. Perhaps the Black Burnished bowl, no. 128 noted above, belongs to this
phase in association with the closely contiguous nos 131 and 132, Black Burnished jars that
have a date range A.D. 300–350.These came from layer 50 above hearth 103 in Area A and soil
46, within Building A3 of Phase 8.

Although there are reservations about whether the coin can be an ancient loss, the
Constantinople mint coin of Honorius (A.D. 393–395) from context 8860, Area D (a street-side
layer) is a reminder that there seems to have been street surfacing continuing even after
occupation and use of the Priory Street site had ceased. More securely stratified still, in a layer
adjacent to Street 1 in Area D (context 8000), is a siliqua of Constantius II dated to A.D.
360–363 (see Chapter 8, Coin report, nos 98 and 100).

PHASE 8 (FIGS 3.16 and 3.17)

The major event of this phase was the complete remodelling of Building B5 by splitting the
building into two halves with a new cross-wall built down the centre of the former central
corridor.There were now only two large rooms in each half of the building, which had probably
been sub-divided into two separate occupation units. It is hard to see how such a reconstruction
could have taken place without the building being re-roofed as well.The resulting structure was
probably less grand than its predecessor and internal evidence suggests that its use may have
changed, perhaps to two workshops rather than a large house.

On the south side of the building, on the site of the granary, there was open ground, albeit
securely fenced off (fence 464) from Street 2. Sufficient time had elapsed for a fairly deep soil
to accumulate over the earlier gravel surfaces. Late in the occupation of Building B5 a hearth
(948), similar to hearth 103 in Area A of Phase 6, was constructed south of B5, behind the
fence.

Across the street, in Area A, a new timber building was put up (Building A3) the largest of
the three built on the same site. Its plan and method of construction were little altered from
some of the mid second-century buildings on the site. Set at right angles and close to Street 1,
it was physically separated from the street by a new drain (9) clearly contemporary with the
building itself, having a 4.5m wide gap in its length to allow access. It had a porch or verandah
and two rooms, the larger to the rear, perhaps a combination of shop or workshop and residence
in the traditional pattern.
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FIG. 3.16. Overall plan of Phase 8
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FIG. 3.17. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 8 (Neil Ludlow)
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FIG. 3.18. Overall plan of Phase 9
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FIG. 3.19. Reconstruction drawing of Phase 9 (Neil Ludlow)



It is impossible to say whether the construction of Building A3 heralded, or was the result of,
or was even entirely unconnected with, the reorganisation of property boundaries north of
Street 1 evidenced in Area D. A drain/boundary ditch (8057) cut across the site, at right angles
to Street 1 over what had until then been the site of all the main buildings in Area D. It was
joined to some slight lengths of street-side drains (8014).

It is possible that the post-settings in the north-east corner of Area C, close to the street,
formed part of a timber building most of which lay outside the excavated area. Otherwise there
was no trace of activity in this part of the site.

PHASE 9 (FIGS 3.18 and 3.19)

There were only two buildings constructed on the site in this, the latest phase of Roman
occupation of the Priory Street site. Area C had gone out of use, but the streets crossing the site
continued to be maintained, even after occupation in this particular area of the Roman town
had ceased.The lack of stratification for the later Roman levels made it impossible to establish
the exact degree of contemporaneity between Buildings B6 and D6.That they co-existed seems
likely and Building B6 probably had a longer period of use.

Building D6 demonstrates both continuity and change in terms of use of the area north of
Street 1 in building type, plan and location and the position of property boundaries.The ‘plot’
boundaries had changed, but not radically so.There was a shift eastwards and the width of the
unit increased, but it is of course impossible to say whether this was the general pattern along
the northern side of Street 1. The change may reflect less intensive occupation. In Area A the
former west wall of Building A3 was retained to serve as a fence. It was sufficiently close to the
boundary zone variously demarcated through the successive phases of occupation and use in
Area A to represent the continuation of an existing boundary. But in Area D the ditch (8057),
which had been cut across the site in the previous phase, though silting up, was still visible as
a boundary. Building D6 was sited on the eastern side of the new 18m wide ‘plot’ which now
spanned Areas A and D.

The only other feature in Area D to be associated with D6 was a deep pit (8068), probably
a well (although it could not be totally excavated), situated 6m north-east of the building. The
digging of wells on the site was a feature of the later Roman occupation. This has implications
in terms of organised water supplies and their breakdown. The well had been backfilled with a
mass of domestic refuse, including nails and some slag. It is unclear whether this was during or
after the occupation of Building D6. Such material could have been wholly residual within soil
around the well. Nor were there any indications from surfaces inside or outside Building D6
regarding its function. The lack of a hearth and the modest scale of the structure suggests a
workshop. Other pits in the north-east part of Area D, though not securely stratified, have been
assigned to this phase.

In Area B the remodelled Building B5 had gone out of use and was demolished down to the
level of its dwarf stone walls. The complete lack of any material that might be interpreted as
collapsed and weathered superstructure and roof above the latest floors and surrounds of the
building argues for demolition and clearance. The base walls and floors of the ruined building
were partly utilised to support the timber uprights of a much smaller timber workshop
(Building B6). Although only small spreads of burnt clay and charcoal survived to hint at the
presence of a furnace, the recovery of tap slag strongly suggests bloomery smelting having taken
place on site. Similar slag was recovered from the latest (and truncated or disturbed) Roman
levels of the 1987 Priory Street site (see below) to the south and the two operations may have
been contemporary.

However, it is also probable that the slag and the slight structural traces of any furnace(s)
may have been produced by a single operation. Building B6 continued in use for other
purposes, as some slight renewal of floor surfacing sealing some of the smelting traces
demonstrated. It was separated from Street 2 by a long length of street-side drain (438) that
indicates continued concern to keep the environs of the building drained from wash-off from
the street.
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STREETS 1 AND 2 (FIGS 3.20 and 3.21)

Introduction
For reasons explained in Chapter 1 (see pp. 11–12) the Priory Street site was excavated in four
separate areas — A, B, C, and D. Once the position of the east–west aligned street (Street 1)
was established in Area A, and a north–south street (Street 2) found to join it in Area B, the
two subsequent excavation areas were laid out to extend only to the crest of the streets.The two
streets survived to a level above the latest Roman levels in each of the four areas; in fact, as
detailed below, street remetalling in the late Roman period appears to have continued after all
but the most casual and intermittent use of the site itself. The Roman streets then survived as
a physical barrier between the individual excavation areas of the site in the sense that the
Roman layers literally ‘ran out’ against their edges, but at the same time the succession of street
remetallings was the only means of correlating the individual excavation area sequences of
occupation and building into overall site phases.

Theoretically, if a single street surface could be identified as common (in the case of Street 1
to all four areas, Street 2 to Areas B and C), then contemporaneity of buildings and other
activities over the site as a whole could be established by linking street surfaces to layers alongside
the streets and then in turn to buildings and other activities over the site (see Table 3.1). In reality
the process was much more complex. Although most street surfacings were single continuous
layers, some common to both streets, there were also smaller, discrete layers, patching hollows
and ruts in the streets thus making new surfaces. Direct stratigraphic links between street surface
and building were often broken by a series of superimposed, often short-lived, fences, drains or
narrow strips of stone and gravel laid down alongside the streets. These by no means always
coincided with the construction, occupation and decay of individual buildings.

Although slow and laborious, it was necessary to strip and remove each street layer totally,
simply to ensure the overall correlation of individual area sequences, since many of the street
surfaces were not apparent in section. However, as described below, this total excavation of long
lengths of street yielded valuable evidence relating to the Roman town as a whole and not just
the Priory Street site. The seven main phases of street resurfacing are described below, with
accompanying small-scale plans, together with such inferences as can be drawn from them on
more general questions of town planning and government, civic aspirations and capabilities,
points also discussed in Chapter 1.

Street Phase 1 (Site Phases 1 and 2)
Both streets were laid out at the same time, because their primary metalled surface was
common to both. Street 1 seems to have been constructed in textbook Roman fashion by
digging quarry ditches alongside the street line and using their clay spoil to form a low
cambered bank over which gravel surfaces were laid. However, Street 2 had no such side
ditches, nor was there one on the southern side of Street 1 in Area C. Both streets had the same
method of construction and were of similar widths, so the ditches were not essential nor did
they serve for long as side drains for they were soon filled in and encroached upon.

It is more likely, as suggested above in the section on Site Phase 1, that these lengths of side
ditch may have been dug to mark out street alignments and position, even to delineate property,
or at least vacant plot, boundaries. The western end of Street 1 was flanked by two parallel
lengths of ditch; in Area B the ditch (3061) turned sharply southwards at an angle of 105º for
a short length to mark the western edge of Street 2. It is interesting to note that this angle was
exactly reflected in the angle of junction of the two streets and that the resulting alignment
persisted throughout the life of the site.Whatever the reason for the streets not joining at a right
angle, it would seem as though the curving length of ditch 3061 was dug to mark out the
oblique angle of the junction. On the northern side of Street 1 there was a 2m gap between
ditch 235 in Area A and ditch 9592 in Area D. Even though the ditches soon silted up,
obscuring this gap, it continued to mark a ‘boundary zone’ between two adjacent plots which
remained in force until the latest Roman occupation of Areas A and D.
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FIG. 3.20. Simplified plans of Street Phases 1–4
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FIG. 3.21. Simplified plans of Street Phases 5–8



Returning to street construction, the low, cambered bank of spoil from the side ditches and
redeposited buried soil nowhere exceeded 0.12m in height. Over it were thin spreads of fine
gravel (7338) not, it would seem, intended as a surface in themselves since they were capped
by an even, compact and homogeneous fine stone and gravel surface (for context numbers see
FIG. 3.20, Phase1). At the southern end of Street 2, the primary layer of metalling (7205) was
overlapped by another, separate, primary surfacing of two layers (7370 and 7218) that extended
southwards beyond the area excavated. This division in surfacing lengths persisted throughout
the lifecycle of the streets (see below). The street surfaces were carefully laid and it seems as
though subsequent water action hardened them by leaching out iron which formed a hard pan
at the base of the surface. Once a surface was isolated during excavation, it was possible to peel
it off the layer below because of this process of concretion. Although there were numerous strips
of stone or gravel laid down alongside the streets, continued surfacings maintained the height
and camber of the streets, so that all the water drained off them.The steadily increasing depths
of street metalling through the Roman period — finally almost a metre thick in places —
resulted in a virtually indestructible surface.

Only in Area C was a timber building constructed at the same time as the primary street
surface was being laid down.This building (C1) was long-lasting and sited close to the junction
of Streets 1 and 2. From the beginning, the street edge on the southern side of Street 1
respected the long north wall-line of Building C1, rather than vice-versa and the street edge was
always a little indefinite in this area, even after Building C1 was finally abandoned and its site
cleared. Generally, however, as the simplified street plans show, the street edges were well
defined. Only in the very latest phases of occupation and use of the site do we find any
encroachment onto them. Both streets were between 5.5m and 6.0m wide.

Street Phase 2 (Site Phase 3)
The second phase of street remetalling took place during the construction of a number of large
rectangular timber buildings, fronting the streets, which resulted in dense occupation of the
area by the middle of the second century. However, the resurfacing did not seem to have been
a deliberate precursor to this more intensive development of the Priory Street site.The renewals
and resurfacings of both streets on this site may thus have been in response to more central or
overall town requirements. Street 2 was the first to be resurfaced; its southern end was twice
remetalled (layers 7054 and 7217) before a more extensive surface (6894) was laid down
covering the whole area up to the junction with Street 1 and turning westwards along it. The
eastern half of Street 1 was not resurfaced. It does not seem, therefore, as though wear of the
primary surface, at least in the area covered by the Priory Street excavation, was the reason for
re-surfacing.

It is interesting to note that at the southern end of Street 2, the division between layers of
metalling occurs in the same place across the street as in Street Phase 1. As noted, south of this
boundary there were two surfacings but only one to the north. The division persisted through
later resurfacings, on one occasion being marked by a cross-street drain (see below Street Phase
4). It is possible therefore that the streets were divided up into workable surfacing lengths,
perhaps calculated in quantities of gravel or work days. The distance between the boundary
areas noted at the southern end of Street 2 and the street junction marks one such length of
some 36m. The evidence from Street 1 was less clear but there was a bias towards resurfacing
the western length between Areas A and B. There was also a division during some, but not all,
phases of street resurfacing, diagonally across the junction between the two streets. Perhaps, for
reasons that can only be speculated upon, the work length or surfacing unit extending eastwards
along Street 1 from the junction was less well maintained. Greater lengths of streets would of
course need to be excavated to substantiate these hypotheses.

The remetalling layer (6894) over Street 2 was thinner over the crown of the road than the
edges and thicker at the southern end of the site. It was nonetheless still carefully laid to preserve
the even, cambered surface of the road. Overall, the resurfacing raised the height of the street
by some 0.2m. One effect of this resurfacing was to create a slight hollow across the junction
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between Streets 1 and 2, which must have increased the amount of water running off onto the
north-west corner of Area C.The continual resurfacing outside the northern and western walls
of Building C1 to raise surface levels was probably an attempt to deflect this run-off.

The side ditches on the northern side of Street 1 had been covered over by this stage. There
was a length of street-side drain (6878) cut on the eastern side of Street 2 at the southern end
of Area C. But this was a short-lived feature and probably dug as a localised response to
problems of run-off from the street. A similar length of ditch (2205) separated Building B2 from
Street 2, perhaps more necessary since the building was set alongside, not end-on to the street.

Any drainage problems therefore caused by steadily rising street levels seem to have been the
individual property owners’ responsibility. This is demonstrated by the piecemeal and partial
way in which drains, fences, and attempts to create street-side gravel paths proliferated along
the streets.

Street Phase 3 (Site Phases 4 and 5)
The third phase of resurfacing seemed confined to parts of the two streets within the excavated
area and was probably therefore a response to purely local requirements. Alternatively, the
‘work length’ already identified along Street 2 exposed in excavation was resurfaced to come up
to the level of the next length extending southwards, which, as described above, had received
two surfacings to the single layer seen in Area C.The resurfacing was confined to Street 2, with
only some small-scale infilling of hollows taking place on Street 1. The materials used differed
slightly from preceding and succeeding surfaces, containing more stone and tile fragments as
well as clean gravel. However, as with earlier resurfacings, considerable care was taken in their
deposition with larger stone at the base finished off with fine gravel.

There were indications that the resurfacing (1927 and 6776) of Street 2 between Areas B and
C had little to do with any defects in the existing surface. There were no pot-holes or broken-
up areas in the previous surface, nor did the deposition of the new surfacing layer relate to any
structural changes in the three timber buildings within Area B. The resurfacing was positively
detrimental to Building C1, deflecting more water from the street onto its north-west corner.
This seems to have forced a complete rebuilding of its western end after the deposition of a
massive layer of gravel to raise both interior and exterior surfaces (for details see description of
Building C1). The patching (9161) on Street 1 by contrast, though localised, seems to have
been much needed repair, perhaps required because of wear caused by wheeled traffic to and
from the open western side of the large, semi-open Building D1.

Street Phase 4 (Site Phases 5 and 6)
Following a period of abandonment in the late second century which affected the whole site
(see Site Phases 4 and 5) there was a marked change in the character and density of occupation
and use. The total resurfacing of both streets at the same time suggests that the contraction of
occupation had affected a substantial area of the town and that there was a need to re-establish
the line of the streets. The resurfacing in the area of the Priory Street site at least was the
precursor to a renewal of occupation and use of the site. It was followed by two more
resurfacings in a short space of time (see below, Street Phases 5 and 6).

This fourth phase of street re-surfacing was followed by extensive levelling up in Area A and
the western part of Area D by the dumping of large quantities of building stone (170).This had
the effect of blurring the northern edges of Street 1. By contrast the southern edge of Street 1
was redefined in its original position and alignment, additionally demarcated in Area B by a
length of flanking drainage ditch (1702). In Area C, Building C1 had finally gone out of use,
but it had been so long established in its street corner position that the southern line of Street
1 was by this time re-defined parallel to the building’s northern wall line.The partial rebuilding
of C1 involved no change in the alignment and position of the north wall fairly close to the
street edge. However, throughout the remaining Roman occupation of the site, the street edge
on the southern side of Street 1 in Area C became more amorphous, and was both cut away
and encroached upon by late Roman pits and wells.
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No such changes affected Street 2, which remained on the same alignment with the same
well-defined edges, further enhanced by long lengths of flanking drain (6239).This was the first
time within Area C that the entire length of Street 2 was flanked by a drain which had only one
break in it. At the southern end of Area C, a rough, stone-filled drain (6227) was cut diagonally
across the surface of Street 2 in the boundary zone between ‘work-lengths’ already discussed
above. This fed into the long street-side drain (6239). This was unusual in that the generally
rather short-lived side drains in Area C at least were dug independently of street surfacing
operations. But drain 6239 with the cross-drain on Street 2 clearly formed an integrated whole.
This may be taken as further evidence of a centrally organised renewal of the key component
element of the urban infrastructure — the street system — following the period of contraction
and disruption of the late second century.

Street Phase 5 (Site Phase 6)
The surfaces of Phase 4 in the street sequences may well have had more localised wear than
their predecessors or indeed successors, perhaps because of the transport of a mass of building
rubble (170) to the northern side of Street 1 and building material preparatory to the
construction of Building B5. This was the largest, longest lived and most substantial of all the
buildings of the Priory Street site, being of timber framed construction on dwarf stone walls.

The wear caused by this traffic seems to have resulted in considerable ‘patching’ of surface
ruts and hollows, sufficient to add up to a further phase of street resurfacing — Phase 5 —
which seems, unusually, to have been restricted to the Priory Street site area. Although only
identified in Area A, two parallel lines of wheel ruts were identified, which persisted through all
the later remetallings. These were not, presumably, because wheeled vehicles always took an
identical track along the street but because, tough though the streets’ layers were when forming
an unbroken concreted surface, any localised weakness or break in those surfaces would tend
to cause instabilities in the fresh surfaces above.

The divergence in character of building and use of the site which distinguishes the later from
the earlier Roman period is further shown by the use of the area on the north side of Street 1
for ovens and smithing hearths. Some of these were enclosed in very shoddily constructed
workshops. Nevertheless Street 1 was also resurfaced with a properly laid, homogeneous layer
of fine stone and gravel (contexts 207 and 3218). A stone-slabbed drain (7345) was inserted
into the diagonal junction area between the surfaces of Streets 1 and 2, in the north-west corner
of Area C, to drain into a shallow, ragged edged ‘sump’ (6558) dug in the north-west corner of
Area C.

Street Phase 6 (Site Phases 6 and 7)
As we have seen, the two previous phases of street surfacing must have taken place in a short
space of time. The first, Street Phase 4, was part of an overall renewal, and the next, Street
Phase 5, was more localised to parts of the Priory Street site.The next surfacing was very firmly
tied to the construction of Building B5, a more substantial structure than any other on site. Its
status and function are discussed in more detail below. However, it is surely a mark of the
importance of the building and the dominant position it occupied in the area that, for the first
time, there was street resurfacing which appeared to have been carried out solely for the benefit
of an individual building on the site.

The component parts of Building B5 — its core, the street-side timber annexe and the
granary — were a planned whole (see detailed description of B5 below). A new drain (1594)
was cut into Street 2 alongside both the main building and granary, and a new street surface
(3236) made up against it, raising the street level. This drain was also an integral part of the
initial building plan for Building B5 because at its northern end its construction was
contemporary with the cobble-filled foundation trench (1668) that supported the eastern wall
of the timber annexe.The new surfacing of Street 2 extended some distance south, but petered
out well short of the southern boundary of Area C on a line which may correspond with the
property area belonging to Building B5.
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There was no equivalent surfacing along Street 1. At some period during the early third
century there was some localised patching of two small areas (270 and 1750) on Street 1 but
these cannot be linked precisely with stratigraphical sequences in the excavation areas north or
south of Street 1.

Street Phase 7 (Site Phase 8)
This was a major phase of street renewal. Both streets were remetalled, with thick, well-laid
deposits of stone and gravel, those on Street 2 being the most substantial and homogeneous.
This phase of surfacing must again have covered longer lengths of street than those exposed
within the Priory Street excavation areas.

The surfacing on the western side of Street 2 in Area B was extended a little and made up
against the ‘verandah’ wall of Building B5. There was thus no longer a drain between the
building and the street. However, it is probable that the numerous earlier, loosely filled drains
sealed below this latest street surfacing continued to carry some at least of the run-off of rain
water from the street away from the building. In Area C, the eastern edge of Street 2 was
maintained as sharply as before even though this part of the site was the first to go out of use,
apart from small-scale and intermittent activities.

The impression during excavation that the surfacing of Street 1 was not as good as that of
Street 2 may have been an illusion because extensive areas were disturbed or had been dug into.
This was the product of rather random, medieval, surface quarrying for gravel. The surface
south of Area A in particular was so scarred and pitted that it was difficult to identify later
Roman layers of metalling. It is possible that the pattern noted earlier in overall resurfacings,
namely that they extended up from Street 2 and then westwards from the street junction area,
was repeated. At the eastern end of Street 1 it looked as though the surface level had been raised
by localized deposits rather than a single overall layer.

There was also a fresh definition of the northern edges of Street 1 by short lengths of ditch
(9). In Area A this was no doubt essential to drain rainwater away from a new timber building
(A3) set end on to the street. In Area D, where there was no building in this phase, there was
considerable encroachment onto the street edge by pits and wells, a process also getting
underway across the street in Area C.

Street Phase 8 (Site Phase 9 and later)
The problems caused by medieval and post-medieval robbing and disturbance of street surfaces
were most pronounced for the latest phase, or possibly phases, of street resurfacing, which
survived only as a series of localised spreads with ragged edges. In other areas the surfaces had
been cut away by quarry pits of medieval and post-medieval date, and by the rubbish pits and
foundation trenches of the nineteenth-century house which was partly constructed over Street
2. One such layer of metalling (5350/8072) clearly extended north-eastwards from the northern
end of Street 2 and along Street 1, hinting at another phase of common re-surfacing to the
streets. In Area B a new length of drain (438) alongside Street 2 was cut, demonstrating
continued maintenance. There was certainly little late Roman activity on the site at this stage
which would require any fresh surfacing of its streets, there being only two poor-quality timber
buildings (B6 and D6) on the site and a number of rubbish pits and wells.

Discussion
The dating of the succession of street surfaces is not easy, and the chronological evidence has
been summarised above for each overall site phase. The street layout does not seem to be any
earlier than c. A.D. 120 and may be nearer to A.D. 150. The next two resurfacings took place
during the remainder of the second century A.D. The phase of abandonment mentioned above
seems to be late second century in date and the fourth phase of street remetalling probably
dates to the early third century A.D.There were at least another four resurfacings after that and
it is difficult to establish how late into the fourth century that takes us. But it is perhaps a little
surprising to find continuing street maintenance in the later Roman period, certainly when
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there seems little in the nature of occupation on the Priory Street site to warrant it. It is surely
legitimate to infer that there must have been continuing civic administration and capabilities
for such routine maintenance of what we would today call the ‘infrastructure’ well on into the
fourth century A.D.

There is general agreement that a gridded street layout was one of the physical marks, even
the definition, of towns serving as the administrative centre of a civitas. As discussed in Chapter
1, sufficient of Carmarthen’s Roman street plan has now been recovered to indicate a grid
pattern.The evidence of the Priory Street site shows how development and organisation of the
townscape developed from a new planned layout. Although it is possible that the temple
(described below) partly exposed in the south-east corner of the site may pre-date the street
layout, all the remaining early buildings follow on from the laying out of streets.The imposition
of a new street layout may well result from imperial or gubernatorial initiative (see
Introduction), but the maintenance of the streets was the responsibility of the governing ordo.
It is not too much to assert that the frequency and quality of resurfacing can be seen as a
barometer of civic aspirations and capabilities.We do not know how such mundane civic works
might be organised or paid for but well-maintained streets could have been just as much a mark
of urban status as public buildings or defences. Unless the nature, mentality and organisation
of ‘town councils’ has changed beyond all recognition in the millennium and a half separating
us from the Roman period, we might even expect to find streets resurfaced with a frequency or
at a location unrelated to use or need.

BUILDINGS IN EXCAVATION AREA A (FIGS 3.22–3.25)

BUILDING A1: 269 (SITE PHASE 2)

Introduction
Much of the structural evidence for Building A1 was cut away by its successor Building A2
which, though smaller, occupied virtually the same site. There are also problems in deciding
how substantial a building it was, since there was no post at the north-east corner, and only a
slight post-setting at the south-east corner. However, it is clear that the northern and eastern,
and the western and southern walls were of different construction. As detailed in the
description of Site Phase 2 above, Building A1 was probably short-lived; little evidence survived
to suggest function. The possible open porch at the front and the internal division might
indicate a shop and store, but equally a combined shop and dwelling.
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Dimensions and plan
Building A1 was 14m long and 6.5m wide; it was aligned at a right angle to Street 1, its gable
end being set back some 5m from the street edge (FIG. 3.23). Although almost wholly silted up,
the street-side marking-out ditch (235) still physically separated the building from the street.

The northern and eastern wall lines were undoubtedly of the same construction as the
successor building: close-set stake uprights in a continuous trench (223). This construction
trench at the northern end of the building had straight, vertical, sides and was on average some
0.4m deep; the eastern side was similar though shallower. Only the outer, eastern, edge of the
wall trench remained however. Apart from where the lines of earlier and later trenches actually
diverged at the southern end of the eastern wall line, the existence of a recut for the successor
building was only established in excavation at the base of the trenches, the fills being
indistinguishable. Where the later trench diverged from the earlier at the southern end of the
eastern wall line, the trench was narrow and shallower, ending at only 0.15m deep.
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Unfortunately the junction area between the eastern wall trench and a wider, more irregular
but substantial, cross trench (220) had been cut away (see below), but there may have been a
more substantial, load-bearing corner post there. The remainder of the trench may have
supported slighter uprights for a porch to the main structure.

None of the postholes forming the western and southern wall lines of Building A1 were very
substantial, maximum depths being 0.4–0.5m and only four sub-circular post impressions
survived, of diameters between 0.2 and 0.3m.The south-east corner posthole (243) was slight,
only 0.2m deep at maximum, although the south-western (233) was more substantial at 0.4m.
It was also puzzling to find the northernmost posthole (259) of the western wall line not in a
corner-post position.There were slighter and smaller post-settings alongside the larger postpits
of the western wall line; perhaps the rest of the wall uprights were not earth-fast.

There were only two internal features surviving: a cross trench (220) which had almost
certainly joined the eastern wall trench, although this junction had been cut away by a wall
trench of the successor building. As mentioned above, this may have supported the front wall
of the building and the slighter post-settings to the south an open porch. A slight gully (231)
on the western side of the building, truncated by the later, deeper western wall trench of
Building A2, might indicate the position of an internal partition. The trodden earth floor,
simply the deturfed surface of the buried soil, continued in use in the successor building. The
lack of any accumulation of occupation debris may be taken as further evidence of the short-
lived nature of Building A1.

BUILDING A2: 190 (SITE PHASE 3)

Introduction
Timber Building A1 was replaced by one of smaller size but in the same position, also at right
angles to, and set back from, Street 1. The replacement building was of uniform construction,
unlike its predecessor. Its walls and internal partitions were formed by close-set timber uprights
in deep, continuous trenches. There was no firm evidence of entrances to the building, nor
much to give a clue regarding its function or length of occupation.

The burning of what remained of the building after it had gone out of use left clear
archaeological traces.These allowed a better idea of its method of construction than would have
been the case had the building been left to collapse and decay. The burning of the stumps of
the wall uprights, which produced distinct charcoal ghosts of their shape, and the reddened clay
from the mass earth and clay or ‘clom’ walls around them, allowed long lengths of wall uprights
to be easily identified and excavated. But where the uprights had not been burnt, probably
withdrawn or cut off to decay in situ, their impressions were extremely difficult to distinguish
from the homogeneous backfill of the trenches in which they were set. There was insufficient
burnt debris to suggest that the whole building had burnt down. Yet had the building been
abandoned and left to decay, there would have been a greater build-up of deposits across the
interior of the building. A systematic demolition and clearance at the end of the second century
seems to be the explanation which best fits the archaeological evidence.

Dimensions and plan
Building A2 was some 12m long and 5m wide. It consisted of two large rooms, separated by a
cross wall (FIG. 3.24). The room at the front of the building, at the street end, was the larger,
with an internal area of 21m².There was a small 2m² room in the north-west corner of the front
room.The room at the northern end of the building was 14m² in internal area. A rather unusual
feature of the initial plan of the building was a narrow (0.8m wide) corridor on the western and
northern side of the building, trenches 224 and 251 respectively.This was presumably intended
to give access to the two main rooms. These internal arrangements were later altered by the
removal of the corridor from the northern room, increasing its internal area to 18m², and a
trench being cut across the corridor to extend the partition wall, thus separating the building
into two unequal halves.
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On the northern and eastern sides of the building, the construction trench for the stake wall
was a recut of the earlier building’s wall line. The trenches were straight-sided, with their
irregular bases cut into the stiff boulder clay and gravel of the subsoil. Depths ranged from
0.8m at the northern end to 0.35m on the western side and widths were between 0.3 and 0.4m.
The impressions of the pointed ends of the timber uprights were generally visible at the base of
the trench, where they had been driven home.The trenches had then been backfilled with their
clean, homogeneous spoil. The average diameter of the timber uprights was some 0.12m, the
distance apart a fairly uniform 0.2m.The roof (thatched?) must have been supported on a wall
plate along the top of the uprights. Evidence for the wall cladding was provided by a single
burnt panel. It was constructed of thin, interwoven strips of lathing, sandwiched in clay that was
reddened from the heat of the fire. The position and number of the nails suggest that the
lathing, perhaps assembled as panels, was nailed to the wall uprights and then covered on both
sides with daub. It may have been plastered, but the extremely acidic soils of the site had
removed all such traces.
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The entrance(s) to the building cannot be located with certainty.There were no obvious gaps
in the line of uprights on the front of the building.Two gaps at the northern and southern ends
of the eastern wall may indicate entrances. Once built, a strip of fine compacted gravel (145)
was set down on all sides of the building save the front; the gravel surround was more path-like
on the eastern side. An entrance into the corridor and thence the front room on the western
side of the building is another possibility. The close-set, well-laid, fine cobble surface (197)
between the front of the building and Street 1 thinned out immediately in front of its southern
end, which may indicate wear from traffic in and out of the building from there. As noted above
in the site phase descriptions, this layer also extended into Area D numbered 9109.

Internal arrangements and function
There was little evidence to suggest a specific function for Building A2.The lack of a porch and
direct access to the street militates against a shop.The floor surfaces in the front rooms were of
trodden earth and had been kept clean.The only traces of any hearth(s) were two areas of burnt
clayey soil in the rear room; perhaps their hearth stones had been removed when the building
was cleared. As noted, this room was enlarged by the removal of the corridor walling. Unlike
the front room there was a considerable build-up (174) of dirty, charcoal- and iron-stained soil
over the levelled, beaten surface of the buried soil, sealing the former corridor wall trench.This
occupation debris was also marked by numerous small stakeholes, particularly on the eastern
side of the room, some very slight, others more distinct, but forming no meaningful pattern.
Presumably they are the sole trace of some workshop implements or furniture constantly moved
about the room.The balance of probability therefore suggests that Building A2 was a workshop
and store, rather than a domestic building and/or a shop.

BUILDING A3: 283 (SITE PHASE 8)

Introduction
Building A3, the third to occupy virtually the same site in Area A, was a rectangular, posthole,
structure with a verandah. It was set at right angles to Street 1, and only separated from it by a
new length of street-side drain. There was no attempt to raise the interior level of the building
to that of the street so that the floor level of the verandah was higher than the interior, creating
a step down into the building.The verandah probably had a raised, planked floor that may have
been designed to bridge this discrepancy in levels as well as providing a covered area at the front
of the building giving directly onto the street.

Building A3 was the largest of the three built on the same site; even after it had gone out of
use, its western wall line was left standing. It may then have functioned as a fence because the
latest Roman building on the area north of Street 1 occupied a new site between Areas A and
D. The older ‘plot’ boundaries had been abandoned.

Dimensions and plan
Building A3 was 16m long overall and 7m wide.The verandah spanned the whole width of the
building and was 2m deep (FIG. 3.25). Its wall lines consisted of seven post-settings on the long
eastern and western sides which were set roughly opposite each other. The front three post-
settings were more substantial than those to the rear with an average depth of 0.6m compared
to an average of 0.4m.The internal area enclosed by the larger post-settings of the eastern and
western walls formed a separate, pebble-floored room. The north wall line consisted of two
post-settings between the two corner posts, neither of which were more substantial than the
wall line posts. They were spaced on average 2m apart, which was also the average spacing
between the uprights of the side wall lines. The north-east corner post-setting (8461) was not
excavated until Area D was opened up some three years after the excavation of the main part
of the building in Area A. A narrow, wedge-like, block between the two sites covering or partly
covering some of the eastern wall line’s post-settings remained unexcavated.
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The southern wall line was the least substantial. Probably only the south-east (128) and
south-west (95) corner posts were load-bearing. A slight gully (99) was cut into the edge of the
bank of gravel and stone edging the street which may have contained a palisade supporting the
wall. This did not extend westwards to meet the south-west corner post, perhaps indicating a
1.5m wide entrance alongside the west wall. There was a single post-setting (89) of much
slighter scale than the side-wall settings, placed centrally on the gully but off-centre of the
southern front wall line as a whole.The verandah was supported on cill beams, as evidenced by
the well-preserved beam slot 2m south of, and parallel to, the south wall line.The slot (64) was
defined as a clear soil mark in gravel taken to indicate that the timber beam had decayed in situ.
At each end of the slot were flat stones, a single slab at the eastern end and one thin slab set
over another at the western, both at the same level. The shallow straight sided and flat-
bottomed trench turned through 90° at both ends to continue as two short and more irregular
gullies. A single length of timber may have been joined to two shorter side lengths, perhaps
pegged together through a simple lap joint, with the slabs in the corners packing and levelling
up either end and supporting the corner joints.The cills probably supported a planked, raised,
floor since the stone and gravel surface between the slot and the front wall line was both uneven
and unworn.

Internal arrangements
Building A3 was divided into two rooms of unequal size, the smaller at the front enclosing some
23m². It was floored with a fine, well-laid pebble and gravel surface (86) most worn over the
south-west corner, the presumed position of the entrance from the verandah. The surface
terminated to the north in a fairly sharp edge but a single small post-setting (177) that was all
that was detected of the partition wall separating this room from the larger one to the rear,
enclosing 63m² in all.This may in fact have been itself divided into two equal halves, since there
was a small post-setting (80) between the fifth pair of side wall posts, but there were no
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differences in flooring in this remaining two-thirds of the building’s interior. Both utilised the
underlying gravel and stone spread over the north-east part of the interior and the spread and
levelled hearth (103) to form a trodden earth floor.

The depths of deposits, whether of dumped material or soil build-up, thinned out at the
northern end of Area A. It is therefore stratigraphically possible that the small setting of flat
stone slabs and associated charcoal debris in the north-west corner of the rear room might be
the remains of a hearth within Building A3 instead of having some ancillary use to hearth 103
of the preceding Site Phases 6 and 7. There were no other features that could be identified as
a hearth.There were a number of iron objects found against the west wall of the front room of
the building: a shield boss with two spearheads corroded across its back and a pick-axe (nos
1–2 and 8 in the iron report). But none of this gives much indication of the function of the
building.The evidence does not suggest a wholly domestic building, perhaps a shop with a rear
store room is more likely.
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BUILDINGS IN EXCAVATION AREA B (FIGS 3.26–3.30)

BUILDING B1: 3105 (SITE PHASE 1)

Introduction
Area B contained both the greatest number of second-century timber buildings and the most
disturbance of the remains of those buildings, due to the deep foundation trenches of a third-
century stone and timber building (B5) which occupied most of the area. The evidence for a
first phase of timber building pre-dating Buildings B2, B3 and B4 was therefore slight indeed.

Plan, dimensions and method of construction
Building B1 seems to have been a rectangular timber building, at least 8m long and 3.5m wide,
set at right angles to Street 2 (FIG. 3.27). A possible southern wall trench (3103) survived for a
length of 2.5m, and was straight-sided, with a flat base and a depth of 0.2m. No post or stake
impressions were detected along its length. A 0.4m deep post-setting (3113) formed the
junction between the southern wall trench, a slighter cross-trench to the north and an equally
slight eastwards continuation. The cross-trench probably represents an internal division of the
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building into front and rear rooms. The eastern front of the building was probably supported
by two post-settings, only the base of their post impressions and part of the postpits surviving
(3097 and 3098). All that survived of any possible northern wall trench was a short length of
similar dimensions to the southern, terminating in a post-setting at the north-western end of
the building (3115 and 3062 respectively).

There was no westward continuation of the northern wall line and any evidence on the
southern side had been cut away. However, the survival of what may be a floor surface (2806)
of Building B1 at the western end hints perhaps at a cross-passage entry and a westward
continuation perhaps of a three-roomed building. There was a slight differentiation on the
trodden earth floors of the front and rear rooms, that to the rear being more mottled and with
some charcoal flecking, but the evidence was slight.

There was insufficient evidence to determine which of the fence lines between the eastern
end of Building B1 and Street 2, shown and discussed above in the section on Site Phase 1,
pre- or post-dated the building. All that can be said is that they are unlikely to be contemporary
with it, suggesting a short occupation span for Building B1.

BUILDING B2: 3167 (SITE PHASE 3)

Introduction
Like the other second-century timber buildings in Area B, Building B2 had been truncated by
the foundations for later structures. In this case, however, it is fortunate that disturbance was
only caused by the large postpits of a later granary, not by deep, continuous wall trenches, so
most of the plan and internal arrangements of the building exposed within the area excavated
could be recovered. An estimated two-thirds of the building lay within the southern end of Area
B, built with its long side-wall close to the edge of Street 2, although separated from it by a stout
fence (FIG. 3.28).

Dimensions and plan
Some 6m of the building was exposed in excavation, with a width of just over 4m; the overall
length was probably 8.5–9m.The construction method was to use squared-off timber uprights
set in two narrow, continuous, trenches with closely spaced stakes between for wall infill, at least
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on the western side. The eastern and western wall trenches (2292 and 2484 respectively) both
turned sharply through 90° to form the north wall trench, although they did not join up. It is
unlikely that there was an entrance at that point for, although it was built slightly later, Building
B3 to the north was set right up against the north wall of B2 and they were in contemporary
occupation. We must suppose that the eastern wall trench was renewed, its trench recut, and
new timbers put in place, because its construction trench was observed to have been cut
through surfaces interpreted as internal floor levels. It might be that proximity to the street and
lack of adequate drainage had caused wall timbers on the eastern wall to rot.

The building, unusually, was divided into two unequal parts down its length, the larger being
on the eastern side.There was evidence of further internal partitioning across the two parts by
lines of small stakes. The western wall line (2484) was set within a narrow (0.2m) but deep
(0.48m) construction trench, steep-sided and flat-bottomed. The impressions left by the
uprights indicated a more substantial squared- off north-west corner post (0.12m²) and another
3m south of it with smaller stakes driven in at intervals of 0.2–0.4m.The turn to form the north
wall line continued for 1m only, separated from the west wall trench continuation by a gap of
0.3m, probably of no structural significance. The north-east corner junction of the longer
length of the northern wall line with the western had been cut away but the wall trenches were
probably continuous and the impression of a similar corner post to that at the western end of
the north wall line survived below the base of the later, intrusive, postpit. Some, though not all,
of the squared-off uprights had been packed around with stones for additional support but as
far as can be established from the intervals of trench surviving, the post uprights appeared to
be set closer together in the eastern than in the western wall trench and no trace was found of
any stake impressions in the fill so possibly the wall cladding was different, or even partly open.

On the eastern side of the building, about 1.2m from the wall line and alongside the western
edge of Street 2, were three substantial post-settings which, at first glance, might have
supported an open porch to Building B2 (2215). But, stratigraphically, their erection pre-dated
the building.The southernmost post-setting was of massive scale, probably renewing a slighter
setting contemporary with the earliest stages of street layout and was in fact removed while the
other two to the north were still standing; they in turn outlasted Building B2. It seems,
therefore, that the post-settings must be interpreted as part of a fence line, marking off a distinct
block of property alongside Street 2, whose southern boundary lies outside the area excavated,
and within which Building B2 was built.

A 3m long trench (3121) lay parallel to and 1.2m west of the western wall of the building. A
good gravel surface (2531) lay between it and the western wall. It contained a line of narrow,
rectangular post-impressions measuring between 60mm and 80mm in length and 0.23m in
depth, indicating a wall line that might have supported a porch or a lean-to addition to the
building.There was, however, no sign of an entrance through the west wall line of the building
sheltered by this ‘porch’ or ‘lean-to’.

Internal arrangements and function
The two unequal halves of the building were divided by a partition wall. Possibly some of the
post-settings supporting the partition had been cut away by the intrusive postpits of the later
granary but one (2604) survived, whose post upright protruded through the two floor surfacing
layers to the west and east. Both floor surfaces consisted of fairly thick well laid gravel, that on
the western side sloped down slightly to the west. The first floor surface in the eastern half of
the building was laid down over the edge of the western one and was on average 0.2m thick
with stone and gravel. Perhaps this was laid down to level up internal floor levels when the
eastern wall was renewed and to keep pace with the street surface level. There were numerous
stakehole impressions in both floors, some of which formed lines indicating partitions across
the width of the rooms.

The slight drop in floor level in the western half of the building was compensated for by a line
of stones carefully bedded and set against the central wall line (2125). The fact that there were
no stones at the northern end of the building may indicate an entrance between the two rooms
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at this point.The spread of flat stones midway along the western wall line seems to have served
as a base for further gravel reflooring. Some spreads of tile and concentrations of charcoal by
the central wall over this new surface may indicate the position of a hearth, whose hearth stones
were later removed.There was no corresponding resurfacing in the eastern half of the building.

Building B2 may have declined to a semi-roofed street-side shed before it definitely went out
of use. A very hard, compact gravel surface (2044) was deposited across the southern end of
the western wall of the building and extended into the western room; the same layer was also
present in the eastern half but appeared to respect the central wall. Its deposition might indicate
a new entrance or entrances allowing traffic across the building rather than a track driven
through a half-derelict structure. However, it is difficult to be certain without the whole
building exposed for excavation.

Building B2 was unique in its internal plan and unusual in being placed alongside, not end-
on to its adjacent street. Since it was fenced off from Street 2, the entrance may have been
through its southern end, perhaps from a track branching off the street, south of the area
excavated. Perhaps the building was a stable or an animal byre.

BUILDING B3: 3165 (SITE PHASE 3)

Introduction
The wall lines of Building B3 had all been truncated by the later foundation trenches of the
third-century stone and timber building (B5) that occupied most of Area B. Enough, however,
survived to establish its plan and construction methods. Building B3 was a substantial
rectangular timber structure, end-on to Street 2, with a wide aisle or corridor along its northern
wall line and, less certainly, a wide, semi-open porch across the street frontage.The western end
of the building lay outside the area excavated, so we cannot be sure whether it was a two or
three-roomed structure. The two rooms within the excavated area both contained hearths,
suggesting domestic occupation. The building was put up slightly later than the slighter
Building B2 to the south but the two were standing together, and there can scarcely have been
any space between them.

Dimensions and plan
Within the area excavated and including its porch, Building B3 was 11m long, and 4.5m wide
(FIG. 3.29). The corridor gave another 2m width on the northern side. The constructional
method was post and trench. Uprights were not paired across north and south walls so the roof
was presumably supported on a continuous wall plate. No evidence survived for the nature of
the wall infill but the front wall cross-trench (3129) contained a line of close-set stake-sized
uprights that might have been encased in a mass earth and clay cladding. Only the bases of two
postpits survived of the southern wall line (3131); all traces of any trench in which they might
have been set had been removed. But it seems as though the trench was discontinuous as a
small length survived at the western end of the southern wall line, the gap perhaps indicating a
side entrance into the rear room.

Although wholly cutaway along its southern side, enough survived of the trench of the
northern wall line (3130) to indicate its depth — on average 0.4m — and of the packing stones
and post impressions of the three post-settings within the trench, averaging 0.6m in depth. It is
difficult to be certain with so little evidence surviving, but it seems as though the northern wall
trench did not extend continuously westwards so perhaps the entrance suggested on the southern
wall line extended across the whole building as some sort of cross-passage, reminiscent of that
postulated for Building B1.The length and dimensions of the north wall trench were echoed by
a further trench (3132), parallel to it and set some 2m to the north, which is interpreted as
supporting a corridor or side aisle wall. Only the base of the trench and the deeper depressions
of the postpits remained below the base of the later Building B5 foundation trench so it is difficult
to assess how substantial the trench and settings were — a point relevant to any discussion on
whether the corridor or aisle was a ‘lean-to’ or a wall capable of taking the weight of the roof.
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The wall forming the eastern end of the building was supported by stake-sized posts set in a
continuous trench (3129) of slighter dimensions to that of the side walls — 0.3m wide, 0.5m
deep. There was, however, a more substantial central post-setting (2127) in the wall line,
perhaps to support the roof ridge.The absence of stake impressions at the southern end of this
trench suggests that an entrance may have been there.

It is likely that a wide, open, porch fronted the whole building up to the street edge but it is
not wholly clear how it was supported. At the northern end there was a substantial post-setting,
2105 (depth 0.53m) some 3.5m east of, though not quite in line with, the ‘corridor’ wall trench.
An even more substantial post-setting (2095) 0.62m deep, continued the northern wall line. No
equivalent setting south of 2095, however, extended from the line of the southern wall. There
are two alternatives: either the southern end of the porch was not earth-fast and rested on a pad-
stone or its supporting upright was the post-setting further east (2241). In that latter case, the
porch would have a curving front reflected in the arc of the well-set kerbing (1926) edging the
street, but if so there was a 4m distance between the south-east corner of the building and the
south-eastern porch setting; it is possible that intervening post(s) have been lost in later cuts.

Internal arrangements
Different floor surfaces suggest that Building B3 was divided into two rooms although all trace
of the original partition between the two is lost, cut away by a later foundation trench. However,
the eastern edge of a cross-trench, 3172, survived the later cut to indicate that the partition
between the two rooms was renewed and resited when the rooms were resurfaced.

The original floor surface (3151) in the front room (18m²) was worn and stained dark red by
heat; it consisted of a trodden clay floor with remains of a thin gravel surfacing, surviving only
in patches. There were quite extensive spreads of charcoal and ash around a dark red central
area, indicating a central hearth. Possibly the hearth stones were lifted up and resited when the
floor was renewed. The resurfacing (3178) was again of fine gravel, and enough surface wear
had taken place to leave it surviving only patchily. Slightly off-centre of the room was a 1m
square clay hearth base (2672), darkened by heat and standing slightly proud of the floor. No
hearth stones remained — no doubt removed or robbed when the building went out of use.
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The rear room also contained a hearth (2629) situated in the centre of the room but close to
the partition wall. This was set onto a trodden clay floor (3152), quite charcoal-stained, which
may have been simply a surround for the hearth for it did not seem to extend across the whole
room.The hearth was made up of five large tiles set in a square and edged by smaller tiles.The
floor had been renewed in this room probably after a new partition was constructed between
the rooms.The edge of the cross trench mentioned above had cut through the floor deposits in
the front room, so, evidently, the two rooms were not resurfaced at the same time. A new hearth
(2443) in the rear room, which perhaps forced the construction of a different partition, was
sited alongside the earlier hearth but closer to the cross wall, set in a shallow scoop roughly
square in shape and built up with small tiles. This change may have been due to the
construction of a (?wattle lined) hood and chimney over the new hearth built against the wall,
which may signal an improvement in the amenities of the building.

No distinctive floor surfaces survived within the corridor or aisle.The porch was surfaced by
thick layers of stone, sand and gravel (grouped as 3160) laid down in a broad band alongside
Street 2, perhaps preparatory to the construction of all three timber buildings (B2, 3 and 4) in
Area B.

BUILDING B4: 3164 (SITE PHASE 3)

Introduction
Like Building B3 to the south, the rectangular B4 was aligned at right angles, end-on to Street
2, not set parallel to Street 1. It was very much wedged into a street-corner position and does
not seem to have had an open porch. The building may not have been completely contained
within the area excavated; a single off-centre post-setting (2222) may have supported the
western wall line (FIG. 3.30). Alternatively, this post-setting may mark the line of another
partition within the building, which would then have extended further westwards.The method
of construction differed from the other two timber buildings in Area B, but was similar to the
larger C1, namely wall lines formed by individual post-settings paired across north and south
walls to form ‘bays’. The only internal division seems to have been a partition (3163) across
half the building resulting in two areas of unequal size, the smaller to the east. A well-
constructed, raised tile hearth (2666) was built at the eastern end of the building, which was
evidently used as a smithy. A large clay oven (2168) at the western end suggests that this part
of the building was used as a bakehouse.The use of both these areas seems to have continued
even after the building was in a semi-derelict state, and indeed they may have contributed to
that condition.

Dimensions and plan
Within the area excavated, Building B4 was some 10.5m long and 4.5m wide. Four post-
settings survived of the northern wall line; the easternmost must have been wholly destroyed by
a later deep foundation trench for the ‘annexe’ to Building B5. Post impressions were identified
in all the settings, although the full dimensions of the postpits had not in all cases survived.
Average depths were about 0.5m although the westernmost was much slighter. Distances
between the uprights from west to east were 1.8m, 2.5m, 2.5m and ?3m. Five post-settings were
found on the southern wall line, and again post impressions were identified in all of them, but
all to a greater or lesser degree had been truncated or disturbed by later postpits or foundation
trenches.The distances between the uprights on the southern wall line, again from west to east
were 2.6m, 2m, 2.5m and 2.7m.

Apart from the penultimate pair of post-settings at the western end of the building, the
remainder pair across at reasonably regular intervals which suggests a roof structure carried on
frames between the uprights (see also simplified plans, FIG. 3.64). No evidence survived to
indicate the method of wall infill, nor can we be certain of the position of any entrances to the
building.
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Internal arrangements
The partition (3163) which sprang from the southern wall was part of the original construction,
and took the form of a screen supported on a sleeper beam, as evidenced by a shallow slot
terminating in a post-setting just over half-way across the building. It did not extend right
across, because the floor surface layer (2601) of fine gravel and earth accumulated against the
partition but also extended out westwards into the larger western room — Room 2. This good
floor surface of mixed materials survived across the whole of Room 1, but was worn away or
had never extended across Room 2.

Oven 2168 
It is not certain how long an interval of time elapsed before oven 2168 was built in the north-
west corner of Room 2. Its construction pit was cut through what were interpreted as floor
surfaces at the western end of the building. However, the various deposits of material
comprising these surfaces may have been simply the spread and levelled debris from iron-
working activity taking place west of the area excavated and immediately preceding the
construction of the building. The point is stressed because it is important to establish whether
Building B4 was purpose-built to house a smithy and a bakery or whether these uses developed
at a later stage. Certainly the large oven (6881) in Building C1 was built at a late stage in the
building’s existence. Like the other clay ovens built within the second-century timber buildings
on the Priory Street site, oven 2168 was substantial in build and long-lasting in use. It was built
within a roughly ‘T’ shaped construction pit which was wider and shallower at the western,
charging end of the oven.The pit in which the oven was constructed had a maximum depth of
0.38m. The clay walling of the oven was set over a layer of irregularly pitched tile rubble, itself
founded on a base of tile and sandstone blocks. The loose rubble over a firm base may have
been intended to facilitate drainage, a feature found in other ovens. The walling was of pure
yellow clay, the whole 1m wide and 1.4m long and enclosing a baking area measuring 0.85m
long and 0.4m wide, narrowing to 0.35m at its mouth.The oven walls only survived to a height
of 0.1m, so the height of the baking chamber could not be reconstructed. The charging end of
the oven faced west, although without being certain of the full length of Building B4 it is
unclear how close its mouth was to the west wall and any possible entrance or open area.
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The oven floor was of clay, worn down in places onto the tile layer below. Across the mouth
of the oven were three large, flat tiles, slightly burnt in places from charging and raking out the
oven. The remainder of the construction pit, as the section shows (FIG. 3.31) shelved gently
upwards from the mouth of the oven and was filled with superimposed layers of ash and charcoal
— spent fuel from successive uses of the oven. The clay floor inside was hard and grey, like the
side walls, giving way to reddening of the clay across half the thickness of the walls. This was
obviously the product of a far greater heat than would be necessary to bake bread, so probably
the newly built oven was itself fired at an initial high temperature to harden the sides and base.

Oven 2168 was the only one on the site to preserve evidence for some form of cover above
the oven itself, which would have provided protection for its continued use when the western
end at least of Building B4 became derelict. There were three square stake impressions on all
corners except the north-west where a slighter, circular impression may indicate a replacement.
They seem to have been driven into the ground to support a plank revetment whose position
was indicated by a clear impression along the sides. These corner posts could have supported
some kind of cover. At a later stage the oven was repaired by an outer layer of clay around its
exterior and a thickening at the mouth encroaching onto the tiled surface, which suggests a
reasonable period of use.

Smithy in Room 1

Whilst the larger Room 2 was in use as a bakery, the smaller eastern room contained a smithy.
This can be asserted more from the analysis of the slag and other by-products like hammerscale
rather than from anything diagnostic about the features within the room itself. The only
structure was a raised, tiled hearth (2666) of box-like construction, only to be paralleled on the
Priory Street site by a less well-preserved example from the iron-working area south of the
derelict Building C2 (see below). Another possible hearth (2280) was constructed within a
shallow rectangular pit, 1.2 × 1m. Its base was formed of two layers of sandstone blocks and
pitched tiles in a sandy matrix, the uppermost layer of which was capped by a surround of side
slabs. The hearth surface was formed of a single cracked tile, but had clearly suffered erosion
in the later Roman period since it remained exposed long after the building and its brief
successor — a timber annexe to the main third-century stone building on the site — had gone
out of use. It stood some 0.2m above the surrounding ground surface.

To the south, close to the southern wall line of the building were three small pits or scoops
contemporary and associated with the use of the hearth.These had been dug after the partition
between Rooms 1 and 2 had been taken down.Two of the three had burnt sides and bases, both
of which had heat-hardened and reddened (?hearth lining) clay fragments in or on the edge of
their fill. All had charcoal-stained fills, and one a dense, black fill with what were recorded at
the time as ‘crumbs’ of slag, but were probably hammerscale.
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A sandy deposit surrounding the hearth, contained a near-complete, large smithing hearth
bottom. West of the hearth in an area of trodden earth floor was some highly vitrified shale or
clay just beginning to form a flow, probably derived from the most heat affected part of the
surround to the smith’s hearth. The earth floor around the three shallow pits had considerable
quantities of charcoal trodden into it and also contained hearth bottom fragments.

There was not, however, a large quantity of smithing slag inside the building, but there was
a much greater quantity outside to the south over the open area between Buildings B3 and B4.
Some of this waste probably derived from the off-site iron-working which immediately
preceded the construction of B4; other material was displaced, since the third-century stone
building’s deep foundation trenches had cut across the area and some slag was incorporated in
the trench fills. The material is described in detail in the slag report but overwhelmingly
consisted of smithing slag in the form of hearth bottom fragments and some hearth lining
material. Nor was there any large quantity of iron objects (i.e. nails) within or to the south of
the ‘smithy’.

Decay of the building
When the oven and hearth went out of use, seemingly at the same time, the spreads of spent
fuel were left uncleared around them. It was also evident from further deposits of stoney and
gravelly soil that only a part of the original building could have been standing by then. Half the
southern wall line, possibly the eastern and a small length of the northern wall were still in
existence. There does not seem to have been any covering over the oven itself. It is impossible
to say how long both oven and hearth continued in operation once the building had decayed.
But by the time the whole area was abandoned for a time late in the second century, the open
area to the south had been covered with a rough surface. This was made up of a very large
number of small dumps and spreads, a piecemeal process which may have taken place over
some time.

BUILDING B5: 3206 (SITE PHASES 6–8)

Introduction 
This was the only building on the site, apart from the temple, to be part stone built. It was
constructed early in the third century, had a long life and underwent numerous alterations,
additions and contractions (FIG. 3.32). In the later Roman period, it was by far the most
substantial, and at times the only, building on the whole Priory Street site. The heart of the
building was a rectangular block, bisected by a central cross passage, flanked on either side by
two unequal sized rooms.

There was at first just a small timber porch fronting the street side eastern entrance, but this
was soon replaced and a long narrow room enclosed on the western side forming a ‘lean-to’
porch or verandah. On its north side there was originally a timber annexe, occupying the street
corner position at the junction of Streets 1 and 2. Also integral with the construction of the
various elements of the building was a stone lined drain down the length of the building on the
edge of Street 2. To the south was a substantial timber granary, raised off the ground on nine
large posts.

The street-side annexe disappeared fairly early on in the life of the building and was
succeeded by a complex sequence of additions on the western side, only partially exposed in
the area excavated. Finally, the central core of the building itself was altered by the insertion of
a new wall down the centre of the cross passage and the creation of a single large room either
side of it.

Methods of construction (FIG. 3.33)

The foundation trench (1667) for the outer wall of the central part of the building was the first
to be dug, forming an irregular rectangular enclosure. The eastern wall was not quite parallel
to the western, perhaps because, like the street-side drain, it was aligned more on the western
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edge of Street 2 (PLATE 3.2). The overall dimensions of the outer rectangle were: length 11m,
width on average 7.2m. Trench 1667 had vertical sides, a flat bottom and sharp corners and
averaged 0.6m wide and 0.55m deep. Its fill, and that of the annexe and internal wall
foundation trenches, was reminiscent of the foundation raft of the temple cella (see below):
carefully set courses of large, waterworn pebbles, each layer keyed into the one below to give
the appearance in section of ‘herringbone’ masonry. The largest pebbles generally formed a
basal course. There were a few fragments of stone and tile, and some soil matrix amongst the
pebbles, reflecting the varied deposits through which the trenches were cut, but the pebbles
were not earth-packed; the intention seems to have been to leave air spaces between the
courses. The spoil from the foundation trenches was disposed of in areas outside the site. As
mentioned in the section on the temple, the technique of deep, cobble-packed foundation
trenches probably had as much to do with providing soakaway drainage as constructing secure
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footings for a tall or heavy superstructure. Certainly there were no internal drains within either
the core or the ‘annexe’ areas of the building. However, drains were repeatedly recut down the
eastern side of the building, along the edge of Street 2.

Once the foundation trench had been dug and infilled, four separate trenches were dug inside
for the cross-passage ‘e’ and dividing walls of the rooms ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’ and ‘f ’ either side. These
trenches were of similar width, depth and character to the outer trench, again containing layers
of large pebbles. Dwarf stone walls were built over the foundation trenches of the outer and
inner walls. They were made up of roughly squared-off sandstone facing blocks with a rubble
core. It is difficult to say whether they were mortared or merely earth-packed since the high
acidity of the soils had destroyed any lime. The walls averaged 0.5m wide and survived to a
maximum of four courses (c. 0.4m). Although they had been robbed out quite extensively,
sufficient lengths of four course height survived to suggest that they had never stood higher and
were dwarf walls either for a timber-framed or even a ‘clom’-walled superstructure. The walls
on all four sides of the building were of continuous build.

Internally, and following the construction order of the foundation trenches, came the cross-
passage walls, with single-course cills for entrances to Rooms ‘b’ and ‘f ’.These walls butted up
against the side walls; the two north–south aligned walls which divided the rooms were the last
to be constructed, again with butt joints at their terminals. The remaining element of the
building further demonstrates the high degree of overall planning and site renewal which its
construction represents: a drain (1594) which ran the whole length of the building on the edge
of Street 2.The drain was on average 0.5m wide, 0.25m deep, of ‘U’ shaped profile, and its sides
and base were lined with large, waterworn pebbles, identical to those used in the foundation
trench. In fact the drain and foundation trench for the eastern annexe wall were contemporary.
A localised street resurfacing was also made up against the edge of the drain and trench (see
Street Phase 6).
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Timber annexe: 3200 (FIGS 3.33 and 3.34)

The foundation trench (1668) for the eastern wall (1709) of the ‘annexe’ sprang awkwardly
from the north-east corner of the main building. It extended eastwards for 1.5m then dog-
legged north for 5.5m. But it was an integral part of the original construction of Building B5
because its trench was continuous with the northern wall trench, the fill of pebbles the same
and they also served as packing for the eastern-most post-setting (1606), proving that all were
erected at the same time. The western end of the north wall trench also projected out some
1.5m beyond the junction with the western side wall to accommodate the greater length of the
annexe.

No trace of any walling survived over the cobble packed foundation trench of the eastern
annexe wall (see FIG. 3.34), which had been robbed out right to the north-east corner of the
main block.The remainder of the annexe building was supported by individual timber uprights.
Assuming that the whole of the annexe lay within the area excavated, it was very much a
replacement of the earlier Building B4, though slightly larger and more regular in internal
proportions — some 9m long and 6m wide. Its north wall line was formed by five post-settings,
spaced (from west to east) 2.5, 2.5, 2.0, and 2.0m apart. All, save the easternmost (7320,
excavated later in Area C) had good post-impressions, which were well packed in substantial
postpits averaging 0.4m in depth. There were only four post-settings on the southern wall line
paired across with, and of similar proportions to, those on the opposite wall.Their postpits had
been cut against the cobble-filled foundation trench of the north wall of the main building.
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FIG. 3.34. Composite plan of Stages I and II of Building B5



An inner partition might have been supported by the slighter post-setting (1326), just inside
the annexe’s northern wall line, and 1531 in the double postpit opposite.

There does not seem to have been any access from inside the main building to the annexe,
suggesting perhaps a shop or workshop intended as a separate (leased off?) unit from the start.
Within the annexe, a rough cobble and flagstone surface (1067) was laid down, more to patch
up and extend the underlying interior surfaces of the earlier building than create a systematic
new surface. The raised tile hearth (2666) originally built within Building B4, was reused.
Another, similar, rough surface of stone and gravel (3120) was laid down on the western side
of the main block of Building B5.

Timber granary: 1827 (FIG. 3.34)

This was a rectangular timber structure raised off the ground on nine posts. It was constructed
south of, but close to, both the southern wall of Building B5 and alongside Street 2. Soon after
its construction, it was separated from the street by a stout fence (2265). Another, but slighter,
fence (3214) at right angles to Street 2 separated the granary from the street-side area to the
south.The post-settings for what were probably a short flight of steps (1826) make it plain that
the granary was entered on its western side.

The granary was founded on a regular grid of nine posts in three rows of three, 5m in length,
4m in width. Impressions of all the uprights within the postpits survived either as voids or dark,
charcoal-filled holes, so exact measurements were recorded. The upright in the south-east
corner post (1788) was seated on the complete lower half of a quernstone wedged into the base
of the postpit (no. 29 in the quern report, Chapter 8). All the other uprights were equally well-
packed and held in place; the post impressions were mainly square in shape suggesting that the
granary was founded on sawn uprights between 0.2 and 0.3m sq.

There was no firm indication of how the floor and side walls were constructed but a framed
base resting equally on all the uprights seems the most likely, since the corner posts were no
more substantial than the others. The raised granary was entered from a step or steps (1826)
on its south-west corner set at a slight angle to the western wall line.The supports for this were
formed by two vertical post-settings 1m apart set close-to, and in line with, the south-west
corner post.To the west, at a distance of 0.5m, were two further settings, bracing for the steps,
driven into the ground at an angle of 45°.

Once the posts were in place, and presumably before the superstructure was raised, a gravelled
surface (1578) was made up around them. There is little evidence of any major changes or
repairs to the structure, but there was an accumulation of material around it, mainly in the form
of further dumps of gravel, which raised the ground level and kept a firm dry surface. The
granary was evidently demolished, its posts sawn off at ground level or left to rot in situ or burnt,
leaving charcoal-packed fills. Its site was covered in spreads of charcoal, numerous nails and, on
the eastern side, a deposit of charred grain (see Caseldine, Chapter 8, pp. 369–70).

Internal arrangements, Stage I
Inside the building, Room ‘b’ in its north-west corner was the first to be surfaced with a plain
sand and gravel floor; a similar surface was laid down the length of the cross passage. Room ‘b’
was also the first to have a fireplace (1609). The word is used advisedly to distinguish between
a position against a wall, which probably required a hood and even a chimney, and a position
in the centre of a room — termed a hearth — whether for a ground-level fire or indicating the
position of a moveable brazier. Building B5 was the only building on the Priory Street site to
have ‘fireplaces’. Fireplace 1609 in Room ‘b’ was made of flat ceramic tiles, bedded on clay,
which had become cracked and worn through use. The fireplace was built against the cross-
passage wall on the left of the entrance threshhold into the room.

Within a short time the whole of the interior of the building was properly floored. In Room
‘b’ (4 × 3.8m; 15.2m²) a floor (1605) of medium-sized, angular old red sandstone blocks was
laid, firmly bedded in sand made up around the tiled fireplace. The same flooring was carried
through into the cross-passage and Rooms ‘c’ and ‘f ’. In Room ‘c’ (4 × 3.5m, 14m²) a fireplace
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(1139), was built as the flagged floor was being laid down; it occupied the same position —
against the cross passage wall — as in Room ‘b’ opposite, although the entrances to these rooms
were not opposite each other. Fireplace 1139 had a stone surround keyed into the dwarf walling
as well as the floor, suggestive of the base of a hood or chimney.

There was no purpose-built fireplace or hearth in the smaller Room ‘f ’ but quantities of
burnt sandy soil and charcoal lying on and in the stoney floor at the northern end of the room
suggested some source of heat. Room ‘d’ was the only one without a stone-flagged floor, but it
contained an evidently heavily used fireplace (1118) just inside its entrance from the cross-
passage. Alone of all the fireplaces, it was a sunken feature, forming a cobble-lined, bowl-shaped
hollow in the corner of the room.This room was the most likely candidate for food preparation.
Three post-settings within it, one hard against its eastern wall, suggested some kind of
subdivision or structure.

The single entrance to the building was at the eastern end of the cross-passage, giving directly
out onto Street 2. It was protected by a simple porch (3212), represented by two post-settings
1m east of the threshold and 1.5m apart covering a roughly cobbled surface. The porch must
have had a cover, but open sides, since the cobbled surface did not have sharp edges.

Alterations and additions, Stage II
The first change to the plan of the core of Building B5 was the removal of the wooden porch
and the construction of a long narrow room (Room ‘i’) down the entire east side of the building
(10 × 2m, 20m²).The timber annexe on the north side had gone out of use. Part of its southern
wall line was reused to seat the north wall of the new room. Although much of its walling had
been robbed, enough survived to show that the eastern wall of the new room was set directly
over the earlier cobble-lined drain (1594), without any foundation trench, although it was more
exactly parallel to the main wall of the building than the drain had been.The lack of foundations
for the dwarf walls of the new room and their poorer quality of construction in comparison to
those of the core of the building, make it likely that the new room had a ‘lean-to’ roof and was
in effect an enclosed verandah (PLATE 3.3). It had only a simple gravel floor (3231).
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Following the addition of the ‘verandah’, Rooms ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘f ’ inside the house were all
refloored, less because of wear of the existing surfaces but more perhaps because of the constant
pressure, observed in most buildings on the site, to keep interior surfaces at least level with the
exterior to reduce damp. Rooms ‘b’ and ‘f ’ were refloored in medium-sized rounded cobbles
bedded on sand (2245).The fireplace in Room ‘b’ was renewed in the same position at the same
time as the cobble floor was being laid, being demarcated by larger pitched cobbles to make a
surface about a metre square.The cross-passage too was resurfaced with cobbles though not as
well as the rooms. Room ‘c’ however was resurfaced as before with close-set, angular stone flags
retaining the same fireplace. Room ‘d’ continued as before, its corner fire having produced a
thick layer of charcoal and ash over the adjacent floor. This had sealed the post-settings
mentioned above, showing that any earlier timber structure had been demolished.

Further major changes took place on the western side of the building. Two rooms were
added, their walls being founded on deep, pebble-filled foundation trenches (for wall lines 3221
and 3223, see FIG. 3.34). No dwarf stone walling survived over these trenches but presumably
was this was the construction method adopted for the long lasting, though frequently altered
extension to Building B5. Only some 2.2m width of the new rooms were exposed in the area
excavated but a sondage after the end of the main excavation showed that their walls extended
at least another 2m westwards and no western walls were found (see FIG. 3.32). The southern
wall trench (3223) for the extension was dug out from the south-west corner of the core of the
building to a depth of 1m and more due to the soft, underlying fills of a number of pits. This
new Room ‘g’ was bounded to the north by an internal wall (3221) on pebble-filled foundations
set against the western cross-passage end of the main block; its trench too was of substantial
proportions — 0.8m wide and 0.7m deep. The flooring of the room was rough, a mixture of
gravel, cobbles and stone flags. There was a considerable amount of charcoal embedded into
this floor particularly around a small, stone-flagged hearth and the shallow pit adjacent to it in
the centre of the room though close to the western wall of the main building (context 3243, not
shown on FIG. 3.34). In addition a number of stakes had been driven into the floor though they
formed no meaningful pattern. Room ‘h’ to the north was also roughly surfaced, although
patches of close-set cobbles within floor 3210 might be the remains of a better quality floor. In
addition to some randomly placed stakes, the floor surface contained the impressions of three
parallel lines of stakes abutting the western wall of the main building for an unknown purpose.
Access to Room ‘h’ was from the north, at the point where the earlier extension of the north
wall of the main building terminated.

Interestingly, there did not appear to be any direct access from inside the main body of the
building to the new western wing; the character of the new rooms hints more at a workshop
than domestic quarters serving perhaps the same purpose as the original timber annexe, simply
being resited and rebuilt in more permanent form.

Alterations and additions, Stage III (FIG. 3.35; PLATE 3.4)

The main changes at this stage affected the west ‘wing’ rather than the core of the building
itself.To the south the granary (as detailed above) went out of use and was demolished. Inside,
the four rooms and cross passage were all refloored, but in an inferior manner compared to the
preceding stone and cobble floors. Room ‘b’ had two resurfacings (2247 and 2262) raising its
level by at least 0.15m which was, presumably, the main intention behind the deposition of
bedding layers of sand and gravel topped by pebbles.This necessitated rebuilding the fireplace
(now 2242) which remained in the same position. The same process took place in Room ‘c’ to
the south although its fireplace (3264) was more substantially rebuilt as a shallow, rectangular
pit, lined and edged with flat stones keyed into the cross-passage wall.

A concentration of charcoal (998) in the north-east corner of Room ‘f ’ showed a
continuation of use of the corner fireplace. But across the passage in Room ‘d’, the reflooring
(842) had raised the level to such an extent that it covered the stub of projecting wall separating
the room from the passage against which earlier fireplaces had been built. Room ‘d’ was now
simply an open bay off the cross-passage. There may have been more occupation or use of the
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PLATE 3.4. Building B5 Stage III with enclosed ‘verandah’ to left of view



long verandah (Room ‘i’), for a hearth (3249) was constructed at its southern end, evidenced
by flat, heat-reddened slabs surrounded by charcoal.

To the west of the core of Building B5, Room ‘g’ was subdivided into two unequal halves by
a wooden partition (1304), the smaller to the north.The new southern room gained a fireplace
(1306) built against the partition. It was solidly constructed with a base of layers of flat stones,
edged by pitched slabs. It may have had a surround on its eastern and southern sides where
there were two lines of stakeholes; the charcoal debris from its operation was concentrated on
its western side. Both areas either side of the partition were refloored with trodden clay. The
northernmost room of the wing had a very rough resurfacing of stone and gravel.

Alterations and additions, Stage IV
There were no changes to the main core of the building but the western ‘wing’ was remodelled
so that for the first time there was direct access between it and the core through a new entrance
at the western end of the cross passage (FIG. 3.32). This was achieved by narrowing the west
wing. Both its walls were taken down and rebuilt or resited. The southern wall (3223) which
sprang off from the south-west corner of the main core was rebuilt after its foundation level was
raised by the addition of another course of large, waterworn pebbles. This may have been in
response to structural weakness caused by the soft ground into which this foundation trench
was cut or, more probably, to raise the level to keep the cill beam off the damp ground, the
earlier such beam having rotted.To the south, the new room, Room ‘k’, was bounded by a new
wall (3257) set alongside the earlier, which allowed access once again into the main block
through the western end of the cross passage. This new wall had shallow foundations; it
survived only as a single thickness of walling. A good cobbled surface (3252) was laid down to
the north of it in an area now functioning as an exterior yard.

Stage V: rebuilding (FIG. 3.36)

The last stage in the building’s long history entailed extensive rebuilding and remodelling on a
scale not required by previous alterations. The extent of the rebuilding was such that it is
difficult to see how it could have been done without renewing the roof as well.

By this stage, internal floor levels were close to the top of the dwarf walling of the internal
partitioning. All the internal walls were taken down and new floor levels made up over the top
of them giving two large rooms ‘l’ and ‘p’ north and south of a new wall (3262) built down the
length of the cross passage. This new wall extended across the extensions on both the eastern
and western sides of the building, dividing the former ‘verandah’ into Rooms ‘m’ and ‘n’. The
trench on which the new cross wall was set was about 1m wide and between 0.4 and 0.5m deep,
filled in the usual fashion with large waterworn pebbles set in layers. The wall itself only
survived in a few short lengths and only to one course in height but it seemed of poorer quality
than earlier masonry. However, where the wall extended to the east across the verandah and
west into the wing its foundations were much slighter — 0.1 and 0.2m respectively. This must
indicate differences in the load-bearing capacity of the wall, either because of the nature of the
roofing or height of the superstructure.

The northern wall of Room ‘k’ was moved to correspond with the new cross wall of the main
building. Another narrow room (Room ‘o’) was created on the northern side of ‘k’ by a totally
new wall (3261). No masonry survived of the new wall and its pebble-filled trench was also only
0.2m deep.

The two large rooms (‘l’ and ‘p’) in the remodelled core of the building were refloored with
spreads of sand and gravel (grouped as context 3305) to level up and over the earlier cross wall.
Room ‘p’ was most frequently resurfaced over its eastern side, where a palimpsest of stake
impressions suggests the continual repositioning of furniture, work benches or the like and
heavy wear on the floor.To the east of that, in Room ‘m’, the flooring was of gravel and cobble
(3277) with a small tiled fireplace (520) set against the eastern wall of the room.

To the south of the new central dividing wall, the floors in the western wing, the main part
of the building and the southern room of the verandah were all of sand and gravel with some
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cobbling. The earlier hearth in the southern verandah (Room ‘n’) may have continued in use
but there were none in the other rooms.

Because of later intrusions and piecemeal robbing of lengths of walling and foundation
material, it is impossible to be sure of the position of all the entrances into the rebuilt B5. The
construction of the new cross-wall seems to have divided the whole building into two halves but
there could have been communication between the two parts. The only certain access was to
and from the street from Room ‘m’ and between Rooms ‘m’ and ‘p’.

BUILDING B6: 540 (SITE PHASE 9)

Introduction
The latest building in Area B, probably, though not conclusively, Roman in date, was a
rectangular timber workshop which made use of part of the underlying walls of B5 to anchor
its post-settings. The remains of smelting, rather than smithing, slag from within the building
suggest that bloomery iron smelting may have taken place there. If so, this activity might be
contemporary with smelting taking place in another workshop some 70m to the south-east.
This latter was investigated under limited rescue conditions in 1987 (see below) and in any case
the remains of furnaces were all but destroyed by post-medieval levelling, being just below the
floors of the Priory Street houses. The remains of any possible furnace or furnaces in Building
B6 were also much shattered and spread, partly by medieval and post-medieval disturbance and
the effects of gardening. The quantities of tap slag recovered from Building B6 were not large,
suggesting to C.J. Salter the possibility of quantities of slag being removed from the site in the
post-medieval period for reuse (see slag report, Chapter 8).
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Plan, dimensions and method of construction
Building B6 was approximately rectangular in shape, 12m in length and narrowing in width
from 6.5m at its northern end to 5.5m at the south (FIG. 3.37). The wall lines were formed of
individual post-settings, all fairly slight in construction suggesting a lightly built structure,
perhaps open on its eastern and northern sides. The depth and degree of packing of the
individual post-settings was dictated by the softness or stoniness of the ground.

All but the northern and southern corner posts of the western wall line were cut into the
stone walls and cobble filling of the foundation trenches of the preceding Building B5. Only the
north-west corner post (406) was packed, the others, of depths between 0.2 and 0.3m had their
uprights held in place by rammed earth backfills. The settings were some 2m apart on average
but not paired across to settings on the eastern wall, which had one less upright along its length.
The northern wall supports were slight, being no more than shallow scoops with a stone as a
post-pad in their base. Some of the eastern wall’s posts were well packed in their postpits but
none were of any greater depth than the western line. Floor deposits spread out beyond the wall
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line showing it to have been open on the eastern side, facing Street 2. The roof support must
have come from a wall plate on top of the uprights and the roof could have been mono-pitched.

Internal features
It is possible that Building B6 was divided across whole or part of its width by a partition,
suggested by a single post-setting. Certainly the concentration of slag and burnt clay was in the
north-east part of the building, but there were spreads of debris to the south. The floor was
made up of a large number of small dumps and spread debris from iron-working. Much of the
burnt clay, with or without tap slag adhering, was spread out as a thin surface suggesting that
the remains of the furnace(s) and debris were utilised as flooring material once smelting had
ceased. In any case, the surfaces were further disturbed by post-medieval trenches and pits and
gardening itself so that there was little or no stratification or distinct layers between the base of
the black garden soil and the spread flooring of B6 and surfaces outside.

Latest use of Building B6
As suggested above, the eroded and spread remains of iron-working within Building B6 cannot
solely be explained by later levelling. The rough surface inside the building, and similar
surfacing to the north indicate a final period of occupation. It was at this stage, set on top of
the fairly deep soil which had developed to the south of former Building B5 that another oven
was built. Oven 329 was of the long and narrow type better represented by its predecessor oven
948 on the same site or oven 103 in Area A. All that survived of this late feature was a linear
deposit (1.2m long) of heat-reddened clay, part of the yellow clay outer walling and some burnt
sandstone slabs above red clay, the floor of the oven.

BUILDINGS IN AREA C (FIGS 3.38–3.46)

BUILDING C1 (SITE PHASE 1)

Introduction
Building C1 was the longest-lived of all the second-century timber buildings on the site. As
detailed in the Site Phase 1 description (above), its construction was contemporary with the
primary layers of street metalling. It was a rectangular building of earthfast timber construction,
not completely exposed within the area excavated. It was sited in a street corner position with
its north wall line alongside the southern edge of Street 1 and its gable end abutting Street 2.
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Although its basic plan remained unchanged, it underwent partial reconstruction when the
ground level surrounding the building at its western and north-western ends was raised some
0.3m by a dump of gravel (6885).This was undoubtedly in response to the steady rise of street
levels and the lack of any adequate drainage of the run-off from the streets away from the
building. It may be that constant water saturation had rotted some of the uprights on this side
of the building.

Even if not originally intended as a workshop, the building developed into one, with work
areas in separate ‘bays’ of the building, demarcated by partitions and with a large clay oven
(6881) built at its eastern end, close to the southern wall of the building. When in a semi-
derelict state, part of the building was used as a smithy.This may have caused the fire in which
the roof (probably thatched) and some of the wall timbers and internal partitioning burnt
down. The charred remains of wattle and daub and timber posts gave more detail of the
construction of the building. It was not wholly destroyed by the fire, however, and was partly
reconstructed to continue in use as a smithy.

Dimensions and plan
The eastern end of Building C1 lay outside the area excavated, but exposed within the site was
a building 12m long and 7.5m wide, with an additional 2m wide corridor on the southern side
(FIG. 3.39). The timber uprights forming the wall lines were spaced apart at regular intervals.
The building was subdivided internally into a number of bays marked by partitions springing
from the opposing uprights, only one of which extended right across the building. The eastern
end was more open and if the building extended eastwards over the width of another bay, its
overall length would have been c. 15m. The oven 6881, partly exposed at the eastern end, also
faced east and this may have been the entrance end of the building. However, it is clear that it
was also entered via a corridor, which extended along the southern side. In other words, the
building was accessible from both Streets 1 and 2.

Five opposing pairs of post-settings (see FIG. 3.39 for context numbers) forming the north
and south walls of the building were exposed in the area excavated.The western gable end was
supported by a single upright (7404) equidistant between the north-west and south-west corner
posts. Moving eastwards, the next upright on the northern wall line was paired with a setting
within a stone-packed construction trench (7174 and 7221 respectively). The third pair (7285
and 7308) were in individual postholes. The spacing between the uprights of ‘Bay 1’ and ‘Bay
2’ was a regular 2.5m; the third bay had less substantial supports on the northern wall line.The
later removal of the upright from the corresponding post-setting (7363) on the southern wall
line had blurred the post impression by displacing the packing material. The fourth bay had
another substantial squared-off timber (6495) in a continuous trench on the southern wall line.
This regularity of spacing of timber uprights was also apparent in the southern corridor wall
line, which was of slighter build, no doubt of lean-to construction to the main building.The line
of the paired uprights of the north and south wall lines was extended south to the post-settings
of the ‘corridor’, which suggests a unity of plan.

Internal structures
The most substantial partition was at the western end of the building, separating Bays 1 and 2.
It was not, however, an original feature: the earliest accumulation over the primary gravel floor
surfacing was a compressed layer of occupation debris, a heavily charcoal- and iron-stained soil
with much rotted bone and oyster shell.This extended across into Bay 2, particularly alongside
the north and south walls. But subsequent dumps and deposits were in the main restricted to
either Bay 1 or 2. The minutiae of description of each of these many layers and their
stratigraphic relationships can be found in the Level 3 archive text. Some simplification and
selection has also been made in the published plans (FIG. 3.39) where the straight edges of
numerous internal dumps and occupation debris indicate the position of screens or partitions.

In Bay 1 there were some slight features with charcoal-stained fills, some heat-reddened areas
and spread clay and also a number of stake impressions. Finds included a number of nails and
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some lead strips. Although this evidence was insufficient to indicate what activities were taking
place, it does suggest an enclosed working area in Bay 1, not an open entrance at the western
end of the building. Moreover, this kind of use was maintained after the rebuilding of the
western end of the building. On the edge of Street 1 on the north side of the building was a pit
(7197) containing iron-smithing debris (see iron and slag reports for details). It is possible
therefore that Building C1 had been used as a smithy, albeit on a small scale or for a limited
period, at an early as well as much later stages in its existence.

The next bay, Bay 2, was demarcated on the northern side of Building C1 by a partition wall
of post and trench construction which was contemporary with its construction and lasted
throughout its occupation. There was a metre wide gap and then the partition line continued
down to the south wall line, evidenced by a large post-setting and deposits accumulating against
a standing wall line, probably of clom construction. No particular function could be assigned
to this bay.

The remainder of the building was more open, with only a single partition in the northern
half dividing Bays 3 and 4. A spread of tile and burnt clay on the eastern side of the partition
wall in the northern half of Bay 3 might indicate the position of a hearth possibly with a wicker
hood and chimney, but earlier evidence of use in this part of the building was disturbed by the
later construction of a large bowl hearth and smithing activities. In the southern half of the
building there was a natural hollow which was reflected in the level of the primary gravelled
floor surface. A continued effort was made to raise and level the internal floor surface here: this
at least seems to be the explanation for the cutting out of a shallow, rectangular area then
backfilled with stones and levelled over.
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There was probably an entrance from the corridor into the main building at this point,
requiring firm surfacing. At a later stage a small, open hearth was constructed over the
hardstanding (6797) in the entrance area.

Oven 6881 (FIG. 3.40)

Only part of this oven was exposed within the area excavated, its mouth and access area being
east of the boundary of the excavation. It was not so well sealed by later Roman deposits as
some of the other ovens on site and its superstructure was damaged and dispersed by later
cultivation. It survived as a low clay mound. Nevertheless it was clear that it was not an original
feature of the building, but had been added at a later stage, perhaps when the resurfacing and
levelling up of the entrance area described above took place.

An unusual feature of oven 6881 was its deep rectangular construction pit, 2.6 × 1.8 × 0.85m
which was filled with six layers of large, water-rounded pebbles, each layer keyed into the one
below to give a herringbone appearance in section. It is argued elsewhere, with larger buildings
on site such as the temple and stone building B5, that this technique was designed as much for
drainage as to provide a firm foundation. This local variation in oven construction is probably
because of the natural damp hollow on the southern side of the building mentioned above.

The yellow clay base and walling of the oven was heat reddened on the eastern side which
overlaid a rectangular area of close-set tile, cracked and crazed by heat. This was centrally
placed in relation to the oven pit and was probably the original oven floor. The oven had
evidently been rebuilt, for a later oven floor, surviving only as a shallow trench with a base of
hardened grey and red clay, was set over the thick yellow and red clay . All that sealed the later
floor was a spread of stone and mottled clay, the collapsed superstructure of the oven, much
spread and disturbed by later cultivation.
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Corridor
The 2m wide corridor or aisle on the southern side of the building was frequently resurfaced
with dumped material, suggesting heavy traffic from the street and the area to the south. Many
of the superimposed layers in and around the corridor area had fairly straight, well-defined
edges, indicating that they were dumped against standing walls; where the edges were less
regular and the layers extended out beyond the wall lines, it seems reasonable to infer that at
times part of the corridor was open between its supporting uprights. A detailed description is
given in the archive account. The individual post-settings and construction trenches were
slighter than those of the main walls of the building, probably indicative of a lean-to roof. It is
not certain whether the corridor extended the full length of the building; a post-setting half-way
across the corridor, and in line with the wall posts of Bay 4 (7284), was in place throughout its
existence and may mark its eastern end. A further structural feature in the corridor for which
there is no certain explanation was a fairly deep (0.4m) subrectangular pit (7298) cut into the
earliest corridor surfacing layer, set at right angles to the wall lines. There were no post
impressions or packing materials in its homogeneous fill, and though its western edge was
respected by some corridor surfaces, it was sealed by later surfacing. So the pit is unlikely to
have contained timbers structurally essential to the building.
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Rebuilding
After the third phase of street resurfacing, Street 2 was some 0.2m higher than the floor levels
and surrounds of Building C1. No adequate drains had been constructed by the occupants of
the buildings to drain and divert rain water off the streets; instead the technique, rather
surprisingly, seems to have been to raise interior and exterior levels constantly to keep pace with
the streets. Either structural weakness and instability caused by rot to the main uprights at the
western end of the building, or the fear that this might happen, caused a partial reconstruction
of the building by dumping a thick layer of gravel (6885) around the northern and western
sides, between it and the street edges (FIG. 3.41). The two uprights of Bay 1 on the northern
wall, the western gable end upright and probably the south-west corner post (although the
evidence for this has been destroyed by later disturbance) were reset, or at least repacked.
Clearly parts of the wall infill had been removed to dump the gravel levelling up layer (6885);
a shallow palisade trench between the reset posts of the northern wall line and more irregular
depressions on the western wall line indicated new wall infilling.

Since there was no indication of any change in the function of the building it is likely, as
suggested above, that structural instability was the only reason for its reconstruction. Its
continued use as a semi-derelict structure, and its partial rebuilding are described below under
Building C3.

BUILDING C2 (SITE PHASE 2)

Introduction
This small building was the most solidly constructed of all the small workshops and sheds built
to enclose ovens, or smithing hearths, or other craft processes of less certain identification.
There were also a succession of metalworking features to the south of the building and these
are also described below, together with details of Building C2’s construction.

Dimensions, plan and method of construction
The main part of Building C2 was 6.5m in length and 5m wide; its overall length was increased
2m by an open porch at its southern end. The building was of post and trench construction,
although only the two long side walls seem to have been load-bearing. The roof timbers seem
to have been supported by the five approximately opposing pairs of post-settings in the side wall
trenches (see simplified plan, FIG. 3.42). The northern wall trench only extended half-way
across the northern end of the building, ending in a simple post-setting with a 2m gap between
it and the single large post-setting of the north-west corner. The southern end was completely
open, giving access to a covered porch supported on two uprights 2m south of the east and west
walls.

The eastern wall trench was the more massive, probably because it was cut into the fairly soft
and recently deposited levelling-up dump layer, 6949, laid down over the former pond at the
southern end of Area D. The average trench depth was 0.35m and some of the uprights were
set up to 0.10m below its base.The western wall trench was slighter, but the post-settings were
as substantial as their eastern counterparts, up to 0.6m depth. Though small, the building was
thus solid enough to have had some kind of loft. As with many of the timber buildings on the
Priory Street site, the wall infilling was probably clom, this being suggested by the linear spreads
of fine sandy loam over and along their length. These deposits are best explained as collapsed
and spread mass earth walling.

Internal features
The construction of a large oven (6339) in the centre of the building removed much of the
evidence for its earliest and original use. The waste residues firmly associated with what
survived of the earliest internal features suggest smithing. The earliest features consisted of a
narrow trench (6543) 0.7 × 0.44 × 0.27m deep, which seems to have been kept clean and open
during its period of use for it contained only clean gravel and sand backfills. A roughly circular
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pit (7050) to the west, vertically sided and flat-bottomed, was used as a smithing hearth over a
period of time to judge from its fills. A layer of charcoal debris left in situ was sealed by heat-
reddened clay, probably the remains of a clay superstructure, which in turn was overlain by
charcoal suggesting a further period of use. The basal charcoal-rich fill of the pit contained a
substantial amount of hammerscale (see slag report, Chapter 8). It is more likely that the pit
contains the debris of working from a raised hearth base which, though close by, has left no
trace, rather than the actual forging took place in the pit itself.

In the open north-west corner of the building, giving out directly onto the street, was a group
of stakeholes and a narrow slot, perhaps the remains of some partition(s) inside the entrance.
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Ancillary area to the south
The open porch at the southern end of the building suggests that the area to the south was used
in association with the building, or at least belonged to it. There was an intensive and near
continuous process of dumping and resurfacing over this area constantly raising its level to that
of the adjacent street to keep it dry and level.There were isolated post-settings in these surfaces
but no structure could be discerned. The detailed description of the individual layers is
contained in the archive report. All that needs to be mentioned here is the presence of small
deposits of charcoal, burnt clay and areas of heat reddened gravel among the build-up layers to
the south of Building C2.These may best be interpreted as debris from the working, rebuilding
and perhaps final clearance of the internal features of the smithy described above.

Reconstruction of Building C2
Building C2 was altered when a large clay oven was constructed within it. It may have been
partly derelict when this was done, it certainly decayed further during the lifespan of the oven
to the point where the northern end of the building had collapsed and it was no more than a
shed covering the oven.

The plan (FIG. 3.43) shows those timber uprights at the southern end of the building which
were renewed when the oven was constructed. The porch was taken down and a new, rather
irregular length of wall was built across the previously open southern end of the building. It is
unlikely that this was a load-bearing wall, nor did it extend to the corners, leaving narrow
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entrance gaps at either end. A well-laid surface of stone and gravel (6803) was put down over
the former porch area and to the south extending up to the street. This suggests continued
traffic to and from the southern end of the building, but the oven itself faced north.

Oven 6339
The oven itself was built in a ‘T’ shaped construction pit 3m long, with a maximum width of
1.6m and a minimum (being the width of the oven itself) of 0.88m. It was deepest at the oven
end, and sloped upwards from the mouth of the oven. It was built directly on the floor of the
pit with no foundation material and its clay walling was more substantial than the others on the
site, containing three courses of stone, with some tile, forming a ‘U’ shaped surround to the
oven itself to a maximum height of 0.5m.

The oven floor and the base of its sides had been lined with a distinctive mixture of shale
fragments in clay which had probably, like the lining of oven 2168, been pre-fired at a higher
temperature than its normal use in order to harden it. A rather irregular group of flat stones
across rather than in front of the mouth of the oven served as a hard, level base for raking out
spent fuel and loading the oven (not on plan).

The large pit at the mouth of the oven seems to have been kept clean, for there were no layers
of ash and charcoal, spent fuel from the oven, in the pit. The only deposits there were those of
collapsed clay walling covered by a stony backfill. Of all the ovens on the site, the sequence of
fills in this oven, which accumulated after its abandonment, gives the clearest indication of the
original clay roofing of the cooking area. In the bottom, lying directly over the hardened clay
and shale floor of the oven, was a deep deposit of clay, its lower surfaces hardened and reddened
by heat. This was most probably the clay roofing cover of the oven which has simply collapsed
down en bloc into its interior. Above that was a thinner layer of stone and silty loam, which may
be interpreted as a product of local clearance of the area. This in turn was sealed by a further
deposit of clay, slumped from the oven walls. The final deposit of fine silt indicates a period of
abandonment and weathering, once Building C2 was out of use.

Street-side iron-working in the area to the south of Building C2 (FIG. 3.44)

Once oven 6339 went out of use, it was left to decay. A new wall line (6790) was built across
and in the same position as the former porch, its uprights being clearly cut through the existing
surface (6803). This effectively separated the site of Building C2 from the street-side area of
hardstanding to the south. The wall was the main structural element for a lean-to shed which
partly sheltered iron-working activities amply evidenced by the quantity and distribution of
slag. The structural evidence for a shed was incomplete, nevertheless it must be assumed to
have existed, not only to provide shelter from the weather but to provide an even, shaded light
essential for the smith to work his iron.

In the area south of Building C2, between the street and the site of the temple, the greatest
build-up of deposits was always alongside the street. The result was a complex interleaving of
dumps, soil accumulations and laid surfaces, at times covered by debris from the working of
ovens or forges. The resulting stratification permits the separation, in chronological order, of a
sequence of short-lived, even ephemeral processes. Further east, away from the street, the
build-up was less, so it is not always possible to be certain which of the sequence of activities
to be described taking part south of Building C2 were contemporary with hearths to the south-
east, adjacent to the site of the temple.

The greatest accumulation of slags, in the form of hearth bottoms (for detail see slag report,
Chapter 8) was found near a small pit (6367) close to the edge of the street. This pit (1.1 ×
0.83 × 0.25m deep) was perhaps dug as seating for an above-ground smith’s hearth.There was
a base of flat stones on one side and stone packing which could have provided a firm base. A
layer of black sandy debris lay to the west of the pit and a more extensive spread of charcoal
and dark soil to the south. Finally, sealing the pit and partly overlying the layers of debris was
a deposit of heat-hardened, yellow and red clay, with broken up pieces of hearth lining,
suggesting a clay surround to the working hearth.
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Also alongside the street and 3.5m to the south of pit 6367 was small hearth (6336)
constructed of tiles, cracked and discoloured by heat.This was similar to the tile hearth (2280)
in Building B4, where there was also definite evidence for iron-working. The hearth was
rectangular in shape (0.8 × 0.6m) edged by vertically pitched tiles with flat, heat-darkened and
cracked tiles as a working surface.There was no sign of any clay surround and the hearth stood
some 0.15m proud of the surrounding surface and seemingly outside any structure.There were
spreads of charcoal-rich soil around it which produced a large quantity of hammerscale,
indicating that hearth 6336 was either a smithing hearth or the base of one.

Five metres east of the street edge features were two or more hearths separated from them
by a wide curving shallow and irregular trench (6393). There was no marked fall in level from
north to south or vice-versa so the trench would not have made a very efficient drain and its fill
was more characteristic of rubbish dumping.There were some post-settings east of the trench,
but no coherent structure could be discerned, although they were in the vicinity of another
hearth (6118).This was of less regular construction than the street-side tiled hearth (6336) and
was made up of large, flat, sandstone slabs in a rough square, 0.95 × 0.70m in a matrix of heat
reddened loam.There was a curve of stakeholes around its eastern side but no debris of baked
clay to suggest a wattle and daub screen. An irregular spread of very heavily charcoal-flecked
soil (6096) lay around and over the edge of the hearth stones, debris from its working but with
no slag or other waste to suggest iron-working.

Just over a metre to the south-east was another possible hearth (6189) set in one corner of
what seemed to be a steep-sided hollow, the greater part of which was outside the area
excavated. The whole feature was sealed by heat-darkened silt loam containing a large amount
of charcoal. It seems likely that the spent fuel was derived from a raised hearth resting on the
oval base evidenced in excavation.

Contemporaneity of working
Stratigraphic evidence demonstrated that not all the hearths described above were in operation
at the same time. In fact, it is likely that one succeeded another, which makes the overall scale of
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operations quite small. Alongside the street, the hearth seated in pit 6367 was in operation first
and for some time, to judge from the numbers of hearth bottom fragments from its operation.
The spreads of spent fuel from its operation extended southwards and the latest was sealed below
the tiled hearth (6336) to the south, clearly demonstrating that its use succeeded that of the
hearth in pit 6367.The two hearths further east could have been in contemporary use.

AREA C IN THE THIRD CENTURY

Most of Area C in the early to mid third century, perhaps throughout the century, was given
over to food preparation and iron-working — bakeries and smithies — to judge from the
numbers and types of ovens and hearths present. Careful analysis of the complex stratigraphical
links between numerous disparate spreads of material has allowed a broad picture of the
contemporaneity or the succession of working to be established. In addition archaeo-
metallurgists are agreed that smithing must have taken place under some sort of cover. Only
one more large earth-fast timber building was to be erected in the area in the later Roman
period but there were a number of other structures, some built wholly or partly with clom walls
which are here termed workshops and sheds, built simply to cover or house the various activities
going on inside them.

Some structural elements such as post-settings or slots were easily detectable; the collapsed
and spread remains of clom walls were less so. The existence of wall lines was also attested by
the straight edges of internal floor layers, laid and accumulating against a standing wall. So
although not all were apparent during excavation, there must have been enclosed work areas
even if they were not completely roofed over.Two of these buildings were put up over the shell
of Building C1 and their location is shown in FIG. 3.45. The complete description of the
stratigraphic sequence is contained in the archive text.

BUILDINGS C1 AND C3 AND ASSOCIATED IRON-WORKING

Introduction
Building C1 went out of use, like all the other timber buildings on the Priory Street site, late in
the second century. The resulting period of disuse over the whole site in described in Site
Phases 4 and 5 above. At some stage, the roof at least of the abandoned C1 was fired, whether
by accident or design. Rebuilding then took place in a shortened form (Building C3), using a
former partition wall of B1, of clom construction, as its western wall. It was used as a smithy,
as the large quantities of smithing slag associated with a frequently reused hearth attest.

Subsequently, another lightly constructed building (Building C4) was put up, abutting the
western wall of C3 in the street corner area at the junction of Streets 1 and 2. There was an
entrance in the common wall between the two buildings. The most substantial feature of
Building C4 was its floor. Different methods of construction were used for its walls and, though
covering a large area, it was probably like a large open barn or shed in appearance. The floor
was formed of numerous layers of stone and gravel which produced a firm, even surface at the
same level as the streets to the west and north. A sequence of iron working activities took place
within the building, which were contemporary with smithing in Building C3 and with some of
the ovens and hearths over areas to the south.

BUILDING C3 (SITE PHASE 5)

Dimensions, structure and plan
A distinctive destruction layer (6434) of heat-reddened clay, yellow clay, charcoal and charred
timbers lay wholly within the walls of Building C1 and was the result of firing of its roof
(?thatch) and internal partitions.What survived were the stumps of a number of timber uprights
of the wall lines as well as a partition wall between the former Bays 1 and 2 of Building C1 and
the wall on the south-eastern side where a clay oven had been sited. The partition wall was
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rebuilt, leaving the original gap through it by means of rebedding lines of wall stakes in
upstanding mass earth walls and re-erecting corner posts at either end. The southern wall was
rebuilt, though in a slighter form than in its predecessor Building C1. The building was partly
open on its northern side and hearths were worked within a large hollow (6827) partly created
by the existing change in level between the gravelled, street-side surface and the lower area
formerly interior to Building C1. Like its predecessor, Building C3 seems to have extended
eastwards beyond the area excavated.

Iron-working features within Building C3
It is not impossible that a smith was working within the semi-derelict Building C1 before its roof
was fired and it was rebuilt, for there were deposits of nails, slag and charcoal on the gravelled,
street-side strip between hearths in hollow 6827 and the street and also over interior floor areas
to the west which were sealed by the destruction layer (6434) described above. It may even have
been this early activity which led to an accidental fire which all but destroyed the building.

The reconstructed Building C3 described above was a makeshift affair, simply a covered area
for the smith to work in; there was no attempt to lay a new floor surface over the charred
remains. Although the hearths in hollow 6827 were the most prominent features in the
archaeological record, there were other, smaller, clay-walled hearths and slighter features.
These, however, were the remains of essentially above-ground processes and the slighter traces
had also been levelled and all but destroyed by subsequent cultivation. So only a general idea
can be gained of the processes involved, mainly from the type, quantity and location of slag,
other debris and iron finds.

The large working hollow (6827) was in fact three separate pits, the one replacing the other.
Their fills were very similar: grey silty loams with numerous tip lines of charcoal and quantities
of slag and nails (see slag report, Chapter 8).There was hammerscale present in dark, charcoal-
stained layers around the working hollow, further suggesting that the smith worked in the semi-
open northern part of the building. As already explained, the archaeological record of the
essentially above-ground processes of iron-smithing are difficult to interpret; this difficulty was
compounded within Building C3, as later cultivation had cut down into the layers accumulating
above destruction layer 6434 and spread the slighter traces of smaller hearths. South of the
large hollow was a circular feature with vertical, heat-reddened sides, shallow but with a
charcoal-stained fill and a broken quernstone set on its eastern side, perhaps as a bellows base.
Another subcircular pit (5840) had a mass of charcoal and burnt clay spread in and over it and
between the two pits a group of stake impressions was recorded, possibly the trace of a much-
moved small anvil. The quantity of nails in all these fills and surrounding deposits in the
building above destruction layer 6434 all suggest a smith specialising in making nails.

During the early period of working, it is possible that debris was shovelled up and disposed of
in a large, shallow depression (6658) which had been dug out in the inner corner of the junction
between Streets 1 and 2, perhaps to serve as a sump during the later stages of occupation of
Building C1. Its fills contained hearth bottoms and other iron slag, quantities of nails, some
scrap lead as well as the more domestic refuse of pottery and faint traces of animal bone.

If this debris was indeed waste from the working of the smithing hearth to the east it
demonstrates that the use and rebuilding of C3 pre-dates the construction of structure C4 to
the west. The earliest and most extensive of the gravel and stone floor layers of this latter
structure sealed the debris in pit 6658. There were other indications, detailed in the archive
account, that the construction of Building C4 was later than C3.

BUILDING C4 (SITE PHASE 6)

Dimensions, plan and method of construction
This was a large, rectangular building, 11.5m long and 5.5m wide, enclosing a single, well-
surfaced internal area; there were no traces of any internal divisions. During the use of Building
C4 its internal floor levels were raised some 0.2m by the dumping and spreading of a sequence
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of hardcore and gravel layers (grouped as 5998), interleaved with accumulations of occupation
debris and the remains of metalworking hearths and rubbish pits. The resulting final surface
formed an area of hardstanding level with Streets 1 and 2 to the north and west.This survived
intact into the modern period with only a covering of garden soil over it, like a similar street
side gravel stance to the south.

The numerous surfacings of gravel and sandy soil making up 5998 had definite edges,
indicating that they had been deposited or formed against standing walls. Yet the structural
traces of the walls were difficult to establish.The western wall was the least disturbed. An 11m
long, 0.2m wide and 0.2m deep trench (5265) extended alongside Street 2 to the edge of Street
1. A few stake-sized impressions were identified along its length, sufficient to rule out the trench
having served as a beam slot.The wall was probably formed of a row of close-set posts, perhaps
weather boarded; several of the internal gravel floor surfaces preserved a sharp edge on their
western and southern sides indicating that they had been deposited against a firm boarded
surface. The bases at least of the wall timbers seem to have rotted in situ since the fill of the
trench was a fine silt loam, no flooring had slumped into or indeed over the trench fill. There
was no junction for a northern wall line, which implies that the building was open at its
northern end giving directly onto Street 2.

The southern wall trench (5223) that led off from the south-west corner was similar to the
longer western wall trench. It had been truncated by a later pit but did not seem to have
extended continuously across to the south-east corner, indicating an entrance there. Building
C4 abutted the western wall of C3 and this was extended northwards to provide for the geater
length of C4. This northwards extension was almost wholly cut away by later Roman and
medieval rubbish pits. It is therefore impossible to say how far north it had originally extended
or whether it ended opposite the northern end of the narrow western wall trench, or how any
roof structure at the open northern end may have been contrived. That the wall was of clom
construction may be deduced from the surviving low linear mounds of sandy loam along a line
continuing that of the earlier western wall of Building C3.

Iron-working features in Building C4
Within the well-surfaced open interior of Building C4 were two types of features: hearths and
rubbish pits.There was a succession of activity with re-surfacing continuing apace. It is slightly
puzzling that so much effort was devoted to internal surfacing for it does not seem to have been
considered necessary for other buildings of more intensive use as smithies. The form and
construction of the metalworking features were not, in themselves, diagnostic of the processes
for which they were intended, but the associated slag was distinctive. They were the only
features on the Priory Street site that produced small and large fragments of haematite — iron
ore (see slag report, Chapter 8). This suggested that the building was being used to roast the
ore, preparatory to smelting. The main features in the centre of the floor area of C4 were two
rather irregular rectangular trenches (5680 and 5973) with rounded corners, set alongside each
other and cut into the primary stone and gravel surface.

A hearth was set into the 3.4m long, 0.7m wide and 0.2m deep trench 5973, containing a
fine sandy loam into which was bedded a line of flat heat reddened and cracked stones. Most
of the clay walls and possibly the roof of the hearth had been broken and spread but the shape
of the hearth floor was preserved, measuring 1.1 × 0.35m. Close by to the west was a larger
rectangular trench (5680) 2 × 0.5m and, at maximum, 0.4m deep. There was no evidence of
direct heat in this trench, rather of waste material accumulating from the working of the hearth
alongside. It too contained some ore fragments. Both features were sealed by layers of brown
sandy soil containing numerous tile fragments, nails, slag and ore, which in turn were partly
covered by later surfacing.

Another, slighter, feature (5259) was sited about a metre to the south. Its operation was
definitely subsequent to the other hearths since its irregular horseshoe-shaped trench was cut into
a surfacing layer which overlaid the spread debris of the two hearths to the north. Its clay
superstructure was wholly shapeless and spread out, damaged by medieval and garden cultivation.
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Much of the debris from the operation of these hearths was disposed of in two pits at the
northern open end of the structure.The smaller (5400) was little more than a scoop containing
small quantities of slag (not analysed) some lumps of ore, nails, charcoal and more tile
fragments.The quantities of tile suggest a working surface broken up and disposed of after use.
The larger pit (5512), 2.3m in diameter and 2.2m deep, contained six separate thin tips of
debris above a basal fill of charcoal and a final backfill containing tile fragments, slate, pottery,
nails, slag and ore.

The construction of Building C4 was followed by alterations to the adjacent smithy (C3)
with a new northern wall line (5761) whose construction trench was cut into the eastern wall
of C4. The impressions of a number of close-set, stake-sized uprights indicated that the wall
supports were sandwiched in fine sandy loam into which a certain amount of iron-working
debris in the form of nails, charcoal and slag had been incorporated. It is uncertain whether the
reduced structure continued to function as a smithy. The lack of overall layers and build-up of
deposits simply did not permit a complete picture of the contemporaneity or otherwise of
working to be established of all the features within C3, C4 and the seemingly open area to the
south.

Oven 5353, hearths and associated features south of C3 (FIG. 3.45)

This must be grouped with ovens 8242 and 8469 as being less substantially constructed than
those in construction pits like 2168 in Building B4 and 6339 in Building C1 (see above). It was
much damaged by post-Roman cultivation. The base of the baking area formed a trough-like
hollow in the underlying sand and gravel surface and the oven walls were built of clay. There
was no strengthening with tile or stone. It had been reconstructed, for the southern end of the
oven floor was cut into an earlier base.The oven was aligned north-west/south-east, opening to
the north where a flat stone setting of slabs and rounded pebbles had survived. The heat
hardened blue-grey coloured clay of the inner surfaces, reddened and yellow clay of the outer
walling was mixed and spread over both oven base and hearth to form a low clay mound 2.2m
long and 1.4m wide.

Other, slighter, features in the vicinity of the oven also survived only in an eroded or
truncated form. Nevertheless sufficient stratification survived in the form of successive layers
of surfacing or dumps of material to show that the oven and other features could not have been
in use at the same time.The earliest feature was a small narrow trench (6090), 1.8m long, 0.3m
wide and only 0.17m deep, with a bulbous end heat-reddened around its ‘neck’. Probably
associated with its use were a mass of stake impressions more explicable in terms of some
pointed implement being moved about than as any kind of structure or enclosure, however
flimsy. There were fragments of iron smithing slag in the sand and gravel layers which were
spread over this small hearth to form the base of the oven (5353) described above. Possibly
contemporary with the use of the oven, or possibly later, was a large hearth (5294), an area of
flat heat-cracked and reddened stone slabs bedded in red clay. All these features seem to have
been used out in the open; although the evidence is less certain than in other areas of the site.
Once again the succession or alternation of iron-working and ovens (baking or other kinds of
food preparation) in a single area is evidenced.

BUILDING C5: 6640 (SITE PHASE 6)

Introduction
This was the latest building of any size to be erected in Area C of the Priory Street site, probably
early in the third century. It was located midway across the site, in an area not previously
occupied by any buildings. Its floor (5747) was no more than a stone-cleared, levelled-off and
trampled area of the deep extensive dump layer (5871) that was spread across the site at the
end of the second century, marking a period of abandonment. Since there was no great build-
up of levels over the southern half of this area of the site in the later Roman period, it is difficult
to say how early in the third century the building was constructed, and whether it was
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contemporary with the earliest reuse and reconstruction of Building C1 as a smithy. Building
C5 does not appear to have had a long, or intensive, occupation but it is certain that it was
contemporary with some of the succession of metalworking and baking activities in the
workshops, sheds and enclosed areas on its northern side as well as similar, but less intensive,
activity to the south.

Dimensions, plan and method of construction

Building C5 was a symmetrical, rectangular structure, 11m in length and 5.5m wide.The north
and south wall lines were formed by five opposing pairs of post-settings, spaced at fairly regular
2m intervals. On the north wall, at its western end, the second post-setting was set in a
continuous trench (6383). Only two of the postpits preserved post impressions (5667 and
5696), while in the remainder the packing material was disturbed which suggests that the
building was dismantled and the uprights removed. The depths of the postpits varied between
0.35m and 0.8m, giving an average depth of 0.5m.The building therefore was of relatively slight
construction, or rather that its strength came from its wall and roof timbers.

The building obviously faced west and opened directly onto Street 2. It had a narrow (1m
wide) entrance supported by two small post-settings (5764 and 5752) not quite centrally placed
at its western end.When Building C5 was constructed, a 0.5m high length of unrobbed temple
wall survived across the eastern end of the building which may have been utilised as a rear wall
(thus ensuring its survival).

Internal arrangements and function

There was no evidence of any internal divisions within the building. A slot (6309) close to the
wall trench on the northern wall and two post-settings close to, and mid way along the southern
wall (5194 and 5818) indicate some structures built against the walls. There was no trace of a
hearth in the building. Even if the hearth stones of a centrally placed or wall-side hearth had
been removed when the building was dismantled, traces of heat-reddened soil and gravel, which
were carefully looked for, would have indicated its position. A mainly domestic function seems
unlikely; if the building was primarily a workshop it must have been for processes that left no
trace in the archaeological record. There was, however, as described above, evidence of baking
in the area to the north, so possibly the building was used to store flour or other perishables. If
a storehouse, the narrow entrance onto Street 2 might be considered rather restrictive of access,
but it is possible that there were two large doors either side of the central posts (5764 and 5752)
across the western end of the building.

BUILDING C6: 10,038 (SITE PHASE 6)

Introduction

This small building, little more than a shed, was sited at the southern end of Area C (FIG. 3.46).
It was contemporary with the more substantial structures, Buildings C3, C4 and C5 and the
metalworking and baking activities associated with them. It was built hard up against a raised,
gravelled, rectangular area of hardstanding, adjacent to Street 2.

Dimensions, plan and method of construction

Building C6 was roughly rectangular in shape, 4.2m in length with a maximum width of 2.4m.
It was made irregular by an incurving southern wall line (5405) with a post-setting (5397) at
its eastern end. It had an open east end and a possible small entrance at its north-west corner.
The constructional method was ‘post and trench’ with irregularly spaced and differently sized
post-settings along the trenches. There was a substantial post-setting (5367) at the south-west
corner within the west wall trench (5383), but the remaining two settings in the west wall were
slighter and there was no substantial north-west corner post. The northern wall trench (5365)
contained only three small post-settings.
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Function
Neither the finds nor the fine clean sandy fills of trench 5395 and pit 5390 inside the building
gave any indication of its use. Outside, to the east, was a clean, sandy surface (5401) made up
over the remains of earlier iron-working hearths.

BUILDINGS IN EXCAVATION AREA D (FIGS 3.47–3.52)

BUILDING D1: 9565 (SITE PHASE 3) (FIG. 3.48)

Introduction
As we have seen from the overall Site Phase 3 description above, the earliest building in Area D
was contemporary with Building A2 to the west. Although both were rectangular timber
structures, aligned gable end on to Street 2, they were quite different in both size and plan and,
it must be assumed, in function. At 19m long and 8.5m wide overall, Building D1 was the largest
of all the wholly timber buildings on the Priory Street site with an internal area of some 161m².
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Unlike Building A2 to the west, the front porch area of Building D2 was constructed right up
to the edge of Street 2. It was divided up into distinct areas: a semi-open porch and small room
to the rear at the front of the building, a long corridor down the eastern side, a large open area
in the rear two-thirds of the building and a wide open ‘aisle’ on its western side. Not only in
size, therefore, but also in plan, it was quite unlike any of the other Priory Street site buildings
and problems remain in interpreting the structural evidence to produce a satisfactory
reconstruction.

Dimensions, plan and method of construction
The front of the building consisted of a semi-open ‘porch’ 5m square. A later pit, cutting trench
9238, had removed most of the evidence for the street-side front of the porch, but what
remained contained some stake impressions, suggesting that a wall had extended across the
front, street-side face.There was a substantial post-setting (9166) at the front south-east corner
of the porch. Entrance was probably made therefore through the 2.5m wide gaps on both the
eastern and western sides of the porch.There was a semi-enclosed area at the back of the porch
with two small post-settings (9256 and 9253) placed between the side walls, perhaps indicating
the position of a door. If so, these were a later addition, cut through the early overall floor
surfacing gravel layer (9109).

A substantial wall trench (average depth 0.3m), which had a post-setting at either end and
one in the middle (9274, 9469 and 9150), across the rear of the porch may have been the load-
bearing front cross wall of the building. Entrance may have been made on the eastern side of
post 9469; the pebble and gravelled floor surface was worn away at this point. Entrance to the
small room was probably also gained across the eastern side corridor because a pebble flooring
surface of all the rooms extended across the corridor wall trenches at this point.

A narrow (1m wide) corridor extended down the whole eastern side of the building, its two
side walls forming continuous trenches (9490 and 9491) that contained post-settings spaced at
fairly regular two metre intervals with some traces of close-set stake-sized uprights between. As
with Building A2 to the west, the narrow corridor seemed a restricted way of communication
between rooms, particularly in the much larger and more open-plan Building D2. The trench
for the outer corridor wall was, on average, 0.45m deep, slightly more than the inner trench and
few of the post-settings were any deeper than the base of the trenches.Yet it was the inner of
the two corridor wall trenches which terminated, at its northern end, in a substantial post-
setting 9555 (0.5m deep) not the outer, where a north-east corner post to the whole building
might have been expected.

The northern wall to the building was formed of a deep (0.45–0.5m) narrow trench (9482)
with no traces of larger or smaller post-settings in its clean fill, difficult to distinguish from the
underlying subsoil into which it was cut. A large 0.5m deep void at the western end of the
trench evidently indicated the former position of the north-west corner post. The uprights
down the western side of the building were few, some set in short lengths of trench. Building
D1 must have been open on much of its western side. There was a short length of walling
(9518) extending south from the north-west corner containing one large and one medium sized
post-setting.There was then a 6m gap before a pair of post-settings (9412 and 9419) one metre
apart, which were centrally placed on the western wall line. A further post-setting (9386) north
of this pair was added at a later stage. The southern end of the western wall line was again
anomalous in there being no south-west corner post.The post-settings, one substantial and the
other medium-sized, in trench 9488 appeared to terminate in line with the rear half of the
porch. There was then a slighter trench (9564) which may have been the base of a ‘clom’ wall
extending south to a post-setting (9508) in line with the front of the porch.

Internal arrangements
There seemed to have been direct access from the street down the western side of Building D1
which formed a 3m wide ‘aisle’. Almost its whole length was covered by a pebble and gravel
surface (8962) which had been made up around the uprights of the western wall line and
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extended down to the street edge and westwards in front of Building A2. At a later stage, though
not necessarily much later, some additional supporting timber uprights were added inside the
building on the eastern side of the ‘aisle’ (9385 and 9017). Even so, most of the building formed
one large open whole, apart from the ‘aisle’ surfaced only with a trodden earth floor.

There were few finds or features in either the porch or the small room to the rear which might
have hinted at what activities took place or what function they fulfilled. A slight trench (9521)
for a partition wall stopped short of the eastern corridor trench, indicating the position of a
doorway between the small room and the large, open rear of the building. The partition may
have been fairly short lived, for the area between the two rooms was blocked by what can be
interpreted as the spread remains of a hearth (9562). This consisted of an irregular spread of
mixed yellow and red clay, with charcoal edged by a curving arc of stakeholes, perhaps the
remains of a screen or fire-surround.

Oven and hearth 9603 
At a late stage in the occupation of Building D1 an oven (9603) was constructed on the western
side of the former hearth, hard up against the rebuilt inner partition wall (9521). No less than
four successive ovens and a smithing hearth were constructed on the same site, first enclosed
by Building D1, and then its successor Building D2. The remains of the earliest oven (9603)
therefore were spread and levelled.The oven was constructed within a shallow pit, cut into the
underlying pebble and gravel flooring of the front and western sides of Building D1. It was a
shallow, subrectangular pit, more irregular than other oven pits on the site, 2.6m long and 2m
wide with a bowl-shaped extension at its north-east end. Nothing survived later disturbance to
indicate where an oven floor or mouth had been, the pit was both filled and surrounded by
mixed material: yellow and red clay, with lenses of charcoal and ash and some stone. This can
be interpreted as the spread and levelled remains of the oven walling. There was no slag to
indicate that the feature had any use other than that of an oven. Irregular lines of small stake
impressions on the western side of the oven may indicate that the inner wall of Building D1,
against which the oven was built, had been thickened as a mass earth wall to protect the
surrounds from the heat of the oven.

STRUCTURE 9568 (SITE PHASE 4) (FIG. 3.49)

During the operation of oven 9603 Building D1 either became, or already was, semi-derelict.
The west wall extension down to the street edge (9488) which, it is argued above was of clom
build, was removed. Part of the eastern wall of the semi-circular stake-walled structure (9568),
to be described below, definitely crosses the western wall line of Building D1. The side of the
building supported by these wall uprights was always, it has been suggested, open between
posts. So the stake-walled structure (9568) could have been contemporary with a near-
complete, although part derelict, Building D1. This is less likely if the stake-walled structure
was roofed.

The stake-walled structure was roughly oval in shape, 6.5m long and 5m across. It was most
regular around its eastern circuit where there was a double, curving line of stakeholes, 0.3m
apart.The stake impressions were a fairly constant 0.04m in diameter and set 0.3m apart; they
were at their deepest over this area (between 0.1 and 0.17m) of the whole circuit. On the
western side the double line was less apparent or non-existent and the shape more flattened;
the stake impressions were also shallower, rarely exceeding 0.06m. There were no larger post-
settings at the 2.5m wide entrance which was on the south side facing the street. The western
line of stakes curved round at the entrance, the eastern was simply a straight extension of the
wall line.

The roof, if present, was probably of light construction, supported on ring-beams joining
stake uprights. The building had evidently been constructed to enclose a large deep oval pit
(9096) to which no function could be assigned. Oval in shape, 4.6m long, 1.9m wide and a
maximum 1m deep, the pit contained little more that a series of backfilling dumps of fairly
clean sandy loam with gravel. The thin layer of primary silt was very slightly charcoal flecked
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and was sealed by a layer of collapsed material from the undercut sides of the pit. The lowest
of a series of backfilling dumps contained a quantity of tile fragments, glass and pottery; the
others were clean. However it is possible, in view of the very acidic soils, that organic refuse or
debris from any kind of processing may have left no trace. After the pit was backfilled and while
the stake walling was still standing, a spread of charcoal and a heat-reddened area (8997) over
the northern end of the pit indicated the probable position of a hearth.

BUILDING D2 (SITE PHASE 6)

Introduction

Building D2 was built over the site of the earlier D1. When it was constructed, the earlier
western wall supports had completely decayed and were sealed by collapsed and spread
material. Some of the eastern uprights were still visible and they were renewed for the new
building.The spread clay remains of the earlier oven (9603) would have still been visible and it
was rebuilt and used again in the new building (9604).The oven(s) (see FIG. 3.50) suggest that
part of the building functioned as a bakehouse but there was also a fairly large room in the rear
half of the building, perhaps living quarters.The smaller bakehouse, Building D3, to the north
(see below) was contemporary with this phase of use. When D3 had gone out of use and
Building D2 itself must have been fairly derelict, it was crudely remodelled, or perhaps more
correctly propped up, to serve as a shelter for a smith’s workshop.
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Dimensions and plan
The site of the building was prepared by laying down a gravel surface (8806) over the front half
on top of the spread and consolidated remains of Building D1. All the post-settings for the new
building were cut into this layer. Once constructed, two good exterior surfaces were laid down:
a close-set gravel and cobbled area (8394), which extended eastwards beyond Excavation Area
D and was made up over and around the uprights of the eastern wall line, and to the west a
gravelled track (8751; see FIG. 3.12) extending northwards from Street 1 on the western side of
the building.

Building D2 measured some 13m long and 6m wide and was divided internally into two
roughly equal-sized rooms, the southern one containing the ovens. There was a small 2.5m
square porch at the front of the building on its south-west corner, which extended the building
right up to the street edge. Like its predecessor, and indeed all timber buildings on the north
side of Street 1, it was aligned gable end on, at right angles to the street.The long side wall lines
(east: 8551, post-settings 8613, 8474, 8415, 8406 and 9178; west: 9572, post-settings 9006,
8754, 8741, 8459, 8442, 8451) consisted of roughly paired timber uprights, probably six in
number, which were set, on average, some 2.5m apart. The sides of the building were not
exactly parallel since it was narrower at its northern end, the width there reduced from 6 to 5m.
The depths of the postpits varied, those over 0.4m in depth being shown hatched on the plan
(FIG. 3.50).The rear of the building seemed of slighter and more irregular build than the front
and may have been an addition.

Walling
The gully-like wall trenches (8564 and 8953) between post-settings which extended northwards
and westwards from the south-east corner (post-setting 8613) of the building indicate solid infill
of perhaps wattle and daub or mass earth of clom construction. But it is possible that the
building was open between the second, third and fourth uprights (8415, 8406, 9177 and 9178)
on its eastern side since the gravelled surface to the east extended in between the uprights into
the building over the wall line. On the western side, the later linear features which had truncated
or wholly cut away two of the post-settings had also removed the evidence of any junction
between the gravelled track (8751) on the western side and the internal surfacing which might
have indicated the nature of the walling on this side.The only indication surviving which might
suggest mass earth walling on this side rather than open space between uprights is the fact that
the small intact wedge between the two later linear intrusions was not covered by either the
internal or external gravel surfacing. But this is insufficient evidence to be certain of either case.
At the northern end of the building and stratigraphically contemporary with the two side wall
lines, was a single post-setting (8172). This was sited mid-way along, but 1.3m north of, the
north wall line. If part of the building, it would have had a curved or even triangular shaped
north end, otherwise the north wall would have been centrally supported by post 8411.

Internal arrangements
As noted above, the building contained an oven (9604) the flue of which had been cut down into
the underlying spread remains of Building D1 and oven 9603.The gravelled surface which formed
a floor to the front half of the building was made up around this oven, with all debris from its
operation accumulating on its surface. It seems reasonable to conclude that the oven and building
were constructed at the same time and that the latter was in fact designed to hold the former.

Later disturbance made the traces of another possible oven (8858) south of 9604, in the front
of the building, less clear. Both ovens were in operation for a time but the larger (9604) was the
longer lived. Both were constructed close to the west wall of the building. It seems most likely
that the two structures were ovens, for there was no indication in the form of slag or other iron-
working debris or iron objects or fragments to suggest that they were smithing hearths. There
were spreads of debris from the working of the ovens: charcoal deposits, patches of heat-
reddened clay from repairs, all interleaved with small patches of resurfacing gravel in the front
porch area. This suggests heavy traffic in and out through the entry area and more debris was
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scattered on the street and track close to this point.This perhaps suggests that the west wall was
not solid either, allowing direct access to the ovens from the trackway on the western side of
the building.

The ovens in the front of the building were separated from the eastern side by a north–south
aligned partition, perhaps further extended as a wattle screen supported by a curving line of
stakes. In the eastern half a slot and a large pad-stone may have supported some unknown
structure. This was the only part of the building, as we have seen, to have definite evidence of
an external wall line.The building was divided by a cross wall (9550) between the northern and
southern halves. Access to oven 9604 may thus have been from the northern room since its
mouth was close to the partition wall line. But otherwise the northern room was quite
featureless, with only a trodden earth floor.

Ovens 9604 and 8858
The floor of oven 9604 was lined with broken amphora sherds set in a matrix of clay, hardened
and reddened by the heat of the oven. It formed a fairly regular rectangular depression in the
levelled remains of the earlier oven 9603, measuring 2.6 × 0.8m. The opening was at the
northern end, virtually across, as we have seen, the partition between the northern and
southern rooms of the building. The oven opening was surfaced by close-set sandstone slabs,
cracked and reddened by heat. The clay side walls and roof of the oven chamber had been
spread and levelled when its site was prepared for a smithing hearth. It is impossible to estimate
over how long a period the oven was in use. Charcoal-rich deposits had built up around the
mouth of the oven and the final, spent rakings of fuel had just been left across the mouth of the
oven after its last firing.

Oven 8858 was less well preserved. A spread of stones on the south side of the cut might
indicate the position of the oven mouth. But it is puzzling to find most of the clay spread to the
south. Furthermore, there was no indication that there had been any clay side walls, let alone
roofing, over what remained of the rectangular depression to confirm that it had served as an
oven floor. In fact the edges of the depression were overlain by debris from an early stage of
working of oven 9604. This demonstrated that its use, whether as an oven or an open hearth,
though contemporary with oven 9604, did not extend over as long a period of time.

BUILDING D3: 9578 (SITE PHASE 6)

Introduction
This building is another example of the smaller square or rectangular structures purpose built
to enclose ovens, and thus serve as bakehouses or to contain hearths and so function as smithies
(FIG. 3.51). Their construction was rudimentary, their lifespan short. Building D3 was sited at
the northern end of Area D, some 25m away from Street 1 at the end of a short track (8972)
which branched off from the street alongside the western wall of Building D2, with which it was
contemporary. However, the main access to the building appeared to be from the west. There
was no great depth of stratified deposits over the northern half of Area D so the close linkage
of the relatively short lifespan of Building D3 with that of the different phases of use of the
larger D2 to the south was not possible (see Site Phase 6 above for an overall description of
activity north of the street).

Dimensions, plan and method of construction
The building was rectangular in shape, 8.5m long and some 4m wide. It was set gable end on
to the street, but possibly its alignment was dictated more by the drainage ditch on its western
side which perpetuated the line of fences or boundary ditches in intermittent existence between
two plots of land which fell between Areas A and D.The ditch was possibly contemporary with
D3 since there was a gap across it to allow access to the western, open side of the building. Its
western side was completely open, apart from a 1m length of stakes forming some kind of fence
or barrier or moveable screen.
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The building can have been little more than a shed since none of the irregularly spaced post-
settings forming the northern, eastern and southern walls were at all substantial.The deepest was
only 0.4m and many were no more than post-rests, nor were the corner posts any more
substantial. The roof was probably mono-pitched, and it might be expected that it would be
higher across the open, western entry, sloping down to the rear wall.The south-east corner was
the most substantial with short lengths of wall trench projecting from it. There was no below
ground evidence to indicate the nature of the rest of the walling between the uprights but a linear
spread of sandy gravel (8644) and an overall layer of sandy loam (8998) that sealed the whole
site of the building may have been partly composed of collapsed and spread mass earth walling.

The site of the building had been prepared by depositing a layer of the natural red-brown
clay loam of the site into which the postholes were cut. This formed a beaten earth floor, into
which the construction pit for oven or hearth 8242 was cut. Apart from a subdivision
represented by a shallow post-setting just south of the hearth to join the eastern, rear wall there
were no other internal divisions or features inside.

Hearth 8242
Finds of iron slag, albeit small in quantity, rather than the form of the feature itself, suggest that
8242 was a smithing hearth rather than an oven. It was less well constructed than others on site
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and survived only in a very eroded condition. Its construction pit was no more than a shallow,
irregular depression which was lined with a compact sandy clay, hardened and reddened by
heat. Within this surface were the impressions of two hearth floors, one later than the other,
indicating a period of use long enough to necessitate rebuilding. A large tile, cracked by heat,
formed the main element at the mouth of the later of the two hearth floors, sited at the eastern
end of the pit. The construction pit and some of the surrounding area was sealed by a mixed
spread of soil, stone and clay indicating earlier working. However, on the surface of this backfill,
was a heat-hardened blue clay lined depression, all that remained of a third hearth constructed
over the spread remains of the others. There were then, three separate reconstructions. The
structure, like the later hearth 103 in Area A (see below), may have been used to heat up bar
iron preparatory to working — the smith’s hearth being above ground.

The drainage ditch outside the western side of the building terminated in a pit, or sump
(8504) opposite its south-west corner. Immediately to the south of the building was a deep
(2.8m) circular pit (8420) which could have functioned as a well and next to it a large, shovel-
shaped hollow (8194) which had been lined with clay, presumably to make it water retentive,
although it was at maximum 0.55m deep. There was no evidence in the fairly clean primary
silted fills of the drainage ditch, sump or well or their backfills to throw further light on the
function of the building. Some spent rakings from the hearth could be the source of the lenses
of charcoal above the initial silts of the sump, and repairs to the oven might be indicated by the
lumps of red and yellow clay mixed in with that charcoal. In contrast the clay-lined hollow
seems to have been kept clean, or have been used for only a short time since the clay lining was
directly sealed by a backfill.The well had a more complex sequence of silted layers and backfills
indicating a longer period of use. The few nails and small fragments of slag in the fills of both
the drain and the well also indicate that Building D3 was a smithy.
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BUILDING D4: 9583 (SITE PHASE 6)

Plan and method of construction
This structure is another example of the crudely constructed workshops on the Priory Street
site, built simply to provide cover and an even light for metalworking (FIG. 3.52). It was less
substantial than Building D3, yet there was better evidence from its interior in terms of
quantities and types of iron slag (see slag report, Chapter 8). The building was trapezoidal in
shape, some 6m long and 4.5m wide at its widest, northern end, narrowing to 3m at the south.
It was open at both ends, as the spreads of debris associated with the working areas inside attest.
Like D3, the hearth (9576) across the open, northern entrance area faced inwards. The roof,
perhaps thatch over the rafters, could have been mono-pitched, lowest at the southern, ‘back’
end of the building.The method of construction was post and trench, and some reuse was made
of earlier elements. It may be that the two large post-settings inside the western wall were put
in to prop up the building. Similarly, on the eastern side, a narrow gully may therefore have
supported the eastern wall, weakened by a hearth pit cut into its southern end.

Hearth 9576 and associated features
This hearth contained better preserved traces of use at a higher temperature than the others on
the site, with a slaggy, vitrified layer on its inner clay surfaces surrounding the stone-flagged
floor, a clear sign of heating of bar iron (see slag report Chapter 8). The base of heat-cracked
sandstone slabs was bedded into heat-reddened clay but the sides were blue grey in colour with
differing depths of vitrification, indicating varying heat within a reducing atmosphere. It is not
clear whether the hearth had been roofed since little of the sides survived in situ, having been
broken up and levelled out to form the base of another subsequent oven, constructed after
Building D4 and its associated activities had ceased. Below the blue-grey, vitrified fragments of
clay walling, over the floor of the hearth, was a very fine dark reddish brown silty loam with
numerous, but small, anthracite coal fragments, probably a wind blown accumulation of small
fuel fragments in a cleaned but still hot open hearth. In all, it was very similar to hearth 103
from Area A, described below.

At the southern, open, end of the building and out in front of it on the street edge were
numerous small spreads of charcoal and ash, heat-reddened areas on the underlying gravel
surfacing, and small patches of mixed red and yellow clay, all debris which could have been
derived from iron-working hearths or mark the position of raised hearths. It was not always
possible to distinguish between similar deposits relating to activity in the front half of the
preceding Building D2 from those contemporary with the operation of the hearth at the rear of
Building D4.

A pit (8358) cut into the end of the eastern wall of D4 was irregularly shaped, 0.3m deep at
maximum. This had much charcoal and indeed charred wood fragments in its fill, which also
contained some nails (6 plus fragments) as well as some small calcined bone fragments, and
probably functioned as a hearth. Another smaller hearth occupied hollow 8535, which had a
clay surround reddened by heat and a fill with a high charcoal content. A large postpit close to
the western wall was cut into an earlier hearth inside Building D2 (see above). Its fill contained
the mixed clay remains of the earlier hearth and also debris from an earlier working within
Building D4 itself, which included a larger number (19) of nails, including one with a piece of
anthracite coal adhering to it. Unfortunately, samples of the fills of these possible hearths were
not kept for examination for hammerscale. Nevertheless it may be suggested that Building D4
was a smithy, perhaps specialising in the production of nails, forged from bar iron heated in the
hearth at the northern end of the building.

OVEN 8469 AND STRUCTURE D5: 9585 (SITE PHASE 7) (FIG. 3.53)

Like the other examples described above in Area D, oven 8469 was less substantially
constructed than those in Areas B and C south of Street 1 (i.e. 2168 in Building B4, 6339 in
Building C1, 6881 in Building C2). For that reason, it survived in a very eroded condition.
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It had been built in a shallow (0.08m) construction pit, 2.75m long and 1.6m wide, the oven
floor forming a subrectangular depression, 1.7 × 0.8m, in its base. There was no special lining
to the oven floor, formed simply of hard baked sandy clay. The oven walling was formed by
stones bedded in the clay surrounds, sufficient surviving to indicate a rough horseshoe shape.
It was plain that the oven mouth faced north and there was the usual stone surfacing
comprising one large flat slab and smaller stone across the opening. Little more of the oven
structure remained since it had been levelled off and spread back across and over the slight
construction pit — a mixture of yellow, red and heat-hardened, but not vitrified, blue-grey clay
lining.

There was a small (5.5 × 3.5m) subrectangular structure (9585), or at least fenced surround,
to a gravel and stone surfaced area attached to the south-east side of the oven, although the
oven itself, as noted above, was not directly accessible from inside this structure since it faced
north. The walls of the structure were founded in rather irregular lengths of narrow, shallow
gullies rather than trenches. There was a metre wide gap between the northern end of the
western wall and the oven, indicating an entrance, and the eastern side was almost completely
open since the floor surfacing extended out over the wall line and there was only a short length
of gully extending southwards on this side from the north-east corner.

If a southern wall trench existed it was probably wholly removed by a deeper and more
substantial wall trench of a building on the same site.Whatever had stood in the western trench
(no post or stake impressions were detected) had edged a well-laid surface of stone, gravel and
pebble. The only internal feature was a narrow rectangular slot (8426) 1.95m long, 0.35 wide
and only 0.08 deep. This was set parallel to the north wall virtually blocking the north-east
entrance. Its charcoal-rich backfill and spreads of charcoal on its northern side and out to the
south-east across the entrance suggest some process requiring heat, perhaps in conjunction
with a wooden trough.

It is quite possible, in view of the very flimsy structural remains, that the building was not
roofed, but was simply a fenced surround to an area of hardstanding. It is reasonable to suppose
that whatever activities took place were ancillary to or preparatory for the use of the oven.
Although there was no programme of flotation of charcoal-rich or floor deposits undertaken
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during the excavations, the possibility of the structure serving as a grain processing shed
(threshing, winnowing) was borne in mind during excavation and charred grain searched for,
but with no result.

Hearth 103 in Area A 
This was sited in an open area to the west of Buildings D4 and D5 but possibly associated with
their working and is therefore described here. It is interpreted as a hearth for heating up bar
iron, blooms or billets for secondary working. It was the best preserved of similar examples in
Areas B and C. It consisted of a stone-lined narrow channel, a fire-pit at its southern end, not
communicating directly with the main channel, and an opening at its northern end, edged by
a rough ‘kerbing’ of stone, curving off to the north-west from the opening.

The base of the channel was formed of close-set, old red sandstone slabs, at the base of a trench
cut down into the underlying dumped stone layer (170) to a depth of some 0.2m and 1.6m in
length, and an average width of 0.4m.The slabs were bedded into a thin layer of clay, about 0.08m
thick, reddened by heat. The edges of the slabs were covered by the clay walling of the channel
sides and southern end.The base and walling were hard baked by heat, but it was apparent that
the greatest heat had been on the sides, baked to the consistency of pottery. Behind this hard grey
surface of the sides of the channel hearth the clay was reddened by heat, particularly on its
western side. Much of the clay superstructure had been detached, spread and levelled, but where
surviving intact — i.e. on the eastern side and at the southern end encircling the fire-pit, the clay
walling was between 0.2 and 0.3m thick. There was no trace of slag or charcoal in the channel
itself. As the longitudinal section indicates, the base of the channel was covered in a layer of hard
red clay and above that two heat-shattered stone slabs. It is unlikely that this was the remains of
collapsed roofing making some kind of tunnel. More likely the clay and slabs indicate some
relining of the channel and secondary working, even if only as a simple hearth.

The hearth floor was blocked off from direct access to the fire-pit by a stone slab. The fire-
pit itself was shallow, 0.1m deep, circular (diameter 0.65m), with a base above the level floor of
the channel. Its fill was a fine dark silt loam with numerous charcoal and anthracite coal
fragments. A single, slightly curved sandstone block remained in place on the southern
perimeter of the fire-pit, presumably the remains of careful kerbing around its circumference.
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The presumed open end of the channel, to the north away from the fire-pit, was disturbed by
the postpit of post-setting 80. To the north-east of this was a large area of thinly spread yellow
and red clay, presumably material dispersed from the walling of the channel, which overlay an
area of very heavily charcoal stained soil, possibly incorporating debris raked out after firing.

There may have been an earlier hearth, since 103 sealed assumed debris from previous
workings. Immediately south of the hearth was an irregular concentration of cracked, flat
sandstone blocks some 0.6 × 0.4m sealed by a depth of dark, charcoal-stained soil, which
lapped up against the hearth. To the south, around areas of gravel and soil, built up over the
underlying deep stone dump (170) were some post-settings, but no convincing building plan
could be made of them.This area produced a number of iron finds, including a shield boss and
a pick-axe (see iron objects, Chapter 8).

BUILDING D6: 9588 (SITE PHASE 9)

Introduction
The west wall of this building was excavated in 1980 in Area A; only with the completion of the
excavation in Area D to the east was it recognised as part of a small, subrectangular timber
building. In common with most previous buildings in Areas A and D, it was aligned at right
angles to Street 1 but it occupied a position between the two areas in a zone previously marked
by boundary fences or ditches. It was bounded to the east by the silted-up but still visible
boundary ditch (8057). To the west a surviving west wall line of Building A3 formed a fence
marking the new area occupied by D6. As with virtually all the latest Roman features, over the
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site closest to the streets there was nothing sealing their internal surfaces and post-settings
except a deep but well-worked and worm-sorted garden soil. This had incorporated medieval
soils, so identifying any distinct earlier (i.e. sub- or post-Roman deposits) was not possible.

Dimensions, plan and method of construction
Building D6 was an irregular rectangle in shape, 11m in length, with a maximum width of 8m
owing to the bowed eastern wall line (FIG. 3.55). It was a single-roomed structure with an off-
centre entrance at its southern end, giving out onto Street 1. The method of construction was
a mixture of individual post-settings and posts set in continuous wall trenches. As with many
of the smaller timber buildings on the Priory Street site, it was the long side walls which were
load-bearing, not the end walls.

Most of the southern (8112) and eastern (8035) walls were supported by posts in a
continuous trench, vertical sided with an uneven base and nowhere exceeding 0.2m in depth.
A well-packed 0.3m deep post-setting (8123) at the end of the trench on the southern side of
the building formed one side of the entrance. Another, of similar dimensions (8084) formed the
south-east corner of the building. A bulge in the eastern wall trench 8035 indicated the possible
position of another post-setting and two more were identified within the trench, which stopped
short of the north-east corner.The remaining uprights on the eastern and northern sides of the
building were individual post-settings.The eastern wall was thus supported by six post-settings,
regularly spaced at 2m apart.

Failure during excavation to distinguish the sequence of post-settings and trenches
adequately in the recut trench for the western wall line of Building D6 in Area A meant that it
was not possible to be sure whether the load-bearing side wall posts were paired together across
the structure. Only two post-settings were identified forming the western side of the entrance
and the south-west corner post (290 and 291), but others were present in the trench. At
maximum depths of 0.3m and with not very substantial stone packing for support, the uprights
can only have supported a fairly lightly built structure.There was no evidence for the nature of
the wall infilling between the uprights.

Internal and external surfaces
No new floor was laid for Building D6, the existing gravel and trodden earth surfaces (8044)
through which the wall trenches and postpits were cut being utilised for the purpose. However,
there was some new gravel surfacing laid down outside the front of the building between the
entrance and Street 1 and there were other deposits of material to the east also alongside the
street, filling and sealing earlier pits and depressions.This surfacing might not be connected with
Building D6 but be part of a process of surfacing the street edges over a wider area. Surfacing
to the west within Area A might have provided something of a yard for the building. The other
feature associated with the building was a well (not fully excavated) 3m to the north-east. Its final
backfill contained a mass of domestic debris, including nails and some iron slag. But there were
no features on the internal or external surfaces of Building D6 that might hint at its function.

BUILDING 10,015: TEMPLE

Introduction
Part of a large stone-walled building was excavated in Area C and interpreted as a temple on
the basis of its surviving plan (FIG. 3.56; PLATE 3.5). After the main Priory Street excavation was
completed, limited access was obtained in 1984 into an adjacent area in the garden of 105
Priory Street. It was hoped to recover more of the plan of the building and firmer dating
evidence. Unfortunately, the additional area was found to have been very heavily robbed of
Roman building and foundation material in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and no
securely stratified datable material was recovered. Nevertheless, the additional information
gained on the plan of the building strongly supported identification as a temple of the normal
Romano-Celtic type: a square enclosure with an inner, square cella.
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Construction, building techniques and plan
It is probable that a large, rectangular, foundation pit (7401) was the first element of the
building to be constructed (FIG. 3.57).This was not exactly regular but projected measurements
give an overall dimension of 16 × 14.5m.The pit was straight sided and cut down into the stiff
clay and gravel subsoil to a depth of 1.5m onto an even, flat base. The spoil from this large pit
was not disposed of within the areas excavated.The pit had been carefully filled with layer upon
layer of medium to large size rounded or oval waterworn pebbles, some up to 0.3m long (7403).
Each layer had been pitched into the underlying one to produce a ‘herringbone’ appearance in
section. The pebbles were not earth or clay packed; there were air spaces between them. The
uppermost layers were sealed by smaller stones and clay.This fill only survived in the southern
corner of the pit; over the remainder it had been totally robbed out in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, to judge from the pottery in the mixed, dirty earth and clay backfills.The
pebbles were undoubtedly sought as building material; if not for the houses, for the garden walls
and outbuildings of the Priory Street houses.The intact areas of infill along the western side of
the pit were all recorded in the main excavations. The 1984 extension consisted almost wholly
of extensive robbing.
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FIG. 3.56. Plan of excavated area of the temple and suggested total area in relation to Priory Street
and property boundaries



FIG. 3.57 Plan of Roman temple, rear of 105–107 Priory Street within 1982 and 1984 excavation areas
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PLATE 3.5. (top) Temple 10,015 showing robbed north-west corner of outer, dwarf enclosure wall
and (top right) remains in intact foundation material for the inner cella

PLATE 3.6. (below) Temple 10,015 showing the edge of the foundation pit and the surviving south-
west corner foundation strip for the inner cella



A 17m length of wall (7398) in the south-east corner of Area C was the first element of the
temple to be identified and excavated, for it had survived, albeit partly robbed out and
disturbed, through the Roman into the post-Roman phase of site use. Successive dumps of
material against its western side meant that it was visible simply as a line of stones flush with
the top of the latest Roman build-up, after machine and hand removal of garden overburden.
Two postholes (5372 and 6094) had been dug into the wall and it had been robbed out down
to its foundations at both its northern and southern ends, all seemingly in the Roman period
(PLATE 3.6).The wall had turned eastwards through 90 degrees at its northern end; the south-
west corner lay south of the area excavated. The wall was on average 0.9m wide and was
nowhere more than three courses high — a maximum of 0.35m.The construction was simple,
with roughly dressed local shale facing-slabs and a rubble infill. Although soil conditions
militated against preservation of mortar, it is more likely that the wall was earth-bonded. A
short length of wall (7405) exposed on the southern side of the 1984 extension excavation was
of similar width and construction and was undoubtedly part of the same building.

The foundation trench (7400), for the western wall was cut from the buried soil, the original
Roman ground level, like the larger, central, foundation pit. It too had a pebble fill, but to much
slighter dimensions than the central pit. Like the wall it was 0.9m wide, but only 0.45m deep.
Where the wall survived to three courses high, there was every indication that it had never stood
any higher, that it was in fact simply a dwarf wall to take a timber-framed superstructure. The
same is even more likely for the inner wall (7404) built over the massively filled foundation pit.
Much slighter traces remained of this inner wall.There was only a corner junction of 4 and 5m
lengths respectively at the southern corner, formed by a single layer of roughly dressed slate
facing slabs and a rubble core set directly over the infilled pit (PLATE 3.7). This stone line had
much more of the character of a stone strip to seat a timber cill than the base of a robbed wall.
The junction, unlike the sides of the underlying pit, formed an exact right angle.The inner walls
were exactly parallel to the outer and the western wall of the inner line was set 1.7m in from
the western edge of the foundation pit, but the southern line was flush with its edge, apart from
the irregular southern corner.
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PLATE 3.7. Overall view of Excavation Area D looking south with the junction of Streets 1 and 2 in the
right-hand corner of the view, Building C1 in the foreground and the Temple 10,015 top left of view



Even if the superstructure of the building was wholly of stone (which is unlikely), it is difficult
to understand why such a massive foundation pit was considered necessary. Its function must
have been in part to drain the area on which the building stood by serving as a kind of sump
for surface water.This, on a lesser scale, is also likely for the outer wall trenches.The technique
was encountered on two other timber framed buildings on stone footings found on the Priory
Street excavation sites, from a later Roman period, Building B5 and Building 87.3.

Other, slighter, features relating to the construction of the building were located in the
corridor between the inner and outer wall. If the identification of the building as a temple is
accepted, this area formed the ambulatory. There was a line of post-settings, of slight
dimensions, averaging 1m apart set parallel to, and 1m south of, the southern wall line of the
inner part of the building or cella. On the western side there were two small postholes actually
cut into the lip of the foundation pit and a single posthole and its replacement set close to the
north-east corner of the pit, forming a line along the pit’s edge. The most likely interpretation
of these features is as scaffolding support for the construction of the superstructure. Most of
the postpits on the southern side of the cella were sealed by a thin layer of sandy soil (6332)
which thinned out on its eastern and western sides.

Despite this possible evidence for scaffolding and a possible worn floor surface, there are also
grounds for questioning whether the building was ever completed. The thin sandy layer noted
above was too insubstantial and localised to have served as a floor surface within the
ambulatory. Over the remainder of the space between inner and outer walls the principal layer
(5977) above the buried soil also overlaid the inner wall foundation strip and infilled a robber
trench (6565) in the outer wall. It cannot therefore have formed a surface level when the
building was in use. Yet it is surprising that no trace of an earlier floor surface that could be
contemporary with the use of the building survived in the areas between the inner and outer
walls where traffic would be expected.

Chronology
Dating the construction of the temple can only be on indirect grounds. There was a spread of
redeposited soil (7010) which had accumulated against the north-west corner outer wall (only
a very small area remained intact since the corner had been robbed of stone at a later date).
However, this layer and another associated with it were cut through by foundation trenches and
postpits of the south-east side of Building C1. The construction of Building C1, as outlined in
the preceding phase summaries, was contemporary with the layout of Streets 1 and 2. This at
least suggests that the temple pre-dates the construction of C1. The alignment of Street 2 and
the temple, or at least the outer western wall, differs slightly. Moreover, there seems to have
been little concern with infilling and surfacing the area between Street 2 and the temple in the
earliest phase of the main site.This might have been expected had the temple been in use when
the streets were laid out. Equally, this lack of surface provision in and around the temple, even
if the main access was, as normal, from the south, could support the argument that the building
was never completed.The piecemeal robbing of the walls and the spread of debris within them
can be firmly tied into the overall site sequences (see phase summaries).The earliest robbing at
the southern end of the western outer wall was underway by the mid second century.

109–111 PRIORY STREET: EXCAVATIONS 1987

Nature and circumstances of excavation
Excavations took place in 1987 below the demolished houses, 109, 110 and 111 Priory Street,
together with trenches over an area to the rear (see FIG. 3.1 for location). They were limited to
a six week period and subject to the contractor’s restrictions on location and depth of
excavation. Trial pits below the floors of nos 109 and 110, and in the yard to the rear of the
cellared 111 Priory Street, had earlier demonstrated that Roman levels lay directly beneath the
floors of the former and that service trenches and pits had severely disturbed the latter area. In
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addition, as suspected, the north–south Roman street, Street 2, bisected the site. Excavation in
the limited time available was therefore concentrated on the western side of Street 2 where
there was sufficient area within the development limits to indicate the plans of any buildings
found.The area on the eastern side of Street 2, in addition to being severely disturbed by post-
medieval pits and trenches, was too narrow for anything other than the street frontage ends of
buildings to be identified. It was possible therefore to area-excavate the latest Roman levels in
the western half of the site below the demolished buildings, but deeper deposits could only be
examined in the 1.2m wide contractors’ foundation trenches of the new buildings.

These circumstances have been given in detail because it is important to realise that we
cannot compare like with like in terms of the excavation results from the 1987 site and the
much larger area excavated to the north between 1980 and 1984. Yet the true significance of
the 1987 excavation is to be assessed in terms of its similarities to, and differences from, the
sequences, structures and activities in the larger excavation area to the north. These are
explored in the conclusion to this section, following a phase by phase description of the 1987
excavation.

Phase 1 (FIG. 3.58)

Traces of the earliest occupation could only be exposed in the foundation trenches of the new
buildings. There were three main elements: the north–south street, Street 2, a flanking ditch
(15,157) on its western side and a rectangular timber building, 87.1 (15,160) set end-on and
at right angles to the street. The evidence recorded only in section seemed to indicate that the
spoil from side ditch 15,157 had been used to form a low, slightly cambered, bank over the old
ground surface on which the primary layer (15,132) of street metalling was bedded.The ditch,
of ‘V’ shaped profile, widened and deepened slightly from south to north over the 6m length
exposed. It may therefore have partly functioned as a drain. But its primary purpose was
probably as a marking out/quarry ditch for the street, and as such is comparable to similar
lengths of ditch excavated alongside Streets 1 and 2 further north. The unweathered sides and
homogeneous, clean silty fill of the ditch indicated that it had not been open for long.

There was evidently a period of use of the area west of the street which pre-dated the
construction of the timber building. All that was exposed, however, in the contractor’s
foundation trenches was a shallow, subcircular pit (15,154) which was cut by the construction
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trench of the succeeding building, 87.1, at its south-east corner. Its fill of charcoal, iron slag,
nails, animal bone and pottery indicated occupation in the immediate area, unfortunately not
available for excavation.

It was not possible, within the confines of the excavation, to be certain that the whole of the
outline of the timber building, 87.1, had been recovered. If the cross-trench at the western end
of the contractor’s cutting represented the rear wall of the building, it will have been 11.8m long
and 4.2m wide, divided into three equal-sized rooms. Its walls consisted of contiguous timber
uprights set in continuous foundation trenches with no perceptible difference between the
outer walls and inner partitions between rooms.The post impressions suggested mainly circular
poles, about 0.1m in diameter with the occasional squared-off timber, 0.12 × 0.15m. This
technique of construction is discussed in the general section concluding this chapter. The
building itself can be closely paralleled by Building A2 from the larger excavation to the north.

Building 87.1 was, like A2, set back from the street edge. There was some slight evidence to
suggest surfacing over the 2m wide gap between street and building, similar to Excavation Area
A. The infilled surface of the pit beneath the south-east corner of Building 87.1 had been
covered by a cobbled surface which was spread over its edges. It is difficult to estimate how long
Building 87.1 was in use; the dating evidence is evaluated in a separate section below, after the
phase descriptions.Whether demolished or falling into decay, it is likely that the earth and clay,
‘clom’ cladding of its walls formed part of a widespread layer (15,144) of mixed, clay loam
which sealed the building and was probably the same overall layer 15,121, also visible in the
sides of the builders’ foundation trenches further north (not illustrated).

Phases 2, 3 and 4 (FIG. 3.59)

Two separate sequences of post-settings were evident on stratigraphic grounds but the
restrictions of excavating only within the contractors’ foundation trenches prevented any
certainty on overall plans. Both groups were cut into the underlying layer 15,144, noted above,
which completely sealed the earlier Building 87.1.The earliest group of post-settings (assuming
that they can be thus grouped together) took a north–south alignment across the site (15,135,
15,136, 15,149 and 15,128 respectively). Their depths, at 0.4, 0.7, 0.3 and 0.28m from north
to south, and the presence of packing stones in the southern two, allow, but certainly do not
prove, that they formed a wall rather than a fence line. What was evident, however, was that
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their alignment was not parallel to Street 2. It is possible, therefore, that the post line was at
right angles to the supposed main east–west street bisecting the Roman town, which Street 2
joined just south of the area available for excavation. Evidence for this street was recorded only
in small trenches and cuttings for services to the new buildings and in a gas pipe trench down
the length of Priory Street (see the discussion on the overall street pattern of the Roman town
in Chapter 1).

This earlier line of post-settings was cut by a gully (15,111) and later postpits (15,151 and
15,107) to the south.This line may be associated with another, 5.5m to the east.This consisted
of short length of gully (15,148) containing two post-settings and a small post-setting (15,153)
south of it. These features are grouped as Phase 3. They may represent parallel wall lines of a
timber building set alongside Street 2, but the evidence is insufficient for this to be more than
a suggestion. If so, a reversion had taken place to earlier patterns of alignment in that the
building was aligned on Street 2, not the main east–west street south of the site.

There were other post-settings in the foundation trenches but it was not possible to say
whether they were associated with the other two groups or entirely separate. Evidence from
sections in the side of the contractor’s trench showing a gravel layer, perhaps a floor surface, a
spread of mixed yellow and red clay interleaved with charcoal and a patch of flat stones, perhaps
the remains of an oven, may suggest that one or other of the lines of post-settings represented
walls rather than fences. These are not shown on plan.

Phase 4 was represented by a stone wall (15,103) which cut across the site from north to
south, 7.5m west of Street 2. The wall was built in a slight trench, deeper across the northern
half of the area because the underlying ground was softer, but at most 0.2m deep. A rubble base
of tile, large, rounded pebbles and angular stone filled the trench and formed the core of the
wall which had facing stones on both sides. It survived in part to a height of 0.3m, three courses
high and was on average 0.5m wide. The width was thus no greater than the dwarf walls
supporting the timber-framed superstructure of both Building B5 and the temple on the main
Priory Street site.The stone boundary wall (12,176) on the Church Street site (see Chapter 4)
was between 0.6 and 0.7m wide. It is unlikely, therefore, that the 1987 wall was all stone built.
Yet if it was a dwarf wall, with a timber-framed superstructure, it is puzzling (even allowing for
the limitations on the area of the site available for excavation), that no other traces of any
building were found to which the wall might have belonged. A boundary might have been
expected to be no more than a fence line. Further speculation would be fruitless, but the
evidence for this phase does not, surprisingly, considering its central, street corner position in
the town, conclusively suggest a building.

Phase 5 (FIG. 3.60)

It was possible to explore the next phase of occupation by area excavation across the site since
its traces lay close to the modern surface. Levelling had evidently taken place prior to the
construction of 109–111 Priory Street and had totally removed any medieval deposits and
truncated the late Roman levels. In addition, these were further disturbed and cut away by later
wall and service trenches and rubbish pits. Nevertheless, some evidence survived of a
rectangular timber structure, Building 87.2, probably a workshop connected with iron smelting.

The building was some 4.8m wide and at least 8.6m long. Its eastern wall line was the best
defined, surviving as a shallow gully (15,094) that contained a line of post impressions.The wall
was thus supported by fairly slight uprights, to judge from the size of the post impressions, set
about 1m apart. No post impressions were discovered on the shorter, northern wall line but
there was a sharp edge to the thick clay floor (15,104) which covered the northern part of the
building, indicating that it had been made up against a standing wall, perhaps of mass earth, or
‘clom’ construction with a central ‘spine’ of posts. The western edge of the clay floor was less
precise, the clay thinning out to a ragged and irregular edge suggesting that the building was
partly open on this side. There were two post-settings identified, only one of which (15,116)
was excavated, its depth of 0.5m and packing stones indicating that it had supported a
reasonably sized upright, perhaps for a projecting porch.
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The most distinctive feature of the building, however, was its thick, clay floor layer (15,104)
up to a depth of 0.3m in places. Parts of the yellow clay had been affected by heat, colouring
to orange or red. The surface, though hard, was fairly clean, so it is possible that some at least
of the surface was covered by stone flagging, parts of which survived. No other timber buildings
on the Priory Street sites had such a floor. It may, therefore, have been constructed in
connection with iron-working activity to the east of the building, evidenced by slag as well as
the base of a furnace (15,127). It is also likely that the building extended south beyond the area
excavated, which would result in a simple, two-roomed plan. The sharp southern edge of the
clay indicated another cross wall and a separate deposit outside and to the south-west also
seemed to have accumulated against a standing wall.

The 8m wide area between Building 87.2 and Street 2 was occupied by the remains of at
least three hearths and furnaces (15,106, 15,127 and 15,078).They had been truncated by the
general lowering of levels for the laying of the floors of 109–110 Priory Street and disturbed by
pits and trenches. Nevertheless, it could be demonstrated that they overlaid or were cut into a
sandy soil (15,102) which had developed on both the eastern and western sides of Building
87.2.The iron-working was thus contemporary with or later than Building 87.2, but more likely
to be contemporary in that such activities were usually associated with a workshop, and the
building’s clay floor seemed intended for a special purpose.

The identification of feature 15,106 as a smelting furnace was made solely on the evidence
of the tap slag mixed with charcoal in what was presumably the base of the furnace (see slag
report, Chapter 8). All that survived was a thin spread of clay, mostly pale, whiteish-yellow in
colour but with two parallel lines of hard-fired, deep red clay enclosing the charcoal and slag.
The clay spread covered an area 3.5 × 2m; the base of the furnace was c. 1m long and 0.4m
wide. Another possible hearth or furnace (15,127) was sited closer to the street but had been
almost wholly destroyed by a modern sewage pipe trench. All that remained was a small area
of flat stones bedded into clay.

Another truncated feature was a near circular pit (15,078), that contained a fill of dark, burnt
sandy soil with a high charcoal content and of dished slag.There was a circular arrangement of
eight stakeholes around the base of the pit, but nothing survived of any superstructure. It is,
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however, reminiscent of the archaeological traces of experimental clay walled furnaces.
Another, similar sized pit (15,079) 1m to the south-east, shallow but with vertical sides, had a
dark, sandy fill with much charcoal and ash and was perhaps a hearth. Another feature (15,084)
consisting of two different sized, but parallel, lengths of trench, separated by a ridge of heat-
reddened clay, had also been truncated by a modern sewage pipe trench. Unfortunately, no
samples were taken to look for hammerscale in the light sandy soil either side of the building
so we cannot say whether smithing as well as smelting and possible preparation of the bloom
took place. A thin, dark, sandy loam (15,070) overlaid much of the area east of Building 87.2,
containing clay and charcoal and also medieval and post-medieval pottery. In origin, it was
probably a destruction layer forming over the abandoned hearths and furnaces but spread and
truncated by post-medieval levelling. There were fewer features in the admittedly small open
area available for excavation on the west side of the Building 87.2, only the very denuded
remains of what may have been an oven rather than a metalworking hearth (15,117).

Phase 6 (FIG. 3.61)

All layers belonging to what was evidently a major change in the use of the area had been
removed by post-medieval levelling prior to the construction of 109–111 Priory Street. All that
survived were two adjoining lengths of cobble-filled foundation trenches (15,099) of what may
have been a large timber-framed house supported on dwarf stone walls (Building 87.3) similar
to Building B5 to the north. An eastern wall line parallel to, though 11m distant from, Street 2
extended 7m northwards across the site, then made a right-angled turn to the west. Its southern
end lay south of the area excavated. Only 2m of the northern length remained intact, the large
rounded pebbles having been partially robbed out. Another trench (15,074), parallel to and 5m
west of the first, was wholly robbed of its fill. This was traced north and south of the area
excavated under very unsatisfactory conditions in builder’s service trenches. However, 4m to
the south of the excavation area, the trench appeared to turn to the west. On the northern side
a similar turn was observed 2m north of the excavation, indicating that the larger part of the
building lay west of the area excavated.
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Where not robbed out, the foundation trenches were, on average, 0.8m wide and over 0.9m
deep, completely filled with layers of close-packed, rounded pebbles, the largest at the base,
bonded together in a clay matrix. For comparison, the pebble filled foundation trenches of the
outer wall of the temple in Area C to the north were 0.6m wide and 0.3m deep, those of
Building B5 0.6m wide, 0.3m deep, but in neither, unlike Building 87.3, were the pebble layers
packed in any matrix. The larger dimensions of the 1987 building therefore suggests a two-
storey structure.

Phases 7 and 8 (FIG. 3.62)

The loss of all late Roman, and indeed medieval, layers over the site meant that only pits or
trenches cutting into Roman layers and sealed by thin mixed spreads of material survived below
the floors of 109–111 Priory Street (PLATE 3.8). There were numerous unsealed, stone-lined
pits and hearths, with quantities of slag. Some of these features could be of late Roman date,
others might be part of an eighteenth-century precursor to the Priory Iron Foundry sited west
of the site. Other features were either post-medieval rubbish or cess pits.

Contractor’s trenches in northern half of 1987 site
The location of these trenches in relation to the main area of excavation in 1987 below the
demolished nos 109–111 Priory Street and the larger excavation areas of 1980–1984 are shown
in FIG. 3.1. Only in the middle trench, Trench 2, was there any structural evidence. Along the
length of Trench 2, cut into the earliest Roman ground level, were small pits and post-settings,
rather irregular in spacing and size and unlikely to all be contemporary. There was no sign of
any similar features in Trenches 1 or 3 to the north or south. It is likely, therefore, that the pits
and post-settings were part of a persistent and renewed boundary lying at right angles to Street
2.They were overlain by a thick linear deposit of gravel which was sealed only by post-medieval
garden soil but was evidently of Roman date. This perhaps is more indicative of a path rather
than a fence, but indicates the persistence throughout of the boundary.There was no evidence
that the areas immediately to the north and south of Trench 2 were used for anything other than
gardens or at least open ground in the Roman period.
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Chronology

The limitations of the excavation extend also to the dating of the main phases, allowing a broad
framework only to be established. No closely datable material was recovered from the Phase 1
features of the early pit, quarry/marking out ditch, street layers and Building 87.1, but there was
a reasonable amount of material from layer 15,144.This layer sealed all the features of Phase 1
and was cut into by the postholes and trenches of Phases 2, 3 and 4. It serves therefore to give
a terminus ante quem for Phase 1 and a terminus post quem for Phases 2–4 respectively.

Samian from layer 15,144 (nos 196–199 in the samian report, Chapter 7) taken overall
suggests deposition between A.D. 120–140. However, the latest South Wales Grey Ware jar (no.
137 in the coarse pottery report) has a date range of A.D. 150–175 and a Severn Valley jar (no.
142) is of mid second-century date. In sum, the date range of material from the layer allows,
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but does not prove, that Street 2 and Building 87.1 date to the second quarter of the second
century A.D. — the same period as Phase 1 of the larger Priory Street excavations to the north.
There was little stratified material from Phases 2, 3 and 4 but none of it was third century in
date. In Phase 5, the clay-floored workshop (Building 87.2) with its associated iron-smelting
furnace and hearths was certainly of third-century date. There was a considerable build-up of
deposits between Phases 4 and 5, which could not be explored in the restricted excavation
conditions. It is possible however that the build-up was akin to the soils and dumps indicating
a period of virtual abandonment at the end of the second century, more fully evidenced and
understood in the large open area excavations to the north (Site Phases 4 and 5).

The latest datable pottery from either the make-up or trodden into the clay floor (15,094) of
Building 87.2 is listed on p. 278. Among the Black Burnished wares present are jars datable to
the early to mid third century. More such material came from the spread clay superstructure of
smelting furnace 15,106. As explained above, the later Roman levels were either disturbed or
truncated, but there were some fourth-century forms in the Black Burnished assemblage from
the 1987 site. It is possible, therefore, that Building 87.3, only the foundations of which
survived, may have been in existence from the second half of the third century into the fourth.
Although unstratified, a coin of Valens, A.D. 364–375 (no. 99 in the coin report, Chapter 8)
came from the truncated levels immediately below the floors of 110–111 Priory Street.

Conclusion
Despite the poor survival of the later Roman deposits, and the restrictions on excavation, the
results from the 1987 Priory Street frontage excavation were valuable because they were
unexpected. Before excavation it was assumed that buildings flanking the main east–west road
through the Roman town would have been of better quality than those in the northern half of
the town. The central road through the town was assumed to have been of military origin and
thus pre-dated the street layout to the north, revealed in the main Priory Street excavations.The
temple and early second-century material in the samian assemblage suggested a focus to
settlement of that date at the eastern end of the town. None of these assumptions were upheld.
Not only the quality but also the sequence of buildings and activities on the frontage (1987)
site were far closer to that of the areas to the north flanking Streets 1 and 2 than had been
expected.

Before excavation it was hoped that the northern edge at least of the main east–west street
through the town would be exposed.This was not the case, but reasonably convincing sections
of Roman street were recorded in service trenches cut through the modern Priory Street, below
pavements close to the site and in a new gas mains trench down the length of today’s Priory
Street. In addition, the westward right-angled turn of the foundation trench of Building 87.3,
recorded 4m south of the excavation, suggests that the main Roman street must have been at
least 5m to the south of the excavation area. The evidence so far for the whole street layout of
Moridunum is further discussed in Chapter 1 and phasing for the main Priory Street excavations
is given above.

On the basis of the admittedly exiguous dating evidence, the first building on the Priory
Street frontage site is unlikely to have been any earlier than the second quarter of the second
century. In size and method of construction it was similar to Building A2 but, perhaps most
surprisingly, it was aligned onto Street 2 not laid off the main street to the south. Excavation of
the earliest levels was restricted to the contractor’s trenches. It is possible, though unlikely, that
traces of another building in the c. 15m area south of Building 87.1 and the main Roman street
could have been missed. It is more likely, however, that it was an open area. Nor, as we have
seen in the description of Phase 1, was Building 87.1 the earliest feature on the site, there being
an interval of time, represented by a large rubbish pit, between the setting out of Street 2 and
the construction of Building 87.1.

Surprisingly, the admittedly limited evidence for Phases 2, 3 and 4 seems to indicate the
continuation of a pattern of non-intensive use of what might have been expected to be a densely
occupied and built-up central location in the Roman town. If, as seems likely, one at least of
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the lines of postholes were those of fences not walls, there was certainly no primacy in
alignment on the main east–west street through the Roman town. The line in Phase 2 seemed
to be laid off at right angles to the main east–west street to the south but that of Phase 3
reverted to the earlier pattern, being parallel to Street 2. These slight differences in alignment
are possibly of less significance than the fact that the area fronting the main street west of Street
2 was divided by boundaries laid off that street — perhaps similar to the divisions seen in Areas
A and D on the northern side of Street 1. It was not possible to see whether these boundaries
extended northwards to meet with an east–west boundary laid off Street 2 in the contractor’s
trenches to the north. Nothing was visible in Trench 3, but the trenches were narrow and the
distance between them and the main excavation area considerable.

Although overlying the earlier boundaries, Building 87.2 was set end-on to the main street.
It is likely, though not absolutely certain, that the iron-working furnaces and hearths to the east
and west of Building 87.2 were contemporary with it. Apart from the fact that the evidence was
of iron smelting rather than smithing, there was nothing to distinguish the workshop complex
from those excavated further north, flanking the junctions of Streets 1 and 2. At least for this
phase of occupation, therefore, the 1987 frontage excavation disproves any suggestions that
might have been advanced about specialised ‘artisan’ areas occupying the northern half of the
town away from the centre.

The similarities both in types and functions of buildings between the main Priory Street
excavations and the 1987 frontage site were reinforced by the character of Building 87.3, the
latest Roman structure on the site. Although none of the superstructure of the building survived
in the excavation area, which in any case only contained a part of the building, it was
comparable with Building B5, the part stone- and timber-framed house of third-century date,
to the north. Building 87.3 may have been larger than B5 and seemed to extend westwards to
occupy a considerable area flanking the main street. Thus, for the only time in the occupation
of both Priory Street excavation sites, was there the suggestion that the street frontages in the
centre of the town had larger and better quality buildings than those in the interior.

SUMMARY OF BUILDING TYPES AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION 
(FIGS 3.63–3.64; TABLE 3.2)

Introduction
Large-scale excavations on Roman urban sites in Britain over the past twenty five years have
greatly expanded the range of building types known and redressed the imbalance caused by
over-concentration on large, elaborate stone buildings. The number and sequence of timber
buildings from Carmarthen, mainly from the Priory Street excavations, add significantly to the
corpus. The typology suggested by Burnham and Wacher (1990) has been developed here into
a basic classification of the Carmarthen buildings. Regional variations are of course important,
and so is the fact that the Carmarthen buildings, like many others, ultimately resist hard and
fast classifications in that their builders often used a combination of different constructional
techniques. The Carmarthen buildings have been ordered here in a rough sequence from
essentially native building forms to those showing the influence of Romanised plans or building
techniques and with some architectural pretension.

Neil Ludlow’s work in drawing the building reconstructions that accompany each site phase
plan has helped greatly in understanding the purpose of the excavated traces of the Priory
Street buildings, and in writing the following section.

Circular buildings (Type I) 9568
Circular buildings are known from Roman ‘small towns’ (see Burnham and Wacher 1990,
16–17 for a summary), although smaller than the round houses of most late Iron Age defended
enclosures. It is perhaps surprising that there is only one example from Carmarthen in view of
the limited impact of Roman building styles and the general ‘artisan’ quality of occupation at
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TABLE 3.2: A COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION METHOD AND PLAN ELEMENTS FOR THE PRIORY STREET

BUILDINGS

Building Construction Plan elements Domestic Smith’s Oven
method hearth hearth

A1 V (b); h × × ×
A2 III d; e • × ×
A3 II (part); VII b; d • × ×
B1 IV d; f – – –
B2 IV c; h • × ×
B3 VI d; g; ?h • × ×
B4 VII c • – –
B5 II (part); VII e; h × • •
B6 VI c; a × • ×
C1 VII c; g ?• • •
C2 V b; h × • •
C3 IV b × • ×
C4 IV a; b × • x
C5 VII b × × ×
C6* V a; b × × ×
D1 V a; c; e × × •
Structure 9568* I × × ?•
D2 VI a; g. × × •
D3 V a × • ×
D4 V a × • ×
D5 (V) a; c × × • (part)
D6 V b × × ×
Temple 10,015 * VIII – – –
87.1* III d – – –
87.2* V ?a × • ×
87.3* VIII – – –

Construction methods and building types:
I circular buildings
II building raised off the ground
III buildings with close-set posts in a continuous trench.
IV buildings with close-set posts and larger corner posts in a continuous trench
V buildings with individual post-settings and posts in trenches
VI buildings with irregularly spaced post-settings
VII buildings with regularly spaced, paired uprights across wall lines
VIII timber-framed buildings on stone footings

Plan elements
a rectangular structure with open, or semi-open, sides
b rectangular structure, single entrance, no major internal divisions
c rectangular structure with internal partitions
d rectangular structure divided into inter-connecting rooms
e rectangular structure with rooms and corridor(s)
f rectangular structure with a cross passage entry
g rectangular structure with an ‘aisle’ along whole or part of one side
h rectangular structure with porch and/or verandah

Key
* not illustrated on sketch plans

• excavated evidence
× not present
– insufficient evidence



Priory Street. Structure 9568 (see above for description) was oval, 6.5 × 5m with a wall of
double lines of stakes, and mid to late second century in date. It seems to have been a ‘one-off ’
structure with a special function.

Buildings raised off the ground (Type II) B5
A granary on the south side of the third-century Building B5 is the only example of this kind
of structure excavated so far in Carmarthen. It is well within the Iron Age tradition and can be
widely paralleled, for example from Danebury (Cunliffe 1983, 107), but, as a nine-post granary
it is perhaps on a somewhat larger scale than that known in the Iron Age defended settlements
of west Wales. It was well constructed, with post-pads in the base of some of the postpits to
provide additional stability.

Another, slighter, indication of the ability to construct parts of buildings at a raised level
comes from the porch or verandah of Building A3 (see above for detailed description). Here
corner slabs were placed over rough ground to provide a base for a raised planked floor.
Excavation in other areas of Carmarthen might find parallels for the rectangular buildings
raised off the ground recorded at Wanborough (Wacher 1975) but with large, rectangular,
structures, the influence of Roman military building techniques is likely to have been the
predominant one.

Post and trench buildings (Type III) A2 and 87.1
There were only two buildings constructed wholly with posts set in continuous trenches and
both were early in the site sequences, probably no later than the mid second century. These
were Building A2 and the earliest on the 1987 Priory Street frontage site, Building 87.1. The
impressions of the uprights in their wall trenches survived best where they had been charred or
burnt. Sufficient lengths were identified in both buildings to see that the uprights were of
circular poles of similar size fixed in their trenches about 0.2m apart. Gaps will have been left
for entrances, though no sure identification of the position of these was made. Presumably the
tops of the poles were trimmed level when firmly placed in the trench and a tie beam secured
along their tops onto which the roof was secured.The plan forms themselves will be considered
below, but it is possible that cross-walls were required in buildings of this type to give structural
stability.This may be the reason why the narrow corridor along the western wall of Building A1
was soon dispensed with and a cross-wall put in. Building 87.1 seems from the start to have
had two cross-walls, creating three inter-connecting rooms.

The lack of any larger individual post-settings in the construction of these buildings must
mean that the pressures of the roof were carried equally on all areas of walling. As such the
technique represents a translation of Iron Age round-house building methods (Reynolds 1979,
ch. 3) from a circular to a rectangular structure. The structural weaknesses inherent in the
translation of this technique may have restricted its use to fairly small buildings.

Post and trench buildings (Type IV) B2, B1, C3 and C4
An improvement on the technique of construction described above, probably still only suitable
for small or lightly constructed buildings, was to use larger timbers as uprights in the trenches,
particularly at the corners. Building B2 seems to to be an example of this.The wall trench was
broken at one point along the narrow north wall, but this was probably of little significance.The
width of building and depth of trenches (0.5m) were comparable to A2. The impressions of
these uprights were well preserved indicating sawn timbers measuring c. 0.12 sq. m.These were
set in the corners of the building and at 1.5–2m intervals along the wall lines. Stronger support
for the roof at the corners, as well as better timber perhaps, allowed the uprights to be spaced
apart. In between these uprights, along the west wall at least, were the impressions of smaller,
stake-sized uprights. These can only have been to support wattle infilling between the load
bearing uprights. The absence of such traces along the eastern wall trench may simply be due
to differential survival but may equally indicate a semi-open eastern side to Building B2. The
short length of trench on the west side of the building might indicate a lean-to porch protecting
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an entrance. Such a feature could easily extend into a corridor down the side of a building,
although even the best example in Building C1 did not seem to extend down the whole length.

Little of Building B1 had survived the disturbance caused by later third-century
construction. However, parts of three wall lengths were excavated, one with an end post and
three equally spaced stake uprights in a narrow trench. The other element was a wall junction
marked by an individual post-setting. Buildings C3 and C4, which shared a party wall, enclosed
quite large areas.Their form and some of their constructional technique were dictated by earlier
buildings on the same site, but the elements of narrow wall trenches and close-set small posts
forming the wall lines seemed to be the dominant component.

These two buildings were of hybrid construction and the base of an earlier, internal ‘clom’
wall seems to have been rebuilt.They were lightly constructed, really no more than large sheds,
principally intended to provide cover for iron-working activities. Buildings D4 and D5 were
even more amorphous, no more than simple shelters to protect working areas.

Post and trench buildings (Type V) (A1, D6, D1, B3, C2)
There are a number of possible reasons for the use of this technique. Building A1 had two
different constructional techniques: post and trench for its eastern and individual post-settings
for its western wall, and probably a part open porch. However, much of the evidence for this
building had been removed by the construction of its successor, A2, on the same site, so we
cannot suggest a reason for the combination of techniques.

In other cases, reasons for combined techniques can be suggested.There are buildings where
the less substantial, or less structurally significant, elements have individual post-settings and
where the main body of the building is supported by posts in trenches. Both B3 and D1 have
porches facing the streets, probably part or wholly open, quite obviously added on to the main
building. Only the bases of post impressions and trench survived on the north ‘corridor’ wall of
Building B3, but in the better preserved ‘corridor’ wall line of Building C1 individual post-
settings and posts in trenches were both used.These were of smaller dimensions than the main
wall line, again indicating a slighter superstructure.

The use of larger timbers as uprights may also have made the wall trenches less necessary for
support of the wall line. The small, late third or fourth-century Building D6 had a shallow,
irregular wall trench on its eastern side and only individual post-settings along the northern end
wall. Individual post-settings may also have been used when large openings were required along
a wall line. This may have been the case with the western side of the large D1. It was more
obviously the case with the small workshop D3, completely open on its western side where a
hearth was positioned.This small narrow building may have had a mono-pitched roof, with the
corner posts at the ends of the eastern wall providing the main structural support.

The combination of techniques thus varied and occurred both early and late in the Priory
Street sequence and in all sizes of building. It is probably a feature of less significance than
regularity of post-settings. It may, therefore, have been simply dictated by the timber available
and thus to some extent be a reflection of cost. Some of the close-set timbers in a continuous
trench may well have been sawn, but, where possible to judge from the shape of the post
impressions, most of the post and trench combination buildings used roughly trimmed timber
uprights. There was also the builder’s judgement of subsoil stability. The ‘specifications’ of
trench depth and post-setting size seem very substantial for workshop C2, but may have been
thought necessary due to the unconsolidated nature of the dumped material over which the
building was constructed.

Buildings with irregular post-settings (Type VI) (B6, D2)
Just as there are no absolute, hard and fast divisions between the technique described above
and the move to individual post-settings throughout, so also is there no hard division between
the ‘irregular’ and the ‘regular’ spacing of posts.These construction techniques, however, must
reflect differences in roof construction, even though this is not apparent from the excavated
evidence. Charles has argued that a roof made up of rafter couples and hip rafters was
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assembled over the intended building site and completed by the attachment of a ring beam.The
position of the required uprights was then marked out, the roof moved or disassembled, the
post-settings put in place and the roof lifted up onto the building. A different type of roof could
be erected as the building progressed, with rafter trusses which took scarfed ridge poles at their
apex. This probably required more regularly spaced post-settings, but these could still take the
‘pre-assembled’ roof type with ring beams, or wall plates (Charles 1982).

The late Building B6 utilised the former dwarf walls of B5 for post-settings on its western
side and individual post-settings, dug into former floor levels on its eastern. The whole forms
an irregular rectangle and was seemingly intended as a workshop. Some symmetry, however, is
apparent on the simplified plan (FIG. 3.64) where a centre line down the length of the building
intersects points equidistant between the roughly opposed pairs of post-settings. This might
imply a ridge pole and a greater degree of design and carpentry than at first apparent in what
was the latest building on the Priory Street site. Building D2 was built within the shell of the
earlier D1, and utilised some earlier elements. This building may, unusually, have had a
rounded north end.We cannot tell, however, whether this was part of the overall roof structure
or simply a lean-to.

Buildings with bays (Type VII) (A3, B4, B5 annexe, C1, C5)
These buildings vary in size, and also occur both early and late in the Priory Street sequences.
It must be assumed that better carpentry with more standardised lengths of timber is the reason
for greater regularity. This created buildings if not of higher quality then certainly of greater
longevity — notably Building C1. It was not always possible to be certain of the exact position
of the post within the larger postpit, but even so the simplified drawings show variations in the
degree of symmetry. This may relate to the roof structures. The most regular (C1, B4, annexe
to B5 and C5) may have had roofs supported by pre-assembled frames or trusses.The building
would thus be divided into a series of ‘bays’, as seen in C1.The less regular may still have used
a continuous wall plate. It is difficult to be certain on this point, but Building B6 could be
included in this group as it varies from the others only in degree.

There was no great variation in the widths of the ‘bays’ within these buildings, 2m being the
normal distance between uprights. Only Building C1 had much subdivision, by means of
partitions, and even there they did not necessarily extend right across the building.They appeared
easy to add or remove and had no structural purpose. A large open interior was the norm.

Timber-framed buildings on stone footings (Type VIII) (B5 and 87.3)
This method of construction can be widely paralleled in Britain throughout the Roman period.
It was the constructional technique used for the most sophisticated of the buildings on the
Priory Street site: the temple (late first/early second century), house B5 (early third century)
and Building 87.3 (third century or later) from the street frontage site. It is suggested in the
preceding descriptions of the individual buildings that a particular adaptation of the technique
at Carmarthen was the use of deep and well packed foundation trenches to serve as sumps to
aid surface drainage of the house sites as well as to support the dwarf walling and timber-
framed superstructures of the building. The reconstruction (see overall site phase plans and
drawings above for Site Phases 6, 7 and 8) shows a two-storey building which the foundations
would have been able to support, but there is no firm evidence for this.

The core of Building B5 formed a rectangle (some 11 × 7m), not perfectly regular in shape.
The care taken in preparing foundations suggests that the slight irregularity may not have been
accidental.This may suggest on-site carpentry of the sills and corner uprights, even if not whole
box-framed wall assembly, and the careful construction of wall lengths to fit the assembled
timbers.

The other notable feature of the building is its constantly changing form, yet long duration.
Although the method of construction allowed additional ‘wings’ to be added quite easily, they
required separate roofs, unlike the linear ‘strip’ buildings where the roof line could have been
simply extended. As described in detail above, Building B5 had a separate ‘annexe’ along its
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FIG. 3.64. Block plans of Priory Street buildings



north wall, which was integral with the original construction and design but which was built
combining two different constructional methods. Its eastern end formed a projecting gable to
the main core of the building and was evidently of timber-framed construction, although the
dwarf walling had all been robbed, leaving only the substantial foundations. The north and
south side walls were constructed of timber uprights in individual postpits, paired opposite one
another. The duplication of walls on the south side of the ‘annexe’ and the north wall of the
main building was necessary to support two different roofs and probably the framed ‘couples’
of the annexe were put up first. The choice of this technique must surely relate to the kind of
roof height required and the need for a spacious, open hall interior.The change in construction
for the eastern gable end must surely have been dictated by the wish to create a single, unified
façade to the eastern side of both annexe and main building, fronting Street 2, where the main
entrance was.

There were no other buildings on the Priory Street site which were of this type of
construction. However, the late second-century building at Church Street, slighted by the
construction of the defences, had one wall at least supported on a cillbeam laid directly onto a
prepared gravelled strip (FIG. 4.3, strip 12,381/12,377). Also at Church Street, the resurfaced
and kerbed street corner (FIG. 4.3) was presumably prepared as a building stance for a timber-
framed structure.

BUILDING COMPONENTS

Walls
Since there was much rebuilding over the sites of earlier structures at Priory Street, most of the
evidence for wall cladding material has gone while organic material survived only when it had
been burnt. A heavy use of mass earth walling (Welsh clom) is suspected, used as cladding to
walls already formed by timber uprights. Wall lengths wholly of clom seem confined to
partitions. Only in a few instances, however, was there clear evidence for the practice, where the
walls survived as low earthwork banks with timber impressions within them (see description of
C1 above).The subsoil materials of stiff clay, sand and gravel were a suitable base material, and
the practice has remained in use in west Wales until recent times, often used for one or two walls
of a building only (Wiliam 1988). Most surviving examples are or were limewashed, but the
acid soil at Carmarthen will have destroyed any such evidence for the Roman period. The
material is very durable so long as the top of the wall is protected, but once open to wet Welsh
weather disintegrates into a formless spread.

The other wall infill was ‘wattle and daub’. Excavations in first- and early second-century
London have demonstrated changes and development in its use (Perring and Roskams 1990).
Examples of two techniques survived at Priory Street as charred fragments left after demolition
and site clearance of buildings. From Building A2 a small square of interwoven timber lathing
appeared to have been nailed to the close-set lines of wall posts and then faced either side with
clay.The site of Building C1 had been cleared perhaps following the collapse and burning of its
thatched roof. A length of planking had the bases of a line of (?)hazel rods dowelled into it, the
whole sandwiched in clay. This may have collapsed from an internal partition rather than the
side wall. Internally there were differences between load bearing cross walls and internal
partitions.The latter were often of slight construction, no more than screens.The former seem
to have been clad in the same way as the exterior walls.

Roofs, doors, windows
There is only negative evidence available for roofing materials. In the clear absence of roofing
tiles and of stone or slate (the latter known from the Parade Road site, see report Chapter 8),
the use of thatch or rushes must be supposed. With some buildings there is no indication of
where the entrance(s) might be; in others they may be guessed at from surface wear and the
position of partitions.Where there is more certainty, entrances are seen to be narrow. Building
C5 for example has a distance of just over 1m between the central uprights at the 
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street-fronting, gable end wall. Others may extend to 1.5m.There was little evidence for either
door-posts or frames, but it is likely that doors had loops attached and by this means were
simply hung using staples into the wall timbers either side.There are examples of both from the
ironwork from the site (nos 20–23 in the ironwork report, Chapter 8). A lift key came from
debris south of Building C1. From the same area, in later material and therefore less certainly
associated with either C1 or C5 came part of a padlock (see ironwork report, Chapter 8, nos
18–19 respectively).

Not surprisingly Building B5 had the best constructed entrances; mention has already been
made of the concern for a unified façade. The original entrance opened into a central passage
flanked by two rooms. This was protected by a porch evidenced by impressions of two sawn
timber uprights, but this was soon replaced by a ‘verandah’.

Floors and drainage
The only building to have a succession of properly constructed floors was Building B5. Whilst
its close-set stone flagging falls short of the tiled floors and hypocausted rooms known from the
late building at St Peter’s Car Park, the floors are obviously a mark of status.The earliest floors
were of sand and gravel but these were replaced in most rooms by close-set, small sized, old red
sandstone and Ordovician shale blocks bedded in sand. This was later renewed, bringing the
final floor levels up close to the top of the dwarf walls supporting the timber-framed
superstructure. The two narrow rooms flanking the front entrance and the inside of the
enclosed ‘verandah’ were never so substantially surfaced and the inner pair at least were
probably kitchens.There is nothing comparable in the other timber buildings, whether early or
late, at Priory Street.

The problem of surface water run-off from the streets into the buildings flanking them has
been described in previous sections. Street-side drains did not provide a complete answer to the
problem, but none of the buildings had evidence for any internal drains. In the long-lived
Building C1 the solution was simply to keep building up internal floor levels. This process
accelerated as the building became used exclusively as a workshop. A similar accumulation of
deposits — hardly to be termed deliberate flooring — can be observed in Building B4, also a
workshop in character.

Two buildings, one principally domestic, the other a workshop, had clay floors, which must
have involved more preparation than simple trodden earth or sandy gravel spreads. Building B3
had clay floors in two rooms, perhaps part of the provisions for hearths in these rooms. Only
the clay floor of Building 87.2 survived in the 1987 Priory Street frontage excavations. Again
this was associated with hearths, but this time in a smithy.

Differences in surfacing between rooms are evident from some buildings: the ‘front room’ of
Building A3 was entered by stepping down from the planked verandah along the street-side
frontage. It was surfaced with a fine gravel, showing signs of wear around the entrance. The
larger room to the rear had only a trodden earth floor.

Hearths, fireplaces and ovens
It is reasonable to assume that buildings without any trace of hearths, whether within or central
to the room or against the side walls, cannot have been lived in. The use of portable charcoal
braziers, whilst well attested in Roman Britain, is generally supposed to be restricted to much
higher quality buildings than the Priory Street houses.

The evidence for hearths, as the individual descriptions above make clear, was often no more
than a heat-reddened area of floor surface and a concentration of charcoal.The term ‘fireplace’
is used for those hearths, principally in Building B5, which were set against a wall where some
kind of chimney or at least louvre may be postulated. Most of the probable hearths were set
almost randomly within the buildings.

The general absence of hearth stones may simply be due to robbing.Where they survive they
might be of stone or tile or a mixture of both.The most substantial (2280) was the raised hearth
within Building B4, but this had a special use within a smithy. It is also perhaps worth noting
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the significance attached to the hearth in the early medieval Welsh Laws, where the pentanfaen
or fireback is one of the three treasured possessions of the bondsman and virtual proof of title
to the dwelling (Butler 1987, 32; Jenkins 1986, 190).

The clay ovens found on the site are described in detail above.There is no obvious difference
between those ovens constructed within standing buildings and those adjacent to them with
their own shelters. However, whether ovens were located in already semi-derelict buildings, or
whether their operation accelerated that process, there is no doubt that the oven often outlasted
its housing. Since there are very few of the Priory Street buildings which appear to be wholly
domestic in function (perhaps B3), it seems more likely that the ovens were used by commercial
bakers. Any other use (corn-drying, part of the malting process, even metalworking) would have
left some trace, which was always exhaustively looked for in excavation. But it must be admitted
that since a programme of wet-sieving was not carried out, evidence may have been missed.

Conclusion
No firm correlations were identified between size and constructional method of building.There
was no clear distinction in plan between structures which may principally have been domestic,
or those which were combined shops and workshops, or (most likely) wholly workshops. Apart
from density of buildings there was no clear distinction in the timber buildings between those
of second-century and third/fourth-century date. An examination of plan form shows no firm
links between particular layouts and constructional methods employed. The data are
summarised in TABLE 3.2, and also shows which buildings had good evidence for the
components described above.

The analysis of the Priory Street buildings shows, principally, that these were utilitarian
structures built for particular purposes, which could be short-lived. In other instances they
could be adapted to changes of use. Comparisons with similar buildings in other towns are
made in Chapter 1.There were subtle differences in size and design for reasons which can only
be guessed at. More investment in environmental sampling during excavation might have
provided more clues. Building B5 falls short of the top quality town houses known from other
Roman towns (and from the St Peter’s Car Park excavation), yet the contrast between its design
and appearance and those of the preceding, contemporary and successive timber buildings on
the Priory Street site is very marked.
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CHAPTER 4

EXCAVATIONS AT CHURCH STREET
1978

CIRCUMSTANCES OF EXCAVATION

Two sites were excavated in what were, at that time, gardens to the rear of nos 2–9 Church
Street in 1976 and 1978 (FIG. 4.1) (see Chapter 1 for further discussion of the scale and
techniques of these excavations). The 1976 excavation has been reported separately (H. James
1978), partly because the nature and extent of future development, and hence the need for
further excavation, was then uncertain. However, outline plans for extensive housing
redevelopments on the site were eventually put forward and in 1977 remaining areas to the west
of the 1976 trenches were sampled by means of a grid of seventeen test pits. Part of the western
line of the Roman town defences was located in the garden of 2 Church Street and
subsequently, by smaller cuttings, below the demolished premises of the former Labour Club
on the eastern side of Parade Road, adjacent to 2 Church Street. The full description of the
excavation of the town defences at Church Street are presented in Chapter 5, which covers the
whole of the defences of Moridunum. A total of 1467m² were excavated at Church Street,
592m² in 1976 and 875m² in 1978.
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FIG. 4.1. Location of trenches and excavation areas at Church Street 1976 and 1978



SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Evidence was recovered for seven main phases of occupation and land-use.This long sequence
extended in date from the late first until the early fourth centuries, and possibly later into the
fourth century. Its interest lies not so much in complete plans of buildings or enclosures or
working areas, as in the changes in use of the area and a comprehensive picture of the two
phases of town defences and their impact on the town. In brief, the archaeological features
comprised:

• Trenches, post and stakeholes representing fence lines and ditches, part of a sequence of
enclosures, succeeded by a cross-site ditch (12,073) probably associated with pits and a
hearth, of late first/early second-century date.

• Silting and intermittent backfilling of the cross-site ditch and digging of shallow quarry
scoops or hollows on the western side of the site over the area later to be covered by the town
defences. The northernmost hollow was infilled with dumped material rich in occupation
debris — latest material Antonine.

• A more intensive occupation and organised layout of the area with a street across the
southern half of the 1976 and 1978 sites and timber buildings, partly exposed at the
northern end of the 1978 site. Late second century.

• The modification, if not slighting, of the building(s) occasioned by the construction of the
first phase of Roman town defences. The clay bank of the defences partly overlies a
foundation strip. The construction of the defences therefore cannot be earlier than the late
second century.

• The weathering of the defences and a decline in their maintenance suggested by silting of
the innermost ditch. Probably because of the construction of the defences, the street became
unviable — there was no evidence for maintenance and resurfacing. An area over the corner
turn of the street in the 1978 excavation was resurfaced and revetted to form a rectangular
hard-standing, presumably for a framed timber building. This was enclosed by a stone wall
and associated with pits.

• The extension and remodelling of the Roman town defences — mid to late third century?
• Crude stone platforms constructed over the back of the extended rampart, perhaps for

Roman timber buildings of the late third or fourth centuries. Possible late Roman, or
medieval, robbing of stone structures.

(Note: the context numbers for the features given in the text are prefixed by 12,000, but are
three-figure numbers only on the plans. This is the result of a later renumbering at the time of
computer input to create unique numbers).

LATE FIRST/EARLY SECOND-CENTURY OCCUPATION

Sequence of enclosures
Although no complete example was exposed within the area excavated, the earliest use of the
Church Street site seems to have been for a series of fenced and ditched enclosures. There is
probably no great significance in the alignment of these features.They were simply set down or
across the gentle slope from the crest of the ridge bisecting the site of Moridunum (occupied
today by the line of Priory Street and St Peter’s church) to the sharp break of slope marking
the southern edge of the fluvio-glacially created terrace above the floodplain of the River Tywi.

The stratification was most complete in the north-west corner of the 1978 site, where a
substantial down slope trench (12,315) was clearly the earliest of a number of similar features
(PLATE 4.1; FIG. 4.2). A 30m length of trench 12,315 was excavated, allowing sufficient finds to
be recovered to indicate its date. Its eastern edge was again detected in the south-west corner
of the site, but unfortunately it was not possible to extend the excavation any further west or
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south to see whether the trench turned to run eastwards along the edge of the scarp — the line
followed by the later town defences — or merely extended down to the edge of the scarp. The
trench was of a consistent width and depth and of almost mathematical straightness; it was of
‘V’ shaped profile with a narrow flat base, averaging 0.65m wide and 0.7m deep.The fill of clay
and gravel was barely distinguishable from the subsoil but the ghosts of post impressions were
visible wherever sections were cut along its length so it was intended to contain a fence of
closely spaced uprights — a palisade.

Trench 12,315 may also be associated with the two earliest features of the 1976 excavation
35m to the east, namely a trench (12,211) with a ditch (12,221) on its western side. Trench
12,211 had contained a fence but it is unlikely that the trenches had formed two sides of a
single enclosure for they were different in scale and in any case the substantial ditch (12,221)
would not be expected to be interior to such an enclosure.

Another group of boundary features, this time aligned across the slope, was seen to cut
trench 12,315 and formed part of another enclosure (trenches 12,460, 12,559 and 12,223).
Three sides only were exposed within the site, any western boundary having been destroyed by
the construction of the first phase of town defences (PLATE 4.2). As with most of these early
features the northern line was identified as a clear soil mark of subsoil clay and gravel in the
surface of the buried soil.Trench 12,460 formed the northern side of this second enclosure and
was, like the earlier 12,315, a very straight, well-cut feature, on average 0.6m wide and 0.55m
deep. Parallel to this trench and 2m to the north was a wider, shallower, flat-bottomed trench
(12,467).This was much more likely to have supported the base of a timber building.Whatever
the structural purpose of this trench, it was set outside the enclosure.
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FIG. 4.2. Late first and early second-century enclosures, boundaries and other features at Church
Street 1976 and 1978



The eastern boundary was formed by trench 12,223, identified in excavation trench 3 in
1976, which was of similar dimensions to trench 12,460. Finally, by extending the 1978
excavation area to the south and east, the south-east corner of the enclosure was found, and also
its southern side, identified in excavation as trench 12,559. Finds were unfortunately very sparse
from these trenches although all available lengths were dug out.They were clearly backfilled with
their spoil very soon after being dug. Traces of post impressions were identified intermittently
on all sides, showing that the trenches had supported a palisade of close-set uprights (PLATE 4.3).

A third enclosure, perhaps covering a smaller area, was identified over the southern part of the
site  (trenches 12,391, 12,424 and 12,437). This enclosure was demonstrably later than that
represented by trenches 12,460, 12,223 and 12,559. It was on a slightly different alignment and
of a different character to the earlier ones and may have encompassed the area excavated in
1976.The enclosure seemed to have a double boundary; the outer on the northern side, trench
12,391, lined up with trench 12,172 excavated in 1976. Trench 12,391 terminated in a fairly
substantial post-setting (12,439), with another similar some 4m to the east with traces of smaller
uprights between. Two metres south of, and interior to, this long boundary was another trench
(12,424) of comparable dimensions to 12,391. It had no break in its length and turned through
90°, with a post-setting on the corner. The inner trench was only identified and excavated at
subsoil level so its full dimensions were not recovered. The outer boundary continued as a
separate length on the western side (trench 12,437), also identified only at subsoil level.
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PLATE 4.1. Photomosaic from a series of overlapping vertical photographs taken from a photographic
tower of the north end of the 1978 Church Street site showing ditch 12,315 down the left-hand side of
view, line of postholes 12,446–12,434 (FIG. 4.2) and double line of stakeholes 12,469. The lighter band
across the lower part of the photograph shows ditch 12,073
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PLATE 4.2. View of 1978 Church Street site from the north showing the foundation strip for a timber
building lower right with the Phase 1 town defences bank excavated (foreground) and in situ, top right
of photograph

PLATE 4.3. View northwards from the southern end of the 1978 Church Street excavation, showing
late first–early second-century enclosure features (see FIG. 4.2)



Ditch 12,073
North of enclosure 12,424 and possibly contemporary, at least in origin, was a wide, shallow,
rather irregular ditch extending across from the northern half of the 1978 site. It was clearly the
same feature as that identified in 1976 and thus extended for some 63m across the whole
Church Street site. In the 1976 excavation areas ditch 12,073 had cut across both of the two
earliest boundary lines; in the 1978 area it had cut across the line of trench 12,315. It was also
well sealed by pre-first phase rampart deposits so its stratigraphic position was securely fixed.
This was fortunate, for the ditch fills yielded a fair quantity of datable finds, thus giving termini
post and ante quos for these earlier and later features. The pottery from its fill is described in
Chapter 7.

In the 1978 excavation area, ditch 12,073 was, on average, 2.5m wide and only 0.25m deep.
Its fill was similar to that noted in 1976: a fine primary silt of leached clay and sand sealed by
more mixed material including a final backfill, containing much stone, brick and tile fragments.
Recuts were difficult to identify but the rather irregular edges suggested piecemeal enlargement
and clearance while the ditch was in use. A line of small stakes — few more than 0.06m deep
— were set along the northern edges of the ditch and a more straggling line down the centre,
indicating that the ditch was to some extent fenced off on its northern side.

One interpretation already suggested is that the ditch was a leat, perhaps even channelling
water to the fort to the west (H. James 1978). There are difficulties, however, in continuing to
argue for this interpretation because there is and almost certainly was no natural source of
water close by to the north-east.The closest springs are those rising along the former Fishpond
Terrace just outside the north-east corner of the Roman town and in the present day
Springfield and Wellfield Road areas (see FIG. 1.1).To suggest that the ditch was a watercourse
leading to the fort raises problems about the original ground level across the northern parts of
the present day Parade Road.This is now quite a deep gully between higher ground to the east
and west. Observations made more recently than the Church Street excavation now suggest
that Parade Road occupies the line of a dried-up stream bed which had carved out a small valley
in the gravel terrace of the Roman town and fort sites.This evidence is further discussed in the
section on the original topography of the Roman fort site in Chapter 2. The stream bed was
undoubtedly utilised, perhaps straightened and deepened, for the wide outer ditch of the
second phase of the town defences (and the second, fifteenth-century, phase of the medieval
town defences). Ditch 12,073 was cut away by the two ditches belonging to the first phase of
the town defences but survived for a short length between them. It is most likely that it then
turned southwards to drain down slope into the lower part of the present Parade Road area. Its
source can at present only be a matter of speculation.

Other features
In addition to the boundary features and ditch described above, there were a number of other
postholes and stakeholes, some forming fence lines.There were also pits and an area of burning
which were contemporary with some of these early boundaries although there is insufficient
stratigraphic evidence in all cases to say which. Although not all the features need to be
described here in detail, it is worth looking first at some of the shorter fence lines, seemingly
sub-dividing the larger enclosures, in that they may help interpret the function of the enclosures
themselves.

In the northern part of the 1978 site a line of postholes (12,446–12,434) seems to have
formed some further subdivision within enclosure 12,460/223/559. The westernmost of these
eight regularly spaced, similarly sized, postholes was cut into the edge of palisade trench
12,315. The easternmost three had been truncated by ditch 12,073. A less convincing line 3m
to the south extended eastwards from post-setting 457, which had cut into the earlier line of
315. Further south was a shorter length of close-set stakes between two post-settings (12,540
and 12,488) which may be contemporary with the earliest enclosure.

There were a number of pits and a hearth to the west (i.e. outside) of trench 12,315, though
in only one instance (pit 12,401) can these be stratigraphically linked to a specific enclosure.
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Pit 12,401 cut slot 12,467, which would suggest that it was contemporary with ditch 12,073
and the latest of the enclosures on the site.The finds (see Chapter 7) give some support to this
and if, as argued below, the pits seem to have had a common purpose and be associated with a
cooking hearth, then they might all belong to the latest of the Phase 1 sequences.

The two northernmost of the group (pits 12,401 and 12,380 — 1+m and 0.6m deep
respectively) were straight sided and well cut, dug into the hard clay and gravel subsoil. Both
had traces on the sides and particularly at their base of a more plastic clay lining, surviving as
a gleyed clay, suggesting that they were intended to hold water. The lower part of pit 12,401’s
fill was a heavily charcoal-stained clay soil, and both pits were finally infilled and sealed by the
overall dump layer 12,263 which covered the north-west corner of the site.

The two square pits to the south (12,533 and 12,532 — the former cutting the latter) also
seem to have held water. They were also straight sided, flat bottomed and with a clay lining at
the base if not the sides. Their lower fills were fine homogeneous sands and silts, and this had
preserved fragments of wood, some trimmed, in pit 12,533. (See Chapter 8 for descriptions and
illustrations.) Their depths — 1.8m and 1.0m respectively — were too shallow for wells.These
pits too had been infilled and were sealed by the extensive dump layer 12,263. Finally, to the
south-west of pits 12,532/533 were the rather damaged remains of a tile and clay-edged hearth,
or possibly even a small oven (12,531), which contained a number of fragile, heat-reddened
oyster shells in the charcoal fill at the base of the hearth. This feature had been virtually
destroyed when a large hollow or quarry scoop (12,412) was cut into the buried soil over the
area containing the pits.

Interpretation
It is not possible to say whether the features described above were part of a larger group. They
may be characterised as water storage pits associated with a hearth or oven, probably in use for
only a limited period.

Turning to the wider significance of these early sequences at Church Street, it is easier to say
what they are not rather than state categorically what they are. Although the date range of the
finds would permit it, quite clearly these features are not part of a fort, nor yet do they seem to
be part of any vicus settlement outside the fort. Either might have been expected on the site
prior to excavation. Yet it seems reasonable on the grounds of date, proximity to the fort and
general solidity and regularity of construction to place the earlier enclosures, at least, within a
military context. Although no complete enclosure was exposed within the areas excavated and
it is difficult to interpret all their interior features, the evidence indicates a sequence of slight
changes less suggestive of agricultural, or horticultural, use and more convincingly explained as
a series of enclosures, or corrals for stock, as an annexe to the fort.

The date range of the finds indicates a continuity of use of the ditched enclosures into the
early second century — arguably after the withdrawal of garrison from the fort. The wider
questions of the nature of early second-century occupation between the fort and the formal
establishment of the town are discussed in Chapter 1.

SECOND-CENTURY OCCUPATION

Quarry/hollow 12,412 and rubbish dump 12,263
As mentioned at the end of the description of the first-century features, a large bowl-shaped
hollow was partly exposed in the north-west corner of the site. This had, to varying degrees,
truncated the pits and hearth in that area.The hollow was deepest on its western edges, where
it had been cut down into the subsoil and shallower to the east (see composite section through
the defences; FIG. 5.5, Chapter 5). The edges of another shallow cut were visible over a small
area in the south-west corner of the site, but this was not explored since the Roman rampart
was left intact over the lower two thirds of the site between trenches 12,424 and 12,437. It
appears that in both areas only the buried soil was dug away, there was no large-scale cutting
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into the subsoil, so the scoops can hardly have been borrow pits for subsoil clay and gravel.
Such removal of all soil above subsoil is well attested in the relatively limited areas of the fort
sampled by excavation (see Chapter 2). There, however, the activity was evidently part of the
processes of building the defences and site preparation for timber buildings. This is unlikely to
have been the case on the Priory Street site where the scoops flanked the slopes of a stream or
former stream valley. The function of the scoops therefore on the Church Street site remains
unknown — most likely some unfulfilled military purpose. The central area was later made
good by infilling with rubbish — too little was exposed of the southern area to see whether it
too had been infilled, but there was no sign of the distinctive rubbish deposit, layer 12,263,
extending as far south.

Layer 12,263 was a dark grey sandy clay loam; it was heavily charcoal stained, flecked with
small pieces of daub and broken brick and tile fragments, as well as considerable quantities of
pottery, mostly small abraded sherds. Due, no doubt, to being sealed in virtually anaerobic and
damp conditions below the rampart clay the layer contained much rotted bone and shell. The
ceramic composition of this layer is described in Chapter 7 and its significance as a terminus post
quem for dating the construction of the first phase of the town defences is discussed in Chapter
5.

SECOND-CENTURY STREET AND BUILDINGS (FIG. 4.3)

Although the Roman levels over the southern half of the site lay below a considerable depth of
garden soil, medieval and post-medieval cultivation had disturbed the Roman deposits which
were not in any case deeply stratified. It was not possible, therefore, to relate all the rather
sparse evidence of second to fourth-century land-use in the southern half of the site to the two-
phase sequence of town defences. The street which was laid out across the site probably pre-
dated the construction of the defences and thus must have been contemporary with the timber
buildings in the northern half of the site.

Street 12,511
A gravel and pebble surface (12,511) was laid down across the area and turned sharply through
90° to extend southwards (PLATE 4.4).This track was a continuation of that exposed across the
southern half of the 1976 excavation 25m to the east.Within the 1978 excavation it was difficult
to separate the initial surfacing from the remodelling and revetting of the corner area. The
surface of gravel and small rounded pebbles was laid directly on the buried soil. It was best
preserved along its southwards length where it was of an even width of 3.5m, slightly cambered,
with a maximum depth of 0.2m. A side ditch (12,558) closely edged the interior of the turn.
The ditch was of ‘V’ shaped profile, averaging 1m wide and 0.6m deep. It may have been a
quarry and/or a marking out ditch similar to those recorded with streets on the Priory Street
site (see Chapter 3), since it had a clean, sandy-clay fill over primary silts and the edge of the
metalling lay partly over its upper fill. A similarly sized and positioned length of ditch was
located in the 1976 excavation.

The surface is interpreted as a street which was set out as part of an overall planned system
but which never had sufficient use to warrant resurfacing. If part of the street grid, and
assuming the main components of this at least were laid out in the first half of the second
century, it pre-dates the construction of the town defences in the late second century.Yet the
rather puzzling sharp turn to the south seems to have been caused by the defensive bank
blocking its course. There was absolutely no sign, however, that the street had originally
extended straight on westwards or that the construction of the defences had forced the turn.
Moreover, although the line of the southern town defences was estimated to lie within 10m of
the southern edge of the excavation there were no signs of the street thinning out as it
approached what would have been another dead end. So the turn appears to have been an
original feature of the street. Perhaps it was intended to give access down to the valley floor on
the eastern side of the small valley, now the ‘hollow way’ of Parade Road.
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Timber buildings 

On the north-west side of the site, sandwiched between layer 12,263 and the clay of the first
phase defensive bank, was a narrow (0.5m) strip of close-set, small rounded and angular stone,
with some brick and tile fragments. The 10m or so of this strip exposed within the area
excavated was of two parts (12,381 and 12,377), the junction of the two, unfortunately, being
cut away by a modern pipe-trench. The southern part was two to three layers thick (up to
0.2m), the northern less close-set, of single thickness and a slightly divergent alignment but it
was impossible to say which was the earlier of the two lengths.

Parallel and 2m to the east of this foundation strip was at first a double then a single line of
substantial stakeholes.They were between 0.2 and 0.25m deep, identified only as soil marks at
subsoil level. The change from double to a single line of stakeholes coincided with the change
from triple to single thickness in the gravel strip, which suggests that they were both part of a
single structure. Some 9m to the east was a less compact spread of small stone, brick and tile
(12,349) disturbed by a number of later features. It edged a slightly raised platform in the
north-east corner of the site. A southern line of stone at right angles to the gravel strip and
stakehole line lay partly above the backfilled ditch 12,073. At the eastern end of the infilled
ditch was the well-preserved impression of a cill beam, which continued southwards as an ‘L’
shaped slot (12,368).

All these features may be interpreted as foundations for a timber building or buildings,
although the overall size and plan can only be guessed at, since much lies to the north and east
beyond the area excavated. Most of the structural elements seem to have been to support a
framed building resting on timber cills on the surface.The line of stakes, however, indicates an
earthfast element, perhaps a wattle and daub or timber-spined clom wall, possibly internal
partitioning in an earth-floored structure. It is difficult to see how earthfast techniques could
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PLATE 4.4. View across the end of Street 12,511, with stone added to form a building stance, looking
towards the denuded bank of the Roman town defences
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FIG. 4.3. Plan of second and early third-century occupation at Church Street



otherwise be combined with a framed building resting on, not in, the ground. Moreover, a large
piece of sheet bronze, scrap probably from the sheathing of a statue base (see Boon 1980) was
thought at the time of discovery to have been stored beneath floorboards, since the ground
surface on which it was found, although interior to the building, was uneven and stoney.
Another complication was the hint of different internal floor levels between the raised platform
on the eastern side and the lower area to the west and south.

Without more of the plan of the building(s) and insufficient stratigraphic evidence to link the
various component elements, there is little more that can be said.What is significant about the
structure or structures is that it signals an intensification in use of the area from enclosures to
timber buildings, possibly of some size, in the second half of the second century, and probably
at a later date than that evidenced more extensively at Priory Street (see Chapter 3). This is
discussed further in Chapter 1. Secondly, the construction of the clay bank of the first phase of
the town defences must have caused the alteration, if not the demolition, of the structure since
the gravel foundation strip was partly overlain by the clay bank. More general considerations of
public and private property and operations within the Roman town which are illumined by the
Church Street site are explored in Chapter 1.

Encroachment onto the street and enclosure of the area
Another feature which might have influenced the original course taken by the street was the
apparent persistence of some of the earlier boundaries in the southern half of the site through
into the later Roman period and thus a continuity in land parcels. Admittedly this should not
be overstressed; it might be pure coincidence that the boundaries of the latest first-century
enclosure 12,391/437/424 seem to have been resurrected as boundary wall 12,176 (and its
continuation as robber trench 12,341).That wall may simply have been laid out parallel to the
northern and western edges of street 12,511.

The unused street, especially the area of its corner turn was encroached upon by a building
or buildings. A similar sequence was observed in the 1976 excavation to the east. A stance
(12,317) suitable for a timber-framed building was prepared by levelling up the street corner
with pebble and gravel to create a firm, hard and level surface. It was revetted with large water-
rounded boulders, pitched against the sides of the stance resulting in a slightly ‘bow-sided’
rectangular area, though parts of the revetting had been removed when the building went out
of use. Enough survived on the southern side to show that the kerbing or revetting had taken a
‘dog-leg’ kink, perhaps to take account of and avoid the slightly softer ground over the silted up
quarry ditch 12,558. There was no other evidence for the form or size of the timber building
for which this stance had been prepared.

Although extensive robbing of wall 12,176 had unfortunately removed the stratigraphic
evidence of the relationship between the wall and the clay bank of the town defences to the
west, it is likely that its construction post-dated the first phase of those defences. Its purpose
seems to have been the separation of the building put up on the former street corner from the
defences themselves, to create a barrier between public and private property.

A number of pits were located south of the area of hardstanding, bounded by what remained
of the southern length of the former street. All but pit 12,550 were fairly shallow hollows with
a certain amount of possible building debris in their fills — some nails, lead and iron scraps,
brick and tile fragments. There was insufficient stratigraphy to be certain that these were
contemporary with the (assumed) building and its enclosure. In any case, the finds do not
suggest that all these pits were contemporary since two of them contained material of late third-
century date and others had fourth-century material (see Chapter 7).
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FIG. 4.4. Plan of late Roman occupation at Church Street



LATE ROMAN OCCUPATION AFTER PHASE 2 OF TOWN DEFENCES

It is likely that the reuse of the street described above dates to the early to mid third century,
although the evidence is thin. Subsequently the timber building went out of use and was
demolished. The carefully prepared building stance was picked over for building material. The
more damaged southern side of the stance was covered by a large dump of building rubble —
unfaced stone, brick and tile fragments 12,519 (FIG. 4.4). The boundary wall was robbed as
well, though how extensively cannot be established because of the near total and much later
post-medieval robbing. There is insufficient stratified material to date these activities at all
closely, but a possible context might be the reconstruction of the town defences by the
extension of the bank to the rear and facing it with stone some time in the later third or perhaps
even early fourth century (see Chapter 5).

The latest construction in the southern half of the site need not necessarily be of Roman
date.This survived as a rather ragged and spread platform of stones (12,309) surfacing a crude
terrace on the back of the extended defensive bank. The stones formed a roughly rectangular
area, 6m long and 3.6m wide, perhaps forming a building platform. This was in no way
stratified since garden soil lay over and even amongst the large angular stones of which it was
composed, but there was no medieval or post-medieval pottery among the stones. A piece of a
fourth-century glass vessel (see no. 13 in the glass report, Chapter 8) hints at a possible late
Roman date.

There were the even slighter remains of a similar feature 35m to the north, only partly
exposed within the excavation where a stone platform (12,305) had also been constructed over
the rear of the extended bank to the rear of the stone walled town defences.

The latest Roman material at the northern end of the Church Street site more certainly post-
dated the second phase remodelling of the town defences. There was a fairly extensive, though
amorphous spread of stone, some of it quite large, to the rear of the extended rampart bank
(12,288). There were some level, slabbed, areas within this spread and it may represent the
disturbed remains of a yard belonging to a more substantial late Roman building further north,
closer to the main east–west street through the town.These latest Roman levels were disturbed
by post-medieval garden cultivation which had produced a deep, well-sorted homogeneous
dark soil incorporating any late Roman or medieval soils. In addition the late features at the
northern end had been cut into by a number of post-medieval pits, gullies, drains and sewage
trenches. The latest datable ceramic material from the area is listed in Chapter 7 in support of
the likelihood of Roman use, if not occupation, of the site, probably to the north of the area
excavated, closer to the centre of the town, extending well into the fourth century.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ROMAN TOWN DEFENCES

INTRODUCTION

All the information on the town defences not already given in Chapter 1 has been grouped
together below. The excavations of 1978 across part of the defences at Church Street remain
the only ‘area’ excavation on the Roman town defences to date. Previous work by Barri Jones
in 1968 and 1969 (G.D.B. Jones 1970) involved a number of trenches, one of which (Trench
K) is still the only examination of any intact stone face to the defensive clay bank.The Church
Street excavations of the defences have been included in this rather than in the preceding
chapter on Church Street in general, so as to add information from historical documentary and
cartographic sources for the whole town. A detailed description of the topography of the
defensive circuit is then provided and this incorporates the results of several small-scale
excavations and watching briefs. Finally, there is a brief conclusion on dating evidence.

HISTORICAL REFERENCES

The earliest reference to the Roman town defences at Carmarthen is in the Itinerarium
Kambriae of Giraldus Cambrensis in 1188. The passage reads:

Sonat autem Kairmerdin urbs Merlini, eo quod juxta Britannicam historiam, ibi ex incubo
genitus invectus fuerat Merlinus. Est igitur haec urbs antiqua, coctilibus muris, partim adhuc
extantibus, egregie clausa, super nobilem Tewi fluvium sita, silvis et pratis abundans.

‘Carmarthen moreover is celebrated as the city of Merlin, because, according to the
British History, Merlin was born there, begotten from an incubus.This ancient city then,
situated above the noble River Tywi, with plentiful woods and meadows, was wonderfully
enclosed with brick walls, still in part standing’ (Dimock 1868).

Although some antiquarians confused these walls with the defences of the medieval town —
not in existence as stone walls until the thirteenth century — modern historians and
archaeologists have taken Giraldus’ comments to indicate a considerable extent of standing
Roman masonry in the twelfth century. The adjective coctilis meaning burnt or baked (brick or
tile), hence reddish in colour, has suggested to some coursed stone and tile or perhaps old red
sandstone. However, Boon has shown quite conclusively in his discussion of Giraldus’ fuller
description of the ruins of Caerleon that we cannot take all his descriptive passages literally
(Boon 1986). The phrase coctilibus muris is used for both Caerleon and Carmarthen, and so is
partim adhuc exstantibus. They are in fact topoi — standard descriptions, clichés even, culled
from classical authors according to the rules of late classical rhetoric, grammar and literary
composition.

Giraldus evidently was well pleased with his phrase coctilibus muris taken from the story of
Pyramus and Thisbe in Ovid’s Metamorphoses. There it refers to the walls of Babylon. Having
used it for Caerleon, Giraldus repeated it when he came to describe Carmarthen, no doubt
feeling that it displayed his learning and the elegance of his style.

Does this mean that the description has no value regarding the recognisable survival of
Roman town walls in twelfth-century ‘Old Carmarthen’? Giraldus does not, in his brief
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Carmarthen passage, link the walls overtly with the Romans as he does at Caerleon, referring
only to an urbs antiqua. Carmarthen’s main importance, to him as to others in the Middle Ages
and later, was as the urbs Merlini. The process of linking Merlin to Carmarthen has been
thoroughly discussed by A.O.H. Jarman (Jarman 1986). However, Giraldus obviously
considered that next to being the birthplace of Merlin, the existence of walls around the urbs
antiqua was worthy of note. It is we who are anachronistic in expecting from Giraldus the kind
of description an eighteenth-century antiquarian, let alone a modern archaeologist, would
supply. Giraldus did not even need to see the walls for himself to furnish a satisfactory
description in his terms, he needed only to know of their existence.

For as E.R. Curtius reminds us, there were strict rules in content, order and style of
description in the genre grouped as ‘eulogies of cities’ developed from late antiquity (Curtius
1953). Besides describing the site (in Carmarthen’s case super nobilem Tewi fluvium sita) walls,
towers or gates, then notable buildings should be praised, also the graves or birthplaces of
famous individuals (often saints). Although legend played its part, it was not the case that
complete fabrication was employed to fit the rhetorical bill.

We may conclude, therefore, that ruins, recognisable as ancient walls around a city, were in
existence in the late twelfth century. It is likely that the bulk of these were soon robbed out both
to build the medieval town defences and for medieval construction in general (T.A. James
1980). There are a few deeds in the Cartulary of Carmarthen Priory, whose Prior was Lord of
Old Carmarthen (the site of the Roman town), referring to property along Priory Street or
close to St Peter’s Church, but none mention walls or ditches as boundaries. However, precise
descriptions in a record of 1355 very probably do refer to the Roman town defences (T.A.
James 1980).
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FIG. 5.1. Part of a map of the properties of John Vaughan of Golden Grove in Carmarthen town,
drawn by Thomas Lewis, 1786. This section shows ‘Old Carmarthen’ — the area of the Roman town
— before nineteenth-century development. Note how the boundaries of the properties on the north
and south sides of Priory Street respect the fossilised line of the defences of the Roman Town.
(Reproduced by permission of the Rt Hon. The Earl of Cawdor and Carmarthen Record Office)



The record is of pleas before the Justiciar of South Wales regarding a dispute between the
Prior, Lord of Old Carmarthen, and Edward the Black Prince, Lord of New Carmarthen,
regarding jurisdiction over King St/Spilman Street, claimed by both. The record mentions the
marshy area (north of Woods Row, see FIG. 1.3) usque muros Nove Ville de Kermerdyn (up to the
walls of the New Town of Carmarthen). These walls were the first phase of the medieval town
defences; King Street and Spilman Street were not enclosed until the fifteenth century. To the
east of these thirteenth-century walls was the house of John Bertelot ubi edificat fuerunt muri et
turres predicte Ville Veteris Kermerdyn (where were built the walls and towers of the aforesaid town
of Old Carmarthen). Old Carmarthen never had a medieval murage grant; these walls and
towers, though probably heavily robbed out, were still visible and must be the remains of the
Roman town defences on the eastern side of Little Water Street. The document provides the
only reference to towers as well as walls. There is no recognition of the earthworks — for such
they must have become after generations of stone robbing — as Roman town defences in post-
medieval sources. Late eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century travellers knew that
Carmarthen was a Roman settlement, but descriptions of earthworks more probably relate to
Civil War constructions.The situation is complicated by the fact that the defences were reused
in the Civil War (T.A. James 1991b). Clear evidence for the survival of the defences as
earthworks comes from the first detailed map of Carmarthen, that of Thomas Lewis in 1786
(FIG. 5.1). The property boundaries north and south of Priory Street, and north-west and
south-west of St Peter’s Church run up to the line of the defences.

A century later the eastern end of Carmarthen had become built up, yet the street system of
Richmond Terrace, Old Oak Lane, The Parade and The Esplanade preserve the earlier
boundaries even though the earthworks were heavily encroached upon.The first edition 1:2500
Ordnance Survey Map of 1890 shows open garden areas along The Parade and hachures
indicate the survival of a bank there on the north side of the road.

EXCAVATION OF THE DEFENCES AT CHURCH STREET 1978

Methods of excavation
As noted above in Chapter 4, the 1976 excavation at Church Street was followed by sampling
of the large area to the west in 1977 by means of a grid of seventeen 2m² test pits. The two
westernmost were seen to cut the western line of the town defences. A large area was opened
up in 1978 and an exploratory trench cut across from this area to the western boundary of no.
2 Church Street (PLATE 5.1). This showed that a first phase of town defences was contained
within the garden of no. 2, but that their second phase extension and remodelling lay further
west beneath the former Labour Club. The exploratory trench was widened to give the
maximum area possible for excavation of the first phase of defences. The level of the Labour
Club floors due west were 1.5m lower than the ground level of the garden of no. 2 and there
was thought to be a better possibility of more of the second phase of defences surviving further
north. The Club building was demolished and two cuttings made through the concrete floor,
only the northernmost of which — Trench 19 — had Roman features surviving (FIG. 5.2). By
this means it was possible to put together a continuous section from the rear to the face of the
defences (FIG. 5.3), and check for the position of the outer, second phase ditch in a watching
brief during construction of the access road to the new housing development in 1982.

PHASE 1 ROMAN TOWN DEFENCES

The first phase of town defences at Church Street survived as a low clay bank, fronted by two,
possibly three, ditches. In the area excavated, the bank (FIG. 5.3, 12,250) was some 4.6m wide
and, at maximum, 0.7m high. It was easily distinguished from the more weathered and mixed
material above it because it was wholly composed of a fine, clean, homogeneous yellow clay (see
Chapter 1 for further discussion of the source of this material).The total width of the first phase
defences was some 15m if there were two ditches, 20m if three.
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The rampart clay, though plastic, is a fairly stable material when in place. Nevertheless, to
protect against rain or drought, one would expect some sort of turf capping or revetment.There
were traces of turves, most markedly at the rear but also surviving at the face as fine dark
greyish-brown silty clay. This facing, together with the inherent stiffness of the clay, had
preserved a steep angle to both face and rear of the base of the first phase bank likely to be close
to its original profile.The first phase bank then would have been near-vertically sided and flat-
topped. It was perhaps to achieve this form that clay and turf were chosen rather than subsoil
clay and gravel derived from the ditches. The original height of the bank can only be guessed
at, for at a surviving height of some 0.7m only it is clear that the Phase 1 bank was truncated
when the defences were extended and remodelled.

Within the area excavated, the Phase 1 bank was set over an extensive layer, of varying
depths, of heavily charcoal-stained occupation debris, 12,263 (see Chapter 4). The layer had
extended as far west as the outer lip of the inner of the two, perhaps three, ditches fronting the
Phase 1 bank. Between the bank and the innermost ditch was a narrow berm 1.4m wide,
surfaced with sand and pebble. This was probably intended to provide a firm footing during
construction of the bank over the soft greasy layer 12,263, because the surfacing was itself
overlain by the remains of the turf facing, and the remaining strip between bank and ditch was
probably too narrow to allow access along the face of the bank.

The innermost ditch of the first phase defences was the most substantial, at a constant width
of some 4.2m and depth of 1.9m. The profile was a wide ‘V’ shape with an inner edge steeper
than the outer, reminiscent of the military fastigate profile (G. Webster 1969, 169). There was
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PLATE 5.1. Air Photograph of the area of the Roman Town (DAT 89.3) viewed from the south-east.
St Peter’s Church is centre left and Priory Street lies across the centre of the photograph
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a 0.3m wide cleaning runnel along the base (12,500). There was no berm between the inner
and second ditch, just a gravel capping over the edge of layer 12,263.Within the area excavated
only the inner edge of the second ditch was exposed, but a virtually complete profile was
obtained from Trench 19 further north. This second ditch was of slighter dimensions than the
inner, the surviving width and depth being 3.2m and 1.65m respectively (12,420).The section
shows the original cut for the inner edge of this second ditch overcut by the second phase
enlargement of the defences. The second ditch was then filled with close-packed foundation
material (FIG. 5.3)

A third ditch, of which some 75% was sectioned in Trench 19, was cut from the level of the
buried soil some 2.5m west of the second ditch. Stratigraphically, it could belong to either the
first or the second phase of the town defences, but it is far more likely to belong to the first
phase, modelled perhaps on earlier Roman military earthworks and echoing the multi-vallation
of the larger hillforts both still visible in the landscape of south-west Wales. A similar outermost
ditch, in terms of size and position, was noted during a watching brief at 28 Little Water Street
(see FIG. 5.2). Late Roman town defensive ditches were generally wide, flat-bottomed and some
distance out from the walls.

The innermost ditch of the first phase defences had weathered back a little into the subsoil,
but there were no signs of any recut. The size of the cleaning runnel argues for some initial
cleaning out, but by the time the defences were reconstructed the ditch was quite silted up.The
sequence and nature of the deposits indicate a waterlogged ditch gradually choked by
vegetation with periods of weathering of gravel from its sides. The ditch, at least along the 8m
length excavated, does not seem to have been heavily used for rubbish disposal.

The section illustrated (FIG. 5.4) shows primary silts of sand and gravel interleaved by thin,
dark lenses of finely comminuted vegetable material, the product of rotted vegetation settling
in a partly waterfilled ditch. Above these were lenses of gravel, sand and clay weathered from
the sides, sealed by concentrated blocks of vegetable material in silts (12,499). A further
indication that the ditch was, even if only seasonally, waterlogged, was the position of the
trimmed timber branches, discussed in detail below. Though undoubtedly put down
preparatory to reconstruction of the defences, these had sunk down into the soft mud of the
ditch.

FIG. 5.4. Reconstructed sections through the Roman town defences at Church Street, showing the
excavated evidence for Phases 1 and 2



PHASE 2 ROMAN TOWN DEFENCES

Summary
The defences were extended and remodelled but the dating for this is uncertain. If, as the final
section to this chapter suggests, the first phase defences were constructed late in the second
century, the lack of evidence for recuts and repairs and fills, which do not suggest a ditch open
and weathering for a long period, might indicate remodelling within a hundred years or even
less. In brief, the middle Phase 1 ditch was cleaned out and enlarged to take foundation
material for a stone wall. The inner ditch was left choked up, but a line of trimmed branches
was laid along its length as a kind of strapping to prevent material piled over it slumping into
the soft fill of the ditch (FIG. 5.5; PLATE 5.2). The top of the first phase bank was cut off and
used, with other clayey material, to spread over the surface of the inner ditch to form a low,
wide, ramp to the rear of the stone wall (12,383).The wall itself was probably sufficiently well-
founded and wide enough to have been free-standing, rather than being only stone facing
placed against the low ramp. A new, wide, outer ditch was constructed beyond a wide berm in
front of the wall.

Sequence of construction
Within the area excavated, only a small part of the second phase wall had survived since it had
been robbed from the face and rear. Although there was some rampart clay against these stones,
the whole junction area between bank and wall was so heavily disturbed that no intact section
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FIG. 5.5 Plan of timber strapping over silted up Phase 1 ditch after removal of Phase 2 rampart bank
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PLATE 5.2. Inner ditch of Phase 1 defences at the Church Street excavations, 1978, showing timber
strapping laid down over the silted up ditch as foundation for the extension of the Phase 2 rampart
bank over the ditch

PLATE 5.3. As PLATE 5.2 but fully excavated



survived. So there is no conclusive evidence on whether the wall was built free-standing and the
ramp material (12,383) then built up behind it or whether the bank was cut back to take a stone
face, as suggested by G.D.B. Jones (1970). However the former seems the more likely.

Unfortunately, there was a similar lack of evidence on the junction of bank and wall in Trench
19. However, a full profile across the second of the Phase 1 ditches was obtained, whereas only
the inner lip of this ditch was exposed in the main area excavated. In Trench 19, as shown on
the composite section (FIG. 5.3, 12,420), the ditch had been cleaned out and overcut on its
outer, eastern, edge. It had then been carefully filled with layers of large waterworn pebbles, the
largest at the base rammed down into a matrix of subsoil gravel and clay. All of this backfill of
large pebbles, right to the top of the ditch, had survived in the main excavation area. It had been
partly robbed out, together with all the stone of the second phase wall in Trench 19. This is
unfortunate for we cannot be certain how far across the ditch the foundation fill extended,
which would give some indication on the width of the wall above.

The section shows two cuts on the outer, western, side of the ditch in Trench 19. If we
suppose the ditch to have originally been of ‘V’ shaped profile, then the cut made from the level
of the buried soil may be interpreted as Phase 2 enlargement to take the wall foundations. But
a third cut from a higher level seems to have gone down to the same base of the postulated
enlargement and have robbed out foundation and wall material. The backfill of this robber
trench (layer 12,351) contained no pottery later than the later Middle Ages and also, in the
mixed dirty fill, some large sandstone blocks from the robbed Roman wall. If, then, the enlarged
western edge of the ditch in Trench 19 was originally for foundation material and the wall sat
directly over it — as was the case in the area excavation for the inner face — the second phase
defensive wall will have been some 3.2m wide. If the enlargement was wholly the product of
later robbing the wall width is reduced to some 2.5m.

As noted above, the silted up innermost ditch of the first phase defences was not cleaned out
preparatory to their extension and remodelling. A line of oak branches, trimmed of side shoots
and of varying lengths between 0.6 and 1.0m, was laid down along the centre of the ditch
(PLATE 5.3).They were, as FIG. 5.5 shows, mainly set across the ditch and two layers deep; there
was no evidence of cross pieces or pegging to form a track. It seems as though billets of timber
were systematically laid down over the softest and deepest part of the ditch to provide a
foundation to prevent the subsequent overburden from slumping down into the ditch. If this
was their purpose, the builders of the second phase defences were only partly successful for the
branches themselves sank into the ditch silt and the section shows considerable slumping in the
enlarged clay and earth ramp, though presumably this was of no great matter structurally, for
the bank was simply a wide ramp or platform to allow easy access to and support for the stone
wall. Only area excavation of other stretches of the defences could establish whether such
methods of ditch infill were used all around the circuit.

As described above, the first phase defensive bank was truncated and the spoil piled over the
inner ditch to build up a wide low bank (12,383) behind the second phase wall. There were
clear traces of turves within this redeposited spread, additional evidence of a turf capping to the
first phase bank. The second phase bank was not however wholly made up of this material —
there were localised layers of charcoal-stained soil. Over the northern half of the area excavated,
and visible in the northern of the two sections available through the defences, was a lens of
occupation debris (12,384) directly over ditch silts in the centre of the ditch (PLATES 5.4 and
5.5). In the southern part of the area, but this time above the clay, was a similar dark charcoaly
layer (12,334) which was visible in the southern section (FIG. 5.3). Both these lenses were
clearly distinguishable in section and showed the degree of subsidence and slumping which
spreading of bank material over a waterlogged and silted up ditch occasioned.

Above these layers was some 0.4m of weathered clay and soil (12,253), cut or disturbed by
numerous post-medieval cultivation trenches and pits. This weathering and garden cultivation
have blurred the top of the second phase bank so its original height can only be estimated but
it is unlikely to have been more than a metre at the most. The bank then formed a fairly level
‘platform’ 12m wide, including a gently sloping tail.
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PLATE 5.4. Surviving length of rear of Phase 2 Roman town defensive wall, fronting a wide clay bank,
built over the middle ditch of the Phase 1 defences; Church Street excavations 1978

PLATE 5.5. Close up of stonework in PLATE 5.4 showing the inner lip of the middle Phase 1 ditch and
its cobble infill –  foundation for the stone face to the bank



TOPOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFENCES

Introduction
The Roman town defences have an overall primary record number of 69 within Dyfed
Archaeological Trust’s Sites and Monuments Record. Within that, individual observations and
records are in street and then date order.

Western line
The position of the first and second phase Roman town defences on the south-western side of
the town has, as described above, been well established by excavation on the eastern side of
Parade Road in 1978. When the new access road to the redeveloped Church Street site from
Parade Road was being constructed in 1982, there was an opportunity to check for the position
of the outer second phase ditch since an area across the site of the Old Labour Club was
scraped down to subsoil level before remetalling (FIG. 5.2). Although there was considerable
post-medieval disturbance, no ditch was seen, thus indicating that, as suspected, the ditch lay
further west below the present-day Parade Road. This was further supported by observations
in May 1988, during the laying of a new Gas Mains down Priory, Church and Spilman Streets.
At the eastern end of Spilman Street (FIG. 5.2) a sharp division was visible in the sides of the
narrow 1m deep pipe trench between clean clay and gravel subsoil to the west and black heavily
disturbed fill to the east, indicating the western edge of the outer ditch of the Phase 2 Roman
town defences.

If the line of this ditch is projected northwards, its course can be seen to be fossilised in the
alignment of Little Water Street. Other topographical and archaeological evidence strongly
supports this assertion.There is a marked change in levels between the back yards of the houses
on the eastern side of Little Water Street and the yard to the rear of the County Library, the
Community Centre and the houses and gardens on the western side of Furnace Road. Profile
1 (see FIG. 5.2), across the southern side of 8 Furnace Road and 21 Little Water Street, shows
this clearly. Most of the back yards of the Little Water Street premises have been cut back to
form a vertical wall. The name of the street derives from the medieval use of the earlier ditch
to canalise a stream (T.A. James 1980).

Observations (prn 219) made in 1976 when 6.2m deep foundation pits were dug for an
extension on the western side to what was then Furnace House Surgery, west of the County
Library, showed that Roman levels had been removed or heavily disturbed there, so no
information was gained on any first phase ditches.

An empty plot (now built upon) on the northern side of 25 Little Water Street had a steep
clay and gravel slope on its eastern side.When the ground surface of the vacant plot there was
scraped down to subsoil level preparatory to building in 1983, no ditch was sited across that
area, again indicating the probable position of the Phase 2 ditch as being below Little Water
Street, west of the house site. In 1978, during the excavation of foundations for a two-storey
extension to the rear of 28 Little Water Street, a 6m long and 2m deep section from east to west
was exposed. At the eastern end, the edge of a ‘V’ profiled ditch cut from the level of the buried
soil was revealed, also its western edge, though this was truncated. The ditch was some 3.5m
wide, and, by projecting the angles of its sides, can be calculated to have been some 2.3m deep.
Its upper fill was wholly composed of large angular stone and rubble in a clay and gravel matrix.
We may now interpret this as the outermost of the Phase 1 ditches and its upper fill probably
spoil from medieval robbing of the wall to the east.

It is reasonable to conclude that the narrow path between the rear yards and gardens of
21–28, Little Water Street and 1–8 Furnace Road lies over the face of the Phase 2 Roman
defensive wall. No stone is visible and it is highly probable, in view of the medieval history of
this area, that the Phase 2 wall was wholly robbed out then.

The rounded turn on the north-west corner formed by the present day junction of Elliston
and Francis Terraces echoes that shown on the 1786 Lewis map. The whole area was then
occupied by gardens attached to John Morgan’s Furnace House, bounded on the western side
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by the stream which ran down Little Water Street. It is likely that the back lane on the western
and northern side of 1–6 St Andrews Road, marks the course of the second phase wall with the
ground level falling off down to the back yards and gardens of 2–9 Elliston Terrace and 40–46
Francis Terrace. This change in level is not so marked as further south.

Northern line
This line is as equally certain as the western, both on topographical and archaeological
grounds. It was sectioned in six trenches at various points behind Francis and Richmond
Terraces by G.D.B. Jones in 1968 and 1969 (Jones 1969; 1970). The results were further
analysed in 1980 (T.A. James 1980) in the course of an archaeological and topographical survey
of the whole of Carmarthen. G.B.D. Jones found clear evidence for two phases of rampart
construction; the apparent anomalies between the number of first phase ditches and the
position of the second phase wall at Church Street 1978, and his Richmond Terrace cuttings
are probably due to the difficulties of getting complete sections and being obliged to dig in
narrow trenches. In Trench K at the eastern end of Richmond Terrace (FIG. 5.2) the face of the
second phase walling survived to several courses high.

There is still a perceptible rise in levels from the south of the rear boundary of the Richmond
Terrace properties to a broad fairly level crest and a drop in levels down to the road itself (see
Profile 3, FIG. 5.2).There is no doubt that this rear boundary marks the line of the second phase
revetment wall. A private road has developed along the rear of these properties in recent years
and a number of garages built within their back gardens. During the construction of a garage
to the rear of 25 Richmond Terrace, an inspection pit was dug which was wholly within rampart
clay, although it was not possible to distinguish first from second phase banks.

To the east of Jones’s Trench K, approaching the north-east corner of the defences, there are
no marked changes in level and the area is now occupied by large modern commercial
premises.

On the corner itself, as evidenced by a plan by the then borough engineer, G.L.Ovens (in the
possession of Mr B. Richards, Trant and Richards, solicitors, St Mary’s Street, Carmarthen —
copy in the SMR, prn 32,581), road widening in the late 1920s had cut back over the inner
corner junction of Richmond Terrace and Old Oak Lane.Two cottages formerly in this location
were demolished and levels lowered but no record has survived of any features uncovered. An
archaeological evaluation trench of 1996 (prn 32,581) recorded spread clay at the base of a
trench dug at right angles to the junction, probably the rear of the Phase 2 town defensive
rampart.

Eastern line
Topographical evidence and, more recently, watching briefs during house construction, indicate
the position of the defences on the eastern side of the town. North of Priory Street, surviving
traces lie below garden soil along the rear of the houses on the western side of Old Oak Lane.
The Roman Street pattern and the relationship of the modern Priory Street to the course of the
late first-century Roman road approaching the fort site from the east down the Tywi valley is
discussed in Chapters 1 and 3. It is certain, however, that at the eastern end of Priory Street,
close to the junction with Old Oak Lane to the north, the modern street surface directly overlies
the Roman (confirmed by observations during the laying of a new gas mains down the street in
1988).There is a perceptible rise in level, even in the surface of the modern street, from east to
west reaching a crest between nos 100 and 101 on the north side of Priory Street where there
is also a slight change in the alignment of the street frontages. This seems the most likely
position for a gate.

In 1995, during observation of an extension to the rear of 98 Priory Street, clean clay was
noted at a depth of 1.2m, probably part of the core of the Roman rampart. This indicates that
the line of the town defences on the western side of Old Oak Lane clearly swings in westwards
from the north-east corner. Once the former extent of the corner junction of Richmond Terrace
and Old Oak Lane is taken into account, the indrawing of the line is all the more pronounced.



Perhaps, therefore, the construction of the clay bank and ditches of the first phase town
defences needed to link up to a pre-existing gate across the Roman road.

To the south of Priory Street, leading southwards from the high point in the street surface
noted above, is a narrow lane, Llwybr-yr-Ardd. Access to it is through a ‘court’ to the rear of
23 Priory Street and it leads down to The Esplanade on the southern side of the modern —
and Roman — town. As Profiles 5 and 6 show, there are two fairly broad terraces on the eastern
side of the footpath corresponding to the two long narrow gardens to the rear of nos 25 and
25a, b, and c Priory Street. There is quite a marked break of slope between the easternmost
garden and the allotments which turns sharply eastward to run along the northern boundary
of the allotments (FIG. 5.2).

The changes in level preserved by the two garden terraces undoubtedly reflect a natural break
of slope, which has been utilised and accentuated by the construction of the Roman town
defences. Observations made in 1989 during the construction of a new ‘split-level’ house to the
rear of 25b Priory Street revealed, partly in section and partly as soil-marks in the levelled
forecourt area of the house, Yr Hen Ardd, two ditches, aligned north-west to south-east. In
addition, thick deposits of yellow clay were sliced through as the hedgebank between 25 and
25a was cut back. This must be the rampart of the Roman town defences. The limitations of
the watching brief did not allow full sections to be recorded so it is not certain which two of the
probable three Phase 1 defensive ditches were seen. But the sections demonstrated quite clearly
that the line of the Phase 2 wall does not lie below the footpath, Llwybr yr Ardd, as previously
thought. It is likely that the Roman wall was extensively robbed to construct the medieval priory
precinct wall.

The southern quarter of the eastern line is the only remaining open, unbuilt stretch of the
whole circuit of Roman town defences, and is protected as a Scheduled Ancient Monument.
Recent garden terracing and a high brick wall down the length of Llwybr yr Ardd have
diminished the visual impact of sharp changes in level which marked the position of the Roman
rampart.

Southern line
A small amount of archaeological evidence can be combined with topographical indications to
give a fairly precise idea of the position of the southern line of the defences. However, although
imperfectly understood, there are indications of pre-defensive Roman buildings on part of their
line. One is likely to have been a bath-house at Bryn Roma and Dyffryn.There is also evidence
of a destruction layer of charcoal-stained soil below the defences. Both are further discussed in
Chapter 1. Excavations to the rear of 1–5 The Parade in 1986 (see Chapter 6) also revealed a
length of Roman ditch which does not fit in with the proposed schema for the town defences.
Whilst future excavation may resolve these problems, it is also evident that Roman levels have
been removed without record along substantial lengths of the southern defensive line.

On general topographical grounds one would expect the defences to run along the edge of
the steep fluvio-glacially created terrace above the floodplain of the Tywi. Although the slope
was cut back and made steeper in parts when the Great Western railway line and station were
built below it, railway records and earlier cartographic evidence show that this was only minor
modification of an existing scarp (railway maps in Carmarthen Record Office).

It is likely that the eighteenth and nineteenth-century construction of houses along the
Parade and Esplanade involved the removal of most of what remained of the weathered bank
of the Roman town defences. The tail of what was probably the wide second phase clay bank
was sectioned at the southern end of the trial trench down the length of the garden of what was,
in 1976, 9 Church Street (H. James 1978, 69–70). As Profile 8 shows (FIG. 5.2), the former
gardens of Church Street, now occupied by a sheltered housing complex, are bounded on the
south by a high retaining wall. The ground level of 12–16 The Parade on the south side of the
wall are 4m lower than the ground level of the garden. But this is the product both of garden
soil build-up on the north side of the wall and cutting down to the south. Salvage recording in
1994 of a former garden between 12 and 12a The Parade showed that, below a thin build-up
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of garden soil, the surface of the floors and exterior path of 12a were at subsoil level and that
the area had been levelled off before the building was constructed. No trace of defences
remained.

The earlier profile of the weathered bank of the defences is likely to be preserved in the
present day rise in level of the access road from Parade Road into Ger-y-llan. The raised and
sloping rectangle of ground, now a municipal flowerbed, to the rear of the former Carmarthen
Infirmary, Priory Street, is all that remains of the bank shown on the first edition of the 1:2500
OS map of 1880. This is likely to represent the weathered remains of the rampart, which was
removed during the construction of houses at the southern end of a newly created road, The
Avenue, between Priory Street and the Parade in the late nineteenth century. The two lines of
terraced houses along The Esplanade, nos 1–4 and 5–8, were built at a higher level, over the
rampart bank, the sloping front face of which is still visible in most of their front gardens. All
these houses are, however, cellared, which will have removed much of the rampart bank.

CHRONOLOGY

Examinations of the archaeological evidence for the dating of town defences in Roman Britain
(Crickmore 1984; Wacher 1998) showed how inadequate and imprecise much of it is. The
residuality of most material within the defensive banks and the inherent limitations of termini
post or ante quem obtained from stratified material below or above the defences have been well
rehearsed. The nature of small scale trenches across defences as well as the favouring of a
monocausal, pan-British explanation for the construction of urban defences, worked together
to allow single dates or date ranges to apply to the whole circuit. Area excavation of defences
allied to a reassessment suggesting differing and local reasons for their construction over a
longer period of time meant that the dating and sequence of one section cannot be taken to
cover the whole.

The evidence for dating the defences of Moridunum is still sparse and imprecise but no more
inadequate than for many other Roman towns in Britain. A suggested date for the construction
of the first phase town defences is based on a terminus post quem provided by a good group of
sealed pottery from layer 12,263 below the rampart bank. Very little material was found in the
clay make-up of the bank itself or from the primary silts of the innermost ditch, and none of it
later than that from layer 12,263. The composition and date ranges of the pottery from this
layer are described in detail in the samian and coarse pottery reports in Chapter 7. The latest
datable material is late second century. However the existence of a timber building constructed
partly above layer 12,263 and yet partly sealed by the defences has to be taken into account,
even if it had a short lifespan and was dismantled.

In view of this uncertainty it was thought worthwhile to obtain a radiocarbon date from the
trimmed oak branches which were laid down along the line of the silted up first phase ditch,
preparatory to the construction of the second phase defences. However, the limitations of
radiocarbon dates for the Romano-British period were recognised as well as the reliance on a
single date. The calibrated date (CAR-290) is A.D. 245, the 1 sigma (68% probability) range
A.D. 133–377, and the two sigma (98% probability) range A.D. 70–410.

Another slight chronological indicator for the date of the second phase town defences is the
fragment of late third or fourth-century glass (no. 13 in the glass report, Chapter 8) from the
possible building platform 12,309, over the rear of the second phase rampart bank at the
southern end of the Church Street site.

G.D.B. Jones (1969; 1970) did not obtain any dating evidence from his 1968 and 1969
trenches, nor has any been gained from the various watching briefs carried out on different
parts of the defensive circuit described above. In sum, therefore, all that can be said is that the
first phase of Roman town defences cannot have been constructed before the late second
century or later and that there is a suggestion that the second phase might date from the mid
to late third century A.D. There is no archaeological information as yet for the existence, let
alone the date, of any gates or towers whether pre-dating, or added to, the defences.
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CHAPTER 6

EXCAVATIONS AT 1–5 THE PARADE,
CARMARTHEN 1986

CIRCUMSTANCES OF EXCAVATION 

In May 1986, McCarthy and Stone Developments Ltd were granted planning permission for a
new residential development on the site of nos 1–5 The Parade (‘Ty Rees’). Among the
conditions attached to Carmarthen District Council’s planning consent was a requirement for
adequate archaeological investigation prior to construction. The early nineteenth-century
frontages then existing were Grade II Listed Buildings, requiring consent from the Secretary of
State for their demolition.This was not obtained until August 1987, following a Public Inquiry
in March.

Until Listed Building Consent for demolition was given, the developers did not intend to
commit to buying the site, so the Dyfed Archaeological Trust had to undertake complex
negotiations between the owners, the East Dyfed Health Authority, and the prospective
developers to gain access. In the event it was only possible to excavate an area to the rear of the
frontages where test pits had shown that the deep foundations of a new rear wing would destroy
Roman levels (FIG. 6.1). Although the course of the southern line of the Roman town defences
was thought to lie below the frontages of nos 1–5, these were so deeply cellared with external
below-ground access that their original construction would have destroyed all traces of bank
and second phase defensive wall. However, a watching brief was maintained during demolition
and the digging of new foundations when, unexpectedly, part of a possible Roman ditch,
aligned east–west across the site, was briefly exposed.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Part of a large Roman building, probably stone-built, but almost wholly robbed out within the
area excavated, was exposed on the western side of the 14m² area excavated. Adjacent to two
parallel wall lines on the western side of the excavation was a gravelled ‘yard’, bisected by two
phases of open drains. The earlier drains were contemporary with the construction of the
building. The building probably dates from the late first or early second centuries but with
evidence of use down to the fourth century. There was no previous or subsequent Roman
activity on the site. However, a possible Roman ditch, seen in a watching brief, between the
excavation area and the former building frontages seems unrelated either to the Roman town
defences or the building itself.

Origins and early use of the building

Test pits, particularly no. 2, had shown a depth of 1m and more of garden soil and dumped
material directly over the uppermost Roman deposits.This is a common occurrence in the town
where garden cultivation incorporated the medieval soils over the Roman levels, the whole then
being buried beneath a depth of more recent nineteenth-century deposits due to the
development of the eastern end of Carmarthen at that date. With the removal of this material,
mainly by machine, the principal structural features exposed were two parallel lengths of wall
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FIG. 6.1. Location plan of excavation to the rear of 1–5 The Parade, Carmarthen 1986, showing test
pits, excavation area and profiles of ground levels and the Roman surface level



(FIG. 6.2).Their original dimensions have been almost wholly lost through later stone robbing.
Only in the slighter of the two trenches bisecting the site from north to south did a short length
of in situ walling (11,024) survive. This stood to a height of 0.4m and was 0.6m wide, set in a
trench dug from the level of the buried soil to a depth of 0.5m. It was constructed of roughly
dressed sandstone blocks, with a rubble core, earth-bonded, and was undoubtedly a dwarf wall
for a timber superstructure. The wholly robbed out wall (11,070) 2m to the west, was more
substantial.

Where not greatly overcut by the later robber trench (11,030), the dimensions of the main
wall seem to have been some 0.8m wide and 1m deep. The robber trench extended into four
side trenches, of more shallowly founded internal walls, forming narrow (2m to 2.5m wide)
rooms or ‘bays’.The robber trench was enlarged or deepened at two points where the two inner
wall trenches joined the main outer wall, but one can only speculate on the reason for this. It
seems likely that this main wall was wholly stone-built and the slighter one to the east perhaps
supported a lean-to porch.

Two deep narrow gullies (11,105 and 11,144), were also cut from the level of the buried soil
and were probably contemporary with the construction of the building. The floor levels made
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FIG. 6.2. Plan of early to mid second-century features



up against their edges inside the building were thus primary surfaces.The northernmost of the
gullies (11,105) lined up with a trench (11,142) inside the building. Its fall was from north-east
to south-west, dropping in depth from 0.2m to 0.44m, the depth of trench 11,142. Although
no trace of any pipe remained, probably due to the trenches going out of use and being
backfilled in the Roman period, it is possible that 11,105 and 11,142 brought a water supply
to the building and were built through the walls.

The other trench (11,144/91) was a drain with a fall towards the south-east. It was 0.46m
deep at its shallowest part, 0.6m at its deepest in the south-east corner of the site where it was
cut away by a post-medieval cess pit. It had been carefully and precisely dug and was probably
lined or capped with shale slabs. A few slabs were found in robbing debris left in the bottom of
trench 11,030 at the point where the drain would have crossed the ‘porch’ wall line and, also,
in a few places on the sides of the trench. Across the ‘yard’ area, drain 11,091 was of ‘V’ shaped
profile, 1.8m wide, 1m deep with a straight-sided, flat-bottomed base, perhaps a cleaning gully,
perhaps a plank-lined slot, capped with shale slabs.

South of drain 11,091 was another gully (11,148) also perhaps contemporary with the
construction of the building.This had been almost wholly recut at a later stage as drain 11,043
(FIG. 6.3) so it was not possible to be certain of the origin of the earlier trench. Unlike the other
two gullies, there was no sign of this gully having extended into an internal ‘bay’. These drains
and gullies were open in the gravelled surfaces of the ‘porch’ and ‘yard’ areas.Within the ‘yard’
itself, the primary gravelled surface (11,133) had two slightly raised and cambered pathways
discernible, across and down the eastern side of the excavation area.

There was some slight variation in the surfacing of the internal ‘bays’ on the western side of
the main wall which hints at different uses within them. The primary surface of the
southernmost ‘bay’ was of medium-sized shale slabs and gravel, the others were of trodden
earth or gravel.

Use, change and development
It is clear that only a small part of a large building and its associated ‘yard’ was exposed within
the area excavated, too little in fact to allow more than speculation as to its overall plan and
function. It would therefore be foolish to postulate a whole sequence of use and decay simply
from the microscopic view of the deposits contained within the area excavated, which might
relate only to a small part of the whole. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn from the
fairly complex sequence of the excavation area, the full detail of which is reserved for the site
archive report.

Repeated resurfacings of the internal ‘bays’, the porch and most especially the ‘yard’ area,
which resulted in an accumulated depth of some 0.3m of mainly gravel layers, suggest fairly
constant use and maintenance during the second half of the second century. The inner ‘bays’
were not all resurfaced at the same time or frequency, but with slightly different gravel, clay and
charcoal-stained surfaces.The ‘porch’ was resurfaced less frequently than the ‘yard’ to the east,
and at different times, both with overall gravel or pebble surfaces and discrete dumps and
patchings.

A short pathway, 11,125 (FIG. 6.2), which provided firm footing to the level of the slightly
raised pathway across the ‘yard’ was constructed on its primary surface (11,133). It was formed
of medium-sized, close-set sandstone blocks in a clay matrix and seems to have served as the
springer for a planked footbridge across the open drain (11,191). Above this, a second, well-
laid gravel and pebble surface (11,126) was laid down while the drains were still open and
functioning. This surface seems to have persisted for some time with small accumulations of
soil in hollows suggesting a lack of intensive use or maintenance. It was during that process that
the porch was resurfaced.

The next few phases (5 and 6) of activity suggest, at the least, a change in the use of the
building. Drain 11,091 seems to have been stripped of its slate slab lining and then fairly
carefully backfilled with stone and pebbles. This deposit (layer 11,106) contained a useful
group of pottery providing both a terminus ante quem and a terminus post quem for early and late
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phases of occupation (see pottery reports in Chapter 7). A spread of slate debris on its south-
west side may be the discarded material from stripping the drain lining. Gully 11,148 to the
south possibly went out of use as well. The evidence was less clear for trench 11,105. Slightly
later an extensive spread of shale slabs (11,100) was deposited (FIG. 6.3).These were of varying
sizes mixed with concentrations of fragmented and crushed slate and the layer also contained
a small number of roofing slates, with their nail holes. Had this been debris from roof stripping,
one would have expected a higher number of roofing slates, albeit broken. It is more likely,
therefore, that the spread is slaters’ debris from dressing slate slabs into roofing slates on site,
re-roofing all or part of the building. Subsequent to the deposition of this layer, the ‘yard’ area
was resurfaced and trench 11,148 recut as drain 11,043.

The later Roman activities on the site encompass both the continued maintenance of the
‘yard’, ‘porch’ and ‘bay’ floor surfaces and then the robbing of a part at least of the walls but
with evidence of continued occupation of the site. The penultimate episode (phase 8) of ‘yard’
surfacing formed a 3m wide and 0.15m high cambered track (11,073) down the length of the
site, not exactly parallel to the ‘porch’ wall. This was then levelled up once more to form a flat
surface.
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FIG. 6.3. Plan of third- to fourth-century features



Late Roman, rather than medieval, robbing of stone from at least part of the building cannot
be demonstrated stratigraphically in that the robber trench fills were only overlain by deep
garden soil. Post-medieval cultivation had totally incorporated any separate medieval soils.
There was no medieval or post-medieval material in the fills of the trenches; the robbing of the
‘porch’ wall had been less thorough than that of the main wall since there was still a
considerable quantity of rubble within trench 11,030. In addition, a sandy and stoney soil
(11,041/42) extended westwards across the ‘porch’ and eastwards to thin out over the
uppermost yard surface.This may be interpreted as spoil from the robbing and again contained
only Roman material.

Lapping over the eastern side of the latest yard surface was a thin sandy soil, 11,015,
containing much shattered and rotted animal bone, charcoal and pottery — occupation debris
perhaps contemporary with, or subsequent to, the stone robbing. As detailed below, this was of
mid fourth-century date.

TEST PITS AND WATCHING BRIEF 

The depth of deposits seen in Test Pit 4 (FIG. 6.1), which included a quantity of building debris,
strongly suggests that the building continued to the north as well as the west. The area to the
east sampled in Test Pit 1, however, seemed to be outside of any building, with a cultivation soil
containing a scatter of Roman material above a turf-line sealing the buried soil of the early
Roman period.

When Test Pit 3 was cut to the south it was thought that a large pit had removed most of the
Roman levels. After demolition of the frontages, however, when cellars and foundation trenches
of the nineteenth-century buildings were cut back to take the new foundations, the northern
edge of a steeply sloping ditch was seen in section at the western end of the site. Other edges
of the ditch were briefly exposed, seen in section in surviving intact monoliths of stratified
deposits, between the cellars, steps and rear entrances of the old buildings. Unfortunately, close
examination was not possible.

The ditch, where observed in Test Pit 3 and later at the western end of the site, was not cut
from the level of the buried soil, but through a layer of burnt material above a layer of gravel.
There is no firm proof of the ditch being Roman, but its shape and size, and the lack of any
medieval or post-medieval material in what could be observed of its upper fill, allow a Roman
date.

If Roman, the ditch poses, at present, unanswerable questions on its function, date and
location. Although nothing of the Roman town defences had survived or were observed in the
limited opportunities afforded by the watching brief, we have no reason to doubt the general
line of the southern defences (see Chapter 5).Yet the ditch observed is interior to them.

CHRONOLOGY

It was not possible to date the construction of the building closely because so little was exposed
and because robbing had removed the stone of the walls and any material sealed within them
or in their construction trenches. As detailed in the samian report (Chapter 7), Peter Webster
notes a higher percentage of South Gaulish forms than in the much larger assemblage for
Church Street, yet the group was of a slightly later date than that present at the fort site in
Spilman Street or possible fort annexe at Church Street. On this basis, the construction of the
building (for there is no evidence for any occupation or structure on the site before it) could be
at the end of the first century as well as in the early decades of the second.

The primary floor surfaces in the four ‘bays’ of the building on the western side of the site
provided a little datable material: samian equally divided between South and Central Gaulish
fabrics and no later than c. A.D. 120 in date, as well as small quantities of red and grey wares of
late first/early second-century date. Only the fill of drain 11,091 (context 11,106) produced a
reasonable assemblage of datable material, the drain remaining open during the early phases of
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yard surfacing (see above). Its lower fills produced both South and Central Gaulish wares. But
there were also Black Burnished vessels which must extend the date range to the mid second
century (see description of the group in Chapter 7). Other material from the yard surfaces prior
to the changes evident in Phases 5 and 6 attest continued use of the building in the second half
of the second century.

A possible context for the change in size or layout or function of the building might be the
construction of the town defences immediately to the south of the site, which can be loosely
assigned to the end of the second century. The contexts of the third- and fourth-century
material hint that the robbing of the walls was early fourth century in date and the latest
material (particularly the Black Burnished) from soil 11,015 over the latest yard surface
indicates use of the area to about A.D. 350 or 360.This layer produced two third-century coins
(of Julia Mammea and Carausius, nos 88 and 96 in the coin report in Chapter 8). The latest
coin, of Constantinopolis (330–335) no. 97, came from the fill of the robber trench of the main
stone wall of the building exposed within the excavation area.

INTERPRETATION

With so little of the building exposed in excavation it is impossible to suggest its function on
the basis of its plan.Therefore, the position of this partly excavated building in the overall town
plan remains at present the best clue to its function. Situated on the southern edge of the town
a bath-house or a mansio are both plausible interpretations. Either could have been built late in
the first or early in the second century, probably before the town was formally constituted a
civitas capital, and have had the long period of use evidenced by the pottery and other finds.
This is discussed further in Chapter 1.
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CHAPTER 7

THE POTTERY

THE SAMIAN WARE 

By Peter Webster, with contributions by Brenda Dickinson
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Samian from recent excavations at Carmarthen has been considered in three sections: the fort
(Spilman Street sites 1985 and 1988, the excavation of which is described in Chapter 2),
Church Street (1978 excavations, Chapter 4) and the Priory Street site (excavated 1980–1984,
Chapter 3). In addition there are shorter reports on the small assemblages from Priory Street
1987 (Chapter 3) and 1–5 The Parade, 1986 (Chapter 6). For each site an archive has been
prepared listing the minimum number of vessels in each form present in every context. This
information is stored on computer and available as a series of indexed catalogues. In addition,
sufficient work was done on the identification of all decorated pieces to determine their date
and to enable pieces of chronological or intrinsic interest to be selected for the published
catalogue. Notes accumulated in this process are stored with the pottery.The pottery itself will
be deposited in Carmarthen Museum and has been sorted into numerical order of context
within each site, with the exception of published pieces which will be deposited separately.
Among the factors influencing the way in which the samian has been processed was the need
for considerable selection in the publication of such a large assemblage and the belief that much
of the samian, although residual in its context, could nevertheless yield some basic information
about the occupation of Carmarthen. Each section, therefore, includes summary tables and
histograms drawn up on the basis of the entire archive as well as a more detailed catalogue of
a small number of selected sherds.

The state of preservation of the Carmarthen samian was variable. Unfortunately, in many
cases, soil action had taken its toll and sherds with an abraded and powdery surface were
commonplace. While this had little effect on the identification of plain forms, it did, on
occasions, make the identification of source or the detailed analysis of decorated sherds more
difficult.

The report on the potters’ stamps and signatures by Brenda Dickinson has been integrated
with the main text and is thus given in site order. Her contributions are given in order of potter
(i, ii, etc. where homonyms are involved), die number, form, reading of the stamp, pottery of
origin, any published examples, discussion and date, followed by a note on the context where
the sherds were stratified and contributed to the dating of a particular phase, or prefaced by
general notes on context where they were residual or unstratified. Ligatured letters are
underlined. Within each entry, superscript a, b and c indicate:

a) Stamp attested at the pottery in question.
b) Potter, but not the particular stamp, attested at the pottery in question.
c) Assigned to the pottery on the evidence of fabric, distribution and/or form.
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Brenda Dickinson’s entries are prefaced thus:* when not listed under ‘Stamped and
Decorated Vessels’ or ‘Stamps’. In addition it has been thought useful to include a table of all
potters represented at Carmarthen by stamps in alphabetical order (TABLE 7.1).

THE ROMAN FORT 

General comments (TABLE 7.2 and FIG. 7.1).

The material from the fort comes from two operations, the first an examination of sections and
the remnant of the lowest archaeological horizon on the Emergency Control Centre site (CDC
1985) and the second a more conventional excavation immediately to the north on Spilman
Street (CSS 1988/9). Neither excavation produced a large sample of samian and it is
convenient to consider both together. All samian sherds from both sites have been examined
and are listed in a report to be found in the site archive. This forms the basis for comments
made here.The information in the archive report may be summarised in a variety of ways. Here,
it seems most useful to produce an overall summary of forms (TABLE 7.2).The pattern on each
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TABLE 7.1: ALPHABETICAL LIST OF POTTERS

Potter No. in catalogue Potter No. in catalogue

Advocisus 144 Littera 151
Aestivus 159 Lollius ii 123; 164
Albinus ii 22 Maccirra 186
Albucianus 152 Macrinus iii 101; 102
Albucius ii 203 Maior i 175
Annius ii 119 Malliacus 31; 104; 155
Antiquus 192 Mansuetus 32
Apolinaris 23 Marcellinus ii 33
Attillus v 183 Marcellus iii 34
Avitus iii 73 Martialis ii 169
Balbinus 24 Mascellio 187
Beliniccus i 149?; 215 Maternus iii 188
Borillus i 103; 117 Maternus iv 35
Butrio 66; 120? Montanus i 9
Campanus ii 121 Monti-Cres 10
Carussa, 75 Ovidius 214
Cinnamus ii 25; 97; 147 Pass(i)enus 11
Cintusmus i 180 Pateratus 178; 179
Clemens iii 26 Paternus v 142
Coccillus, 185 Patricius i 36
Cucalus, 171 Paullus iv 154
Diogenes 27 Primanus iii 205
Do(v)eccus i 156 Pugnus ii 37
Drusus ii 145 Q.V.C. 163
Fuscus ii 213 Quintus v 150
Gaius i 166, 167 Roppus ii 38
Germanus i 28 Rufinus iii 39
Gluppus 176; 177 Sabinus ix 170
Ianuaris ii 153 Sacrillus 208
Iarillus? 122 Servus iv 143
Illiomarus ii 165 Severus viii 204
Ioenalis 212 Tituro 157
Iovius 29 Titus iii 162
L.Cosius 118 Vagiro/Vagirus 182
L.Cosius Virilis 98 Vicnua 68
L.Tr-Masculus 67 Vindus ii 193
Laxtucissa 141 Vintino 172
Lentiscus 207 Vitalis iii 69; 72
Lic-Seve 30



site is slightly different. Both sites produced assemblages which are overwhelmingly South
Gaulish but the Spilman Street site (CSS 88/9) is notable for the comparatively large number
of form 29, particularly when compared with the other major decorated bowl form, 37 (10 of
form 29 or 34 per cent of all vessels as compared with 3 vessels, or 10 per cent, of form 37).
The Emergency Control Centre site (CDC 1985) does not show the same dramatic difference
in these forms, but it does still have a predominance of form 29 over form 37 on a site which,
despite the presence of the uncommon Hermet 9, has an unusually small amount of decorated
ware. A further oddity is the high number of forms 22/3, not a particularly common pair of
forms, but making up 19 per cent of all vessels recovered from this particular site.

The peculiar characteristics of the material recovered from the CDC site may, of course be a
product of the method of retrieval (almost entirely from sections) but could denote a site which
either saw abnormal usage or, perhaps, received, at some stage, the contents of a storeroom
(which might have retained vessels for which there was not normally any great demand).

If we look at the available sample from a chronological viewpoint we can produce a histogram
in a similar fashion to those for Church Street and Priory Street (FIGS 7.3 and 7.4).The method
used is described below, after the histogram in FIG. 7.3. As already stated, the assemblages from
both fort sites are overwhelmingly South Gaulish. The finds are mainly Flavian rather than
Flavian-Trajanic. If we look at the two sites in slightly more detail, we may note that the CSS
site includes a number of pieces which, on their own, might support occupation from the
Neronian or early Flavian period. However, forms which are exclusively or mainly pre-Flavian
such as Ritterling 8, 9 and 11 or form 24/25 appear to be absent and it would be unwise to
suggest such an early date without supporting (e.g. numismatic) evidence. It seems more likely
that the areas excavated were occupied from the very beginning of the Flavian advance into
Wales in the mid-70s A.D.

Within the Flavian material, the large number of form 29, particularly on CSS 1988/9, is
worthy of note.This is a form which went out of large-scale production and use by the mid-80s
A.D. The low number of form 37 is also of possible significance.The Pompeii Hoard (Atkinson
1914) suggests that this form was of approximately equal importance to 29 by the late 70s A.D.
and so, on a site occupied for more than a few years after c. A.D. 75, one would expect far more
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TABLE 7.2: ROMAN FORT: SUMMARY OF FORMS

Form CSS 88 CDC 1985 Both sites
No. % No. % No. %

SOUTH GAUL
15/17 – – 1 2 1 1
18 6 20 17 33 23 28
18/31 1 3 1 2 5 6
22 – – 8 15 8 10
23 – – 2 4 2 2
27 3 10 2 4 5 6
29 10 34 4 8 14 17
30 2 7 1 2 3 4
33 – – 1 2 1 1
35 1 3 2 4 3 4
36 – – 6 12 6 7
37 3 10 2 4 5 6
67 1 3 - - 1 1
C11 – – 2 4 2 2
H9 – – 1 2 1 1

CENTRAL GAUL
37 2 7 – – 2 2

EAST GAUL
27 – – 2 4 2 2

TOTAL 29 97 52 102 81 96



37s than we see here. The sample is, of course, small and there are some signs that it may be
atypical in some respects. Nevertheless, the decorated ware in this collection would best suit a
short-lived mid-Flavian site, rather than one occupied even into the late first century. As FIG.
7.1 suggests, this pattern is not wholly supported by the remaining material, which includes
some pieces that are more likely to date later in the century. On such a small sample, we should
obviously be cautious. It is perhaps best to suggest a fort occupied within the period c. A.D.
75–95.The suspicion, raised by the decorated samian, that occupation was more intense at the
very beginning of this period, is perhaps best left as a matter for verification (or otherwise) in
future excavations.

Such second-century samian as there is (and there is very little) is all from post-fort contexts.
There is certainly no sign of major early second-century occupation such as one would expect
given the Hadrianic or later date proposed for the foundation of the civil town. However, one
must remember that reductions in the size of Flavian forts were common and it could be that
the short chronology proposed for these particular sites is not applicable to the entire military
occupation at Carmarthen.

It is of interest to compare these collections with those excavated by G.D.B. Jones in the Ivy
Bush Hotel Car Park 1968, a report on which has kindly been made available by its author,
Felicity Wild. (For location of this site, see FIG. 2.2 in Chapter 2.) Here, 68 per cent of the
samian was South Gaulish, much less than on the present sites, but all but two of the stratified
sherds were South Gaulish, suggesting that the difference lies in the post-fort layers. The
material to be published includes a series of four form 29s, dated c. A.D. 65–80, and three form
37s, dated c. A.D. 70–90. It has not proved possible, as yet, to produce a breakdown directly
comparable with those given above, but the pattern looks as if it is remarkably similar to that
on the fort levels of CSS 88/9 and CDC 85.

In summary, the material would best suit a fort founded in the early stages of the main
Flavian advance into Wales and not occupied for any great length of time. However, the
smallness of the sample must be emphasised again so that impressions based on overall
numbers and percentages must be very tentative indeed. It should also be emphasised that
although the material appears to open up a gap between fort occupation in the Flavian period
and town occupation from the Hadrianic period, at the earliest, this may be illusory and simply
be an indicator of how little of the probable fort site at Carmarthen has been sampled to date.
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FIG. 7.1. Histogram of numbers and dates of vessels from the Spilman Street Roman Fort sites, 1985
and 1988/9



THE ROMAN FORT: CATALOGUE (FIG 7.2)

Emergency Control Centre, CDC 1985 

1. Form 30. South Gaulish. Panel with, to the left, the Bacchus with leopard, O.564 (apparently a
large rectangular stamp but without the ‘grass’ below the figures of the Oswald illustration cf. Mees
1995,Taf. 66, 2). In the centre is a saltire and, to the right, a fragment of draped female figure.The
saltire incorporates a small ivy leaf, two leaf sprays (the upper one, that appearing in work stamped
by Frontinus, Iucundus and Meddillus, Knorr 1919,Tb.12; P.V.Webster 1987, H 28) and the bud,
Knorr 1919 Tb.10; P.V. Webster 1987, F.35 (used in work stamped by, among others, Bilicatus,
Modestus and Amandus). The lower leaf spray is repeated as a vertical frieze which, bordered by
wavy lines, separates the main panels.There is some similarity in general style to Knorr 1952,Taf.
42, B, lower zone (Modestus) and Knorr 1919, Taf. 74 G (Secundus). c. A.D. 65–90.
Context 34/2: destruction layer sealing timber buildings, ?contemporary with the tanning pit, i.e.
in the reduced fort.

2. Form 29. South Gaulish. Lower zone. An abraded sherd shows a series of three horizontal wreaths
(from top to bottom, leaf sprays, reverse-S-shaped gadroons, triple leaves) divided by wavy line
borders. For examples of a very similar design from Rottweil see Knorr 1912,Taf. II, 2 and Knorr
1907, Taf. II, 6. c. A.D. 70–85.
Context 34/3: see 1.

3. Form 29. South Gaulish. The upper zone shows festoons joined by a bar with pendant bottle-
shaped bud (Knorr 1919,Tb.10, Cosi Ru; P.V.Webster 1987, F.45).Within the festoons are tendrils
ending in bottle-shaped buds and stirrup leaves (Knorr 1919,Taf. 24, 8 and B).The lower zone is
a winding scroll.The lower lobe is a panel with opposed trifid leaves (Knorr 1919,Tb.12, Cosi Ru,
Cornutio F., Crucuro and others, Webster 1987, H.17). The upper lobe contains a festoon with a
lanceolate leaf and a ‘tulip’, possibly Knorr 1919, Tb.10, Of. Rufini; P.V.Webster 1987, F8. Many
of the elements (but not the wreath-like festoon) appear in work stamped ‘Cosi Rufi’, cf. Knorr
1919, Taf. 24, B and Knorr 1952, Taf. 16, B. c. A.D. 65–85.
Context 46/10: destruction layer above clay lining of tanning pit, ?contemporary with layer 34.

4. Wall sherd of a small South Gaulish straight-sided bowl showing (from left to right): a) two vertical
wavy lines; b) a vertical row of 15-point rosettes; c) four vertical wavy lines; d) rosettes as b); e)
vertical wavy line; f) a panel containing a corded wreath with a small 7-point rosette in the lower angle
of the panel. Below is a border, apparently of beads superimposed on a guideline and overlapped by
a basal wreath of bifid leaves. The vessel curves at the guideline. The small size, style of decoration
and shape, make this unlikely to be a fragment of form 30 and a vessel such as Hermet 9 is more
probable (cf.Vernhet 1986, 97; also Hermet 1934, pl. 91, 16). A Flavian date would seem reasonable.
Context 51/1: ?floor surface of timber building contemporary with the tanning pit, i.e. within the
reduced fort?

Spilman Street, 1988/9, CSS 1988
5. (Not illustrated.) Form 29, South Gaulish. Upper Zone.The fragment shows a fine winding scroll

motif with a damaged 10 or 11-point rosette in the centre and a frond terminating in a ‘tulip’
(damaged on our fragment). Probably c. A.D. 60–80.
Context 10303: residual in med. pit.

6. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. South Gaulish. A basal zone of small sausage-like gadroons survives.
For a similar motif see Pompeii Hoard (Atkinson 1914) pl. VII, 40, pl. X, 53. c. A.D. 70–90.
Context 10311: foundation trench of early fort building?

7. Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. A small length of bead row survives. Below this is part of a free-
style design which includes the snake on rock, 0.2155 (Rogers U141 and snake) and a bear,
probably O.1588. Both these types were used by Criciro, a potter whose dating is discussed by
Hartley (1972a, 33–4). Criciro is, however, a Lezoux potter and the fabric of this piece would
appear to be from Les Martres, where U141 normally appears without its snake (cf. S & S, fig. 11,
14). An earlier date is, therefore, probable for our piece. Early Hadrianic.
Context 10316: layer incorporating fort destruction debris.

8. Form 29, South Gaulish. A panel showing a hunting scene with a dog chasing a deer over stylised
grass. cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 84, F & N (Vitalis). A bowl from Castleshaw excavated by Bruton and
stamped ‘M.Crestio’ (Redhead et al. 1989, p.71, 1B) shows similar ‘grass’; see also Frere 1972, fig.
89, 69 and Mees 1995, Taf. 38, 2. c. A.D. 65–85.
Joining fragments from 10,345 and 10,250: fort demolition debris and post-medieval layer.
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Fig. 7.2. Samian, nos 1–21, scale 1:2
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Stamps (not illustrated)
9. Montanus i 7c or c', on form 18, MO1[T2NI] or . .2N La Graufesenquea.

Stamps from both the complete die (7c) and its broken version (7c') occur in pre-Flavian contexts,
but 7c' is also known from Caerleon and Chester. Other stamps of Montanus i come from the Red
House and main sites at Corbridge and there are three examples from the Boudiccan burning at
Colchester. c. A.D. 60–75.
Context 43: fill of post-fort demolition feature.

10. Monti- Cres- 6a, on form 15/17 or 18, OFMONTC La Graufesenquea.
The site evidence for this stamp is entirely Flavian, but there is one example on a Neronian-Flavian
form 29. c. A.D. 65–80.
Context 46: see 3.

11. Pass(i)enus 9a', on form 15/17 or 18 6FPASSE La Graufesenqueb.
This is from a die reduced in length by having swallow-tails cut into its ends. The original die was
used in the Neronian period, but this version seems to be Flavian. Stamps from it occur at sites
such as Camelon and the Nijmegen fortress, but also at Aislingen (before c. A.D. 85). c. A.D. 70–80.
Context 43: see 9.

CHURCH STREET

General comments (TABLE 7.3 and FIG. 7.3)

The Church Street assemblage is the first of our three groups to yield a quantity of samian
which is, one feels, sufficient to allow reliable comparison with other sites. A minimum vessel
count suggests that there were portions of approximately 777 vessels recovered.This compares
with the c. 1994 vessels from Priory Street.

A comparison of the pattern of samian deposition on the Church Street and Priory Street
sites is instructive. The principal forms present in Church Street are listed below with the
percentage of those forms on the Priory Street site noted for comparison (cf. TABLE 7.5 for the
complete Priory Street list). Other forms, which only appear in very small numbers, are: 18R
(4), 22 (2), 24/25 (1), 67 (3), 72 (1), 79/80 (4), 81 (1), Ludowici Tn (1), Curle 23 (1), a flask
(1), an atypical bowl (1), a jug (1) and jars (3).

TABLE 7.3: CHURCH STREET: PRINCIPAL FORMS

Form S. Gaul C. Gaul E. Gaul Total % Priory St %

15/17 & 15/17R 11 1 – 12 2 0
18 69 – – 69 9 1
18/31 23 47 1 71 9 10
18/31R 1 11 – 12 1 2
27 22 17 – 39 5 4
29 34 – – 34 4 1
30 4 16 1 21 3 1
31 – 52 5 57 7 15
31R – 30 1 31 4 8
33 4 19 – 23 3 8
35/36 1 10 – 11 1 0
37 120 215 9 344 44 42
38 – 7 2 9 1 2
45 – 5 2 7 1 0
Curle 11 11 2 – 13 2 1
Other 14 7 3 24 3 –
Totals 314 439 24 777 99 –
% of all 40 56 3 99 – –



It is clear that the Church Street site yielded significantly higher percentages of such first-
century forms as 15/17, 18–18R and 29, while the percentage of South Gaulish samian as a
whole is greater than one would expect from a site occupied evenly over the whole of the samian
importing period. Significantly low percentages of certain mid to late second-century forms
such as 31 and 31R are also apparent, although, as the histogram shows (FIG. 7.3), this is, to
some extent, counterbalanced by other late pieces.

The histogram has been achieved by allocating a date range to each vessel and regarding each
vessel as a unit. The units are then divided up evenly between the decades of their date range
(so a vessel dated c. A.D. 70–110 will count as 0.25 in each of its four decades). The resultant
histogram should give a general idea of the dating of all samian on the site and provide the
means of directly comparing sites regardless of such factors as residual material.

Comparison of both the form tables and histograms for the Church Street and Priory Street
sites emphasise the comparatively much greater first-century activity on or near the former. As
such, it tends to confirm the established view that first-century activity was concentrated west
of the later Roman town, although, as we shall see, this does not, of course, mean that there was
no first-century activity further east.

As direct comparison with TABLE 7.6, we can break down the Church Street forms into
broader categories (TABLE 7.4). The pattern is broadly similar to that of the Priory Street
material (TABLE 7.5). In both tables, form 18/31 is shown in brackets under dishes, as an
intermediate form between a dish and a bowl. It is noticeable that, in comparison with Priory
Street, Church Street has more dishes, but this is almost certainly because of the greater
number of first-century pieces, with the consequent increase in the numbers of such popular
first-century forms as 18 and 15/17. The number of cups seems low, both in numeric and
comparative terms, a feature common to both sites.
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FIG. 7.3. Histogram of numbers and dates of vessels from Church Street 1978

TABLE 7.4: CHURCH STREET 1978: VESSEL CATEGORIES

Category S. Gaul C. Gaul E. Gaul Total % of all Priory St %

Closed vessels 6 3 0 9 1 1
Bowls 170 327 22 519 67 72
Dishes 87 9 1 97 12 2

[+24] [+58] [+1] [+83] 11 [+12]
Cups 27 42 0 69 9 13
Totals 314 439 24 777 100 –



CHURCH STREET: CATALOGUE (FIG 7.2)

For its size, the Church Street excavation produced samian in reasonable quantities.
Unfortunately, the proportion from unstratified or poorly stratified deposits was large and, even
within the stratified material, residual elements were considerable. It has not proved possible,
therefore, to select many significantly stratified decorated pieces for illustration. Instead, the
catalogue below consists of a comment on significant pieces from each phase along with a few
illustratable sherds. Two archival lists supplement this catalogue. A full list of all sherds found
has been made and is the basis for the overall samian ‘profile’ of this site which is discussed
above in comparison with the Priory Street assemblage. A further listing of significant or
interesting pieces from stratified contexts lies behind the comments on individual phases below
and will be deposited in the archive.Those wishing to consult the pottery itself should note that
it is marked with find numbers only.These may be translated into context numbers by reference
to an archival list. Bags are marked with both find and context number and storage is by
context.

Late first/early second-century occupation
The first phase on the site contains many South Gaulish sherds, including form 29 and:

12. Form 37, South Gaulish, showing zoned decoration below an ovolo with quadruple ended tongue.
Below the ovolo and wavy line is a strip of chevrons over panel decoration which includes a panel
with pendant leaf and one with a very small figure. The chevrons appear to be those illustrated by
Knorr (1919, Tb.6; P.V. Webster 1987, B.45) and used in bowls stamped by Meddillus, Secundus
and Vitalis. For the general style see Pompeii Hoard, Atkinson 1914, pl. 11, 55. c. A.D. 70–90.
Context: fragments of this vessel come from the lower and upper fills, 12,073b and 12,073a
respectively of the ditch that crosses the site. (Find nos 818, 957, 1314.)

13. (Not illustrated.) Form 37, South Gaulish, showing zoned decoration. A row of small chevrons is
edged with wavy lines and has gadroons above and probably pendant swags below. c. A.D. 70–90.
Context 12,073b: see 12.

14. Form 37, South Gaulish.The ovolo has a triple ended tongue. Below is panel decoration with cupid
(probably O.436) in a double bordered medallion and a dog, Hermet 1934, pl. 26, 28. The basal
wreath may be that used by Balbus and others (Knorr 1919, Tb.6; P.V. Webster 1987, B.37). See
also Dannell in Symonds and Wade 1999, 559. For the general style see Pompeii Hoard, Atkinson
1914, pl.12, 60. c. A.D. 70–90.
Context 12,533: pit sealed by dump layer 12,263 below rampart, see FIG. 4.2.

15. Form 37, South Gaulish. A basal panel shows the stag O.1699 over a basal wreath of leaves (Knorr
1919, Tb.12; P.V. Webster 1987, H.8). Both items occur on a vessel from Richborough stamped
‘Mercato’ in the decoration (Bushe-Fox 1928, pl. 27, 11) which also shows the leaf-group. c. A.D.
80–100.
Context 12,533: see 14.

The majority of the material is South Gaulish. There are, however, a number of pieces from
Les Martres-de-Veyre, which take the phase into the period c. A.D. 100–120. The overall
quantity of Les Martres samian is not great and a terminal date c. A.D. 110 is possible. Later
pieces include:

16. Form 37, Les Martres-de-Veyre. A fragment of ovolo lies over a wavy line border. Below is a figure,
apparently the Bacchus on a leopard as S & S, pl. 21, 265 (Potter of the Rosette; cf. O.588). The
beaded cup, Rogers U64, in the left-hand border is also used by this potter. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 12,532: pit cut by pit 12,533, see 14.

17. (Not illustrated.) Form 37, Les Martres-de-Veyre. Panel decoration contains the bear, O.1625 and
is bounded by beaded borders with the rosette, Rogers C280, used as terminals. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 12,532: see 16.

18. Form 37, Les Martres-de-Veyre. The ovolo, Rogers B7 appears over panel decoration with saltire
to the right and Pan, O.709a, to the left. On the extreme left is an ?animal head, perhaps from a
Diana and hind. Probably c. A.D. 100-120.
Context 12,533: see 14.
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Most of the samian from Context 12,263, a dumped layer sandwiched between early features
on the western side of the site and the first phase town defensive rampart, is of a similar date
to the contexts summarised above. It also contains a number of mid to late Antonine pieces
which demonstrate that the construction of the town defences cannot be earlier than the later
second century A.D. This dating evidence for the first phase town defences may be
supplemented by no. 19.

19. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Two fragments, apparently from the same vessel. The fabric is very
orange and the slip dark orange-red. The style, however, suggests a Central Gaulish origin for the
mould. The ovolo appears to be ovolo 1 of Cinnamus (S & S, fig. 47; Rogers B223). Panel
decoration is bordered by large beads and contains the lion, O.1403a, in a half medallion and the
edge of O.234. A separate sherd has the lion attacking a boar, O.1491. c. A.D. 155–175.

20. (Not illustrated.) Form 37, Central Gaulish. The ovolo is possibly Rogers B135 and has a border
of large beads below. Probably Antonine.
Context 12,368: slot for timber building, slighted by construction of defences, see FIG. 4.3.

Plain forms 79 and 45 came from Context 12,314a, the uppermost fill of a pit similar in
character to layer 12,263 but east of and not, therefore, sealed by the rampart bank. This may
extend the dating of the fill beyond the late second century. Occupation on the Church Street
site after the construction of the first phase defences was poorly stratified. Nevertheless, it can
be broadly grouped into that preceding and that post-dating the remodelling of those defences,
probably in the later third century. There was comparatively little samian from those contexts
between the two phases of town defences and most was residual. Many of the sherds from the
latest occupation are abraded which in itself is sufficient indication that its dating probably
extends beyond the end of the samian importing period. The assemblage includes:

21. Form 37, apparently Central Gaulish. Numerous fragments.The ovolo may be Ovolo 3 of Cinnamus
(S & S fig. 47).The main characteristic of this piece, however, is the unusual character of the figure
types, all of which seem to be variants on those illustrated by Oswald. Panel decoration contains: a)
a half medallion containing a chariot of the moon (a variant of O.117) and rosette, Rogers C53, over
a large dog or wolf; b) the chariot of Apollo, O.102 over foliage achieved by partially impressing the
tree, Rogers N4, sideways. An early to mid Antonine date seems the most probable.
Context 12,519 (with fragments from 12,505): stone dumped and soil built up over the eastern
edge of Street 511, see FIG. 4.4.

Stamps (not illustrated)

Almost half the stamps from this site are either first century or early second century, with only
two Hadrianic or early-Antonine pieces. The Antonine samian includes stamps of potters
working in the later second century, and these are the latest in the group. The sources of the
South and Central Gaulish stamps are the same as for the other sites discussed, with the
possible addition of a stamp from the Central Gaulish factory of Toulon-sur-Allier. There are
no East Gaulish stamps.

22. Albinus iv, 8c, on form 33, ALBI3VS Lezouxb, Toulon-sur-Allierc.
The die for this stamp was almost certainly used at Lezoux, to judge by some of the fabrics
associated with it. However, the orange fabric and glaze of this vessel recall the products of Toulon-
sur-Allier and it is not impossible that it was made there. The die is likely to have originated at
Lezoux, since no evidence of movement of potters in the other direction has been noted. Stamps,
presumably from Lezoux, occur in the Rhineland, which scarcely received Central Gaulish samian
after c. A.D. 150. If from Toulon-sur-Allier, this cup is almost certainly Antonine, and probably not
later than c. A.D. 135–160.
Context 12,316: residual in soil build up over street 12,511, late Roman.

23. Apolinaris 1a, on form 27? [2PObI]32RI# Les Martres-de-Veyrec. Walke 1965, Taf. 40, 63.
Another die of Apolinaris, with very similar lettering, was used at the Terre-France kilns at Vichy,
but stamps from 1a are always associated with fabrics and glazes in the Les Martres range.
Examples occur in the Rhineland and at the Saalburg Erdkastell (before c. A.D. 139: B.R. Hartley
1970, Abb. 2, 8). A stamp from the Vichy die comes from Camelon. c. A.D. 130–150.
Context 12,263: see note before 19.
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24. Balbinus 1a, on form 18/31, B2LBINVS·? Les Martres-de-Veyrea. B.R. Hartley 1972b, 250, S113.
Stamps from another die of Balbinus occur in the London Second Fire groups and on form 15/17,
which was scarcely made at Les Martres after the Trajanic period.There is no site evidence for 1a,
but the fabric and glaze of the Carmarthen piece suggest a Trajanic date also. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 12,532: see 16.

25. Cinnamus ii, 5b, on form 30, [CINNA]MI retr. Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 169.
There are many decorated bowls with this stamp from Hadrian’s Wall (where they belong to the
period of reoccupation), but they are slightly more common in Antonine Scotland. No decoration
survives on this bowl. c. A.D. 150–180.
Context 12,253, find no. 57: weathered top of Phase 1 town defensive rampart.

26. Clemens iii 1a, on form 31, CLEM[EN]TS Lezouxa.
This die was used to stamp both plain ware and moulds for decorated bowls. The plain forms
include 31R and 79. One of the moulds also carries a stamp of the mid- to late Antonine potter,
Priscus iii. The site record for the stamp includes Benwell and Wallsend (2). c. A.D. 160–190.
Context 12,191: gravel layer above buried soil, test pit 17.

27. +Diogenes 1a, on form 27, [DIOCIIN]CIS retr. Les Martres-de-Veyrea. Terrisse 1968, 58.
Most of the vessels stamped with this die are cups of form 27, but there are a few of form 33a which
are Trajanic in character. A stamp from Corbridge will also be Trajanic. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 12,533: see 14.

28. Germanus i 28b, on form 18, GERMANI La Graufesenqueb. Vanderhoeven 1975, 73, 334.
Most of this potter’s output is early Flavian, though he occasionally stamped pre-Flavian forms.There
is no internal dating evidence for this stamp, but the dish is typologically Flavian. c. A.D. 70–90.
Context 12,073, find no. 818: see 12.

29. Iovius 4a, on form 27g, heavily burnt, IOVII La Graufesenquec Baillie-Reynolds 1938, fig. 24, 9.
Most of this potter’s output seems to have been cups of form 27, but one example of this particular
stamp has been noted on form 24, making some pre-Flavian activity almost certain. Late-Neronian
or early-Flavian.
Context 12,016: surface of buried soil — Roman ground level, otherwise unstratified.

30. Lic- Seve- 1a, on form 18, OFLIC·SEVE La Graufesenquea.
Two stamps from this die at Saalburg suggest Flavian-Trajanic activity and a decorated bowl from
Caersws with a cursive signature with the two names (Pryce 1932, 57) confirms the date range. It
is not certain whether nomen or cognomen were intended, or whether these are the names of two
potters working together. In any case the stamp can have nothing to do with Licinus and the other
name is unlikely to be that of the Flavian Severus. c. A.D. 80–110.
Context 12,073: see 12.

31. Malliacus 3d, on form 33, MALL[IACI] see no. 104.
Context 12,383, redeposited clay from Phase I rampart within extended Phase 2 bank.

32. Mansuetus ii 2a, on form 33, M2(.SV.E)TIo Lezouxa. Juhász 1935, pl. XLVI, 185.
There are several examples of this on Hadrian’s Wall, all stamped when the die had been damaged,
and had lost the right-hand part of the O. Both versions are nearly always on forms 31 and 33, but
single examples of forms 27 and 80 have been noted, both stamped when the die was in its original
state. c. A.D. 150–165.
Context 12,288: late stone spread, post-dating Phase 2 defences.

33. Marcellinus ii 2a, on form 33 (burnt), MA[RCELLI1Ih] Lezouxa. Dickinson, 1986, 191, 3.93.
A stamp noted on Hadrian’s Wall (Chesters and South Shields) and in the group of late Antonine
samian from Pudding Pan Rock. The die was used on forms 15/31 and 80. c. A.D. 160–200.
Context 12,288: see 32.

34. Marcellus iii 2m, on form 31, M4RCIIbbIM Lezouxb.
One of the less common stamps of a potter whose wares turn up in Scotland and in Hadrianic and
Hadrianic-Antonine contexts at Lezoux. Much of his output was before c. A.D. 150, to judge by his
frequent use of forms 18/31, 18/31R and 27. However, he also produced a few early variants of
forms 79 and 80, which probably means that he was still at work c. A.D. 160. The high basal kick
of the Carmarthen dish suggests that it is not one of his earlier products. c. A.D. 145–160.
Context 12,324: Phase 2 rampart clay spread by post-medieval gardening.

35. Maternus iv 1a (probably), on form 31, [M2TE]R3I Lezouxa. Dickinson 1996, fig. 142, 52.
His occasional use of form 27 suggests that the potter was at work before c. A.D. 160, but this die
seems to have been a slightly later one. It was used on form 31R and stamps from it occur in the
late Antonine samian recovered off Pudding Pan Rock. c. A.D. 160–180.
Context trial pit 9.
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36. Patricius i 13e, on form 27, PATRICI La Graufesenquea. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 284.
The distribution of this stamp is confined almost entirely to the two Germanies and to Britain,
where it has been noted from Binchester and Holt. c. A.D. 75–100.
Context 12,016: see 29.

37. Pugnus ii, 1a, on form 38 or 44, [PVGNI]·M2 Lezouxa. Nash-Williams 1930, fig. 2, 83.
Pugnus used this die to stamp both moulds for his latest decorated ware and plain vessels,
including form 80. Its site record includes Chester-le-Street and Wroxeter, where it occurs twice in
the Gutter hoard. c. A.D. 150–180.
Context 12,288: see 32.

38. Roppus ii 2a, on form 18/31, ROP.[VS·FE] Les Martres-de-Veyrea. De Schaetzen and
Vanderhoeven 1964, pl. XI, 6.
This stamp was occasionally used on form 15/17, which was not normally made at Les Martres
after the Trajanic period. It has been noted from Catterick and Corbridge. Stamps from his other
dies are known from the Saalburg Erdkastell (before c. A.D. 139) and in a group of burnt samian
of the late 140s at Castleford, though here they may be residual. A range c. A.D. 105–130 is likely.
Context 12,332, late Roman stone spread.

39. Rufinus iii 4c', on form 27g (3), )FRVFI2, )FRV[, )FRVFI[ La Graufesenquea.
Stamps from both this version of the die and the original version (OFRVFIN) occur at Flavian
foundations, such as Caerleon (2), Carlisle and Chester (2). Although it is likely that Rufinus iii
started his career under Nero, there is no evidence that this die was in use before the 70s, in either
of its forms, and the later version should probably be dated c. A.D. 75–90.
Contexts 12,016, 12,160, 12,500 and 12,460: late first/early second-century enclosure trench, see
FIG. 4.2.

40. An eight- or nine-petalled rosette on form 46, burnt, Central Gaulish. The edges of the sherd are
either eroded or have been deliberately smoothed for secondary use. Antonine.
Context 12,383: see 31.

41. ]VII on form 27(?). probably illiterate. South Gaulish. Flavian-Trajanic.
Context 12,073: see 12.

42. ]I· or ·I[, on form 27g, South Gaulish. Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic.
Context 12,287/12,331: layers in pit sealed by dump layer below rampart.

43. VLIII(?) on form 27g, South Gaulish. Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic.
44. ]..NV[, on form 27, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early Antonine.
45. ]3S[ on form 31, Central Gaulish. Antonine.
46. V[ or ]2 on form 38 or 44, Central Gaulish, Antonine.

All Context 12,343: post-medieval.

PRIORY STREET

General comments (TABLES 7.5 and FIG. 7.4) 

A minimum vessel count of the Priory Street samian suggests that the excavation yielded
fragments of just under 2000 vessels.We may look at this (TABLE 7.5) by form, source and date
in the same way as the Church Street material above (cf. TABLE 7.3 for a more complete listing
of Church Street).

The computerised archive can be indexed according to form, or date or source. Conclusions
as regards date can be most conveniently summarised in FIG. 7.4, constructed in the same way
as that for the Church Street site (although with a more compressed vertical scale to suit the
larger Priory Street assemblage.

All the tables and charts given so far make it clear that the major influx of samian into the
area of the Priory Street excavations took place in the second century and there is a very
obvious peak in the middle years of that century. However, there are considerable quantities of
early second-century samian present (i.e. material dating from the period c. A.D. 100–120) and
this is of particular interest as it seems to pre-date the probable laying out of the town. This
material could, of course, be used to argue that the ‘traditional’ date of inception for the town
is wrong, but it seems more likely to represent material brought from some nearby site, either
by the builders (i.e. in initial levelling material), or by the first occupants, in the Hadrianic
period. In either case a flourishing Trajanic site nearby seems implied.
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We may apply something of the same line of reasoning to the first-century samian which,
although markedly smaller in quantity, still seems to be present in significant numbers. Of
particular interest are the vessels of form 29, a form which went out of general production (and
probably use) c. A.D. 85. If viewed in isolation, the South Gaulish assemblage would be
commensurate with a site occupation from the 70s A.D., although the absence of such forms as
24/25, Ritterling 8, 9 and 12 and the dearth of form 15/17 argue against any occupation earlier
than this.Viewed in their stratigraphic context (few, if any, of the first-century pieces appear in
contexts devoid of later pottery) and in conjunction with the later assemblage, it seems likely
that the first-century pieces were brought to the site from some nearby occupied area. This
raises the interesting question as to the location of this first-century site, which, from the dating
evidence visible here, can only be associated with military activity, most probably a fort and
associated civil settlement. In Chapter 2 it is suggested that the early fort lay near the present
bridging point of the river. Certainly if we compare the proportion of South Gaulish samian
(and particularly forms 29 and 18) from Priory Street, Church Street and Spilman Street it is
clear that we are moving nearer to the focus of first-century activity the further west we go.We
may thus suppose that the early focus was in the vicinity of the Spilman Street sites. However,
the fact that there is any early material from the Priory Street site is of interest and we can only
suppose that this derives from some other early site.

The tables show how the samian market in the second century was dominated by Central
Gaul. The low percentage of South Gaulish material is, of course, explained by the lack of on-
site first-century occupation.The low percentage of East Gaulish samian (only c. 2.25 per cent
of all vessels) is not unexpected (cf. Marsh 1981, especially table A, p.192). Indeed one might

FIG. 7.4. Histogram of Priory Street samian, total numbers and dates



have expected an even lower figure given the distance from the likely point of importation in
south-east England.

Our summary of forms (TABLE 7.5) shows how just a few forms dominate the market. In this,
Carmarthen is unexceptional. However, the proportion of decorated wares does seem
unusually high (although comparative figures have not proved easy to come by). Forms 29, 30
and 37 between them account for 44 per cent of the samian vessels represented. If one supposes
that decorated ware was more expensive than plain and also that it was used exclusively for
tableware, one may suppose a site of some social status in the vicinity. However, the Church
Street assemblage (see above) has a similar profile in this respect, so this may simply be the
norm for the Carmarthen samian market.

Among the plain forms, the 18/31 to 31 group are the largest but this would be expected.
More noticeable is the dearth of such late products of the samian industry as the mortarium
forms (there are only 8 form 45) and of the 79–80 group (only 15 vessels).This may be, in part,
a result of the tailing off of late samian supplies to the site and, in particular, of later East
Gaulish ware. It might also be due to a lack of building activity and consequent levelling
material or simply reflect a change in rubbish dumping policies. It could, alternatively, imply
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TABLE 7.5: PRIORY STREET, PRINCIPAL FORMS

Form S. Gaul C. Gaul E. Gaul Total % of total Church St %

18–18R 23 – – 23 1 9
18/31 11 187 4 202 10 9
18/31R 4 26 - 30 2 1
27 12 71 2 85 4 5
29 19 – – 19 1 4
30 4 19 – 23 1 3
31 – 290 12 302 15 7
31R – 150 3 153 8 4
33 – 160 4 164 8 3
37 50 783 9 842 42 44
38 – 35 2 37 2 1
79/80 – 15 – 15 1 0
Curle 11 5 24 – 29 1 2
Other forms 5 56 9 70 4 –
Totals 133 1816 45 1994 100 –
% of all 7 91 2 100 – –

Other forms, which appear only in very small numbers, are:
15/17 (4 examples), 15/31R (1), 32 (6), 35 (8), 36 (11), 44 (3), 45 (8), 46 (5), 64 (2), 68 (2), 72 (5), 78 (1), 81 (2),
Curle 15 (2), Curle 21 (1), Curle 23 (2), Ritterling 13 (2), Flasks (4), O & P, pl.15, 13 (1).

TABLE 7.6: PRIORY STREET: VESSEL CATEGORIES

S. Gaul C. Gaul E. Gaul Total % of all

Closed vessels 1 11 1 13 1
Bowls 76 1328 34 1438 72
Dishes 29 15 – 44 2

[+15] [+214] [+4] [+233] 12
Cups 12 248 6 266 13
Total 133 1816 45 1994 100



something about the nature of the occupation; the mortaria, for instance, may be regarded as
kitchenware and it is clearly in tableware that the site excels. However, the similarity to the
pattern observed in Church Street (see above) show that we should be cautious in drawing too
many conclusions until we have more local assemblages with which to compare the Priory
Street data. One may in passing note the two inkwells (form Ritterling 13), a reasonable
indication of literacy.

A breakdown of forms into broader categories is of interest (TABLE 7.6). The small number
of closed vessels is, of course, usual. The percentage of bowls is, however, high and would be
even higher if forms such as 18/31 (intermediate between a bowl and a dish and shown in
brackets under dishes) had been included. Cups seem poorly represented but perhaps only
because the bowl numbers are distorting all other figures. Comparison with the Church Street
assemblage (TABLE 7.2 above) shows a similar division in this respect.

Discussion of the stamps
The stamp assemblage from the Priory Street site largely confirms the picture presented by the
rest of the samian, though, unlike the unstamped ware, it contains no early-Flavian material.
The date range for the stamps is from A.D. 80 to the late second or early third century. Within
that range there are small numbers of stamps from La Graufesenque and of early second-
century Central Gaulish ware from Les Martres-de-Veyre, with a rather higher proportion of
Hadrianic and early Antonine ware from Lezoux. All this is sufficient to support the evidence
of the unstamped samian for another site under or near the second-century town.

However, more than half the identified second-century stamps are later than A.D. 150 and
many of them belong to the late Antonine period. Several of the stamps are from the same dies
as ones which occur in the groups of samian from the Wroxeter Gutter or the Pudding Pan
Rock, and others turn up at sites in the north of the province which were reoccupied c. A.D.
160. Some are on forms not normally made before A.D. 160 or so, such as 31R and 79.

To the sources noted above can be added two stamps from Rheinzabern and three more
which may also have come from East Gaul.This could extend the use of samian on the site into
the early third century, but it is equally possible that the vessels in question could be late second
century.The stamp of Q.V- C- is only the second from Montans or an associated pottery to have
been recorded in Wales, the other coming from Segontium. However, second-century Montans
ware is common at Wroxeter and small quantities turn up at sites such as Chester,Wilderspool
and Kenchester, suggesting that distribution was from the west side of the province.

PRIORY STREET: CATALOGUE (FIGS 7.5–7.6)

The Priory Street assemblage is very large. Only pieces of chronological or intrinsic interest
have been selected for publication. The order of presentation is by site phase and the
concentration is on Phases 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, which extend from c. A.D. 120 at the earliest to the
end of the second century and into the early third. (See sub-sections summarising the dating
evidence in the descriptions of site phases in Chapter 3.)

Phase 1
47. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. A small fragment with part of the ovolo, Rogers

B37 (Igocatus ovolo 2, S & S, fig. 6) with the head of the panther O.1537 also used by Igocatus in
half-medallions, as here (S & S, pl. 19, 237). c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 2573: part of surface associated with Building B.

48. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Two sherds, originally joined by lead rivets, but found in different
contexts. The ovolo has been stamped with a single poinçon with each motif overlapping and,
therefore, indistinct. Below is panel decoration, apparently with a seated male similar to O.622
(D.362), a figure with a sword (D.111) and a column surmounted by a bird. These motifs repeat
around the bowl.Vertical bead rows end in astragali.The O.622 variant is found in the work of X-
13 (S & S, pl. 48, 573). The other figure is associated with the Quintilianus group, while astragali
at the top; and bottom of the bead rows are characteristic of Docilis and Doccalus. A date c. A.D.
125–150 seems likely.
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Joining sherds from contexts 3057 and 1554: the former being the fill of a roadside drain, the latter
residual to its context.

With a Central Gaulish form 18/31 was:
49. Form 37. Central Gaulish. The truncated ovolo may be that of X-5 (S & S, fig. 16). Below is a

?Silenus mask (not in O) within a double medallion with panels divided by wavy lines. Hadrianic-
Antonine.
Context 7109: dump layer contemporary with the temple, pre-dating C1 and street layout.

50. Form 37. South Gaulish. The ovolo may be that of Biragillus (Knorr 1919, Taf. 16, 16) and the
bestiarius and lion, the grass and the dog certainly appear in his work (ibid. Taf. 16, nos 3, 5 and
6; also Mees 1995, Taf. 12, 2). The hare is probably O.2129. c. A.D. 90–110. Fragments from
contexts 7376 and 7289. A fragment of inkwell (Ritterling form 13) in South Gaulish fabric also
came from this context.
Context 7376: primary silt of pond in Area C.

51. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. The ovolo is that of Rogers’ potter X-9
(Medetus and Ranto of S & S); cf. S & S, fig. 9, 1. Below a wavy line border is a fragment of the
leaf, Rogers H96; cf. S & S, pl. 32, 380 c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 7306: floor of Building C1, contemporary with street construction.

Stamps (not illustrated)
52. ]V3I ?, on form 27, South Gaulish. Flavian-Trajanic.

Context 7109: see 49.

Phase 2
53. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Part of a panel design with bead and reel borders. Only one figure type

survives, the erotic group O.K; both the group and the border type appear in the work of
Censorinus, cf. S & S, pl. 101, 10 (group) and pl. 103, 19 (borders). c. A.D. 160–180.
Context 235: final silting of quarry ditch 235, Area A.

With a Les Martres 18/31 and 2 small sherds of Central Gaulish 37 were:
54. Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. A bowl with the ovolo of Igocatus (Potter X-4, S & S, fig. 6;

Rogers B37). Below a wavy line border is a frieze of figures consisting mainly of repeats of the pair
a) Perseus (O.234, D.146) and b) Medusa (O.846, D.493). At the extreme right of our sherd is c)
Venus (O.331, D.185). All are typical of the work of Igocatus, cf. S & S, pl. 19, 244 (which might
be from the same mould as our piece) and ibid. pl. 18, 224. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 2186: (levelling up material alongside Street 2) with joining fragment from 2276 (part of
adjacent street surface) and a non-joining sherd from 2787 (material surrounding hearth 2280 in
B4).

55. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Panel decoration contains the pedestal Rogers Q74 (used by X-13 and
the Potter of the Rosette), a male figure and (on the pedestal) the standing figure with scarf seen
in S & S, pl. 48, 576 (X-13).The rosette terminals to the bead rows are Rogers C280 also ascribed
to X-13. c. A.D.100–125.
Context 2186: with joining fragments from 2307 and 2747 and non-joining fragments from 2601.

With a South Gaulish form 27, a form 18/31 from Les Martres and a Central Gaulish 33 was:
56. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Freestyle decoration includes part of the horseman O.249 (D.158), the

bears O.1616 (twice) and O.1595 with the serpent and rock O.2155 and a small fragment of the
leaf spray Rogers K2. All the types feature in the work of Attianus and Criciro. These two potters
span the period c. A.D. 120–170 but, if we assume that this design is likely to belong to a period
when they might both have been working, we achieve a probable early Antonine date for this piece.
See also no. 58 below for a closely related (but different) bowl.
Context 2943: fill of stakehole in fence line 3161.

57. Form 37. South Gaulish. Two joining sherds with zoned decoration. In the upper zone is a plant
motif used by Germanus (Knorr 1919, Taf. 36, C). The lower zone has half-wreaths and spirals
(ibid. Taf. 35, 67 and 65) as in Knorr 1919, Taf. 36, A, and the beaded bar connecting the wreath
ends and the pendant stem as in ibid. Taf. 36, C; cf. Mees 1995, Taf. 78, 10, Taf. 90, 1. c. A.D.
70–100.
Joining sherds from contexts 3084 and 2943.
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FIG 7.6. Samian, nos 59–83, scale 1:2



Context 6949 was an extensive dump layer in the south of Area D. It produced a very mixed
collection including a fragment of South Gaulish form 29, fragments of at least two South Gaulish
form 37s, forms 18/31 from Les Martres and Lezoux, a small fragment of form 37 in the style of
Butrio and:

58. Form 37. Central Gaulish. A freestyle hunting scene is constructed from three main figure types,
the horseman O.245, the bear O.1588 and a small lion (possibly O.1421) along with the snake and
rock motif, O.2155, used by Attianus and Criciro. The ovolo has been impressed from a single
poinçon with each impression overlapping its neighbour but it may be Rogers B16 (used by his P-9,
Attianus and Sacer). The leaf tips (part of Rogers K37) appear in the work of Attianus, while the
lion and the bear appear in that of Sacer and Criciro. As in the case of no. 56 above, it seems likely
that this piece was manufactured in a period when both Attianus and Criciro were producing bowls
giving us an early Antonine date.

With a South Gaulish form 37, a form 27 from Les Martres and form 33 from Central Gaul
were:

59. Form 37. Central Gaulish in the style of Quintilianus or one of his associates. The ovolo has been
replaced by a row of the rosettes, Rogers C282, used by Quintilianus and this decoration is
repeated as a basal wreath (as in S & S, p1. 69, 15). In panels divided by wavy lines are the erotic
group O.K and a damaged ?female nude. A panel divided into a cross contains the arrow motif,
Rogers U294 and spirals, Rogers G359, along with a small rosette, S & S, fig. 17, 7. Other motifs
include an acanthus, possibly Rogers K11, small column (part of Rogers Q54) and cushion, S & S,
fig. 17, 21. c. A.D. 125–150.
Fragments from contexts 7037, 6978 and 5001, sealed surfacing layers between Buildings C1 and
C2 and residual in 5001.

60. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Panel decoration shows the chariot of Luna, O117A and the grotesque,
Rogers Q6. The wavy line borders terminate in a small rosette below and masks above (including
S & S, fig. 13, bottom right), a characteristic of the work of Butrio, whose ovolo 2 (S & S, fig. 13)
appears here. c. A.D. 125–145.
Fragments from contexts 7037 and 6978, see 59.

61. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Panel decoration below a severely truncated ovolo is divided by bead
rows terminating in the rosette Rogers C23, used by Attianus. The lion (possibly O.1405) also
appears in his work (S & S, pl. 87, 23) as do the astragali superimposed on the bead rows (ibid. pl.
86, 19). The figures are (left to right): erotic group, O.F; nude female, O.322; erotic group O.B.
c. A.D. 120–145.
Context 7164: final infilling of pond in C, preceding overall dump layer 6949.

62. Form 37. Central Gaul. A freestyle design contains the female panther, O.1537, a sea horse (not
in O.) and a lion (probably O.1424).The badly eroded ovolo appears to have a tongue with wedge-
shaped terminal. The ‘twists’ which appear in the design resemble some used by Paternus II (S &
S, pl. 106, 22) but this seems unlikely to be his work.The panther and twists occur in a vessel from
the Wroxeter Gutter (Atkinson 1942, G8; cf. Rogers H117, S & S, p.248). Antonine.
Context 7164: see 61.

63. Form 37. South Gaulish.The ovolo with quadruple tip is used by M. Crestio (Knorr 1952,Taf. 19,
C; Knorr 1919, Taf. 28, A). The saltire resembles Knorr 1919, Td.17, E. To the left is a panel
containing a medallion with a tendril tipped by the leaf, ibid. Taf. 28, 26. Cf. Mees 1995, Taf. 36,
1 and 5. c. A.D.75–100.
From context 7184, infilling of pond, below 6949, with a joining fragment from context 7164 see
61.

With a Central Gaulish form 37 was:
64. (Not illustrated.) Form 37 with lead rivets, Central Gaulish. The worn ovolo is probably Rogers

B18. Hadrianic-Antonine.
Context 7198: part of south wall of C1.

With South Gaulish forms 18 and 37 was:
65. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. South Gaulish. Two sherds show a basal wreath formed from triple

leaves with, above, a fragment of a running animal, probably a dog, and a ‘bush’ over stylised ‘grass’
as Jacobs 1912, Taf. 5, 33. Probably c. A.D. 90–110.
Fragments from contexts 7289 and 7286: surfacing south of Building C1 and west of pond.
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Stamped and decorated vessels
66. (Not illustrated.) Butrio 1a, on form 37, BVT[RIO] Lezouxa. Walke 1965, Taf. 39, 8.

A guide line runs around the lower part of the sherd over which has been stamped the Apollo and
chariot, O.100.* An Apollo and chariot (O.100) are on another stamped bowl of Butrio, from
London. A fragment of wavy line panel border is on the extreme right. Cf. S & S, 1958, pl. 58, 659
and pl. 61, 681. Most of the decorated bowls with this stamp are Hadrianic, but a few pieces in his
style from Scotland suggest that he worked into the Antonine period. c. A.D. 125–145.
Context 7009: early corridor surfacing of C1.

67. (Not illustrated.) L.Tr-Masc(u)lus 5c, on form 37, OFMAS[CVI] retr., from a mould stamped in
the decoration, La Graufesenquea.
A bowl of L. Tr- Masc(u)lus, who used trident-tongued ovolos and may have used this particular
one. The panel with the stamp also includes a Pan (O.714), which he is known to have used
elsewhere.This potter’s decorated ware is stylistically Flavian-Trajanic and his plain ware occurs in
a group of samian of that date from La Graufesenque (Vernhet 1981b, 34). c. A.D. 85–110.
Context 7037: see 59.

Stamps (not illustrated)

68. Vicnua 1a, on form 31, ·VIC3[V2F-] Lezouxa.
There is no site dating for this potter, but his use of forms 31R, 79 and 80 suggests a mid- to late
Antonine date.
Context 7001: street-side surfacing west of smithy C2.

69. Vitalis iii 6a, on form 27? [·VIT4QIS]FEC. Les Martres-de-Veyrec. Ludowici 1927, 234, c.
There is no site dating for this, but the associated fabrics and glazes suggest that it belongs to the
same man as in 72. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 7001: see 68.

70. STA[ , on form 18/31R, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early Antonine.
Context 7005: similar to 68.

71. 6V7, on form 18/31, in the fabric of Les Martres-de-Veyre. probably Hadrianic or early Antonine.
Contexts 2967 and 2971: post fills, part of street-side fence 3136, Site Phase 2.

72. Vitalis iii 2a, on form 18/31, [V+A]LIS·M·S·F Les Martres-de-Veyrea. B.R. Hartley 1972b, 233,
S58.
A stamp noted from Corbridge, Malton and the London Second Fire deposits. It appears
occasionally on form 15/17, which is rare at Les Martres after the Trajanic period. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 7164: see 61.

73. Avitus iv 7c?, on form 18/31, AVI[TVSF]? Lezouxa. Vanderhoeven 1975, 35, 74.
This potter’s wares occur in Hadrianic and early Antonine contexts at Lezoux. His decorated ware
is mainly Hadrianic, but his plain ware goes down to the Antonine period and occurs frequently in
Scotland. His most common forms are 18/31 and 27. c. A.D. 125–150.
Context 7189: early floor surface within C1.

74. ]2, on form 33, Central Gaulish. Early to mid-Antonine
Context 7189: see 73.

75. Carussa 3a, on form 38, C:·ARVSSA= Lezouxa.
Carussa’s stamps, including this one, occur at forts in the Hadrian’s Wall system and, with the
evidence of his forms, which include 31R and 79, suggest a range c. A.D. 160–190.
Context 7184: see 63.

Phase 3 
76. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. A fragment showing ovolo 2 of Cinnamus (S & S, fig.

47, Rogers B231). c. A.D. 150–170.
Context 145: part of gravel bank surrounding A2.

77. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. Abraded fragments, probably from a bowl with a
winding scroll design containing leaves or tendrils in its upper lobe. Probably Antonine.
Context 171: stone ?boundary line on west side of A2.

78. Beaker fragment in Lezoux fabric, orange with some mica and with an orange slip. The form was
globular. A mask is in a panel within a roped border and appears to be a moulded version of the
appliqué mask D.120. ?First half of second century.
Context 1860: part of yard 3184, south of B4.
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79. Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. Four fragments, all apparently from the same bowl, show panel
decoration with a wavy line border. The medallion shows evidence of overstamping and may have
been made up from a festoon.Within the medallion are ‘feathers’, possibly Rogers G351 (used by
X-9 among others) impressed four times so as to form a cruciform ornament with a cross of
astragali. To the right are fragments of the leaf-spray, Rogers K22. c. A.D. 100–120.
Contexts: fragments from 1896 (part of dumping alongside Street 2 contemporary with B2, 3 and
4), 1570 (subsequent resurfacing of Street 2) and u/s.

80. Form 37. South Gaulish. Zoned decoration with festoons and spirals in the lower zone and an
indication of figures above. c. A.D. 70–100.
Context 1944: part of oven 2168 in B4.

81. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. An abraded ovolo, possibly Cinnamus ovolo 5 (Rogers
B182, S & S, fig. 47). Mid second century.
Context 2030: part of yard 3184 (see 78).

82. Form 37. Central Gaulish. The small ovolo may be Rogers B14 used by Sacer and X-13
(Donnaucus). Below is a bead row over a free style design with boar (O.1666; D.834) and small
tree (S & S, fig. 22, 1) used by Sacer.The rosette, Rogers C280, was also used by Sacer and X-13,
among many others. Cf. S & S, pl. 82, 1, but also ibid. pl. 47, 558. c. A.D.125–150.
Context 2117: part of floor of B2.

83. Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. Freestyle decoration with the small lion, O.1404, used by potters
X-11, X-12 and X-13 (Ioenalis and Donnaucus of S & S 1958), part of a bear and the upper part
of the ornament Rogers L19, used by X-13 (cf. S & S, pl. 44, 503). c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 2171: part of floor of B2.

84. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. Several fragments in the distinctive style of
Igocatus (X-4) with his leaf-cross (Rogers L1) and ovolo 2 (Rogers B37, S & S, fig. 6). c. A.D.
100–120.
Another fragment, probably from the same vessel, shows the cup-stack, Rogers Q50 and an urn,
possibly Rogers T9. Other fragments come from 2451 and 2233. There are other fragments of
Igocatus bowl, possibly from this vessel, from contexts 1990 and 2171. Context 2451 also
contained a Les Martres form 18/31 and fragments of Central Gaulish forms 27 and form 37 (with
the lion O.1405). The overall date of the collection is Trajanic-Hadrianic.
Context 2451: similar to 83.

With form 33 from Les Martres-de-Veyre was:
85. Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre.The lower part of a decorated scheme showing a vine with the leaf,

Rogers H161 and grapes, Rogers M39. Both appear in the work of X-13 (Donnaucus of S & S
1958); cf. S & S, pl. 46, 545, pl. 49, 577. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 2469: there is also a fragment from context 2451 probably from this bowl, both similar to
83.

With form Curle 11 from Les Martres-de-Veyre:
86. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. A small fragment with an indistinct ovolo. Below

is a wavy line, beaded circles (possibly Rogers C292) and a trifid leaf and bud which appears to be
a smaller version of Rogers G233. c. A.D. 100–125.
Context 2487: part floor of Building B4.

With a South Gaulish form 37 and an apparently overfired form 27, possibly from Les Martres
from context 2697 were:

87. Form 37. Central Gaulish. The acanthus, Rogers K10 is used as an ovolo substitute as Terrisse
1968, pl. XXX, 10063 (X-13, Donnaucus of S & S 1958). Below is a leaf scroll which includes the
rosette, Rogers C280 and a poorly impressed leaf. Both leaf and rosette also appear in the work of
X-13 (Terrisse 1968, pl. XXXIII, 265 and pl. XXXVII, 306). The fabric seems more likely to be
that of Lezoux than that of Les Martres, suggesting an early Hadrianic date for the piece.

88. (Not illustrated). Form 37 from Les Martres-de-Veyre with the vine motif, Rogers M7. c. A.D.
100–120.

89. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Part of a vine scroll design with a worn ovolo, probably Rogers B59.
The vine leaf is Rogers H96. Both ovolo and leaf appear on bowls in the style of X-11; cf. S & S,
pl. 38, 446 but see also ibid. pl. 32, passim. c. A.D. 100–125.

With a South Gaulish form 37 and a Les Martres form 33:
90. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. A rim with ovolo 2 of Igocatus (Rogers B37).
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Below is a wavy line border and a small fragment of a half-medallion. Possibly from the same vessel
as no. 84 above. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 2731: as 83.

91. Form 37. Central Gaulish.The ovolo appears to be corded with a fine rosette terminal but has been
impressed from a single poinçon so that the tongue generally overlaps the right edge of the
succeeding ovolo and the rosette can be seen clearly on only one impression here. The ovolo is
probably that used by Docilis (S & S, pl. 91, 1). Below is a lion (cf. Casurius, S & S, pl. 133, 19)
with a half medallion and the cupid, O.440C (ibid. pl. 132, 11 and possibly as Rogers 1999, pl. 31,
4). For links between Casurius and Docilis see Stanfield 1936 and S & S, p. 235, Stanfield and
Simpson 1990, 276–7. Antonine.
Context 6738: part of hearth 6736 in C1 and 6783, interior surfacing of C1.

92. Form 37. East Gaulish, partially burnt. A fragment showing a basal wreath with a spiral repeated
between bead rows. Above is a fragment of the cupid O.442A. From La Madeleine, cf. Ricken
1934, Taf. IX, 11 and p. 140. Hadrianic-Antonine.
Context 6776: road surface, Street Phase 3.

93. (Not illustrated). Form 37. Central Gaulish. The ovolo is Rogers B206, used by Paternus II and
other Antonine potters. Below is a wavy line border. Probably c. A.D. 160–180.
Context 6776: see 92.

94. (Not illustrated.) An abraded sherd of form 37, Central Gaulish, showing ovolo 3 of Cinnamus
(S & S, fig. 47) over a winding scroll which includes, in the lower lobe, part of the figure O.322; cf.
S & S, pl. 162, 59. c. A.D. 150–170.
Context 6783: see 91.

95. Form 37. East Gaulish, probably from Lavoye. Below a poorly impressed ovolo (perhaps Ricken
1934,Taf. XII, 3) is a row of eight-petal rosettes (ibid.Taf. XII, 12).The lower zone, separated from
the upper by a bead row, includes a festoon and triple-leaf ornament. Cf. Chenet and Gaudron
1955, fig.60, C, for the rosette row. Perhaps mid to late second century.
Context 6803: gravel surface, south of oven 6339, Area C.
With South Gaulish forms 37 and 18/31R was:

96. Form 37 with rivet holes, Les Martres-de-Veyre.The style is that of Rogers’ potter X-9 (Medetus-
Ranto of S & S 1958). The ovolo is probably Rogers B233. Below a wavy line is a scheme of
decoration consisting of a large-petalled medallion separated, presumably from a similar medallion,
by a divided panel with, in the upper compartment, two opposed hares (O.2115 and O.2063A: cf.
S & S, pl. 29, 353) separated by a festoon containing the crossed ‘bows’, Rogers U103 (cf. S & S,
pl. 29, 348).The lower compartment contains a narrow strip of small circles (as S & S, pl. 32, 374).
The angles above the medallions contain the pelta Rogers U128 (ibid. pl. 29, 345). c. A.D. 100–125.
Context 6832: fill of trench south of oven 6339 bounding iron-working area.

Stamped and decorated vessels
97. (Not illustrated.) Cinnamus ii 5b, on form 37, [CINN]AM[I] retr. Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 169.

There are many decorated bowls with this stamp from Hadrian’s Wall (where they belong to the
period of reoccupation), but they are slightly more common in Antonine Scotland. No decoration
survives on this bowl. c. A.D. 150–180.
Context 106: associated with Building A2.

98. Form 37, South Gaulish, La Graufesenquea, from a mould stamped OF·L·COS·VI[RIL] retr.
below the decoration. The main zone of decoration includes overlapping leaf-tips (Hermet 1934,
pl. 7, 44?).The basal wreath consists of trifid motifs ibid. pl.14, 74?. Other decorated bowls by this
potter include form 29s with internal stamps and a few bowls of form 37 which are clearly Flavian-
Trajanic.This stamp occurs on form 37 from Cannstatt and Stockstadt (ORL B33, 170). However,
it is much more common on plain samian and examples have been noted on form 18/31 at
Saalburg and on a rouletted dish from the main site at Corbridge. Flavian-Trajanic activity is
certain. c. A.D. 80–110.

Context 2697: see 87–89.

Stamps (not illustrated)

99. ]B.INVSh on form 18/31 or 31, Central or East Gaulish. Probably Antonine.
Context 1803: fill of street-side drain 1816.

100. ]DINIM[? on form 18/31 or 31, in the fabric of Les Martres-de-Veyre. Trajanic or Hadrianic.
Context 2471: part floor of B4.



101. Macrinus iii 4a, on form 38 or 44, MACR·I1IM Lezouxa. Habert 1893, pl. XVIII, 786.
A stamp recorded from Haltonchesters and in the Wroxeter Gutter hoard. It was used on form 79.
c. A.D. 160–180.
Context 5974: surfacing in Area C, sealed by dump 5871 (Phase 4/5).

102. Macrinus iii 5b, on form 31, MACRI3I Lezouxa. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 209.
The site evidence for this stamp includes Chesters and Wroxeter (the Gutter hoard) and suggests
activity after A.D. 160, but an occasional example on form 27 probably means that it was first used
rather earlier. c. A.D. 150–180.
Context 5974: see 101.

103. Borillus i 5c, on form 33, BORILLIO[F] Lezouxa. Curle 1911, 232, 16. Borillus stamped a wide
range of forms, including 18/31R, 27, 31R, 42, 79R and 80, but this particular one is only known
on forms 31 (once) and 33.There are two examples from Newstead; stamps from other dies occur
on the Antonine Wall. c. A.D. 145–175.
Context 5983: similar layer to 5974, see 101.

104. Malliacus 2a, on form 31, MALL[I·2CI·]F Lezouxa. Karnitsch 1970, Taf. 43, 5.
This is usually on form 18/31, but was also used on forms 18/31R and 33. Other stamps of
Malliacus appear on form 27 and in a group of burnt samian of c. A.D. 140–150 at Castleford (see
also 31). c. A.D. 135–60.
Context 5983: see 101.

Phases 4 and 5 
Context 166 (a soil formed over the site of Building A2) yielded a large collection of pieces with
a broad chronological range.The plain ware includes forms 31 and 31R but lacks 79/80 or the
mortarium forms. A selection of decorated ware is illustrated below; two stamped and
decorated vessels (117–18) follow. A few pre-Antonine pieces are included, mainly to show the
chronological range of such material. The major pieces of use for dating the collection are
illustrated or listed. These include some items which must be later than c. A.D. 160, but the
absence of the latest plain forms suggest a closing date for this context within the third rather
than the fourth quarter of the second century.

105. Form 78. South Gaulish. A small fragment with part of a leaf spray and the dog, O.2004. Flavian.
106. Form 37. Central Gaulish, Les Martres-de-Veyre. A piece in the distinctive style of Rogers’ Potter

X-10 (Ranto-Silvio of S & S 1958); cf. S & S, pl. 33, no. 395. c. A.D. 100–120.
107. Form 30. Central Gaulish.The vertical border of cups surmounted by a mask is typical of the work

of Butrio. The figure group is O.238 (D.150); cf. S & S, pl. 56, no. 647, pl. 57, no. 651. c. A.D.
120–145.

108. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. Small fragment showing an ovolo which has been
almost removed in finishing. Below is panel decoration separated by small neat beads with the rear
of a lion (O.1404) and a portion of the figure, O.305. Both types are used by Divixtus and the ovolo
could be his ovolo 4 (S & S, fig. 33). See B.R. Hartley 1972a, 35, for comments on the dating of
Divixtus; also Rogers 1999, 113. c. A.D. 140–160.

109. Form 37. Central Gaulish. A small fragment shows the ovolo, Rogers B171, attributed to Paternus
II. Below is panel decoration divided by bead rows with, to the right, a festoon and, to the left, a
panel with striated lobe. Cf. S & S, fig. 30, no. 18. c. A.D. 160–180.

110. Form 37. Central Gaulish. There are joining sherds from contexts 166 and 172 with a further
sherd, probably from the same bowl, from 166.The design shows a winding vine scroll using a leaf
which is probably Rogers H21 (used by Attianus and Cinnamus among others). The main tendril
carries a double astragalus as in the work of Sacer (S & S, pl. 83, no. 11). Below the central leaf is
a small goat (O.1836) which appears in the work of Attianus (S & S, pl. 87, no. 26) and Cinnamus
(ibid. pl. 157, no. 6) and a small ?horse which may be ibid. pl. 87, no. 25 (Attianus). Above the right
leaf is the three-toed foot and the leg of a bird, possibly the bird with wings raised used by Sacer
(ibid. pl. 83, no. 8) or Cinnamus (ibid. pl. 162, no. 59). Perhaps c. A.D. 140–160.

111. Form 37. Central Gaulish. A fragment with a worn ovolo, possibly Cinnamus ovolo 3 (S & S, fig.
47). Below is a winding scroll with medium-sized vine leaf and the bird, O.2315. Cf. S & S, pl. 162,
no. 53. c. A.D. 145–170.

112. Form 37, Central Gaulish. The rosette-tongued ovolo is almost certainly one used at Lezoux by
Sacer and Attianus, but most of it has been removed in the finishing of the rim. One panel contains
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a Venus at an altar (O.322).The previous panel is divided horizontally, with a four-petalled rosette
(Rogers C23) masking the junctions of the bead-rows. This was probably exclusive to the Sacer
group. c. A.D. 125–145.
Context 198 (a pit fill, Area A) yielded a number of small sherds ranging in date from Flavian to
Antonine. The latest include a fragment of Cinnamus ovolo 2 (cf. 129) and:

113. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. A small fragment showing the ovolo, Rogers B105,
used by a variety of, mainly Antonine, potters. Of these, Censorinus and Laxtucissa used the bead
and reel border visible on our piece.The main decoration zone contains a fragment of what appears
to be an antler from a stag as S & S, pl. 99, 16. c. A.D. 150–180.

Context 5871, an extensive dump layer, produced comparatively large quantities of samian,
including many Antonine pieces. The following have been selected for publication:

114. Form 37. Central Gaulish.Two joining fragments show the ovolo, Rogers B234 used by Iustus and
Paternus. Below a wavy line border is (from left to right): a medallion with two opposed dolphins
(O.2392, O.2382) and a ?mask; a panel with a cupid holding batons (O.450A) over the leaf, Rogers
J146; birds (O.2324 and a small bird facing right) and nine-point rosette (?Rogers C199) over
masks (possibly O.1341 and a reduced version of O.1214) divided by the stem, Rogers U281;
repeat of the large medallion.The panel border is roped. Cf. S & S, pl. 104, 4 and ibid. pl. 105, 12
(both Paternus). c. A.D. 160–190.
Joining fragments from 5871 and 5940 (similar dump layer).

115. Form 37. East Gaulish from Lavoye.The ovolo is Ricken 1934,Taf. XIII, type A (Oswald 1945, fig.
6, 1) of Gesatus. Below are the composite festoons, Ricken 1934,Taf. XIII, 20 containing the bird,
O.2260B and rosettes, Ricken 1934, XIII, 1. Below are leaves, ibid. XIII, 7 and a hare, ibid. XIII, 28.
There is a basal wreath of beaded circles, ibid. XIII, 3. Oswald suggests a Hadrianic-Antonine date
for Gesatus; see also Chenet and Gaudron 1955, 139; Bémont and Jacob 1986, 196–201.

Stamped and decorated vessels
116. (Number not used)
117. Form 37, Central Gaulish. A mould-stamp below the decoration almost certainly reads BO.....

retr., and might belong to Borillus. Scarcely anything is known of his decorated ware, but such as
there is suggests that he was an associate of Cinnamus. This bowl has the same Venus as no. 112
but here either in the lower part of a scroll or standing next to a medallion, which makes it unlikely
that any part of the bowl was panelled. There is visually very little difference in the fabrics and
glazes of the two pieces, however. Borillus can scarcely have been at work before the early Antonine
period, but there is no reason why this bowl should be any later than c. A.D. 150.
Context 166.

118. (Not illustrated.) Form 37 (2) South Gaulish, La Graufesenque. L. Cosius freehand in the mould,
L CSI.
The two sherds do not quite join, due to erosion, but the position of an internal groove on each
demonstrates that they belong together. The mould signature, L COSI, was inscribed freehand in
the decoration, as always with this potter. One sherd shows a dog, as on another signed bowl of L.
Cosius, from Chester (Chester Archaeological Journal 33 (1939), pl. XXIX, 8).The ovolo is his usual
one (Knorr 1919, Taf. 25, 74). L. Cosius was one of the latest La Graufesenque potters to export
to Britain, presumably down to c. A.D. 110. However, he was still at work in A.D. 106, as evidenced
by a bowl celebrating Trajan’s victory over Decebalus in the Dacian campaigns (Vernhet 1986, 33)
and he may well have been producing later than this, cf Mees 1995, 74. He is unlikely to be the
same man as L. Cosius Virilis, who must have been at work by A.D. 80, at the latest. c. A.D. 90–110.
Contexts: 2276: part of hearth 2280 and 1582, fill of a construction trench of Building B5.

Stamps (not illustrated)

From context 166:
119. Annius ii 1b, on form 27,. ANNIOsF Lezouxa. Trans. Cumberland & Westmorland Architectural and

Archaeological Soc.², 30 (1930), 186, 6.
Annius ii is known to have worked at both Les Martres-de-Veyre and Lezoux, but the fabrics
associated with this stamp all belong to the Lezoux range. It occurs in the Birdoswald Alley and at
Rhineland forts. c. A.D. 130–150.

120. ]riu[ ?, below the decoration of form 37, Central Gaulish. Perhaps a signature of Butrio, but it
would be more usual for it to be retrograde on the bowl. Hadrianic or early-Antonine.
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121. Campanus ii 3a, on form 31, C4MP4NIM Lezouxa. Habert 1893, pl. X, 244.
This stamp occurs on form Ludowici Tx. There is no site dating for it, but a stamp from another
die is in the Pudding Pan Rock wreck. A signature, presumably belonging to this man, is on the
decorated jar, form Déchelette 68. Mid- to late Antonine.
Context 1254: fill of postpit, later than B2, 3 and 4, but pre-dating B5.

122. IA . . . VS F on form 27, in the fabric of Les Martres-de-Veyre. Probably a stamp of Iarillus, on
stylistic grounds. This potter’s fabrics suggest a Trajanic date.
Context 2233: similar to 121.

123. Lollius ii 10a, on form 18/31, bObbIIVSF retr. Lezouxa.
Perhaps slightly earlier than no. 164 below, since it occurs on a form 18/31R of Hadrianic type. It
is also known on forms 42 and 44. c. A.D. 135–165.
Context 2059: part yard 3184, Phase 4 Area B.

124. I[ or ]I on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine.
Context 5861: assoc. with dump layer 5871, see above.

Also from context 5871:
125. An eight-petalled rosette on form 46 (heavily burnt), Central Gaulish. Antonine.
126. ]MVI? on form 79/80 (heavily burnt), Central Gaulish. Mid- to late Antonine.

Phases 6, 7, 8 and 9
These phases date from the early third to some time in the fourth centuries — the samian is,
therefore, residual. Pieces have been selected for their intrinsic interest and presented in context
order, like the stamps, although no individual context details are given.

127. Form 29. South Gaulish. Upper zone. A fragment of winding scroll design including a seven-point
rosette. c. A.D. 65–85.
Context 50.

128. Form 37. Central Gaulish. Three fragments, probably all from the same bowl, show a worn ovolo
(probably Cinnamus ovolo 3, S & S, fig. 47). Panel decoration is divided by bead rows. One panel
contains a half-medallion, the other a chariot with charioteer (O.1159, D.573). A separate sherd
shows the same type over an (inverted) lion (O.1405, D.746). Leaf tips are scattered in the field.
Probably c. A.D. 150–170.
Contexts 66 (2 fragments) and 4 (1 fragment).

129. Form 37. Central Gaulish. An ovolo (possibly Cinnamus ovolo 2, S & S, fig. 47) is superimposed
on a guideline with no bead row below.The design was apparently free-style and included a dog (a
slightly reduced version of O.1976). Pugnus used guidelines with ovolos derived from Cinnamus
but does not appear to have used this particular ovolo.The dog appears to be a reduced version of
one used by Cinnamus. Perhaps c. A.D. 150–175.
Context 168.

130. Illustrated with the unstratified no. 130a is a sherd of Central Gaulish form 37 showing panel
decoration, divided by a vertical row of Rogers U103. In this case, the panel consists of a cross
made from the design Rogers G64. An early Antonine date is suggested.
Context 170.

130a. Form 37. Central Gaulish. The ovolo is Rogers B231, mainly associated with Cinnamus, but also
used by a number of other Lezoux potters, including, probably, a Paternus (iv) who signed moulds
in the nominative. The panels show, from left to right: a) a pair of boxers, not in Oswald, but the
one on the left appears on a bowl from Wels (Ovilava: Karnitsch 1959,Taf. 44, 5); that on the right
is Rogers 1999, 3071; b) a vertical strip of the interlocked ‘bows’, Rogers U103 as on no. 130
above; c) a single bordered medallion containing the kneeling stag O.1704A with the leaf pair,
Rogers G370 below the medallion. Borders are beaded with rosette terminals. The stag is on a
signed bowl of Paternus iv from the Barnsley Park villa (B.R. Hartley 1983, 170, 9) and appears in
the medallion on the Wels bowl with the boxer. c. A.D. 135–155.
Context 6912: Area C with a fragment unstratified.

131. Form 37. Central Gaulish. A small fragment of a bowl with part of an appliqué bird. The legs are
so slight that they may have been added separately en barbotine. Birds do not appear in Déchelette’s
listing of appliqué figures. Probably mid to late second century.
Context 475.

132. Form 37. Central Gaulish.The ovolo is probably that of Docilis (S & S, fig. 24 1). Below are panels
divided by neat thin beads.The upper panel has a series of concentric circles (cf. S & S, fig. 24 20).
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Below is a bear (somewhat similar to O.1619) over the trifid ornament Rogers G256, also used by
Docilis.The border between the two panels is crossed by an astragalus, as S & S, pl. 92, 14.To the
right is a panel with standing nude female. c. A.D. 125–150.
Context 1155.

133. A fragment of rib-barrelled tumbler, cf. Stanfield 1929, nos 29–34. Our vessel fragment is small
but may be, as restored, from a vessel similar to Stanfield’s no. 30. The fabric is orangey and
micaceous and seems most likely to be from Lezoux. Second century.
Context 1223.

134. Form 37, South Gaulish.The poorly defined ovolo may be that of Biragillus (Knorr 1919,Taf. 16,
16). Below is a panel containing a hare, possibly O.2056 (ibid. Taf. 16, 7). The figure to the right
is a Victory cf. Knorr 1910, Taf. 1, 11. Below are ‘feeding’ geese. c. A.D. 90–110.
Context 1462.

135. Jug neck. Central Gaulish. Cf. O & P, pl. LXXXIII, 2 (May 1912, pl. V.1). Second century.
Context 5550.

136. Form 37 probably from La Madeleine. The decoration is worn but shows an ovolo (probably
Ricken 1934,Taf.VII, 3) over a bead row, below which are half medallions, each containing a spiral
(ibid. Taf.VII, no. 33) with, below, composite leaves (ibid. Taf.VII, 65) and a single leaf. Mid to late
second century.
Context 8010.

137. A complete form 37. Central Gaulish. A small ovolo with beaded tongue has been impressed
apparently with a single poinçon. It may be the Iustus ovolo, S & S, fig. 31, 1. Below an astragalus
border is a winding vine scroll with the vine leaf, Rogers H125 (ascribed to Paternus II) in both
upper and lower lobes. The lower also contains small circles, the upper a nine-point rosette,
perhaps Rogers C194. Both rosette and leaf appear in a very similar design but with ovolo 1 of
Paternus (S & S, fig. 30) and a with beaded border on a vessel from Ovilava: Karnitsch 1959,Taf.
51, 6. Paternus is the most probable maker. c. A.D. 160–180.
Context 8010.

138. Form 37 in the micaceous, light orange-pink fabric with orange slip, normally characteristic of
Lezoux in its pre-export phase.The ovolo could be Rogers B44. Below the bead row is a guide line
and a large rosette is superimposed on both line and beads. The surviving motif in the main
decoration is Rogers M23 (S & S, fig. 25, 10). Probably c. A.D. 100–125.
Context 8046.

139. Form 30. Central Gaulish.The ovolo is apparently the same one as used by Do(v)ecus (S & S, fig.
44, 2) but it was also used by Mercator iv on a stamped bowl from South Shields (Dore and Gillam
1979, no. 72). Below the ovolo, the decoration consists of double medallions separated by the cup
stack, Rogers Q49 and the cantharus, Rogers T23. The medallions contain: a) a gladiator (an
armoured version of O.188) with the pedestal, Rogers G250; b) the gladiator O.1003 (or a reduced
version of O.1001) with leaves, possibly Rogers J119; c) the gladiator O.1004 (or a reduced version
of O.1002) with leaves. The extant sherds show the sequence a-b-a-c. The gladiators are on the
Mercator bowl from South Shields already noted and Mercator also used the cup stack (S & S, pl.
146, 10). There are parallels with the work of Iullinus ii (the cantharus) and Do(v)ecus (the ovolo
and cup stack) but this bowl is, on balance, most likely to be by Mercator. c. A.D. 160–190.
Context 8066

Stamped and decorated vessels
140. (Not illustrated.) An eight-petalled rosette, stamped under the decoration of form 37, after

moulding, South Gaulish. This rosette was used on bowls with a trident-tongued ovolo common
to several Flavian-Trajanic potters at La Graufesenque, but no examples with the rosette have been
noted on vessels with signatures or name-stamps. A bowl from Braughing (Bird and Dickinson
1988, fig. 42, 9) has the ovolo and a similar, though not identical, rosette. c. A.D. 80–110.
Context 7.

141. (Not illustrated.) Laxtucissa 5a, on form 37, [L2XT]VCI[SF] retr. from a mould stamped in the
decoration, Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 169.
The die for this was used on both plain and decorated samian.The former includes forms 27, 31R
and 79. The stamp has been noted from Haltonchesters and Ilkley and occurs in a pit of the 150s
at Alcester. A panel with beaded borders contains a triton (O.19) and a small leaf (Rogers J162) in
a double medallion. c. A.D. 145–175.
Context 42.
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142. Paternus v 7a, Central Gaulish, on form 37 with the advertisement stamp PATERNFE retr.,
mould stamped in the decoration, Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 169.
Panel decoration is divided by astragalus borders. Over the stamp is a medallion containing the
triton O.19 (cf. S & S, pl. 109, 1). A smaller medallion and the edge of a figure are to the left.The
small seated figure, O.913 is to the right (cf. S & S, fig. 107, 32). The common large label stamp
of Paternus v, familiar at sites in the Hadrian’s Wall system, but completely absent from any
Scottish site with a normal Antonine occupation. c. A.D. 160–180.
Context 65.

143. Servus v–Mac— 1a, on form 37, SERV[I:.]MA[:.C:.I‘] retr. Lezouxa.
This stamp is otherwise known only on bowls from Lezoux (Rogers 1999, pl. 46, 5–6). It
presumably represents an association between one of the Servi and a potter Mac—. whose name
cannot yet be completed. The surviving panels contain: 1) a column (Rogers P16); 2) a sea-horse
(O.52A), over a striated spindle; 3) a cup (Rogers T4) on a stand (Rogers P59?); 4) Diana and hind
(O.107), between columns (Rogers P16) topped by cups (Rogers T4). Hollow rosettes (Rogers
C144) act as junction-masks for the corded borders. There are parallels with the work of  Servus
iv (Rogers’ Servus II), who used the two figures and similar spindles, but also with potters such as
Gippus, Iullinus ii and Iustus ii. c. A.D. 160–200, with the probability that it is at the earlier end of
the range.
Context 5847: Area C.

144. (Not illustrated) Advocisus 8a, on form 37, ADVOCIS[I] Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 169.
The large label stamp ADVOCISI is vertical in the decoration. The adjacent panel has a vertical
series of vine scrolls (Rogers M50). Decorated bowls with this stamp are common on Hadrian’s
Wall but only one has been recorded from Scotland so far (Kelso). His plain ware includes some
of the later Antonine forms, such as 31R, 79 and 80. c. A.D. 160–190.
Contexts (joining) 5923 and 5109: Area C.

145. (Not illustrated) Drusus ii cursive, on form 37, ]suss retr., upside down below the decoration, from
a mould signed before firing, Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 169.
Drusus ii belongs to the same group of potters as Sacer and Attianus, working in the Hadrianic and
early Antonine periods. c. A.D. 125–145.
Context 8185, Area D.

146. (Number not used)
147. (Not illustrated.) Cinnamus ii 4b, on form 37, [CINN]AMIM retr. Lezouxa.

Cinnamus’s small plainware stamps on moulds are earlier than the more familiar large label
stamps, and date to his association with potters such as Cerialis ii and Paullus iv. This particular
one occurs at Bar Hill and Newstead. The only surviving panel contains a sphinx (O.853) in a
chevron festoon (Rogers F11). The ovolo (Rogers B144) was used chiefly by the potters noted
above with whom Cinnamus was associated in the early Antonine period before his developed style
emerged. c. A.D. 135–160.
Unstratified.

Stamps (not illustrated)

148. . . . IN . . or . . . NI. . on form 79R or Ludowici TgR, Central Gaulish. Mid- to late Antonine.
Context 48, Area A.

149. Beliniccus i? 11a, on form 31, BEbINI[CIM] retr. Lezouxa. Walke 1965, Taf. 40, 85.
It is not certain whether this stamp should be attributed to Beliniccus i, who started work at Les
Martres-de-Veyre under Trajan and moved to Lezoux in the Hadrianic period. It is common in
Antonine Scotland and most of the associated fabrics and glazes are Antonine. There is one
example from Haltonchesters, which could be either Hadrianic or Antonine. c. A.D. 135–165.
Context 51: Area A.

150. Quintus v 5a on form 33, [Q]VINTIM Lezouxa. Trans. Cumberland & Westmorland Architectural and
Archaeological Soc.², 30 (1930), 187.
This is common at forts in the Hadrian’s Wall system and occurs in the Pudding Pan Rock wreck.
The die was also used on forms typical of the later second century, such as 31R, 79 and 79R. c. A.D.
160–200.
Context 60: Area A.

151. Littera 1b (probably), on form 18/31R, LIT·TERAF Lezouxb.
A stamp noted in a group of burnt samian of c. A.D. 140–150 at Castleford. Dickinson and Hartley
2000, 59, nos 773–9. It is common on form 18/31R and there is one example on form 27. Other
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stamps occur in the Rhineland, suggesting activity before A.D. 150, by which time export from
Lezoux to the area had virtually ceased. c. A.D. 125–150.
Context 147: Area A.

152. Albucianus 6e, on form 33, 4LBVCIANI Lezouxb. Dannell 1971, 300, no. 4.
This has not yet been noted in a dated context, but its use on form 80 indicates activity in the later
Antonine period. Albucianus was one of the potters whose wares occur in the samian from Pudding
Pan Rock and some of his stamps have been found at northern forts reoccupied c. A.D. 160. c. A.D.
160–200.
Context 147: Area A.

153. Ianuaris ii 5a, on form 33, ·IA1VARI· Lezouxa. Vanderhoeven 1975, 75, 345.
There is no site dating for the stamp or for the potter’s output as a whole, but his use of other
stamps on forms 18/31 and 27 suggests a range c. A.D. 125–155.
Context 149: Area A.

154. Paullus iv 5a, on form 33, PA\VLIM Lezouxa.
This stamp occurs in a burial at Riempst (Belgium) with stamped vessels of early and mid-
Antonine Lezoux potters and two Banassac potters. It is also known from the fort at Housesteads.
All the examples seen by us have a diagonal stroke between A and V, parallel to the first stroke of
the V, as if from a scratch on the die. Two stamps from Straubing (Walke 1965, 267–8) are shown
without it. c. A.D. 135–160.
Context 163: Area A.

155. Malliacus 3d, on form 27, MALL[IACI] Lezouxa. ORL B70, 23, 5.
This was used on forms 31, 33 and (perhaps) 79. See 104 for general dating for this potter: c. A.D.
135–165.
Context 200: Area A.

156. Do(v)eccus i 13c, on form 31R, [DOIICC]VS7.C Lezouxb. Bushe-Fox 1928, pl. XXVIII, 1.
Do(v)eccus i’s decorated ware is among some of the latest Lezoux exports to Britain and his plain
ware includes some of the later second-century forms, such as 31R and Ludowici 79. This stamp
is known from Haltonchesters and Chester-le-Street. c. A.D. 165–200.
Context 352: Area B.

157. Tituro 1a, on form 31, TITVRONISOF Lezouxa. Dickinson 1986, 196, 3–209.
There are two versions of this stamp, but it is not yet possible to date them separately.The original
is as shown, the later has stops added to the Os and is altogether more devolved in appearance.The
earlier version occurs in the Wroxeter Gutter deposit, while the later, commoner, version is known
from Benwell, Chesters and Wallsend.The range will be c. A.D. 160–190, but 160–175 is likely for
this version.
Context 317: Area B.

158. . . .INIM? on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine.
Context 361, Area B.

159. Aestivus 2a, on form 38 or 44, AIIS[TIVI:M] Lezouxb. Piboule 1977, 3.
One of Aestivus’ later stamps, noted from Carrawburgh, Chesterholm and the Pudding Pan Rock
wreck. His occasional use of form 27 probably means that he was at work before A.D. 160, but this
will belong to the period c. A.D. 160–190.
Context 390: Area B.

160–1.Two ]M, on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine.
Context 637: Area B.

162. Titus iii 10a, on form 31, [TITVS]·FEC+ Lezouxb. Walke 1965, Taf. 45, 400.
Titus iii’s stamps occur at Mumrills, in a pit of the 150s, at Alcester and in a group of burnt samian
of c. A.D. 170 at Tác (Hungary). This is probably one of his earlier stamps, being used on forms
18/31 and 18/31R. c. A.D. 150–170.
Context 913: Area B.

163. Q. V- C- 1d, on form 33?, (heavily burnt) Q·V·C Montansc.
Q. V- C-’s stamps occur in Antonine Scotland and this particular one is known from Newstead.
Another is in a group of burnt samian from London (St Catherine Coleman), which may be from
one of the Second Fire deposits. This gives him a range c. A.D. 115/120–145.
Context 941: Area B.

164. Lollius ii 2a, on form 38 or 44, LoLLI·M Lezouxa. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 196.
This was used on a wide variety of forms, including 27 and 79, in roughly equal proportions. It
occurs at Camelon and in an early Antonine pit at Castor. c. A.D. 140–170.
Context 1067: Area B.
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165. Illiomarus ii 4b, on form 31, [ILL]IOMA[RI] Lezouxb.
Most of this potter’s output is after A.D. 160, and includes forms 31R and 80. He occasionally
stamped form 27, however, and so probably started work in the 150s. c. A.D. 150–180.
Context 1121: Area B.

166–7.Gaius i 4a, on form 33 (2), GAI·M Lezouxa.
This is the third example of this stamp from Carmarthen.There is no site dating for the potter, but
his output of forms such as 18/31, 27 and 80 suggests activity in the period A.D. 140–170.

168. SECV[ on form 27, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early Antonine.
Context 1187: Area B.

169. Martialis ii 1b, on form 33, MARTIALIS Lezouxb. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 235.
This was used mainly on forms 18/31, 18/31R and 27 and is known from Birdoswald. Martialis ii’s
decorated ware shows him to have been a member of the Sacer-Attianus group, working in the
Hadrianic and early-Antonine periods. c. A.D. 125–145.
Context 1307.

170. Sabinus ix 3a, on form 32 etc., S2BI1·VS Rheinzaberna. Ludowici 1927, 229, c.
There is no site dating for this potter, as so often with Rheinzabern ware.The form could be either
late second or early third century.
Context 5021: Area C.

171. Cucalus 2d, on form 33, CVC·LIM Lezouxa. Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 87, 263.
This seems to be from one of Cucalus’ later dies, since it was used on forms 79 and 80. He
frequently stamped form 27 with other dies, but there is only one example for 2d. His work occurs
in Antonine Scotland. c. A.D. 155–170.
Context 5048: Area C.

172. Vintino 1a, on form 38 or 44, VI1T[INO·M] Lezouxc.
An uncommon stamp, noted once on form 31R and four times on form 33. All the examples are
from Britain, making origin at Lezoux almost certain. Antonine, this vessel probably c. A.D. 150–200.
Context 5339: Area C.

173. ]I1I1? on form 79/80 (burnt), Central Gaulish. Mid- to late Antonine.
Context 5339, Area C.

174. ]MLIV ? in a frame with ansate end, on form 18/31R, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early
Antonine.

175. Maior i 6c, on form 33, M4IxR I7 Lezouxa.
Maior i is one of the potters whose stamps turn up in the group of late Antonine samian recovered
off Pudding Pan Rock. He is also represented at forts in the Hadrian’s Wall system. Most of his
output is typologically later than c. A.D. 160, but he occasionally stamped form 27. c. A.D. 155–185.
Context 5504: Area C.

176–7.Gluppus 1a, both on form 33, GLVPPIM Lezouxc.
All the examples of this stamp noted so far are on form 33 from British sites. Antonine.
Contexts 5847, 5818: Area C.

178–9.Pateratus 1a, on form 18/31R, [·P2T]ER2TIO[F] Lezouxa. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 277.
This stamp appears on forms 18/31, 18/31R, 27 and, less commonly, 31 giving a date range c. A.D.
130–155.
Contexts 6045 and 5049, perhaps joining.

180. Cintusmus i 2g, on form 33, CINTVSMIM retr. Lezouxb. Lombard 1972, pl. VII, 13.
Only two examples of this stamp have been noted by us so far and there is no internal dating for
it. One of Cintusmus’ stamps often appears on the rims of bowls by Cinnamus ii and his plain ware
occurs in the samian from Pudding Pan Rock. c. A.D. 155–185.
Context 6523: Area C.

181. ]DO on form 33?, Central Gaulish. Antonine.
Context 8029: Area D.

182. Vagiro/Vagirus 7a, on form 79 etc., [V]AGIRV Lezouxc.
One of Vagiro/Vagirus’ later stamps, used also on form 80. His earlier output includes forms 18/31
and 27. c. A.D. 160–175.
Context 8046: Area D.

183. Attillus v 2a, on form 33, AT·TILLIM Lezouxb.
Attillus v’s output includes forms 31, 31R, 80 and decorated bowls of the mid- to late Antonine
period. c. A.D. 160–190.
Context 8066: Area D.
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184. ]IM on form 31R, Central Gaulish. Mid- to late Antonine.
Context 8066: Area D.

185. Coccillus Incomplete 4, on form 18/31R, COCIb.b[ Lezouxc.
Coccillus worked at both Banassac and Lezoux and such evidence as there is suggests that his
Lezoux ware is the later. His stamps in Britain, which are almost certainly from there, occur on
forms 18/31R, 27, 31R and 79. c. A.D. 150–170.
Context 8117: Area D.

186. Maccirra 6a, on form 31, M2CC[IRR]2[F] Lezouxb. Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 136, 414.
A stamp used on forms 18/31, 27, 31R and 80, suggesting a range c. A.D. 135–165.
Context 8990: Area D.

Unstratified from Areas A–D were:
187. Mascellio i 4a, on form 33, MASCIIbbIx Lezouxb. Vanderhoeven 1975, 89, 440.

A stamp occurring in the group of late Antonine samian from Pudding Pan Rock. It also appears,
along with stamps from other dies, at northern forts reoccupied c. A.D. 160.

188. Maternus iii 2a, on form 27,mA[T·ERN·] Lezouxb. Dickinson 1990, fig. 183, 24.
This occurs on forms 18/31 and 18/31R which, together with examples from Rhineland forts,
suggests activity in the Hadrianic-Antonine period. c. A.D. 130–160.

189. DRIS. . [ ? on form 18/31 or 31, East Gaulish? Antonine or later.
190. INVS on form 31 or 31R, East Gaulish. Late second or first half of the third century.
191. ]IIO on form 18/31 or 31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early Antonine.

Residual in later contexts and disturbed by post-medieval robbing from the 1984 extension of
excavation of the temple site:

192. Antiquus 2a, on form 33, 2NTICVI Lezouxb.
There is no useful site dating for this potter, but his stamps occur on forms 31R and 79/80, which
suggests activity in the second half of the second century.

193. Vindus ii 1d, on form 33, VI3DIM Lezouxc.
No other examples of this stamp are known to us. Vindus’ output is mainly form 33, but single
examples of forms 27, 31 and 31R are noted. c. A.D. 150–180.

194. An eight-petalled rosette on form 33 or 46 (burnt), Central Gaulish, Antonine.
195. ]ND? on form 80 or Ludowici TgR, Central Gaulish. Mid to late Antonine.

PRIORY STREET 1987

General comments (TABLE 7.7, FIG. 7.10)

Material from the 1987 Priory Street excavations was examined at a late stage in the
preparation of this report. In view of this, and the distinct nature of the excavation, results have
been kept separate.

The total number of vessels represented from the 1987 site is comparatively small (c. 152).
They are summarised in TABLE 7.7.

Broadly speaking, the assemblage is similar to that from the main Priory Street excavation
(see TABLE 7.5). The percentage of South Gaulish vessels is higher but is still well below that
which one might expect from a site occupied to a significant extent in the first century.Vessels
from Les Martres-de-Veyre were separated out in the 1987 site total. The number of vessels
present is small, but this may be partly accounted for by the lower level of export from Les
Martres and the short period of exporting activity (mostly within the period c. A.D. 100–120).
The percentage of East Gaulish vessels present is, however, markedly higher and, although we
should be wary of attaching too much significance to just eight vessels, this may be attributable
to the slightly different chronological spread of the 1987 material.

The chronological pattern of the samian from the 1987 site is shown in the histogram (FIG.
7.10) constructed in the same way as those for other sites (although in this case the scale used
for the vertical axis has been enlarged to take the small total of vessels into account). The
pattern shown by the histogram is an interesting one. The low level of first-century activity is
emphasised and it is clear that, even among the South Gaulish material, it is the later (i.e. A.D.
90–110) vessels which predominate. The dip c. A.D. 110–120 is common on such histograms
(though not apparent on most Carmarthen ones). It is probably due to a lower level of
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TABLE 7.7: PRIORY STREET 1987: PRINCIPAL FORMS

Form S. Gaul Les Martres Other C. Gaul E. Gaul Total % of all

18/31 1 3 12 – 16 11
18/31R – – 3 – 3 2
27 3 – 5 – 8 5
30 – – 3 – 3 2
31 – – 12 2 14 9
31R – – 6 1 7 5
32 – – 1 – 1 1
33 – – 10 – 10 7
36 – 1 4 1 6 4
37 10 6 39 3 58 38
38 – – 4 – 4 3
44 – – 1 – 1 1
45 – – 5 1 6 4
46 – – 1 – 1 1
67 1 – 1 – 2 1
72 – – 1 1 1 1
79 – – 2 – 2 1
Curle 11 2 – 1 – 3 2
Curle 21 – – 1 – 1 1
Curle 23 – – 2 – 2 1
Inkwell 1 – – – 1 1
Flagon – – 1 – 1 1
Beaker – – 1 – 1 1
Totals 18 10 116 8 152 103
% of total 12 7 76 5 100 –

FIG. 7.10. Histogram of samian vessels and dates, Priory Street



production and export at Les Martres.Taken as a whole, the amount of material c. A.D. 90–120
would be appropriate for a site which saw its major occupation from the Hadrianic period
onwards. The majority of the samian is certainly of the period c. 120–190 but the 1987
assemblage contrasts with the other Priory Street site. Instead of the gradual build-up to a mid-
century peak, we have here a steady level of deposition c. A.D. 120–160 and a slight increase in
the later second century. It is this later weighting of the material which may well account for
the greater amount of East Gaulish samian already noted. Overall a more steady level of
Hadrianic and Antonine activity near the main east–west axis of the town may be implied. It
must be emphasised, however, that the total number of vessels is small and that the resultant
deductions from it must, therefore, be less reliable than those for the much larger Priory Street
collection.

As with other sites at Carmarthen, a context-by-context catalogue of all vessels has been
prepared and will be placed in the site archive. It is this which forms the basis for TABLE 7.7 and
FIG. 7.10, and also for details incorporated in the structural text. It may be noted, however, that
much of the samian from the 1987 site was residual in its contexts. As a result, detailed
cataloguing below has been kept to a minimum. Potters’ stamps from the site will be found in
the report by Brenda Dickinson (below). Otherwise, only vessels from Phase 1 and three other
pieces of intrinsic interest (one a piece from Blickweiler, a source rarely noted among samian
found in Wales) have been selected for special note.

PRIORY STREET 1987: CATALOGUE

Context 15,144 (nos 196–199) was a layer sealing the earliest timber building (87.1), but cut
through by features of Phases 2, 3, and 4. The latest pieces from this context were all Central
Gaulish and carry with them the dating of the whole context and phase.The latest pieces from
this context are Hadrianic or Hadrianic-Antonine. However, the balance of the whole
collection is certainly early to early/mid second century and deposition earlier rather than later
in the period c. A.D. 120–140 would not be surprising. In addition to the stamp (no. 207) there
were:

196. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres-de-Veyre. Four joining pieces showing an ovolo, probably
with rosette terminals (?Rogers B29) over panel decoration delineated by beaded borders. From
right to left the panels contain: a) a tree, Rogers N4 and cup stack, Rogers Q50 within an arcade
formed by an inverted festoon; b) a vertical column of cups, Rogers U62; c) a festoon containing
a spiral (a portion of the spiral, S & S, pl. 18, 231 which itself could be formed of the spirals, Rogers
S23); d) a repeat of b); e) cup stack and tree as in a). It is not possible to know if the types in e)
are reversed or if the cup stack originally recurred at the other side of the tree in a).The lower end
of the vertical wavy line borders terminate in the small rosette, Rogers C280.The upper junctions,
the ends of the festoon and the end of the spiral terminate in the small cup, Rogers U62. All the
elements occur in the work of Igocatus (X-4) and this is likely to be his work. c. A.D. 100–120.

197. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Les Martres de Veyre. A row of small circles has been substituted for
the ovolo (cf. X-13, S & S, pl. 45, 521–2). Below is an arcade formed by part of a column (possibly
Rogers P29) and an inverted festoon, enclosing the upper part of a cupid and an altar (Rogers Q74,
also used by X-13). c. A.D. 100–120.

198. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. The ovolo (Rogers B36) is used by Drusus ii. Below
a wavy line border is panel decoration separated by vertical bead rows with astragalus terminals
(possibly by S & S, fig. 23,2). The complete cupid, O.426 is also used by Drusus ii. c. A.D.
120–140/145.

199. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. Central Gaulish. Panel decoration is within beaded borders. Narrow
panels contain the tripod, Rogers Q8 attributed to Mercator ii and Caratillus. The only complete
larger panel contains a hare (O.2117) within a double medallion. The less complete large panel
includes an unidentified rosette. Probably c. A.D. 120–150.

Residual or unstratified vessels
200. (Not illustrated). A small fragment of a ribbed, barrel-shaped tumbler in Central Gaulish fabric.

The type is discussed briefly by Stanfield (1929, 133–4, fig. 6, nos 29–34). With the exception of
his anomalous no. 34, all the vessels illustrated by Stanfield have more-or-less rounded ribs as if
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formed by a template. The Carmarthen beaker, however, appears to have ribs formed by cutting
grooves into the fully formed vessel, leaving the flat surfaces between each groove. Cf. no. 133.
Context 15,104.

201. (Not illustrated.) Form 37. East Gaulish.The design consists of an ovolo with beaded tongue over
a beaded border (with leaves ‘suspended’ from it) and a free-style design with a griffin, O.868 and
plant. The piece closely matches one from Blickweiler (Knorr and Sprater 1927, Taf. 56, 2) which
shows that the design originally had opposed griffins either side of the plant which was shown
growing from the pot. The ovolo is probably ibid. Taf. 82, 32. ?mid second century.
Context 15,114.

202. (Not illustrated.) Unstratified from general clearance. A flagon base. Central Gaulish. Cf. Stanfield
1929, 148–9, fig. 14, no. 67; O & P, pl. LXXXIII, 2.

Stamped and decorated vessels
203. (Not illustrated.) Albucius ii 6h, on form 37, ALBVC[I] Lezouxa. S & S, pl. 123, 35, pl. 169.

A large label stamp ALBVC[I] in the decoration.The free-style scene includes a panther or dog to
left (not known to Oswald). The partly impressed leaves (Rogers J146), used as space-fillers, are a
common device of this potter. Decorated bowls with this stamp occur both on Hadrian’s Wall and
in Antonine Scotland and there is one example from the Wroxeter Gutter. c. A.D. 150–180.
Context 15,094

Stamps (not illustrated) 

204. Severus ix 10b, on form 32 etc. SIIVIIRV[S] retr., Rheinzaberna. Loeschcke 1911, Taf. LXXV,
1295.
A stamp from this die occurs at Holzhausen, suggesting a late second- or early third-century date
for its use. The dish has been drilled for riveting.
Context 15,011: pit fill.

205. Primanus iii 6h on form 31, PRIMANI Lezouxb. Dickinson 1986, 194, 3.163.
There is no internal dating for this particular stamp, but Primanus’ wares turn up in the Wroxeter
Gutter, in the Pudding Pan Rock wreck and at forts in the Hadrian’s Wall system. His forms
include 31R and 80. c. A.D. 160–200.
Context 15,123: make-up of metalworking hearth, third century.

206. Paternus v 6a, on form 31, [P·ATE]RNI Lezouxb.
This was used on forms 31R and (probably) 79. The bar of the T in later versions, as here, turns
downwards at both ends. c. A.D. 160–195.
Context 15,100: layer post-dating building 87.2.

207. Lentiscus 2a on form 18/31R LE3TI7CV7, Les Martres-de-Veyrea. Terrisse 1968, pl. LIII.
There are three examples of this from the London Second Fire groups and it was used on the
Trajanic type of form 33. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 15,144: layer sealing Building 87.1

208. Sacrillus 3a, on form 31, S4CRIbb·I·M Lezouxa. Dickinson 1986, 195, 3–180.
This occurs on forms 31R, 79, 79R and 80 and also on the rim of a stamped bowl of Do(v)eccus.
It has been noted from Carrawburgh and Pudding Pan Rock. c. A.D. 160–200.
Unstratified.

1–5 THE PARADE, 1986

General comments (TABLE 7.8 and FIG. 7.11)

The samian from this small excavation was slight in quantity but not without interest. As for
other sites, an archive catalogue has been prepared and forms the basis of comments here and
information in the structural report. The material is summarised in TABLE 7.8.

It is immediately clear that the South Gaulish ware is much better represented in this
collection than on the Priory Street sites. The low number of form 29 (just one worn scrap)
should, however, be noted. The form went out of general production by c. A.D. 85 but is
reasonably represented, for instance, in the Pompeii Hoard of A.D. 79 (Atkinson 1914) and in
primary levels of Flavian foundations in Wales. Its near absence here, combined with the late
dating for most of the South Gaulish form 37s from the site, strongly suggests that the 1986
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site was not occupied as early as those excavated in Spilman Street and Church Street. It would
be surprising if there was much activity on or near this site before the closing years of the first
century.

Chronologically, The Parade assemblage can be expressed as a histogram (FIG. 7.11)
constructed as the others in this report, but with a much larger scale for the vertical axis to take
account of the low overall number of vessels represented (c. 81). The comparatively high
percentage of South Gaulish (and thus earlier) material is apparent as is the steady build-up of
vessels across the late first and early second century. The dip in the histogram c. A.D. 110–120
is similar to that seen on the 1987 Priory Street site and may be due to no more than a
reduction in exports of samian noted elsewhere (cf. Marsh 1981).The Central Gaulish material
from the site is unexceptional, although the slight increase towards the end of the century may
be noted.

It would be dangerous to draw more than the broadest conclusions from such a small
assemblage as this. It does, however, fit neatly in between the results from the Spilman/Church
Street and the Priory Street sites and bears out the general hypothesis that Roman occupation
at Carmarthen gradually spread eastwards from the fort in the Spilman Street area.
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TABLE 7.8: THE PARADE, 1986: FORMS

Form S. Gaul Les Martres Other C. Gaul Total % of all vessels

18 3 – – 3 4
18/31 1 4 3 8 10
18/31R - – 1 1 1
27 5 – 4 9 11
29 1 – – 1 1
31 – – 7 7 9
31R – – 4 4 5
33 1 – 6 7 9
37 18 2 13 33 41
38 – – 6 6 7
79 – – 1 1 1
Inkwell 1 – – 1 1

Total 30 6 45 81 100
% of total 37 7 56 100 –

FIG. 7.11. Histogram of numbers and dates of samian vessels from The Parade 1986



Stratigraphically significant material is noted in the structural report. Here only one piece is
worthy of note for its combined intrinsic and stratigraphic interest:

209. Form 37, Les Martres-de-Veyre. Two joining sherds (one from context 11,087) in the style of
Potter X-2. Panel decoration has, from left to right: a) a ‘scarf dancer’, probably as in S & S, pl. 7,
80, overstamped on a small altar and apparently itself overstamped by the rearing goat used by this
potter (but only a small portion of the rear leg is on the extant sherds); all are over a winding scroll
and alongside a latticed column (Rogers P85, S & S, fig. 3, 8); b) a festoon containing the crane,
O.2198 (cf. S & S, pl. 4, 36) edged by a pendant border made up of a zigzag line, ‘crown’, Rogers
U61, leaf spray and diamond (S & S, fig. 3, 7 and bottom left); the diamond recurs below the left
of the festoon; below is a horizontal wreath made from the leaf tips, S & S, fig. 3, 2, with, below an
arcade with cupid (a variant of O.400a, cf. S & S, pl. 4, 43). ‘Crowns’ (Rogers U61) are scattered
in the field. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 11,131 early surfacing of ‘verandah’ of main building.

Stamps (not illustrated)
210. VI[ or ]I2 on form 33, Central or, more probably, East Gaulish (Trier). Late second or first half of

the third century.
Context 11,047.

211. MCI× [ on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine.
Context 11,050.

212. Ioenalis 2a, on form 18/31, IOEN4LIS Les Martres-de-Veyrea.
The forms and fabrics associated with this stamp suggest a Trajanic date. There are several
examples from the London Second Fire deposits. c. A.D. 100–120.
Context 11,060.

213. Fuscus ii 9a, on form 27, [FV]SC La Graufesenquea.
There is no internal dating for this stamp. Fuscus ii was one of the latest La Graufesenque potters
to export to Britain. His wares turn up repeatedly at Domitianic foundations, such as Butzbach,
Saalburg and Wilderspool. c. A.D. 90–110.
Context 11,093.

214. Ovidius 1a, on form 33, OVIDIM Les Martres-de-Veyrea. Terrisse 1968, pl. LIII.
The forms and fabrics associated with this stamp suggest that Ovidius was not one of the earliest
potters at Les Martres, though there are examples from the London Second Fire deposits. c. A.D.
110–130.
Context 11,107.

215. Beliniccus i 6a, on form 27g, [BELI]NICVS·F Les Martres-de-Veyrea. Terrisse 1968, pl. LII,
column 2-2.
There is no internal dating for this stamp, but Beliniccus i’s output at Les Martres is mostly
Trajanic, with perhaps a few Hadrianic pieces made there before he moved to Lezoux. Grooved
footrings are unusual outside South Gaul, but the one on this piece appears to be deliberate. c. A.D.
110–130.
Context 11,109.
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MORTARIA

By D. Brennan and K.F. Hartley

INTRODUCTION

Using an archive report by K.F. Hartley from the 1976 Church Street excavations for reference,
all the mortaria were identified and described by D. Brennan. A full report on all the stamped
mortaria has been prepared by K.F. Hartley and is given below, prefaced by her fabric list which
refers to all sources which had been identified at Carmarthen. Mrs Hartley was also consulted
about the sources of certain unstamped sherds. In addition, she provided a summary chart and
comments relating to the stamped mortaria only; these have been incorporated into TABLE 7.9.

TABLE 7.9 is compiled from stratified groups, stamped sherds and some sherds which provide
third- or fourth-century dating. The coarse wares from these groups or contexts are further
described and listed in the final section to this chapter. Examples of near complete vessels or
otherwise unrepresented examples from the fabrics present at Carmarthen are individually
described and illustrated so that the range of forms present can be assessed. A complete
illustrated archive catalogue is deposited with the material in Carmarthen Museum.

COMMENTS

The mortaria listed in TABLE 7.9 are from selected groups, but these provide a reasonable
indication of the main suppliers of mortaria. Minimum vessel numbers from the various
suppliers have been assessed from the unstamped and stamped sherds selected. The main
suppliers of mortaria to sites in south Wales during the Flavian period were Gaulish potteries,
in the Oise/Somme area and elsewhere in northern France together with potteries at Lyons
(Tomber and Dore 1998, 68; Saison-Guichon 2001), then to a lesser extent potteries south of
Verulamium (e.g. Brockley Hill, Radlett and Bricket Wood); some workshops in south Wales
(probably Caerleon) and at Gloucester were also involved.The Oise/Somme potteries and some
south of Verulamium continued to be involved in at least part of the first half of the second
century. The important Lyons pottery (Rhône valley 1; A.D. 50–85) is not indicated for
Carmarthen in TABLE 7.9 and this may be because the sample is not sufficiently representative
of the finds as well as being small. The high numbers from the potteries at Wroxeter and
Caerleon show their outstanding importance for Carmarthen in the second century. Minor
sources in south Wales may still have been involved, but from the mid-second century onwards,
mortaria from new sources started to come into Carmarthen. These were the Mancetter-
Hartshill potteries in Warwickshire, potteries in south-east Gloucestershire/north Wiltshire
(Tomber and Dore 1998, 192 (south-west white-slipped ware)), but especially potteries in and
around Oxford, which had the bulk of the market from some point in the second half of the
third century. Occasional mortaria from the Rhineland are recorded from Carmarthen in the
period A.D. 150–300.These four sources, together with the New Forest potteries, established in
the third century, are the main, if not the only, sources represented at Carmarthen in the third
and fourth centuries.

The total for the New Forest potteries is inexplicably large even allowing for the fact that
third- and fourth-century mortaria used for dating purposes have been specifically selected.
The lack of Lyons pottery is surprising even in this sample. The relative proportions of early
imports (F1/2). and Verulamium (F7) are likely to be distorted by the method of selection. At
Loughor (unpublished archive) there were roughly four times as many sherds from sources in
Gaul as from Verulamium and one would expect the same proportions at Carmarthen. There
are other sources which one would expect to be represented at Carmarthen though not on a
large scale: the first-century potteries at Colchester and perhaps a pre-Flavian to early Flavian
pottery probably in the west of France (Holbrook and Bidwell 1991, 194, type TC2-6, not
Spain as then suggested, and 189, fabric FC1).The limitations of the sample make it impossible
to ascertain whether the mainly Antonine workshops at Wroxeter which produced red-brown
fabrics are represented. Carmarthen is in an area that could well also have had some of the
products of a sixth-century pottery in the west of France (Campbell 1996).
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The mortaria found at Carmarthen over the years now present a large sample and even the
limited study undertaken so far shows some unexpected features. These are notably the
importance of the Wroxeter production for Carmarthen, but even the large number of Caerleon
mortaria is noteworthy because they are by no means as common throughout south Wales as
one might expect. If the total from the New Forest which is indicated in this sample were
substantiated in a more extensive study it would also give cause for thought since their products
are not common on other sites in south Wales. A study of the entire body of material could be
of considerable interest and should provide pointers for understanding the sources of much of
the rest of the coarse wares. Many of the stamped sherds showed unusually heavy wear and it
would be interesting to know how representative this is of the mortaria as a whole.

LIST OF FABRICS

Fabric 1: Oise/Somme area and elsewhere in northern France

Self-coloured, pale-brown fabric (Munsell 7.5 YR 7.5/6); fairly fine textured, but rough and
powdery to the touch. Inclusions: abundant, tiny, well-sorted quartz with sparse, opaque, black
material, both barely visible at ×10 magnification; sparse, larger orange-brown inclusions. The
trituration grit has been worn away on the single example, no. 1, but it included flint and quartz
with some opaque black material.This fabric is excessively tempered for these potteries, whose
products normally fit Fabric 2 in every way.

Fabric 2: Oise/Somme area and elsewhere in northern France

Self-coloured, fine-textured, brownish cream to pale brown, cream to yellowish- or greenish-
cream fabric; may have a pink core; rare to moderate, tiny quartz, opaque, red-brown
(sometimes larger than other inclusions), black and occasional chalk inclusions.Trituration grit
consists mainly of flint with some quartz. Includes products of more than one pottery and
production c. A.D. 50–150.

Fabric 3: Rhineland

Hard, fairly fine cream-buff coloured fabric with small quartz and red-brown tempering. The
trituration grit consists of mixed pink, brown and transparent colourless quartz. Uncommon in
Carmarthen.
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TABLE 7.9: MINIMUM NUMBERS OF MORTARIA

Fabric Fort Priory St Parade Rd Church St Total
Stamp Stamp Stamp Stamp

F1/2 Northern France 6 – 6 1 1 – 26 2 42
F3 Rhineland – – 5 – 1 – – – 6
F4/5 Oxford 1 – 49 1 3 – 22 – 76
F6 Manc/Hartshill – – 13 1 – – 5 – 19
F7 Verulamium region 2 – 4 – 1 – 6 2 15
F8/12 Wroxeter – – 23 11 2 – 2 1 39
F13 SWWS – – – – – – 2 – 2
F14 New Forest 1 – 1 – – – 13 – 15
F15 Caerleon 1 – 41 16 2 – 4 2 66
F16 S. Wales/Gloucester – – 6 – – – – – 6
F17 Local – – – 1 1 – 6 1 9
F18 Unsourced 9 – 1 – – 10
Totals 11 0 157 31 12 – 86 8 305



Fabric 4: Oxford (Cowley, Headington, Sandford, Littlemore) Young 1977
Self-coloured, slightly sandy, off-white fabric, occasionally with pink core. The very distinctive
trituration grit associated with all Oxford fabrics, consists entirely of mixed pink, brownish and
transparent quartz; any introduction, however slight, of any opaque trituration grits, usually
red-brown, is rare and may be indicative of specific potteries in the Oxford area; the potter who
made no. 4, followed this practice though the Carmarthen example is too fragmentary to have
trituration grit.

The texture of fabric 4 varies according to the amount of tempering added; mortaria dated
c. A.D. 100–140 often have fairly frequent (as in no. 4) even abundant, well sorted quartz with
rare opaque red-brown (?natural iron-oxide) inclusions. If the distinctive trituration grit is
missing, the fabric can be difficult to distinguish from fabric 7. Mortaria later than c. A.D. 140
are mostly, though not invariably, in a finer-textured fabric.
4a: abundant inclusions.
4b: moderate to fairly frequent.
4c: fine textured.

Fabric 5a: Oxford (Balsdon, Cowley, Dorchester, Sandford) Young 1977
Fine-textured, micaceous, red-brown fabric, sometimes with grey core; some tiny quartz and
sparse red-brown inclusions. Trituration grit consists entirely of mixed pink, brownish and
transparent quartz. The fabric is distinguished from 5b by having a thin white slip.

Fabric 5b: as above
This is substantially the same fabric as 5a, differing in having a samian-like, red-brown slip.
Mortaria found in Wales have often lost most or all of the white or red-brown slip due to soil
or waterlogging conditions. If no slip survives, pieces are recorded as fabric 5, though the form
can indicate which slip would have been used.

Fabric 6: Mancetter-Hartshill potteries, Warwickshire 
The clay is from the Coal Measures but there were variations in the way it was treated; the
following are some of the main ones:
6a: Cream fabric with moderate to fairly frequent, transparent and pinkish quartz, opaque or
orange-brown, natural iron compounds and vesicular black inclusions. In the period A.D.
100–130 this fabric was often softer-fired than b-d.The trituration grit associated with it was a
mixture of quartz, sandstone etc. After A.D. 130–140 the fabric was usually harder and the
trituration grit identical to that in fabrics 6b-d.
6b: A well-fired, fine-textured, cream fabric with never more than moderate, small inclusions
of transparent and pink quartz with natural, orange-brown iron compounds and sometimes a
minimal amount of finely fragmented grog.
6c: As b or d, but in addition it has sparse, ill-sorted, sometimes quite large black inclusions.
6d: Hard to very hard, fine-textured, cream fabric with orange-brown, natural iron compounds
but minimal quartz inclusions. Often notably well-fired.The very hard fabric was probably not
produced before the third century.

The trituration grit used with variations b–d is fragmented waste pottery and ?tile
occasionally with a very rare quartz or sandstone fragment; the trituration may be virtually all
dark brown to blackish in colour, all red-brown or a mixture of the two. The norm for the
trituration grit before A.D. 140+ is a mixture containing a fair amount of quartz and sandstone
and little if any re-fired pottery; after that date it consists essentially of re-fired pottery etc. with
little, if any, other material; any that is present appears to be there by accident.

Some of the fabric variants contain diorite, some contain rare large, white clay or grog pellets.

Fabric 7: Verulamium region
Kilns are known at Bricket Wood, Brockley Hill, Radlett and Verulamium, but unless the
specific kiln-site is known or suspected, the term ‘Verulamium region’ is used.
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7a: A granular, usually greyish-cream fabric sometimes with pink or black core; and often with
cream to buff cream slip; a variant fabric is orange-brown/reddish but still granular.The texture
was obtained by the addition of a massive amount of well-sorted, small quartz inclusions,
possibly with a little flint, and rare red-brown material. In the trituration grit flint predominates,
with sparse quartz red-brown material. Although this is the common fabric associated with
these potteries, they also produced other fabrics, including one which is similar in every way
except for having smaller-sized and perhaps fewer inclusions; it is consequently smoother to the
touch (7b).

Fabric 8: Wroxeter
Fine-textured, cream fabric; may have pink core perhaps only in flange (no. 7) and in the
thickening at the base. Inclusions: moderate, ill-sorted quartz, opaque red-brown and rare, tiny
opaque black material. Trituration grit: quartz (transparent, pinkish and brownish), opaque,
red-brown and black material. May have a cream to buff slip, often fired to orangey-brown
anywhere near the spout.

Fabric 9: Wroxeter
Fairly hard, off-white fabric, sometimes slightly rough though not abrasive. Inclusions:
frequent, ill-sorted, transparent, pinkish and brownish quartz with some opaque red-brown and
black material. Trituration grit: abundant, greyish and translucent quartz with varying amount
of opaque brown, red-brown and black material. Often self-coloured but can have a cream-buff
slip fired to a darker shade in parts, especially in the area of the spout. Numbers 11 and 15 have
fewer inclusions while nos 13 and 18 have been accidentally fired to pink at the surface.

Fabric 10: Wroxeter
Very hard, cream fabric; may have a pink core. Inclusions: fairly frequent to frequent, ill-sorted,
transparent and pinkish quartz with opaque red-brown and rare black inclusions. No trituration
grit survives in no. 8, but it would be similar to those in the other Wroxeter fabrics. Buff-cream
slip fired to a brownish shade near the spout.

Fabric 11: Wroxeter
Very hard, cream fabric with pale grey core and a smooth, fine fracture. Inclusions: fairly sparse
to rare, ill-sorted, quartz and opaque black material. Possibly but not certainly a cream slip.
Trituration grit: frequent, largish to small, mostly quartz, with some red-brown sandstone and
black material. This may be the normal clay used by this pottery but it is fired much harder,
has minimal inclusions and has been subjected to a reducing atmosphere during part of the
firing. Number 10 has been severely reduced so that the grey core is quite dark and only a
surface skin has become cream; even parts of that are still grey. The fabric is almost sintered
and there is the beginning of a small transverse waster crack on the bead.

Fabric 12: Wroxeter
Self-coloured, soft, fine-textured, almost soapy texture; pale brownish-cream and pink in bands
throughout the fabric. Inclusions: rare, tiny quartz and red-brown with somewhat more
common, tiny opaque black inclusions. Trituration grit: probably as in Fabrics 8–11; little
survives in no. 9. This is not a typical Wroxeter mortarium fabric.

Fabric 13: Commonly called SWWS, i.e. South-West White-Slipped ware
Distribution points to a pottery in south-east Gloucestershire or north Wiltshire; no kilns are
known but the fabric and rim-types used are well defined and a single source is indicated.
Granular fabric, fired to orange-brown and always given a thin cream or white slip; often has a
thick grey core. Inclusions: frequent quartz with less common red-brown (iron-rich?) material.
Trituration grit: transparent, white and pinkish quartz, opaque red-brown and black material
(?iron-rich). The slip may not survive adverse conditions.
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Fabric 14: New Forest 

Granular, off-white or greyish fabric, packed with fairly well-sorted, mainly quartz inclusions in
much the same way as the coarser version of Verulamium fabric.Trituration grit consists mainly
of flint with occasional red-brown material (?sandstone). (This is the best known of the
variations possible in the fabric of New Forest coarse ware mortaria.)

Fabric 15: Caerleon, a.d. 110–170/180

Fine-textured and micaceous, often fairly soft, orange-brown fabric (Munsell 2.5 YR 5/8–5YR
6/8). There may be:

i) few tiny inclusions of quartz, red-brown and black material sometimes visible at ×20
magnification;

ii) sparse to moderate, small to large, soft red-brown inclusions (?sandstone or tile) which are
very noticeable on the surface if the slip has disappeared.

The trituration grit consists entirely of opaque, white quartz (up to 4 mm); the odd red-
brown fragment has been noted but very rarely indeed. All mortaria in fabric 15 had a dense,
red-brown slip which, at its best, is similar to that used in the Oxford potteries and reminiscent
of a samian slip. It is an overall slip but rare examples (not from Carmarthen) have been noted
where it was limited to the top of the rim and the exterior. The prime characteristics of this
fabric are its fine texture, its micaceous quality, the absence of visible inclusions, its dense red-
brown slip and its consistent white quartz trituration grit. There are, however, variations in
colour to a quite pale brown. Wear swiftly removes the slip from the inside; adverse soil
conditions such as those prevalent in parts of Wales often removes the rest of it; few of the
examined sherds from Carmarthen have any traces surviving.

Some Cowbridge and Usk mortaria in what is basically this fabric have a dark, blue-grey
core; none of the examined fragments from Carmarthen show this variation. Cowbridge has
some other, harder and even slightly abrasive, orange-brown fabrics with comparable red- to
orange-brown slip, which could be from small local workshops other than Caerleon, which were
working in the same tradition. None of the stamped mortaria from Carmarthen fell outside the
exact norm for Caerleon products. The Shepton Mallet potters, of course, also made mortaria
in the same tradition as Caerleon. Their market was local, so that they are unlikely to have
reached south Wales (see Holbrook and Bidwell 1991, 209 for reference to red-slipped
mortaria).

The initial and terminal dates of the Caerleon industry are fairly reliable but evidence for the
date of individual potters or dies is still problematical.These mortaria have been roughly dated
typologically on the basis of rim profiles associated with dies/potters. If this dating is correct,
then ten of the sample are more likely to be Antonine than earlier.

Fabric 16: South Wales or Gloucester 

In examination of material grouped by us as Caerleon wares, Kay Hartley identified a small
proportion of vessels from a source in south Wales or Gloucester. She has analysed these fabrics
in more detail in the Usk Report (fabric nos 22–3, 35, 41, 43–5: Manning 1993). In the
examples identified from Carmarthen (see nos 33693, 33698, 33708, 33735, 33770 and 33775
in the archive database — none published here) the fabric was fine-textured, fairly hard, with
an orange colour and sparse quartz and red-brown grit tempering. Trituration grits were all
quartz, mainly white, some pink. Some vessels still bore traces of a white slip.

Fabric 17: local, south-west Wales? (none illustrated)

A very few possibly locally produced vessels were identified by D. Brennan (see nos 42, 44 and
47 below), mainly copying first-century forms. Their fabric was fine textured and powdery,
cream in colour with a pink core and a little quartz and red-brown grit tempering. The
trituration grit was white, pink and reddish quartz.
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Fabric(s) 18: unprovenanced (none illustrated) 
Not all these examples have been examined by Kay Hartley, but it is likely that most of the
unprovenanced examples will be from the kilns of Usk, south Wales or Gloucestershire or from
Kingsholm (see Usk: Manning 1993 for details).

CATALOGUE OF STAMPED MORTARIA By K.F. Hartley (FIGS 7.12–7.14)

Summary context details are given or reference made to the same in the preceding samian
report (S + no.). Other abbreviations: D. = diameter, g = grammes and mm = millimetres.

1. D. 420mm, 663g. Fabric 1. One thick, wide, shallow rim and a body/base sherd, not joining. Well
worn. For a clear example see Thompson 1976, fig. 37, no. 7.
This fabric is unusual for both Veranius and for the potteries concerned in the Oise/Somme area
of northern France. The badly abraded stamp shows little more than the borders and the N of a
stamp which reads VERANI when clearly impressed; this is from one of at least 12 dies used by Q.
Valerius Veranius. More than 140 of his mortaria are recorded from Britain and northern France,
with two outliers in Belgium. He began producing mortaria in the Bavai area but the bulk of his
production was concentrated elsewhere, probably in the Oise/Somme area of northern France. All
of his mortaria in Britain are from this second source. His British distribution is heaviest in areas
with easy access from the sea, and is noticeably common in south-west England and south Wales.
He was the principal potter making form Gillam 238 (K.F. Hartley 1998, 201–6). There is
adequate evidence to date his production within the period A.D. 65–100.
Context 12,349: Church Street 1978, residual in stone ‘platform’ (FIG. 4.3)

2. D. 270mm, 88g. Fabric 7a. Flange fragment.
The incompletely impressed stamp is from one of at least four dies used by Doinus who had a
workshop at Brockley Hill, Middlesex, within the period A.D. 70–110. (For further details see
Castle 1972, 84–85.)
Context 12,399: Church Street 1978 residual, post-medieval feature.

3. Internal D. 230/240mm, 149g. Fabric 7b. Two joining sherds of incomplete bead and rolled rim.
Worn.
The broken stamp, F[, is from the ‘FECIT’ counterstamp used by Matugenus in conjunction with
his two-line namestamp (Frere 1984, fig. 118, nos 85–86). Evidence for a workshop of Matugenus
has been recorded at Brockley Hill, Middlesex (Suggett 1954). He worked within the period A.D.
80–125 (see Frere 1984, 286 nos 83–7 for further details).
Context 12,280: Church Street 1978, as 2.

4. D. 230mm, 29g. Fabric 4b. Flange fragment.
Fabric 4b, but the Elmont Coppice example (see below) had some opaque white and red-brown
trituration grit which is rare in products of the Oxford potteries; its use may be linked to specific
workshops. This composite trademark appears to be made up by impressing a herringbone stamp
on each side of a trademark stamp, as close to it as possible. Other mortaria stamped with the same
dies used in exactly the same way, are known from Elmont Coppice, north of Beckford,Worcs. and
Silchester (2). The rim-profiles indicate a date within the period A.D. 100–140.
Context 6895: Priory Sreet Area C, street-side gravel dump, Site Phase 3.

5. D. 280mm, 80g. Fabric 6d. Mortarium with up-standing bead and rolled rim. Heavily worn.
The partially impressed stamp, reading IVN[ (N reversed), is from one of the many dies of Iunius,
who was one of the foremost second-century potters working in the Mancetter-Hartshill potteries
in Warwickshire. Over a hundred of his mortaria have been recorded from sites throughout England
and two from Scotland from Castlecary and Duntocher. His work occurs in those Pennine forts
believed to have been unoccupied A.D. 120–160. Since he was one of the most prolific of the potters
who stamped mortaria, this fact, combined with his virtual absence from Scotland, suggests that
his main activity post-dates the main Antonine occupations of Scotland. He was also one of a small
group of potters who were introducing new, hammer-headed rim profiles, which became popular
in the next century. The evidence points to activity c. A.D. 150–180.
Contexts 46 and 93: Priory Street, Area A, residual in soil around hearth 103, Site Phase 6.

6. D. 260mm, 104g. heavily worn. Stamp not illustrated. Three joining sherds. Fabric 10.
7. D. 290mm, 490g. Heavily worn.

Numbers 6 and 7 carry incomplete stamps from the single die of Docilis. Mortaria with his stamps
have now been recorded from the following sites:Alcester; Brecon Gaer; Carmarthen (2); Glan-y-Mor,
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Barry;Wall Town, Staffs.;Wilderspool and Wroxeter (10–11).The distribution of his mortaria attest
a workshop at Wroxeter and his fabric fits with this. A good proportion of his rim profiles as well
as his type of gritting are sufficiently characteristic to stand out from the general run of Wroxeter
mortaria; they almost certainly indicate activity at an earlier date than Decanius and the Wroxeter
semi-literate group. His activity was probably A.D. 90–130.
Mortaria of the same type, which can be attributed to the workshop of Docilis and/or Vitalis III (see
below) are commoner in Wales than the stamps suggest. There are at least two others from
Carmarthen, four from Trawscoed, a possible one from Castell Collen and undoubtedly others. (NB
there are a few potters whose stamps begin DOCI[; they are not to be confused with this potter.)
Contexts (6) 2259: joins 2061 and 2281. (7) 2761 and two joining body sherds: in wall trench fills
and floor layers, Area B, Site Phases 3 and 4.

8. D. 290mm. Fabric 10. Two joining sherds with fragmentary stamp and two flange fragments, not
joining.
The stamp is too fragmentary for illustration or for certain identification but the stamp, fabric and
rim profile best fit Vitalis III, whose main workshop was at Wroxeter, despite some brief activity at
Mancetter. This potter had, at most, two virtually identical dies. Vitalis was a common name and
this man is not to be confused with others of that name. He is perhaps the only other potter
working at Wroxeter who often made mortaria of exactly the same type as those of Docilis. They
could have shared a workshop. A similar date, A.D. 90–130 is probable. See Britnell 1989, fig. 63,
no. 463 and Bushe-Fox 1913, fig. 16, no. 19 for illustrations of his stamp.
Contexts 7189, 7178, 6885: Priory Street, Area C, floor layers in C1, Site Phase 2 and (6885)
gravel dump to raise levels, Site Phase 3.

9. D. 270mm, 195g. Fabric 12. Four joining sherds giving a quarter of the rim plus a complete half
section, an extra basal sherd is from the same pot and may join.The inner surface is damaged and
probably worn. Some of the spout has become detached, revealing the slashing technique used for
adding the extra clay from which the spout was formed.
The poorly impressed stamp is from a new die-type of Decanius, who worked at Wroxeter in a
pottery of considerable regional importance, especially for the West Midlands and Wales (mortaria
of Decanius now noted from Brecon Gaer (2); Carmarthen (3, including M6 51 from Jones’
excavations of 1969), Caersws (2); Penydarren Park (2); Usk). Mortaria from this pottery,
including four of Decanius, have been recorded at Bar Hill and Old Kilpatrick on the Antonine
Wall, Birdoswald (2) on Hadrian’s Wall, Carlisle, Ravenglass and Corbridge.Whilst it is not certain
that all of these reached their final destination by trade rather than being carried north by military
units, the growing total seems to support some trade.This pottery post-dates the military occupa-
tion of Wroxeter and its floruit was clearly in the first half of the second century; its life must fall
between A.D. 90 and A.D. 160. Many of the potters were contemporary and clearly were not
working for seventy years.The stratigraphic and site evidence, plus that of the rim profiles, support
production within the period A.D. 100–150, optimum A.D. 110–140, for the majority of the potters,
including Decanius. See Manning 1993 for further details of Decanius.
Context 12,385: Church Street 1978, layer below 12,349 (1), late second/early third century.

10. D. 280mm, 230g. Fabric 11. Five joining sherds making nearly a quarter of a bead and rolled rim,
stamped near the spout. Stamp not illustrated.
This example has been subjected to a prolonged reducing atmosphere; it is also overfired to an
exceptionally hard texture and has some tiny transverse waster cracks, though the vessel was clearly
saleable. The incompletely impressed stamp is from a commonly used die of Decanius. See 9 for
details of this potter.
Contexts 7115 and 1067: Priory Street Areas C and B, 7115 layer below 6949, Site Phase 2, and
1067 residual in later layer, Area B.

11. D. 300mm, 970g. Fabric 9. So heavily worn in the bottom that the hard trituration surface has
entirely gone. Five joining sherds of a bead and thick rolled rim, stamped on the rim.
A sherd from Jones 1969 excavations (CAR 69 195 10) is from the same mortarium and preserves
its second stamp.The stamp is from a die used by a perhaps semi-literate potter or group of potters
who worked at Wroxeter within the period A.D. 100–150. Five of the dies in the Wroxeter letter
series are represented in the mortaria from Carmarthen and at least one other die from the 1969
excavations. Mortaria with stamps from the same die as this example are now recorded from
Alcester; Carmarthen; Forden Gaer; Holditch;Wilderspool and Wroxeter (3–6). This die is one of
a series using various groupings of the letters H, C, V, X, A and O, but as the stamps are almost
always incompletely impressed it is not easy to distinguish them at first sight and the series does
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not seem to serve any obvious purpose.The distribution of stamps from the other dies is similar to
the above, showing their normal markets to have been in the West Midlands and Wales with a lesser
market in north-west England.
Contexts 8417, 7286, 7079, 6885: Priory Street, 1969 site find joining from street-side layer Area
D (8417) and layers relating to metalworking at the south of Area C (7286 and 7079) providing
dating for Site Phase 2 (6885), residual in gravel build-up around C1, Site Phase 3.

12. D. 300mm, 470g. Fabric 9. Two joining rim and body sherds of a mortarium with roll rim and
internal bead, stamped near the spout. Well worn; half of a rivet hole just below the rim.
The stamp is from the same die as nos 13 and 14, but it is on a different vessel. See no. 11 for
general comments on this letter series. Wroxeter, A.D. 100–150.
Context 1111: Priory Street, residual in floor make-up of Building B5, Site Phase 6.

13. D. 300mm, 202g. Fabric 9. Stamp on flange of a mortarium with an internal bead and short, rolled
rim (stamp not illustrated).
Almost half the width of the flange has been sliced out behind the bead, along the surviving rim,
leaving a fragmentary stamp from the same die in the Wroxeter letter series as no. 12 A.D. 100–150.
Trituration grit entirely worn away.
Context 12,495: Church Street 1978, as 2.

14. D. 280mm, 282g. Fabric 9. Three joining rim, spout and body sherds, thick, heavy flange (stamp
not illustrated).
Fragmentary stamps survive on each side of the vessel, these are certainly from a die belonging to
the Wroxeter letter series and probably from that used on nos 12 and 13 but they are on a different
vessel. A.D. 100–150.
Context 50: Priory Street, Area A, residual in layer around hearth 103, Site Phase 6.

15. D. 260mm, 158g. Fabric 9, slightly burnt.
The stamp is from the Wroxeter semi-literate letter series, but from a different die. A.D. 100–150.
Context 8220: Priory Street, Area D, residual in postpit fill, Site Phase 6.

16. D. 270mm, 493g. Fabric 9.Two joining rim and spout sherds, internal bead and rolled rim; some wear.
The stamp is from one of the dies belonging to the Wroxeter letter series.This one is easier to read
than most, giving AXCHA retrograde when complete. A.D. 100–150.
Context 8508: Priory Street, Area D, residual in late street-side layer.

17. D. 260mm, 441g. Fabric 9.Three joining rim and body sherds giving the whole of the spout; burnt
and so heavily worn that all trituration grit is worn away below 25mm (stamp not illustrated).
A second mortarium with a stamp from the same die (AXCHA), in the Wroxeter letter series as 16
above.
Context 168: Priory Street, Area A, soil matrix of stone dump 170, Site Phase 6.

18. D. 300mm, 137g. Fabric 9. Bead and rolled rim and spout. Worn (stamp not illustrated).
The battered, unclear stamp is from a die in the Wroxeter letter series, but the die cannot be
identified. A.D. 100–150.
Context 7044: Priory Street, surfacing close to Building C1, Site Phase 2.
Nos 19–20 and almost certainly no. 22 are four different mortaria stamped by the same die, see 19
for comments.

19. D. 300mm, 601g. Fabric 15. Two joining sherds, some wear.
Both stamps survive and, though eroded, there is sufficient to indicate more of this die-type than is
shown by Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 68, no. 13.The interpretation, as so often with Caerleon stamps,
is not certain but VARV retrograde,VA ligatured, is the most obvious. c. A.D. 110–150.The stamps on
nos 19–20 have been collated to provide one composite drawing showing a complete version.
Context 8387: Priory Street, residual in association with Building D3, Site Phase 6.

20. D. uncertain. 36g. Fabric 15.
The incompletely impressed stamp is from the same die as no. 19, preserving the end of the die
not drawn in Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 68, no. 13. A.D. 110–160.
Context 168: see 17.

21. D. 290mm, 180g. Fabric 15. Well worn.
Eroded stamp from same Caerleon die as no. 19
Context unstratified: Priory Street 1987.

22. D. 250mm, 50g. Fabric 15.
The somewhat abraded stamp may be from the same die as no. 19 but the surviving letters differ
slightly in width. A.D. 110–160.
Context 5550: Priory Street, Area C, residual in late layer.
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23. D. 270mm, 396g. Fabric 15, with quite a lot of slip surviving. Two joining rim and spout sherds,
with upstanding bead and thick rolled flange with stamp near the spout. Well-worn.
The stamps surviving from both sides of the mortarium are from the same die as Nash-Williams
1932b, fig. 68, no. 49. c. A.D. 130–180.
Contexts 6139, 5432: Priory Street, Area C, residual in fills of road side drains, Site Phase 6.

24. D. 280mm, 50g. Fabric 15. Flange fragment.
The stamp, ABS retrograde, has the same reading as Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 68, no. 37, and is
likely to be by the same potter; there are, however, slight differences which may indicate that it is
from a different die. It is presumably by the same potter as nos 25–27, which are certainly from a
different die. A.D. 120–180.
Context unstratified: Priory Street, Area D.

25. D. 260mm, 87g. Fabric 15. Upstanding rim and thick rolled, stamped flange. Worn. Nos 25–27
have been conflated in the illustration to show a complete version.
The stamp reads ABS retrograde and is presumably by the same potter as Nash-Williams 1932b,
fig. 68, no. 37, but it is clearly from a different die. A.D. 120–180.
Context 12253: Church Street 1978, residual in weathered top of Phase 2 rampart.

26. D. 250mm, 78g. Fabric 15. Upstanding rim and sloping, grooved flange.
The incompletely impressed stamp, ABS retrograde, is from the same die as no. 25. A.D. 120–180.
Context 34: Priory Street, Area A, residual in late layer.

27. D. 265mm, 164g. Fabric 15. Worn.
The broken stamp, AB[s retrograde, is from the same die as no. 25. A.D. 120–180. The stamps on
nos 25–27 have been conflated in the illustration to show a complete version.
Context 5871: Priory Street, Area C in dump layer, Site Phase 4.

28. D. 300mm, 80g. Fabric 15. Worn. Nos 28–29 have been conflated with two stamps from
Cowbridge to give a complete version.
This Caerleon die-type is not published; Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 68, no. 7, has some similarity,
but the reading is slightly different. It may be by the same potter but this cannot be regarded as
certain. c. A.D. 110–150.
Context 1437: Priory Street, residual in floor surface of Building B5.

29. D. 300mm, 135g. Fabric 15. Two joining upstanding rim and rolled flange sherds.
Stamped with the same die as no. 28 but probably a different pot. c. A.D. 110–150.
Contexts 973, 1925: Priory Street Area B, residual in later layers.

30. D. 290mm, 356g. Fabric 15. Upstanding rim with rolled flange, grooved at the tip. Worn.
The stamp has the same reading, ]ARC retrograde, as Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 68, no. 46, but it
is from a different die; the Carmarthen stamp may not be a complete impression. c. A.D. 120–180.
Context 5871: see 27.

31. D. 270mm, 160g. Fabric 15. Two joining rim and spout sherds. The complete, clearly impressed
stamp is from an unrecorded Caerleon die, perhaps A.D. 110–160.
Context 1011: Priory Street, residual in late yard surfacing, Area B.

32. D. 300mm, 34g. Fabric 15. Flange fragment. Burnt.
The stamp is from an unrecorded die. A.D. 110–160.
Context 1045: Priory Street, residual in trench fill for Building B5, Site Phase 6.

33. D. uncertain. 68g. Fabric 15. Bead and and rolled rim sherd.
The fragmentary stamp is from an unknown die; the reading is uncertain, but the stamp will be
identifiable when other examples are found. c. A.D. 110–160.
Context 12,281: Church Street 1978, as 2.

34. D. uncertain 55g. Fabric 15. Incomplete rim-section (stamp not illustrated).
The broken stamp preserves only parts of two borders, an inadequate amount for perfect
identification of a Caerleon stamp. There is, however, only one known die-type with which it is
identical, Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 68, nos 27–29 and the rim profile is appropriate. It can
therefore be attributed to that potter with reasonable assurance. A.D. 130–180.
Context 345: Priory Street, Area B, unstratified.

35. D. uncertain 40g. Fabric 15. Flange fragment (not illustrated).
The stamp is very abraded and is not clear enough for illustration; it may be from an unrecorded
die and it may be possible to identify it when other examples are found. Probably A.D. 110–160.
Context 50: see 14.

36. D. 360mm, 158g. Fabric 15. Two joining sherds, of interest because they demonstrate the lack of
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any keying system for adding clay to make the spout (stamp not illustrated). It has not been
possible to identify the damaged and abraded stamp. A.D. 120–180.
Context 8620: Priory Street, Area D, residual, Site Phase 5.

37. D. 270mm, 386g. Fabric 15. Four joining sherds. Burnt before fracture and heavily worn (stamp
not illustrated).
The stamps are very abraded and fragmentary respectively but the borders cannot be exactly
paralleled so that the stamps could well be from an unknown die. c. A.D. 110–160.
Contexts 6570, 6300: Priory Street, Area C, residual in later dumps.

UNSTAMPED MORTARIA FROM STRATIFIED GROUPS OR LATEST MATERIAL FROM
OTHER CONTEXTS By D. Brennan 

Church Street 1978 (not illustrated)
From ditch 12,073. Latest material Trajanic.
38. D. not established. 105g. Fabric 1. Bead and wide rolled rim, hooked at the tip.
39. D. 240mm. 256g. Fabric 7? Bead and deep rolled rim with traces of rilling on exterior, unusual

form. A.D. 50–90.
40. D. not established. 218g. Two joining rim sherds. Fabric 7. Thick, rolled flange. A.D. 60–90.
41. D. not established. 100g.Two joining rim sherds. Fabric 1. Bead and wide rolled rim, now broken.

A.D. 65–85.
42. D. not established. 138g. Fabric 17. Two adjoining rim sherds, one from context 12,331. Heavily

worn mortarium with internal bead and rolled rim with localised area of ?decorative stabbing. A.D.
75–100.

From dump layer 12,263 late second century which contained residual sherds of mortaria of late
first/early second-century date in fabrics 1, 8–12, 15 and 17, also later Oxford products:

43. D. 220 mm, 141g. Six adjoining rim sherds. Fabrics 8–12. Bead and rolled rim, the tip of which is
sharply hooked under. A.D. 100–125.

44. D. not established. 47g. Fabric 17. Mortarium with a small, upstanding rim and a rolled flange.
45. D. not established. 32g. Fabric 4/5. See Young 1977, forms M1 or M2 for parallels. A mortarium

with a sloping internal bead and rolled rim, now broken. A.D. 100–170.

1–5 The Parade 1986 (not illustrated)
Backfills of drain 11,191, latest material mid-second century.
46. D. 260mm, 300g.Three joining rim and body sherds. Fabric 8–12. Mortarium with a slight bead and

rolled rim, the bead being at the highest point of the rim, which then curls downwards. A.D. 100–140.
47. D. uncertain. 105g. Fabric 17. Mortarium with an incipient bead rim and rolled flange, imitating

Caerleon forms. See Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 59, no. 228. A.D. 100–125.

Priory Street 1980–1987
48. D. 240mm. 227g. Fabric 8–12. Mortarium with internal bead and roll rim, in the style of Docilis.

A.D. 100–140.
Context 7189: dump layer, south end of Area C, Site Phase 2.

From layers built up around hearth 103, A.D. 250–300.
Context 46 contains two other examples of Oxford forms M 17/M18 besides:

49. (Not illustrated.) D. not established 107g. Rim and spout sherd. Fabric 4, see Young 1977, form
M18. Mortarium with an upstanding rim and a wide, flat flange, hooked under at the tip.The rim
was formed by turning the rim out across the flange. A.D. 240–300.

50. D. 240mm, 208g. Fabric 4 see Young 1977, form M17.3 and for a similar local example from
Coygan camp see Wainwright 1967, fig. 33, no. 18. Mortarium with upstanding rim and a broad
flange hooked under at the tip. A.D. 240–300.
Context 50

From Priory Street 1987, layer 15,144 sealing earliest structures, see also samian 196–199 above:
51. (Not illustrated.) D. 200mm, 172g. Fabric 7. Mortarium with internal bead and rolled rim. A.D.

110–150.
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THE COARSE POTTERY

By D. Brennan with contributions by H.J. James

INTRODUCTION

The excavations reported on in this volume extended over a considerable period of time.
Computerised registration of small finds and pottery into a single Roman Carmarthen database
did not begin until 1980 and had to be undertaken retrospectively for the Church Street
excavations of 1978. As a result, not all pottery is physically marked with the somewhat
cumbersome five-figure computer record number, but all pottery is bagged and boxed with these
numbers and correlations are given on the database.The pottery is stored by broad fabric groups
(‘greywares’, ‘redwares’) in site, and then in context order; printed catalogues describing all
sherds with drawings of all rims have been deposited with the material in Carmarthen Museum.
The database itself forms part of the County Sites and Monuments Record, maintained by Dyfed
Archaeological Trust and can be accessed by any researcher at the Trust offices at Llandeilo.

QUANTITY 

Calculation of the minimum numbers of coarse ware vessels is based upon the number of rims,
with some additional vessels added from bases or body sherds where no rims of similar fabrics
or forms were present resulting in a total of 3809 vessels, including mortaria (TABLE 7.10). If we
add the total numbers of samian vessels (3085) we reach an overall figure of 6894. Truly
comparative data is hard to find. A total of 3200 coarse ware vessels resulted from excavations
of parts of the fort (and that only down to display levels) at Segontium (P.V. Webster 1993). A
total of 700 coarse ware vessels came from Bear Field, Cowbridge, Vale of Glamorgan
(Parkhouse and Evans 1996, 130) from an area of ditched enclosures on the edges of the small
town. Although overall estimated numbers of coarse wares are not given in the Whitton report
(Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981), there was evidently plentiful supplies of and demand for coarse
wares at this Iron Age and Romano-British farmstead, also in the Vale of Glamorgan.The overall
quantities of coarse wares from the post-fortress levels at Usk dwarfs all these and were reported
upon separately from the legionary fortress assemblage because the assemblage ‘is closely allied
with the ceramic pattern seen over the whole of south-east Wales’ (P.V. Webster in Manning
1993, 227).The researcher is therefore referred to this monumental publication which appeared
after the bulk of this report had been compiled (Manning 1993). Sketchy though these examples
are, they serve to indicate that coarse wares were present in lesser quantities overall in
Moridunum in south-west Wales, than in urban or rural sites in south-east Wales. Even from the
extensive excavations of late Iron Age, Romano-British enclosures at Llawhaden, Pembrokeshire,
there is little evidence for any native ceramic tradition in south-west Wales, nor any great quantity
of Romano-British coarse wares again in contrast to the south-east (Brennan 1998, 96–103).
The picture of lesser quantities reaching the region rather than total absence is reinforced by the
late Roman occupation at Coygan Camp which yielded 235 vessels of late third/early fourth-
century date (Wainwright, 1967, 134–5).The general implications are discussed in Chapter 1.

CHRONOLOGY (TABLE 7.11)

The coarse pottery database contains a variety of date ranges; all are expressed numerically (ie
Flavian is expressed as A.D. 75–100 and late second century as A.D. 175–200). The length of
date range varies from fabric to fabric and is of course dependent on the number of diagnostic
forms present. Overall it has been possible to assign a date range to 3090 vessels out of a total
of 3809. In order to combine the data to produce a graph showing the numbers of all vessels
by period and of individual fabrics or groups of fabrics, it was necessary to assign all vessels to
standard date ranges.

This was done by downloading the relevant data from the Roman Carmarthen database 
in Delilah into Foxpro. The date ranges were indexed and the total numbers of vessels within
each counted. These were then assigned to the appropriate twenty-five year intervals shown in
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TABLE 7.10: ESTIMATED MINIMUM NUMBER OF VESSELS FROM ALL CARMARTHEN SITES, EXCLUDING SAMIAN

Fort Church St Priory St 1–5 The Parade
Mainly reduced fabrics

S. Wales Greywares 5 297 311 77 690
S. Wales fine sandy 1 52 122 19 194
S. Wales fine 1 37 39 2 79
Local Gritty ware 1 32 10 38 81
S. Wales ?coarse sandy – 5 2 – 7
Malvernian 1 17 34 5 57
BB1 4 473 1238 48 1763
BB2 – – 3 – 3
Imitation BB – – 5 – 5

Mainly oxidised fabrics
Severn Valley ware 1 34 144 2 181
Severn Valley variant 1 – 1 – 2
Caerleon Red Slip 1 91 158 21 271
Oxfordshire ware 1 24 39 – 64
Nene Valley wares – 1 6 1 8
Imported colour coats 1 9 6 1 17

Mortaria
F1/2 Northern France 6 28 7 1 42
F3 Rhineland – – 5 1 6
F4/5 Oxford 1 22 50 3 76
F6 Manc/Hartshill – 5 14 – 19
F7 Verulamium region 2 8 4 1 15
F8/12 Wroxeter – 3 34 2 39
F13 SWWS – 2 – – 2
F14 New Forest 1 13 1 – 15
F15 Caerleon 1 6 57 2 66
F16 S Wales/Gloucester – – 6 – 6
F17 Local – 7 1 1 9
F18 Unsourced – – 9 1 10

Amphorae
Dressel 20 2 21 32 4 59
Cam 185A Haltern 70 1 1 – 1 3
Cam 186 1 2 1 1 5
Cam 189 – – 1 – 1
Pelichet 47 – 1 3 0 4
Dressel 28 – 3 1 – 4
Uncertain 5 – – 1 6

38 1194 2344 233 3809

TABLE 7.11: ALL POT TYPES BY DATE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0–50 50–75 75–100 100–25 125–50 150–75 175–200 200–25 225–50 250–75 275–300 300–25 325–50 350–75 275–400

S. Wales & Caerlon 0 2 90 589 228 74 85 5 4 4 3 5 6 6 2 1103
Severn Valley 0 3 8 27 22 19 20 11 11 11 13 5 5 5 5 165
Oxfordshire & Fine 2 6 9 17 6 5 6 0 0 1 4 1 2 4 0 63
Malvernian 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54
Black Burnished 0 0 0 59 248 385 287 159 63 19 18 21 64 48 7 1378
Mortaria 0 0 64 57 21 20 10 3 27 16 15 5 4 5 4 251
Amphorae 0 15 15 10 10 9 9 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 76
Totals 2 35 195 768 544 521 426 186 105 51 53 37 81 68 18 3090



TABLE 7.11 on the basis of the latest date of the range; thus totals of vessels with a date range
of A.D. 75–125 have been placed in the quarter century ending in A.D. 125.Where a century or
two centuries is given as the date range, however, the numbers of vessels have been divided by
4 or 8 as appropriate.Without smoothing out the century-long date ranges, a rather misleading
rise to a peak at the end of the century — particularly of the fourth — was produced.The graph
form (FIG. 7.15a) gives the best visual presentation of the admittedly far from precise data.The
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FIG. 7.15. a) 3-D histogram of fabric types given in TABLE 7.11, and b) diagram of proportions of all
pot types by date (see TABLE 7.11)

a

b



numbers of South Wales and Black Burnished far outweigh the rest which do not show up
individually on the graph; they have therefore been combined. The pie diagram (FIG. 7.15b)
also shows the dominance of early to mid second-century material. The overall picture is
sufficiently clear and simple to withstand the distortions caused by amalgamating and averaging
out disparate data.

In common with other Welsh sites, a peak of supplies was reached by the early second
century. The reduced and oxidised sandy south-east Wales wares formed the bulk of these
totals, together with local imitations. As the graph shows, the Black Burnished wares peaked at
a slightly later date; although now seen to be present in Wales early in the second century they
do not appear in bulk until the Hadrianic period. The graph (FIG. 7.15a) shows quite clearly,
therefore, how Black Burnished products moved in to supply the market, at a lower bulk level
but over a greater length of time, following the decline of the south-east Wales products.

FABRIC GROUPS

Mainly reduced fabrics

South Wales Grey Wares (Date range: A.D. 75–350)

The most plentiful of all the coarse wares were reduced and, to a lesser extent, oxidised vessels
in a hard, sand-tempered fabric, probably from kilns in south-east Wales. Normally these were
fully reduced, in colour light grey through to bluish-grey very often with a black slip. The rims
of jars are often burnished and partial burnishing of the body is also common.The fabric varies
in texture due to firing conditions but is most commonly sandy having a slightly rough granular
texture. Sparse red-brown ferric inclusions are also visible. This fabric is so similar to that of a
number of oxidised vessels that it seems that the same kilns could produce oxidised vessels to
increase their market range, albeit in smaller quantities than the reduced wares.

Forms present in first–early second-century vessels include ring-necked and funnel necked
flagons, copies of samian forms in imitation of Terra Nigra, flanged and carinated bowls, bead
rim and neckless globular jars, everted (both narrow and wide mouthed) rim and lid-seated
jars, beakers, plain and flanged rim dishes as well as lids. Vessels of this period are frequently
decorated — rusticated, combed and rouletted decoration on jars, combed wavy line decoration
on carinated bowls. Later forms include close copies of BB1 forms i.e. jars, flat-rimmed bowls
with burnished lattice decoration, plain-rimmed dishes and lids. There are also necked jars
reminiscent of Severn Valley ware types. A more restricted range of forms reached Carmarthen
in the oxidised products of this fabric. Bowls, jars, flagons and the odd beaker were present.

South Wales Fine Sandy (Date range: A.D. 75–350)

A finer variant.Vessels are hard, tempered with very fine sand and occasional red-brown ferric
inclusions. Surfaces are visibly micaceous. They are either fully reduced but more often are of
a muddy greyish-brown colour with a red-brown core. A dark grey or black surface slip is
common. As with the main fabric, oxidised vessels are also found, again in smaller quantities.

Forms present: handmade and wheel thrown vessels competently potted cover the same range
of forms as the main fabric. They include ring-necked flagons, bead rim and neckless globular
jars, everted rim jars (narrow and wide mouthed), beakers with everted and cornice rims, flat-
rim and flanged rim bowls and bowls copying samian form Drag. 29. Lids are also represented,
as are vessels imitating BB1 forms. Decorative detail is the same as for the main fabric. A bowl
from the Church Street site (16) has prominent vertical ribs and hatched decoration on either
side of the ribs, probably imitating the stitching on a leather vessel. Similar vessels have been
found at Exeter (Bidwell 1979, fig. 64, nos 119–122). Other rare forms include a ledged platter
found on the Priory Street site, a Gallo-Belgic derived form, which can be paralleled from
Camulodunum (not illustrated, Object nos 32630–31, context 6544).There are also parallels for
the form from Caerleon, but in a different fabric (Zienkiewicz 1986, fig. 38, nos 3.1–3.3). Also
from Church Street came an example of a castor box in this fabric of second-century date,
imitating a Nene valley form (not illustrated, Object no. 32644, context 7350).
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South Wales Fine (Date range: A.D. 75–200)

A fine moderately hard grey or bluish-grey fabric with no visible inclusions. Surfaces are usually
abraded and powdery but where they survive a smooth dark grey or black micaceous slip is used.

Forms present: the most common types are vessels copying samian forms in imitation of
Terra Nigra.Two such vessels employ ‘London Ware’ decoration — compass drawn and incised
(see 113). Other forms include jars, beakers, bowls, dishes and lids.

Local Gritty Ware (Date range: A.D. 75–120)

This is thought to be a local fabric, although no kilns are known. Vessels in this fabric imitate
the range of forms in the far more plentiful products imported from south-east Wales and were
produced both reduced and oxidised. Vessels are moderately hard, and fully reduced with a
gritty texture.They were tempered with grey-black sandstone gravels and equal amounts of fine
quartz sands; surfaces are either self-coloured or have a darker grey slip.The oxidised vessels are
heavily tempered with red-brown and grey slatey gravels. Isolated sherds might be confused with
the medieval Dyfed gravel-tempered ware (O’Mahoney 1985). The fabric was first recognised
at The Parade site (Chapter 6) where it forms a large percentage of the oxidised wares.

Forms present: flagons, beakers, jars (with both beaded and everted rims), flat-rimmed bowls
with carinated bodies, dishes, lids and one example of a mortarium which appears to copy
Caerleon mortaria. The types of vessels (all well potted) are very similar to the south Wales
sandy grey wares described above.

Coarse, Sandy Fabric, ?South Wales 

This is a distinctive fabric for a small quantity of what seem to be purpose-made containers —
lid-seated jars with piercings in the rim, perhaps to take a stick to secure the lid (see 22). The
vessels are abundantly quartz sand tempered, with a rough granular texture. They have a buff
exterior with a grey core.

Malvernian (Date range: A.D. 50–200)

Vessels in this fabric occur widely throughout Wales though always in small quantities. See
Peacock 1967 for a fabric description. Vessels were handmade and reminiscent of Iron Age
forms, coarse and heavy with some burnishing of their exterior surfaces. Although it is generally
suggested that they were containers, possibly for salt, it should be noted that they were
produced in a range — albeit restricted — of forms. Bead-rim jars and plain-rimmed dishes
were found in Carmarthen (23, 85, 96).

Black Burnished Ware, category 1 (Main date range: c. A.D. 120–360)

The fabric of these handmade vessels is described elsewhere (Farrar 1973, 75).The most recent
survey of Black Burnished 1 in Wales (P.V.Webster 1991) shows that the ware begins to appear,
though in small quantities, in Flavian and Trajanic contexts, though not traded inland. There
was a massive expansion in supply from the Hadrianic period onwards and material continued
to reach most Welsh sites occupied though the late third and fourth centuries. Carmarthen is
no exception to this picture.

Forms present: the form type numbers given in Gillam 1976 are used where they apply.
Vessels represented are all handmade and include cooking pots, bead-rim jars, beakers, flat-
rimmed bowls and dishes, bowls and dishes with plain or beaded rims, flanged bowls and lids.

Black Burnished Ware, category 2 (Date range: A.D. 150–225)

See Farrar 1973 for a description of this fabric. The Carmarthen vessels are in a hard grey
sandy fabric that is finer and less granular than Black Burnished 1. All examples have a very
smooth glossy black slip.

Forms present: only three vessels were recovered, all from the Priory Street excavations.They
consist of a flat-rimmed bowl, 32618 (unstratified), and two flat-rimmed dishes (32624 and
32625) from dump layer 5871, Area C, Site Phase 4, late second century.
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Imitation Black Burnished–local, sandy grey ware (Date range: A.D. 100–300)

Only a few, handmade, vessels were identified in this hard gritty fabric with a lumpy texture.
Vessels are never fully reduced, all examples having red-brown margins and a grey core. They
are tempered with white and translucent quartz/quartzite grits. Surfaces are covered in a dull
black slip decorated with burnished latticing or arcading. This is probably a local product
imitating the flat-rimmed Black Burnished 1 dish and dating from the second century
onwards.

Oxidised fabrics 

Severn Valley Ware (Date range: A.D. 75–350)

The fabric of these fine sandy vessels is described by Webster (P.V.Webster 1976).The industry
had a long period of production and although never common in Carmarthen, neither is it rare,
forming about 5 per cent of the total coarse wares.

Forms present: types represented (after P.V. Webster 1976) include storage jars both necked
(P.V. Webster 1976, fig. 1, nos 1–6) and wide-mouthed types (ibid, fig. 4, no. 22) also handled
jars/jugs (no parallels in P.V.Webster, see Rawes 1982), jars with double-ended pulley-type rims
(P.V. Webster 1976, fig. 3, nos 10 and 13), tankards (ibid, fig. 7, no. 42) and a few bowls
including types with flat rim (cf. Rawes 1982, fig. 6, no.130).

Severn Valley Variant 

A few vessels were noted in a very hard vesicular fabric, red with a grey core, tempered with
fine sands and black charcoal inclusions, abundant surface voids and a little mica, possibly
Severn Valley region.

Caerleon Red Slip Ware (Date range: A.D. 110–160/180)

The fabric of these red-slipped wares is described by Greep (1986) and its origins and
development are now well established. The products of the early phase of military production
differ from the red-slipped ware, now known as Caerleon ware, and are not represented at
Carmarthen. The production of the latter began c. A.D. 110–120 by civilian potters. These
vessels were certainly reaching Carmarthen almost from the start of production. Red-slipped
vessels predominate although white-slipped products are represented in the Carmarthen
assemblage. A handful of green, lead-glazed bowls were found in a reduced fabric (see Greene
1979 and Greep 1986 for examples of forms).

Forms present: a large number of mortaria, including many stamped examples (see mortaria
report, Fabric 15, nos 19–37). Vessels copying samian forms including flanged bowls (Dr. 38,
Dr. 44, Curle 11), bead-rim bowls and dishes (Dr. 18/31), hemispherical bowls with bead rim
(Dr. 37) and sherds from vessels with en barbotine decoration. Other non-samian types include
beakers (both indented roughcast copies of North Gaulish imports and rouletted forms),
neckless jars, bowls with flat-topped reeded rim, flagons (certainly one ring-necked type from
Priory Street) two possible strainers or tazzas (nos 111 and 156) and one cup or small bowl
with applied scales en barbotine (no. 110).

Oxfordshire Ware (Date range: A.D. 240–400)

This industry has been extensively studied by Young (1977) and his form numbers are used
where appropriate. The extent to which Oxford products reached south Wales from the mid
third century onwards has been described by Webster in the Usk pottery report (Manning
1993). It was, overwhelmingly, the colour-coated wares which were marketed in Carmarthen,
as in the rest of south Wales, only one ‘parchment ware’ Oxfordshire vessel being found.

Forms present: mainly copies of samian forms including mortaria type Dr. 45. The Church
Street site produced one beaker type C.23 (38900), one flanged-neck flagon [12331B]
Del.39147 and several bowls which copy samian forms, e.g. nos 112 and 158.
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Nene Valley Wares (Date range: A.D. 150–350)

The fabric and forms are summarised in Howe et al. (1980), although this is not an exhaustive
study. The ware is but thinly represented at Carmarthen, and, like the rest of south Wales, in a
restricted range of forms. Of the eight vessels represented at Carmarthen, half were roughcast
beakers, the others a single example of a scaled beaker, a hunt cup, a spouted vessel and a
possible bowl.

Imported Colour Coats (Date ranges: Lyons A.D. 50–110; Rhenish A.D. 150–250)

The pre-Flavian wares have been studied by Greene in a monograph on the finewares from the
Usk Fortress excavations (Greene 1979). They occur only in very small quantities in
Carmarthen. If, as he suggests, the production of Lyons ware ceased c. A.D. 70, the sparse finds
only from the fort excavations and from Church Street occasion no surprise. Four roughcast
beakers, one beaker decorated en barbotine and a raspberry cup are represented by body sherds.
Seven roughcast beakers in a hard, white fabric extend the dating of such imports into the
second century. Eleven Rhenish vessels (see Brewster 1972, in addition to Greene), are
represented, all from the Priory Street sites. Little can be said of the two black colour-coated
vessels represented other than that they indicate the range of imports reaching Carmarthen, but
in quantities so small that one suspects that they represent ‘make-up’ of consignments derived
from south-east Wales (see 31).

CHURCH STREET 1978: STRATIFIED GROUPS

The earliest trenches and fence lines of enclosures at Church Street produced little pottery,
and much of that was abraded and undatable. Nevertheless the suggestion is of a late first cen-
tury or even early second-century date. There was a minimum of 28 vessels from contexts
12,315, 12,401, 12,380, 12,437 and 12,391. The South Wales Grey Ware reduced jars and
bowls predominated, with some Caerleon red and white slip ware. All the mortaria catalogued
above (38, 39, 40 and 41) were of first-century date. There was no Black Burnished 1.
Otherwise the assemblage hardly differed from the much larger group from ditch 12,073
described below.

Severn Valley 
1. Tankard; with a thickened rim and a thin, external groove (non-joining sherd from same vessel

residual in context 12,508). A.D. 100–200. (FIG. 7.16)
Context 12,315: early enclosure trench, see FIG. 4.2. Object 39088.

Church Street context 12,073

Pottery from ditch 12,073 is grouped with the contents of pits 12,532, 12,533 and hearth area
12,531 (nos 2–31; FIG. 7.16).The latter context, together with the western half of ditch 12,073,
were sealed by dump layer 12,263, itself below the first phase town defensive rampart. Over the
eastern half of the site, ditch 12,073 was sealed by strip foundations of timber buildings and
their associated surfaces (see Chapter 4 for further details of these contexts).These features and
layers, in contrast to the earliest Church Street contexts, produced a sufficient quantity of
pottery to allow some statistical statement on the composition of the assemblage.

The date range of most of the group extends from the last quarter of the first century down
to c. A.D. 110–120 — Trajanic therefore, rather than Hadrianic. In terms of wares it is
dominated by the reduced and, to a lesser extent, oxidised products of south Wales, with a small
percentage of probably locally made products, imitating those wares (TABLE 7.12). However,
the 10 per cent of Caerleon red- and white-slipped wares in production from A.D. 110–120
extends the date range of the group and also shows how rapidly these products reached a
market heavily dependent on kitchen and table ware from south Wales. Black Burnished 1 is
present, but only in small quantities.
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South Wales Grey Wares
2. Beaker, with a short everted rim; an early form. A.D. 50–100.

Context 12,073. Object 34848.
3. Jar with rolled, everted rim, grey exterior slip, probably hand made. A.D. 75–125.

Context 12,073. Object 34434.
4. Jar with a rolled, everted rim, grooved at base of rim exterior. A.D. 100–150.

Context 12,073. Object 4457.
5. Necked jar with rolled, everted and burnished rim. A.D. 75–125.

Context 12,533. Object 34465.
6. Wide-mouthed jar with a thick, heavy rolled everted rim; grey exterior slip, wheel thrown. A.D.

75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34435.

7. Wide-mouthed jar, with an everted rim and slight ledge (lid seating?) on rim interior, wheel
thrown? A.D. 100–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34452.

8. Bowl with an everted rim which projects upwards perhaps to seat a lid; traces of a black slip on the
rim, wheel thrown. See Brithdir: White 1978, 56, fig. 20, no. 19, for similar. A.D. 75–110.
Context 12,073. Object 34478.

9. Bowl, with a short bead rim and applied flange which droops down forming more of a collar than
a grip; the flange is decorated with a double groove and short, evenly spaced burnished lines.
Unusual form in the reduced products of south Wales, closest to a segmented bowl. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34479.

10. Bowl with a short, upright rim and projecting flange; the flange is decorated with a lateral groove
and burnished zigzags; the base is carinated with a groove above the carination and the vessel has
a black slip on both surfaces. Hand made. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34545.

11. Bowl with plain rim and lateral groove below it, imitating samian form Dr. 37. See Loughor: Ling
1973, 133, fig. 12, no. 45. A.D. 75–100.
Context 12,533. Object 34561.

12. Bowl with an oversailing rim and carinated body, decorated with lateral grooving on the wall of the
vessel above the carination. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,533. Object 34562.
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TABLE 7.12: VESSEL FABRICS AND TOTAL NUMBERS FROM CHURCH STREET CONTEXT 12,073

Fabric type Min. no. of vessels % of total

South Wales 46 39
South Wales fine 20 17
Local Gritty 6 5
Malvernian 2 2
Black Burnished 4 3
Imitation Black Burnished 2 2
Severn Valley 4 3
Caerleon red slip 10 9
Caerleon white slip 2 2
Fine wares — Lyon 2 2
Oxford colour coats 1 1
Amphorae (Dr. 20) 5 5
Mortaria F1 Pa Context 12,533. s de Calais 6

F7 Verulamium 5
F8 Wroxeter 1
F15 Caerleon 2
F16 SE Wales 1 13

Totals 119 103



13. Large, shallow pan or bowl with a short bead rim and incipient flange. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,533. Object 34563.

14. Wide-mouthed bowl with a thickened everted rim and globular body; hand made. Cf. similar
vessels at Kingsholm: Hurst 1985, fig. 32, no. 255. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,533. Object 34565.

15. Lid, with squared-off, grooved rim and wide, shallow groove around circumference, slightly
domed. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,533. Object 34792.

South Wales Fine
16. Bowl with a bead rim and single rib surviving of an assumed series around the body of the vessel

from rim to base, edged by a punched line of dots reminiscent of stitching; modelled on a leather
prototype? Durotrigian type, see parallels at Exeter, Bidwell 1979, 206, fig. 54, nos 119–22 and
Caerleon, Greep 1986, 7, fig. 17, no. 57. A.D. 50–100.
Context 12,532. Object 34497.

17. Flagon, with a rim slightly wider than the neck which is made up of a series of convex rills, ribbed
handle and grey slip on both surfaces. See Brithdir:White 1978, fig. 20, no. 32 and Loughor: Ling
1973, fig. 12, no. 15, for similar. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34839.

18. Jar with everted, slightly distorted rim, rounded body and accentuated shoulder. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34288.

19. Neckless jar, with everted, almost flat-topped projecting rim and dark grey surfaces. See Caerleon:
Murray Threipland 1969, fig. 11, no. 4 and Young 1977, fig. 76 R19, for similar. A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34289.

20. Wide-mouthed jar, tall, slightly everted rim with remnants of zigzag scored decoration.Traces of a
black slip externally. A.D. 50–125.
Context 12,073. Object 34331.

Local Gritty 
21. Lid, flat with a squared-off rim. A.D. 75–125.

Context 12,073. Object 34781.

South Wales Coarse Sandy 
22. Jar with rim, bell-mouthed to seat a lid and with circular hole pierced in the rim before firing,

perhaps for a stick to secure the lid. See Church Street, H. James 1978, 98, fig. 15, no. 7, for similar.
A.D. 75–125.
Context 12,073. Object 39330.

Malvernian
23. Jar with plain rounded, thickened rim. A.D. 75–200.

Context 12,073. Object 38012.

Black Burnished 1 
24. Dish with flat, projecting rim, and acute angled lattice decoration on the body, Gillam 1976, Form

61/62. A.D. 150–160.
Context 12,532. Object 34069.

25. Dish with flat projecting rim, and faint traces of latticing. Gillam 1976, Form 53 or 57. A.D. 100–150.
Context 12,532. Object 34070.

Imitation BBI 
26. Bowl with flat, projecting rim and associated chamfered body sherd, highly polished dark grey slip

on both surfaces, imitating BB1 carinated bowls. A.D. 100–125.
Context 12,532. Object 34496.

Severn Valley
27. Jar with rolled, everted rim and traces of internal lid seating. A.D. 100–125.

Context 12,073. Object 38957.
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Caerleon Red Slip 
28. Beaker, with projecting cornice rim, traces of an internal and external brown slip. A.D. 130–200.

Context 12,073. Object 38964.
29. Neckless jar, narrow mouthed with simple everted rim and a high shouldered, globular body. A.D.

75–100.
Context 12,533. Object 39288.

30. Dish with traces of red slip externally. A copy of samian form Dr. 18. A.D. 100–200.
Context 12,533. Object 39294.

Fine Wares 
31. Lyon ware, roughcast beaker with everted rim grooved at the tip and horizontal groove on the

shoulder above the rough cast zone ?associated indented body sherd; Usk: Greene 1979, fig. 8,
Type 21. A.D. 40–70.
Context 12,533. Object 39331.

Church Street 1978, context 12,263 (32–59)
There was probably some overlap in currency of forms and wares between the late first to early
second-century material described above and that present in the dumped layer 12,263 (for
location and description see Chapter 4). However, the latest material in layer 12,263 extends
to the very end of the second century. It was dumped to infill a hollow within an area later
covered by the first phase of the town defences, but was not an immediate preparation of
ground for that construction since a phase of timber building intervened. Most of the south-
east Wales vessels and the Caerleon red-slip wares were residual; only a few pieces of those
wares that extend the range of forms marketed in Carmarthen are described and illustrated
from the residual material. More detail is given of the forms in these wares which could be mid
second century in date. Similarly, the much smaller numbers of Local Gritty wares are included
(TABLE 7.13).

South Wales Grey Wares (FIG. 7.16)
32. Jar, with short, everted rim and globular body. Reminiscent of Black Burnished 1 cooking pots,

Gillam 1976, Forms 30–33. A.D. 75–125.
Object 34341.

33. Jar, with rolled, everted rim. A.D. 75–125.
Object 34345.

34. Campanulate dish of a form derived from Gallo-Belgic platters, Camulodunum, Hawkes and Hull
1947, pl. XLIX, Forms 7–8, see Whitton: Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981, fig. 56, no. 271, for similar.
A.D. 50–110.
Object 34506.
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TABLE 7.13: VESSEL FABRICS AND TOTAL NUMBERS FROM CHURCH STREET, CONTEXT 12,263

Fabric Nos of vessels % of total

South Wales 83 37
South Wales fine 2 –
South Wales coarse 2 –
Local Gritty 9 4
Malvernian 1 –
Black Burnished 73 33
Severn Valley 1 –
Caerleon red slip 33 15
Fine Ware — Lyon 1 –
Amphorae 5 2
Mortaria 13 6
Totals 233 97



35. Jar with rolled, everted rim and irregular groove at base of neck. A.D. 75–150.
Object 34392.

36. Not illustrated.) Basal sherd of bowl imitating samian form Dr. 29; combed decoration typical of
South East Wales greywares, Caerleon Amphitheatre, see Wheeler 1928, fig. 20, no. 33, for similar.
A.D. 50–125.
Object 34593.

37. Narrow-necked jar, with a simple, everted rim and globular body, see Brithdir:White 1978, fig. 20,
no. 34, for similar rim. A.D. 75–150.
Object 34734.

38. Lid, rounded rim with groove around circumference, domed, with dark grey slip on both surfaces.
A.D. 75–125.
Object 34791.

39. Bowl, with projecting rim and black burnished surfaces; handmade, imitating Black Burnished 1
bowls. A.D. 125–180 
Object 34504.

40. Bowl, flat rimmed, with carinated profile, imitating Black Burnished 1 bowls. c. A.D. 150.
Object 34507.

41. Bowl, with flat rim and traces of a black slip on interior surface, see Whitton: Jarrett and Wrathmell
1981, fig. 58, no. 374, for similar. A.D. 150–180.
Object 34510.

42. (Not illustrated.) Bowl or dish with a flat, projecting rim. Traces of a black slip on the exterior
surface, imitating Black Burnished 1 bowls. A.D. 150–200.

Object 34511.

Local Gritty (FIG. 7.17)
43. Bowl, with flat, projecting rim and a zone of lateral grooves on the upper wall, see Caerleon

Amphitheatre: Wheeler 1928, 179, fig. 19, no. 2, for similar rim. A.D. 75–125.
Object 34509.

44. Jar with a thickened and rounded bead rim. A.D. 75–100.
Object 39350.

Black Burnished (FIG. 7.17)

From about A.D. 120 to 130 onwards Black Burnished 1 vessels appear in bulk, replacing the
south-east Wales products as the main kitchen ware. TABLE 7.14 shows the forms and quantities
represented in the 12,263 assemblage.The latest material only is  illustrated and described below.

45. Jar with zigzag line on the rim Gillam 1976, no. 2/3. A.D. 150–200.
Object 33892.

46. Jar, Gillam 1976, no. 3. A.D. 150–200.
Object 33802.

47. Jar, prolonged bead to short everted rim, with loose zigzag on the neck, Gillam 1976, no. 3. A.D.
150–200.
Object 33807.

48. Jar, zigzag line on neck of rim. Gillam 1976, no. 3. A.D. 150–200.
Object 33925.

49. Jar, Gillam 1976, no. 3. A.D. 175-225.
Object 33960.

50. Jar, Gillam 1976, no. 3/4. A.D. 150–200.
Object 33919.

51. Jar, Gillam 1976, no. 4. A.D. 175–200.
Object 33804.

52. Jar, with everted rim and slight thickening in the neck, Gillam 1976, no. 5. A.D. 175–225.
Object 33806.

53. Bowl, with flat, oversailing rim, traces of lattice decoration, Gillam 1976, no. 37. A.D. 150–200.
Object 34113.

54. Bowl with flat, oversailing rim, chamfered base and decoration of overlapping inverted chevrons,
Gillam 1976, no. 39. A.D. 150–200.
Object 34014.
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55. Dish with flat, oversailing rim and decoration of inverted chevrons, Gillam 1976, nos 62–65. A.D.
150–200.
Object 34038.

56. Dish with a beaded and grooved rim, body decorated with overlapping, inverted chevrons, Gillam
1976, no. 64/65. A.D. 150–200.
Object 34198.

57. (Not illustrated.) Dish, plain rim. Gillam 1976, no. 76. A.D. 150–200.
Object 34223.

58. Dish, latticing on underside of base, Gillam 1976. no. 77. A.D. 175–225.
Object 31877.

Caerleon wares (FIG. 7.17)

59. Bowl in Caerleon green glaze, rounded edge to a flanged rim, decorated by six lines of rouletting,
see Greene 1979, 103–5. A.D. 100–125.
Object 35900.
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TABLE 7.14: BLACK BURNISHED VESSEL FORMS (GILLAM 1976) FROM CONTEXT 12,263,
TOTAL NUMBERS. AND PERCENTAGES OF THE WHOLE

Vessel type % of total Gillam Form no. Min. no. vessels

Cooking pot 1 3
2/3 1
3 6
3/4 3
4 2
5 1

26 5/6 1
Miniature cooking pots 16 1

4 19 1
Cooking pots with short or bead rims 30 1

31 1
32 1

6 33 1
Flat-rimmed bowls 34 2

36 1
39 3
39/41 2

15 34/57 2
Flanged bowls 3 39/41 2
Flat-rimmed dishes 54/57 2

57 2
56/57 1
60/62 2
61 3
62 4
62/63 1

25 64/65 1
Dishes, grooved or bead rims 1.5 70 1
Plain rimmed dishes 3 76 2
Unknown 15 Unknown 10
Totals 98.5 64
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Residual pottery from Church Street
A small selection of residual or poorly stratified vessels from later layers at Church Street are
given below to show the full range of forms and fabrics present at Carmarthen.

South Wales Grey Wares (FIG. 7.17)
60. Jar, with plain, everted rim, narrow neck and (unusually) a handle; a shallow, internal groove or

ledge probably served as a lid seating. See Llantwit Major, Nash-Williams 1953, 139, fig. 17, no.
97. for similar. A.D. 100–200.
Context 12,349: see Mortaria, no. 1. Object 34842.

61. Jar with small, everted rim, high cordoned shoulder and globular body; traces of darker slip on the
rim and the exterior surface; a fairly common form in the Belgic tradition. See Loughor: Ling
1973, 137, no. 46. A.D. 50–100.
Context 12,016. Object 34280.

62. Bowl or dish with upstanding rim and projecting flange that has zigzag decoration on its upper
surface; two lateral grooves near the rounded base. No close parallels found, though reminiscent of
BB1 flanged bowls. A.D. 200–400.
Context 12,331. Object 34484.

South Wales fine (FIG. 7.17)
63. Bowl with flared rim and carinated body imitating Terra Nigra forms of samian Dr. 29; internal and

external black slip, decorated with lateral grooves and rouletting, probably confined to the zone above
the carination. See Caerleon Amphitheatre,Wheeler 1928, 183, fig. 20, no. 33 for similar. A.D. 50–100.
Context 12,564: pit cutting wall 176, see FIG. 4.3. Object 34499.

Severn Valley variant (FIG. 7.17)
64. Bottle, with grooved neck and flange halfway down and attachment for a handle.The only example

of this form from Carmarthen, perhaps copying an Oxfordshire product, see Young 1977, Type C
7.1 and C8. A.D. 240–400.
Context 12,331. Object 39147.

65. Small bowl, with plain rim and hemispherical body, perhaps imitating samian form Ritterling 8.
A.D. 100–200.
Context 12,385: layer below 12,349. Object 39204.

1–5 THE PARADE: STRATIFIED GROUPS

The group described below from context 11,106 (66–89) (FIGS 7.17–18) fits in between the
two assemblages 12,073 and 12,263 from Church Street, described above. The latest material
in this group is mid second century. There are similarities in the composition of the residual
material from the abundant South Wales Grey Ware products between the later Church Street
group (context 12,263) and this Parade Road assemblage. But there are also interesting and
distinctive features to the Parade Road group not wholly due to its date range. Kitchen vessels
predominate and there is a relatively high percentage of ‘local gritty’ vessels, compared to other
groups, all imitating South Wales products (TABLE 7.15).

Unfortunately, as a result of robbing all the wall trenches of the small part exposed in
excavation of a large building at the Parade Road site, there was no sealed datable material to
give a firm construction date. (see comments in Chapter 4 above).The stripping of lining slabs
from drain 11,191 and its backfilling and subsequent sealing (layer 11,106) by both ‘yard’ and
interior surfaces give a terminus ante quem for the first phase of the building’s occupation and a
terminus post quem for its remodelling.

South Wales Grey Wares
66. Neckless jar, wide mouthed, simple everted rim and globular body; black burnished slip on both

surfaces. A.D. 50–125.
Object 33324.

67. Jar with a rolled everted rim and dark grey burnished surfaces. A.D. 75–150.
Object 33328.
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68. Wide mouthed, neckless jar with outbent, everted rim. A.D. 75–125.
Object 33330.

69. Bowl, bead rim, slightly out-turned, with lateral grooves below on vessel wall; black surface slip,
imitation Terra Nigra. See Usk: Greene 1979, 119, fig. 51, nos 5–9 for similar. A.D. 50–100.
Object 33360.

70. Bowl with a plain, slightly incurving rim, with two lateral grooves on upper wall of hemispherical
body above a zone of oblique stabbed decoration; black slip inside and out, imitation Terra Nigra.
See Usk: Greene 1979, 113, fig. 47, nos 36 and 37 for similar. A.D. 70–100.
Object 33362.

71. Bowl with a flat, projecting and straight-sided body, with faint, burnished, line decoration,
imitating Black Burnished forms. A.D. 100–125.
Object 33352.

72. Bowl, wide, flat, projecting rim with a ridged upper surface and a lateral groove on the upper wall
of this hemispherical vessel. A.D. 75–125.
Object 33367.

73. Bowl, everted rim and a wide lateral groove below on the wall of the vessel separating an upper
zone of faint, burnished overlapping chevrons and denser, lower, combed decoration; straight-sided
but trace of carination above base. A.D. 75–150.
Object 33368.

74. Bowl, with narrow, slightly everted, flanged rim, reminiscent of Black Burnished bowls and dishes.
A.D. 150–160,
Object 33366.

75. Platter with a dark grey burnished slip, in the Gallo-Belgic tradition. See Usk: Greene 1979, 119,
fig. 51, no. 11. A.D. 50–100.
Object 33370.

76. Lid with rolled, rather irregular rim and domed profile, traces of a black slip on internal and
external surfaces, imitation of Black Burnished fabric? A.D. 100–200.
Object 33459.

77. Dish in oxidised fabric, plain rim. See Caerleon Amphitheatre: Wheeler 1928, 183, fig. 20, no. 31
for similar. A.D. 138–161 (early Antonine).
Object 37117.

South Wales fine
78. Jar with everted rim and black burnished surfaces, imitating Black Burnished jars. A.D. 100–150.

Object 33325.
79. Neckless jar with a rolled, everted rim and traces of a black slip remaining on the rim. A.D. 75–125.

Object 33327.
80. Neckless jar with a simple everted rim, and a high shouldered, globular body, traces remaining of

a burnished black slip on exterior surfaces. A.D. 50–125.
Object 33329.
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TABLE 7.15: VESSEL FABRICS AND TOTAL NUMBERS FROM CONTEXT 11,106 AND OTHERS

BACKFILLING DRAIN 11,191

Fabric type Nos of vessels % of total 

South Wales 43 48
South Wales fine 5
South Wales fine variant 3 9
Local Gritty 15 17
Malvernian 1 –
Black Burnished 12 13
Severn Valley 4 4
Caerleon Red Slip 2 2
Amphorae 2 2
Mortaria 3 3
Totals 90 98



Local Gritty
81. Lid with a dark grey slip on both surfaces. A.D. 75–125.

Object 33461.
82. (Not illustrated.) Jar base, globular body with lateral grooves externally above a narrow pedestal

base, crudely potted. A.D. 75–125.
Object 33464 .

83. Flagon, with a wide mouth and ring neck, probably with a single handle; this very hard rim sherd
may be a waster because it is so irregular. A.D. 50–100.
Object 37092.

Severn Valley Variant 
84. Flagon with a long neck, flaring out to the flat, squared off rim, with remains of a handle scar below

the rim. A.D. 50–125.
Object 37091.

Malvernian 
85. Bowl, handmade, plain rim with acute lattice cross-hatching on a burnished exterior. A.D. 75–150? 

Object 38068.

Black Burnished 
86. Bowl, with a flat rim and chamfered base. No close Gillam parallel (Gillam 1976). c. A.D. 150.

Object 31829.
87. Lid, with plain rim and domed profile. A.D. 100–200 

Object 31031.

Imitation Black Burnished
88. Bowl with a flat rim and carinated body and faint, burnished latticing, imitating Black Burnished

forms. A.D. 100–150.
Object 33363.

Caerleon Red Slip 
89. Bowl with flanged rim. A.D. 50–100.

Objects 37062 and 37063.

Unstratified or residual groups from 1–5 The Parade (FIG. 7.18)

A selection of unstratified or residual material from The Parade excavations which extend the
range of form and fabrics is given below. A note is also appended on late Black Burnished material.

South Wales Grey Wares 
90. Jar, everted rim, burnishing of the rim interior and exterior, body decorated with acute, haphazard

latticing. Like 92 below, imitates Black Burnished forms, although wheel thrown. A.D. 100–150.
Object 33307.

91. Jar, neckless, with everted and slightly distorted rim, hard fabric and smooth grey burnished
surfaces with somewhat irregular rouletted decoration on the body below a lateral groove on the
shoulder. A.D. 75–125.
Object 33335.

92. Bowl, with flat, projecting rim, black slip on both surfaces and acute latticing decoration, oxidised.
A.D. 75–100.
Object 33364.

93. Flagon, with a collared rim and concave outer face, poorly made, neck tapers at both ends, single,
two-ribbed handle; white slip on interior and exterior surfaces. Oxidised fabric. A.D. 50–100.
Object 36907.

South Wales fine 
94. Jar with simple, everted rim and high-shouldered, globular body, burnished surfaces and two lateral

grooves on the shoulder above a zone of combed, wavy line decoration, lateral groove below, dark
grey slip. A.D. 50–125.
Object 33309.
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Local Gritty 
95. Flagon, with rounded rim and three moulded rings below, long flaring neck and wide, cup mouth,

single handle, traces of brown interior and exterior slip. A.D. 150–225.
Object 37065.

Malvernian 
96. Jar with plain, rounded rim, thick, coarse body and sooty deposits on sherds. A.D. 50–150.

Object 38071

Black Burnished

Third and fourth-century material, indicating continued occupation or use of the site, was
present but in small quantities, There were no fragments worth illustration but present were:
31023, A.D. 200–400; 31028, Gillam 6, A.D. 200–225; 31018 and 31403, Gillam 11/12, A.D.
300–325.

Caerleon Red Slip 
97. Beaker, cornice rim, indented, or bag-shaped, roughcast exterior. A.D. 140–200.

Object 36956.
98. Beaker, with cornice rim and roughcast exterior, dark brown, almost metallic slip. A.D. 140–200.

Object 37034.

PRIORY STREET 1980–1984 (FIG. 7.18)

This, the largest of the excavations reported upon, produced the most pottery, the greater part
of it residual in dump and surfacing layers. The quantity and stratification of datable material
to establish the important question of when in the second century the streets were constructed
and their frontages developed is not as complete as one would wish.The reader is also referred
to the summaries assessing the chronological evidence at the end of each site phase section in
Chapter 3.

The Temple

The amount of robbing and disturbance of the temple site was so extensive that no datable
stratified material for its construction was recovered. A damp hollow in open ground on the
western side of the temple (‘pond’ 7312) silted up while the temple was being built. A small but
useful group of seventeen vessels came from its primary fill, context 7376 (nos 99–104 only are
catalogued).The latest material falls within the second quarter of the second century, but most
is no later than c. A.D. 125. Other than South Gaulish samian (S.50) all the vessels were South
Wales Grey Wares, apart from one local gritty ware jar (no. 105). Unlike other groups of this
date range (see 12,073 from Church Street above) oxidised vessels were as numerous as
reduced ones although the same forms were present in both.

South Wales Grey Wares 
99. Jar with bead rim and burnishing on both surfaces, an early Durotrigian form which can be

paralleled from Usk: Greene, 1979, 36, fig. 2, no. 23. A.D. 50–100.
Context 7376. Object 32465.

100. Neckless jar, with simple everted rim somewhat distorted, and a globular body, burnished on the
rim and shoulder. A.D. 75–125.
Context 7376. Object 32466.

101. Jar with a narrow neck and rolled, everted rim. A.D. 75–150.
Context 7376. Object 32468.

102. Jar with a rolled, everted rim and burnished surfaces. A.D. 75–125.
Context 7376. Object 32469.

103. Jar with an everted rim and globular body. A.D. 75–125.
Context 7376. Object 32467.
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South Wales — oxidised
104. Jar with everted rim and a lateral groove on the neck of the rim above a zone of intermittent groups

of 5 or 6 combed vertical lines. A.D. 75–125.
Context 7376. Object 36473.
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Site Phase 1
Few contexts from Site Phase 1 produced much material, and only a small proportion of that
was datable. Products of the south Wales kilns may have been in use down to the middle of the
second century but it is the few Black Burnished vessels of mid second-century date that
demonstrate that the street and laying out of areas fronting them is more likely to date from
c. A.D. 150 rather than A.D. 125 or 130.

105. Bowl, with a flat, oversailing rim and narrow arc decoration; Gillam 1976, 39. A.D. 150–200.
Context 7306: the primary surfacing layer of Building C1, laid down as the streets were being
constructed and fairly rapidly sealed with later resurfacing inside and outside the building.
Object 31723.

South Wales Grey Ware 
106. Jar with an everted rim imitating Black Burnished forms. A.D. 100–150.

Context 7272: a small surfacing layer laid down directly above 7306 and itself soon covered.
Object 32453.

107. Dish of a form derived from the Gallo-Belgic platter, oxidised. A.D. 75–125.
Context 7164: final infill of pond 7312. Object 36416.

Black Burnished 
108. Dish with flanged rim and acute angled latticing on the body; Gillam 1976, 59. A.D. 150–160.

Context 7272, see 106. Object 31722.

Site Phase 2
Some change is evident in the slightly larger but scattered material from Site Phase 2. The only
reasonably sized group came from Area C, from the dump layer 6949 (nos 109–112 below)
which sealed the whole of the pond area and served as foundation for the smithy, Building C2.
South Wales reduced and oxidised vessels predominated, most residual to the context. Other
wares are described below.

Severn Valley Ware 
109. Tankard, with a groove below the rim. A.D. 150–200.

Objects 36318 and 36373.

Caerleon Red Slip Ware 
110. Bowl, shallow, with oversailing rim and curved body wall imitating samian Dr. 36, remains of leaf

decoration en barbotine on the rim. A.D. 120–200.
Object 36322.

111. (Not illustrated.) Tazza, sherd from below the rim with a band of external frilling. See 156 for a
better example. A.D. 120–200.
Object 36319.

Oxford Red Colour Coat 
112. Bowl, shallow, with bead rim and footring, imitating samian Dr. 31, similar to 30. See Young 1977,

C45.1. A.D. 175–200.
Object 36323.

Site Phase 3
In Site Phase 3 there are numerous pieces which extend the dating down to the later second
century and show that the site at Priory Street did not ‘fill up’ with buildings much before then.
A high proportion of the material from Site Phase 3 was residual, overwhelmingly South Wales
Grey Wares products, similar in range and type to those individually described and illustrated
above. Some of the jars in this fabric which imitate Black Burnished forms may overlap with
the Black Burnished vessels in currency. Similarly some Caerleon red slip wares were being
produced and marketed in Carmarthen in the second half of the second century. The key
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samian pieces are nos 76–7, 81–2, 91–5, 97, 99, 101–3 and 104, which also extend the dating
into the later second century. Contexts for 113–117 were floor levels of the three timber
buildings (B2, B3 and B4) and their surrounding surfaces, also from street-side layers.

South Wales Fine Sandy 
113. Bowl, with plain rim, black slip on the exterior and slight traces on the interior; decorated in the

‘London ware’ style — i.e. compass drawn, see Southwark: Bird et al. 1978, 347, fig. 150, no. 969.
A.D. 140–200.
Object 32609.

114. Large, shallow bowl with a flat ‘T’ profile rim, black slip on both surfaces and traces of burnishing.
A.D. 150–200.
Object 32612.

Black Burnished 
115. Dish, with flat rim and faint cross-hatching. Gillam 1976, Form 59. A.D. 150–160.

Object 31565.

Severn Valley Ware 
116. Jar, wide-mouthed, with a flat-topped, oversailing rim, for a similar rim form see Rawes 1982, fig.

6, no. 130. A.D. 100–200.
Object 35705.

Caerleon Red Slip Ware 
117. (Not illustrated.) Beaker, with cornice rim and lateral groove below, reddish exterior surface. A.D.

100–200.
Object 35731.

Site Phases 4 and 5

The ‘period of abandonment’ (Site Phases 4 and 5) undoubtedly extended into the early third
century. A key context here is soil 166 (nos 118–119) in Area A and the dating is carried by the
latest of the Black Burnished forms.

Black Burnished
118. Jar with everted rim, a sloping shoulder and a zone of irregular acute lattice decoration on the body.

Gillam 1976, Form 6. A.D. 200–225.
Object 30530.

119. Dish, with a flat rim, cross arc decoration and looped decoration on underside of base. Gillam
1976, Forms 63–65. A.D. 175–200.
Object 31455.

Site Phase 6

It is likely that the revival of occupation on the Priory Street site (Site Phase 6) was marked by
the construction of Building B5; unfortunately there is little stratified datable material to be any
more precise than early third century.

Severn Valley Ware
120. Tankard, complete, with surface-applied two-ribbed handle, burnished near the rim and base. See

P.V. Webster 1976, fig. 7, no. 42. A.D. 130–200.
Context 5871: Area C, an extensive dump layer, contemporary with the destruction of Building C1
and the resulting burnt layer 6434. Object 30874.

Caerleon Ware
121. (Not illustrated.) Bowl with bead rim, Zienkiewicz 1986, fig. 25, Group 16, no. 13. A.D. 175–225.

Context 1579: construction of B5. Object 35626.
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Nene Valley

122. Beaker with cornice rim and dull black slip inside and out. Howe et al. 1980, fig. 5, nos 49–53. A.D.
175–250.
Context 1579: as 121. Object 39470.

Site Phases 7–9 (FIGS 7.18–19)

Material continued to be discarded over the area covered by layer 5871 (south end, Area C)
into later Site Phases 7 and 8; latest material thus extends to the mid fourth century. Even
though this area was the first to be abandoned, it produced late pottery, probably because it was
convenient for rubbish disposal. A selection of diagnostic later Black Burnished ware is
described below (nos 123–127). In Area A, stone dump 170 of Site Phase 6 raised the ground
level for subsequent smithing and building. Latest Black Burnished material from soils
developing over the dump (nos 128 and 129), together with that from associated layers around
hearth 103, extends the dating to the mid fourth century, although none of these layers were
well stratified. In Area B, latest pottery from the uppermost layers and features included late
third to mid fourth-century material, albeit limited in quantity. In Area D, fills of later wells and
pits of Site Phases 7–9 provided more secure contexts for Black Burnished vessels extending
from the third, albeit sparsely, down to the early fourth century.

Black Burnished

123. Jar, with heavy, everted rim, decorated with a wavy line on the neck; part of a zone of obtuse angled
latticing visible on the body. Closest parallel is Gillam 1970, no. 146. A.D. 275–350.
Context 7034: Site Phase 6. Object 30784.

124. Dish, shallow, flat base, with a plain rim and curved body, undecorated; Gillam 1976, 83. A.D.
350–360.
Context 5012: Area C, late Roman soil. Object 31943.

125. Dish, plain, slightly chamfered rim, body decoration of tall, narrow, intersecting arcs, and base
decorated overall with haphazard looping, Gillam 1976, 79. A.D. 350–360.
Context 5128: Area C, as 124. Object 31948.

126. Large jar, with an everted, rolled rim and a groove at the base of the neck, Gillam 1976, 12. A.D.
300–325.
Context 7: Area A, base of medieval cultivation. Object 30464.

127. Jar, with an oversailing rim, grooves at the base of the neck and on the body above a zone of obtuse
angled latticing. Gillam 1976, 14. A.D. 350–360.
Context 5099: Area C, Site Phase 8. Object 30703.

128. Bowl with upright rim and drooping flange, decorated with widely spaced, intersecting arcs, Gillam
1976, 47. A.D. 300–325.
Context 170: Area A, stone dump Site Phase 6. Object 32049.

129. Jar with everted rim and an angled shoulder, wavy line decoration on the neck and a zone of obtuse
latticing on the body, Gillam 1976, 8. A.D. 175–290.
Context 170: see 128. Object 30539.

130. Jar, everted rim and knife-trimmed top, thickening on neck, pronounced shoulder, Gillam 1976, 9.
A.D. 250–300.
Context 46: floor layer, Building A3, Site Phase 7. Object 30478.

131. Jar, everted rim, thickening on neck, Gillam 1976, 6–7. A.D. 300–350.
Context 50: Area A, soil build-up, Site Phase 7. Object 30489.

132. Jar, everted rim, pronounced shoulder, zone of obtuse latticing on the body, Gillam 1976, 12. A.D.
300–350.
Contexts 46 and 53: see 130. Objects 30496 and 31092.

133. Jar, complete profile, everted rim, angled shoulder, zone of rather irregular obtuse latticing on the
body and graffiti on the base, Gillam 1976, 6. A.D. 200–225.
Context 8345: Area D, Site Phase 9. Object 30936.

134. Jar, everted rim, knife-trimmed, pronounced shoulder, fairly obtuse latticing, Gillam 1976, 8. A.D.
250–260.
Context 8888: Area D, Site Phase 9. Object 30959.
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135. Jar, miniature cooking pot, everted rim, rounded body, zone of regular obtuse latticing on the body,
Gillam 1976, 18. A.D. 275–300.
Context 8937: Area D, Site Phase 6. Object 30947.

136. Jar, smaller example of above, same Gillam form. A.D. 275–300.
Context 8322: Area D, Site Phase 8. Object 30932.

PRIORY STREET 1987 (FIG. 7.19)

Datable stratified material was sparse; nevertheless the general sequence is clear.There were no
secure indications of dating for Phase 1. Features of this phase were sealed by layer 15,144,
which therefore provides a terminus ante quem. The samian gives a date range of A.D. 120–140
(samian report nos 196–9); this is supported by mortarium 51.There were, however, vessels of
South Wales oxidised products from 15,144 which probably extend the dating into the third
quarter of the second century, principally those described below.

South Wales Grey Wares
137. Jar with everted rim, imitating Black Burnished forms, traces of a black slip inside and out and faint

latticing. A.D. 150–175.
Context 15,144. Object 36895.

138. Jar, wide-mouthed, with heavy, everted rim, hooked at the tip, imitating Severn Valley forms. A.D.
200–300.
Context 15,106: debris of furnace, contemporary with Building 87.2. Object 36872.

Black Burnished
139. Jar, oversailing rim, Gillam 1976, Form 14. A.D. 300–325.

Context 15,155, over layer 15,144. Object 36899.
140. (Not illustrated.) Black Burnished jar, oversailing rim. Gillam 1976, Form 10. A.D. 275–300.

Context 15,094: floor surface of Building 87.2. Object 30990.
141. Dish, plain rim, Gillam 1976, Form 82/83. A.D. 300–350.

Context 15,094: see 140. Object 32044.

Severn Valley
142. Jar, wide mouthed, with everted rim, and cordon at the base of the neck. A.D. 150–160.

Context 15,144. Object 36899.

Rhenish ware
143. (Not illustrated.) Beaker, body sherd, imported Rhenish colour coat; lustrous black slip inside and

out and decorated with bands of rouletting. A.D. 220–260.
Context 15,094: see 140. Object 36847.

Later Roman layers and structures were truncated by the foundations and floors of the
demolished houses (110 and 111 Priory Street). Some fourth-century Black Burnished ware
came from the cobble-filled construction trench, 15,099, of Building 87.3.

Black Burnished
144. Jar, tall, oversailing rim, Gillam 1976, Forms 12–14. A.D. 300–350.

Context 15099. Object 31001.

PRIORY STREET 1984–1987: UNSTRATIFIED (FIGS 7.19–7.20)

Some residual and unstratified material has been selected on the basis of complete or near-
complete vessels, or as forms or with decoration not represented in the material described above.

South Wales Grey Wares
145. Bowl with bead rim and complete, carinated profile; copying samian Dr. 30 in form and Terra

Nigra in surface treatment. Decorated with a wavy line above the carination and below a zone of
faint rouletting. South Wales fine fabric. See Usk: Greene 1979, fig. 51, nos 5–6. A.D. 100–125.
Contexts 45 and 83: Area A. Object 32655.
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146. Flagon, with bevelled rim, ring-neck and ribbed handle. A.D. 100–125.
Context 1357: Area B. Object 32499.

147. Beaker, with cornice rim, red burnishing on the rim and exterior, decorated with a lateral groove
above a zone of incised, zigzag decoration. A.D. 100–200.
Context 1437: Area B. Object 35576.

148. Complete jar, wheel-thrown but imitating Black Burnished forms; rolled, everted rim with a groove
at the base of the neck which accentuates the shoulder of the jar, decorated with acute-angled cross
hatched latticing, burnished exterior surface and rim. A.D. 150–200.
Context 1610: Area B. Object 32334.

149. Near-complete jar, more globular in shape than 148 but of similar size, with oblique, close spaced
lines scored across the body. A.D. 150–200.
Context 1610. Object 32333.

150. Flagon, with slightly distorted rim, ring-necked. A.D. 75–100.
Context 1873: Area B. Object 32503.

151. Dish with flat, grooved rim and black slip on both surfaces, decorated with crude cross-hatching
on the body and base- local imitation of BB1 vessels, perhaps block rather than coil made. A.D.
200–300.
Context 1187: Area B. Object 32586.

152. Beaker, with everted rim and short neck; black mica dusted exterior slip. South Wales. A.D. 50–100.
Context 8003: Area D. Object 32530.

Severn Valley Ware
153. Bowl with short, reeded, downbent rim and rounded body, with lateral girth grooves, burnished

above the grooves and rougher surface below. A.D. 75–125.
Context 49: Area A. Object 35095.

154. Tankard, with plain rim and a single, two ribbed handle, in a hard fabric part burnished on the
exterior. Severn Valley variant. A.D. 100–200.
Context 170: Area A. Object 35301.

Caerleon ware
155. Bowl with large reeded rim and curved body, with traces of a red slip on surfaces; see Caerleon:

Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 62, no. 441 for similar. A.D. 100–125.
Context 5550: Area C. Object 35941.

156. Tazza, rim diameter not established; a shallow bowl-like vessel with a frilled or pie crust rim, a
flange below the rim for holding the vessel has the same frilling; a hard, red fabric with sparse red
grog, quartz sands and possibly ironstone inclusions and a little mica; white slip, now worn, inside
and out and fire-blackened at the rim. A.D. 150–250.
Context 15,091. Object 36846.
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157. Carinated bowl, complete profile extant, with a plain, flaring rim and lateral grooves making a
cordon above the point of carination, hard buff fabric; see Caerleon: Nash-Williams 1932b, fig. 63,
no. 446 for similar. A.D. 50–100.
Context 1809: Area B. Object 35673.

Oxford Ware 
158. Hemispherical bowl, copying samian Dr. 38. Red colour coat, see Young 1977, fig. 59, no. 51.5.

A.D. 240–400.
Context 5956: Area C. Object 36045.

AMPHORAE

By D. Brennan with contributions by H. James

A minimum of 82 vessels were identified; this is probably a conservative estimate since
amphorae stoppers were not added to the count (TABLE 7.16). The classification follows
Peacock and Williams 1986. As elsewhere the dominant form was the Dressel 20 but other
forms were represented; the Cam 185A/Haltern 70, Cam 186 and 189 forms were represented
only by body sherds and identifications were thus less certain. All finds of these latter forms
came from early contexts at the fort site, Spilman Street, Church Street and Parade Road. It is
also worth noting that a near complete Dressel 10 amphora was found at the 1976 Church
Street excavations (H. James 1978, fig. 16, no. 26).

A higher proportion of the total came from the Church Street site in comparison with Priory
Street when the much greater area excavated at the latter is taken into account. Much of the
material on both sites was residual in later contexts or unstratified. The stratified material at
Church Street came predominantly from the late first/early second-century features identified as
forming part of an annexe to the fort at Spilman Street to the west and thus may relate to military
supply patterns. Much of the Priory Street material came from gravel or street surfacing layers
derived from sources outside the excavated areas. Being almost indestructible, amphora sherds
were also more purposefully reused at Priory Street as part of the base of oven 9604 (see Chapter
3, Building D1). A selection of stratified material is given below together with all sherds with
traces of stamps or graffiti and illustrated examples of complete or near complete rims (FIG. 7.21).

SPILMAN STREET 1988–9: FORT SITE

Finds were sparse from the fort site excavations of 1985 and 1988–9 apart from:
159. Rim, complete, with the tops of opposing handles springing from just below the rim of a Dressel

20 amphora (Peacock and Williams 1986, Class 25) from southern Spain (Baetica) containing olive
oil. Date range A.D. 50–150.
Context 10,270: fill of a drain of the fort sealed below the rampart of the reduced fort (see FIG.
2.5). Object 30600.
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TABLE 7.16: MINIMUM NUMBERS OF AMPHORAE ORDERED BY EXCAVATION SITES

Origin Commodity Amphorae Fort Church St Priory St Parade Rd Total

S. Spain Oil Dressel 20 2 21 32 4 59
S. Spain Defrutum Cam 185A Haltern 70 1 1 – 1 3
S. Spain Fish sauce Cam 186 1 2 1 1 5
Mediterranean ?fruit Cam 189 – – 1 – 1
S. France wine Pélichet 47 – 1 3 0 4
S. Spain wine Dressel 28 – 3 1 – 4

Uncertain 5 – – 1 6
9 28 38 7 82



CHURCH STREET 1978

From the fills of pits 12,531, 12,532 and 12,533 (see FIG. 4.2), features associated with ditch
12,073 and sealed by dump 12,263, with body sherds and two other similar rims of Dressel 20
amphorae:

160. Rim, fairly flat and angular of a Dressel 20 amphora (Peacock and Williams, 1986 Class 25) Fabric
a hard, pinkish-buff exterior and grey core — hydrochloric acid tested for limestone inclusions.
Date range A.D. 75–150.
Object 30433.

Together with body sherds of Dr. 20 amphorae came:
161. Rim, rounded, of a Pélichet 47 amphora (Peacock and Williams 1986, Class 27) from southern

France, containing wine. Fabric hard and moderately rough with a fine texture and few inclusions
and a cream colour. Date range A.D. 50–200 
Object 30343.
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162. (Not illustrated.) Neck and handle of a probable Dressel 28 amphora (Peacock and Williams 1986,
Class 31), rim broken off and body of vessel probably reused; short fat handle with central groove.
Probably from southern France, since the fabric is similar to Pélichet 47 forms and thus containing
wine. Date range A.D. 0–150.
Context 12,263: dump layer preceding construction of Phase 1 rampart. Object 30378.

163. Rim, complete, fairly angular, of a Dressel 20 amphora (Peacock and Williams 1986, Class 35;
Martin-Kilcher 1983,Type 30) from southern Spain, containing olive oil. Date range A.D. 50–150.
Context 12,349: cobbled foundations for timber building. Object. 30442.

164. Rim of a Dressel 20 amphora (Peacock and Williams 1986, Class 25; Martin-Kilcher 1983, Type
Range 24–27) from southern Spain. Date range A.D. 100–200.
Context 12,016: buried soil, Roman ground level, otherwise unstratified. Object 30364.

165. Handle, long and rounded, of a Dressel 20 amphora, from southern Spain, stamped in a frame on
the top of the handle, with initial letter(s) lost but reading AONO. Date c. A.D. 150.
Context 12,552: fill of late Roman pit. Object 30462

166. Handle, thick and rounded with a well defined stamp set in a frame on the top of the handle; the
first letter ‘G’ followed by an impressed triangular stop and possibly part of an A are sharp, the
remaining letters are missing. The stamp of G. or C. Antonius Quietus may be suggested
(Callender 1965, 243) since his products are relatively common in Wales.To the examples cited by
Callender from Brecon Gaer, Caerwent and Caerleon we may add Segontium (Boon 1975, 58)
Cowbridge (Parkhouse and Evans 1996, 173, no. 7) and Loughor (D.R. Evans 1997, no. 13).The
Carmarthen stamp is also from a Dressel 20 amphora from southern Spain, containing olive oil.
Date range A.D. 70–120.
Context 12,123: post-medieval. Object 30349.

167. Base of a Dressel 20 amphora, small, projecting knob. Date range A.D. 75–150.
Context 12,385: part of foundation for timber buildings, see 163. Object 30451.

168. Two body sherds of a Dressel 20 amphora, possibly from the same vessel, inscribed with graffiti or
tally marks at pre-firing stage, when leather hard.
Context 12,016, see 164. Objects 30362 and 30363.

PRIORY STREET 1980–1984 AND 1987

169. Handle, thickened and rounded, from a Dressel 20 amphora with a stamp set in a frame at the top
of the handle, four letters retrograde, possibly reading FEST. Callender 1965, 624 FES or FES(ti)?
may provide a parallel. Date range A.D. 100–150.
Context 8772: within gravel patching of a street surface. Object 30272.

170. Handle, thick and rounded, of a Dressel 20 amphora with a stamp set in a frame mid way down
the handle reading downwards; two letters survive: RO. L.VARONS may be tentatively suggested,
which occurred at Usk and Colchester (Brook 1993, 383, no. 10). Date range A.D. 100-150.
Context 15,101: residual in a late Roman soil. Object 30300.

171. Handle, thick and rounded, of a Dressel 20 amphora with a worn and broken stamp at the top of
the handle. Date range A.D. 100–150.
Context 15,005: late street surfacing. Object 30294.

172. Handle of a Dressel 20 amphora, with a stamp in a frame towards the top of the handle, letters in
relief but fragmentary. Date range A.D. 50–150.
Context: Priory Street 1987, unstratified. Object 30306.

173. Body sherd of a Dressel 20 amphora with fragments of graffiti or tally marks. c. A.D. 150–175.
Context 7017: early surfacing around Building C1. Object 30192.
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CHAPTER 8

THE SMALL FINDS

THE COINS
By Edward Besly

Excavations in Carmarthen between 1978 and 1988 produced 101 Roman coins, as listed in
TABLE 8.1. Of these, 89 may be identified with reasonable certainty, the remainder in general
terms only. Many of the coins are distinctly corroded, as the weights, where taken, indicate.
Nevertheless, attempts have been made, as far as possible, to assess the degree to which each
coin has been subject to wear through circulation. For the period from the first to the mid-third
centuries (the vast majority of the coins), this is particularly important, since the circulation
lifetime of copper alloy coins could be long, and the date of loss of a coin remote from that of
its issue. The states of wear are to some extent subjective, but should serve as a useful relative
guide.

The coins listed in TABLE 8.1 form the bulk of those that may reliably be recorded as
Carmarthen finds.These are summarised, excluding uncertains, in TABLE 8.2.They include the
seventeen listed by G.C. Boon in H. James (1978) and early finds plotted by T.A. James (1980)
or taken from the Dyfed Sites and Monuments Record. Of ‘Carmarthen’ finds preserved in the
Carmarthenshire County Museum, only two may be included with certainty (under ‘others’):
a Republican denarius of L. Marcius Philippus (Crawford 1974, 425/1; mid-50s B.C.) found on
the bed of the River Towy in 1980, and a nummus of Constantine I (of c. A.D. 310) found at
‘Friars Park’ in 1910. There is, however, a major lacuna in TABLE 8.2, since details of the coin
finds from the 1969 St Peter Street Car Park excavations in Carmarthen are not available to the
present writer. It is known that the 1969 coin series went down to c. A.D. 320, apart from two
fresh coins of Magnentius and Decentius (A.D. 351–3), which are illustrated in G.D.B. Jones
1970, pl. G (not included in TABLE 8.2).

It is clear that the large bulk of coin finds from Carmarthen falls within the main British
period of currency of the Augustan monetary system of the first–third centuries. It should be
noted that the majority of all coins are in worn condition, and will have been lost well after their
issue dates. Nevertheless, about one quarter of the Flavian and Trajanic coins in the present list
were lost in unworn or only slightly worn condition, the earliest apparently unworn coin being
an as of Domitian (A.D. 81–96); several coins from the late 70s A.D. are only slightly worn.The
coin evidence points to regular coin use and loss from the late first century onwards.

The six pre-Flavian issues are of some interest. Four are Republican denarii, all worn.
Republican coins of fine silver are found regularly in England and Wales in sites founded after
A.D. 69 (in Wales, for instance, at Caerleon), as isolated losses and in hoard contexts down to
the early second century. The debased issues of Mark Antony circulated (or at least appear in
hoards) as late as the early third century (there were 260 in the 1998 Shapwick, Somerset,
hoard of 9,000+ denarii, buried around A.D. 225). Neither type, therefore, is useful as specific
evidence of early activity. The denarius of Claudius, which is only slightly worn, and the
counterfeit as of Germanicus are of greater interest, since pre-Flavian imperial coins are
distinctly scarce at sites such as Caerleon (which has produced much greater numbers of
coins), but show strongly at Neronian sites such as Cardiff and Usk (Boon 1982).The Loughor
list, too, includes six Republican and five pre-Flavian coins, in a total of 84 coins from a site
founded in the 70s (Sell 1997).Two other pre-Flavian coins from west Wales have been seen by
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TABLE 8.1: ROMAN COINS FROM CARMARTHEN SITES, 1978–1988

No. Site code Context Identification Denom. Description; notes Reference Weight Condition Issue date

1 CP82 5871 T. CARISIUS III VIR den (banker’s mark on obv.) Cr. 464/2 2.88g vmw c. 46 BC
2 CM81.1 1891 M ANTONIUS den LEG II Cr. 544/14 2.45g mw c. 32–1 BC
3 CM80 188 M ANTONIUS den LEG IV Cr. 544/17 2.49g mw c. 32–1 BC
4 CP83 8048 ‘Germanicus’ as counterfeit, 26mm diam; – 6.12g corr. AD 37–41+

bust l./large SC
5 CH86 11133 CLAUDIUS den PACI AVGVSTAE RIC² 62 3.02g sw?; corr. 51–52
6 CP83 8155 NERO/VESPASIAN? as illegible; frag. – – w; corr. 65+
7 CP82 5550 VITELLIUS den tripod, etc. RIC² 70 2.13g mw; corr. 69
8 CM81.1 1566 VESPASIAN? den illegible – – much corr. 69–79
9 CP82 5871 VESPASIAN den rev. illegible; frag. – – w?; corr. 69–79
10 CP83 8781 VESPASIAN dp Roma; large frag. cf. RIC 476 – w; corr. c. 71
11 CP82 6074 VESPASIAN as Iudaea Capta as RIC 489 – w; corr. 71
12 CP82 7037 VESPASIAN dp/as Victory RIC 478/743 5.14g w; corr. 71+
13 CSS88 10328 VESPASIAN or TITUS as rev. uncertain – – sw?; corr. 71+
14 CP87 F36 VESPASIAN or TITUS as rev. uncertain – – mw 69–81
15 CH86 11038 TITUS sest Roma RIC (V) 772 22.61g w; corr. 77–78
16 CSS88 10302 TITUS as Spes RIC (V) 786 7.81g sw?; corr. 77–78
17 CM81.2 1018 DOMITIAN (Caesar) den horseman RIC (V) 242 2.34g w (or corr.?)77–78
18 CP82 6978 DOMITIAN (Caesar) den helmet on throne RIC (T) 51 1.98g vsw?; corr. 80–81
19 CP87 F23 DOMITIAN sest rev. illegible – – mw 81–96
20 CM81.1 1213 DOMITIAN dp rev. illegible – 6.42g vmw; corr. 81–96
21 CM80 166 DOMITIAN as Fortuna type?; frag. – (6.13g) uw?; corr. 81–96
22 CP82 6615 DOMITIAN? as rev. illegible; frag. – – w; corr. 81–96?
23 CP83 8074 DOMITIAN as rev. illegible; frag. – – w; corr. 81–96
24 CP82 u/s DOMITIAN? as? uncertain, fragmentary – – mw; corr. 81–96?
25 CH86 11113 DOMITIAN as Moneta cf. RIC 248 9.12g w 84–96
26 CDC86 24 DOMITIAN as Virtus; frag. cf. RIC 305a – sw 85–96
27 CP87 F40 DOMITIAN as Iovi Conservat RIC 334 – sw?; corr. 86
28 CP82 6949 DOMITIAN as Virtus COS XIII?; frag. as RIC 356 (5.80g) w; corr. 87?
29 CH86 11058 DOMITIAN as Moneta RIC 354b 9.40g w 87
30 CCS78 12330 DOMITIAN den Minerva RIC 108 var; 2.97g w 88

BMC 117
31 CP82 5760 DOMITIAN den Minerva RIC 131 2.20g s?w; corr. 88–89
32 CH86 11015 DOMITIAN dp rev. illegible, COS XV – 10.71g mw 90–96

or later
33 CM81.1 1895 NERVA sest Libertas Publica RIC 100 22.65g corr.; mw 97
34 CP82 7205 NERVA dp Libertas Publica RIC 87/101 8.93g corr.; mw 97
35 CP82 6322 Uncertain dp/as uncertain, fragmentary – – corr.; mw late 1st c.?
36 CP82 6949 Uncertain dp/as? two Cu alloy frags – – – 1st/2nd c.?
37 CP82 6949 Uncertain dp/as? frag. – – – 1st/2nd c.
38 CP83 8361 Uncertain dp/as frag. – – corr. 1st/2nd c.
39 CP83 8860 Uncertain dp/as? frag. – – corr. 1st/2nd c.
40 CP83 8560 Uncertain dp/as? frag. – – mw; corr. 1st/2nd c.?
41 CP87 F35 Uncertain as? – – – – 1st/2nd c.?
42 CP83 u/s Uncertain sest? frag. – – mw; corr. early 2nd c.?
43 CP82 5355 Uncertain den frag. – – corr. 2nd c.?
44 CP87 F26 Uncertain sest? – – – – 2nd c.?
45 CP82 5871 TRAJAN dp rev. seated figure – 3.92g mw; corr. c. 98–103
46 CP82 5336 TRAJAN den rev. illegible – – corr. 98–117
47 CP82 5127 TRAJAN sest otherwise illegible – – corr. 98–117
48 CM80 u/s TRAJAN (probably) den – – – – 98–117?
49 CCS78 12016 TRAJAN den Victory RIC 128 – uw?; corr. 103–11
50 CM81.2 454 TRAJAN den Genius RIC 183 2.86g sw 103–11
51 CP82 5550 TRAJAN sest Roma RIC 483 21.99g mw 103–11
52 CP83 7042 TRAJAN sest Emperor and victory RIC 549 18.70g uw?; corr. 103–11
53 CP84 2 TRAJAN sest Abundantia RIC 492 23.96g w; corr. 103–11
54 CCS78 12016 TRAJAN sest Dacian RIC 560 24.64g mw 103–11

12003
55 CH86 11015 TRAJAN as Alim Ital RIC 459 9.85g mw 103–11
56 CM81.1 2487 TRAJAN as Dacian + trophy RIC 561 7.24g sw?; corr. 104–11
57 CP82 6366 ‘Nerva’ dp struck counterfeit; rev. – 8.52g sw?; corr. after 104

Spes, copied from a coin 
of Trajan

58 CP83 8644 TRAJAN sest Fortuna Reduci; obv. RIC 627 var. – mw; corr. 112–17
legend variant reading 
GE DAC; frag.
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No. Site code Context Identification Denom. Description; notes Reference Weight Condition Issue date

59 CP83 8644 TRAJAN sest Felicitas RIC 634 16.83g w; corr. 112–17
60 CM81.1 2 TRAJAN den Felicitas RIC 301 2.61g w?; corr. 114–17
61 CP83 8860 TRAJAN den Virtus RIC 353 1.89g sw; corr. 114–17
62 CP82 5318 TRAJAN sest Armenia, etc. RIC 642 19.99g mw 114–17
63 CP82 5871 TRAJAN sest rev. illegible – 18.08g vmw 114–17
64 CM81.1 1670 TRAJAN dp Providentia RIC 665 7.27g; sw–w?; corr.114–17
65 CP82 6948 TRAJAN dp Emperor + trophies RIC 676 8.46g uw; corr. 114–17
66 CP82 5001 HADRIAN? dp/as illegible – 5.36g vmw; corr. 117–38?
67 CM81.1 1041 HADRIAN dp Moneta RIC 600c 13.43g sw–w?; corr.118–38
68 CM81.1 2415 HADRIAN den Victory RIC 101 2.65g sw; corr. c. 119–120s

(obv a)
69 CP83 8799 HADRIAN sest Jupiter RIC 561 – mw; corr. c. 119–22
70 CP83 8560 HADRIAN sest Securitas RIC 569 18.48g mw 119–22
71 CP82 u/s HADRIAN den Fortuna Aug RIC 244 1.81g corr. 119–38

(?134–8)
72 CP82 5048 ‘Hadrian’ den plated counterfeit of cf. RIC 146 – corr. After 119

Annona/Ceres type; frag.
73 CH86 11015 ‘Hadrian’ as cast counterfeit of Britannia cf. RIC 577 – – After 119

type; hacked in half and bent
74 CM81.1 2L SABINA dp/as Vesta RIC (H) 1024 9.50g sw?; corr. 128–36

(wife of Hadrian)
75 CP82 6473 L. AELIUS Caesar dp/as Spes–Fortuna RIC (H) 1053 5.40g uw; corr. 137
76 CP82 2 ANTONINUS PIUS as illegible: ?lightweight – 4.46g corr. 138–61(+?)

counterfeit
77 CP82 5871 ANTONINUS PIUS as? illeg; large frag. – – corr. 138–61
78 CP82 2 FAUSTINA I deified sest Vesta? RIC (AP) 18.39g w; corr. 141–61

1179?
79 CP83 8004 FAUSTINA I deified dp/as Pietas? RIC (AP) 5.32g uw; corr. 141–61

1162?
80 CP83 2 FAUSTINA I deified dp/as Providentia RIC (AP) 7.30g w; corr. 141–61

1163a
81 CP82 u/s ?Faustina I deified dp/as illegible – – w?; corr. 141–61?
82 CM81.2 433 ANTONINUS PIUS sest Minerva RIC 779 17.50g sw–w 145–61
83 CM81.2 1020 ANTONINUS PIUS dp Libertas; chipped RIC 933 (6.86g) sw–w 154–5
84 CP82 5871 ANTONINUS PIUS as Britannia RIC 930 7.90g sw–w; corr. 154–5
85 CP83 8003 Uncertain empress dp/as illegible; dating suggested – – corr. c. 150–200

by fabric
86 CP83 6046 M.AURELIUS den Prov Deor RIC 48 2.08g uw–sw?; 161–2

corr.
87 CP87 F22 FAUSTINA II sest rev. illegible – – sw?; corr. 161–75
88 CH86 11015 ‘Julia Mamaea’ den Vesta; plated counterfeit as RIC 360 1.54g uw after 222
89 CP82 5336 ‘Julia Mamaea’ den rev. uncertain; counterfeit – (1.06g) uw after 222

in base metal; frag.
90 CM80 u/s ‘Claudius II’ ant. counterfeit; Aequitas as RIC 14 (0.67g) vsw? after 268

type; chipped
91 CP82 5021 ‘Divus Claudius II’ ant Eagle; counterfeit? as RIC 266 0.99g corr. after 270
92 CP82 5128 TETRICUS I ant Comes Aug E. 774 1.85g corr. 271–4
93 CP83 8000 TETRICUS I ant Salus type; frag. cf. E. 779 – w? 271–4
94 CP87 F28 Uncertain, radiate ant counterfeit, 10mm diam; – 0.26g sw c. 275–85

rev. a standing female figure
95 CM80 34 CARAUSIUS ant Pa[x Au]g; - - // ML; frag. RIC 121 (2.03g) uw? c. 287–90
96 CH86 11014 CARAUSIUS ant Pax Aug; - - // - cf. RIC 895 2.61g sw?; corr. c. 287–90
97 CH86 11010 CONSTANTINOPOLIS – Victory; Trier mint. RIC VII 1.21g uw 330–5

- // TR·P Tr 543
98 CP83 8000 CONSTANTIUS II siliqua Votis|XXX|Multis| RIC VIII 1.51g uw; slight 360–3

(silver) XXXX; Lyon mint, Lyon 216 corr.
– // LVG

99 CP87 u/s VALENS – Gloria Romanorum; – – sw 364–78
uncertain mint; large frag.

100 CP83 8860 HONORIUS – Salus Reipublicae type; as LRBC 1.28g vsw 393–5
Constantinople mint, ii 2194
//[ ]CONS[ ]

101 CP87 u/s Uncertain – probable copper alloy – 1.85g – 3rd/4th c.?
coin, 15mm

Key: Denominations – den: denarius; sest: sestertius; dp: dupondius; as: as; ant: antoninianus (‘radiate’)
Condition – uw: unworn; w: worn; v: very; s: slightly; m: much; corr.: corroded; frag.: fragment
References – Cr. = M. Crawford 1974; RIC = The Roman Imperial Coinage (appropriate vol./reign);
E = G. Elmer 1941; LRBC = Carson, Hill and Kent 1960.



the writer since 1986, both from Newgale beach, Pembrokeshire, shown by different finders in
March 1990: a Claudian dupondius, CERES AVGVSTA type, corroded but apparently little
worn, and a counterfeit ‘Minerva’ as of good standard, likewise little worn.

Ten coins (i.e. 10 per cent of the total) are counterfeits, or likely to be so. Four (nos 4, 90–1
and 94) belong to periods of ‘epidemic’ counterfeiting as defined by Boon (1988) — in the mid
first century and the late third. The others are spread through the second and third centuries
— ‘endemic’ counterfeits. However, two (nos 57 and 73) can be related to specific individual
counterfeiting operations, though neither can be precisely located. Die-duplicates of no. 57, a
struck piece in the name of Nerva, but copying a reverse of Trajan introduced in A.D. 104, have
also been found at Caerleon and Caerwent. Closely similar counterfeits have been recorded at
Ffrith, Wroxeter and Chichester (Boon 1988, 110 and pl. 2, 25). A western or Welsh origin
seems to be indicated. A cast as of Hadrian’s ‘Britannia’ type, no. 73, is hacked, bent and
broken, perhaps because it was recognised as false. It appears to be a product of the ‘casting
mint’ active in c. A.D. 122–124, identified from finds in the sacred spring at Bath (Walker 1988,
291–2), but identity with these cannot be established because of its fragmentary and poor state.
Since past lists have often failed to distinguish all counterfeits, it is hard to compare the level of
these at Carmarthen with other sites; but the recent forum-basilica excavations at Caerwent
show an overall level of about one for every four to five regular coins, a proportion that appears
to apply to the period before A.D. 260, as well as to the later ‘epidemics’.

As regards the later coins, the SOLI INVICTO COMITI nummus of Constantine I (London
mint T F // PLN, c. A.D. 310) from Friars Park, and four slightly later coins (of c. A.D. 319–324)
from the Church Street excavations in 1976 provide the best coin evidence of early fourth-
century activity. These are apparently paralleled by the 1969 finds. The present list adds an
unworn Constantinopolis issue of A.D. 330–335, a silver siliqua of A.D. 360–363, a Valens bronze
of A.D. 364–375 and the Honorian coin of the 390s. While these provide indubitable evidence
of activity down to the later fourth century — the siliqua, in particular, is an unusual and
significant site find — the contrast with Caerwent, the other substantial town in south Wales,
and with the coin list from Cowbridge, in the Vale of Glamorgan, is notable (TABLE 8.3). All
three sites have the normal late third-century peak, and a respectable level of coin loss after
Diocletian’s reform. But where both Cowbridge and Caerwent show the characteristically high
British Constantinian period losses (A.D. 330–348), these are virtually absent from
Carmarthen. Only at Caerwent is there a continuing high level of coin loss thereafter.
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TABLE 8.2: SUMMARY OF ROMAN COINS FROM CARMARTHEN

Present list Boon 1978 Others Total %

Republic 3 – 1 4 3.2
Empire–69 2 – – 2 1.6
69–96 27 5 2 34 27.4
96–117 23 2 3 28 22.6
117–38 10 – – 10 8.1
138–61 9 1 3 13 10.5
161–93 2 – 2 4 3.2
193–260 2 – – 2 1.6
260–87 5 4 4 13 10.5
287–96 2 1 – 3 2.4
296–330 - 4 3 7 5.6
330–48 1 – – 1 0.8
348–64 1 – – 1 0.8
364–78 1 – – 1 0.8
378+ 1 – – 1 0.8
Totals 89 17 18 124



The presence of the Constantinople mint coin of Honorius at the tail of the very thin fourth-
century coin list at Carmarthen is worth noting, but its good metallic condition differentiates
it from the other site coins and its lack of secure stratification might perhaps indicate a loss in
more recent times. However, Robertson (1993), in reviewing finds of coins from eastern mints
in British hoards, has pointed to their steady persistence, albeit in small numbers, during all
periods, with a plea to set aside ‘uncompromising suspicion’ of such coins recorded as isolated
finds in Britain. An ancient loss for this coin cannot be ruled out, but its use, on its own, as
evidence for very late Roman activity at Carmarthen should be cautious. It is worth noting that
of approximately 2,500 coins of Arcadius and Honorius from hoards found at Caerwent, none
is recorded from Constantinople, and a mere dozen, or approximately 0.5 per cent of the total
came from the comparably distant mints of Heraclea and Nicomedia (R. Hudson, in litt.).

The coins from Carmarthen and district may also be gauged in relation to records of stray
finds and hoards from south-west Wales (the former county of Dyfed) as a whole. The
summaries in TABLE 8.4 are taken from the Dyfed Sites and Monuments Record, supplemented
by finds recorded by the National Museums & Galleries of Wales, principally metal-detector
finds reported from Pembrokeshire since 1986. Hoards are summarised from Boon 1969, with
the addition of a second-century aes hoard from St Ishmael, Carmarthenshire (beach find, May
2000) and three probable fourth-century hoards reported since 1983 (see below).
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TABLE 8.3: SUMMARY OF COIN FINDS FROM EXCAVATIONS IN CARMARTHEN, COWBRIDGE AND CAERWENT

Carmarthen Cowbridge Caerwent

Republic–193 95 76.6% 28 27.2% 146 13.0%
193–260 2 1.6% 7 6.8% 59 5.2%
260–96 16 12.9% 19 18.4% 271 24.0%
296–330 7 5.6% 14 13.6% 63 5.6%
330–48 1 0.8% 31 30.1% 400 35.5%
348–64 1 0.8% 3 2.9% 60 5.3%
364–78 1 0.8% 1 1.0% 75 6.7%
378+ 1 0.8% – – 53 4.7%
Totals 124 103 1127

The figures exclude hoards. Cowbridge figures from Parkhouse and Evans (1996); Caerwent figures after Reece
(1991: Newport Museum and Pound Lane), plus forum-basilica figures (provisional).

TABLE 8.4: ROMAN COIN FINDS FROM SOUTH-WEST WALES

Carmarthen SW Wales Hoards

Republic–193 95 59 6(?)
193–260 2 12 2(?)
260–96 16 38 13
296–330 7 20 –
330–48 1 12 3
348–64 1* 4 2
364–78 1 1 –
378+ 1 1 1
Totals 124 147 27

* plus two Magnentian from 1969 excavations; (?) = none of the reported early empire hoards can be dated
accurately. Some ‘SW Wales’ finds given as ‘296–330’ may belong post-330.



The broadly similar numbers of single coins from Carmarthen and from south-west Wales
facilitate comparison, and seem to demonstrate for the area as a whole a more even coin loss
profile down to A.D. 348, again with very little later material. Within the first period of TABLE

8.4, the regional finds comprise three Republican coins, eight pre- A.D. 69 (some old records;
includes the two Claudian coins mentioned above), thirteen Flavian, one of Nerva, eleven of
Trajan, eight of Hadrian, six Antonine, eight from A.D. 161–193 and one uncertain second-
century as.This is a more even spread than at Carmarthen, with Flavian and Trajanic issues less
dominant. It would appear possible that much of the earlier (Flavian-Trajanic) coinage to arrive
at Carmarthen may have circulated locally for some time, with later issues distributed relatively
more efficiently as the use of coinage spread gradually in south-west Wales.

The post- A.D. 348 material is worth considering in more detail. The six single finds are:

i. maiorina of Constans or Constantius II, reverse Fel Temp ‘Hut’ type; found in the
‘Stackpole’ area, Pembs. and shown to the writer in August 1995; this coin has been heavily
filed (in ancient times), removing the legends;

ii. maiorina of Constantius II, Fel Temp ‘Hut’ type, uncertain mint; Whitesands Bay, Pembs.,
February 1998 (probably not part of hoard (a) below);

iii. maiorina of Magnentius; Nevern, Pembs., found ‘20–30 years ago’ when shown to
Birmingham City Museum in 1989 (information from D. Symons);

iv. siliqua of Julian (A.D. 361–363), reportedly found on Amroth Beach, Pembs, early in 1993
(Blacklaw-Jones 1997);

v. aes of Valens, SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE type; Bosherston, Pembs., June 1996;
vi. solidus of Arcadius, Pencarreg, Carm., nineteenth century (Dyfed SMR).

The first, second and fifth of these coins have been seen by the writer; the others would
appear to be reliable records.

The three possible post-A.D. 348 hoards, none of them large, have been examined at the
National Museum & Gallery, Cardiff.

a. At least 112 fourth-century aes have been found to date, on a number of separate occasions
between 1983 and 1996, scattered at Whitesands Beach, Pembs., in the area below St
Patrick’s chapel. They are mainly from the 330s, but there are six post-348 coins of
Magnentius and Constantius II, including two ‘Fallen Horseman’ issues.

b. Three maiorinae, of Constans (Fel Temp, hut/Siscia, A.D. 348–350), Decentius (Salus/Lyon,
A.D. 351–3) and a counterfeit Fel Temp, galley type (after 348) have been found on
different occasions in 1993 at Goodwick Harbour, Pembs. All are in uncirculated
condition.

c. Five aes found at Towyn, Ceredigion, in 1988, from beach material moved by a mechanical
excavator are of Valentinian I, Valens, Gratian (2) and a Theodosian small bronze,
VICTORIA AVGGG type (post-388), uncertain emperor.

It may be noted that virtually all of these post-A.D. 348 finds are coastal. However, a group
of coin finds of the 350s–early 360s seems to be emerging in the area, which complements the
two Magnentian bronzes and the siliqua of Constantius II from Carmarthen. Future discoveries
may, of course, expand or modify this at present sketchy picture.
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BRONZE OBJECTS
By Janet Webster

INTRODUCTION

Some forty-one brooches and brooch fragments were recovered from the Dyfed Archaeological
Trust’s excavations at Carmarthen. Although a number of the types represented may have had
their origins earlier in the first century A.D., there is nothing in the assemblage that need have
reached the site before the early Flavian period. Similarly, no first-century brooches have as yet
been recovered which may be identified as having a specific military association, whether
imported from the Continent or brought from southern Britain. The odd example, perhaps at
the end of its currency by the time it reached Carmarthen, might have been expected.The end
of the range is represented by a fine cross-bow brooch dated to the middle third of the fourth
century and, taken with the evidence of the propeller stiffener, perhaps implying the return of
a military, or at least a high-level official, presence.

Comparison of this assemblage with the brooches from the Caerwent excavations, now in the
Newport Museum, is informative. If the penannulars from both sites are, temporarily,
discounted, the Carmarthen sample is slightly more than a quarter of the size of the Caerwent
collection and some, at least, of the brooch types represented at Carmarthen reflect these
proportions. There is, for example, one Head-stud brooch from Carmarthen to three from
Caerwent, one Disc and Trumpet from Carmarthen to three from Caerwent.The absence from
Carmarthen of brooches with a pre-Flavian floruit, in contrast to Caerwent which has an
assemblage of at least five such examples of assorted types, may be accounted for by the lack
of military activity in the area at that date, in contrast with south-east Wales.The absence of the
Hinged Dolphin from Carmarthen may do no more than reflect the thinness of the sample
from south-east Wales in general; Caerwent, for instance, has only three examples and, on
analogy with Usk, they may have reached the area in the Neronian period. The absence of the
Developed Polden and its immediate hinged derivatives, represented at Caerwent by eight and
six examples respectively, suggests perhaps a surprisingly limited westerly distribution for that
type even if allowance is made for a few of the Caerwent examples being of a form early enough
to have reached south-east Wales in the Neronian period like examples at Usk. The Light
Poldens, slightly less well represented at Carmarthen than at Caerwent (the numbers are two
and nine examples respectively), may well be the earliest brooches from the west Wales town, if
the conclusion that they are very early Flavian in currency, based on their places of deposition
at Usk and Caerleon, is correct (J. Webster 1995, 74–5). Certainly these seem to be brooches
of the native, civilian population with evidence of some localised manufacture, probably in
south-east Wales whence the Carmarthen examples may be derived. Similarly popular in south
Wales are brooches of the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile series. This class is proportionally
much better represented at Carmarthen than at Caerwent; there are six examples from each
site. It has a long currency and a widespread distribution in southern and midland Britain. At
Carmarthen it includes some of the earliest brooches from the site and, like the Caerwent
assemblage, it embraces a variety of styles, some from sources across the Marches, others
perhaps from further afield.

Among other categories of brooch which may have reached the site in the late first century
but are, perhaps, more likely to have done so close to, or after, the turn of the century there is
one example of a Wroxeter prototype or copy, which compares with three Wroxeters from
Caerwent, and a single, once very fine, Head-stud brooch which compares with three examples
from Caerwent, including one very closely similar to but smaller than the Carmarthen brooch.
With the exception of the Disc and Trumpet brooches, where the proportion of the sample is
about the same, one from Carmarthen, three from Caerwent, Trumpet and Trumpet variant
brooches are more strongly represented at Carmarthen than at Caerwent with six Trumpet and
two variants from the former, nine Trumpets and one derivative from the latter.

A slightly higher proportion of the Caerwent brooches are enamelled (about a third of the
collection: approximately 48 brooches) than at Carmarthen, where somewhat over a quarter of
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the assemblage (eleven examples) have enamel, or millefiori, ornament. The proportion of
enamels from Carmarthen is remarkably high, however, when allowance is made for the fact
that the hinged T-shaped enamels from the Lower Severn, which flooded a limited market in
the second century (and which certainly reached Caerwent in substantial numbers,
approximately nineteen in the Newport assemblage) seem largely to have failed to reach
Carmarthen where only one, or perhaps two, examples are included in the present collection.
The same is true of the non-enamelled hinged T-shaped brooches from the same source,
derived from the Developed Polden and its derivatives; approximately thirteen such non-
enamelled hinged T-shaped brooches are evidenced at Caerwent, but only one possible example
is so far known from Carmarthen. The most likely explanation for their absence is the limited
trading area of their particular ‘factory’ though other brooches from the same general area seem
to have reached Carmarthen. But it is also possible that the demand for brooches in
Carmarthen, as represented by the evidence from these excavations, was for quality items only;
there are relatively few poor quality pieces here.This may reflect the overall wealth and taste of
the people of Carmarthen and suggest that it was, on both counts, higher than that of the
inhabitants of Caerwent. It may, on the other hand, indicate that the poorer section of society
had largely failed, perhaps for reasons of cost, perhaps because of lack of availability of the
cheaper products, to adopt the brooch-wearing habit.

Among their assemblages of Plate brooches, whether enamelled or not, both Carmarthen and
Caerwent have in common a number of examples of the products of workshops each
manufacturing a single, scarcely varying type in limited quantities, trading over a more or less
limited area. Thus each site has one example of a Buckler brooch and one of an umbonate disc
brooch while the Flower design disc brooch is represented at Carmarthen by one and at Caerwent
by two examples. For all of these categories the Carmarthen evidence significantly extends the
distribution patterns. Similarly, Plate brooches with applied repoussé ornament, perhaps the
product of more than one source but very restricted in numbers, are represented by three
examples, rectangular and lozengic, from Carmarthen and three examples, disc and lozengic,
from Caerwent.This distribution, taken with the other evidence available so far, suggests that the
rectangular and lozengic brooches may have emanated from a relatively local source.

It is perhaps to be expected that among the enamelled Plate brooches of more complex
construction, including some perhaps imported from abroad, the two sites should have fewer
types in common. Thus the lozengic brooch with millefiori decoration and the two brooches
which each have their bow in the form of an enamelled plate are unparalleled at Caerwent while
Composite, Equal-ended and Rectangular enamelled plate brooches, for example, are too
scantily represented at Caerwent to make their absence from Carmarthen significant.

The Wheel brooch evidenced at Carmarthen is, perhaps surprisingly, not represented at
Caerwent but the Concentrically enamelled Tutulus brooch may have been more common in
manufacture than the survival of examples with tutulus complete suggests; it may perhaps be
represented at Caerwent. The absence from Carmarthen of Zoomorphic plate brooches is
noteworthy, especially as they are thought to have had particular appeal to Celtic taste; five are
represented at Caerwent, perhaps a sufficiently low sample to suggest they may yet be found at
Carmarthen.

The main brooch sequence at Carmarthen seems to end by the mid third century, perhaps
with the two, once fine, Knee brooches, neither of which need have been other than civilian in
usage. There is then a gap in the brooch sequence until the single, splendid example of the
Cross-bow brooch, dated to the middle third of the fourth century. Brooches of the intervening
period, when British manufactured types were few and foreign imports not uniformly plentiful,
are too sparsely represented at Caerwent to suggest that their absence from Carmarthen means
other than that brooches of this period may yet await recovery. But the higher proportion of
Cross-bow brooches at Caerwent may reflect somewhat less late brooch usage at Carmarthen,
though none are so fine as the Carmarthen piece.

The apparently sparse representation of the Penannular brooch in Wales has been noted by
Hattatt (1985, 185) and seems to be confirmed by the disproportionately larger sample at
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Caerwent compared with Carmarthen. However, the presence of two examples here provides
useful evidence of the type’s penetration this far into west Wales, further confirmed by the
recovery of Roman and Dark Age examples from the not far distant native settlements of
Llawhaden (Williams and Mytum 1998, 87–9, fig. 63, nos 2, 7).While the Penannular brooches
from Carmarthen alter the known pattern only slightly, the collection of brooches as a whole,
if it is to be considered a proportionally representative sample of those of the town in its
entirety, implies the need for a re-evaluation of Wales, particularly of urban Wales, as a brooch-
wearing area in the Roman period.

Nor are the remaining items of bronze from Carmarthen lacking in interest. Two items of
statuary are represented. One piece, a failed casting of a small statuette, suggests the presence
of a figurine manufacturer in the town, and further evidence for bronze-working in the form of
waste and scrap for reworking, some from the mid/late second-century metalworking area in C
and some from elsewhere, is noted in the iron report below. Though small-scale castings such
as statuettes may be expected to have been undertaken in every Roman town, evidence of the
practice is seldom found and it is particularly noteworthy that such an outpost of Empire as
Carmarthen had its needs for Classical style statuettes supplied on a local basis as well,
presumably, as by more widespread trade. Nor need the presence of large-scale statuary, if that
is indeed what no. 43 represents, occasion any surprise in an urban situation.

Of the seven objects listed as items of military equipment, to which the harness fitting, no.
51, and the enamelled stud, no. 52, should also be added as of likely military origin, only the
heavy belt-buckle, no. 44, and perhaps the ?helmet handle, no. 45, are likely to have been
associated with the first-century military occupation at Carmarthen. The remainder, with the
exception of the propeller stiffener, no. 50, are typical of the scatter of military and military
related items which occur on town sites in the second and third centuries. A similar scatter
occurs, for example, at Caerwent, and, in the absence of other evidence, is insufficient to
suggest a military presence, though the incidence of two openwork enamelled belt-plates from
the two main urban centres of south Wales, Caerwent and Carmarthen, is noteworthy (see no.
47). The significance of the propeller stiffener is discussed below; it suggests the re-
establishment of some sort of an official military presence at Carmarthen at some point during
the first two-thirds of the fourth century and, together with the Cross-bow brooch, no. 36, gives
some hint of the importance of the town at this period.

The excavations at Carmarthen produced a high proportion of bronze vessel fragments, eight
items in all, including two outstanding enamelled pieces. Both belong to the artistic tradition
of the late pre-Roman Iron Age. The mount, no. 56, has affinities with other examples of late
Iron Age metalwork in early Roman contexts from south Wales and western England and is
perhaps a product of the same source. The ‘saucepan’-handle, no. 57, is somewhat more
Romanised with the influence of the Classical vine-leaf scroll evident in its design. Present
evidence suggests a source in the northerly part of eastern England and the Carmarthen piece
affords valuable new evidence of their spread into Wales.

That the inhabitants of Roman Carmarthen enjoyed an enthusiasm for fine pieces of
enamelled bronzework and that they were prepared and able to trade far and near, both on the
Continent and in Britain, to satisfy that enthusiasm is evident from the number and variety of
enamelled brooches which have been recovered from these excavations. It is further reflected in
the group of seal boxes, two-thirds of which have elegantly enamelled lids, with some examples
almost certainly imported (nos 70, 71).The high proportion of seal boxes among the finds from
these excavations is noteworthy.

Of the various items of personal adornment, the beaded torc is undoubtedly the most
interesting piece. Again it instances the affection in Roman Carmarthen for things Celtic and
provides evidence for trade and, perhaps, cultural links between the area and Brigantia. The
bracelets are consistent with the continued occupation of the town in the late third and fourth
centuries. Of the remaining finds the proportion of items of toilet equipment is perhaps smaller
than might have been expected from an urban site (see J. Webster forthcoming), and the
presence of part of a small bronze shears is noteworthy.
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The Carmarthen bronzes are an assemblage typical of any small Romano-British provincial
town. Despite the fact that Carmarthen was the most westerly town of the Empire, situated in
the heart of a native rural population, and despite a lingering taste for things Celtic, there was
no scarcity of Romanised goods in terms either of demand or of availability and the make-up
of the assemblage of bronzes implies trade links with the rest of the Province and of the Empire
at least comparable with those of any other town in Roman Britain. Moreover, particularly in
indulging their predilection for rich inlaid objects of bronze, whether using enamel or precious
metal, the inhabitants of Carmarthen, despite their remote location, were not content to accept
as great a proportion of inferior workmanship as Romanised sites in south-east Wales but could
and did demand high-quality products.

CATALOGUE 

The brooches (FIGS 8.1–8.3)

Light Poldens
1. (Not illustrated.) The axis bar and part of the ten–twelve coil spring of a brooch which would

originally have been equipped with long side-wings to protect the spring and was probably of the
Light Polden type, defined in Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981, 165–6. The type is well represented in
south Wales with some indication of local production. Hull suggested a date early in the second half
of the first century for the Light Polden (Cunliffe 1964, 88, fig. 24, no. 1). A very early Flavian date
is suggested on the evidence of the Usk and Caerleon examples (J. Webster 1995, 74–5).
Context 8715: Priory Street, Area D, dump layer associated with structure 9568, Site Phase 4.
Object 40380.

2. (Not illustrated.) Fragments of another brooch of the Light Polden series.The twelve coil spring is
the largest surviving fragment with pieces of the pin and the chord also evidenced. Just sufficient
remains of the head of the bow where it emerged from the side-wings to show that this brooch
belongs to a sub-group, common among the south Welsh series, where the bow emerges from the
head in a hump instead of a sharp kick and is more or less straight in profile rather than arched.
Other Light Poldens within this sub-group occur in some numbers at Caerwent (Newport
Museum) and Whitton (Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981, 166–9, fig. 68, nos 6–9) and are also known
from Usk (J. Webster 1995, 78, nos 37 and 38), Caerleon extra-mural settlement (Boon
unpublished, no. 21), and Sudbrook (Nash-Williams 1939, 74–5, fig. 9, no. 6).
Context 7434: Priory Street, Area C, layer associated with metalworking south of C2, Site Phase
3. Object 40323.

Polden Hill with Dolphin profile

The following six brooches belong to the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile series, characterised
by the spring mechanism with pierced disc terminals to the semi-cylindrical side-wings to
support the axial bar of the spring and a rearward hook to hold the external chord; by the semi-
circular mouldings on each side of the head of the bow masking the junction between the head
and the side-wings and by the form of the bow which is humped at the head and shallowly
arched or more nearly straight in profile. The type was defined and discussed in the Whitton
report (Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981, 169, fig. 69, nos 11, 12). The series evolved in the early
part of the second half of the first century and survived in south Wales to be deposited as late
as the second third of the second century (Boon unpublished, nos 23–24; Zienkiewicz 1986,
170, fig. 54, no. 5).The first two brooches in this series from Carmarthen belong to the lighter,
daintier forms of the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile brooch as it occurs in south Wales.
Affinities between the two Carmarthen brooches and an example from Caerwent, which
manufacturing flaws suggest may not have travelled far from its original workshop, indicate a
source of manufacture probably no further east than the Severn Valley.
3. A small, dainty brooch in a poor state of preservation. The spring arrangement is as described

above but the brooch differs from the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile series as a whole in that it
lacks, or appears to lack (corrosion may be responsible), the semi-circular mouldings to either side
of the head, an absence which, in discussing a brooch from the East Midlands, Hattatt took as an
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indication that the brooch in question was early in the series (Hattatt 1985, 82–5, fig. 35, no. 374).
The bow is humped at the head and nearly straight in profile; it carried longitudinal ribbed
ornament down its full length and tapered to a small, neat foot with transverse mouldings. There
is some suggestion that there may have been hollow flutings down each side of the bow as in the
following example but the brooch is too badly abraded for certainty on this point. It should be
compared with a brooch from Caerwent to which it has an overall similarity (Newport Mus.
85.148.3).The Caerwent brooch has fluting down the edges of the bow and irregular treatment of
its semi-circular mouldings the implications of which are discussed more fully below, no. 4.
Context 7047: Priory Street, Area C, early surfacing layer in C1, Site Phase 2. Object 40324.

4. The head of a small brooch, very similar to no. 3 but, insofar as it survives, in better condition.The
spring arrangement is as described above and there are semi-circular mouldings to either side of
the head. The line of the rearward chord hook is carried forward a short way over the front of the
bow as a prominent crest within a V-shaped groove and there are two ribbed lengthwise mouldings
separated by the continuation of this groove running down the centre of the bow. Like the brooch
from Caerwent, with which brooch no. 3 above was compared, and one from Wiltshire illustrated
and discussed by Hattatt (Hattatt 1985, 83–5, fig. 35, no. 375) the Carmarthen brooch is
noteworthy for the hollow fluting defined by ridged lines which runs down each side of the bow.
The sharing of this unusual feature and their overall close similarity suggest that the Caerwent and
Wiltshire brooches may have been the product of the same hand. Flaws in the Caerwent piece
further suggest that the workshop whence they originated is likely to have been closer to Caerwent
than to Wiltshire. The flutings down the sides of the bow of the Carmarthen brooch identify it as
another member of this sub-group within the Polden Hill with Dolphin profile series.This and the
slight tendency to treat one of the semi-circular mouldings as a rib as in the Caerwent example
suggest that the Carmarthen brooch originated from the same workshop as the other two brooches
cited.
Context 6621: Priory Street, Area C, gravel surfacing between C1 and Street 2, Site Phase 2.
Object 40313.

5. The upper part of a small brooch in the Polden Hill with Dolphin profile series. The spring
arrangement was as described above though the rearward hook for the external chord and the
spring itself are lost; the axial bar was of iron. In profile the bow is heavily humped at the head and
straight below. A slender ribbed tongue runs from the lost hook a short way over the front of the
head of the bow and its line is picked up by ridged lengthwise moulding running down the rest of
the bow. The elongated semi-circular mouldings to either side of the head of the bow are each
defined by a similar light ridge which continues down each outer edge of the bow. The brooch is
closely related to the lighter, plain sub-group of the series and may be compared with two examples
from the excavations in the extra-mural area at Caerleon (Boon unpublished, nos 23, 25), though
the use of ribbed linear ornament suggests that it is the product of a different hand. Further the
brooch is noteworthy among the series as a whole for the exceptional shortness of its side-wings.
Context 5150: Priory Street, Area C, late Roman building debris, Site Phase 8. Object 40167.

6. (Not illustrated.) The upper part of another brooch in the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile series
but in a poor state of preservation. The rearward hook for the external chord of the spring is
evidenced; the side-wings are lost.The bow was heavily humped at the head and nearly straight in
profile; it carries a central lengthwise rib defined by grooves but this decoration is lost through
corrosion on the upper part of the bow.There may have been lentoid mouldings down the sides of
the bow as on brooches from Collfryn and Wroxeter (J.Webster 1989, 126, no. 3, 128, fig. 30 and
microfiche 2.19) or, more likely, arranged in a zigzag pattern as in examples from Petersfield
(Hattatt 1985, 84, fig. 36, no. 380) and Western-under-Penyard (J. British Archaeology Assoc. 27
(1871), 1.2.1) but the brooch is not of their heavy type.The semi-circular mouldings to either side
of the head of the bow are evidenced.
Context: Priory Street, Area C, unstratified in garden soil. Object 40332.

7. (PLATE 8.1). A complete brooch in the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile series, now unfortunately
lost. The description and comment below are based on Kate Hunter’s excellent conservation
photographs.The spring arrangement is standard.The semi-circular mouldings to either side of the
head exist only insofar as they are defined by the marginal ribs which run down the outer edges of
the bow. Each side-wing carries a narrow pronounced moulding a short way in from its outer edge.
An elongated V-shaped tongue defined by mouldings extends about a third of the way down the
bow which is of the polygonal cross-section and stout construction, though without the heavy
appearance, usually associated with that variant of the type which has two rows of moulded
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ornament running down the bow, like no. 8 below but which is absent here.The bow terminates in
a knobbed foot. Traces of fibres were recovered from the vicinity of the spring.
Context 6949: Priory Area C, large dump layer, Site Phase 2. Object 40328.

8. A well-preserved example of a further variation within the Polden Hill with Dolphin Profile series.The
brooch has a heavy appearance with two lines of bold ribbing down the centre of the bow, diverging at
the top of the head to flank the V-shaped tongue which extends forwards from the rearward chord hook;
to either side of the central ribbing, beyond a narrow plain band, is a line of decoration consisting of a
series of closely spaced raised dots set within circular recesses; there are semi-circular mouldings to
either side of the head and their line is continued down each side of the bow in a bold rib. The
lengthwise decoration of the bow terminates in transverse mouldings above a narrowed ankle and a
prominent conical foot-knob which itself carries transverse mouldings and, beneath, a further small,
conical knob. The spring arrangement is standard: the axis bar is of iron. There are bold double rib
mouldings at the ends of the side-wings.The bow is heavily humped at the head and straight in profile.
The catchplate is narrow and its line is continued as a rib up the rear of the brooch to the bolster-like
moulding which masks the junction of the bow and the base of the side-wings at the back.The brooch
was tinned. This type of Polden Hill with Dolphin profile brooch and the limited range of decorative
detail it embraces is discussed in J. Webster 1995 (78, no. 36) where other examples from Wales are
cited. The Carmarthen brooch may be compared with one from Alcester which, although it is more
humped at the head, has decoration in the form of dots and also has the bolster at the rearward junction
of the bow and side-wings (Mackreth 1964, 140–1, fig. 1 right). A brooch from the Breconshire Caves
is similar though without the bolster; it too is more humped at the head than the Carmarthen brooch
(Mason 1968, 41, 43, fig. 8, no.3). A brooch from Caerwent (Newport Mus. Acc. no. 85-149.1) is less
humped at the head than the two examples just mentioned but is coarser than the Carmarthen piece
as is the example from Wroxeter (Atkinson 1942, pl. 47, H103 and 205). None of these examples is
sufficiently similar to the Carmarthen brooch to suggest they were the product of the same hand.
Context 5974: Priory Street, Area C, street-side layer , Site Phase 7. Object 40269.

Wroxeter Proto-type or copy
9. Small, damaged brooch with the foot and most of the catchplate missing.The spring was secured by

means of an axial bar which passed through a pierced lug projecting from the rear of the head and
there was an internal chord.There was no cast head-loop nor one of wire since the axial bar is solid.
The upper bow emerges from a roughly U-shaped plate which extends both above and below the bow
itself at the head. The bow, the same width as the plate at the head, tapers to a narrow leg and lost
foot. The upper part is decorated with beaded lengthwise mouldings, three on each side of a central
groove, converging in a V-shaped moulding at the waist.The lower bow is of triangular cross-section
with a central ridge flanked by incised lines running from the tip of the V-shaped moulding to the lost
foot and with further incised lines defining margins at the outer edges of the leg. The upper bow is
gently curved in profile with a slight reverse curve to the leg.The spring arrangement is that of Hull’s
Chester type of Trumpet brooch, a mechanism with prehistoric antecedents (Hull 1967, 42, no. 108).
The same spring mechanism may also occur on Hull’s Type 151, the Wroxeter brooch, though there
it is the less preferred spring arrangement (Hattatt 1987, 145–7, nos 982–5, fig. 48, particularly no.
984 from Wiltshire).The Carmarthen brooch shares the U-shaped plate at the head of the bow with
the Wroxeter series in general. It shares the prominent V-shaped moulding at the waist with some in
that series, the Wiltshire brooch cited above, for example, and with several brooches which represent
a cruder form of the Wroxeter series (Evans and Metcalf 1992, 109, no. 8), namely from Caerwent
(Newport Mus. Acc. no. 85-39.8), Llysfaen, Clwyd (Manley 1984, 105–6) and Wilderspool
(Thompson 1965, 82, fig. 20, no. 3) as well as from Ravenglass (Potter 1979, 65–7, no. 1, fig. 26),
Vindolanda (Snape 1987, 309–11, fig 1b) and Traprain (Curle and Cree 1921, 177, fig. 15, no. 2).
The Carmarthen brooch, however, lacks the prominent button or setting which the V-shaped
mouldings of the others encompass. But the Carmarthen brooch lacks the enamel ornament which is
such a prominent feature of the Wroxeter series both in its superior (Hattatt op. cit.; Evans and Metcalf
op. cit.; Newport Mus. Acc. no. D2. 138, from Caerwent) and cruder forms and cannot, therefore, be
regarded as a full-blown member of that series. Another brooch, from the eastern end of Hadrian’s
Wall, now in the Museum of Antiquities, Newcastle (Snape op. cit.), also without enamel decoration,
shares the same features as the Carmarthen brooch in common with the Wroxeter type and has the
same spring provision as the Carmarthen brooch.Whether these are to be regarded as prototypes or
copies of the more common type must await the discovery of more securely dated examples.
Context 217: Priory Street, Area A exterior surface around A2, Site Phase 3. Object 40033.
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Head-stud brooch
10. A Head-stud brooch of stout construction. The pin was hinged, the ends of the wire head-loop

being threaded through a cylindrical casing concealed behind substantial ‘side-wings’ to form the
pivot. There is a substantial though damaged collar for the head-loop, apparently cast in one with
the head of the brooch. Insofar as it survives, it seems to have consisted of a rectangular plate, flat
at the back with a shallowly curved front face. It is decorated with a panel of enamel ornament
identical to that which extends along each side of the head of the bow on to the ‘wings’ and consists
of two circles of inlay, one above the other, each broken by a bronze thorn, each thorn aligned with
its neighbour, and flanked by elongated triangular cells of enamel. Beyond the enamel panel, on
one side of the collar plate only, there survives a border comprising tiny pieces of silver inlaid in a
chevron pattern. At the head of the bow there is a prominently moulded crest which extends down
the bow from a short way in front of the collar plate as far as the head-stud and is the skeuomorph
of the forward chord hook. The head-stud itself comprises a deep, central, circular cavity within a
wider pointed-oval shaped frame which itself is shallowly grooved within a ribbed border. None of
the inset material survives but the construction of the head-stud suggests a two-fold infill and the
tiny remnant of shaft in the base of the deep cavity close to its lower wall suggests how the central
element of the setting was secured. On the sides of the bow flanking the head and extending on to
the ‘wings’ are panels of enamel ornament each consisting of a pair of broken circular inlays flanked
by triangular cells as on the collar. Only one area of enamel retains its original colour and that is
deep blue. The ‘wing’ which has its end extant terminates in triple mouldings. In profile the bow
describes an even, pronounced curve. Below the head-stud a plain, raised panel runs lengthwise
down the plain bow to the transverse mouldings above the foot.The foot-knob is severely damaged
but appears to have had moulded ornament on its upper surface and was deeply recessed
underneath for a setting held in place by a small tack, the end of which is visible at the rear of the
bow beside the catchplate.The catchplate is now badly damaged. Its line was continued as a broad
flange with a stout outer rib up the back of the brooch to a point roughly level with the centre of
the head-stud; the functional element of the catchplate was drawn out from the flange at a point
approximately a third of the way up the bow. Underneath the head of the brooch, the triangular
area between the hinge casing and the edges of the bow between the sides of the head and the
‘wings’ is hollowed. Head-stud brooches have long since been singled out for discussion since
Collingwood first defined the type (Collingwood 1930, 37–58, esp. p. 54f.). More recently they
have been discussed by Painter and Sax 1970; Bateson 1981, 21f.; Hattatt 1982, 74f; 1985, 100f.;
1987, 120f. The presence of what was originally so fine an example from Carmarthen, the most
westerly mainland find spot of the type so far known, is of particular significance, especially since
a re-appraisal of the evidence for Head-stud brooches in Britain (Hattatt 1987, 120f.) suggested
that they reached only the south-east fringe of Wales and then only in hinged form, though a sprung
example from the farmstead of Whitton, South Glamorgan, has been known for some time (Jarrett
and Wrathmell 1981, 170–1, fig. 69, no. 15). Further, examples from Cold Knap, Barry (J.Webster
1985, 110–11, fig. 15, no. 1), and Loughor (Marvell and Owen-John 1997, 237, fig. 91, no. 14)
suggest that the Carmarthen brooch is not an isolated outlier. Head-stud brooches were not the
subject of mass production and close affinities between individual examples are, therefore, of
particular note. Similarities may be noted between the Carmarthen brooch and several examples
from Traprain (Curle and Cree 1921, 169f., figs 11–12, no. 2, 184–7, figs 20–21, no. 1) which are
characterised by the plain panel below the head-stud down a plain bow. They also share a similar
treatment of the catchplate, though this is not confined to examples with the plain panel down the
plain bow, as an example in the British Museum, with elaborate enamel ornament down the bow,
shows (Painter and Sax 1970, 164f., fig. 3, no. 13). One of the Traprain examples also has silver
inlay, though not identical to ours. A brooch from Balmuidy, of similar general form, has silver inlay
in a chevron pattern on the ‘wings’ and down the centre of the otherwise plain bow from the head-
stud to the foot-knob (Miller 1922, 96, pl. 53, no. 10). But the Carmarthen brooch is characterised
by the nature of its head-stud and under-foot settings, and by the method of fixing their decorative
inlays and, further, by the design of its enamel ornament. Hattatt noted that one-fifth of Head-stud
brooches had their studs fixed by means of a separate shaft or rivet, with fewer having similar
treatment of the underside of the foot-knob as well (Hattat 1987). Among those brooches with
both head-stud and under-foot setting of this type, a group can be distinguished which feature the
same enamel ornament as that on the Carmarthen piece. A brooch from the Mansion House
(Puleston and Price 1873, pl.VIII, no. 3), for example, is smaller than the Carmarthen brooch but
in general form is closely similar, with enamelled panels, identical to ours, to either side of the head;
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the treatment of the collar is not dissimilar to that from Carmarthen, especially if allowance is made
for it being incomplete, but there is no evidence for silver inlay. A further example may be noted
from Derby (Fowkes 1985, 288–9, fig. 126, no. 24); the brooch is smaller than the Carmarthen
example and lacks the collar but is otherwise remarkably similar; the enamel of the elongated
triangles to either side of the broken blue circles is red in this example. But the type is represented
more locally than this. A brooch from Caerwent (Newport Museum acc. no. D2.165), again
smaller than the Carmarthen brooch and in very poor condition, is apparently identical though
detail of its collar is lost. Another brooch, mentioned above, from Cold Knap, Barry, now lost and
in very poor condition when examined, belongs to the wider group of Head-stud brooches with
their studs fixed by a shaft or rivet; it differs in the design of the enamel ornament on the ‘wings’
but is apparently otherwise similar.The incidence of two examples of the Carmarthen-type Head-
stud brooch and of a closely related brooch among the small known sample of Head-stud brooches
from south Wales is noteworthy. The Head-stud brooch remained in manufacture over a long
period, from sometime in the second half of the first century A.D. (Hobley 1973, 66f., fig. 19, no.
6) until late in the second century. It is from a late second-century context that the Carmarthen
brooch was recovered.
Context 166: Priory Street, Area A, soil formed over site of A2, Site Phase 5. Object 40027.

Trumpet brooches
11. A complete Trumpet brooch in a good state of preservation.There is an R-shaped plate at the rear

of the head to accommodate the axis bar of the spring and secure the internal chord. The stub of
a projection at the top of the rearward plate is the remnant of a stop for the wire head-loop, the
ends of which were inserted into the hollow axis bar of the spring.The upper bow and the head of
the brooch are plain save for a narrow plain margin, defined by an impressed line, round the head
itself. The waist mouldings are carried less prominently round the back of the bow. The
pronounced waist button is plain and flanked by narrow plain mouldings with further plain
mouldings above and below. The lower bow has a light central ridge and terminates in a plain
transverse moulding above an elaborately moulded claw-like foot. The narrow catchplate
terminates at the plain transverse moulding at the end of the bow proper, above the foot. The
brooch is similar to one from Wall, Staffs., illustrated and discussed by Hattatt (Hattatt 1987, 128f.,
fig. 42, no. 947), particularly in the treatment of the foot-knob.There is a further similar example,
again with the claw-like foot, of unknown provenance, in the British Museum (British Museum
1964, 18–19, Fig. 9, no. 16, Acc. no. 78. 11-1.269).Trumpet brooches are thought to have evolved
by the middle of the first century A.D. (Boon and Savory 1975, 50–7; Hattatt 1985, 105) and
continued in use until late in the second century.
Context 163: Priory Street, Area A, charcoaly layer associated with hearth 103, Site Phase 6. Object
40016.

12. A fine example of a Trumpet brooch, in a good state of preservation. From the rear of the trumpet
head emerges a plate pierced to receive the axial bar of the spring and notched below to
accommodate the internal chord. Above the head emerges a cast head-plate, roughly oval in shape,
with a thick ribbed moulding a short way in from the edge encompassing a circular recess for a
setting, with a further small circular recess at the centre, and with a pronounced beak-like
moulding at the top, to either side of which short crescentic stubs emerge. There are slight
elongated leaf-like mouldings at the base of the head plate where it joins the top of the trumpet
head.The trumpet head itself is plain.The central ridge of the upper bow is beaded, as is a narrow
moulding which runs up the outer edges of the upper bow from the waist mouldings to curve round
in a scroll-like ornament to either side of the bow at its lower junction with the trumpet head.
Where the two parts of the rib join underneath the bow the rib is plain.The waist ornament is half-
round only but the back of the bow is neatly finished with flat transverse mouldings which follow
the pronounced mouldings of the front.The upper and lower sets of mouldings follow the pattern
of the waist knob itself which has a beaded button flanked by narrow plain mouldings but it
diverges from them in having further beaded mouldings, less prominent, beyond the plain ribs.The
leg has a beaded band running lengthwise between two grooves down the centre of the bow with
similar beaded borders to the outer edges of the bow. It terminates in a triple transverse moulding
like the upper and lower waist mouldings. Beyond is an elaborately knobbed foot recessed beneath
for a setting and with a beaded conical projection in the centre. The narrow catchplate is stepped
up from the foot knob; it carried linear ornament on the fold. Where it meets the bow just below
the lower waist moulding it is notched and rounded to give a curvilinear detail in profile. The
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brooch may be compared with a number of examples from Wroxeter. One from the 1913
excavations (Bushe-Fox 1914, 13, fig. 4, no. 4) is particularly close to the Carmarthen brooch in
its decorative detail but differs in having a pierced head-plate, or probably head-loop, though, with
the spring apparently supported on a single rearward lug at the back of the head, a wire head-loop
might have been expected. An example from the 1936–7 excavations at Wroxeter (Kenyon 1940,
223–4, fig. 15, no. 4) is slightly less similar in decorative detail but more nearly like the Carmarthen
brooch in having a circular head-plate with a central knob for a setting and with curved stubs
emerging from the top, again perhaps the remnant of a cast head-loop, though here too the spring
arrangement would more usually suggest a wire head-loop. A further example from the 1912
excavations (Bushe-Fox 1913, 25–6, fig. 9, no. 7) has a cast circular head-plate with provision for
a setting supporting an abbreviated cast head-loop; it has a hinged pin. Boon and Savory included
these brooches among their Late class, Type C, debased variants of their Type B — Trumpet
brooches with central moulding without petalling (Boon and Savory 1975, 60-1). Hattatt discussed
another two Trumpet brooches from Wroxeter each with a head-plate (Hattatt 1987, 129–31, no.
950, fig. 42 and 138–9, fig. 45, no. 969). One has the remnant of what is thought to be a head-loop
emerging from it, the other has an inverse crescentic piercing in the upper part of the plate to serve
as a head-loop and is clearly a member of the same family. Each of these brooches has its spring
secured between a pair of lugs at the rear of the head and so a cast head loop is not incompatible
with the spring arrangement. Hattatt, following Hull, suggests that these Trumpet brooches
equipped with head plates, known previously only from Wroxeter, are a local variant. Another
brooch from Wroxeter perhaps gives the clue as to whence the elaborate head-plate, which is the
chief distinguishing feature of this trumpet variant, derives. A cornelian inset in the foot of a
Trumpet brooch from the 1912 excavations (Bushe-Fox 1913, 25–6, fig. 9, no. 6) may well have
been matched by another in the deeply recessed cup-shaped button attached to its head-loop. Such
cup-shaped button collar ornaments are not confined to trumpet brooches, as a fine example on a
dolphin brooch from the Derbyshire Caves indicates (Smith 1909, 106, fig. 6). See also a trumpet
brooch with similar collar button also from the Derbyshire Caves (Storrs Fox 1911, 123, fig. 2). As
to the function of the head-plate, it seems likely that it served to form a cast head-loop even when
the spring arrangement was such as to suggest a wire head-loop would have been more appropriate.
Certainly there is no provision at the rear of any of the head-plates to secure a wire head-loop.Thus
the stubs emerging from the top of the head-plate of the Carmarthen brooch must represent the
remnant of a cast head-loop. The occurrence at Carmarthen of a type of brooch known to be a
highly localised product, formerly confined to Wroxeter, is of singular importance, reflecting, as it
does, the widespread area over which a small-scale manufacturer of brooches could expect his
goods to be marketed.
Context 300: Priory Street, Area B, unstratified from garden soil in site clearance. Object 40035.

13. Two fragments of an enamelled Trumpet brooch comprising (i) the head with rearward plate,
spring mechanism and internal chord, and (ii) the waist knob. The two fragments no longer join.
The trumpet head has a narrow, plain outer margin defined by an impressed groove and rises to a
peak where a head stop or, perhaps more likely, a cast head-loop emerged. Though enamel
ornament is not an uncommon form of decoration on sprung Trumpet brooches, the design as
evidenced on this example from Carmarthen is unusual. As extant, the ornament is as follows: two
elongated petals of enamel, now decayed to yellow, lie on each side of a medial bronze wall; the
petals are encompassed by an inverted elongated horse-shoe of vivid blue enamel broken at the top
by a small lozengic island of bronze; beyond the blue enamel, on each side of the head, is a further
panel describing a curvilinear triangular perimeter to the enamelled field; each such panel is inset
with enamel, now decayed to yellow, interrupted by a bronze scroll which emerges from the wall of
the blue cell; at the top these panels do not join but are separated by another small island of bronze.
The second fragment of the brooch reveals that the lower end of the enamel ornament on the upper
bow consisted of two enamelled triangles back to back on either side of a medial bronze wall to
form a lozenge — a motif common in this position on enamelled Trumpet brooches (see Bateson
1981, fig. 3A and Hattatt 1987, 132–4, fig. 43, no. 957 for examples). Any ornament on the lower
bow is lost. The waist mouldings are plain, perfunctory and half round only.
Context 12,736: Church Street, post-medieval pit. Object 40500.

14. The upper part of a Trumpet brooch, originally ‘silvered’. A rearward plate behind the head
accommodated the hollow axis bar of the spring with internal chord; at the top of the plate is the
remnant of a stop for a wire head-loop. The trumpet head has a broad plain outer border; where
the bow emerges from this border there are heavy mouldings which take the form of confronted
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question marks to either side of the bow. Down the centre of the upper bow runs a panel of
longitudinal ribbing. The plain waist moulding is half-round only. The brooch may be compared
with a closely similar though heavier example from Whitton; see Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981, 172,
174, fig. 70, no. 21, where the derivation of the decorative motif is discussed.
Context: Priory Street, Area A, unstratified in garden soil. Object 40357.

15. A fragmentary debased Trumpet brooch with the trumpet head set into a plate and with the spring,
with internal chord, held by means of an iron axial bar supported on a pair of pierced lugs at the
rear. The original shape of the plate, now roughly rectangular, is not determinable and the cast
head-loop is lost. The upper bow is triangular in cross-section so that the trumpet head itself
consists of little more than two lobe-shaped flat mouldings against the plate. The half round
mouldings at the waist are plain.The broad flat leg tapers and is broken part way along its length.
It is plain save for a narrow outer margin defined by an incised line, visible now on one edge only.
The brooch is closely related to the ‘Chester’Type as defined by Hull in the Nor’nour Report (Hull
1967, 42, fig. 17, no. 108) differing from it in having the trumpet head proper set into a plate and
in the two-lug spring arrangement. Depending upon the original shape of the plate, the brooch may
be related to the sub-group characterised by its curved head plate and quadruple plain mouldings
at the waist exemplified at Wroxeter (Bushe-Fox 1913, 28, fig. 10, no. 8) and in the following
example from Carmarthen and further discussed by Hattatt in respect of an example from Wall,
Staffs. (Hattatt 1985, 111, fig. 45, no. 439) though it differs from this group in the number of its
waist mouldings. It is perhaps less closely related to another sub- group of plate-headed Trumpet
brooches characterised by a rectangular plate at the head and lobed mouldings part way down the
upper bow and evidenced at Caerleon with acanthus moulding at the waist (Wheeler and Wheeler
1928, 164, fig. 13, no. 16; Zienkiewicz 1986, 169–70, fig. 54, no. 4) and discussed by Hattatt in
respect of an example with plain waist mouldings from Lechlade, Glos. (Hattatt 1987, 136–7, fig.
44, no. 964). Boon and Savory suggest that the two-lug spring arrangement pertains to later
Trumpet brooches and their derivatives rather than early ones (Boon and Savory 1975, 54). Coarse
?fabric fibres were recovered from around the spring.

16. A broken, badly abraded, debased Trumpet brooch of the sub-group mentioned above (no. 15)
which has the trumpet head set against a curved plate and quadruple plain mouldings at the waist.
The spring was accommodated in a hollow housing at the rear of the head with two pierced lugs
to either side to secure the axial bar.The cast head loop emerged directly from the plate. Again the
upper bow is of triangular cross-section reducing the trumpet head to two lobe-shaped mouldings
against the plate.There are four mouldings at the waist including the more prominent waist button.
All are half round only, save for that immediately above the button which is sketchily rendered at
the rear.The lightly ridged lower bow was plain save for a narrow border defined by an incised line.
It tapered to a transverse moulding above a severely abraded moulded foot-knob.The brooch may
be compared with a better preserved example from Wroxeter (Bushe-Fox 1913, 28, fig. 10, no. 8).
The type is discussed by Hattatt (Hattatt 1985, 111, fig. 45, no. 439).
Context 12,504: Church Street, in post-medieval garden trench. Object 40501.

Disc and Trumpet brooch
17. Fragments of a brooch of Disc and Trumpet type. The trumpet head remains, hollow behind to

accommodate the spring but now lacking the lugs to support its axis bar. Where the cast head-loop
has been broken off it has taken part of the narrow outer border of the trumpet head with it.The head
is decorated with two circular eyes inlaid with silver, one to either side of a medial groove which is
also inlaid with silver. The disc has two concentric rings of enamel, the inner pale green, centred on
a circle of bronze and separated and bordered by bronze walls all of which were silvered. Little
survives of the outer border of the disc but it shows evidence of lugs projecting from its perimeter and
was also silvered. Fragments of the spring and its axial bar, both of bronze wire, survive.The type has
been fully discussed by Richardson (1960, 200–13) and further examples have been published by
Hattatt (1982, 110, fig. 47, no. 87; 1985, 113, fig. 47 nos 450–3; 1987, 140, fig. 46, nos 970–1).The
type is thought to have been in use for a little over fifty years, from before A.D. 150 to the end of the
second century. Although brooches of this type were not produced in large numbers, Richardson’s
catalogue shows that they are distributed over the whole province though confined to the eastern
fringes of Wales with three examples from Wroxeter (Richardson 1960, 208, nos 13–15), three from
Caerwent (idem, 209, nos 17–19) and two from Caerleon (idem 209, no. 20 and a further fragment,
also from the extra-mural settlement, see Boon unpublished no. 42). Since her study of the type, an
example from the Dan-yr-Ogof Caves, Brecs., has extended their distribution into central Wales
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(Mason 1968, 44–5, fig. 10, no. 5). The Carmarthen brooch is thus particularly valuable since it
provides evidence of the penetration of the Disc and Trumpet type so far into west Wales. See the
archive report for a detailed metallurgical analysis by Kate Hunter, UCC Conservation Laboratory.
Context: Priory Street, Area B, in garden soil, machine clearance. Object 40341.

Trumpet/Trumpet variant
18. (Not illustrated.) The head of a Trumpet brooch or of a Trumpet variant. The rear of the head is

recessed to hold the lost spring which was secured by means of two pierced lugs, also lost, to
support the axial bar (see nos 15–17 above). The trumpet head is plain save for a narrow, plain
margin around its outer edge. The cast head-loop is lost.
Context 5288: Priory Street, Area C, fill of street-side drain, Site Phase 7. Object 40178.

19. (Not illustrated.) Poorly preserved fragment of a brooch with simple half-round mouldings at the
waist and with narrow, ridged upper and lower bows. Perhaps part of a crude Trumpet or Trumpet
variant.
Context 50: Priory Street, Area A, late soil forming over hearth 103, Site Phase 7. Object 40243.

Hinged T-shaped enamelled brooches
20. A Hinged T-shaped enamelled brooch.There is a cast head-loop, now broken.The cross-bar which

houses the iron pivot for the pin has its front face squared off and carries a light moulding at each
end. The broad upper bow describes a sharp angle at the head and tapers towards the waist. It
carries a panel of ornament comprising two lengthwise rectangular cells which still partly retain
their orange enamel inlay. The upper bow terminates in a plain transverse moulding above a waist
knob which comprises a pronounced facetted button flanked, above and below, by slightly lobed
mouldings, the whole of the button moulding being hollow behind. The tapering lower bow is
broken a short way down its length. It is separated from the button moulding by a narrow
transverse moulding and is sharply ridged longitudinally.The catchplate is drawn out from a point
level with the lower of the mouldings flanking the button and is ‘one-sided’. The brooch belongs
to Hull’s Nor’nour Type 7 (Hull 1967, 31–2, fig. 11, nos 9, 10) T-shaped brooches with a wide,
enamelled head and more or less elaborate button, a type later identified by him as one of a regional
series of related T-shaped types centred in the Lower Severn and having a substantial concentration
in south-east Wales (Hattatt 1987, 102–5, fig. 36). In his discussion of the Nor’nour examples Hull
noted a diversity within the type of the enamel decoration on the upper bow and remarked on the
hollow nature of the rear of the button. Among the overall series the one-sided catchplate is not
uncommon, but its occurrence across a diversity of types suggests it cannot be considered
diagnostic in identifying the repertoire of an individual craftsman. Because of their diversity and
popularity, T-shaped brooches are not easy to date. That they originated not earlier than the last
quarter of the first century A.D. is suggested by their Polden Hill ancestry and their extensive use
of enamel. The majority seem to be of second-century date.
Context 1121: Priory Street, Area B, soil over ‘yard’ surface over site of early ‘annexe’ to B5 Site
Phase 7. Object 40080.

21. A hinged T-shaped brooch without enamel ornament. The brooch is broken at the waist and there
is no longer a true join.There is the remnant of a cast head-loop on a slight pedestal above the head.
The cross-bar has its front face squared off but there is no evidence of moulding at the ends. The
bow describes a sharp angle at the head.The brooch is slender overall but tapers from a wider head
to a narrow leg and ends in a foot-knob. The upper bow is decorated with two rectangular grooves
separated from each other, and surrounded, by bronze walls, but now without any evidence of
enamel. It is hollowed behind. Any moulding that there may have been at the waist is now lost.The
leg shows some evidence of a slight longitudinal groove between two ridges.The catchplate is ‘one-
sided’. The brooch is a ?non-enamelled variant of Hull’s Nor’nour Type 8 (Hull 1967, 31–7, figs
11–13, nos 11–32), T-shaped brooches with a wide, enamelled head, the button slightly indicated
often by only two leaves, sometimes not at all. Again Hull subsequently recognised this Type as one
of the regional series of related T-shaped Types centred on the Lower Severn (see no. 20).
Context 166: see no. 10. Object 40026.

Wheel brooch
22. Plain Wheel brooch with four straight spokes and a prominent boss at the hub. The pin was hinged

to lie behind one pair of spokes. The felloe has pronounced marginal mouldings, the band between
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being chamfered to either side of a light concentric ridge. The boss is cast in one with the hub and
comprises a cup-shaped moulding with a small central knob which stands proud of the rim. The
brooch is not enamelled. Wheel brooches are known from Gaul, the Rhine and Britain. They have
been discussed and classified by Miranda Aldhouse-Green with particular reference to their possible
religious associations (M. Green 1982). The Carmarthen brooch belongs to Type 1 of her
classification though it lacks ribbing on the spokes. Hattatt, following Hull (Hattatt 1987, 158, no.
1004), has identified brooches of the Carmarthen type, with the integral boss at the hub and without
peripheral lugs, as being of native British manufacture. Aldhouse-Green noted two main
concentrations of Wheel brooches in Britain, on the eastern side of Hadrian’s Wall and in south-east
England, and remarked the example from Margam Beach, West Glamorgan, as an outlier. The
discovery of an example in Carmarthen suggests that the distribution pattern is as yet imperfectly
known. But the incidence of the type in west Wales should occasion no surprise in view of the known
examples of wheel pendants, albeit in gold, at Dolaucothi (M. Green 1978, 59; British Museum
1964, 28, no. 1, the latter formerly thought to have come from Llandovery). The series as a whole
has a wide date range with examples from Claudian to fourth-century A.D. contexts (M. Green 1982,
168). Hattatt suggests a late first-century A.D. date for wheel brooches of the Carmarthen type.
Context 12,519: Church Street, from debris over Street 12,511, see FIG. 4.3. Object 40502.

Disc brooches
23. Large enamelled disc brooch with an applied conical stud at the centre and with concentric bands

of enamel on the face. The brooch has a sprung pin, with internal chord, secured by a bronze bar
passing through two pierced lugs to the rear. The conical stud with a small knob on the top is of
separate manufacture from the disc element of the brooch and was attached to it (by means of
solder?). The junction was concealed by a knurled rib superimposed on a bronze wall which
encircled the base of the cone. Beyond the knurled rib is a broad, concentric band of green enamel,
apparently originally uniform but now severely abraded at its inner edge inside the circle of
seventeen tinned bronze dots which break up the field. A narrow bronze wall encircles this band of
enamel. Beyond it is a further concentric band of enamel of dark blue colour contained within an
outer bronze wall, itself originally concealed beneath a raised band of tinned knurling. An almost
exact parallel to this unusual brooch was recovered from a later third-century context at Colchester
(N. Crummy 1983, 16–17, fig. 14, no. 83).The differences lie only in the number of dots that form
the circle within the inner zone of enamel and in the means of attaching the spring arrangement
and catchplate of the Colchester brooch. Indeed the fact that the spring furniture and the
catchplate are attached to plates soldered to the back of the Colchester brooch seems to suggest a
repair. Hull suggested a second-century date for the type and cited an exact parallel for the
Colchester brooch from Icklingham, Suffolk. The observable rarity of this type of brooch may be
slightly more apparent than real since, without its vulnerable and separately manufactured conical
knob, a brooch of the Carmarthen type would closely resemble those other disc brooches with
concentric rings of enamel which have their inner zone broken by a ring of dots. The latter type is
discussed by Bateson (1981, 39, fig. 5, no. 2, who mentions half a dozen examples but does not
cite them). Thus a brooch from Newstead (Curle 1911, 331, fig. 6, pl. 89, no. 4), described as
having lost its centre, may well belong to this category and a brooch from a second-century context
at Watercrook (Potter 1979, 207, 211, fig. 84, no. 15), again described as having lost its central
setting, is almost certainly the same as ours. A brooch from Coventina’s Well (Allason-Jones and
McKay 1985, 23–5, no. 42, and 92, pl. II, no. XIV) is another example of the Carmarthen type.
The ‘black glass’ conical inset may have been a variant of, or a replacement for, a bronze cone or
it may, perhaps, have been packing material to support and secure such a hollow cone. The same
applies to similar brooches also from Coventina’s Well (Allason-Jones and McKay 1985, no. 43)
and Corbridge (Bishop and Dore 1988, 162–3, fig. 77, no. 21), which differ from the Carmarthen
type in the wavy inner line of the outer bronze wall. Further enamelled, double concentric ring disc
brooches of wavy line type from Newstead (Curle 1911, 331, pl. 89, fig. 1, no. 3) and Ravenglass
(Potter 1979, 66–7, fig. 26, no. 5) are respectively described as having lost the central setting and
as showing traces of red enamel at its centre, and there is another example from Caerwent, the
material of its abraded central setting yet to be examined (Newport Museum acc. no. D2.166).
Probably the two, or more, methods of ornamenting the central areas of such brooches existed side
by side though it is noteworthy that, under certain conditions of deposition, packing and adhesive
agents for the attachment of a separate cone would leave a red corrosion product perhaps
resembling enamel to the naked eye.The Carmarthen type is clearly closely related to, and derived
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from, the plain Gaulish Tutulus type described by Feugère (Feugère 1985, 351–5,Type 25a).That
type dates from the Flavian period to the mid second century and is thought to have been
manufactured in East Central France. Although few examples of the type proper are known from
Britain (Hattatt 1987, 185–6), it is thought to foreshadow the British Glass centre boss type which
became popular in the third and fourth centuries. Despite its potentially greater popularity in
Britain than the vulnerability of its centre knob would lead one to suppose, the Tutulus brooch with
concentric rings of enamel ornament cannot be shown to have been an exclusively British
development from its Continental forebear since the type is also represented on the Continent, for
example in Germany (Exner 1939, 115,Taf. 17, no. 58) and, perhaps, Pannonia (Sellye 1939,Taf.
V, no. 5) where its central knob is likely to have been no less vulnerable than here.
Context 12,519: see 22. Object 40502.

24. Fragment of a ‘buckler’ brooch. The centre of the brooch, hollow behind, rises to a cupped stud
with a small central boss. There is a pronounced moulding round the extant edge of the brooch
and one projecting lug adjacent to the broken rearward plate which once formed part of the hinge-
or catch-plate.There are slight traces of two concentric incised lines close to the marginal rib.The
brooch was not enamelled. Hattatt (Hattatt 1987, 185f.), following Feugère (Feugère 1985, 351f.),
classifies disc brooches of this type, with a truncated cone at the centre (Feugère Type 25b), along
with those which have a complete cone at the centre (Feugère Type 25a), the predecessors of no.
23 above. But Feugère notes that the truncated cone type has a wider date range, Flavian to third
century, albeit with fluctuating popularity in the second half of the second century.The type is well
represented in Wales with one example from Caerwent (Newport Mus. Acc. no. D2.160) and three
from Caerleon (Amphitheatre, Wheeler and Wheeler 1928, 166, fig. 14, no. 20; Fortress Baths,
Zienkiewicz 1986, 172, fig. 55, no. 23; extra-mural settlement, Boon unpublished, no. 49), with a
further example from Pentre Farm, Flints (O’Leary et al. 1989, 64–5, fig. 21, no. 2). It is also
represented at Wroxeter (Bushe-Fox 1916, 25 pl. XVI no. 12). Further examples from Britain are
listed by Feugère (1985, 355, nos 1–17).The type is thought likely to have been manufactured both
in Britain and in France and Hattatt notes a concentration in the Lower Severn area.
Context 12,331: Church Street, poorly stratified third/fourth-century soils. Object 40503.

25. An enamelled umbonate disc brooch. The brooch is badly damaged having lost the bordering
flange round one half of its circumference and all save one of the original eight peripheral lugs
being lost or badly damaged. The lug adjacent to the housing for the hinged pin was pierced to
form a chain loop; that which conceals the lower edge of the catchplate is intact and is decorated
with rib-and-groove concentric circle ornament though without any trace of enamel. What little
remains of the other peripheral lugs suggests that they too carried similar ornament.The bordering
flange is plain and flat and lacks the customary deep groove surrounding the umbo proper. The
latter rises in a sharp step from the border before assuming its conical shape. The conical area of
the umbo is decorated with a single row of elongated triangular cells of enamel radiating out from
a central ornament, now damaged but apparently consisting of a circular enamelled cell. The
brooch is hollow behind the umbo. Umbonate disc brooches are represented in south Wales by
examples from Usk (J. Webster 1995, 92, no. 68) and Caerwent (Newport Museum Acc. no.
D2.270), each of the common, small type with two concentric circles of radiating triangular
enamelled cells and four peripheral lugs, that adjacent to the hinge being perforated to serve as a
head loop. Two further types are represented at Caerleon (Evans and Metcalf 1992, 110–11, no.
11; Nash-Williams 1932a, 82–3, fig. 32, no. 14) both with four-petalled flower motifs, that from
Prysg Field being much larger, with a central umbo surrounded by an enamelled border with a
petal design, both with peripheral lugs. The family of enamelled umbonate disc brooches is
discussed extensively by Hattatt (Hattatt 1987, 179ff.), who notes their British manufacture and
second-century date. He distinguishes as a separate sub-group the small number of brooches so far
known which, like the Carmarthen example, have a raised conical centre, decorated with a single
row of elongated triangular cells of enamel, surrounded by a flat border with rounded lugs bearing
concentric ring ornament.The Carmarthen example differs from other members of the sub-group
in the absence of a small knob at the peak of the cone. Hattatt’s distribution map shows a
concentration of enamelled umbonate disc brooches in the south-east of Britain. Examples of our
sub-group, of known provenance, were, according to him, confined solely to an area south and east
of the Fosse Way, though it should be noted that Hattatt’s distribution map does not include the
most northerly example known to him, from Grimsby (Hattatt 1985, no. 537). Since only six, or
seven with the Grimsby brooch, provenanced examples were known the discovery of an example
from as far west as Carmarthen is the more valuable since it not only extends their distribution but
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also suggests that their geographical concentration may be more apparent than real. This
suggestion is reinforced if a brooch from Ravenglass of the same general form but with more lavish
use of enamel and with a scalloped edge to the flange instead of peripheral lugs (Potter 1979, 66–7,
no. 2) is seen as a variant of the sub group in question. It is perhaps worth noting the distribution
of colours as they survive in the enamelled cells of the Carmarthen brooch. Four cells, forming a
cross, retain their original orange colour, each is flanked on either side by cells containing what is
now a brownish/black enamel while the enamel in the cells which lie between the brown/black ones,
four in number, again forming a cross, is decayed to pale green. The brooch should be compared
in particular with an example from London (Wheeler 1930, 96, 99, fig. 29, no. 37 — note: the
profile view of this brooch is misplaced and appears under no. 38).
Context 12,385: Church Street, part ditch fill of Phase 1 defences. Object 40504.

26. A circular plate brooch with an open centre and four peripheral lugs. Although there is now no trace
of enamel the pierced disc which forms the main element of the brooch has upstanding bronze walls
round its outer and inner edges which may suggest the original presence of inlay. Of the four
peripheral lugs those which conceal the hinge mechanism and catchplate are solid with ring and dot
decoration and each is embellished with flanking basal knobs and a further knob at the outer edge;
the remaining two lugs differ in that each has a circular central piercing. The pin was hinged, the
pivot bar having been accommodated between two loops, rather than plates, cast in one with the lug
that conceals them. From Britain a limited number of circular plate brooches with open centres and
peripheral lugs are known. They are discussed briefly by Hattatt (Hattatt 1987, 178, fig. 57, no.
1057) who notes that, of the five known to him, all are enamelled, the predominating pattern being
a wide band of alternating colours of enamel without dividing walls, a scheme of decoration
particularly prone to loss since, in an attempt to avoid running together different coloured enamels,
lower temperatures may have been employed, leading to inadequate adhesion with the copper alloy
cell. But the brooches discussed by Hattatt differ from the Carmarthen example in having six
peripheral lugs each, none with the same complicated outline as the Carmarthen lugs nor with their
open-work feature, though concentric circle decoration on the lug is noted on two examples. A
Lozengic plate brooch with an open centre, from the Winchester area, also decorated with
contiguous panels of different coloured enamels, has four peripheral lugs of similar shape to those
of the Carmarthen brooch and, though those associated with the fastening mechanism are
enamelled, the other two have large central piercings like the Carmarthen example (Hattatt 1985,
158, fig. 66, no. 576). Hattatt suggests a Continental origin for such lozengic brooches with
examples evidenced from the Rhineland and Pannonia. Lugs similar to those on the Winchester
piece occur on a further brooch illustrated and discussed by Exner (Exner 1939, 101, Taf. 12, 18,
no. 16) represented at Thiergarten-Hermeskeil and Zugmantel. Feugère has two examples of
circular plate brooches with an open centre, one, from Annecy, enamelled with contiguous panels of
alternating colours and with four complex peripheral lugs with ring and dot decoration, the other,
from Montmaurin, now without traces of enamel, with four simple lugs. These he classifies as his
Type 27c dated to the second half of the second century and the beginning of the third (Feugère
1985, 368–72, pl. 154, nos 1930, 1937). From the Rhineland Exner illustrates a small circular plate
brooch with an open centre, four peripheral lugs and enamel decoration. He records examples from
Bonn, Mainz and Saalburg (Exner 1939, 112, Taf. 15, 9, no. 47). It is this group of brooches that
the Carmarthen example most closely resembles, the distinguishing similarities being the size and
the number of lugs.That lugs of a similar pattern to those of the Carmarthen brooch are also known
to have been in use on open centred enamelled plate brooches of other geometric shapes made in
the Rhineland strengthens the suggestion of a Rhenish origin for the Carmarthen piece. The early
third-century deposition of the Carmarthen brooch is useful confirmation of the suggested, but
largely unconfirmed, second-century and later date range for this whole family of brooches.
Context 1223: Priory Street, Area B, within early floor surface of B5, early third century? Object
40082.

27. A small enamelled disc brooch with a tiny two-coil spring, with internal chord, secured between two
pierced lugs to the rear of the brooch.The decoration is contained within a narrow outer border of
bronze.The enamel inlay, of two colours, black and red, occupies two zones separated by a scalloped
hexagonal septum with large bronze roundels at the points; a further large bronze roundel occupies
the centre of the brooch. Such brooches were classified by Hull as his Type 253 and are discussed
by Hattatt (1982, 138, fig. 58, no. 118; 1985, 141, fig. 60, no. 518; 1987, 376, fig. 124, no. 1409)
who suggests a second-century date for them with a wide distribution in Britain. Bateson mentions
the existence of ‘about two dozen’ examples, the majority from the south of the country, and
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distinguishes within the overall group those examples which, like the Carmarthen pieces, have black
enamel in the outer zone (Bateson 1981, 40, fig. 5, nos 10, 11).The technical report by M.K. Bunn,
summarised below, explains, with reference to the study by Bateson and Hedges of another such
brooch from Derbyshire, the technological achievement which the use of black enamel in these small
disc brooches represents. Small enamelled disc brooches of this type, but not necessarily with the
same combination of colours, are represented in south Wales by examples from Usk (J. Webster
1995, 91–2, nos 65, 67) and Caerwent (Newport Mus. Acc. no. D2.269).

Technical report by M.K. Bunn

The metal is probably bronze, although the surfaces nearest the enamel have corroded to give an
unusually white metal appearance. Microscopic examination showed the presence of parallel
striation marks across the surface of both the enamel and the metal.There are two cells present, an
inner six-lobed septum with opaque ‘sealing wax’ red enamel (Biek and Bailey 1979, 11) and an
outer one containing what appears to be black enamel (for other examples see Thompson 1965,
83, fig. 20, no. 9; Mackreth 1973, 26, fig. 27; or Bateson and Hedges 1975, 179, no. 11). Under
microscopic examination a thin line of red can be seen around the edge of the black enamel. This
phenomenon is described by Bateson and Hedges (1975, 184) as occurring on a parallel brooch
from Derbyshire. They suggest that the black overlays red enamel and would have been pressed
into the cell whilst still hot or applied as a frit.This technique is known as floating (Bateson 1981,
98). The red coloured enamel would have been obtained by the inclusion of reduced Copper (I)
oxide (Cu20) or elemental copper in a lead glass.The lead influences the physical properties of the
glass such as melting point, coefficient of expansion, colour and in the case of Copper (I) oxide,
high temperature solubility (Bateson and Hedges 1975, 181). The black enamel is of particular
interest. Analysis of a similar brooch by Bateson and Hedges (1975, 184) found that the main
colourant was Iron (III) oxide (Fe203) which constitutes 10 per cent (%wt) of the glass
composition.The proportion of lead present is noticeably low, under 1 per cent, technically making
the substance a glass not an enamel. This would probably cause technical difficulties in applying
the black directly to the metal, hence the use of the floating technique described above. It must also
be noted that black glasses may be achieved by the addition of a large amount of colourant.
Context 11,047: Parade Road, fill of drain 11,043 (see FIG. 6.3). Object 40515.

Lozengic plate-brooch with millefiori
28. Small, lozengic brooch, square or nearly so in form, with peripheral lugs, now largely lost, and with

a raised central panel with millefiori inlay. At the rear of the brooch the stubs of the pair of lugs
which supported the hinged pin remain at one corner with the small fragment of an ornamental
lug above, and there are traces only of the catchplate at the opposite corner.The back of the brooch
is deeply recessed with a wide circular well which occupies most of the area and has a small circular
recess surrounded by a thin rim at its centre. The pattern of the peripheral lugs seems to have
comprised four corner lugs, of which only the stubs remain, and four further lugs, each with
impressed concentric circle ornament, situated one in the middle of each side. The lugs emerge
from the base of the stepped peripheral border of the brooch.This narrow border is decorated with
fine impressed serrations. The outer frame of the raised central panel is stepped up immediately
inside the outer border; it carries decoration in the form of a line of tiny impressed dots which run
longitudinally down the centre of each wall. The panel of millefiori ornament seems to have
consisted of a nine part design incorporating five squares with a chequered design the most
complete example of which suggests that it originally comprised four white rods, one at each
corner, with four blue rods, each between two whites, with a centre rod of red, the whole set within
a red frame. What formerly remained of the other four squares suggested a scroll motif, perhaps
similar to Bateson’s Type D1 (Bateson 1981, 139, fig. 13). The brooch may be compared with a
closely similar one from Augst (Riha 1979, 190, Taf. 62, no. 1622). The corner lugs of the Augst
brooch are larger than the intermediate lugs, but where one fails to survive the stub is no more
substantial than those of the corner lugs of the Carmarthen piece, which suggests the possibility
that the Carmarthen piece, too, may have had similar, larger, corner lugs. The ornament of the
peripheral border of the brooch and of the frame of the central panel is the same in each case.The
millefiori ornament is more complex in the Augst brooch, the design being divided into an inner
nine-part field with an outer border of some sixteen squares. Riha notes the Augst brooch as
intermediate between her Types 7.14.1 — Disc brooches, with or without peripheral lugs, with
millefiori ornament on a raised central panel and a separately attached central knob, and 7.14.4 —
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Flat Disc, Rhomboid and Octagonal Plate brooches with millefiori ornament. She also notes its
extreme rarity. In her discussion of an example from Nettleton (Wedlake 1982, 131, 132, fig. 55,
no. 76), Toynbee noted the presence of a further such brooch in the Vatican Museum. The
Nettleton piece is very similar to the Carmarthen example though the platform which supports the
millefiori ornament is scarcely stepped up from the border; the millefiori itself includes chequers and
scroll motif squares and the brooch has a deep, circular recess to the rear. A Lozengic plate brooch
with millefiori ornament from South Shields (Allason-Jones and Miket 1984, 116–17, 3.141) is
larger with more complex corner lugs and a different arrangement of millefiori ornament on the
prominent platform; it, too, has a circular well to the rear. Allason-Jones and Miket note an exact
parallel for this example from Bardwell, near Ixworth, Suffolk. Hattatt discusses two further,
similar brooches, one from near Oxford (1982, 150–1, fig. 65, no. 144; 1989, 160–1, no. 144),
though he was initially uncertain whether this brooch was inlaid with true millefiori, the other from
Otford, Kent (Hattatt 1989, 160–1, fig. 75a). Another brooch, from Colchester (N. Crummy 1983,
16, 18, fig. 14, no. 89), may be a derivative. It lacks any vestige of a platform for the millefiori
ornament, has no perimeter lugs and is flat at the back. The treatment of the back of the
Carmarthen brooch is unusual but not unique. An enamelled disc brooch with a raised central
panel with millefiori ornament from Chichester has a circular well in the rear of the brooch with a
small opening surrounded by a bronze flange at the centre (Butcher 1978, 288, fig. 10.48, no. 1).
Butcher suggests that this may well have been a device for holding the brooch firmly during one of
the finishing processes or that it may represent a multi-purpose casting which would have allowed
a variety of decorative finishes. In the case of the Carmarthen brooch it is tempting to suggest that
this process was connected with millefiori ornament, perhaps the grinding down of the millefiori
after the initial firing (see Bateson 1981, 94, for a description of the millefiori inlay technique).The
mid/late second-century provenance of the piece provides useful confirmation of the suggested
currency of the type (see Riha 1979, 190).The type is, as yet, insufficiently well known and occurs
over an insufficiently cohesive geographical area to suggest its source of manufacture.
Context 6638: Priory Street, Area C pit fill, iron-working area, south of rebuilt C2, Site Phase 3.
Object 40304.

Brooches with bow in form of an enamelled plate
29. Hinged brooch with the bow in the form of an enamelled plate, with a zoomorphic foot. The iron

pivot for the pin was accommodated in a stout casing which extends almost to the full width of the
brooch. The casing has a squared front face with an upper transverse moulding and some trace of
terminal mouldings, leaving a plain horizontal panel to either side of the head in light relief (cf.
Lerat 1956, no. 265; Exner 1939, Taf. 8, no. 13 cited below). The lozengic enamelled plate which
forms the upper part of the bow is, in fact, a square, aligned with the bow across its corners rather
than its sides. An outer moulding defines the edge of the plate and, separated from the outer
moulding by a sharp groove, an inner moulding borders the decorative inlay. Each element of the
enamel ornament is contained within its own bronze-walled cell. The design comprises an inner
square of turquoise enamel within a curvilinear lozenge of orange enamel which has semi-circular
cells of turquoise enamel projecting from the centres of its curved sides into a field of now brown
enamel. Below the lozengic plate a pair of transverse mouldings separates the upper and lower bow.
The mouldings on the zoomorphic foot are severely abraded but the grooved ‘eyebrows’ and the
deeply cut eyes which presumably once held settings are visible as is the sharply tapered ridged
snout. There are slight traces of horizontal indented lines across the central vertical ridge which
runs upwards from the ‘eyebrows’, cf. the Lerat examples cited below. The brooch may be
compared with closely similar examples from Mandeure and Besançon discussed by Lerat (Lerat
1956, 35, pl. xiii, nos 264, 265) and with nine examples from the Rhine frontier discussed by Exner
(Exner 1939, 84, Taf. 8, no. 39). Sellye discusses three from Pannonia (Sellye 1939, 74, Taf. XI,
nos 13, 14). These brooches are of the small group classified by Feugère as his Type 26b2a and
noted by him as uncommon (Feugère 1985, 184, 375f. esp. p. 359).They are distinguished within
the wider family of hinged brooches with the bow in the form of an enamelled geometric plate,
often with zoomorphic foot, Feugère’s Type 26, by the square form of the lonzenge with the inlaid
design uninterrupted by mouldings (contrast Feugère’s Type 26b2b where the elongated lozengic
enamelled plate takes the form of two triangles turned back to back with a moulding between them,
with inlay in the form of small triangles). Dating evidence is scarce but if, as seems likely, the type
is derived, like its more numerous relative, Feugère’s Type 26b2b, from the Hod Hill brooch (see
Hattatt 1987, 150f. and fig 50, no. 993) the third/fourth-century provenance of the Carmarthen
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brooch must belie the type’s main period of currency.Though a long life is to be expected for what
must have been a costly brooch, imported, presumably, from the area of the German frontier, in
view not only of its antecedents but also of its main, if limited, distribution.
Context 12,331: see 24. Object 40505.

30. (PLATE 8.1) Another hinged brooch with the bow in the form of an enamelled plate, with a
zoomorphic foot. Now lost. This report is based on Kate Hunter’s excellent photographic record
during conservation.The iron pivot for the hinged pin was secured in a separate casing behind, and
extending the full width of, the head.The enamelled plate which forms the upper part of the bow is
of unusual form. Its upper and lower edges are defined by bar-like transverse mouldings; the upper
with a knurled band between two horizontal mouldings, the lower apparently with a lateral band of
incised chevron ornament. Between these two bars the plate is of waisted curvilinear form. The
enamel ornament, again with each colour set in a separate bronze walled cell, comprises two curved
bands of orange inlay set back to back with turquoise enamel in the two triangular spaces remaining.
Below the plate the bow is sharply waisted with some transverse moulding above the zoomorphic
terminal. The deeply cut eye which has lost its original setting remains well defined as does the
narrow, squared snout but the eye which retained its setting is obscured by corrosion. The brooch
belongs within the same parent family as no. 29 above, namely Feugère’s Type 26, and is probably of
second-century, or a little later, manufacture.The form of the enamelled plate is rare but the brooch
may be compared with a closely similar example from Baden in Switzerland (Ettlinger 1973, 107–8,
Taf. 12, no. 5,Type 37). An Equal Ended Plate brooch discussed by Riha (Riha 1979, 194,Taf. 63,
no. 1659) has a similar-shaped plate though without the horizontal bars defining the upper and lower
edges.The enamel design scheme recurs in cruder form on another Equal Ended plate brooch from
Norfolk discussed by Hattatt (Hattatt 1985, 153, fig. 64, no. 558) where the plate is less closely
similar to the Carmarthen example, though defined above and below by slight horizontal mouldings.
Context 7096: Priory Street, Area C, occupation debris in corridor of C1, Site Phase 2. Object
40327.

Knee brooches
31. A ‘silvered’ Knee brooch.The spring, with an internal chord, was secured by means of an axial bar,

perhaps of iron, passing through a pierced lug cast in one with the rear of the head.The bow itself
is of inverted baluster form. Its upper part carries two central longitudinal mouldings separated by
a groove and decorated with diagonal incised line ornament. A Knee brooch from Pannonia
discussed by Patek (Patek 1942,Taf. xxii, no. 15) has a band of somewhat similar ornament down
the full length of the bow.The lower part of the bow is markedly facetted and splays out to form a
square foot. The catchplate is stepped up from the foot. The head plate is complex. It curves
outwards to either side of the head as if to form a fan-shaped plate but merges, above the head,
with a narrow transverse band from which projects a pierced roundel, perhaps a chain loop, though
the hole is very tiny.The upper bow is hollow behind.The brooch is of unusual form and, because
of its complex head plate, might be expected to be Rhenish or Pannonian in manufacture but for
its pierced roundel which, if it was indeed intended to serve as a chain loop, suggests a British
origin. Among other examples of Knee brooches from south Wales are fourteen examples from
Caerleon, of which eight are plate-headed and two have a semi-cylindrical spring cover at the head
(Wheeler and Wheeler 1928, 164, fig. 14, no. 18; Nash-Williams 1932a, 82, fig. 32, no. 12; Boon
unpublished, nos 46–47 and another fragment, both the latter with a semi-cylindrical spring cover
at the head; Zienkiewicz 1986, 170, fig. 54, no. 8, 172, fig. 55, nos 15–18; J.Webster 1992, 93, fig.
28, nos 13–15; and an unpublished example from St Cadocs); one from Usk, plate-headed (J.
Webster 1995, 93 and 95, fig. 28, no. 71); one from Abergavenny with a semi-cylindrical spring
cover (J.Webster in Blockley et al. 1993, 203, fig. 11, no. 8); four from Caerwent, two plate-headed,
one with a semi-cylindrical spring cover and one of the rare twin upper bow form (Newport Mus.
nos 85.176.11 and 12, 85.196.16 and 85.176.13); and two from Whitton, plate-headed (Jarrett and
Wrathmell 1981, 175, fig. 71, nos 27–28). Knee brooches are generally assigned a mid second to
mid third-century date. For a general discussion of Knee brooches in Britain and further
references, see Hattatt 1987, 261–72.
Context 15,002: Priory Street 1987, late or sub-Roman soil. Object 40523.

32. A small dainty Knee brooch.The spring, with internal chord, is housed in a semi-cylindrical cover
with pierced disc terminals for the axial bar and the remnant of a tiny, cast head-loop. The spring
cover is decorated with a transverse band, perhaps originally with applied silver (see below), with
a prominent silver eye at one end and with traces of another, now lost, at the other end.The slender
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bow tapers to a narrow ankle and widens out to form the foot. It is of solid D-shaped cross-section,
flat at the back but with a prominent decorative band running lengthwise down the centre front.
This band is also silvered.Technical analysis of the brooch by Kate Hunter has shown that the silver
ornament of the extant eye and of the median rib down the bow was attached to the brooch in each
case by a layer of solder which remains, albeit corroded, in situ. Hunter further suggests that the
second eye has been lost as a result of the corrosion of its solder. Hattatt discusses two small Knee
brooches from Oxfordshire (Hattatt 1985, 121–22, fig. 52, no. 479) and Silchester (Hattatt 1987,
262–4, fig. 82, no. 1222) which have silver decoration similar to the Carmarthen example. His
Oxfordshire brooch is closer to the Carmarthen piece with the same spring arrangement, though
no head-loop, and with a similar pattern of silver ornament though the eyes on the spring cover are
placed below the transverse band and the bow has additional half eyes down each side. He refers
to further examples from Ancaster (Hattatt 1982, 116, fig. 51, no. 94) and Traprain Law
(Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 1 (1915–16), 97, fig. 22) which have a silver rib
down the bow with eyes to either side but with enamel decoration to their fan-shaped head plates.
Despite the high incidence of the Knee brooch in the military zones of the Rhineland and Pannonia
(Hattatt 1987, 262) the dainty type with applied silver ornament appears to be a scarcely
represented native British type, an origin which the head-loops of the Silchester and Carmarthen
examples serves to confirm.The Knee brooch is well known for its popularity among the military,
a popularity reflected in its distribution in south Wales (see no. 31 above) as well as in the province
as a whole (Hattatt 1987, 262). This dainty, expensively decorated sub-group may, however, have
been the prerogative of women, and presumably wealthy women at that, which may in part account
for its low incidence. The presence of this brooch in an early/mid third-century context is entirely
consistent with the known date range of the type.
Context 1573: Priory Street, Area B, soil build-up contemporary with B5, Site Phase 6. Object
40095.

Rectangular and lozengic plate brooches with applied repoussé ornament
33. Rectangular plate brooch, damaged, with evidence of applied repoussé decoration.The brooch had

a hinged pin, secured between two lugs at the rear, and an extended catchplate.The front face of the
brooch is badly damaged and its outer repoussé sheet is totally lost.The underlying plate comprised
a hollowed rectangle within a slight, plain, narrow, outer border. On top of that lies another layer of
corroded alloy which seems originally to have covered even the outer border of the underlying plate,
though it may have repeated the border moulding.There is some trace of a line of milled or beaded
ornament parallel to but within the line of the outer border.The central area of this layer is cut away
in a now irregular but partially curved shape to reveal a white-metal mass protruding above the
surrounding surface.There seems little doubt that this now unrecognisable motif was originally the
figure of an animal rendered in fairly high relief, like the leopard or panther in repoussé within a
milled border on a similar rectangular plate brooch from Camerton (Wedlake 1958, 232, fig. 55, no.
54A).Though no attempt can be made to identify the animal on the Carmarthen piece, it is perhaps
worth noting that what appears to be the head of the animal remains in higher relief than the rest
and perhaps retains a flake of its original bronze outer surface and that the white-metal served not
only as an adhesive but also as packing under the repoussé figure. Further, the fact that the lines of
front and back legs, in much lower relief than the rest of the figure, may be visible in the surrounding
layer of corroded alloy, and that the fragment of milled border certainly is, suggests that final
working of the repoussé decoration was completed after the decorative sheet had been fixed in place.
Hattatt (1987, 197–202) discusses rectangular plate brooches noting that their numbers are limited
and that they are confined to Britain, although Feugère includes a rectangular form in his type series
(Feugère 1985, 184, 26d 2, 357). Design schemes fall into formal geometric patterns, as in an
example from Caerwent (Newport Mus. Acc. no. 84-29 E25), curvilinear patterns, as in examples
from Great Chesterford and Norfolk (Hattatt 1987, 201, fig. 63, no. 1097; Hattatt 1985, 165, fig.
67, no. 585), and animal motifs of which perhaps the most relevant here is that from Old Sarum
depicting a hunting dog or its prey (Hattatt 1985, 163, fig. 67, no. 586). But the Carmarthen and
Camerton brooches, although they fall within the same classification, differ significantly from those
discussed by Hattatt in that their decoration consists not of enamel ornament but of repoussé
ornament on an applied sheet of bronze. Another rectangular plate brooch from Caerwent (Newport
Mus. Acc. no. 85-176.1), of similar dimensions to the Carmarthen brooch, with its decoration lost
but with a white-metal filling to the hollowed interior may be another of the same type as the
Carmarthen and Camerton brooches.The present very limited evidence seems to suggest that these
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are a distinctive localised sub-group within the already small family of British rectangular plate
brooches, though it should perhaps be borne in mind that brooches with appliqué decoration
seldom survive in good condition (Hattatt and Webster 1985) and that therefore some examples may
have escaped recognition. The recovery of the Carmarthen brooch from a mid/late second-century
context is of particular value in helping to establish the date of such brooches since the Camerton
example was found in a mid third-century provenance.
Context 182: Priory Street, Area A, soil like 197, in front of A2, Site Phase 3. Object 40047.

34. Fragments of a hinged lozengic plate brooch, originally with applied ornament. The brooch
comprises two fragments and is incomplete. It retains intact its hinge mechanism and elongated
catchplate. It takes the shape of an elongated lozenge and comprises a hollowed area within a plain,
narrow outer border. On top of that lies a distinct layer of corroded metallic material, the remnant
of the adhesive material by which a piece of sheet bronze with repoussé ornament was attached to
the plate. While lozengic plate brooches, variously decorated, are not uncommon in Britain, both
of native manufacture and as Continental imports (Hattatt 1987, 197), known examples of the type
with applied repoussé ornament are extremely rare. Hattatt cites three examples (Hattatt 1985,
177, fig. 72, no. 628) from Norfolk, Lowbury Hill, Berks., and Castell Collen. A further example
is evidenced from Carmarthen from the same context as this one, see no. 35 below, and two more
are known from Caerwent (Newport Mus. Acc. no. D2 153, 85-103.3).There is a further example
from a late first/second-century A.D. context at Nettleton,Wilts. (Wedlake 1982, 129, 132, fig. 54,
no. 74). Although the caveat mentioned above (no. 33), that further examples may have escaped
recognition due to deterioration, should be borne in mind here too, the distinctly westerly
distribution of these lozengic brooches, together perhaps with the evidence of the rectangular plate
brooches with applied repoussé ornament, suggests a source of manufacture if not in, then
certainly close to, south Wales. Certainly the evidence of disc brooches with applied repoussé
ornament suggests that they are the products of several separate small workshops, perhaps even of
single craftsmen, each producing small quantities of brooches to its own single design and having
a concentrated local distribution though with some outliers (Hattatt and Webster 1985, 434–7; J.
Webster 1986, 51–2, fig. 1, no. 3).While the lozengic brooches with applied repoussé ornament are
clearly the product of a different source from the similar disc brooches, it is less certain whether
they can be divorced from the rectangular brooches of the same type. Examples of both occur at
both Carmarthen and Caerwent, but it should perhaps be noted that the motif of the Norfolk
brooch, if it is typical of the lozengic plate brooch with applied repoussé ornament, is very different
from the animal motif of at least two of the rectangular brooches. Also, it does not require the
technique of packing the high relief repoussé work to give added support which the latter employ.
The Carmarthen brooch was recovered from a late second-century context suggesting a second-
century date of manufacture, which seems wholly appropriate.
Context 5871: Priory Street, Area C, extensive dump layer, Site Phase 4. Object 40214.

35. Fragment of another example of a lozengic plate brooch originally with applied repoussé ornament
like no. 34 with which it was found.The extant fragment retains the hinge mechanism for the pin.
Context 5871: see 34. Object 40358.

Cross-bow brooch
36. (PLATE 8.1). A fine example of a Cross-bow brooch. Since the brooch is now unfortunately lost, the

description and discussion below are based entirely on the excellent photographic record made by
Kate Hunter during conservation and must, inevitably, leave some questions of detail unanswered.
The brooch has large, flattened onion-shaped knobs, that at the head being separately applied to
the brooch.The pivot for the hinged pin passed through the elaborately moulded, narrow cross-bar
and emerged through the ends of the terminal knobs (see Riha 1979, 175, Abb. 31d); the knob at
the head seems to have terminated in a small peak to complement this feature. Each of the knobs
had a heavy splayed collar-moulding. The cross-bar, squared at the back, has, on the front face, a
decorative bracket to either side of the bow, each half being pierced, scalloped and embellished with
mouldings (cf. Riha 1979, Taf. 52, no. 1461 for example). The upper bow is of rectangular cross-
section and is decorated with a central groove flanked by triangular indentations to either side.
It is narrower and slightly shorter than the foot. The decoration terminates at the lowest point of
the curve of the upper bow which is then stepped back on to the foot. The rectangular foot has
linear ornament in the form of a narrow central groove with four small, oblong panels, one to each
side of the central groove at the top and bottom of the foot, defined by the chamfering of the mid
portion of the foot. Each of these panels is embellished with a small, conical moulding or dimple.
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PLATE 8.1. Bronze brooches 36, 30 and 7, during conservation at the Department of Archaeology,
University of Wales, Cardiff; photographs and conservation by Kate Hunter



At the rear of the foot is the open cylindrical catch which served to secure the pin on brooches of
the Cross-bow type. It extended the full length of the foot. At the top a small bolt can be seen which
passed through a small hole, just visible in the photograph, in the front of the foot adjacent to its
junction with the upper bow. The bolt was shaken or pushed across the opening of the catch after
the pin had been inserted, to secure it more firmly (see Hattatt 1985, 194 and Riha 1979, 174,
Abb. 30c for an explanation of the mechanism). The brooch incorporates features common to
Riha’s Types 6.5.3B and 6.5.4.A, which have as shared characteristics a cross-bar of rectangular or
trapezoidal cross-section, onion-shaped knobs and a foot longer than the upper bow (Riha 1979,
173–5, based on Keller’s typology, see Keller 1971, 26–53, Abb. 11). Both these variants have eye
or dimple ornament set in pairs in panels at the top and bottom of the foot. The Carmarthen
brooch perhaps particularly resembles Riha’s Type 6.5.4A, Keller’s Type 4A, because of its very
bulbous knobs which are nearly twice as wide as they are deep.The upper bow does not, however,
quite achieve the width of the foot which it more often does in Type 6.5.4, though it should be
noted that Clarke describes the bow of Keller’s Type 4, on which Riha’s variant is based, as ‘solid
in cross-section, nearly as wide as the foot’ (Clarke 1979, 258), with which definition the
Carmarthen brooch would comply. But Riha includes a number of examples of brooches with
similarly bulbous knobs among her Type 6.5.3B (nos 1463, 1467, 1470, 1472). Keller’s Type 3, on
which Riha’s Type 6.5.3 is based, has an established date range of A.D. 340–360 and his Type 4, on
which Riha’s Type 6.5.4 is based, has a date range of A.D. 350–380 (see Keller 1971 and Clarke
1979, 258). Thus, while there are obvious difficulties in classifying any brooch on the basis of
photographs only, there is every indication that this brooch falls within the period A.D. 340–380. A
date around the second third of the fourth century might perhaps be suggested since the brooch
seems to be transitional between two variants which overlap each other in the decade A.D. 350–360.
Context 8003: Priory Street, Area D, fill of street-side drain, Site Phase 8. Object 40350.

Penannular brooches
37. Penannular brooch, complete save for part of the pin, but badly abraded.The brooch has bent back

terminals at right angles to the plane of the ring and is of Fowler’s D Class; the terminals are
clenched at the centre suggesting that the brooch may have belonged to the D2 or D4 types but
they are too badly abraded to allow positive definition (Fowler 1960, 151–3, fig. 1, p. 176).
Context: Priory Street, garden soil, site clearance. Object 40615.

38. Penannular brooch, complete save for the pin itself. The terminals are bent back at right angles to
the plane of the ring; the more complete example is pinched in at the middle with two pronounced
ribs across the free end and further working, now damaged, at the folded end. The brooch is
certainly of Fowler’s D Class and perhaps belongs to her Types D4 or D6 (Fowler 1960, 151–3,
fig. 1, p. 176).
Context 7223: Priory Street, Area C, fill of street-side gully near C1, Site Phase 3. Object 40364.

Other brooch fragments
39. (Not illustrated.) The lower bow and catchplate of a brooch. The bow is decorated with lentoid

mouldings which extend outwards and downwards from a central groove and terminates in a
moulded, knobbed foot.The bow and the catchplate are both slender. From a brooch in the Polden
Hill with Dolphin Profile series.
Context 2332: Priory Street, Area B, part of yard surfacing, Site Phase 4. Object 40134.

40. (Not illustrated.) The head of a small, crude brooch with the bow describing a sharp angle at the
head and with plain semi-cylindrical side-wings to accommodate the spring. The mechanism for
securing the spring is lost but some form of Polden Hill arrangement is likely.The brooch appears
to have been poorly cast and badly finished as is betrayed by the line of the bow where it joins the
side-wings underneath the head in an ugly, bad alignment.
Context 9077: Priory Street, Area D, from surrounds of possible hearth in stake-walled structure
9568, Site Phase 4. Object 40462.

41. (Not illustrated.) Brooch pin complete with two coils of wire, which comprise half of the bilateral
spring, and part of the internal chord. Such a unit would have served with a central rearward
pierced lug to support its axis bar in the middle or with twin rearward lugs to support its axis bar
at the ends. The Carmarthen item is too large to have served with an average-sized Knee brooch;
it is perhaps more likely to have seen service with a member of the Trumpet family of brooches.
Context 300: Priory Street, Area B, garden soil. Object 40034.
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Statuary
42. Failed casting of a small bronze statuette. The figure appears to be that of a fully draped person

with his/her right arm extended from the shoulder and the forearm lifted up, with the head turned
slightly towards it.The back of the figure above the lower part of the draperies has gone badly awry
and is now without meaningful shape and there is, similarly, no clear trace of the figure’s left arm.
There is a projection above the head which may, perhaps, have been intended to represent a
helmet. At its lower end, the figure’s draperies merge with an uneven, roughly triangular plate; from
the bottom of this emerge a series of thick stalks, at least one of which terminates in a broader disc.
These stalks are probably the remains of casting channels, the figurine having been cast upside
down, following the standard lost-wax technique (variously described, see, for example, Strong and
Brown 1976, 27), and would have been removed had the casting been successful. The ‘plate’ on
which the figure appears to stand is almost certainly an unwanted spread of bronze at the head of
the mould. Such a spread of bronze, slighter in proportion to the size of the casting, must always
have been present at the end of the casting process and its removal one of the tasks involved in the
finishing of the piece. The reason(s) for the failure of the casting must remain a matter for
speculation. Blockages caused by air bubbles and the inadequate provision of molten bronze were
two of the main risks faced by the bronze-smith when undertaking a casting and care was taken
with the provision of air vents and risers as well as a multiplicity of pouring channels, where
appropriate, to overcome such hazards. In this instance there is no evidence, now at any rate, of any
air vents and it may be that blockage by air bubbles is responsible for the absence of the figure’s
left arm and the amorphous appearance of the upper back. But, in view of the lack of clarity of
those parts of the figurine which have survived casting, it seems, perhaps, more likely that an
inadequately made mould, perhaps initially insufficiently fired, may have been unable to withstand
the heat of the molten bronze fully, and suffered partial collapse part-way through the casting
process. The figure is too badly flawed to allow a positive identification. The full length draperies
may be indicative of a female deity and the pose and possibly helmetted head would perhaps be
more appropriate to Minerva (Boucher 1976, 137–8, figs 233–4) than to any other fully draped
female deity.The recovery of a failed casting from Carmarthen, albeit unstratified, must imply the
presence there of a bronze-smith, part of whose stock in trade included the casting of statuettes,
since a piece like this is unlikely to have travelled beyond its original workshop.
Context: Church Street, garden soil. Object 40513.

43. Fragment of cast bronze. The piece has an irregular outline and is curved across its short axis,
particularly at the wider part.Toward one broken edge is the remnant of a large, irregularly circular
recess with evidence of a rectangular hole in the centre; at the back of the piece two small bronze
stubs project from behind the circular recess. Along the narrower part of the fragment the remnants
of three small bronze shafts are visible, in a line, on the front of the piece. Almost adjacent is what
appears to be an irregularly curved bronze patch, demarcated on the front by what is perhaps a
band of solder and distinguishable on the back by its thickness and irregular edges which also
conceal all but one of the small shafts visible on the front. The apparent similarity of the piece to
the eye of a large-scale piece of statuary is perhaps deceptive; the curvature of the fragment is
inappropriate for the modelling of the planes of the eye and, if the circular recess were indeed an
iris, one or both of the eyelids should be represented, in part, on the fragment. Moreover, the
deeper groove which runs round the base of the circular recess is insufficiently undercut to secure
an inlay.The small shafts might represent the ends of the bars used to secure the core of the mould
during the hollow-casting process (Hodges 1964, 72) though such bars or chaplets are usually
larger and of narrow rectangular cross-section (the ends of such bars may be seen for example on
the statue of Jupiter from Evreux, Boucher 1976, pl. 19, no. 86, though not on her photograph).
Alternatively, those adjacent to the patch may be part of the means of securing the patch itself and
it is tempting to suggest that those on the rear of the circular recess may have served a similar
function in conjunction with that recess. It should also be noted that patches to Roman statuary,
though common, were usually rectangular (cf. the large-scale head of Hadrian from the Thames,
Toynbee 1964, pl. VIa, b, which shows patches on the neck and a casting bar on the lower right
cheek). As it survives the fragment is only a piece of unstratified cast bronze, patched and of
uncertain identification. The possibility remains, however, that it represents a piece of large-scale
statuary, though not the eye thereof. In view of the unusual nature of the patches, perhaps this was
a somewhat second-rate piece of statuary from the Roman town of Carmarthen, possibly cut into
small pieces for reworking.
Context: Church Street, garden soil. Object 40250.
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Military items (FIGS 8.3–8.4)
44. Heavy belt buckle. The broad hoop has its ends recurved into single scrolls to either side of the

position of the tongue.The bar has heavy mouldings on the front only and is reduced in thickness
to accommodate the tongue which is now lost. Two loops project backwards from the bar to form
part of the hinge with the belt-plate.There are slight traces of tinning or silvering.The buckle may
be compared with examples from Hod Hill (Brailsford 1962, A89–94, 3, fig. 4, particularly A91,
where further examples are cited) and Richborough (Cunliffe 1968, 93, pl. 35, no. 96). Though
sometimes recovered from later contexts, the currency of this type of military belt fitting is in the
first century A.D. (see Oldenstein 1976, 212, discussion of nos 971–3 and footnote 710, Taf. 74,
particularly no. 971 from Wiesbaden).
Context: Parade Road, machine spoil. Object 40516.

45. Small drop handle of lozengic cross-section with simple hooked back ends. Perhaps a helmet handle.
Context 11,087: Parade Road, layer within ‘verandah’ of large building, ?mansio. Object 40517.

46. The looped end of a ribbed scabbard mount in silver. Complete examples of such scabbard mounts
may be seen on the so-called Sword of Tiberius from Mainz in the British Museum (Guide to Greek
and Roman Life 1920, 104–7, fig. 109). Such mounts were rivetted to the body of the scabbard and
served to secure the sword initially to one of two military belts by means of interlaced leathers passing
through the loops or through their additional rings; later they were used to secure the sword to the
baldric by means of leathers attached to suspension rings which passed through the loops of the mount
or mounts. For a full discussion see Ulbert 1969, 115–18.The Carmarthen loop is broken on the front
at the point where it joined the body of the mount; at the back it terminates beyond the narrowing in
a small triangular tail. In this respect it should be compared with an example from Vindonissa (Unz
1971, 46, no. 6, Abb. 3) of a complete scabbard mount with one loop with a similar tail.
Context 8860: Priory Street, Area D, demolition layer over site of D1, Site Phase 4. Object 40398.

47. Part of the central bar of an openwork, enamelled belt-plate. The fragment comprises two oval
bronze cells, set with dark blue enamel, separated from each other by a single, plain moulding. Bars
comprised of oval bronze cells with usually blue enamel insets, with more or less complex
mouldings between the cells, were not infrequently lost from a highly decorative form of openwork
enamelled belt-plate.These consisted of a rectangular open frame with enamelled, frequently with
millefiori, panels and, at each end, peltoid enamelled extensions, either inverted (see Sellye 1939,
82, pl. XIV, nos 12–14 and, with a more complex central bar, Allason-Jones and Miket 1984, pl.
VI 3.10, 3.11) or everted (see Sellye 1939, 82, pl. XIV, no. 7 and a complete example from
Caerwent, Newport Museum Acc. no. 84-29 E.172). Similar central bars may be cited from
Corbridge (Bishop and Dore 1988, 177, fig. 84, no. 146, three examples and further references)
and from Caerleon (Nash-Williams 1932a, 84, fig. 33, nos 24–5 and no. 23, part of a belt-plate to
which such a bar would have belonged; Boon 1970, 56, fig. 17, no. 2. Boon notes another example
deposited before c. A.D. 230 from the civil settlement, and a complete belt-plate now in the
Legionary Museum). Belt-plates of this type are known from Pannonia (Sellye 1939) and from the
German frontier (Nissen et al. 1904, Taf. XXXB, no. 72, and Oldenstein 1976, nos 809–11, 877,
Taf. 63, 68, 195–6, 203 and footnotes) as well as from Britain. They seem to have been current in
the later second and early third centuries with one or two possibly later survivals in Britain, notably
those from Caernarvon (Wheeler 1923, 139, fig. 61.10) and Ravenglass (Potter 1979, 69, fig. 26,
no. 13). Though not entirely exclusively military in distribution, as the Caerwent and Carmarthen
examples show, the predominantly military distribution of these costly and flamboyant imported
belt-fittings suggests their exclusively military use.
Context 12,519: Church Street, see 22. Object 40506.

48. A nicely modelled, fully round, bronze acorn, slightly damaged at the bottom and with the remnant
of a bronze suspension loop at the top. Oldenstein includes acorns of this type among his class
‘Phallic and related Pendants’ and interprets them as good luck charms (Oldenstein 1976, 158–60,
Taf. 42, nos 414–18, 421). Certainly there is nothing to suggest that the Carmarthen example
served as a small weight (Cunliffe 1968, 105, pl. XLVII, no. 215 and Evans and Metcalf 1992, 157,
nos 366–7) nor as an ornamental terminal (Frere 1972, 126, no. 113, fig. 38).
Context: Priory Street, Area C, garden soil. Object 40378.

49. Small, damaged, silvered, sheet bronze hinge leaf. The object has the remains of two loops at one
end and is pierced by a small rivet hole near the other. It may perhaps have formed part of a
military fitting of later second-century, and perhaps later, date such as that from Miltenberg
discussed by Oldenstein (Oldenstein 1976, 213–14, Taf. 75, no. 990).
Context 11,082: Parade Road, similar to 45. Object 40518.
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FIG. 8.4. Bronze objects nos 46–60, scale 1:1



50. Propeller-shaped stiffener from a military belt of the narrower two-strap type, current from the early
fourth century up to shortly before the beginning of its final quarter. The fitting is approximately
47mm long and is plain save for a V-shaped ornament, defined by ‘chip-carved’ grooves, flaring out
from the rivet hole to the outer edge, at the top and bottom of the stiffener, and for a circular recess
at the centre surrounded at a little distance by a deep, concentric groove with finely tooled
concentric lines flanking the inner edge of the deep groove. The whole was covered with a white
substance, when excavated, perhaps tinning or silvering. Propeller stiffeners are not common finds
in Britain. Clarke, who discusses their function and date with particular reference to the Continental
evidence (Clarke 1979, 267 and 285), lists examples of propeller stiffeners from narrower two-strap
belts, like the Carmarthen example, from Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1928, 49, pl. XXI, no. 52; 1949,
146, pl. LIII, no. 209), Maryport (J. Webster 1986, 63–5, no. 41, four examples), Camerton
(Wedlake 1958, 256–7, fig. 58, no. 12) and Woodeaton (Kirk 1949, 28–9, no. 7, fig. 7, no. 6). In
addition to these, examples have been published from Ickham, Kent (Young 1981, fig. 5, no. 10) and
Vindolanda (Bidwell 1985, 121–2, fig. 41, no. 28). A few others are known, well out of context, from
post-Roman graves (Clarke 1979, 452, addendum F). Only one example of the elongated propeller
form, from the wider two-strap belt is listed by Clarke from Britain, that from Carrawburgh (Breeze
1972, fig. 16, no. 166), while the final form which such stiffeners took, the simple rectangular strip,
is now known to have been represented at Caerleon (Evans and Metcalf 1992, 129–31, no. 122 ) as
well as at Dorchester-on-Thames (Hawkes and Dunning 1961, 2, fig. 1, no. 3) and Winchester
(Clarke 1979, 285, Fig. 95, no. 491). Because propeller stiffeners occur so infrequently in Roman
Britain and then often in isolation from other related fittings, the recovery of a single example from
Carmarthen of what the evidence suggests to be an unequivocally military fitting (see Clarke 1979,
289, for a summary of the evidence) cannot be dismissed as an unrepresentative loss. It seems likely
to indicate a military presence at Carmarthen, however small, some time within the first two-thirds
or so of the fourth century. Indeed, the stiffener and the cross-bow brooch, with which its currency
overlaps, hint at a considerable level of official interest in Carmarthen at this date.
Context: Priory Street 1987, in post-medieval floor foundations over truncated late Roman levels,
within nos 110–111, Priory Street. Object 40524.

51. Junction loop from horse-harness, for use with a ring strap-distributor. The fitting belongs to
Bishop’s Type 1, the spectacle type, noted by him as common in the two Germanies and Britain
and current from the Julio-Claudian to the Hadrianic period, and is closest to his sub-divisions (i)
and (q) (Bishop 1988, 157–9, fig. 50, table7).The loop shows considerable signs of wear resulting
from friction with the junction ring.The rear of the fitting is bent out of true and the end is broken
off at the rivet hole suggesting, perhaps, excessive pressure on the strap.
Context 1820: Priory Street, Area B, posthole fill, immediately preceding construction of B5, early
third century, Site Phase 6. Object 40115.

Studs (FIG. 8.4)
52. Small enamelled stud with a small bronze shaft, of roughly rectangular cross-section, apparently

hammered at the end. The stud has a milled outer edge. There are two zones of enamel separated
from each other by a bronze wall.The outer shows traces of orange enamel perhaps alternating with
another colour or colours, like the Myrtle Cottage Orchard example cited below, though, like the
Caerleon example, the blocks are not separated by bronze walls. The enamel of the inner zone is
too decayed to show evidence of colour. There is a small circular pit in the centre of the stud
surrounded by concentric grooved lines, both now largely obscured by decayed enamel but perhaps
once representing the position of a central setting. The type is not uncommon, compare Curle
1911, pl. LXXXIX, nos 4 and, with more complex inlay, 16, 17, 21, 24; Fox 1940, 130–1, fig. 6,
no. 15; Nash-Williams 1932a, 82–3, nos 18, 19, fig. 32; Casey 1995, 89–90, fig. 11, no. 6;
N. Crummy 1983, 118, fig. 121, no. 3220.
Context 11,015: Parade Road, latest occupation debris over yard surface; 4th century? Object 40002.

53. (Not illustrated.) Fragment of sheet bronze, with a small portion of iron backing surviving, with
the remnant of a medium-sized stud, pierced centrally by a domed rivet, still in position. A further
associated fragment of sheet bronze has a broad, flat-headed rivet in position.
Context 5747: Priory Street, Area C, similar to 34. Object 40208.

54. Medium-sized domed stud or boss of thin sheet bronze on a ?lead backing. See N. Crummy 1983,
119, for a brief discussion and, particularly, fig. 124, no. 4045.
Context 2047: Priory Street Area B, fill of latest Roman drainage trenches, Site Phase 9. Object
40129.
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Functional ring (FIG. 8.4)
55. Roughly circular in cross-section but with a flat internal face and one flat side face.

Context 12,501: Church Street, late Roman stone spread. Object 40129.

Vessels and vessel attachments (FIG. 8.4)
56. Enamelled bronze mount or escutcheon of curvilinear form, now pierced by two holes, to provide

a replacement means of fixing, and having a large projecting loop for an attachment. Immediately
below the central projecting loop, along the mid line of the mount, is a slender enamelled cell,
which consists of a small circular recess at the top, with a long narrow stem which widens out to a
curvilinear, broad-based triangle, above a bronze-walled, rectangular panel of four oblong,
originally enamelled, cells; this panel has, below, a stout, horizontal moulding with tapered corners
and a lateral ornamental rib.This rectangular panel with oblong, enamelled cells may be compared
with similar panels on the two strap-unions from the Seven Sisters Hoard (Davies and Spratling
1976, 131–2, figs 7, 8, nos 17, 18). The upper corners of the rectangular panel break the lines of
the bronze walls which define the enamelled ornament in each of the ovoid lateral extensions of the
mount. Within each of the two resulting broken-backed oval panels is a curvilinear platform of
bronze, almost figure-of-eight shaped but with a leaf-like extension on the upper side of each inner
circular element.The motif is similar to that on the Polden Hill mounts (Brailsford 1975 , 228, pls
22a and 23a, nos 2, 4) and on the Kings Langley linch pin (Fox 1958, pl. 52A) and, like those
examples, has two large, circular recesses for enamel, one each, approximately, in the most circular
part of the motif. On the left hand side, the Carmarthen mount has an additional, lesser, circular,
enamelled cell in a small, circular extension to the main motif just above the point where the
perimeter wall of the cell breaks its line. In addition, each of the main motifs of the broken-backed
oval panels is pierced centrally by an irregular hole, of functional rather than decorative purpose;
these holes are incongruous and cannot have been part of the original design.Within each broken-
backed oval panel the bronze motif is set against a field of enamel, the three cells for which are each
of ‘trumpet void’ shape.The shape of the mount at the outer ends of the lateral extensions cannot
now be determined because of damage. The piece is curved along its broad axis and must have
served as the handle escutcheon to a vessel, probably a small bucket, perhaps with an external
diameter of, approximately, 180mm. The incongruity of the two holes pierced in the body of the
mount has already been noted.They must be secondary and were cut, ruining the design, to afford
a replacement means of fixing the escutcheon when the original means failed. How the escutcheon
was originally fixed remains obscure; a means may have been provided by the lost ends of the
lateral extensions which may have concealed shafts to the rear or may have terminated in rings, like
the ox-head escutcheon from Portchester (Cunliffe 1975, 212–13, fig. 114, no. 61), to receive stout,
probably ornamentally headed, rivets. The two excrescences of bronze near the lower outer edges
of the rear of the mount look like flattened rivets and are too slight to have served as a primary
means of attachment though they may have had a subsidiary role. There is no evidence of solder.
The motifs employed on the Carmarthen mount and the overall design scheme indicate that the
piece belongs to the later phases of the pre-Roman Iron Age tradition and the use of champlevé
enamel suggests that it was manufactured in the first century A.D. rather than earlier.That it was a
treasured piece may be reflected in the fact that it was recovered from a context dated to the mid
second century, perhaps as much as a hundred years after its manufacture. It is certainly reflected
by the fact that someone took pains to extend its working lifespan after the original means of
attachment failed.
Context 2958: Priory Street, Area B, surface adjacent to B4, Site Phase 3. Object 40261.

57. Part of the flat, enamelled handle of a small, ‘saucepan’-shaped vessel. The handle terminates in a
straight edge. It tapers slightly towards the centre and has the outer margins of its long sides turned
upwards at an angle to the line of the handle proper.The panel of enamelled ornament is contained
within a plain bronze border.Traces of deep blue enamel predominate with evidence of the limited
use of perhaps one other colour but the decorative panel is in poor condition, with the enamel
pitted and bubbly as if it had been accidentally burnt after manufacture or perhaps over-heated
during the enamelling process. The design is rendered in the reserve metal with the blue enamel
serving as a background and with the second colour to form a contrast.The design is symmetrical
to either side of the central axis. As far as it survives, it comprises three slender stems; the central
stem is straight and terminates, roughly in the middle of the extant fragment, in a bud; those to
either side are curved and terminate in large, lentoid leaves at the outer upper end of the panel.
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The lowest ‘leaves’ of the design are uncertain. A short way above the break, the curving stems lie
close to the central straight stem before diverging towards the outer walls of the panel. This is to
accommodate on their inner edges tendrils in the form of recurved scrolls, apparently inset with
the second enamel. Above, they converge again in the form each of a slender stem with a lanceolate
leaf on its inner edge, the two leaves forming a peak a short way above the bud.The stems terminate
in two outward facing lentoid leaves set back to back, each with a recurved scroll at its centre; the
back of each lentoid leaf has a blue enamelled cell, the recurved scroll was apparently inset with
the second enamel. Below the lentoid leaves two triangles of bronze project inwards, one each side
from the surrounding border.The handle belongs to the well-known but little represented series of
spectacular bronze vessels with enamelled bowls and handles of which perhaps the best known
example is the Rudge Cup (Cowan and Richmond 1935). Such vessels are usually ‘saucepan’-
shaped , like a complete example from West Lothian (Toynbee 1962, 174, pl. 125, no. 113) but
include other forms, too, such as the Barlow casket (British Museum 1964, 56, c, 1, pl. XXI, 1).
They have been variously studied and a classification of the ‘saucepan’-shaped vessels has been
established by Moore (Moore 1978, 319–27) who summarises previous discussions and lists
known examples from Britain and the Continent (see also Butcher 1977, 45–9). Despite the varied
claims of earlier writers, Moore suggests that the close similarities between the three groups of
‘saucepans’ of his classification indicate a common source of manufacture, whatever their
provenance, and that stylistically and technically they represent a development of the metalworking
tradition of the British Iron Age. Of the surviving handles all have repeating leaf/leaf-scroll designs;
those from Kirkby Lathorpe (Butcher 1977, 45–6, fig. 1) and West Lothian are most closely similar
to each other, with two large heart-shaped vine leaves with associated tendrils running down the
handle and a full, or half- round, motif adjacent to the bowl.The handle of the vessel from Pyrmont
(Eggers 1951 Taf. 13, no. 156) has closely related motifs, a round motif adjacent to the bowl and
a tripartite foliate scroll with leaves running transversely across the handle, rather than lengthwise
as in the British examples. At the outer edge the scroll ends in two small leaves which fill the
awkward shaped corners of this, more square-ended, handle. They are reminiscent of, though
perhaps more Classical in interpretation than, the very Celtic lentoid leaves at the outer end of the
Carmarthen piece.The Brough-on-Fosse handle (Moore 1978, 320, fig. 1) has a repeating pattern
of five enamelled, heart-shaped leaves, defined and linked by stout bronze walls which, together
with the tendrils, also represented in bronze, which emanate from them, form a scroll design. The
Burgh Apton handle (Moore 1978, 323, fig. 4) is incomplete; the bronze walling of the enamelled
cells describes a slender foliate scroll design, somewhat similar to that of the Carmarthen handle,
but terminates in a motif based on triangles above a further, separate panel of foliate scroll
ornament adjacent to the bowl. No two handles are identical, but all share the same theme and
there is a significant number of shared details. Differences in interpretation of design there
certainly are, perhaps due to differences in dates of manufacture, or, perhaps for the sake of
uniformity with the bowl of the vessel to which they were attached.The presently known sample of
handles is too small to allow positive conclusions. But their overall homogeneity lends credence to
Moore’s suggestion that all are the product of the same school and, in particular, the traditionally
Celtic interpretation of the terminal leaves of the Carmarthen piece lends further support to the
suggestion that this was British. On present evidence, enamelled vessels of this class must be dated
largely on stylistic rather than on stratigraphic grounds and a Flavian to mid second-century range
is suggested, with further examples, mostly from the Continent, occurring in contexts as late as the
early third century.
Context 472: Priory Street Area B, posthole fill in a fence line, contemporary with late Roman B6,
Site Phase 9. Object 40460.

58. Part of a highly polished handle, perhaps from a bronze vessel of ‘saucepan’ or related type, and an
associated fragment. As it survives the handle appears atypical but it may not be preserved in its
original form. It is not symmetrical and terminates in a fan-shaped end with rounded corners. One
face, probably the underside, has lightly ribbed edges and, adjacent to the break, a roughly
rectangular patch defined by a line of ?solder. The associated fragment also has substantial traces
of ?solder, perhaps suggesting a repair.
Context 1319: Priory Street, Area B, within charcoal deposits below granary, attached to B5, Site
Phase 6. Object 40087.

59. Small piece of cast bronze. Its now roughly circular shape results from damage. Originally it
comprised a main portion, with straight, tapering edges, raised up from flanges to either side, flat
on top and curved underneath across its short axis. A small, oblong panel at an eccentric angle is
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faintly defined on the upper surface.Too little of the piece survives to make a positive identification
but it could perhaps have been part of a vessel handle of ‘saucepan’ or related type , originally with
the maker’s mark in the oblong panel cf., for example, den Boesterd 1956, pls I, III, nos 5a, 15a,
19a, 48a.
Context 99: Priory Street, Area A, below ‘verandah’ of A3, Site Phase 8. Object 40009.

60. The hinged lid of a bronze vessel. A broad, flat heavy rib runs from the hinge leaf part way across
the lid then terminates in a right-angled upward projection which originally supported a knob for
lifting. The lid is damaged and is in two parts but was originally roughly heart-shaped with a
narrowed portion towards the spout, like examples in the Rijks Museum Nijmegen (den Boesterd
1956, 69, 70, pl. XI, nos 245, 249) rather than terminating in a straight transverse up-turn like
examples in the Musée des Antiquites Nationales, Paris (Tassinari 1975, 69, 70, pl. XXXV, nos
180–2). But the Carmarthen lid is not flat. It curves gently towards where the narrow extension
begins, no doubt to accommodate a tilted spout. Den Boesterd suggests a first to third-century date
range.
Context 12,527: Church Street, similar to 12,263, see 70. Object 1288.

61. (Not illustrated.) Fragment of small, straight-sided vessel in heavily leaded bronze. The piece is
plain save for two impressed lines below and parallel with the rim. Part of a small bowl or ladle.
Context 5550: Priory Street, Area C, late soil over former metalworking area. Object 40186.

62. (Not illustrated.) Fragments of a small bronze vessel which has been subject to intense heat and
has become brittle, with a bubbly surface. The fragments are too small to allow positive
identification but may have been from a small bowl or ladle.
Context 940: Priory Street, Area B, associated with hearth in ‘verandah’ of B5, Site Phase 8. Object
40401.

63. Rectangular fragment of heavy sheet bronze, curved along its long axis and with one long edge bent
outwards and worked to give the appearance of frilling at the outer edge. The main body of the
piece shows extensive evidence of having been hammered, using a small hammer with a head
roughly 4mm across and rounded at the edges. The technique of manufacture (see Strong and
Brown 1976, 14, 15, 37) suggests that the fragment may be part of a straight-sided vessel with an
everted rim such as a bowl (cf. Tassinari 1975, 53, pl. XXV, nos 112, 114) or perhaps even a
cauldron (den Boesterd 1956, 49, pl.VII, no. 162) though the general absence of the frilling on the
upper surface of the everted edge may serve to refute such an interpretation (FIG. 8.5).
Context 49: Priory Street, Area A, soil above path from Street 1, Site Phase 7. Object 40083.

Spoons (FIG. 8.5)
64. The handle of a tinned bronze spoon.The stout, tapering handle is of rectangular cross-section. At

the junction with the now lost bowl it expands into an approximately lunate plate, the bottom limb
of which has small lateral projections, the remnant of the bowl itself; the upper limb is broken.
There is grooved decoration at the neck and some trace of similar ornament on one face of the
junction plate. Spoons with oval bowls and stepped junctions are known from the first century A.D.
(Strong 1966, 155, fig. 32c). But, despite the fact that insufficient survives of the Carmarthen
spoon to enable it to be closely dated, its proportions and what does survive of the junction suggest
that the piece is not earlier than the second or third century (see Strong 1966, 177–8, fig. 36b, c).
Context 8000: Priory Street, Area D, fill of late Roman pit. Object 40345.

65. (Not illustrated.) Part of the bowl of a spoon with a pear-shaped bowl and slightly stepped
junction, cf. N. Crummy 1983, 69–70, fig. 73, no. 2014
Context 15,074: Priory Street, 1987, within robber trench of latest Roman Building 87.3. Object
40525.

66. A damaged, small, round-bowled spoon of cochleare type with a convex moulding on the inside of
the bowl under the lip and with the line of the handle continued down the back of the bowl in a
rat-tail.This is the second century form of the cochleare (Strong 1966, 177, fig. 36a). In addition to
the rat-tail moulding down the back of the bowl there are two further mouldings in a V-formation,
apparently converging with the tip of the rat-tail. The handle carries a band of decoration in the
form of four or more fine, grooved lines, closely spaced, a short way along its length from the
junction with the bowl. The spoon now has a gold/black patina and may originally have been
subjected to a ‘wash’ to improve its appearance and overall quality in use.
Context 15,124: Priory Street 1987, occupation layer associated with Building 87.2. Object
40526.
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Seal boxes (FIG. 8.5)

There is evidence of six seal boxes from these excavations at Carmarthen. One item comprises
the fragment of a base only and one of the complete examples is of zoomorphic form without
inlay. Of the remaining four pieces, one is complete and three comprise lids, whole or
fragmentary, all four having enamelled decoration. The function of the seal box has been
precisely defined by Bushe-Fox with reference to examples from Wroxeter which retained their
wax seals and, in one case, traces of the thread or string as well as its impression in the wax
(Bushe-Fox 1916, 27–30, pls XVIII, XIX). Seal boxes seem to have been in use in Britain from
the early years of the Roman occupation, as a circular example with the applied figure of a boar
from the Neronian Fortress at Usk testifies (J. Webster 1995, 136, fig. 41, no. 8) and to have
been manufactured in somewhat greater numbers in the second and, perhaps, early third
centuries with few from later deposits. The enamel decoration of seal-box lids and the shapes
of seal boxes with which various patterns of enamel ornament are associated are discussed by
Bateson (1981, 48–50, fig. 7c). The similarity of some of the designs of enamelled seal boxes
with those of enamelled plate brooches has been noted (Bushe-Fox 1949, 124, no. 75; N.
Crummy 1983, 103) and, among non-enamelled boxes, zoomorphic forms, like the three-
dimensional sitting duck box below, may also owe something to the brooch manufacturers’
repertoire (compare the plain duck brooch from Usk for example, J.Webster 1995, 93, fig. 27,
no. 70). Out of a sample of nearly two hundred enamelled seal boxes from Britain, Bateson
identified about an eighth as examples of Lozengic form and, of these, half had the same simple
inlaid lattice design on the lid, like no. 67 below.

67. A fine example of the lid only of a lozengic seal box, with inlaid ornament in a lattice design. The
lid is hollow underneath, the perimeter walls affording extra depth to the box as a whole. The
pierced hinge leaf is extant and there are small knobs at each of the remaining angles of the lozenge,
those at the sides being grooved underneath to accommodate the string or thread which tied the
package, that at the point opposite the hinge being slightly larger but without an obvious means,
beneath, of fastening the box. The inlay comprised twenty-five enamelled cells; the four flanking
the edges of the central cell and the two adjacent to the side knobs have now decayed to a dull black
colour while the remaining nineteen cells are now a pale green/yellow, suggesting an originally
contrasting colour scheme. The piece may be compared to the very closely similar example from
Wroxeter cited above (Bushe-Fox 1916, no. 25).
Context 1670: Priory Street, Area B, gravel surface within a yard attached to B5, Site Phase 7.
Object 40108.

68. A complete, but damaged, lozengic seal box.The receptacle comprised a flat, lozengic plate with a
vertical bronze wall a short way in from the outer edge; there are gaps in the wall adjacent to the
two side angles to accommodate the thread or string which tied the package.The lid has deep side
walls which closed over the outside of the vertical bronze wall of the receptacle leaving the outer
edges of the upper and lower elements of the box coterminous. The points of the lozenge, except,
perhaps, that at the hinge, were embellished with small, plain knobs. The decoration of the lid was
contained within a narrow bronze margin and comprised a pattern of bronze walls infilled with and
set against a field of enamel, the colours of which are now lost. The field of ornament was divided
into four by a beaded saltire and, within each of the lozenges so formed, is a leaf-shaped motif with
its stem close to the corner of the perimeter of the box and its tip pointing to the centre of the
design.The piece is very similar to an example from Richborough, though the Carmarthen lid lacks
the embellishments at the stem end of the leaf-shaped motifs (Bushe-Fox 1949, 124, pl. 34, no. 76).
Context 6949: Priory Street, Area C, see 7. Object 40290.

69. Almost half of the base of a lozengic seal box.The piece is from the part of the box away from the
hinge and at the extant angle the shallow walls are nicked to accommodate a catch that will have
projected from the underside of the lid.Three of the probably four circular holes in the base of the
box are evidenced.
Context 6638: Priory Street, Area C, fill of postpit, rebuilt wall of C1, Site Phase 3. Object 40303.

70–1. Bateson notes that the tear-, petal- or pear-shaped form accounts for approximately a quarter of
the enamelled seal boxes from Britain. Numbers 70 and 71 are enamelled tear-shaped lids. Each
is thin and flat, designed to rest on top of its box solely as a lid.They lack the downward perimeter
walls of the preceding examples; each has lost its hinge-leaf. Each has a knob or expansion at its
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tip but there is no evidence of any form of fastening.The decoration of the two pieces is very similar
and closely reflects the overall shape of the lid in each case. It consists of a large circular motif,
confined within an encircling bronze wall, with a triangular cell, with one curved side, in the
extension. The inner zone of the main motif has a small central cell of enamel contained within a
bronze wall and encircled by a band of enamel; in the outer zone the bronze itself forms a twelve
pointed star with triangular cells for enamel between the points. Red enamel remains on no. 70
apparently alternating with another colour, now decayed to pale green. Orange survives in the inner
zone of the main motif of no. 71; the enamel of its triangular cells has decayed to pale green and
dark brown which occur in an alternating sequence; the triangular cell of the extension has decayed
enamel of the dark brown variety. The decorative motif is shown by Sellye on seal boxes from
Brigetio and Szombathely (Sellye 1939, 84, pl. XV, nos 16, 17), the former being very similar to
no. 70, the latter to no. 71. Sellye cites three further examples from Siscia.
Context 12,263: Object 40509; Context 12,331: Object 40510, both Church Street, former dump
layer, sealed by Phase 1 town defences, latter, see 24.

72. A complete seal box with the lid in the form of a sitting duck.The base is tear-shaped in form with
three circular piercings to the floor and high-sided walls; at the front the elongated tip is notched
to receive the prominent catch which projects from the underside of the lid, while at the back two
semi-circular lugs project to form the hinge. The lid takes the form of a sitting duck whose wings
extend over the walls of the base; the breast is somewhat unnaturally extended to cover the catch.
The head must have afforded a convenient knob for opening the box.The surface of the piece is in
poor condition but there is some evidence of the representation of feathers in the form of closely
impressed dots on the bird’s left wing and in a straight line down the breast.
Context 8449: Priory Street, Area D, above debris of ?hearth within pit 9598, stake-walled
structure 9568, Site Phase 4. Object 40369.

Jewellery (FIGS 8.5–8.6)
73. (Not illustrated.) Two strands of fine bronze wire twisted together as if in a reef knot. From jewellery.

Context 12,324: Church Street, weathered top of Phase 2 town rampart. Object 545.
74. Part of a tapered bracelet of thin D-shaped cross-section. At its narrow end the bracelet is broken

off at a transverse groove which, together with another a little distance from it, defined a plain
panel. Further along, as the bracelet widens out, is a short simple groove running laterally almost
along the centre of the bracelet. Beyond, and widely spaced, are two tiny impressed dots. At its
broad end the bracelet is broken off, apparently at another transverse moulding.The bracelet is an
unusual example with a simple overall design on its lightly curved outer face and a highly polished
surface throughout.
Context 15,001: Priory Street 1987, unstratified. Object 5.

75. Twisted single-strand bracelet. Clarke’s Type B2a (Clarke 1979, 304).
Context 66: Priory Street, Area A, see 10. Object 40020.

76. Cable bracelet made up of three strands of bronze wire of broad rectangular cross-section. After
twisting, the bracelet has been worked to produce a smooth inner face and a domed outer face,
achieving an overall D-shaped cross-section. Despite earlier antecedents (Cool 1981, 125f.), cable
bracelets enjoyed a major period of popularity from the later third century and throughout much
of the fourth century (see Clarke 1979, 302–3, table 34, Type A) and the deposition of the
Carmarthen piece in a fourth-century context in the upper fill of a late Roman well is entirely
consistent with its probable period of usage. Other examples of three strand cable bracelets are
evidenced from the ‘Roman Gates’ excavations at Caerleon where three such bracelets were
recovered, all of late third-century and later date (Evans and Metcalf 1992, 144, nos 267–9).
Context 5184: Priory Street, Area C, Site Phase 7. Object 40200.

77. Length of curved, cast bronze decorated with a graduated series of ornamental mouldings and
damaged at each end. Each ornamental motif consists of a pronounced central moulding, perhaps
originally with its outer margins defined by grooved lines which remain visible in part, flanked by
slighter mouldings which are milled on the front and plain at the back; each set of mouldings is
separated from its neighbour by a wide groove. Adjacent to the largest ornamental motif the piece
is broken revealing a separate bronze core (technical examination by Kate Hunter). At the opposite
end of the piece the central moulding of the final ornamental motif is expanded to accommodate
what is now a semi-conical opening but was perhaps originally a fully conical mortice hole. There
seems little doubt that the fragment represents part of a beaded torc. MacGregor suggests such
torcs were made in the first and early second centuries A.D. by Brigantian bronze-smiths and notes
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that they are little represented south of a line from the Mersey to the Humber (MacGregor 1976,
97–9, 113–15, map 15, nos 197–209; Kilbride-Jones 1980, 142–50). Like examples from New
Mains,Whitekirk, East Lothian (MacGregor 1976, no. 206) and Rickerby Park, Stanwix (idem no.
208), which also have their beads cast in a single length, the Carmarthen fragment appears to have
been a degenerate form/copy of the Carlisle, Embsay, Skipton and Lamberton Moor torcs
(MacGregor 1976, nos 199, 200 and 203 respectively). Fragments of a beaded torc from Tre’r
Ceiri, Caernarvonshire (Hughes 1907, 40–2, fig. 2) have shown that their distribution extended
into north Wales. The recovery of this piece from the Roman town of Carmarthen is of particular
note in showing how much further that distribution extended.
Context 166: Priory Street, Area A, see 10. Object 40248.

Decorative pins (FIG. 8.6)

For a discussion of decorative pins and a summary of the evidence as to whether they served
as hair or garment pins see N. Crummy 1983, 19.

78. (Not illustrated.) Fragmentary pin with a knobbed head with a slender collar moulding. Now badly
abraded.
Context 12,263: see 70. Object 40512.

79. Badly abraded portion of a pin.The head consists of a conical terminal with a long collar moulding
below, the latter decorated with incised lattice ornament and contained between two sets of slender
mouldings, double and plain at the top, single and with traces of the lattice incisions on the lower.
The shaft tapers and is of circular cross-section. Compare a bone pin with a similar head from
London (Wheeler 1930, 103, pl. XLI, no. 10) and also bronze examples from Richborough
(Bushe-Fox 1949, 132, pl. XXXIX, no. 143, and 146, pl. LIII, nos 197–8).
Context 6522: Priory Street, Area C, post-medieval garden trench. Object 40296.

80. Pin head. The knobbed head is spirally milled and terminates in a grooved and ribbed moulding
which extends the full width of the head. The shaft is of circular cross-section.
Context 6757: Priory Street, Area C, dump near former temple site, Site Phase 3. Object 40307.

81. (Number not used)

Toilet equipment (FIG. 8.6)
82. Ligula for cosmetic use. The object comprises a now bent, slender shaft of circular cross-section

tapered to a point at one end and expanded into a small, flat discoid terminal at an acute angle to
the shaft at the other. Although known to have been used in medical contexts (see Jackson 1986,
157–8, fig. 4, no. 28), the commoner function of ligulae such as this was in the mixing and application
of cosmetics. See N. Crummy 1983, 59–60, fig. 64, nos 1897–1907 for a useful discussion.
Context 11,015: Parade Road, see 52. Object 40520.

83. Damaged implement comprising a small spoon on a slender shaft of circular cross-section which
flattens just below the point at which it is now broken. It is thought that such tools were used to
extract, prepare and apply cosmetic and medicinal ointments and powders (N. Crummy 1983,
59–60, fig. 64, nos 1896–1916; Jackson 1986, 157–8, fig. 4, no. 28) particularly the former.
Context 383: Priory Street, Area B, part cobbled surface, room ‘b’ within B5, Site Phase 6. Object
40044.

84. The greater part of a pair of tweezers. The blades were turned in and the arms were plain save for
a narrow margin, defined by incised lines, down each edge.
Context 6638: Priory Street, Area C, contemporary with C2. Object 40305.

85. (Not illustrated.) Fragments of a pair of tweezers.
Context 8154: Priory Street, Area D, within D3. Object 40393.

86. (Not illustrated.) Tapered length of bronze of curved cross-section. Badly corroded but with
possible traces of ribbing up the back. Possibly part of the blade of a strigil.
Context 8477: Priory Street, Area D, post fill, wall of D3. Object 40371.

Functional attachments (FIG. 8.6)
87. Double-spiked loop. See Manning 1985, 130–1, pl. 61, R34–R51, for a discussion of examples in

iron and N. Crummy 1983, 119–20, figs 125–6, nos 4057–4069, for a discussion of examples
mainly in bronze.The ends of the arms of the Carmarthen piece are missing and the fitting is bent,
perhaps suggesting extraction from the wooden object to which it was originally attached.
Context 1437: Priory Street, Area B, similar to 83. Object 40090.
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88. Double-spiked loop. See no. 87. The fitting is bent as if from extraction and the spiked arms are
twisted.
Context 15,144: Priory Street 1987, layer sealing Building 87.1 and preceding 87.2. Object 40529.

89. Small, half dumb-bell shaped terminal. Badly abraded.There is the stub of a bronze shaft beneath
the narrower expansion.
Context 10,311: Spilman Street, Roman Fort, drain fill in reduced fort. Object 40606.

90. Small broken fitting of cast bronze.The object comprises a flat, damaged, pierced disc with, below,
a splayed panel, chamfered to either side of a central ridge and with a gradual slope forward toward
its triangular end which is turned back to form a ridged rearward projection. The piece is roughly
grooved down the back.
Context 5128: Priory Street, Area C, late soil in abandoned area. Object 40170.

91. An irregular, now roughly oblong, strip of sheet bronze with the fragment of a second piece
fastened to it by means of a staple, made from a single piece of sheet bronze, of the same type as,
though smaller and more regular in shape than, those from Gadebridge Park Roman villa (Neal
1974, 134, 7, fig. 59, nos 104–6). A small, right-angled cut, a short distance from the existing
staple, may perhaps mark the position of another. Of unknown function.
Context 5: Priory Street, unstratified. Object 40245.

Tools (FIG. 8.6)
92. Fragment of small, bronze shears (I am most grateful to Ralph Jackson for suggesting the

identification of this item to me). The object comprises a thin, straight shaft of rectangular cross-
section and a broad, flat, hooked element, tapered where it joins the extant shaft and towards the
now broken junction with the lost shaft.The spring is not of the simple U-shape exemplified by the
small bronze shears from Wroxeter (Bushe-Fox 1913, 29, no. 6, pl. X, fig. 1) but is pinched in
slightly at the top of the arm to afford extra strength. Small bronze shears are not common finds
from Roman sites in south Wales though a complex example may be noted from Caerleon (Wheeler
and Wheeler 1928, 168, no. 6, pl. XXXII, 2). For a discussion of shears in their more common
medium, iron, see Manning 1985, 34–5, pl. 14, D4-11.
Context 66: Priory Street, see 75. Object 40008.

93. (Not illustrated.) Small, needle-like tool.The object is broken at both ends; it comprises a shaft of
rounded rectangular cross-section, bent through almost a right angle at one end where it is splayed
and grooved as if to accommodate a pierced eye.
Context 1401: Priory Street, Area B, associated with B5. Object 40089.

94. Small tool with a tiny, circular eye at one end of a shaft of rectangular cross-section which is bent
about a third of the way down its extant length and twisted so that the broader, flat facets of the
lower two-thirds of the tool are at right angles to those of the upper part.The shaft widens towards
the break. Perhaps a toilet or related instrument.
Context 46: Priory Street, Area A, earth floor in Building A3. Object 40236.

95. Small tool with a shaft of circular cross-section, now bent through a right angle.Towards the extant
end the shaft flattens and widens before expanding into a flat, spatulate terminal which is set at a
slight angle to the shaft and is damaged but has traces of incised line ornament down one outer
edge. Perhaps a toilet or related instrument.
Context 1020: Priory Street, Area B, fireplace surround, B5. Object 40057.

Miscellaneous (FIG. 8.6)
96. Fragment of a ?U-shaped plate with a circular recess, perhaps centrally pierced. The fragment has

a thick, smooth layer of solder on the back which spills over in a ragged line along the straight edge.
Two rivets, one certainly of iron, remain in the border surrounding the circular recess. Of unknown
function.
Context 5896: Priory Street, Area C, part of street-side hardstanding, Site Phase 5. Object 40215.

97. Short piece of tubing, now c. 40mm. in length but broken at both ends. The tube has a diameter
of c. 5mm and consists of a piece of sheet bronze rolled into a tube with the edges abutting. Two
pairs of incised lines, each enclosing a slight rib, cross the tube a short distance apart; the rest of
the extant fragment is plain.
Context 8463: Priory Street, Area D, fill of construction trench for D4, Site Phase 7. Object 40370.
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THE IRON OBJECTS 
By I. Scott with contributions by H.J. James

INTRODUCTION

The acid soils on all the Carmarthen sites reported on in this volume meant that iron survived
only in a corroded condition, often embedded in heavy concretions. Much must have been lost.
In addition, there is a bias in the quantities of objects from the different sites due to the
enhancement of conservation resources centrally funded through the Cadw rescue excavation
vote at Cardiff. In the late 1970s and early 1980s resources did not permit all iron objects to be
X-rayed and consequently only the better preserved or recognisable objects were conserved.
However, from the mid 1980s onwards it has been possible to X-ray most of the material, which
has allowed more objects to be recognised and conserved and descriptions to be made from the
X-rays alone when further conservation was not possible. The consequence of this change for
Roman Carmarthen is that the Church Street site is probably under-represented in the catalogue.

The bulk of the catalogue descriptions are by Ian Scott, with additional descriptions by 
H. James of objects more recently discovered or conserved and more recent references. Where
relevant, additional information resulting from laboratory analysis has been added to the
descriptions. A complete catalogue of all iron finds, with greater detail on nails, and containing
the complete record of laboratory treatment and analysis is contained within the excavation
archive in Carmarthen Museum.

The Carmarthen ironwork is an unremarkable collection of ordinary objects, which can be
widely paralleled from other sites in Britain. Its main interest lies in the fact that many of the
Priory Street objects could have been made by the smiths who were active on that site from the
early second to late third if not fourth centuries A.D. In addition, while iron was used in all the
timber buildings excavated, there are greater densities discernible from some types of buildings
compared to others which hint at the nature of their build.

The most unusual objects for an urban setting are the two shield bosses and the two
spearheads found corroded across the back of one of them. The boss and spearheads were
found with other objects in Building A3. Although they are not closely datable they are more
likely to belong to the second century — the building, however, was certainly of third-century
date.They were probably part of a collection of scrap metal.The second boss was also residual
in a late (?fourth-century) context, part of the fill of a street-side drain. Neither context suggests
that the objects retained any use or value, either as weapons or as ‘heirlooms’. James, in his
article on two bosses from Roman London, shows that they are rare finds from urban contexts
(S. James 1980). Perhaps their presence in Moridunum indicates a second-century urban
population containing a proportion of discharged auxiliary troops. It is worth noting that a
dagger and fragments of three spearheads came from the Romano-British rural settlement in
the Iron Age promontory fort at Coygan Camp some 20km south-west of Carmarthen
(Wainwright 1967, fig. 26, 1–3).

The remaining objects are broadly grouped in the catalogue as ‘tools and implements’ and
‘domestic fittings’.The smiths’ punches provide further evidence for smithing on the Priory Street
site. A variety of knives and cleavers are represented. The majority of the objects, however (even
excluding the nails, here, as elsewhere, the commonest find), testify to the widespread use of iron
fastenings (hinges, staples, dogs or clamps and spikes) and fittings (locks, keys, window grilles) in
the timber buildings as well as the stone or part stone structures on the sites reported on here.

CATALOGUE (FIGS 8.7–8.9)

Weapons
1. Spearhead, with slim, leaf-shaped blade and slim, welded socket, length 205mm, fastened to the

shaft with a single nail. Found fused to a second spearhead across the back of the shield boss (2).
Spearheads with midribs are known from Roman sites, but they are not common. The example
under discussion is unusual in that it has parallel grooves defining its midrib.The only comparison
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is with a spearhead from Wroxeter published by Bushe-Fox (1914, 18, fig. 9). Bushe-Fox stated
that it was of ‘a pattern recalling an early Iron Age group occurring both in Britain and on the
Continent’. There is no need to assign an Iron Age date to either the Wroxeter or Carmarthen
weapons. The latter certainly is characteristically Roman in other respects: the shape of the blade
and the slim welded socket with a single nail, in particular recall a number of Roman weapons. See
for example spearheads from Hod Hill and from Newstead (Scott 1980, fig. 24.2, nos 1, 2 and 6)
for the shape of the blade and the slimness of the socket. The associations of our weapon confirm
that it is Roman (see associated artefacts below). This spearhead cannot be closely dated. Second
spearhead with stout leaf-shaped blade, and wide, unwelded socket, length c. 152mm. The
asymmetrical blade form and the unwelded socket — giving an ‘unfinished’ look to the weapon —
taken together with its overall length of around 150mm or 6 inches all point to a second-century
A.D. or later date (see Scott 1980, 337, fig. 24.2, nos 7–8).

2. Shield boss, with low, slightly pointed dome and circular flange. Poorly preserved, so difficult to see
how many nail holes through the flange, overall diameter 160mm, diameter of dome c. 100mm width
of flange 26–30mm. Found with spearheads. Hemispherical iron shield bosses were almost certainly
a Roman introduction to Britain (Scott in Breeze et al. 1976, 85; Buckland 1978, 259ff.). They are
quite common finds from the sites of Roman forts, but are almost unknown from Roman urban sites
(see the comment by S. James 1980, 323).This particular boss is small by comparison with other iron
bosses. There is an example from London (S. James 1980, fig. 3 right), which has a similar overall
diameter to our Carmarthen example, but it has an exceptionally narrow flange. Most bosses are
larger.The bosses from Newton and from Doncaster,Yorkshire (Buckland 1978), from Kestell Pfunz
(Obergermanisch-Raetische Limes des Romerreiches 7, no. 73, pl. XV, 14), and from Bearsden
(unpublished, inf. from David Breeze), all have an overall diameter of about 200mm. All, with the
exception of the example from Bearsden, have domes of 130mm or more in diameter.The Bearsden
dome is the same diameter as the example under discussion but shallower.The closest parallel for size
is the example from Camelon (Breeze et al. 1976, 89, fig. 3.2). The minimum size of the dome is
controlled by the function of the boss, which is to cover the hand grip of the shield (see the discussion
of the Doncaster shield: Buckland 1978, esp. 259).The boss, once fastened to the shield board, must
be wide enough and deep enough to accommodate a soldier’s hand. The back of a shield with a
handgrip is well illustrated on a cavalry trooper’s tombstone from Stanwix on Hadrian’s Wall (RIB
2030, Collingwood and Wright 1965). Although the evidence for the nail holes for fixing the umbo
to the shield is lacking in this example there can be little doubt that there were holes (see 3 below) 
Context 81: Priory Street, a floor surface in the front half of Building A3, see Site Phase 8. Object
40005.

3. Shield boss, with deep dome which is very slightly pointed. Overall diameter 190mm, width of
flange 35mm and diameter of dome 117.5mm.There are four holes for nails equally spaced around
the flange. The nails, which are still in place, have large flat heads. On the back of the boss,
especially around the shanks of the nails, there are the traces of the wood of the shield board
preserved in the iron corrosion products. The closest parallel is a boss from Kastell Pfunz
(Obergermanisch-Raetische Limes des Romerreiches 7, no. 73, pl. XV, 16). The dome of this umbo is
large and very high, but would have been set diagonally to the axes of the shield board so that when
in place, the umbo did not interfere with the positioning of the grip behind the board. This grip
would have been fixed separately. The positioning of the nails is well illustrated by a relief of an
auxiliary from Mainz (Espérandieu 1914,VII, no. 5819).The wood traces on the back of the flange
all have their grain running in the same direction and give no evidence that the shield board was
made of plywood, but it almost certainly was. The wood traces that survive are very slight. Both
this boss and the preceding one (no. 2) would have been used, almost certainly, on oval auxiliary
shields with almost flat boards.
Context 8039: Priory Street, Area D, residual in fill of street-side drain, Site Phase 8. Object 40351.

4. (Not illustrated.) Blade fragment, with slight, rounded, upstanding midribs on either face. Perhaps
part of the blade of a weapon: a dagger, a sword, or a spear. Length 95mm; width 45mm.
Context 51: Priory Street, Area A, in soil build-up around hearth 103, Site Phase 6. Object 40068.

Tools and implements
5. Smith’s punch or tapering spike of square cross-section. The head shows little sign of battering.

Length 95mm.
Context 506: Priory Street, Area B, in floor make-up within remodelled Building B5, Site Phase 8.
Object 40078.
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6. Smith’s punch, of circular, or sub-rectangular cross-section; the head is splayed by hammering. See
Verulamium (Manning in Frere 1972, no. 5). Length 120mm.
Context 5388: Priory Street, Area C, in fill of internal trench of small workshop C6, Site Phase 6.
Object 40183.

7. (Not illustrated.) ?Chisel, shaft of rectangular cross-section, splaying out to form a rounded blade,
top broken. Length 165mm.
Context 83: Priory Street, Area A, reused in packing a posthole of Building A3, Site Phase 8. Object
40023.

8. Pick-axe, with small chisel-edged pick blade and axe-blade.There are lugs flanking the eye; length
247mm. See Manning 1969, 19, fig.1; 1976, 28, fig. 6, for a discussion of the types of pick-axe.
This example is quite small. Examples from Hod Hill (Brailsford 1962, fig. 13, G42), and
Carrawburgh (Manning 1976, no. 77) are 300mm long, and an example from Newstead (Curle
1911, pl. LVIII.4) is c. 380mm long.There is a pick-axe from Straubing (Walke 1965,Taf. 127.16)
which is c. 280mm long.
Context 106: Priory Street, Area A, surface, part of floor 81, see 1 and 2. Object 40010.

9. Sickle blade, broken into three pieces; the identification is not certain, but could be Manning’s Type
1, an Iron Age form continuing in use into the Romano-British period, Manning 1985, 51, 52.
Context 106: see 8. Object 40069.

10. Knife with paired, decorated bone plates, riveted in two places to the plate tang; no sign of any
suspension loop. The blade is narrow, straight-backed and broken off where it turns down to the
point. Length 110mm (see Manning 1985, 110, Type 1b). Bone plates decorated with cross-cut
panels separated by double lines and blank spaces.
Context 11,121: Parade Road, in silted fill of drain 11,148. Object 40030.

11. Knife, or cleaver, with deep curved blade sloping down slightly from the tang and broken at the tip.
Handle attached to a thick stem of square cross-section by a similarly shaped tang. There is a
washer between the stem and the tang. Length 123mm. Similar to Manning’s Type 12, Manning
1985, 109, 114.
Context 50: Priory Street, Area A, see 4. Object 40024.

12. Knife blade, curved, but not so deep as 10; most of tang missing. Length 75mm. Manning’s Type 12?
Context 2012: Priory Street, Area B, in debris south of Building B4 (oven and smithy), Phase 4/5.
Object 40126.

13. Knife with long blade, narrowing towards the handle and the back dropping through 38° to form
a short, steep tip; the narrow, square-sectioned tang is broken close to the blade. Length 185mm.
See Manning 1985, 116, Type 17; uncommon.
Context 15,124: Priory Street 1987, occupation debris associated with Building 87.2
(metalworking). Object 40038.

14. Blade fragment with large, circular socket; extant length c. 240mm. Partly cleaned in the lab. to
reveal narrow flat back to the top of the blade; ?part of a cleaver or billhook, see Manning 1985,
117, Type 22.
Context 8073: Area D, fill of pit, includes nails, Site Phase 5. Object 40356.

15. Blade fragment? Tip of wide knife blade, straight backed and triangular shaped point, triangular in
section.
Context 8073: Priory Street, Area D, in rubbish pit 8090, Site Phase 8. Object 40356.

16. Ladle, very poorly preserved but details apparent after lab. examination by K. Hunter. Handle a
rectangular cross-sectioned bar tapering towards the middle where it twisted, then flattened and
slightly splayed out to the oval bowl. The bowl was of thin sheet metal, but the object was too
decayed to be certain of whether the ladle had been wrought in one piece or the bowl welded onto
the handle. Fragment of a flesh hook attachment survived at the other end and also, in association,
a cast copper alloy ring with a lead core. Length 267mm, bowl 95 × 65mm. For a similar example
see Manning 1985, 104, with oval bowl, square-sectioned handle with two areas of decorative
twisting and remains of a flesh hook attachment.
Context 1887: Priory Street, Area B, in charcoal and hammerscale debris associated with smithing
hearth 2280, Building B4, Site Phase 4. Object 40117.

Transport
17. Linch-pin, with crescentic head and turned over loop. Length 150mm. Manning’s Type 1b,

Manning 1985, 73, 74.
Context 51: Priory Street, Area A, see 4 and 11. Object 40007.
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Domestic fittings
18. L-shaped lift-key, formed from rectangular sectioned strip, turned at the end of the handle to form

a small circular loop; the bit has three teeth. Length 90mm, bit 30mm. See Manning 1985, nos
O 26–32, pp. 90–2, pl. 40.
Context 6563: Priory Street, Area C, in debris south of Building C1, Site Phase 4/5. Object 40299.

19. Spring, or bolt, from a barb-spring padlock, formed of a tapering bar with springs welded to narrow
end, the wider end was rolled over to hold a D-shaped ring. Length 107mm. This is an unusual
form of bolt; for the more usual form see the example from Braintree (Manning in Drury 1976,
fig. 16.15) 
Context 5550: Priory Street, Area C, late Roman build-up, Site Phase 8. Object 40203

20. Half of a strap hinge, tapering plate with two nail holes. The matching half, and the pin that fixed
them together, are missing. Length 75mm. For strap hinges similar to this piece, see examples from
Verulamium (Manning in Frere 1984, nos 102–9).
Context 1045: Priory Street, Area B, in foundation material for internal wall of remodelled
Building B5, Site Phase 8. Object 40059.

21. L-shaped staple for a drop hinge, length 105mm. See the example from Frocester Court Roman
Villa (Scott in Gracie and Price 1980, fig.14.35) 
Context 50: Priory Street, Area A, see 4, 11 and 17. Object 40066.

22. (Not illustrated.) L-shaped staple for drop hinge.
Context 352: Priory Street, Area B, in late Roman soil build-up, Site Phase 9. Object 40074.

23. (Not illustrated.) L-shaped staple for drop hinge, tapering to a point, broken at thick hinge end
where only 40mm high.
Context 5336: Priory Street, Area C, similar to 19. Object 40441

24. Part of window grille formed from two flat, narrow tapering strips, intersecting at an acute angle
and ?riveted on the intersection, to form star-shaped infills over a heavier cross-bar frame, see
Manning 1985, 128, pl. 60 for Hinton St Mary example.
Context 5336: see 23. Object 40459.

25. Ring-headed spike, of rounded cross-section, with square cross-section on the stem, where there
were traces of replaced wood. Length 105mm.
Context 1045: see 20. Object 40065.

26. Split spike loop. Length 60mm.
Context 527: Priory Street, Area B, from late floor surface in remodelled B5, Site Phase 8. Object
40073.

27. Ring-headed bar, flat and rectangular in section, rounding and narrowing at one end to form a
closed loop, possibly with similar loop at the other end, now broken off; function uncertain, but
lab. examination found traces of replaced organic material, probably wood, on both sides of the flat
bar. Length 70mm.
Context 5550: as 19. Object 40443.

28. Ring-headed pin, formed from square-sectioned bar bent over and welded at one end to form a
ring, with a 10mm internal diameter, overall length 70mm.
Context 8560: Priory Street, Area D, in gravel layer incorporating debris from hearth 9576,
Building D4, Site Phase 7. Object 40453.

29a–b. Two ring-headed pins, square sectioned shafts with rounded ring heads, internal diameter 20mm.
Second pin similar but smaller, lengths 130mm and 85mm respectively.
Context 5871: Priory Street, Area C, dump layer, Site Phase 4. Object 40445.

30. ?Chain loop, figure-of-eight shape, very eroded.
Context 200: Priory Street, Area A, late Roman soil build up. Object 40434.

31. Strap and loop; heavy rectangular plate with a ring or loop attached to one end.There are no signs
of rivet or nail holes through the plate; function uncertain. Length 180mm.
Context 82: see 7. Object 40006.

32. Joiner’s dog or clamp, in two pieces, square sectioned, down turned at both ends to tapering points.
Lab. examination showed traces of replaced wood, especially at the large end and white corrosion
lines indicate how the object was wrought and drawn out.
Context 2235: Priory Street, Area B, in fill of ‘marking-out’ post setting, Area B, Site Phase 2.
Object 40132.
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Nails
The typology used is that of Manning 1985, 134–7 and examples of each type present are given.
A full list of all nail-producing contexts is contained in the site archive in Carmarthen Museum.

33. Nail, Type I
Context 1505: Priory Street Area B, fill of posthole 1518, Phase 3. Object 40258.

34. Nail, Type II Length 215mm.
Context 93: Priory Street, Area A, posthole, Site Phase 8. Object 40012.

35. Nail Type II, length 225mm.
Context 83: similar to 34. Object 40023.

36. (Not illustrated.) Hold fast, with head curved to form a semi-circle, and shank of rectangular cross-
section.
Context 641: Priory Street, Area B, associated with Building B6. Object 40072.

37. (Not illustrated.) Two fragments, one of two, the other of three hobnails, very corroded.
Context 1048: Priory Street, Area B, in pit 1057, part floor 3289 in B5. Object 40119.

SLAGS AND OTHER IRON-WORKING RESIDUES
By Peter Crew

INTRODUCTION

Some 1300 fragments of slag and other iron-working residues, with a total weight of about
95kg, were recovered during the excavations at Priory Street 1980–1984. A detailed catalogue
of this material was produced by Chris Salter in 1992 and some 80 pieces were sampled for
more detailed examination and analysis.These samples are currently stored at the Department
of Materials, University of Oxford. In 1996 the slags were re-examined and sorted into the
principal categories described below, on which this report is based. Small collections of each
type have been selected, for long-term storage or as teaching collections, and these have been
deposited at Carmarthen Museum, at Cambria Archaeology, Llandeilo and at Plas Tan y
Bwlch, Maentwrog.

Despite the variety of locations and contexts from which this material was recovered most of
it falls into a restricted range of types which form a surprisingly homogeneous collection. Over
90 per cent of the slags are certainly or probably from iron-smithing processes. A small amount
of ore and slag, about 7 per cent of the total weight, indicate that smelting was carried out in
the vicinity. Included with the slags was a small collection of iron. The most significant item is
a rare example of a billet, weighing just under 1kg, which is of consistently high-carbon steel.
There are also several fragments of forge waste, deriving from various stages of the refining and
smithing process.

Other metalworking residues consist of a fragment of possible crucible and a single piece of
slag with heavy copper staining, indicating a limited amount of non-ferrous metalworking, two
fragments of modern blast furnace slag and a piece of modern clinker.

TYPES OF IRON-WORKING RESIDUES

The slags fall into six broad categories and a brief description and discussion of each type is
given below (TABLE 8.5, FIG. 8.10). Although each type of slag is quite distinctive in broad
terms, there are, as usual, slags which are of intermediate character between one or more types.
A general description of the varieties of slag to be expected from smelting, refining and
smithing, relating them to the main stages of the process, is given in the Historical Metallurgy
Society Archaeology Datatsheets (Crew 1995; 1996). The smaller sizes of residues, which can
be diagnostic of the stages of refining and smithing, are not represented in this collection from
Carmarthen, except where they have been incorporated fortuitously in the surfaces of the bulk
slags or in their corrosion products.
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Iron ore

There are 12 fragments of iron ore, weighing between 50 and 500g, with a total weight of 1.9kg.
Most of the fragments are of high quality haematite, some with massive character and some
with a box-structure. There are also several fragments of possible limonite ore, but this is of
poor quality and is unlikely to have been used for smelting.

Smelting slags

Of the 5.05kg classified as smelting slag, only one piece is of the tap-slag variety.This is 50mm
thick and weighs 766g, but is only a small part of what would have been a massive slag cake.
The other slags are relatively large flows with characteristic upper cooling surfaces and charcoal
impressions, most of which would have formed inside the furnace. Slags from smelting on the
scale implied by the piece of tap slag would normally occur in hundreds or thousands of
kilograms, so the material from Carmarthen can only be regarded as a tentative indication that
smelting was carried out. Although smelting slags can be carried some distance, for reuse as
hard-core for example, the presence of ore fragments might imply that the focus of this activity
was in the near vicinity.

Furnace or hearth lining

There is a small quantity of fired or vitrified clay, weighing some 1.65kg. It is normally not
possible to be sure if material of this kind comes from smelting furnaces or smithing hearths
but, in view of the proportions of material from Carmarthen, it seems most likely that it is from
smithing hearths. Most of the fragments are heavily vitrified with glassy internal surfaces of
blue-black colour, typical of the glaze which forms on hearth lining in the high temperature
zone, just above the blowing hole. No recognisable fragments of blowing hole have survived,
but these are fragile and relatively rare, so would not be expected in such a small collection of
lining material.The clay fabric has evidence for being grogged with fragments of angular quartz
and several pieces retain the impression of a straw or grass temper.

Fluxed lining slags

There are 5.73kg of slags of a distinctive character.These are irregular conglomerations of low
density slags, generally pale in colour, with vitreous surfaces and which are highly vesicular in
broken section. These slags are a typical product from a smithing hearth which has been held
at a high temperature for some time, with the result that the clay above the blowing hole is
fluxed by the fuel ash. Slags of this type would normally form and be incorporated into the
smithing hearth slag cake, but a small proportion can collect as individual conglomerations in
the hearth.These slags are usually highly siliceous, reflecting the composition of the clay lining.
Some of the examples from Carmarthen have fragments of partly reacted quartz, which
probably derives from the lining material itself, but may indicate fluxing.
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TABLE 8.5: WEIGHTS AND PROPORTIONS OF MAIN SLAG TYPES FROM CARMARTHEN

Material type Weight (kg) % of total

Iron ores 1.9 2
Smelting slags 5.0 5.3
Furnace/hearth lining 1.65 1.7
Fluxed lining cakes 5.73 6
Smithing hearth slag cakes 43.85 46.5
Amorphous slag lumps 36.16 38.3
Total 94.34



Smithing hearth slag cakes

The largest proportion of the slag consists of some 160 examples of smithing hearth slag cakes,
weighing a total of 43.85kg. These are one of the most recognisable residues from the iron-
working process and have a generally plano-convex shape, giving rise to their more common
name, PCBs or plano-convex bottoms. However, their shape is rather varied and they are more
often convex-convex, and the upper surface is sometimes rather irregular owing to the last
formed slags not being fully incorporated into the slag cake. These slags form in the hot zone
of the smithing hearth, just below the blowing hole, and the base of the slag cake sometimes
has impressions of the charcoal bed in which it has cooled.

The Carmarthen slag cakes have all the usual attributes of smithing hearth cakes and
although they vary considerably in diameter and thickness, they are generally of similar
appearance with orange-brown secondary corrosion products. The thinner examples tend to
have smoother upper cooling surfaces and have clearly been more fluid in the hearth than the
larger examples, which usually have irregular upper surfaces. The cakes vary considerably in
their magnetism, some being weakly magnetic, some strongly so, possibly due to pieces of iron
trapped in the slag cakes.

There are 136 examples which are complete enough for their measurements to be
meaningful.The cakes are usually sub-circular in plan, the maximum dimension varying from 50
to 130mm, the minimum dimension from 40 to 110mm.Their thickness is from 10mm to 64mm.
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Their weight varies considerably from over 100 to 800g, with over 80 per cent of them being
less than 350g, which is a normal size distribution (FIG. 8.11).The bulk density of the slag cakes
is difficult to calculate without a great deal of effort, due both to their irregular shape and to
the sometimes highly vesicular nature of the slag. Using the mean diameter and depth to
calculate an approximate volume as a slice from a sphere, this shows a broadly linear correlation
with weight (FIG. 8.12). The bulk density calculated from these dimensions varies between 2.5
and 3.5g/cc, but the thinner cakes seem to be denser than 3.5 and some of the larger cakes seem
to be less dense than the minimum figure.This is partly an artefact of calculation, but it reflects
the real relative density of the cakes, which may be an indication that they derive from different
stages of the refining/smithing process. Considerable analytical work would be necessary to
demonstrate this.

Amorphous slags

It is usual that a large proportion of any slag collection is insufficiently distinctive to place it
firmly in a diagnostic category. This is partly because the slags do not have a distinctive shape,
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because they are a mixture of several types or because their character is masked by heavy
secondary corrosion products. Some 36kg of the Carmarthen material is not classifiable for all
these reasons. However, the general size range and nature of the secondary corrosion products
indicate that the majority of this material is probably slag from the smithing process, which
accumulated in the hearth, but did not acquire the recognisable shape of the slag cakes
described above. One fragment of amorphous slag has tiny fragments of coal trapped in its
surface. Other examples are listed by Salter in the archive report. There is increasing evidence
from Roman contexts for smithing using coal as a fuel, and the relative proximity of anthracite
coal to Carmarthen supports this.

The steel billet
This is a roughly triangular block, with maximum dimensions 98mm by 75mm by 50mm.
Unfortunately the billet seems to have been misplaced so it is not possible to give a more
accurate description.The weight when recorded was 998g, but the billet was heavily corroded.
Where they survive the corrosion products are up to 5mm thick, indicating that the original
block may have been significantly heavier.The flattened surfaces indicate that some forging has
taken place to partly consolidate the billet and a portion of the billet appears to have been cut
off, when hot, in antiquity.
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A sample cut from the smaller end has a large proportion of slag inclusions, which have not
been significantly distorted, suggesting that the refining had only partly consolidated the outer
zone of the original bloom. A reason for this is indicated by the composition of the metal which
is consistently of very high carbon steel, about 1.7 per cent, which in modern terms would be
classified as a tool steel. This would make the material very hard and very difficult to forge,
requiring carefully controlled hearth conditions and a limited temperature range, significantly
lower than for more usual iron and steels, in which the material could be forged successfully.
There are no signs of decarburisation at the edges of the billet, which might be expected as a
result of forging, but this may equally be a result of the outer layers having been lost through
corrosion or an indication of the skill of the smiths at Carmarthen. That the billet appears to
have had a portion cut from it shows that this material had been used, rather than simply
discarded as waste material which was too difficult to forge. An obvious use for high carbon
steel of this type would be as a steel insert, welded between pieces of softer iron, which would
have made a very effective knife or some other form of tool requiring a sharp edge. Such
material would also be suitable for making files.

There is increasing evidence for the production of steel in bloomery furnaces and for its use
for specialised purposes (Salter 1997). A full metallographic examination of the other iron
waste and artefacts from Carmarthen might show that this was the case here.

Forge waste
Also included with the slags was a small quantity of iron fragments, their character being
masked by heavy corrosion products. There are several fragments with an irregular shape
consisting of fragments broken off from bulk iron, such as the billet described above, during the
refining process. There are also several fragments of distorted bar or strip, which would have
been discarded during the smithing process either because they were of poor quality or because
they were too small to recycle and to weld easily to other pieces. These fragments, with a total
weight of less than 200g, are probably not representative of the full range of forge waste which
would have been produced at Carmarthen, but material of this character is rarely recovered and
has not often been studied in any detail. The fragments are, however, an indication that bulk
iron and steel were either being produced locally or were being brought to the site, where they
were refined and forged to a variety of forms.

Discussion
Iron-working residues from Roman sites in Wales have not often been studied in any detail, even
when the material has been systematically collected rather than ignored as is usually the case.
Large quantities of iron would have been used for the construction of Roman forts and a wide
range of iron objects were used throughout the period. In Wales, the evidence for iron-working
at Roman forts seems to be mainly for secondary smithing and we have little knowledge of the
locations where primary production may have been carried out, or the mechanism for the
supply of iron (Crew 1990). This would seem at first sight to support the hypothesis of large
scale centralised production centres (Manning 1979) but, particularly in south Wales where
there are sources of high quality iron ore available, the possibility of more local production
should not be overlooked. The evidence for smelting presently available from Carmarthen is
limited, but this may be due to the relatively small scale of excavations yet carried out.The site
at Bear Field, Cowbridge, has produced a large quantity of slag, including haematite ores of
probable local origin, indicating the possibility of iron production during the Roman period.

The closest parallel for the assemblage at Carmarthen is the 700kg of iron-working debris
from Loughor (Greenough 1987), which consists almost exclusively of smithing hearth slag
cakes and fluxed lining slags, indicating the forging of iron on a considerable scale.

Each smithing hearth cake represents an episode of refining or forging at the hearth, probably
a half-day or full day of work, depending on the nature of the smithing being carried out. The
cake of slag would have been removed at the end of the work period, to clean the hearth ready
for subsequent work. Thus the smithing cakes from Carmarthen represent between 3 and 6
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months work, during which a considerable amount of iron would have been forged, but
probably only a small proportion of that actually used at the site. Much of the production would
undoubtedly have been of mundane items like nails, but the implications of the steel billet are
that at least some high-quality work, requiring considerable skill, was being carried out.

CONTEXTS OF SLAGS

By H.J. James

A full analytical list of all slag by context from the Priory Street sites, both stratified and
residual, was, as noted above by P. Crew, compiled by C.J. Salter. This forms part of the site
archive, deposited in Carmarthen Museum. Extracts and summaries from this are provided
here to link the overall synthesis by P. Crew with the individual smithing hearths and iron-
working areas and features further described within the individual building descriptions and
plans in Chapter 3. These descriptions follow the order of classification of the slags in the
reports by both P. Crew and C.J. Salter.

Iron ore
Apart from a residual fragment in Area D, all the ore, a massive haematite, came from features
in Building C4, namely trench 5680 and its surrounds, pit 5259 and a rubbish pit, 5078,
immediately to the north (not shown on FIG. 3.64). Both the pit and trench flanked a hearth,
5973 and to the east and south was ample evidence for fairly intensive smithing activity. No
other locations for smithing on the Priory Street site had the same density of features, nor were
any others associated with ore.

Smelting slags
The evidence for smelting in terms of quantities of slag recovered is not conclusive.There were
two locations for these. Firstly Building B6, the latest on the site in that area, had some slag,
part of a tap-type flow, embedded in its floor surfaces around hearths (FIG. 3.52). It is possible
that some slag might have been removed for reworking in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries in the Priory Street Foundry to the west of the site, although this part of the Priory
Street site was buried below some 0.3–0.4m of garden soil. By contrast the remains of Building
87.2 from the excavations below the former 109–111 Priory Street were just below the floors
of these late eighteenth to early nineteenth-century buildings and smelting slag may have been
removed from here.Three blocks of slag associated with smelting, nos 427, 428 and 435, were
identified by C.J. Salter from furnace 15,106 east of Building 87.2 (FIG. 3.59).

Furnace or hearth lining and fluxed lining slags
The only samples taken were from what, at the time of excavation, were assumed to have been
ovens rather than hearths, namely 9576 and 9603 in Area D (FIGS 3.14 and 3.51). This
assumption was based on the form of the features and the absence of recognisable slag.
Subsequent examination of the samples by Chris Salter and Peter Crew indicates a more likely
function as hearths for heating bar iron.

Smithing hearth cakes
Residual material is excluded from this summary list which only covers smithing hearth cakes
from areas of working evidenced by hearths, burning, other debris (hammerscale) and finds
(mainly nails). Unfortunately, no samples were kept for analysis from Area A of the Priory
Street site.There were two episodes of iron-working clearly indicated in Area B.The earliest was
the smithy in the eastern half of Building B4, of mid to late fourth-century date (FIG. 3.44).The
latest was working within Building B6 probably of fourth-century date also associated with
smelting slag.
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Smithing took place both early and late in the occupation of Area C. The slags and
hammerscale from within Building C2 provide firm evidence for this even though much of the
traces of working were truncated by the construction of oven 6339. There was a separate and
later period of smithing alongside Street 2 south of Building C2, after oven 6339 had gone out
of use. There may have been small-scale smithing within Building C1 centred on pit 7197 but
the shell of the building was certainly adapted as a smithy (Building C3) after a period of
abandonment over most of the site. At a later stage, perhaps as a result of an increase in volume
of activity rather than a replacement of smithing in C3, ore roasting took place in Building C4
to the west of C3 (see above) and smithing over areas to the south of both structures. In Area
D hearth cakes came from hearth 8243 in Building D3 and also Building D5.

LEAD OBJECTS

By H.J. James

INTRODUCTION

There are lead sources close to Carmarthen at Llangunnor and at a few other locations in the
Tywi valley east of the town, which were mined in the nineteenth century (Hall 1993). It is not
known whether they were exploited in the Roman period. Recently a possible early mining area
has been recognised at Allt-y-Cnap Hill on the south-west side of Carmarthen (C. Delaney,
pers. comm.). There is slightly more circumstantial evidence that the lead mines of
Rhandirmwyn, some 50km to the north-east, across the watershed from the gold mines at
Dolaucothi, might have been mined by the Romans, if only as a source of silver (Hall 1993).

All sites excavated in Carmarthen produced small pieces of sheeting and strips, offcuts from
such sheets. In addition there were numerous splashes of lead and small to medium-sized waste
lumps. There was, however, no particular concentration evidenced from excavations at Parade
Road, the one site with a large stone building of architectural pretensions, to contrast with the
amounts of material associated with the humbler timber or stone and timber buildings of Priory
Street. Although some waste lead was associated with smithing hearths there was no real
evidence for its smelting and production on the areas excavated. It is most likely, therefore, that
lead was used in small quantities for plumbing purposes or as seals for wooden pipes, water-
butts or barrels and for other assorted purposes.

CATALOGUE (FIG. 8.13)

Lamps and lampholders
Lead lamps and lampholders are known from military sites in Wales — Segontium, Pen Llystyn
and Caerleon — from late first and second-century contexts (Allason-Jones 1993).
1. Oval, flat-bottomed container, overall length 107mm, depth 22mm, with broken handle and

pinched in, rounded ‘spout’ perhaps for a wick. This indicates that the object was a lamp, rather
than a lampholder. Formed from sheet lead folded over the side walls and knife trimmed around
the ‘spout’. See Trawscoed (Davies 1984) for an exact parallel, from locally mined lead.
Context 12,016: Church Street, from Roman ground level, otherwise unstratified. Object 924

2. Oval-shaped container with squared-off end and flat strap-like handle, bowl length 90mm, width
60mm, depth c. 20mm, handle 70mm long, 25mm wide. Both formed from a single thick sheet of
lead (6mm) with the handle being roughly cut with ?shears and the bowl formed by turning up
sides, as above, which were brought round and joined to form the straight end above the handle,
distorted but probably a lampholder designed to be inserted into a wall. See Caerleon for a similar
handled lampholder (Evans and Metcalf 1992, 175, no. 1).
Context 7376: Priory Street, Area C, primary street and C1 floor layer, Site Phase 1. Object 40336.

3. Small bowl, roughly circular, with domed, thin base and thicker walls with marked interior ridging
and irregular rim, crudely finished. Possibly a lamp. For circular ceramic examples, see Frere 1972,
fig. 142, nos 3, 4 and 5.
Context 12,073: Church Street, late first–early second-century ditch. Object 1409.
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4. Possible rim and part body of a lead vessel, thin walled with grooving on the upstanding neck; rim
formed by rolling over the lead sheeting to form a flattened top; insufficient extant to estimate size.
Context 5128: Priory Street, Area C, late Roman soil, Site Phase 9. Object 40165.

Perforated discs

These were the commonest objects and fell into two types: flat, circular discs with well-formed,
central circular perforations and flat-based, dome-shaped discs, more irregular in outline with
less carefully placed perforations. They are most probably weights. An example of each is
described:
5. Flat, circular disc 29mm in diameter, 4mm thick with 10mm central perforation, weight 50g.

Context 12,016: see 1. Object 262.
6. Domed, roughly circular object c. 50mm in diameter, 18mm maximum height with off-centre,

large, perforation, weight 122g.
Context 12,016: see 1. Object 263.
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Miscellaneous objects
7. Disc, 35mm in diameter, 10mm thick with a deep ‘V’ profiled groove around its circumference and

flat upper surface — a pulley or perhaps a bung or seal to a wooden container, weight 82g.
Context 1548: surface beneath granary, B5, Site Phase 6. Object 40103.

8. (Not illustrated.) Similar, but with a thinner more irregularly edged flat top suggesting that it was
hammered flat as a seal over a circular opening of a wooden container, 50mm diameter, 7mm
depth.
Context 12,512: Church Street, third/fourth-century layer, south end of site. Object 1235.

9. Ring/collar, outer diameter 52mm, circular in section, broken.
Context 12,288. Object 139.

10. Roughly circular section, 85mm in length, notched at either end.
Context 12,505. Object 1300.

11. Three-pointed ‘Legs of Man’ shaped device, crudely cut from a thick piece of lead sheeting,
perhaps as inset decoration onto a timber board, one point broken, 40 × 40mm.
Context 12,016. Object 1000.

12. (Not illustrated.) Rivet, probably for mending broken pottery. See Chapter 7 for numerous similar
attached examples, not just on samian but also mortaria and Black Burnished vessels.
Context 5790. Object 216.

GLASS

By D. Brennan

INTRODUCTION

The report is based on the examination of 831 fragments of Roman vessel and window glass,
as well as 51 glass objects, from all the excavations reported upon in this volume. The vessel
range is small, and covers a period from the first to the third centuries A.D. The one exception
is the rim of a jug (no. 13) of late third or fourth-century date.

The bulk of the material comes from natural coloured, bluish-green vessels — 537 fragments
out of 645 belong to bottles of first to third-century date. The remaining bluish-green vessel
fragments are mostly featureless, indicating a limited range of fine tablewares in use in
Moridunum. Forty-one fragments of coloured and twenty-nine of colourless glass were
recovered. Of these, only a few fragments can be identified with any certainty. Brightly coloured
glass was used to produce a variety of fine tablewares during the first half of the first century.
Not until later (c. A.D. 65–70) did colourless ware become widespread (Harden and Price 1971,
321–3). Coloured glass predominated on the Church Street site.

There are 114 fragments of bluish green window glass — all cast matt/glossy in type and in
use from the first to the third centuries. Fragments were scattered over all sites with no sig-
nificant concentrations. Objects include 36 beads and 15 monochrome counters. Most of the
beads are common types, ranging in date from the late Iron Age to the end of the Roman period
and beyond. Twenty-two are melon beads, all but one in a turquoise glass paste.

CATALOGUE (FIG. 8.14)

Pillar-moulded bowls
Pillar-moulded bowls are found throughout the Roman empire. Their survival rate is high due
to the robust nature of the glass and they are easily recognised because of their distinctive
surface finish, so their prevalence compared to other types of vessels may have been exaggerated
(Harden 1947, 288). Numbers 1, 2 and four other fragments are from a type of bowl (Isings
1957, Form 3) produced in the first century and common in Flavian contexts. It is not
surprising, therefore, to find that all the Carmarthen examples are from late first/early second-
century Church Street contexts.
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1. Three joining fragments from the rim and upper body of a pillar-moulded bowl in bluish-green
glass. Plain, vertical rim, slightly distorted by fire and parts of two prominent, vertical ribs, tapering
towards the base. Cast, wheel-polished interior and on outside of the rim; the rest of the exterior
is fire polished. Rim diam. 160mm, thickness 1.5mm. Date: early second century.
Context 12,402: Church Street, ?hearth sealed by layer 12,263. Object 929.

2. (Not illustrated.) Three joining fragments from the rim and upper body of a bluish-green pillar-
moulded bowl similar to 1.
Contexts 12,263, 12,529, 12,531, Church Street, all contexts sealed by first phase town defences,
second century. Objects 1351 and 1360.

Another two rim and three body fragments came from contexts 12,016, 12,073, 12,317, 12,331
and 12,473, either sealed second-century or general Roman ground surface.

Jars and jugs
Numbers 3–5 are from globular or ovoid jars. This type (Isings 1957, Form 67c) with its
distinctive collar-rim had either a ribbed (Charlesworth 1972, fig. 67, nos 25, 26 from
Verulamium) or plain body (Charlesworth 1979, fig. 70, no. 23, from Exeter) and a cut-out,
open base-ring like nos 6–8 below.They were produced in the Seine-Rhine region (Price 1978,
74) during the mid first century and occur quite frequently on late first and early second-
century sites in Britain and the north-west provinces. Numbers 6–8 are base fragments from
such jars, or possibly long-necked jugs (see nos 10–12 below), contemporary in date and
production area with the jars. Alternatively these small fragments might be from first-century
bowls, which share the same pushed-in, open base-rings. In addition to no. 9, another eight
fragments of deep blue glass were found, all featureless body fragments, but almost certainly of
first-century date and also from Church Street.

Numbers 10–12 are jug fragments, in use from the mid first to the mid second centuries.
There were three basic body profiles to these vessels: globular (Isings, 1957, Form 52 a and b),
ovoid (idem, Form 52c) and conical (idem, Form 55). They all had a long, cylindrical neck,
ribbed, angular handle and concave or cut-out, open base rings like nos 6–8. The handle
fragments (nos 10 and 11) cannot be assigned to any one of the three profiles. Conical jugs with
vertical ribbing like no. 12 are well known; a similar vessel but of dark, yellow-brown glass was
found at Caersws (Cool and Price 1989, fig. 20, no. 30).

3. Rim fragment from bluish-green jar. Tubular rim, rounded, thickened and then folded outwards
and downwards. Rim diam. c. 100mm.
Context 12,253: residual in weathered top of rampart. Object 166.

4. (Not illustrated.) Rim fragment of yellowish-green jar. Blown.Tubular rim forming a collar around
the neck. Poorly preserved and rim diameter not established.
Context 12,380: Church Street, pit sealed by 12,263 below rampart, late first/early second century.
Object 806.

5. (Not illustrated.) Rim fragment of a bluish-green jar, similar to 3. Rim diam. 120mm.
Context 6348: Priory Street, Area C, associated with Building C2. Object 40622.

6. Fragment from the base of a translucent, yellowish-brown jar, jug or bowl. Part of a pushed in,
open, base-ring. Base diam. 65mm, thickness 1–2mm.
Context 12,016/12,331, Roman ground surface and post-medieval garden soil. Object 746.

7. (Not illustrated.) Three fragments from the base of a translucent, yellowish-brown jar, jug or bowl.
Similar to 6. Base diam. 65mm, thickness 1–2mm.
Context 12,380: see 4. Object 807.

8. Fragment from the base of a translucent, olive-green jar, jug or bowl. Blown. Part of a pushed-in,
open base ring. Base diam. 70mm, thickness 1–3mm.
Context 6978: Priory Street, Area C, surfacing dump, part of C1. Object 40431.

9. Two joining fragments from the body of a translucent, deep blue jar. Blown. Part of curved body
with a single optic-blown vertical rib extant. Thickness 1mm.
Context 12,557: Church Street, late pit, near street 12,511. Object 1519.

10. (Not illustrated.) Fragment of translucent, olive-green jug handle, extant length 23mm, width
24mm.
Context 12,016: buried soil (Roman ground surface) otherwise unstratified. Object 748.
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Two similar jug handle fragments were also found from Church Street contexts 12,324 and 12,332
(objects 376 and 436), weathered top of rampart and post-medieval.

11. Fragment from translucent, olive-green jug handle. Part of the upper attachment of an angular
ribbon handle with a raised, central rib. Extant length 50mm, width 21mm.
Context 6434: Priory Street, Area C, burnt debris of C1, Site Phase 4. Object 40430.

12. (Not illustrated.) Fragment from body of a bluish-green, conical jug. Blown. Straight-sided with
parts of two optic-blown, vertical ribs, which were then tooled. Thickness 1–2.5mm.
Context 8807: Priory Street, Area D, from postpit, part of D3.

A similar body fragment, probably from the same vessel, came from context 8821, a possible
hearth within D3. Object 40623.

13. Rim fragment of a natural-coloured green jug, in very bubbly glass. Mould-blown. Out-splayed
rim, with a thickened and fire-rounded rim and a sloping trail below the rim. Rim diam. 80mm,
thickness below trail 4mm. This vessel is of late third or fourth-century date. See Isings 1957,
Forms 102b, 120b, 121, 126 and 127 for similar rim profiles. See Harden et al. 1987, pl. 70, 142,
for similar funnel mouth with sloping trail below in a complete jug from Cologne. This latter is of
the same greenish bubbly glass to 13 and has a ribbed, piriform body with a fluted handle, dating
to the first half of the fourth century.
Context 12,309: Church Street, late stone platform on back of rampart, see FIG. 4.4, Object 180.
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Bowls
Numbers 14–15 are from bowls with hollow, tubular rims which were popular throughout the
Roman period. Both deep and shallow versions exist, with either ribbed or plain body. But with
only the rims surviving, it is not possible to establish their precise form or date. Number 16 is
the rim of a cylindrical cup or bowl of a type common in the late second and early third
centuries Isings 1957, Form 85b).This type is found on sites throughout Britain and the north-
west provinces. The majority were produced in colourless glass, but bluish-green examples are
occasionally found (see Vindolanda: Price 1985, fig. 77, nos 24 and 25).

14. (Not illustrated.) Rim and upper body bluish-green bowl fragment. Hollow, tubular rim, folded
outwards and downwards. Rim diam. c. 160mm, thickness 1.5mm.
Context 12,402: see 1. Object 929.

15. (Not illustrated.) Rim fragment of bluish-green bowl, similar to 14. Diam: 140–150mm, thickness
1mm.
Context 8111: Priory Street, Area D, part of Building D2. Object 40358.

16. Rim and upper body fragment of bluish-green cup or small bowl. Blown. Vertical rim, edge fire-
rounded and thickened, curved upper body. Diam. 120mm, thickness 1.5mm.
Context 6041: Priory Street, Area C, gravel surface associated with late Building C5. Object
40429.

Beakers
Number 17 is from a facet-cut beaker, almost certainly of a type widespread in the Flavian-
Trajanic period (Isings 1957, Form 21). Facet-cutting was used during the first and early
second centuries on drinking vessels; the technique was also popular in the late second to
fourth centuries on bowls and plates. Although the rim of the Carmarthen vessel is not typical
of the early beakers, it is similar in all other details to Form 21. Oliver catalogues a series of
early, facet-cut vessels, distinguishing cup forms, tall and short, which he again divided into two
stylistic groups with varying types of facet-cut decoration (Oliver 1984, 36–8). One of the finest
and complete examples of this type of cup is from Barnwell, Cambridgeshire, now in the British
Museum (Harden et al. 1987, pl. 104, 194).

Numbers 20 and 21 are fragments from cups or bowls of a type popular in the second
century; compare similar vessels from Vindolanda (Price 1985, fig. 77, no. 6); Corbridge (Allen
1988, fig. 132, no. 42) and Caerwent (Boon 1973, fig. 4, no. 40a–c). The type is a variant on
the plain, cylindrical cup with fire-thickened rim like 16 above.

17. Three joining fragments from the rim and upper body of a colourless, facet-cut beaker. Blown.
Slightly outflared rim, edge knocked off and ground smooth; straight-sided body tapering
downwards.The exterior surface is ground and wheel-polished and the interior surface glossy.Two
horizontal wheel-cut lines at the rim and further down the vessel wall above a row of wheel-ground,
oval topped facets. Rim diam. 120mm, thickness 1.5–2mm.
Context 1020: Priory Street, Area B, hearth within room ‘d’, B5. Object 40425.

18. Rim fragment of colourless, slightly green tinted beaker. Blown. Everted rim, with the edge cracked
off and ground smooth. One horizontal wheel cut line on the body. Rim diam. c. 55mm, thickness
1mm.
Context 1386: Priory Street, Area B, from within former annexe, north side of B5. Object 40088.

19. Rim fragment of colourless, slightly green tinted beaker with an everted, outsplayed rim, edge
cracked off and ground smooth. Two horizontal wheel-cut lines on the body. Rim diam. c. 65mm,
thickness 1mm.
Context 1828: Priory Street, Area B, part of ground surface below granary, Building B5. Object
40426.

20. Three rim fragments of a colourless cup or bowl. Out-turned rim, edge fire-rounded and
thickened. Straight-sided cylindrical body. Horizontal unmarvered trail below the rim. Diameter
not established, thickness 1–1.5mm.
Context: unstratified, Priory Street 1987.

21. (Not illustrated.) One rim and two body fragments of a colourless cup or bowl, similar to 20.
Context 15,100: Priory Street 1987, late soil build up associated with Building 87.3. Object 40624.
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Unknown vessel form
22. Base fragment of a colourless, green tinted vessel of unknown form. Base is tubular with a pushed

in base-ring and flat base and thus probably of second or third-century date.
Context 9012: Priory Street, part of Building D1. Object 40432.

Bottle glass
Numbers 23–26 are bottle fragments. Bluish-green bottles were very common during the first
and second centuries, used primarily as domestic containers for transport and storage of liquid
goods. Square and cylindrical bottles are the two main types (Isings 1957, Forms 50 and 51).
Other prismatic forms, including hexagonal bottles, like no. 25, are less well known.They were
all introduced during the second half of the first century.The cylindrical bottle, which was free-
blown, had a relatively short lifespan, disappearing shortly after the early second century. The
square and other prismatic forms, most of which were mould-blown, were used throughout the
second century and into the third.The prismatic bottle usually had some form of moulded base
pattern or trade-mark. Concentric circles are the most common, followed by other geometric
designs and those bearing initials (see Price 1978, 75–6). It was not always possible to
distinguish between cylindrical and prismatic vessels since they have similar rims, necks,
shoulders and handles. Many pieces were indeterminate and others distorted by fire or fused.

23. Rim fragment and part shoulder of a bluish-green bottle. Mould blown. Rim folded upwards and
inwards, then flattened horizontally, with a multi-ribbed, angular handle applied just below the rim
at the junction of the shoulder and the body.The ribs form fine-pointed claws which grip the body.
Rim diam. 50mm.
Context 12,494: Church Street, within post-medieval garden trench cutting Roman ground levels.
Object 1253.

24. Base fragment of bluish-green, prismatic bottle. Mould-blown. Part of one raised circle survives on
the underside of the base, also parts of two initials within the circle, possibly a ‘V’ or a ‘C’.
Context 186: Priory Street Area A, road-side pit, Site Phase 4. Object 40422.

25. (Not illustrated.) Base and wall fragment of a hexagonal bottle. Mould-blown. Parts of two raised
concentric circles on the underside of the base. A similar example came from context 6978.
Context 390: Priory Street Area A, late Roman soil, associated with B6. Object 40624.

26. Base fragment of a bluish-green prismatic bottle. Mould-blown. Part of a raised square survives on
the underside of the base and part of a large central cross.
Context 5918: Priory Street, Area C, Street 2 surfacing. Object 40428.

Window glass
The window glass from Carmarthen is of the cast-moulded type. The average thickness of
window pane is 4mm. Every fragment has a rough, matt undersurface and a smooth, glossy,
and often uneven upper surface. It was probably made by pouring molten glass into a wooden
frame or stone mould. The tool mark on no. 27 was probably made by the implement which
either pressed the glass into or extracted it from the mould. Many pieces had rounded edges
extant. See Boon 1966 for further details of manufacture.

27. Window glass, bluish green; matt/glossy type, cast moulded. Rounded corner piece, subsequently
fire distorted. Tool mark on upper, glossy surface. Thickness 4mm.
Context 51: Priory Street, Area A, late Roman build-up. Object 40421.

Beads
The Carmarthen finds are all of well-known types, none of which are closely datable.The ‘eye’
bead (no. 28) belongs to Guido’s Class 3 (Guido 1978, 49–50; schedules 107–10). The type
occurs in first through to third-century contexts. Numbers 29 and 30 are decorated beads with
an extremely long currency from the late Iron Age to the early medieval period (idem 62–5;
schedules 128–39). One paste melon bead is listed out of a total of 21 similar fragments. The
blue glass types are less common. Both occur throughout the Roman period. Other common
types were the long, pentagonal beads (34) and cylindrical beads with a square section (Guido
1978, 95–7).
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28. Complete annular bead. Translucent deep blue, with three ‘eyes’ marvered flush with the surface,
each formed by an opaque white ring surrounding an opaque green ‘eye’. Height 15mm, diam.
21mm, perforation diam. 7mm.
Context 6362: Priory Street, Area C, surface within metalworking area, south of C4. Object 40285.

29. Complete annular bead. Translucent amber with opaque yellow wave, marvered flush with the
surface. Height 12mm, diam. 21mm, perforation diam. 10mm.
Context 1157: Priory Street, Area B, floor in western ‘wing’ of B5. Object 40064.

30. Fragment of large, annular, ring-type bead. Opaque red, heavily weathered, with opaque yellow
wave, marvered flush with the surface but now projecting slightly. Height 13mm, diam. 27mm,
perforation diam. 13mm.
Context 5848: Priory Street, Area C, pit fill, Site Phase 6. Object 40210.

31. (Not illustrated.) Half of a deep blue, translucent, melon bead. Height 14mm, diam. 24mm,
perforation diam 13mm.
Context 12,016: Church Street, see 10. Object 706.

32. Complete but weathered melon bead of turquoise glass paste. Height 14mm, diam. 15mm,
perforation diam. 6mm.
Context 6434: see 11. Object 40306.

33. Complete, squat, biconical bead, opaque turquoise. Height 4mm, diam. 5mm, perforation diam.
1.5mm.
Context 1991: Priory Street, Area B, part surface over sites of B3 and B4, Site Phase 4. Object
40125.

34. Complete pentagonal bead, opaque dark green. Height 4mm, length 9mm, perforation diam.
2mm.
Context 12,263: see 2. Object 1367.

35. Complete rectangular cylinder bead, opaque dark green. Height 3mm, length 11mm, perforation
diam. 1mm.
Context 7350: Priory Street, Area C, postpit fill, part C1, Site Phase 1. Object 40335.

Counters or gaming pieces
One example is listed out of 15 counters, all monochrome types. All are plano-convex with a
rough, flattened base and polished top. Seven are ‘black’, four opaque white, two deep blue.
One bluish-green example was probably made from recycled glass. Monochrome counters are
common throughout the Roman period — see ‘Other stone objects’ for similar in stone.

36. Complete, monochrome gaming piece or counter. Opaque black. Plano-convex, with a flat, pitted
base and a polished, domed top. Max. height 6mm, diam. 13mm.
Context 7362: Priory Street, Area C, south of Building C1, Site Phase 1. Object 40337.

BRICK AND TILE

By D. Brennan with contributions by H.J. James

INTRODUCTION

Brick and tile fragments were found on all sites, although sparsely on the Spilman Street fort
excavations, and were generally small weathered fragments often in dump layers. None of the
buildings from sites reported on in this volume had tiled roofs, though the presence of
fragments of imbrex tiles suggests tile-roofed buildings elsewhere in the town.To date, the only
known building in Roman Carmarthen to have made structural use of brick or tile is the so-
called bath-house, first revealed in 1897 at ‘Bryn Roma’ (Lloyd 1935, 96–7) and in 1962
(Morris 1962) in the garden of the adjacent Dyffryn House, where a number of box flue tiles
were found.These are noted below since they have not been published in detail before. But even
here the admittedly sketchy accounts of the late nineteenth century suggest that the raised floor
of the bath-house was of stone and cement, not tile.The latest stone building on the St Peter’s
Car Park site had an underfloor heating system, but here too the floor was supported on stone,
not tile, pilae (G.D.B. Jones 1970, pl. C). The only ‘structural’ use of tiles on the Priory Street
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excavations was to floor hearths and form a surfaced area at the mouth of the several large clay
ovens found there. Webster notes that until the late Flavian period, military tiles were used
exclusively for hearths (G. Webster 1979, 287).

Nevertheless, as the select catalogue below makes clear, a fairly wide range of known tile
types was recovered from the excavations, although none are illustrated here. Full details are
contained within the archive catalogue and a selection of material has been deposited in
Carmarthen Museum.

Clay deposits on the valley floor of the Tywi below the town were exploited in the post-
medieval period for brick manufacture (Brennan et al. 1996). During the excavation of the town
defences at Church Street, the clean clay of the rampart bank was used for making pottery and
was kiln fired by a local art college student and produced excellent results.The source material
was therefore plentiful and easily available. It may be that later clay pits have destroyed any
evidence for Roman kilns.

Fabric
Both brick and tile were of a hard to very hard fabric, sometimes streaked creamy white in
fracture. Overfired examples are purple in colour. Inclusions consist of red sandstone gravels
ranging in size from numerous, small, flat, platey gravels to very large sized (up to 35mm)
gravels. Occasional white quartz grits are also present.The evident gravel-tempering is strongly
suggestive of local ceramic traditions (see Local Gritty Ware fabric description, coarse pottery
report, Chapter 7).

CATALOGUE

Tegulae
No complete examples were recovered. Two types were distinguished on the basis of the cut-
away sections on the flange necessary for the tiles to slot into one another. One is standard in
that it conforms to the cut-aways shown in Brodribb 1987, fig. 7, 16, the others may be specific
adaptations for particular buildings:

1. Tegula fragment, weight 2000g, tile 31mm thick, depth of flange on external face 52mm; the flange
is rounded on its inner face with the standard deep finger groove. A portion of the flange has been
removed 45mm from the end.
Context 12,003: Church Street, unstratified.

2. Tegula fragment, weight 181g, tile 25mm thick, depth of flange on external face 55mm, on internal
25mm Rounded flange etc. as above. The outside edge of the underside of the flange has been
chamfered before firing.
Context 57: Priory Street, Area A, layer around hearth 103.

3. Tegula fragment, weight 466g, depth of flange on outer face c. 50mm, 25mm on inner, rounded
face. A portion of the flange was removed 50mm from the end before firing, not a cut-away. A
similar example came from Parade Road (Context 11,012).
Context 15,104: Priory Street, 1987, within the clay floor of Building 87.2 (iron-working site).

4. Tegula fragments, weight 1620g, tile 24mm thick, depth of flange on outer face 50mm, 25mm on
inner. Two joining fragments have a bevelled profile and a chamfered cut-away.
Context 11,025: Parade Road, in robber trench of wall of main Roman building.

5. Tegula fragment, weight 2111g, tile 25mm thick, depth of flange on outer face 60mm, 25mm on
inner. A cut-away section at the end of the flange measures 55mm (see Brodribb 1987, fig. 7,Type
1).
Context 8758: Priory Street, Area D, street-side ditch fill, late Roman.

6. Tegula fragment, weight 579g, tile 32mm thick, depth of flange on outer face 50mm, 25mm on
inner. Flange has a wide, flat top slightly rounded on its inner face. A cut-away section has a profile
similar to Brodribb 1987, fig. 7, Type 5.
Context 15,005: Priory Street 1987, within surface of Street 2.

The only examples recognised of tegulae mammatae came from Parade Road, but not in any
quantity. They are flat tiles with clay bosses attached to the corners and mounted on cavity
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walls, being additionally secured by iron holdfasts. These are rare in Britain, but a more
common type has stubbier bosses simply to assist in bonding either for course work or flooring.
The Parade Road examples are of the latter type.

7. Four joining fragments forming a near-complete tegula mammata weight 9000g; dimensions 390 ×
190mm (top width), 335mm (width along edges) and 45mm thick at the top end tapering to
35mm. A large, flat tile with rounded corners, one missing; four semi-circular cut-outs indicate the
position of now detached and lost mammatae of Brodribb Type A (1987, 60–2). In shape it is
similar to the solid voussoir cuneatus referred to by Webster as an ‘armchair voussoir’ (Brodribb
1987, fig. 19 top, 46–7). It is marked with two finger-made grooves running diagonally from the
corners and crossing centrally, also with two concentric, semi-circular, finger-made grooves at its
top end.
Context 11,123: late Roman yard surfacing.

8. One fragment of a tegula mammata, weight 1600g, 60mm thick, with semi-circular cut-out along
the edge and a mammata scar on its upper surface, c. 40mm in diam. Brodribb 1987,Type A; finger
impressions and grooving.
Context 11,107: Parade Road, as 7.

Imbrices

These were found in small fragments on all sites, although their proportion of the total material
is probably under-represented as many may not have been recognised. The only useful
measurements recorded were an average, and fairly standard, thickness of 20mm.

Box flue tiles

Although sparsely represented (and residual) in late levels at the Priory Street site and with a
few examples from Parade Road, the box flue tile fragments at least suggest the existence of
cavity walling and therefore a bath-house. The best group from Carmarthen are the 25
fragments from Dyffryn House, passed to the Trust in 1986 by W.H. Morris and now in
Carmarthen Museum. Some of those fragments have two faces extant. Some have combed
keying grooves on their outer faces, either in straight lines, intersecting straight or curved lines.
Others have scored lattice lines.

9. Box tile fragment, weight 328g, 22mm thick with two sets of combed lines on upper surface for
keying, one set c. 37mm across.
Context 46 and base of garden soil above: Priory Street, Area A, soil around hearth 103.

10. Box tile fragment, weight 593g, 24mm thick, with scored latticing on outer face.
Context 5150: Priory Street, Area C, late Roman dump layer.

11. Box tile angled fragment, weight 148g, 15mm thick, with combed wavy lines on the external face
made by a 7-pronged 25mm wide comb.
Context: in post-medieval disturbance above the temple site, Priory Street, Area C.

12. Box tile fragment, weight 222g, with combed, curvilinear grooves on outer face.
Context: see 11.

Brick and flat tile

The most complete examples of large flat tiles were those at the mouths of ovens. (See oven
2168 in Building B4, Chapter 3 FIG. 3.8, length 0.6m, 0.4m width.) No complete bricks were
recovered, so the only useful and diagnostic measurement is that of depth which generally fell
between 45 and 50mm, with a few at 60mm thick.

Circular brick
14. Fragment of a circular brick or thick tile, weight 334g, 65mm thick, incomplete, but probably

formed in a circular mould. The only recorded example from Roman Carmarthen.
Context 11,063: Parade Road, debris within room of abandoned main building.
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PIPECLAY FIGURINE OF MERCURY

By D.R. Evans

Part of the rear half of a two piece mould of a pipeclay figurine (FIG. 8.15) came from Context
5147, a post-medieval layer at Priory Street, Area C. The inside of the piece show a number of
finger impressions which clearly demonstrate the method of fabrication of these figurines. The
surviving section comes from the upper torso of a male figure; the head is missing and there is
a jagged break half way down the back. What remains is part of a mantle (chlamys) fastened on
the right shoulder and part of a bare arm. Although very little survives, there can be no doubt
that the figurine was that of a standing Mercury, copying bronze examples (for example Leech
1986, 277, no. 2) which themselves appear to copy a bronze original by Polykleitos Doryphoros.

Although a number of representations of Mercury have been found in Britain (Green 1978,
pls 1–8) only one of these is of pipeclay (idem, from Corbridge, pl. 7, front view only). There
are however a number of examples from the Netherlands (van Boekel 1985, 47–65). Others,
though none is quite the same as the Carmarthen figure, can be found among the large
collection of work from the Allier region in the Musée des Antiquités (Rouvier-Jeanlin 1972,
nos 482–509). Of the latter, no. 491 (front only, but the arm is in a similar position), and no.
482 (similar folding to the drapery) should be noted.

The Corbridge figure has recently been republished (van Boekel 1985, 55–8, fig. 70) and it
is quite clear that, although it is partly restored, it is a very close parallel to the Carmarthen
example and thus may be from the same mould. The fact that pipeclay figures of Mercury,
standing ones especially, are so rare, makes the findings of the two examples a subject for
speculation — which cannot, however, be indulged in here.

Figurines like the present example were a sideline of the Central Gaulish samian industry
and of the Rhineland fineware producers. Indeed, the potter Priscus is as much known for his
figurines as for his pottery. The fabric of the Carmarthen piece is an off-white colour with red
flecks and sufficiently different to that used for figurines in the Allier region for me to suspect
a Rhine-Moselle source area. The figurine cannot be closely dated, but the suggested
connection with the Rhineland fineware industry gives an approximate date range of A.D.
120–200. In addition, such figurines may have been based on a statue of Mercury in his guise
as rain god that was erected in A.D. 173–174 by the Emperor Marcus Aurelius to commemorate
his so-called ‘rain victory’ over the Marcomanni (van Boekel 1985, 56, fn. 141).This statue was
represented on contemporary coinage (e.g. RIC 285). A second figurine, of the more common
‘Pseudo-Venus’ type, came from the 1976 Church Street excavations (Boon 1971).

MISCELLANEOUS STONE AND REWORKED CERAMIC OBJECTS

By H.J. James

Phyllite objects (not illustrated)

Roofing slates and smaller objects of Preseli slate or phyllite (North 1946) are known from
romanised sites in south-west Carmarthenshire, from Carmarthen itself and Caerleon, as part
of the make-up of the quay at the legionary fortress of Caerleon (Boon 1978a). There it was
interpreted as debris from slate dressing, taken on board as ballast from a possible beach-head
site in Carmarthen Bay. Diamond-shaped roofing slates, some still with nails attached, were
found in a well in the 1976 Church Street excavations (H. James 1978, 105). The only other
site in Carmarthen to produce any quantities of phyllite roofing slate clearly derived from
buildings on the site was 1–5 The Parade; interestingly these were rectangular in shape, though
none, unfortunately, were complete. Nail holes, where they survived, did not appear to be
centrally placed at the top of the slate.

A few other objects were discovered made from broken roofing slates, possibly loom weights
but never in sufficient quantity or stratified locations to suggest the location of looms within
buildings.
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1. (Number not used)
2. Phyllite roofing slate, weight 1.65kg. measuring 280 × 17mm and 15mm thick, with lower half of

a nail hole extant across broken top and one straight side.
Context 11,106: Parade Road, with in fill of rebuilt wall trench of main building.

3. Roughly trimmed, circular piece of phyllite, 70mm in diameter, 5mm thick, with central
perforation (10mm) formed by drilling from both sides.
Context 7376: Priory Street, Area C, primary fill of pond 7312. Object 40240.

Spindle whorls (not illustrated)

Few were found, although this cannot be taken as an absolute indication that yarn preparation
was not taking place. Various locally available stone was used; 40mm seemed to be a standard
diameter. Three were found reworked from broken potsherds, two Black Burnished ware, one
from a white mortarium.

4. Spindle whorl, undecorated in micaceous local ‘tilestone’, 40mm in diameter, 10mm thick, central
perforation 10mm.
Context 15,017: Priory Street 1987, within post-medieval floor make-up of 111 Priory Street.
Object 40339

Other objects (not illustrated)

Fragments of probable whetstones were recovered, but in no great quantity, also a few
waterworn pebbles which may have been used as polishers. Also:

5. Part of a shale bracelet, oval in section, original inner diameter 55mm, extant length 45mm, 4mm thick.
Context 11,093: semi-waterlogged environment of ditch fill, Parade Road. Object 40026.

6. Six fragments of a shale bracelet similar to above, 60mm in diameter.
Context 8964: in clay base of a hearth in pit in stake-walled building 9568, Priory Street, Area D.
Object 40386.

Jet (FIG. 8.15)
7. Pin, with multi-facetted, flat-topped head and roughly circular shank, broken off above the point;

extant length 32mm. Well worn with scratch marks, but some surviving polished surface near the
head. A common form, see Allason-Jones and Miket 1984 for parallels from South Shields and
Neathem, fig. 84, no. 377, late third/fourth-century parallel.
Context 5614: Priory Street, Area C, postpit fill, late third century. Object 40204.

8. Fragment of a ring, decorated with a series of ridges near the ?top and tapering to a thinner ‘D’
shaped profile, highly polished, approximate diam. 17mm.
Context 2910: Priory Street, Area B, Site Phase 3. Object 40308.
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GEMSTONE (FIG. 8.15)

By Martin Henig

The intaglio is cut upon an oval blank of red jasper with a flat upper face and sides bevelled
inwards (shape F1), measuring 10.5mm by 2mm. The device is a horse in profile to the left
(actual gem described).The animal lowers its head as though about to graze, and raises its right
leg as though pawing the ground, represented as usual by a simple base line. This motif goes
back to the fourth century BC at least (see Boardman 1970, 294, pl. 612) and by the Roman
period was widely disseminated in the Empire and even beyond (see Henig and Whiting 1987,
34 nos 348,349 from Gadara; Henig 1994, 427 no. 880, evidently found in Iran). The body of
the horse is boldly modelled with mane and tail detailed in fine grooves. It can be assigned to
Maaskant-Kleibrink’s Small Grooves Style which certainly begins in the Flavian period, though
red jaspers were not on the whole used before the second century (Maaskant-Kleibrink 1978,
252) and indeed they only occur in the late groups (B) from the Fortress Baths at Caerleon
(Zienkiewicz 1986, 120). The neat, careful positioning of the image on the stone and the
classicism of the design all point to the period of Trajan (A.D. 98–117) or Hadrian (A.D.
117–138) when the red jasper was just coming into fashion. Comparison should be made with
a red jasper from Aquileia (Sena Chiesa 1966, 351, no. 1067), evidently contemporary. On
another jasper in Vienna, of the self-same type, the lapidary was more interested in the
patterning of the horse’s mane than in formal accuracy of depiction, thus demonstrating
stylistic developments which occurred a decade or so after the Carmarthen gemstone was
carved (Zwierlein-Diehl 1991, no. 1842).

The figure-type first occurs in Britain on a coin issue of Tasciovanus (Henig 1972, 219, pl.
xiiic) copied from a contemporary gem or sealing, like cornelians in the Dutch Royal Collection
(Maaskant-Kleibrink 1978, 188, no. 408) and in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (Henig
1994,119, no. 223) or a sealing from Edfu (Milne 1916, 88, pl. iv, 1). The other two direct
iconographic parallels are later second or third century; one of them is a simple glass intaglio
from Corbridge (Henig 1978, 258, no. 589) while the other, a sard which was mounted on an
early third-century silver ring from Dover, is unfortunately lost. It bore the name ‘Heraclides’
in Greek letters (ibid. no. 558; Frere and Tomlin 1991, 37, no. 2423, 13), thought to be the
name of the horse rather than the owner.

It is also appropriate to mention a few other gems found in Britain which portray horses. One
found in the west ditch of the fort at Tiverton, Devon (Henig 1991), only differs in its material
(bloodstone), in having all its feet firmly on the ground and in slight stylistic idiosyncrasies
(which are similar to those displayed by the equids figured on gems from the Flavian period
cache from Bath (Henig 1988, 32, nos 20, 24, 25). The fort seems to have been occupied
between c. A.D. 65 and 100, suggesting a date a little earlier than that proposed for the
Carmarthen intaglio. A similar stratigraphic horizon is proposed for a diminutive plasma from
the earlier deposits of the Caerleon Fortress Baths (Aii) also depicting a grazing horse
(Zienkiewicz 1986, 131, no. 21) and a larger and stylistically much closer gem, a cornelian
depicting a pack-ass (ibid. 131–2, no. 22). The later deposits (Bii) at Caerleon yield two red
jaspers showing cupid on horseback (ibid. 138, nos 66, 67) revealing the somewhat coarser and
less precise glyptic of the Antonine age. Presumably the Dover gem was of this period but
nothing can be said in detail of its style.

It remains to place the intaglio in its context. Horses were of course valuable animals and
generally held in high affection by their owners (Toynbee 1973, 167–85). The fancy name of
the Dover horse (compare ibid. 178–83) suggests a racehorse, but while it is possible that
occasional racing took place at Carmarthen, no circus has been found here or, it seems,
elsewhere in the province (Humphrey 1986, 431–7). However, a racehorse could have
symbolised moral qualities such as speed and endurance which the owner of the signet wished
to emphasise to his correspondents.
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QUERNSTONES

By C. Marshall with contributions by H.J. James
and lithological descriptions by Dr R.E. Bevins and Jana Horák, Department of Geology,

National Museum of Wales.

INTRODUCTION

A total of 21 upper and 9 lower stone fragments from separate rotary querns were recovered,
all but one from 108–111 Priory Street. They cover a wide typological range from Iron Age
forms through to fully evolved Romano-British types. It is likely that the majority of the querns
were of local manufacture.

Almost all the finds occurred as broken fragments, some few joining from separate contexts
within dump or surfacing layers of stone and gravel. Only in two cases were whole upper or
lower stones reused for some specific purpose. A flat-topped upper stone, no. 6, had been set
alongside a small smithing hearth, where the hopper may have served as a seating for bellows
(see Chapter 3, description of Building C3). A complete lower stone, no. 29, had been set
tightly in the base of one of the post-settings supporting a raised timber granary to serve as a
post pad (see Chapter 3, description of granary in Building B5). No doubt it was the downward
thrust placed upon it that had caused the stone to crack into several pieces.

Typologically, the earliest stones are ‘bee-hive’ shaped, late Iron Age forms and the latest,
thin, flat, late Romano-British types. This is the order in which the upper and lower stones are
described and illustrated. Although the Carmarthen sequence broadly follows the typological
succession established by Curwen, by no means all his forms are present (Curwen 1937; 1941).
It is unfortunately not easy to establish which stones are paralleled by similar forms from other
sites in Carmarthen, or indeed Romano-British sites in south-west Wales, since few of
Carmarthen or Pembrokeshire Museums’ quite sizeable collections of stones are adequately
provenanced. The ‘bee-hive’ shaped no. 1 has a less concave grinding surface than is usual in
Iron Age querns and can be closely paralleled by examples from the small Iron Age enclosure
of Penycoed, Llangynog, 9km south-west of Carmarthen (Marshall in Murphy 1985, 104–5).
The more ‘bun-shaped’ no. 3 has a flatter top than nos 1 and 2 and a rough socket cut into it
to take a handle. It thus marks the transition between Curwen’s Wessex and Sussex types.There
are no other examples from south-west Wales to parallel this form.

The presence of these few essentially Iron Age forms in early second-century urban contexts
at Priory Street fits in well with the predominantly ‘artisan’ nature of the occupation there, and
might indicate the presence of a native population continuing for a time to use some of their
own artefacts.The break with Iron Age type querns is represented by the flat-topped nos 4 and
24, the latter a large, lower stone.Technologically, the main advance from Iron Age to Romano-
British querns was in the introduction of the rynd and spindle, allowing a more controlled
grinding rather than crushing of the grain by adjusting the space between the stones. Evidence
of rynd chases are to be seen in the flat-topped nos 5 and 6.These innovations were the product
of using and copying late first-century military quernstones, particularly the imported Mayen
lava stones (Welfare 1985). Only small formless fragments of a Niedermendig lava quern (no.
30) have been found in Carmarthen, from the fort site at Spilman Street, but they are well
represented on other late first-century military and a few civilian sites in south-east Wales
(Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981).

Another development was the cutting of radial sets of grooves, often in haps and segments, on
the underside of upper stones, which first appears in the Carmarthen sequence in no. 6. Again,
it is thought that this was an innovation derived from the Mayen lava military imports. Grooving
will have increased the efficiency of milling, but, as Welfare has suggested, its presence or absence
may be dictated by the quality and finish of the quern itself and thus be related to cost. There
are considerable variations in quality and finish observable in the quern fragments, but the
majority are plain and unpretentious, perhaps a reflection of the status of the Priory Street site.

The next stage of evolution of the Romano-British quern postulated by Curwen was from
the flat-topped forms — nos 4, 5 and 6 — to the development of a projecting hopper around
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the central perforation. Quern fragments of this type from Carmarthen show a number of slight
variations but the general trend seems to be towards thinner stones, of larger diameter, with
more efficient rynds. However, it must be said that a number of stones illustrated here in this
stylistic sequence are only small fragments of the whole, and not all the detail of hopper, feed-
pipe shapes, diameters and handle chases are present.

The earliest may be no. 7, which is twice as thick as all the others. As a group, nos 7–10 have
certain features in common — the projecting hopper is wide and of rounded profile, and their
grinding surfaces are generally grooved. Some of the querns with projecting hoppers are fairly
carefully dressed and finished off, perhaps imitating some features of the imported Mayen
forms.There is the simple but sturdy design of no. 18 where the projecting, squared-off rim of
the hopper is continuous with a raised ridge either side of the radial handle chase. Quern no.
17 is very similar, but with the added refinement of a flat-topped, raised rim. A slight flat-
topped outer rim is also present in no. 19. An unusual feature of this quern was the vertical
chase on the outer rim for a upright handle — perhaps held in place by an iron hoop around
the circumference. There were clearly considerable minor variations in the nature of the iron
rynd. Most of the Carmarthen stones have a single pair of opposing square notched chases at
the top of the feed-pipe.

Another feature of no certain explanation observed in a number of querns, both simple, flat-
topped and with projecting hoppers, was a pronounced ‘lop-sided’ profile, stones being
markedly thicker on one side. This would, one have thought, impeded the rhythm of the
grinding process, but may have concentrated action on one area of the grinding surface and
directed the meal out to one side.

Another type of quern is represented by nos 10, 15 and 16. They are thinner than the earlier
flat-topped examples and have quite well-dressed surfaces, although there are no grooves on
their grinding surfaces. They, too, may be imitations of one of the flat-topped Rhineland lava
quern forms. Similar examples have been found at Coygan Camp, where they were dated A.D.
270–300, and at Walesland Rath, to the second century (Wainwright 1967; 1971). The
Carmarthen examples come from contexts dating to the late second to third centuries A.D.

The chronological range postulated by the typological sequence of querns recovered from
Carmarthen sites is broadly substantiated, or at least not contradicted, by the dating of the
contexts from which they came. The majority of the fragments were, however, unstratified or
residual. Stone no. 1 had been used as post-packing in Building C1, Priory Street, whose
construction was contemporary with the street layout, c. A.D. 130–150 (Site Phase 1).The very
large lower stone fragment no. 24 was well stratified as post-packing of a fence line upright from
the ‘laying out’ phase of properties in Area B (also Site Phase 1) and thus unlikely to be any
later than the mid second century. In Areas A and D two joining fragments, no. 10, came from
a common dump layer — 170/8209 — of early third-century date (Site Phase 6) though of
course they were residual in that layer.The typologically later lower stone no. 29 was reused, as
mentioned above, as a post-pad for a raised timber granary which cannot date to any earlier
than the early third century.

All but four of the quern fragments in this report (nos 18, 27, 29 and 30) were made from
sandstones, or conglomerates, of local derivation. Quern no. 27 is of an unusual rock, and in
addition does not fit easily into the Carmarthen typological sequence. It may therefore be an
import. It has not as yet been possible to thin-section nos 18 and 27 for more specific
identification. One stone may be pinpointed to a particular local source. Bevins considers the
basal Arenig conglomerate of no. 11 to be the same as that exposed in an old quarry at SN
35471654, 7km south-west of Carmarthen. (Cope 1982). Interestingly it has now been
recognised that one of the two quern fragments, no. 552, from the small Iron Age/Romano-
British enclosure of Penycoed, which is close to the exposure, is also of this stone (Marshall
1985).The fact that the majority of stones are of country rocks does not necessarily mean that
they had all been quarried; some may have been derived from surface drift deposits. Well
finished or plain, there does not seem to have been any great care exercised in the selection of
stone.Whether quarried or derived from drift deposits, supplies are likely to have been plentiful
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so the use of poor stone for some querns cannot be due to shortage of raw materials. The
complete, thin, finely made upper stone, no. 19, was found in two joining pieces. Intrusive lines
of quartz ran through the sandstone, making a number of weak points, along which the stone
had fractured. The crumbly texture of the conglomerate from which the lower stone, no. 26,
was made seems ill suited for its purpose. The poorly consolidated grains of the conglomerate
of no. 6 produced a large irregular crevice in the grinding surface of this upper stone, although
the amount of wear suggests that it was heavily used nonetheless.

CATALOGUE (FIGS 8.16–8.23)

Upper stones
1. An almost complete, bee-hive shaped upper stone, 315mm in diameter and 150mm thick. All

surfaces are pecked. The top is flat, but lopsided, and there is a channel cut around the central
perforation. The grinding surface is concave, with a slope of 10 degrees, and is worn smooth
around the circumference. It has a circular central perforation, 55mm in diameter, which widens
to 70mm at the base of the stone , and to 95mm at the top, where it acts as a small hopper. Two
small slots are cut into opposite sides of the perforation, and extend from the top to about half-way
through the stone. Presumably these were intended to facilitate the movement of the grain past the
rynd. There is a tapering hole in the side of the stone, for a horizontal radial handle (Curwen’s
Wessex type).
Lith: Grey conglomerate. Clasts composed of lithic fragments and quartz grains (c. 1mm),
maximum clast size 15mm.The rock is clast supported as little matrix is present. Source: Probably
Ordovician in origin.
Context 6830: post-packing in south wall line of Building C1, Site Phase 1. Object 40312.

2. One-quarter of a bun-shaped upper stone, 300mm in diameter and 110mm thick, and pecked all
over. The grinding surface is concave, with a slope of c. 8 degrees, and is worn smooth over the
whole of the surface.The central perforation was probably circular, with a diameter of c. 50mm and
the concave upper surface of the stone would have served as a hopper. There is a circular hole in
the side of the stone, for a horizontal radial handle (Curwen’s Wessex type).
Lith: Conglomerate/coarse sandstone.The coarser units within this rock contain clasts up to 5mm
in size whilst in the finer beds clasts are only 1mm in size.The clasts are dominated by vein quartz
with a small percentage of lithic fragments. Little matrix is present. Source: uncertain.
Context 8292: in make-up of track on west side of Building D5, Site Phase 7. Object 40407.

3. One-third of a bun-shaped upper stone, 300mm in diameter and 90mm thick; all surfaces are
pecked. The grinding surface is concave, with a slope of 10 degrees, and is pecked and worn
smooth around the circumference. The central perforation is circular, c. 450mm in diameter, with
the curved upper surface of the stone serving as the hopper. A roughly rectangular socket has been
cut into the top of the stone to take a horizontal radial handle.
Lith: Coarse sandstone/conglomerate showing faint bedding. Clasts are well rounded, 0.5–1mm in
size in the finer beds and up to 10mm in the coarser beds.Whilst quartz is the most common clast
lithic fragments are also present and both types are coated by haematite to give a distinctive red
colouration. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 1055: post-packing in verandah of Building B5, Site Phase 7. Object 40058.

4. One-quarter of a large, flat-topped, upper stone, 400mm in diameter and 120mm thick. The
grinding surface is concave, with a slope of 12 degrees, and is slightly worn around the edges; all
surfaces are pecked. It has a circular central perforation, c. 60mm in diameter (Curwen’s flat-
topped, early RB type).
Lith: Red conglomerate. Reasonably well-sorted rock with rounded clasts (c. 1mm) dominated by
quartz. Larger clasts up to 7mm in size are also present.The rock contains very little matrix as the
texture is grain supported. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 170: dump layer in Area A, Site Phase 6. Object 40018.

5. Two joining fragments, together forming one-quarter of a flat-topped upper stone, 340mm in
diameter, and 90mm thick.The grinding surface is concave, with a slope of 10 degrees; it is pecked
but has been worn smooth around the circumference. The central perforation was probably
circular, 6cm in diameter, and widened to 100mm diameter at the top, to form a small hopper.
There are two tapering rectangular sockets cut into the top of the perforation, set at right angles to
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FIG. 8.16. Quernstones, nos 1–5, scale 1:4
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FIG. 8.17. Quernstones, nos 6–9, scale 1:4



each other, which are presumably the remains of two pairs of opposing rynd chases.The top of the
stone is flat, but there are traces of radial grooving on it, which suggest that it is a reused lower
stone.
Lith: Coarse red sandstone.This rock is composed of clean, sub-rounded, well-sorted quartz grains
which are coated by haematite. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 170: see 4. Object 40017.

6. Three-quarters of a flat-topped upper stone, 370mm in diameter, and 100mm thick, with a wide
slightly raised rim around the circumference. The grinding surface is concave, with a slope of 7
degrees; it shows faint traces of radial grooving, but is very worn; other surfaces are pecked. The
perforation is circular, 50mm in diameter, and widens to 100mm diameter at the top, to form a
small hopper.There are four rectangular rynd chases, i.e. two pairs, cut into the base of the hopper.
In the top of the stone is a rectangular slot, for a horizontal radial handle.
Lith: Conglomerate. Rounded to sub-rounded grains of vein quartz with some acid volcanic
fragments. The average grain size is c. 7mm with large clasts up to 25mm and finer quartz grains
c. 1mm. Source: Ordovician.
Context 6434: burnt destruction layer over Building C1, Site Phase 4. Object 40403.

7. A fragment comprising one sixth of a large thick upper stone, 400mm in diameter and 110mm
thick. The grinding surface is slightly concave with a slope of 2 degrees, and has radial grooves
which have been flattened with wear. The upper surface is flat with a raised hopper of
approximately 160mm in diameter, narrowing to 50mm at the central perforation.There is a small
notch in the broken edge of the stone which may be the remains of a rynd chase.
Lith: Medium to coarse red sandstone. Rounded to sub-rounded quartz grains (0.3–0.5mm)
coated and cemented by haematite. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 15,101: Priory Street 1987, phase 5. Object 40544.

8. Two joining pieces, together forming half of an upper stone, 400mm in diameter and 70mm thick.
It is flat-topped, with a slightly projecting hopper, 170mm(?) in diameter. The grinding surface is
concave, with a slope of 11 degrees, and has radial grooves which have been worn away towards
the centre of the stone, other surfaces being pecked. The central perforation is circular, 70mm in
diameter, with a small rectangular rynd-chase cut into its edge.
Lith: Conglomerate. Poorly sorted conglomerate with a reddened matrix (0.5mm). The grains are
dominated by quartz although some lithic fragments are present. The grains are reasonably well
rounded and range in size up to 10mm Large clasts are scattered throughout the rock. Source: Old
Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 170: see 4. Object 40049.

9. One-quarter of a flat-topped upper stone, 400mm in diameter, and 75mm thick. It has rounded
edges, and a slightly projecting hopper, which is 150mm in diameter. The grinding surface is
concave, with a slope of 11 degrees, and has radial grooves which have been worn away towards
the centre of the stone.The central perforation was probably oval, and 100mm long. Part of a rynd
chase can be seen at the broken edge of the stone.
Lith: Conglomerate (similar in size to specimen 49); clasts consists of a high percentage of quartz in
a reddened matrix. Lithic fragments are up to 15mm in size. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 4: uppermost street level in Area A, Site Phase 9. Object 40030.

10. Two joining fragments forming half of a flat-topped upper stone, 350mm in diameter and 60mm
thick. The grinding surface is concave with a slope of 10 degrees, dressed with peck marks, and is
only slightly worn around the outer edge.The central perforation is 70mm in diameter, with a rynd
chase cut into one side of it.
Lith: A poorly sorted sandstone with clasts, 1–7mm, dominated by quartz but also containing flakes
of red mudstone. Clasts are generally sub-rounded to sub-angular and grain supported with a pale
matrix. Source: Carboniferous/Devonian.
Context 170: see 4; joining object 40406 from context 8209, a contemporary and adjoining layer
to 170 in Area D. Object 40021.

11. One-third of an upper stone, 500mm in diameter and 90mm thick. It has a concave grinding
surface, with a slope of 15 degrees, which has been considerably roughened by pecking, and shows
no sign of wear. The upper surface is flat, with a projecting hopper of 220mm diameter.
Lith: Conglomerate. A coarse conglomerate showing little grain size sorting and containing well-
rounded cobbles up to 45mm in size. Clasts are dominated by acid volcanic fragments in a grey
matrix of fine-grained quartz. Source: Ordovician (probably Arenig).
Context 396: floor make-up in Building B6, Site Phase 9. Object 40040.
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12. Two joining pieces, together forming two-thirds of an upper stone, 420mm in diameter, and 70mm
thick. The top is flat, but lopsided, with a projecting hopper, 150mm in diameter, and the sides are
almost vertical and dressed with vertical grooves. It has a concave grinding surface, with a slope of 13
degrees, which has been lightly pecked, and is only slightly worn.The central perforation is oval, 120mm
long, and has a large rectangular rynd chase at one end, cut from the lower surface of the stone.
Lith: Conglomerate. Poorly sorted conglomerate with a reddened matrix (0.5mm). The grains are
dominated by quartz although some lithic fragments are present. The grains are reasonably well
rounded and range in size up to 10mm. Large clasts are scattered throughout the rock. Source: Old
Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context: unstratified, within garden soil over Area B. Object 40143.
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FIG. 8.18. Quernstones, nos 10–12, 13–16, scale 1:4
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FIG. 8.19. Quernstone 13, upper and lower surfaces and section, scale 1:4



13. A complete upper stone, 490mm in diameter and 40mm thick, which has broken into five pieces.
It has a large dish-shaped projecting hopper, with a diameter of 200mm from which the surface of
the stone slopes down towards the circumference. The edge of the stone is decorated with pecked
vertical lines, which in one place continue onto the upper surface.The grinding surface is concave,
with a slope of 7 degrees, and has radial grooves which have been flattened with wear.The central
perforation is oval and 120mm long. Two not quite opposing rectangular rynd chases are cut
through the stone, while a similar pair at right angles to these are cut into the lower surface. A
rectangular horizontal chase, for a radial handle, cuts into the upper surface (FIG. 8.19).
Lith: Sandstone. Moderately well rounded grains dominated by quartz and stained green by iron
oxide. Source: ?Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 8110: street-side surface in Area D, Site Phase 7. Object 40404.

14. Small fragment comprising a quarter of a thin flat-topped upper stone, 320mm in diameter and
60mm thick. The grinding surface is concave, sloping at 7 degrees and is well worn. A wedge-
shaped slot for a horizontal radial handle is cut into the upper surface, and joins the central
perforation which is c. 60mm in diameter, and widens to 120mm diameter at the top to form a
slight hopper.
Lith: Conglomerate. Sub-rounded to rounded clasts c. 1mm in size with scattered large clasts up to
20mm. The matrix is reddened by haematite. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 9: fill of street-side drain to Building A3, Site Phase 8. Object 40013

15. A small fragment, comprising one-seventh of a large upper stone, estimated to be 450mm in
diameter, and 60mm thick. Both surfaces are flat and dressed with peck marks. The grinding
surface is only slightly worn and the upper surface has a small ridge along its inner edge, which is
probably the rim of a projecting hopper.
Lith: Red sandstone. A well-sorted sandstone composed of quartz clasts (0.2–0.3mm) with a red
haematite matrix. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 5148: rubbish pit fill, Area C, Site Phase 8. Object 40402.

16. One-quarter of a thin, flat-topped upper stone, 450mm in diameter and 55mm thick.The grinding
surface is concave, with a slope of 9 degrees, and is considerably worn around the edges. All
surfaces are pecked. Only the very edge of the central perforation is visible, with part of a rynd-
chase, and along the broken edge of the stone is the edge of a horizontal socket, for a radial handle.
Lith: Conglomerate. Poorly sorted rounded to sub-rounded grains c. 1mm in size with scattered
larger clasts up to 15mm in size. These clasts include intraclasts of red shale. Source: Old Red
Sandstone (Devonian).
Context: residual in post-Roman context, Priory Street. Object 40039.

17. A complete upper stone, broken on one side, which is 400mm in diameter and lopsided, varying
in thickness, from 50mm to 95mm at the circumference.The upper surface has a raised rim, 30mm
wide and 10mm high, around the circumference, which continues round the rectangular handle
chase and joins with the rim of the pronounced projecting hopper.This produces a thickened area
of stone around the handle. All the angles of the stone are fairly sharp, differing from the rounded
shapes with the opposing rectangular rynd chases cut into the upper half. The central perforation
is circular, 50mm in diameter, with a shallow vertical slot cut into its edge.The grinding surface is
concave, with a slope of 12 degrees and has been worn smooth, particularly around the perforation
and the circumference.
Lith: Pebbly sandstone. Poorly sorted sandstone with a pale ?clay matrix.This pale material may be
decomposed mica. Average grain size 0.5mm with large clasts up to 28mm including intraclasts of
green siltstone. Source: Carboniferous or Old Red Sandstone.
Context: unstratified in garden soil, Area C. Object 40036.

18. A complete upper stone, similar to no. 17 in that it is comparatively angular, and has a pronounced
projecting hopper. It is 370mm in diameter, and varies between 70mm and 95mm in thickness at
the circumference. A rectangular slot for a radial, horizontal handle is cut into the thicker side of
the stone, and there is a raised rim around the slot, which joins with the rim of the hopper. The
hopper is 110mm in diameter and has two opposing rectangular rynd chases cut into its sides.The
grinding surface is concave, with a slope of 14 degrees, and is worn around the circumference.The
central perforation is circular, and 60mm in diameter. There are faint vertical striae on the edges
and some on the surface of the stone.
Lith: Highly porous clastic rock containing altered feldspars and volcanic clasts. No further details.
Would benefit from thin sectioning.
Context 5336: late Roman surfacing, Area C, Site Phase 7. Object 40179.
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FIG. 8.20. Quernstones 17 and 18, scale 1:4
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FIG. 8.21. Quernstone 20, upper and lower surface and section, scale 1:4



19. A thin, angular, finely made upper stone 410mm in diameter and 60mm thick, which has broken
into two pieces. The upper surface is flat with a slight but broad ridge around the circumference,
and a pronounced ridge around the hopper. The grinding surface is concave with a slope of 14
degrees, and is very worn with concentric grooves around the central perforation. The stone is
damaged around the central perforation; the hopper is c. 120mm in diameter and appears to be
vertical-sided, with two opposing rynd chases cut into its side. The outer edge of the stone is
vertical and has a frilled appearance as vertical grooves have been cut into its lower edge. A
rectangular slot 15mm deep, and running from top to bottom of the stone, is cut into one edge to
take a vertical handle.
Lith: Sandstone. Light grey poorly sorted rock with clasts of quartz, lithic fragments and feldspars.
The feldspars indicate an immature source. Source: Possibly Ordovician.
Context: unstratified, builders’ find, Priory Street 1987. Object 40540.

20. Almost complete upper stone broken into six pieces with part of the centre missing. It is 450mm
in diameter and 49mm thick at the circumference.The upper surface is perfectly flat and the sides
almost vertical. At the centre are the remains of a pronounced hopper, which may have been oval
in shape. The grinding surface is concave, sloping at 9 degrees and has four grooves spiralling out
from the central perforation. There are slight signs of wear around the circumference, and one
possible rynd chase cut into the base of the stone at the edge of the perforation. There is no
provision for a handle (FIG. 8.21).
Lith: Conglomerate. Similar to 14. This rock shows poorly defined bedding and is dominated by
quartz clasts. These quartz grains are rounded to well-rounded but poorly sorted; larger lithic
fragments, including red quartzite, are up to 100mm. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context: unstratified, builders’ find, Priory Street 1987. Object 40057.

Lower stones
21. An almost complete lower stone with one edge broken, 300mm in diameter and 110mm thick.The

grinding surface is slightly convex, with a slope of 3 degrees, and is covered with peck marks which
have been worn smooth.There is a narrow central perforation 12mm in diameter, which widens to
45mm on the upper surface and 55mm on the lower. The lower surface is flat and worn smooth,
indicating that it too may have been used as a grinding surface (FIG. 8.22).
Lith: Coarse sandstone. A moderately well-sorted deep red coloured rock with rare lithic fragments
of up to 6mm.
Context 6434: see 6. Object 40295.

22. One-third of a lower stone, with broken edges, c. 410mm in diameter, and 125mm thick in the
centre.The grinding surface is convex and worn with a slope of 8 degrees, and the lower surface is
flat. The central perforation is 25mm in diameter, widening to 50mm towards the surfaces.
Lith: Conglomerate/coarse sandstone. This rock grades from poorly sorted conglomerate to better
sorted sandstone. The finer grained layers are dominated by quartz clasts c. 1.5mm in size whilst
the coarser units contain lithic fragments up to 10mm The rock has a purple colour imparted by
iron oxide staining. Source: Old Red Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 831: part of wall of Building B5, Site Phase 6. Object 40053.

23. Half of a large thick lower stone, 480mm in diameter and 130mm thick at the centre.The grinding
surface is convex, sloping at 10 degrees and shows no sign of wear. The edges of the stone are
vertical and the lower surface flat, and all surfaces are pecked.The central perforation is a uniform
60mm in diameter.
Lith: Conglomerate (not seen by R.B. and J.H.) 
Context 15,039: post-medieval reuse, Priory Street 1987. Object 40452.

24. (Not illustrated.) Two joining fragments, together forming one-quarter of a large lower stone,
600mm in diameter and 165mm thick. The upper surface is convex, with a slope of 14 degrees,
and is quite worn. The base of the stone is also convex, and dressed with peck marks. The broken
inner edge of one of these fragments is smooth and may have been reused.
Lith: Unsorted sandstone with clasts in the range 1–3mm, composed of quartz, large fragments of
acid volcanics and an abundance of distinctive small (1mm.) cream-coloured fragments.The latter
are either feldspar crystals or fragments of altered acid volcanic material; weathered surfaces of the
matrix are rusty brown whilst fresh surfaces are a dull grey colour. Source: ?Ordovician.
Context 2963: in stratified early–mid second-century context, Area B, Site Phase 2. Object 40140.

25. A quarter of a large lower stone, 460mm in diameter and 75mm thick. The grinding surface is
convex and worn, sloping at 7 degrees.The outer edge of the stone is vertical and the lower surface
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FIG. 8.22. Quernstones 19 and 21, scale 1:4
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FIG. 8.23. Quernstones 22–23, 25–29, all sections of lower stones, scale 1:4



slightly concave and uneven. A slightly worn patch on the innermost edge of the stone attests a
central perforation.
Lith: Conglomerate. A poorly sorted sandstone consisting of quartz and dark red lithic fragments
with maximum clast size of 9mm.The clasts are coated by haematite. Source: Old Red Sandstone
(Devonian).
Context: unstratified, Area B. Object 40454,

26. One-quarter of a lower stone, 480mm in diameter and 90mm thick. The grinding surface is
concave, with a slope of 5 degrees, and has radial grooves which do not extend to the edge of the
stone or to the central perforation; these describe a circle 350mm in diameter, beyond which the
surface makes a slight rise. Perhaps this indicates that the upper stone of the quern was smaller
than the lower. The central perforation is c. 40mm in diameter, and the base of the stone is flat.
Lith: Conglomerate. Pale conglomerate with a pale clay matrix. The clay matrix has produced a
rather crumbly texture in the rock. Sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts, up to 20mm in size, consist
of lithic fragments including much rhyolitic material. Source: ?Ordovician.
Context 8137: reused in base of oven 8469, Area D, Site Phase 7. Object 40405.

27. One-quarter of an angular lower stone, 550mm in diameter and 85mm thick. The grinding
surface is flat and slightly worn, and the lower surface is slightly concave. On the inner edge of
the stone are traces of what may have been a rectangular perforation, with a large slot cut into one
side of it.
Lith: An unusual dark fragmental rock with an obvious porous texture. A weak fabric can be
detected parallel to the plane of the quern. Clasts up to 25mm in length can be detected within the
unsorted structure.This is a difficult rock to identify without thin-sectioning but it seems likely that
it is a fragmental volcanic rock, possibly an ignimbritic tuff which has incorporated some muddy
material. Source: ?Ordovician.
Context 186: Area A pit, Site Phase 6. Object 40408.

28. Two joining fragments, together forming one-third of a lower stone, 420mm in diameter and
85mm thick at the centre. The grinding surface is convex, with a slope of 6 degrees, has radial
grooves and a slight ridge around the central perforation. It is only slightly worn. The central
perforation is approximately 40mm in diameter, and the lower surface flat.
Lith: Conglomerate. This consists of iron oxide stained matrix composed of quartz grains
(0.3–0.5mm). Lithic fragments are also red stained and up to 5mm in size. Source: Old Red
Sandstone (Devonian).
Context 50: soil build-up over oven 103, Area A, Site Phase 6. Objects 40015 and 40031.

29. A complete lower stone, broken into three pieces, 470mm in diameter and 80mm thick at the
circumference. The grinding surface is convex, with a slope of 5 degrees, and has radial grooves
which have been worn away around the central perforation and flattened elsewhere. The upper
edges of the stone rise up slightly, indicating that the rider may have been smaller than the lower
stone. The central perforation is sub-rectangular, 75mm in diameter at the top, and narrowing
slightly at the bottom. The base of the stone is flat but irregular.
Lith: Conglomerate. Pale cream-coloured clasts up to 15mm in size in a clay matrix. Clasts are
matrix supported and poorly sorted. Source: unknown.
Context 1786: pad at base of granary postpit, part Building B5, Site Phase 6. Object 40113.

30. (Not illustrated.)Three small featureless fragments of grey volcanic lava, assumed to be part of an
imported Mayen lava quern.
Context 10,357: Roman fort, Spilman Street 1989. Object 40621.

WOOD

By K. Hunter and H.J. James.

There were only two waterlogged contexts in the Roman Carmarthen excavations which had
preserved wood, both from the Church Street 1978 site. These were the silted up inner ditch
of the Phase 1 town defences (context 12,500) of late second-century date and the basal fills of
a deep pit or well (12,304) of the late first/early second century. K. Hunter, then conservator
at the School of History and Archaeology, conserved the material and provided detailed notes on
traces of working.These are contained in the archive and only parts of objects are described here.
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The freeze-dried and stabilised material is now in Carmarthen Museum. Sam Antoine, also
then at Cardiff, identified the wood, which was all oak.The timber ‘corduroy’ placed along the
length of the inner ditch of the Phase 1 town defences comprised two layers of trimmed, fairly
straight oak branches, between 0.6–1m in length. It is assumed that these were trimmed on site
and transported to the town in billet form. If the timber strapping was present around the whole
circuit of the defences, considerable quantities of timber were required. Some of the pieces in
well 12,304 were burnt; all showed some trace of working and were probably waste from a
woodworker’s workshop.

All the objects and fragments described below and shown in FIG. 8.24 were from pit 12,304.

1. Roughly semi-circular flat piece of wood, 230 × 90mm, thicker at the centre than the edges (22mm
and 12mm respectively). Possibly part of a barrel top.There were another nine small flat pieces of
wood.

2. Flat disc, 42mm in diameter with slightly bevelled edges; probably a bung.
3. Broken shaped piece with a drilled hole 8mm in diameter.
4. Tapering square-cut peg or wedge with notch, 132mm, one of four possible wedges or pegs.
5. (Not illustrated.) Triangular-shaped block of wood, cut from the trunk centre, with probable adze,

saw and other tool marks.
6. (Not illustrated.) Large (280 × 150mm) piece of cut and curved wood.
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ANALYSIS OF A ROMAN CHARRED GRAIN DEPOSIT FROM PRIORY STREET

By Astrid Caseldine

Introduction
The deposit (layer 1054) sampled for plant macrofossil analysis appeared to consist almost totally
of pure grain with some charcoal. It occurred in the north-eastern area of a six-post timber
structure considered to be a granary (structure 1827, part of Building B5, see FIG. 3.33) and was
interpreted on site as representing debris which had been burnt when the structure was
demolished. The plant macrofossil analysis was undertaken with the aim of determining the
composition of the sample and why it had been burnt.The grain sample was subsampled using a
sample splitter. In all, 85ml was examined and the results of the analysis are presented in TABLE

8.6. Scanning of the remaining material suggested that the results were representative of the whole.

Identification results
The results were in general agreement with those obtained by Hillman (pers. comm.) in a
preliminary examination of the material. The sample largely comprised prime grain with only
a few grains having the appearance of tail grain. Nearly all the grain was wheat, mostly spelt
wheat (Triticum spelta). The presence of the latter was confirmed by the occurrence of spelt
glume bases and a spikelet fork. Bread/club wheat (T. aestivo-compactum) and emmer wheat (T.

spelt and emmer or spelt and bread wheat and were scored accordingly. In addition to wheat,
barley (Hordeum sp.) and oats (Avena sp.) were represented. Six-row hulled barley was
indicated by the presence of a twisted grain. Without floret bases it is impossible to say
definitely whether the oat was wild or cultivated. From the evidence it seems most likely that
spelt was the main crop with the other cereals present as minor contaminants. A few large weed
seeds, namely of Bromus secalinus/hordeaceus (rye-brome, lop-grass) and Agrostemma githago
(corncockle), were present.
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TABLE 8.6: CARBONISED PLANT REMAINS

grain 3*
grain 39*
glume bases 2

T. cf. spelta grain 911*
spikelet forks 1
glume bases 4

T. spelta grain 133*
T. spelta/T. aestivo-compactum grain 25*
T. cf. aestivo-compactum grain 4*
Triticum sp. grain 103*

tail grain 7
glume bases 1

Triticum/Hordeum grain 1*
Hordeum sp. hulled grain 2*

hulled, twisted grain 1*
cf. Hordeum grain 1

Avena sp. grain 5*
cf. Avena sp. grain 4
Cereal indet grain frags.

sprouted embryos 50
Bromus hordeaceus L./secalinus L. 21
Agrostemma githago L. 15

* includes germinated.

dicoccum) were also recorded. A number of grains displayed characteristics suggestive of both

Triticum cf. dicoccum
T. dicoccum/T. spelta 



Discussion
Given the low density of chaff and weed seeds it is clear that the deposit contained grain that
had been right through the cleaning and sorting process. This is consistent with the view that
the grain represented a stored crop and the interpretation of the timber structure as a granary
in which the grain was accidentally destroyed during the demolition process. However, most of
the grain showed signs of germination. Generally this was represented by a groove along the
dorsal surface of the grain. In most cases this depression was relatively short but in others it
extended virtually along the whole length of the grain. In a few instances the sprouted embryo
was still attached, but the majority of the grains had lost their embryo and a few detached
sprouted embryos were found. Also the sides of some grains had collapsed inwards as a result
of germination though this had not occurred in most of the grains. The fact that the grain had
germinated suggests two possible explanations for the charring. It is possible that the grains
could have been accidentally burnt whilst being roasted for malting but there is no
archaeological evidence to support this, such as a corn-drying oven in the vicinity. Alternatively,
the deposit could represent grain that had accidentally germinated through poor storage
conditions and, as a result, had been deliberately burnt. It could be argued that the latter might
not have been the most effective method of disposal if, as is probable, the grain was damp but
it does seem likely that if the grain had already started to germinate then there would have been
little reason to remove it from the granary for use elsewhere when the latter was demolished.
The plant macrofossil evidence therefore seems to confirm the archaeological interpretation
that the charred grain represents grain which had been stored in the granary and burnt during
the demolition phase.

SEDIMENTS FROM DITCH 10,337, ROMAN FORT SITE, SPILMAN STREET

By J. Crowther

Introduction
Ditch 10,337 was a substantial feature of post-Roman date (c. A.D. 460–700). Field evidence
provided no definite clues as to its function, about the source(s) of the sediments which
subsequently filled it, or the actual depositional sequence. Sediments from the ditch were
therefore subjected to detailed laboratory analysis in the hope that some fresh insight might be
gained into these questions.The samples studied were taken at 100mm intervals down a column
at the centre of the section exposed in cutting D (FIG. 8.25 and see FIG. 2.5). Samples were also
taken of the underlying fluvioglacial terrace deposits in which the ditch was cut, and of two other
contexts (‘controls’) relevant to the interpretation of the ditch sediments (TABLE 8.7a).

Attention focused on the following properties: particle size distribution (including gravel
fractions); LOI (loss-on-ignition) at 375°C, which provides an approximate measure of the
concentration of organic matter present (Ball 1964); phosphate-Pt (total phosphate),
determined by alkaline oxidation with NaOBr using the method described by Dick and
Tabatabai (1977); and � (low frequency magnetic susceptibility).Variations in these properties
down through a sequence of ditch sediments are potentially valuable in providing insight into
the source of the sediments and their rate of accumulation. In general, sediments will tend to
be finer-textured, richer in organic matter and display relatively high levels of phosphate-Pt
enrichment and � enhancement during more stable episodes (Crowther 1991).

Results and discussion: 1. ‘Control’ samples
Descriptions and analytical data for the four control samples are presented in TABLE 8.7.

‘Natural’ fluvioglacial terrace sediments. The site is located on a fluvioglacial terrace of the Afon
Tywi.Whilst the terrace deposits are for the most part coarse and gravelly, lenses of finer, sandy
material are present. Indeed, the sample of ‘natural’ taken from the wall of the ditch is clearly
of the latter type — a sandy loam, containing 67.0 per cent sand, but only 4.9 per cent gravel.
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Most of the sands and gravels comprise fragments of shale (Ordovician/Silurian), and these
tend to have relatively high background phosphate-Pt concentrations (2.06 mg g–1).The sample
has characteristically low LOI (1.64%) and � (0.27 µm3 kg–1) values.

Supposed Roman rampart (context 10,251) of reduced fort. The rampart of the reduced Roman
fort, which is located c. 20m west of the ditch section, represents a possible source of the ditch
fill deposits. It is described by the excavators as a ‘clay rampart’ and the assumption has been
that the material was quarried from nearby clay pits (H. James, pers. comm.). Two samples of
this context were analysed. Both have a clay loam texture, and contain notably high proportions
of gravel (17.0 and 13.5 per cent respectively).They also display no visible signs of gleying and
have unusually high levels of phosphate-Pt enrichment (6.56 and 6.39 mg g–1) and �
enhancement (8.27 and 1.61 µm3 kg–1). If these samples are in fact representative of the
rampart as a whole, then some doubt must be expressed concerning the supposed origin of the
material and on the appropriateness of the term ‘clay rampart’. In any case, the source of this
material appears to merit more detailed investigation, e.g. through a comparative study of the
physical and chemical properties and mineralogy of the rampart material with samples from
possible clay pits in the vicinity of the site.

Supposed ‘buried soil’ (context 10,340). The ditch is cut through a ‘buried soil’ of presumed
Roman age, which occurs quite extensively across the site. The sample analysed (from c. 5m
north-west of the ditch section) appears to be from a minerogenic A horizon or from a B
horizon — the extremely high level of � enhancement (4.41 µm3 kg–1) favours the former,
whereas the low LOI figure (3.10 per cent) points towards the latter. Interestingly, the colour
and texture of the sample are very similar to the two rampart samples. Indeed, on the basis of
the results, it seems possible that these two contexts have a common origin: either the buried
soil developed from the spread of material derived from the rampart (i.e. the soil post-dates the
levelling of the rampart); or the rampart itself was constructed from contemporary soil material.

Results and discussion: 2. Ditch sediments
As noted in the introduction, the function of ditch 10,337 is uncertain. However, in view of its
depth (c. 3m) and location it seems most likely to have been a defensive feature, and the logical
assumption is that spoil from the ditch would have been piled up to form an adjacent bank.
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TABLE 8.7: ‘CONTROL’ SAMPLES — DESCRIPTIONS AND ANALYTICAL DATA

TABLE 8.7a: Descriptions

Context Description

Natural Fluvioglacial terrace sediments: brown (10YR5/3) sandy loam
10251 Supposed rampart (two samples taken)

10251(1): brown to dark brown (7.5YR4/2 – 4/4) clay loam
10251(2): greyish brown to dark greyish brown (10YR5/2 –4/2) clay loam

10340 Buried soil: brown to dark brown (7.5 YR4/4) clay loam

TABLE 8.7b: Analytical data

Context Gravel* (%) Sand (%) Silt (%) Clay (%) Loss-on- Phos-Pt (mg g–1 ) �(µm3 kg–1)
ignition (%)

Natural 4.9 67.0 20.7 12.3 1.64 2.06 0.27
10,251(1) 17.0 35.3 37.5 27.2 3.88 6.56 8.27
10,251(2) 13.5 34.0 37.4 28.6 4.28 6.39 1.61
10,340 17.1 48.2 31.6 20.2 3.10 4.40 4.41

* Expressed as a percentage of gravel+fine earth fraction
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The results of the analyses are presented in FIG. 8.26.Three important features emerge from
the general character of the fill. First, the sediments in the section studied are predominantly
clay loams, with clay and silt contents typically in the ranges 25–30 per cent and 35–40 per
cent, respectively. The fact that the proportions of these fine sediments are much higher than
in the natural terrace deposits in which the ditch is cut, suggests that the bulk of the fill was not
derived from the spoil material generated during the cutting of the ditch. Thus, if a bank was
constructed alongside the ditch, then this must have been quite a stable feature (e.g. protected
with turf). Much of the ditch fill would therefore appear to have been derived from adjacent
land surfaces, and it should be noted that the texture of the fill is similar to that of the Roman
rampart and the buried soil (TABLE 8.7).

Secondly, the sediments show few visible signs of gleying and contain no organic layers.The
ditch was therefore reasonably well drained throughout the period of its infilling.While this may
simply be due to the permeable character of the natural terrace deposits, it could also reflect
the fact that the ditch may have had a drainage outlet — the latter possibility is something that
might usefully be explored in future excavation work.

Thirdly, the properties studied for the most part reveal such clear and predictable trends
through the sequence that there is little doubt that the ditch fill is the product of the progressive
inwash and accumulation of sediments, rather than the deliberate dumping of material into the
ditch (e.g. if an open ditch were being infilled to level the site). Indeed five phases in sediment
accumulation may be identified:

Phase 1: Samples 1–6
These basal samples appear to represent the primary fill of the ditch (i.e. the product of the initial
erosion/collapse of the ditch/bank walls). Characteristically, they have very low LOI figures (�2.00
per cent) and show no signs of phosphate-Pt enrichment (range, 1.03–2.12) or � enhancement
(0.15–0.43 µm3 kg–1). The relatively small percentage of gravel in the samples (maximum, 15.3
per cent) suggests that a substantial proportion of the fluvioglacial terrace deposits in which the
ditch is cut comprises sands rather than gravels (see section 1, above). Interestingly, sample 5 is
distinguished by having a finer texture and notably higher LOI, phosphate-Pt and � values.This
could be indicative of a temporary phase of stability. Alternatively, following the defensive
ditch/bank model outlined above, one might speculate that it is soil/turf material which fell into
the ditch as the adjacent bank of sand was being covered for protection.

Phase II: Samples 7–15
The character of these sediments clearly reflects a period of slow sediment accumulation
following the initial phase of instability. The sediments are fine-textured, with only relatively
small proportions of sand and gravels, and show a marked increase in LOI, phosphate-Pt and,
especially, � enhancement. Since the latter properties all peak between samples 12 and 13, it is
unfortunate that there is a break in the sample column at this point.

Phase III: Samples 16–20
These sediments indicate a return to less stable conditions in the vicinity of the ditch. Sample
17 is particularly coarse textured, with 29.7 per cent gravel and 38.8 per cent sand.The source
of these gravels is uncertain, but it would seem likely to be the result of nearby disturbance of
the natural terrace deposits (possibly associated with construction work?).

Phase IV: Samples 21–28
In this part of the column there are indications of a return to more stable conditions, though
the detailed trends in the LOI, phosphate-Pt and � data are difficult to interpret.

Phase V: Samples 30–31
These sediments are distinguished by their very high sand content (c. 50 per cent) and low LOI
values — properties that are characteristic of the natural terrace deposits (TABLE 8.7).They do,
however, show clear signs of phosphate-Pt enrichment and � enhancement.
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gate structure, fort  36, 43
gateways, town  18, 21
gemstone  351, 352
Ger-y-llan, test pits  6, 18
Giraldus Cambrensis  182–3
glass objects  342
beads  342, 344, 346–7
counters  342, 344, 347
vessels  342

beakers  344, 345
bottle glass  344, 346
bowls  344, 345
cremation, associated with  9
jars and jugs  343, 344
pillar-moulded bowls  342–3, 344
miscellaneous  344, 346

see also window glass
Golden Grove, John Vaughan of  5, 183
graffiti, amphorae  281, 282
granaries
Priory Street

building techniques  103, 107, 108, 110
excavation summary  69, 74
function  23
plant remains  369–70

Spilman Street  38–9
gullies
Emergency Control Centre  37
The Parade  199–200, 201
Priory Street  52, 153

handles
bone  6, 329, 330
bronze  291, 315, 317–18, 319
see also helmet handle

harness fitting, bronze  291, 315, 316
Haverfield, F. 8
Haverfordwest (Pemb)  15, 26
hearths/furnaces
discussion  167–8
excavation evidence

Church Street  174, 175

Priory Street 1980–84: Building A2  92;
Building A3  94; Building B2  98;
Building B3  99, 100; Building B4  60,
100, 102–3; Building B5  75, 108, 110,
112, 113; Building B6  80; Building C1
56, 117, 118; Building C2  56, 121, 123,
124, 125; Building C3  68, 125, 127;
Building C3, south of  69, 74, 125, 126,
129; Building C4  74, 128–9; Building D1
134; Building D2  75; Building D3  69,
139–40; Building D4  141; Buildings
D4/5, west of  143, 144; Structure 9568
135

Priory Street 1987  154, 155, 156, 158, 159
Spilman Street  32

see also fireplaces; ovens
helmet handle, bronze  291, 308, 314
hillforts  15, 24–5, 26, 27
hinge fragments
bronze  314, 315
iron  331, 332

historiography  5–9
hypocaust  9, 28, 347

Ilchester (Som)  21
Infirmary, excavations  9, 17
inkwells  22, 218
inscriptions
glass vessels  344, 346
stone  5, 6, 8
see also graffiti; potters’ stamps

intaglio  351, 352
iron objects
catalogue  326–7, 328–9, 330–1, 332, 333
discussion  326

iron ore
findspots  74, 128, 129, 339
report  333, 334, 340
sources  22

iron-working
smelting, evidence for

Building 87.2  153, 154, 155, 158, 159
Building B6  80, 113, 115, 339
Building C4  128
slags  333, 334, 338, 339

smithing
evidence for  22, 49: Building B4  60, 65,

100, 101, 102–3, 339; Building C1  57,
116, 117, 340; Building C2  56, 57,
120–1, 122, 123–5, 340; Building C3  68,
69–74, 125, 127, 340; Building C3, south
of  69, 129, 340; Building C4  74, 125,
128–9, 339, 340; Building D1  134;
Building D2  75, 135; Building D3
139–40, 340; Building D4  141; Buildings
D4/D5, west of 143, 340

tools  326, 327, 329, 330
see also slags
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James, T.A. 8
jet and shale objects  351
jewellery
bronze  321, 322–3, 324
jet  351
see also intaglio

joiner’s dog, iron  331, 332
Jones, Barri  9, 10, 16
Jones, J.F. 9, 15
Julius Frontinus  13
junction loop, bronze  315, 316

Kenchester (Heref)  21
key, iron  167, 329, 331
King Street  1, 17
knives, iron  329, 330
Kyngadle patera  26

ladle, iron  329, 330
Lammas Street  17
lamp stamp  9
lampholders, lead  340, 341
lamps
ceramic  6, 9
lead  340, 341

Latin, survival of  27
lead
objects  340, 341, 342
scrap  127
sources of  22–3, 340

lead-working  22–3, 340
leat  174
Lewis, Thomas, map by  183, 184
lid, bronze vessel  315, 319; see also barrel top

fragment
ligula, bronze  323, 324
linch-pin, iron  329, 330
literacy, evidence for  22
Little, John  9
Little Water Street  184, 188, 193, 194
Llandeilo (Carmth), ?fort  14
Llandovery (Carmth), fort  13
Llangunnor (Carmth), lead  340
Llangynog (Carmth), quarry  24
Llanio (Cerdgn), fort  13
Llawhaden (Pemb), native settlements  18, 26,

255, 291
Llwybr-yr-ardd  8, 195
Llys Brychan villa (Carmth)  27
loom weights  350
Loughor (Swansea), fort  13, 22, 44, 283, 338
Ludlow, Neil  12, 31

McCarthy and Stone Developments Ltd  197
mansion
discussion  1, 19–21, 203
excavation evidence  197, 199, 200, 201, 202–3

marching camps  13

medieval–post-medieval Carmarthen  5–7
Mercury, figurine of  350, 351
Merlin  7, 182, 183
Merlin’s Hill (Carmth)  15, 20
Merryborough (Carmth), enclosure  27
metal-working see iron-working; lead-working;

nail-making; non-ferrous metal-working
milestone  8
military objects
bronze  28, 289, 291, 308, 314, 315, 316
iron  326–7, 328

millefiori inlay  290, 300, 305–6
mineral resources  14–15, 22–3, 26, 340
Minerva, statuette?  308, 313
Morgan, John  193
Moridunum
as civitas capital  21–2
defences  17, 18, 20–1
discovery and identification  7–9
economy  22–7
fort  13–15, 20
location  14
post-Roman period  27–8
public buildings  18, 19, 20–1
street plan  16, 17, 21
town, establishment of  15–16, 20

mount, bronze  291, 315, 317; see also scabbard
mount

nail-making  127, 141, 339
nails, iron  22, 326, 332, 333
Neath (Neath & P Talbot), fort  13
‘New Carmarthen’ 5, 184
Newgale (Pemb), coins  286
non-ferrous metal-working  23, 291, 333

ogam  27
‘Old Carmarthen’ 5, 182
Old Oak Lane  4, 18, 184, 194
Old Priory Road  4
ovens
discussion  23, 168
excavation evidence

Church Street  175
Priory Street 1980–84: Building B4  60, 65,

68, 100, 101, 102, 103; Building B6  115;
Building C1  56, 57, 64, 116, 118;
Building C2  57, 120, 122, 123; Building
C3, south of  74, 129; Building C6  74;
Building D1  64, 68, 134; Building D2
69, 75, 137–8; Building D3  69; Building
D5  74, 75, 141, 142, 143

Priory Street 1987  153, 155
see also fireplaces; hearths/furnaces

Ovens, George  8, 194

padlock fragment, iron  167, 331, 332
palisades
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Church Street  171
Priory Street  56, 93

The Parade
19th-century development  7, 184
excavations

chronology  202–3
circumstances and nature of  11–12, 197
location  198
pottery: coarsewares  268, 269–72, 273;

mortaria  254; samian  239–41
summary of results  197: origins and early use

of building  197, 199, 200; use, change
and development  200, 201, 202; test pits
and watching brief  202

Parade Road  4, 18, 20, 196
paths see tracks/paths
pegs see wedges/pegs
pendant, acorn  314, 315
Penllwyn (Cerdgn), fort  13
Penycoed (Carmth)  22, 24, 26, 353, 354
phasing  12, 49
phyllite objects  26, 350–1
pick-axe, iron  144, 329, 330
pins
bronze  323, 324
jet  351
see also linch-pin; ring-headed pins

pits
Church Street  174–5, 179
Priory Street

1980–84: phase 1  117, 119; phase 2  123,
125; phase 4  64, 134, 135: phase 5  65,
127; phase 6–8  69, 110, 128, 129, 140,
141; phase 9  80

1987: phase 1  151–2, 157, 158; phase 5
154–5; phase 7–8  156

contractor’s trenches  156
temple site  146, 148, 150

Spilman Street area  39, 41
see also tanning pit

planning control  22
plant remains  23, 108, 369–70
plaster, painted  6, 9
plate fragment, bronze  324, 325
ploughshare  27
pond  52–3
porta praetoria 44
potters’ stamps
amphorae  281, 282
lamp  9
mortaria  247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253–4
samian  204–5

Church Street  213–15
fort  210
The Parade  241
Priory Street  218, 219, 223, 225–30, 233–6,

239
pottery

amphorae  280
Church Street  281, 282
Priory Street  281, 282
Spilman Street  280, 281

coarsewares  255
chronology  255–8
fabric groups: Black Burnished Ware I  259;

Black Burnished Ware II  259; Caerleon
red slip ware  260; coarse, sandy fabric
259; colour coated wares, imported  261;
imitation Black Burnished-local sandy
grey ware  260; local gritty ware  259;
Malvernian  259; Nene Valley wares  261;
Oxfordshire ware  260; Severn Valley ware
260; Severn Valley ware variant  260;
South Wales fine sandy ware  258; South
Wales fine ware  259; South Wales grey
wares  258

quantity  255
stratified groups: Church Street  261–3, 264,

265–7, 268, 269;The Parade 268, 269–72,
273; Priory Street 1980–84  272, 273,
274–6, 277, 278; Priory Street 1987  277,
280

unstratified, Priory Street  277, 278, 279, 280
mortaria

catalogue  247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252,
253–4

discussion  242–3
fabrics: Caerleon  246; local  246; Mancetter-

Hartshill  244; New Forest  246; Oise/
Somme area and northern France  243;
Oxford  244; Rhineland  243; South
Wales/Gloucester  246; South-West white-
slipped  245; Verulamium  244–5;
Wroxeter  245; unprovenanced  247

repairs to  23
samian  204–5

Church Street  209, 210–15
fort  205–8, 209, 210
The Parade  239–41
Priory Street 1980–84 (illus)  215–36
Priory Street 1987  236–9

trade  24–6
see also brick and tile; crucible fragment;

figurines, pipeclay; spindle whorls
Priory (of St John and St Teulyddog)  5, 183–4
Priory Hospital, recording  6
Priory Iron Foundry  156
Priory Street (overall discussion)
excavations 

described by phase: phase 1  49, 50–1, 52–3;
phase 2  53, 54–5, 56–7; phase 3  57,
58–60, 61; phase 4  61, 62–3, 64–5, 68;
phase 5  65, 66–7, 68; phase 6  69, 70–1,
74; phase 7  72–3, 74–5; phase 8  75,
76–7, 80; phase 9  75, 78–9, 80

history and summary  5, 6, 8–9, 11, 12, 47–9
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location  48
methods  12–13
pottery: amphorae  281, 282; coarsewares

(illus)  272–80; mortaria  254; samian
(illus)  215–39

see also Priory Street, excavations 1980–84;
Priory Street, excavations 1987

defences  194, 195
Priory Street, excavations 1980–84
buildings (illus)

Area A  88–94
Area B  94–115
Area C  115–31
Area D  131–45
temple  145, 146–9, 150

described by street phase  87–8
Street phase 1  81, 82, 84
Street phase 2  82, 84–5
Street phase 3  82, 85
Street phase 4  82, 85–6
Street phase 5  83, 86
Street phase 6  83, 86–7
Street phase 7  83, 87
Street phase 8  83, 87

Priory Street, excavations 1987
chronology  157–8
contractor’s trenches  156
described by phase

Phase 1  151, 152
Phase 2–4  152, 153
Phase 5  153, 154, 155
Phase 6  155, 156
Phase 7–8  156

discussion  158–9
nature and circumstances  150–1

propeller stiffener, bronze  291, 315, 316
property boundaries  22
Church Street  179
Priory Street 1980–84  52, 56, 61, 65, 69, 80
Priory Street 1987  156, 159

Ptolemy  7
Pumsaint (Carmth), fort  13
punches, iron  326, 327, 329, 330

quarry/hollow, Church Street  175–6
querns
as bellows base  127, 353
casual find  6
catalogue

lower stones  364, 365–6, 367
upper stones (illus)  355–65

discussion  353–5
as post pad  108, 353, 354
production of  22, 23–4

radiocarbon dates  31
ramp, town defences  188, 189, 191, 192
ramparts see banks

recording methods  12–13
relief see topography
Rhandirmwyn (Carmth), mineral resources  14,

340
Richmond Park, defences  8
Richmond Terrace  7, 10, 184, 194
ring-headed bar, iron  331, 332
ring-headed pins, iron  331, 332
ring-headed spike, iron  331, 332
rings
bronze  315, 317
jet  351
lead  341, 342
see also intaglio

river crossing  5, 44
rivets, lead  23, 342
road system, Carmarthen area  2–4, 13, 14, 15,

20, 26, 44: see also street plan; streets
roofing materials  166
slates  26, 201, 350, 351
tiles  347

rural settlement and trade  24, 25, 26–7

St Andrew’s Road  194
St Ishmael (Carmth), hoard  287
St Peter’s Car Park, excavations  6, 9, 10–11, 16,

28
St Peter’s Street  16, 44
scabbard mount, silver  314, 315
scheduled status  11
seal boxes, bronze  22, 291, 320, 321, 322
seals, lead  341, 342
sediment analysis  370–4
shears, bronze  291, 324, 325
sheet fragments
bronze  324, 325
lead  341, 342

shield bosses, iron  94, 144, 326, 327, 328
shipping  5; see also coastal trading
sickle blade, iron  329, 330
Sidford (Devon), Moridunum 7
Silures  14
Sites and Monuments Record  8, 13
slags
contexts of  339

furnace or hearth lining and fluxed lining
slags  339

iron ore  339
smelting slags  339
smithing hearth slags  339–40

discussion  333, 338–9
types  333–4

amorphous slags  336–7
copper alloy  23, 33
fluxed lining slags  334
forge waste  338
furnace/hearth lining  334
iron ore  334
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smelting slags  334
smithing hearth slag cakes  335–6

see also billet, steel
slates see phyllite objects
smithing see iron-working
south gate  20
spearheads, iron  94, 326–7, 328
Spilman Street area, excavations
described  29, 30–1, 32

Carmarthen Journal site  41, 42, 43
eastern half  38, 39, 40
Emergency Control Centre site  36–7, 38
post-Roman ditch  40
town defences  193
western half  32, 33–5, 36

discussion  43, 44, 45–6
history of  1, 10, 11, 12
location  29
pottery: amphorae  280, 281; samian  208, 209

spindle whorls  351
split spike loop, iron  331, 332
spoons, bronze  319, 321, 323, 324
stable  60, 98
statue base  179
statuettes
bronze  291, 308, 313
manufacture of  291

steps, evidence for  108
stone objects  350–1; see also gemstone; jet and

shale objects; quernstones
storehouse, Priory Street  74, 130
strap and loop, iron  331, 332
street plan  16, 17, 20, 21, 88, 158
streets
east–west  10, 41, 153, 158
fort site  31, 32, 33–4, 36–7, 41, 43, 44–5
Nurses’ Home site  6, 9
Street 1

discussion  16, 17, 20, 87–8
excavations  47, 48: Street phase 1  49–52,

53, 56, 81, 82, 84; Street phase 2  82,
84–5; Street phase 3  82, 85; Street phase
4  68, 69, 82, 85–6; Street phase 5  83,
86; Street phase 6  83, 86–7; Street phase
7  83, 87; Street phase 8  83, 87

recording, Carmarthen Town Football pitch
6, 16

Street 2
discussion  16, 17, 20, 87–8
excavations  47, 48: Street phase 1  49–52,

53, 81, 82, 84; Street phase 2  57, 82,
84–5; Street phase 3  82, 85; Street phase
4  69, 82, 85–6; Street phase 5  83, 86;
Street phase 6  83, 86–7; Street phase 7
83, 87; Street phase 8  83, 87

Street 12,511  17, 176, 177, 179
see also road system; street plan

strigil fragment, bronze  323

strips, iron  338
structures
Priory Street  64, 134, 135, 160, 161
Spilman Street  35–6, 38–9
see also buildings

studs, bronze  291, 315, 316
sumps  140, 150

tanning pit  1, 31, 37, 38, 40
taxation  26, 27
Teilo, cult of  28
temple
dating evidence  53, 150
excavations

circumstances and nature of  11, 145
discussion  146–9, 150, 160, 163
summary  49, 50–1, 52, 57, 64

location  47
as native cult centre  20
pottery  272, 273

tessellated floors  6, 9, 28
thatch, use of  91, 116, 125, 166
tile see brick and tile
timber strapping, Church Street  189–90, 191,

196, 368
toilet equipment, bronze  291, 323, 324, 325
tools
bronze  324, 325
iron  327, 329, 330

topography  1, 2–3, 4–5
torc, bronze  291, 322–3, 324
tracks/paths
The Parade  200
Priory Street  68, 69, 92, 137, 138

trade  22–7, 291, 292
Trawscoed (Cerdgn), fort  13, 21
Trelissey (Carmth)  27
trench, clay-lined, Emergency Control Centre

site  38
tubing, bronze  324, 325
tweezers, bronze  323, 324
Tywi, river  1, 2–4, 5, 13, 14, 15
crossing point  5, 44

Usk (Mon)  24, 255, 283, 289

Vaughan, John, properties of  5, 183
Venus, figurine  6, 350
verandahs
Building A3  92, 93, 161
Building B5  103, 109, 111, 112

vessel fragments
bronze  291, 315, 317–19, 321
lead  341
see also glass

via praetoria 43
via quintana 45
Vicarage Gardens, excavations  6, 8, 18
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vicus 15–16, 20
villas  27
Voteporix  28

Walesland Rath (Pemb)  26, 27, 354
walls
Priory Street buildings  166
town defences  188, 189–91, 192
wall panelling, fort  32

water storage pits, Church Street  175
water supply  4–5, 174, 200
wattle and daub  166
wedges/pegs, wooden  368
weights, lead  341
wells
Church Street  5
Priory Street  69, 75, 80, 140, 145

west gate  5, 16
wheel ruts  86
Wheeler, Sir R.E.M. 8
whetstones  351
Whitland (Carmth), ?fort  14, 26
Whitton (S. Glam), pottery  255
window glass  342, 344, 346
window grille, iron  331, 332
Wiston (Pemb), road  13
wooden objects  367, 368
Woodside (Pemb), ringfort  26
Wynveth brook  4–5, 17

Y Pigwn (Powys), marching camp  13
yards
The Parade  197, 200, 201, 203
Priory Street  112, 137, 145
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